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Introduction

By Rt. Hon. Peter Lilley MP
Poverty is a denial of human potential. The stifling of dynamism, creativity and intelligence
that attend poverty affects us all. Unleash that potential and we will all benefit through an
explosion of thought, culture and trade.
In the twenty-first century extreme poverty is not only a preventable economic absurdity but a
moral disgrace. That is what has motivated this group in its work.
But even if we were driven purely on the basis of self interest then act we must. Poverty
undermines our security and prosperity as well as our humanity. It is necessary for our own
well-being that we work together to remove the scourge of poverty that so blights our time.
The bald fact is that extreme poverty does not affect only the few, it harms the many. We are
all in this, like it or not, together. And that is the only way that poverty will finally be
eradicated: together.
This report does not undervalue the developmental progress that has been made. There is a
consensus, expressed in the Millennium Development Goals, that certain conditions and
actions are necessary for a coherent attack on poverty. But even in the few years since the
report of the Commission for Africa there have been new developments which make new
thinking imperative.
Then there was little talk of the emergence of China and its role on the world stage. Few
recognised how its astonishing economic growth would lift vast numbers of its own people
out of poverty; still less thought was given to its profound and incalculable impact on the
politics and economic growth of Africa and other developing countries. Nor in 2004 did the
Commission really consider the impact of climate change on the poor and its impact on
security, growth and stability of societies in the developing world. So far our response has
been faltering and uncertain. And we in Europe have been slow to recognise how intimately
we are affected as neighbours, trading partners and potential refuge by the fate of countries
drawn ever closer to us by modern communications. The UN High Commissioner for
Refugees has recently warned of waves of immigration from a ‘boiling arc of unstable and
fragile states’ unless more is done to rebuild their homelands. If rich countries are
determined to restrict immigration, helping the poor to prosper in their homelands is not just
a moral issue but one of self interest.
British people and politicians have responded positively to campaigns like Live Aid, Live 8,
Drop the Debt and Make Poverty History on the issues of aid and debt relief. But if we are to
heed the cry of the destitute we must also look to reforming the central engine of economic
growth: the international trading system. The unquestioned benefits of globalization have
left far too many people behind and increasingly they are failing to catch up. At the same
time the successes of globalization in bringing some countries and peoples great prosperity
throw its failures into starker relief. We must bring new passion and commitment to injecting
opportunity, generosity and fairness into the rules of world trade.
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We have worked in the knowledge that when David Cameron became leader he reaffirmed the
first, indeed the only, spending commitment the Conservative Shadow Cabinet has made so far to increase aid spending to 0.7% of national income and went further:
“We will work towards achieving the target … by 2013. And every year between now and
then, we should look to see if it is desirable, and possible, to go further and faster.”1
The specific proposals in this paper can be met within the 0.7% target.
But giving is only the beginning of the process, not an end in itself. The purpose of aid is not to
make the donors feel good. It is vital that the aid actually does good. That it reaches the poor it
is intended to help. And that it is used as effectively as possible to generate growth that will
benefit the economically vulnerable.
During the Cold War many countries gave aid to secure the allegiance of governments – with few
questions asked about how it was spent and little benefit to the poor. Likewise too many
countries still tie aid to their exports. It provides a subsidy to the donor country’s industry - so
few questions are asked about how it is spent and there is often little benefit to the poor. Now
the UK is under pressure to disburse growing aid budgets - ‘to get the money out of the door’.
Once again, too few questions are asked about how it is spent. Will that really benefit the poor?
We are conscious that we face not just a moral challenge but a practical challenge – how to
ensure that in future aid really is effective in helping the those in need.
Our remit is to offer advice to a future Conservative government. But we have not approached
these issues in a partisan fashion. As a result we have been able to call on the services and
expertise of people, from across the political spectrum, who are united simply by a desire to find
ways of making development policy better in future. We are not in the business of party political
point scoring. The subject is too important for that. Those who teeter on the edge of existence
have no interest in our little local arguments, and on this issue, to this country’s great credit,
neither do we. There is a broad national consensus about the vital need to tackle the awful
scourge of global poverty and we are more than happy to give credit to the Government for their
commitment.
It is generally accepted, even by critics of the international aid effort, that Britain’s Department
for International Development is among the most effective agencies in this field. But we believe
there is plenty of scope for improvement and learning from experience. Our report aims to
suggest ways in which a future British government – directly, or through multilateral
organisations to which we belong, or by example and leadership - may improve our aid, trade
and development policies and their delivery. The overriding aim is to help the poorest of our
fellow citizens on this planet improve their wellbeing.
Although there is a broad consensus about the objective of making poverty history, there is
intense debate about the best strategy for doing so. Sadly, policy debate in this field is too often
characterised by ideology and fashion. We have rejected an ideological approach of any sort.
Instead we have tried to develop solutions and recommendations that will work, whomever they
are proposed by and with whatever support.
We recognise that our advice is directed in the first instance towards the Conservative Party
which is sympathetic to private enterprise, free trade, and property rights as well as to
democracy, human rights and the rule of law. But since Conservatives also respect the national
sovereignty of other countries our approach is not to impose a particular policy package on
developing countries.
1 David Cameron, Speech to Oxfam, Oxford Town Hall, 29th June 2006.
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Indeed our central theme is the need to empower the people in the countries we seek to
help rather than succumbing to the arrogant delusion that donors like the UK can do it for
them.
We must not imagine that aid can do it all. For a start, even if the whole world meets its
pledges to increase aid, the total amount will still be pitifully inadequate to finance all the
health, education, nutrition, water, sanitation and so on that people desperately need. So it
is vital to help promote economic growth which alone can fund their social spending on a
sustainable basis. Hence our call for renewed emphasis on assistance geared to promoting
economic growth – through support for physical and commercial infrastructure and for
agriculture on which the majority of poor people depend.
Hence, too, our call for a trade package which would unilaterally open up rich countries’
markets to the products of low income countries, give more generous rules of origin,
abolish the EU’s damaging export subsidies, give incentives to reduce the very high tariff
barriers between developing countries and help poor countries develop their export
capacity.
Given the national commitment to increase UK aid, it is imperative to make that aid more
effective. But we will not make aid more effective by top-down, detailed micro-management
of the aid budget. If the men and women in Whitehall do not know best how to spend our
money in the UK it is absurd to presume they know best how aid should be spent in Africa
and Asia. We need to harness the knowledge, experience and self-interest of people in those
countries. Hence our belief in a demand led approach to allocating the aid budget by
inviting project applications from local organisations, NGOs, and private companies as well
as national and local governments.
There is often an unstated presumption that even if the UK government does not know
better than the people of developing countries how aid should be spent it may know better
than their governments. Yet the most successful countries have been those with a
reasonably effective state and with a government strongly committed to development. Bypassing national government, by setting up parallel structures to deliver services, risks
undermining both the government’s ability to deliver and its ownership of development
policy. Hence our emphasis on working through government spending programmes when
possible.
That raises concerns about corruption and governance which we believe it is essential to
address. To play down the incidence of corruption (as do many aid advocates - lest
highlighting corruption should undermine UK taxpayers’ support for the aid programme) is to
let down the poor. But we believe the best people to police the integrity of the aid budget are
people in developing countries – their media, civil society and parliaments. And the best way
to empower them to do so is transparency – publishing aid allocations for each school, clinic
and so on, as well as requiring auditing and public expenditure tracking surveys, and
publishing the results. Donors have only limited ability to impose conditions on their aid – the
UK should therefore focus its conditions on requiring transparency and good financial
management from recipient governments rather than specifying detailed economic or social
policies. And we need a similar degree of transparency as far as the City and UK businesses
are concerned since large scale corruption usually involves a western firm as the source or
destination of the money.
We need good governance not only within the countries receiving aid but also from donors.
That has been sorely lacking. The effectiveness of aid has been undermined by duplication
with a myriad of donors putting intolerable burdens on recipient governments; unpredictable
disbursements making planning impossible; unrealistic conditions capriciously applied;
failure to focus on poverty reduction; lack of specialisation; and recruiting talented officials
from developing country governments undermining their capacity. We want donors to work
together and with recipient governments through Partnership Trusts. To put pressure on
5
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donors to improve their governance of aid we advocate publication of a Global Donor Index
rating the extent to which each donor agency avoids these weaknesses.
The effectiveness of UK aid has been undermined by a focus on inputs rather than outputs
and outcomes: DFID’s performance measures relate to things DFID scarcely influences. We
propose an Independent Evaluation Group reporting to Parliament like the NAO to ensure
DFID spends taxpayers money in ways that will be most practical in reducing poverty.
A practical and realistic approach that understands the limits of what we can do is more likely
to yield results than empty slogans and posturing. The whole of this report is directed
towards answering the question: ‘what can we do to help people in the developing world to
help themselves?’ If we have made some progress towards a solution to that fundamental
problem then our work will not have been in vain.

Rt Hon Peter Lilley MP
Chairman, Globalisation and Global Poverty Group
Note: transcripts of oral evidence given to public hearings of the Group, together with written submissions are available, on the Group’s website:
www.globalpovertychallenge.com. Those submissions, like the working papers appended to this report, reflect the opinions of their authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Group.
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Executive Summary

Aid – from top-down to genuine partnership

• Aid works. Not in all cases, nor in all countries. But the evidence shows that in the right circumstances
aid can encourage growth and has played a role in some dramatic successes: eradicating diseases, the
Green Revolution, even – to some extent - mobile telephony.

• There remains an immense challenge highlighted by the Millennium Development Goals. So the
Conservative Party’s commitment, set out by David Cameron, to boost aid to the UN target of 0.7% of
national income by 2013 is welcome. So are the commitments made by the G8 at recent summits – if
they are kept. Pressure should be maintained on the other G8 countries to keep their pledges.

• Given the national consensus in Britain on meeting the UN and G8 targets the focus must now move
from increasing the amount of aid to increasing its effectiveness. We must learn from aid’s successes and
failures.

• The effectiveness of aid has undoubtedly been undermined not just by poor governance in developing
countries (see Chapter 4 on Corruption and Governance) but also by poor governance by donors.
Duplication by a myriad of donors puts intolerable burdens on recipient governments; unpredictable
disbursements make planning impossible; unrealistic conditions capriciously applied add to uncertainty;
top down donor decision making undermines local ownership; failure to focus on the poor misdirects aid;
lack of specialisation reduces effectiveness; recruiting talented officials from developing country
governments weakens their capacity.

• Good governance by donors. To put pressure on donors to improve their governance of the aid effort we
advocate publication of a Global Donor Index rating the extent to which each donor agency avoids these
weaknesses.

• Pro-poor focus. DFID’s commitment to target 90% of UK aid on poor countries rather than poor people
risks abruptly cutting off all aid to countries whose average GDP per head passes the middle income
threshold even though the majority of people living on less than $1 a day will soon be in middle income
countries. We propose a revised guideline relating aid allocations more rationally to poverty.
• African pledge. A Conservative government should fulfil the UK’s pledge to devote at least half of the
planned increase in Britain’s aid budget to Africa, whose development needs are greatest.

• Predictability. DFID should where possible make three year rolling commitments and give indicative ten
year projections for aid.
• Partnership Trusts, pooling the aid efforts of as many donors as possible, should be created to save
recipient governments dealing with multiple donors with conflicting reporting requirements. The Trusts
will also involve local representatives as non-voting trustees in monitoring performance and strategy.
Ideally the Funds will handle both budget/programme support and most project finance.

• Demand Led Funding. Aid is all too often initiated from the top down. So we recommend establishing
Demand Led Funds, which will invite not just governments but NGOs, local civic groups and private
companies to submit proposals. The Funds will finance the best as long as they have performance
measures and independent auditing arrangements.
• Specialisation. DFID should encourage NGOs to specialise to enable them to improve their
performance.
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• Outputs and outcomes. Instead of measuring success by inputs - the amount spent - DFID should agree
performance criteria for aid programmes and projects that measure outputs and outcomes.

• Country specialisation. In coordination with other donors to avoid creating aid orphans, DFID should
try to reduce further the number of countries receiving UK bilateral aid.

• Conditionality. Conditions are hard to enforce so the UK should set as few as possible. Instead of
imposing detailed economic policies the conditions should focus on requiring sound financial
management and transparent reporting. To avoid UK aid propping up cruel regimes we should establish
a Panel to advise on necessary, proportionate and timely response to gross human rights violations.

• Direct Budget and Programme Support. The most successful developing countries have strong
commitments to their development process and strong enough state administrations to implement them.
When donors create parallel structures to deliver aid they can undermine both government ownership of
policy and its ability to deliver (by recruiting scarce talent). So where aid can be effectively delivered
through government or departmental budgets that is desirable.
• But to work properly Direct Budget Support needs to be coupled with improving auditing and
monitoring processes and where corruption or waste is found funds must be redirected through secure
channels.
• Debt relief. Debts are written off automatically when a business fails in a free market so we support
steps, begun by the last Government, to write off debts of Highly Indebted Poor Countries. But
prevention is better than cure: so aid should generally take the form of grants not loans in future.

• Health. We recommend an increased emphasis on support for health systems as a whole and an emphasis
on local needs assessments rather than multiple vertical programmes in health. This includes help to
train medical staff and to retain them in their home countries by supporting salaries of critical health
personnel.

• The Home Office should limit work permits for medical staff from shortage countries to those taking up
designated training posts to acquire skills needed in their home countries.

Economic development – Public Goods and Private Enterprise

• Economic development and job-creation are the only sustainable way to make poverty history.

• Direct investment in social programmes, though crucial, is not the only way to meet the Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs). Economic growth geared to poverty reduction should play a key role
Indeed, the countries most likely to reach the MDGs by 2015 will achieve them primarily because of
superior economic growth.

• A sustainable environment and sustainable economic development are not opposites but two sides of the
same coin. Ensuring that our aid programme favours forms of energy production that are sustainable is
both a contribution to environmental goals and a means of providing poor countries with more robust
economies. A more effective UN system for validating the carbon reductions achieved by projects in
poor countries will enhance the ability of those countries to benefit from the emerging trade in carbon
reduction.

• Climate change is disproportionately affecting the world’s poor. The effect on climate change should be
built into aid decisions, and policy solutions in developed countries should not penalise poorer countries,
for example by preventing the export of cash crops by air.
8
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• Education is crucial to development. The focus by DFID on universal primary education is welcome
since there is still much to be achieved, but it needs to be supplemented by steps to educate more people
at secondary (and tertiary) level – particularly in vocational skills. DFID should support bursaries for
talented youngsters to train in their own countries; and encourage UK universities to establish links with
universities in poor countries which are less commercially attractive than fast growing Asian countries.
To allow the poorest to have access to tertiary education it is essential to strengthen the secondary
education sector.

• The proportion of aid spent on economic development has fallen. Aid spending on infrastructure has
declined from 36% of total world aid to 14% since 1997 and world wide development aid for agriculture
has fallen by two-thirds in real terms. We recommend a renewed emphasis on infrastructure (both
physical and commercial) and agriculture.
• Commercial infrastructure is the essential basis for business-driven economic growth.

- Britain should help countries establish property rights; simple, cheap and accessible courts to uphold
commercial contracts; and streamlined tax systems.
- Microfinance has helped tens of millions but could help hundreds of millions obtain the small sums
they need to invest to create or expand small businesses. Provision of help and advice for would-be
entrepreneurs and for SMEs is also essential.

- We should investigate proposals for a simple UN backed system of company registration which would
help businesses get of the ground.

- DFID should employ more people with business experience and lose its inhibitions about supporting
profit making businesses. That is what poor countries need.

- Together with VSO, DFID should recruit experienced business people willing to volunteer to help
mentor businesses in developing countries.

• Physical infrastructure is essential for growth. The poorest countries and regions are those most isolated
from markets and particularly from the sea arteries of the global economy. So help in developing
transport infrastructure – roads, rail, ports – is key as are electricity and water.
- Donors lost enthusiasm for infrastructure because of wasteful prestige projects, poor maintenance and
projects not built for the rigours of tropical climates. It is important to learn lessons from these failures
and from huge successes like mobile telephony.

- Where users pay, the private sector should initiate investment supplemented by CDC type equity;
donors may need to subsidise charges to most disadvantaged users and areas rather than subsidising
projects.

- Build/Operate/Maintain contracts should be used to incentivise good design and maintenance.

• Agriculture. Three quarters of the poorest people in the world rely on agriculture for a living; higher
yields boost rural incomes and reduce food costs for the urban poor; and virtually no country has had an
industrial revolution without having an agricultural revolution. Progress in agriculture and
manufacturing are not alternatives – they go hand in hand.

- It is crucial to learn the lessons of the Green Revolution in Asian agriculture. That was primarily related
to irrigation. There been no real revolution in the rain-fed, semi-arid areas of either Asia or Africa
where the bulk of the world’s remaining poorest people live.
9
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- Climate change – already a reality with more frequent droughts and shorter rainy seasons - makes it
even more vital to help farmers in poor countries adapt.

- The UK and other donors must help fund the research needed to promote a ‘Turquoise Revolution’ –
combining the neglected blue technologies of rain water harvesting, drip fed irrigation etc with green
technologies to develop drought resistant, fast maturing varieties of crops suitable for semi-arid
areas.

- The success of the Asian revolution depended on sustained commitment to research, education and
dissemination of new agricultural technologies. Moreover, developing new varieties is not a once
for all task. They need to be continually adapted to varied local circumstances and to constantly
evolving pests and diseases. The same long term commitment will be essential to promote a
Turquoise Revolution.

Trade – Breaking down barriers

• The most successful developing countries have grown by trading out of poverty.

• Doha was to be the first WTO Trade Round aimed at giving developing countries greater access to
world markets. There is a serious risk it may fail. Britain must do all in its power to revive Doha and
put a genuine pro-poor package at its heart or, if it fails, in its place.

• We want to launch an all party, trans-national campaign for a package of measures called Real Trade
designed to tackle all three kinds of obstacles to participation in world trade which poor countries
currently face.

- First, poor countries face both deliberate barriers (tariffs, quotas, subsidies) and unintended barriers
(rules of origin and proof of origin) in rich countries’ markets. Those barriers discriminate
particularly against the agricultural and basic manufactures that developing countries can most
readily export. Even ostensibly generous regimes like Everything But Arms contain damaging Rules
Of Origin and apply only to the smallest, poorest, most vulnerable countries. At the same time
developed countries unnecessarily require reciprocal liberalisation, not least in the current EPA
negotiations. We cannot convince poor countries of the merits of opening their markets unless the
EU and other rich countries practise what we preach. Our proposed trade package therefore involves
Britain and the EU, and all other developed countries, unilaterally opening their markets to all low
income countries – with generous Rules Of Origin, simplified trading standards and help in meeting
them - and ending export subsidies which damage agriculture in developing countries – all by 2013
at the latest, though much of this can and should be implemented earlier.

- Second, the poorest countries often face natural barriers – lack of roads, navigable rivers, ports etc –
which hinder access to markets. They also need to build up the commercial infrastructure needed to
participate in trade. Our trade package includes proposals for an enhanced Aid for Trade provision to
help developing countries increase their export capacity.

- Third, many of the highest tariffs and toughest barriers are between developing countries, one reason
why south-south trade is proportionately far less than is north north trade. Our trade package
proposes incentives (including compensation for lost tariff revenues) to countries to reduce these
South-South barriers and particularly to kick-start development of a Pan African Trade Area.
Together with rules of origin which allow cumulation of origin among low-income countries, this
will help poor countrie to participate in modern global chains of production, and benefit from the
progress of other developing countries.

10
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• In the past there has been resistance to extending trade preferences to all low income countries since that
includes India whose size and growing industrial strength arouse protectionist fears in Europe. However,
India will become a middle income country in a couple of years, followed by Pakistan, before our trade
package could become a reality, thereby removing the main source of resistance.

• We believe that with sufficient popular backing it should be possible to garner international support for
the unilateral opening of EU markets to all low income countries, including (crucially) support within the
rest of the EU. If, nonetheless, it meets opposition from a minority of protectionist member states the UK
should be prepared to refuse to agree a new EU budget deal unless and until agreement on our proposed
trade package for low income countries is accepted.

• The TRIPS agreement imposed unnecessary obligations on many developing countries. Subsequent
attempts to give developing countries greater flexibility, though welcome, have not worked well. The UK
should offer technical assistance to help developing countries navigate the complex rules to enable them
to use low cost generic drugs, while helping to prevent leakage of such drugs back into developed
countries’ markets.

Corruption and governance – revealing not concealing

• Corruption undermines both the positive impact of aid and public support for the aid programme.

• Enthusiasts for aid down play or ignore corruption lest publicity should undermine public support in the
UK. DFID, which claims a zero-tolerance policy on corruption, in practice turns a blind eye and has
rarely withdrawn aid from corrupt governments or departments.

• We believe this strategy is a mistake which betrays the poor and will not deceive UK taxpayers. If we are
to boost aid we must tackle corruption, not pretend it does not exist.

• The best antidotes for corruption are transparency and openness.

- Transparency about aid flows: agreeing with recipients to publish amounts allocated to each school,
clinic etc.; require and publish results of audits and Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys.

- DFID and the FCO should reveal, not conceal, any information they have on corruption and waste.

- Surveys should be used to measure and monitor the extent of corruption.

- Information empowers local people, parliaments, civil society and media to hold governments to
account. We propose training and other measures to strengthen civil society.

• Grand corruption usually involves foreign companies as source (particularly in extractive industries,
security and procurement) or as the channel for funds (including the City of London).
- DFID should increase not reduce its support for the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative.
- The UK needs a new Corruption Act to meet our OECD commitments.

- Companies should be encouraged to adopt explicit anti-corruption codes. The EU should seek to develop
and propagate a single code across the Community.

- To avoid disadvantaging firms which eschew bribery it is important that those who are less scrupulous
are disbarred from World Bank and similar contracts.

11
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- Integrity pacts scrutinised by a ‘social witness’, which have been successful in Latin America
should be developed with a view to making participation in them a precondition for tendering for
donor financed projects.

• Good governance is crucial to prosperity, but the record of donor-inspired governance
improvements is poor. This is because top-down initiatives in this area do not work well. Much
more fruitful is the process of empowering local organisations – CSOs, community groups, the
media and so on to hold public authorities to account.

• The UK should launch a Development Spending Transparency Initiative on the model of the
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) through which participants should agree to
promote openness and accountability in their transactions with recipient governments. That should
go alongside increased UK support for the local organisations that can hold their own governments
to account and publicise instances of poor governance and corruption.

• The sophistication of tools used to assess governance standards should be improved by the
development by the UK of a governance matrix.

Conflict and fragile states

• Conflict is a major factor prolonging poverty and hunger.

• The UK has successfully intervened in one country (Sierra Leone) and such interventions
should never be ruled out in the right circumstances.

• However, in general intervention is likely to be best carried out by regional or international
organisations.

• The UK should therefore seek to strengthen the peace-keeping capacity of regional bodies like the
African Union.

• We support a programme of training in conflict resolution to build up a cadre of peacemakers.
Further funding should be allocated to the African Union’s Peace Fund.

• Environmental degradation is a potent cause of conflict so efforts to prevent or adapt to climate
change are doubly crucial.

• Since many conflicts are about mineral resources, the UK should take a lead in defining a legal
definition of a conflict resource to enable the international community to take appropriate action on
the model of the Kimberley diamonds initiative.

• The work of DFID and NGOs in fragile states often falls between humanitarian emergency relief and
classical development aid. It needs to be seen, and funded, as a separate stream.
• Emergency aid. We would like to see more resources go to disaster prevention – particularly in the
case of environmental protection – but the remainder should be an earmarked amount, not subject to
being raided for other purposes.

• We support the UN Central Emergency Response Fund to allocate funds quickly to disasters and
believe the UN has a valuable role to play in coordinating relief but should not seek to centralise
control over relief operations which could inhibit the quick responses to particular crises offered by
voluntary coalitions of NGOs and nations.
12
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• Humanitarian NGOs need to specialise in particular skills and be employed by governments on that
basis. We propose supporting a core emergency response capacity and creating an emergency drawdown of funds for specialist NGOs to use in emergencies.

DFID - Outcomes not inputs

• DFID is focused on inputs rather than outputs and on spending rather than monitoring performance.
As its budget grows this bias may increase. It is vital to refocus DFID on the challenge of increasing
aid effectiveness.

• DFID’s main performance measure is the progress of developing countries towards their Millennium
Development Goals. Given that DFID programmes are scarcely the main determinant of such
progress this is absurd. Performance measures should relate to the outcomes of programmes and
projects to which DFID contributes.
• Half DFID’s sub-targets relate to processes - which it meets - whereas it meets fewer than two thirds
of outcome-related sub-targets. In principle, targets should mainly relate to outcomes or outputs.

• Only half of DFID projects and programmes have quantitative measures of performance. We advocate
a traffic light system of evaluating projects which will emphasise the need for quantitative
performance targets or evidence before the commitment of funds.

• DFID does not, but should, systematically relate allocation of funds to different bilateral and
multilateral channels to their comparative effectiveness for different purposes. It is particularly weak
at holding to account multilateral agencies which account for two fifths of UK aid. We advocate a
more robust approach.

• DFID needs a central record of projects and programmes, lack of which leads to wasteful duplication
and inhibits learning from experience. A much improved system of record-keeping and management
is a priority.

• DFID should publish on its website details of all programmes and projects from conception to
evaluation to facilitate scrutiny by local civil society.

• The use of Challenge Funding will replace a top down approach by a greater responsiveness to the
real needs and sensitivities of poor people.

• Above all we believe it is essential to establish a genuinely Independent Evaluation Group to monitor
the effectiveness of the aid programme and reporting direct to Parliament via the Select Committee
like the NAO.
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List of Recommendations

Recommendation 1: The Government should consider whether the target of 0.7% of GNI could be met
sooner - by 2010 if possible. If quality or other considerations mean that spending falls short of the annual
budget, unspent allocations should be held in trust until they can be used responsibly.

Recommendation 2: Aid priorities should continue broadly to be determined from the bottom up, country by
country. However we have identified in Chapter 2 on economic development that a higher priority should be
accorded to spending on infrastructure and agriculture. In view of the pressing need to tackle climate change,
DFID should review the low priority which it appears to attach to environmental improvement.

Recommendation 3: DFID’s process for allocating bilateral aid should be adjusted from a cliff edge to a
slide. So when low income countries pass the middle income threshold they should no longer risk losing all
their aid. Instead, their previous share of the UK aid budget should thereafter be reduced gradually as they
succeed in reducing the number of their citizens living in extreme poverty, and in raising average incomes.
Countries currently receiving UK aid which already have middle income status should continue to be
accommodated within the 10% share of the UK bilateral aid budget.

Recommendation 4: A Conservative government should fulfil the UK’s pledge to devote at least half of the
planned increase in Britain’s aid budget to Africa, whose development needs are greatest.

Recommendation 5: The international community, led by the UK, should promote the publication of an
annual Global Donor Index designed to measure the performance of donor countries and the effectiveness of
their aid effort.

Recommendation 6: DFID should continue to develop funding mechanisms which provide longer term,
more stable and more flexible aid funding. This principle should apply both to bilateral aid, and that provided
through NGOs and local partners.

Recommendation 7: The UK Government should work with other donors to establish Partnership Trusts in
countries with significant UK aid inflows. These funds should aim, over time, to handle all aid flows (both
budget support and projects) from all donors (both state and multilateral).

Recommendation 8: DFID should introduce a Demand Led Fund which would be required to prove its
effectiveness over time and, if it does so, should ultimately become the principal channel for project funding.
Recommendation 9: We recommend that DFID should allocate its aid budget so as to encourage NGOs to
develop specialist competences and focus on them, and should be more willing to use smaller NGOs which
have already specialised in a particular function or country and proven their ability and integrity.

Recommendation 10: DFID, in coordination with other donors so as to prevent the creation of ‘aid orphans’,
should agree that each donor focus its bilateral aid on fewer countries, in order to reduce transaction costs for
recipient governments and donors and to enable donors to acquire greater specialist knowledge of each
recipient country.

Recommendation 11: DFID should create a Human Rights Review Panel to advise whether aid should
continue to flow to governments after human rights abuses occur; and DFID should respond speedily but
proportionately to any deterioration in standards, thereby obviating the need for a more drastic response
later on.
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Recommendation 12: The UK Government should agree with recipient governments that schools,
hospitals and other front line public service providers should be publicly notified of their budget
entitlements, which should also be published locally and on the internet. Governance conditions of this kind
can then be largely self policing.

Recommendation 13: Direct Budgetary and Programme Support must be improved. The following
enhancements would produce a DBS-plus system, dealing with well-founded concerns about current
practice:

Recommendation 14: The UK should require timely, reliable and independent auditing – if need be, by
external auditors - where it gives Direct Budget and Programme Support. It should also make much
wider use of Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys (PETS).
Recommendation 15:

Parliaments. Wherever possible, the UK should ensure that countries’ parliaments scrutinise and debate
plans agreed with the UK or our proposed Partnership Trusts, and review annually how the funds are
being spent by the government.
Supreme Audit Institutions. Most countries have national audit institutions to check government
expenditure. Where such institutions are weak it is essential to help strengthen, train and equip them.

Civil society. As explained in Chapter 4 on Corruption and Governance, greater transparency is the best
way to enable ‘civil society’, including the media, to scrutinise how spending conforms to budget plans.

Recommendation 16: We support steps to accelerate the process of relieving HIPC countries of their
debt. Once debts have been written off it is important that countries should not start down the path of
indebtedness again. The clear lesson is that investment in economic development should, wherever
possible, be channelled through free enterprise so that these problems do not occur in future. We
recommend that the UK Government should continue to give UK aid as grants not loans; and the UK
Government should encourage other donors such as the World Bank to give aid for social objectives,
whenever possible, via the same route.
Recommendation 17: Investing in buildings, equipment and drugs must be matched by sufficient
support for the health system and staff. Donors must be willing to undertake long term funding for the
fixed costs of healthcare, and not rely on self-financing that poor countries cannot afford.

Recommendation 18: Interventions to benefit the poorest need to take the independent sector into
account: it is a major source of healthcare. We need to innovate to improve the quality of this healthcare.

Recommendation 19: The UK must make a long term commitment to training medical staff in countries
with the greatest need for them. In selected cases the UK should seriously consider supporting salaries
for key healthcare personnel, to provide them with an incentive to work locally or return from abroad.

Recommendation 20: Only designated training posts should be open to medical staff from shortage
countries, and then only for as long as required by their training needs. The British Government should
no longer issue work permits to medical staff from developing countries simply to fill service posts in
this country.

Recommendation 21: DFID funding should follow good scientific evidence of effectiveness wherever it
is available.
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Recommendation 22: The UK must constantly adapt aid budgets to recognise climate change, and
consider the use of a ‘climate filter’ within their aid approval systems.

Recommendation 23: Increased UK support for skills and enterprise training for young people is
necessary (particularly year 6/7 and 10/11 leavers, who cannot stay on in mainstream education).

Recommendation 24: The UK should endeavour to extend its support for secondary education, to assist
low income countries in moving towards universal secondary education. Given the magnitude of this task,
we recommend that the UK concentrate support on: i) teacher training and ii) English language teaching
(which could also be extended within the primary school age group). Improving female literacy is of
particular importance.

Recommendation 25:

Direct funding
Existing institutions might argue that they need direct funding to improve dilapidated infrastructure and
poor salaries for academic staff. This may be appropriate for some whose leaders have shown real efforts to
confront their problems.

Bursaries
However, we could also consider helping to establish funds which would provide higher education
bursaries of a fixed amount available to all secondary school students who achieved the best grades. The
amount would be fixed at a level which would both force existing institutions to lower fees (which are
often too high) if they wanted to attract students and would encourage people to start new colleges which
were more cost-effective, perhaps focused on a limited range of vocational subjects.

Support of UK Universities
We should therefore encourage UK universities to expand internationally. The UK is a world leader in
providing higher education. Several British universities have alliances with higher education institutions in
Asia and the Pacific Rim. They either endorse the qualifications of these institutions or offer their own
qualifications through them.

We see the British Council as having an expanded role in this. Currently it does good work in helping
universities market their courses and qualifications. It could join with UK universities and developing
countries to set up new cost-effective centres of higher education in response to the increased demand from
students assisted by bursaries.
Recommendation 26: We would recommend that DFID and VSO work more closely together to see
whether there is a greater potential pool of volunteers which, given increased development funding and a
much larger volunteer programme, could help meet the need for large-scale training of trainers in many
disciplines.

Recommendation 27: The UK should encourage and help developing countries to develop formal
vehicles for charitable giving for expatriates to channel more remittances into social development;
improve the formulation and administration of company law to protect the rights of investors; and establish
well-managed and well-regulated investment funds designed for expatriates who wish to invest in the
development of their home country.

Recommendation 28: Results of the social transfer programmes being undertaken should be carefully
analysed for their effect, not simply on the people receiving them, but on the local economy. If social
transfers are shown to multiply aid effectively by creating growth and jobs, these programmes should be
extended beyond the areas of most acute need.
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Recommendation 29: DFID should actively recruit people with business experience and second staff to
companies operating in the developing world in order to obtain such experience.
Recommendation 30: The UK should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

provide financial support for competent MFIs to cover set-up costs either in high risk countries, or
with high risk groups which commercial banks will not touch;

provide particular financial support to MFIs which specialise in lending to smallholder farmers, to
cover higher communication costs where populations are sparse;

provide technical assistance and funding for the development of new products such as micro-leasing
and micro-insurance;
help in targeting specific groups of people (for example those with physical disabilities);

fund training for entrepreneurs through MFIs, for example in writing business plans and accounting;
consider public/ private partnerships in this sector, for instance through the creation of a loan
guarantee fund which would enable international or local banks to lower the risk of lending to
microfinance institutions without a track record;
arrange a regular microfinance summit to encourage innovation and coordination in the sector, and
bring together international actors from the public and private sectors.

Recommendation 31: we support the provision of development funding directly to private sector
enterprises and entrepreneurs, if this offers the best way to tackle poverty.

Recommendation 32: We strongly support the creation of new challenge funds such as the AECF. We
recommend that these funds concentrate on SMEs as these are the businesses which most need help.
They also have the greatest potential to create most economically the sustainable jobs which are needed.

The argument that it is uneconomical for a large fund to invest in small companies can be overcome by
investing in smaller, more flexible funds/NGOs which have low overheads.

We recommend that DFID, either directly or through partners, use bank guarantees to support viable
local financial institutions in lending to SMEs in developing countries. Such a scheme could be low-cost
or self-financing from the guarantee fees, if the local financial institutions are carefully selected.

Recommendation 33:
•
•
•

CDC has great experience of the private sector in poor countries. DFID could draw more on this
experience as it engages increasingly with the private sector in its goal of reducing poverty.

We recommend that CDC and DFID bring together their expertise respectively in the business and
development sides of agriculture to create a team backed by funding which will invest in agricultural
businesses (both smallholder and larger scale) in low income countries.

They could also draw on the excellent technical and research resources of other British institutions
such as the Natural Resources Institute, Reading University and the University of East Anglia.

Recommendation 34: There should be a substantial increase in UK aid for agriculture concentrating
particularly on:
•

Research and development, especially for rain fed and drought prone areas:

- rain water harvesting; - drip fed irrigation; - improved, drought-resistant crop varieties; - alternative

crops; - fertilizer regimes; - improved agricultural practices; - education and training through an
improved agricultural college network; and - soil analysis leading to the more effective use of fertilizer;
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the provision of fertilizer at a reasonable cost, for example through direct support from crop buyers;
through co-operatives or farmers’ groups; or through microfinance;
improved irrigation and better farm tools;

local processing where the nature of the crops makes this economically sensible, for example in the case
of coffee, nuts and fruit juice. Local processing advocated simply because of hostility to international
companies is, however, misdirected and wasteful;
marketing support;

technical and business training for farmers;

development of rural financial services specifically aimed at farmers, perhaps includin price protection
and crop insurance.

Recommendation 35: Provided the Investment Climate Facility proves to be effective, the UK Government
should be ready to increase its funding, and to encourage other private and public sector partners to do the
same.
The ICF should recognise the importance of providing reliable financial information (e.g. credit rating
systems) and in particular professional financial journalism; and provide support accordingly. Regional
resource centres should be considered, to enable governments more easily to work out the best way to
implement policies such as land registration, improving legal systems for commerce, or a change from
import-based to income-based taxation.

Recommendation 36: The proportion of aid allocated to infrastructure projects should increase, and this
shift in emphasis should include:
•
•
•
•
•

encouragement of competing public/private infrastructure investment funds whose performance is
rigorously assessed to ensure value for money;

contractual conditions for infrastructure projects which ensure maximum use of local staff and supplies;
using Build, Operate, Maintain contracts where appropriate to ensure accountability for the quality of
construction;

including a contractual obligation to train local young people on the job in construction and maintenance
skills; and
increasing the proportion of resources committed to supporting smaller-scale, community-led
infrastructure projects.

Recommendation 37: Since the establishment of the GATT, multilateral trade liberalisation has accelerated
global growth and increased wealth. It continues to be the best path forwards, although as the suspension of
the Doha Round demonstrates, it is increasingly hard to achieve.

Bilateral liberalisation is a second best alternative. However, in dollar terms, its benefits are likely to be
skewed in favour of the developed world and away from the developing world. Moreover, it risks making
an already complex trading system even more complex, to the detriment of the developing world, in
particular.

The UK should therefore make the completion of the Doha Round a priority for the EU, and should press for
a more ambitious offer, as described above.

Recommendation 38: There is a strong case for allowing low income countries, in particular, i) open access
to EU and other developed country markets; and ii) flexibility as to how rapidly they liberalise their
domestic markets. Real Trade involves both.
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Recommendation 39: The UK and EU should seek to make sure that generous and deep preferences with
liberal rules of origin are offered by all developed countries (and ideally also harmonised) through WTO.

So as part of the Doha Round or independently, the EU should offer duty free and quota free access to all
low income countries, as defined by the OECD.

Rules of origin dramatically limit the effectiveness of current preferences. They do not reflect modern
trading patterns and exclude many low income country exports from preference. They should be
dramatically liberalised and the value added requirement reduced or eliminated for low income countries.

Accordingly, the UK should oppose plans to change current rules by means of EPAs if the resulting
agreements do not represent meaningful liberalisation.

Similarly, low income countries should also be allowed full cumulation of origin with all other low
income countries. If this is unacceptable to the WTO then they should be allowed to use inputs from all
developing countries. This will enable larger developing countries to act as a ‘locomotives’ for the
development of smaller low income countries.

In general, if EPAs go ahead, we would favour a liberal interpretation of the WTO rules, an extended
period of liberalisation, a minimum of non-tariff issues, and emphasis mainly on encouraging SouthSouth trade.

The alternative to reciprocal free trade agreements like EPAS is to extend the most advantageous existing
preferences to an objective group of countries determined by income. The obvious category is low income
countries as defined by the OECD. The EU has been reluctant even to consider that because the category
includes India whose size and industrial potential some European countries find daunting. However,
India is set to graduate out of the Low Income category in a couple of years followed soon after by
Pakistan.

If our Real Trade proposals to extend unilateral free trade to all low income countries by 2013 were
adopted they would logically supersede EPAs for all ACP countries except those which are (or have by
then become) middle income.

Recommendation 40: The UK and other developed countries should offer incentives (including
compensation for lost tariff revenues) to countries to reduce South-South barriers without requiring those
preferences to be extended to us. One objective should be to endeavour to kick start a Pan-African Free
Trade Area.

Given that the EU has recognised in its EPA negotiations the importance of promoting South-South trade
liberalisation, the UK should encourage the EU to incorporate the same objectives into its Doha position.

Recommendation 41: The UK should aim to spend a larger proportion of its existing aid budget to 2013
on aid for trade. Evidence suggests that narrowly defined aid for trade is one of the more effective forms
of aid (even compared to other forms of aid for economic development). The gains it causes may actually
exceed those from tariff liberalisation. More plausibly, the de-bottlenecking of trade in developing
countries is a pre-requisite for those countries to maximise the benefits from the liberalisation of formal
trade barriers.
As part of an increased focus on aid for trade, the UK should:

• seek to reduce red tape by assisting developing countries to simplify and streamline customs and other
bureaucracy that affects the ability to trade efficiently and flexibly;
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• set up an expert group with private sector representatives to work on trade facilitation issues and identify
bottlenecks;

• support the taking on by the Integrated Framework of a more powerful role in coordinating the delivery of
aid for trade - rather than merely producing studies;

• help developing countries to set up export processing zones, as a precurser for reform in developing
countries while resisting any attempt within the EU to classify EPZs as an illegitimate trade subsidy: and
•

support, and help to find, new ways to finance infrastructure projects in the developing world that reduce
local impediments to trade.

Also, the EU should spell out how it will allocate short term aid to support any tariff reductions required
under EPAs. It should make clear that aid for trade, and aid more generally, will not be conditional on
accepting an EPA; and that aid will be available to offset the negative impact of EPAs on ACP country
government revenues.
Increased help for developing countries to maximise the benefits of liberalisation is important per se but by
making the prize greater, it should also make liberalisation easier to achieve.

Recommendation 42: In the absence of a more radical revision of the TRIPS rules, the UK should work
with developing countries, the pharmaceutical industry and NGOs to make the Paragraph 6 mechanism
workable. It should seek to reduce the red tape involved and make the mechanism more automatic and
expeditious. Regional coordination among poor countries should be encouraged to increase market size,
enhance purchasing power relative to pharmaceutical companies and maximise the benefit of compulsory
licences.

The UK should provide technical assistance to developing countries to help them take advantage of the
flexibilities in TRIPS, including supporting attempts to file for compulsory licences, and to assist them in
developing IP systems applicable to their own circumstances. The UK Patent Office should expand its
assistance to patents offices in developing countries.

In return, the UK should promote increased market segmentation to minimise the risk that medicines sold
cheaply in developing countries will leak back into developed markets by means of parallel importation.
This should allow the pharmaceutical industry to play a much more positive role in the developing world
(and will make it more difficult for the industry to resist such a role).

Recommendation 43: The UK should press the EU to take up the US offer of an end to all market distorting
support as part of the Doha Round. At the very least the UK should press for the EU to meet the G20’s
request for deeper reductions. The UK should also seek to hold the EC to its earlier offer to abolish all
subsidies on exports from the EU.
Additionally, the UK should press for a realistic and wider measure of trade distorting domestic support to
be used at the WTO, and for tighter control over what belongs in which ‘box’. The WTO should begin to
discipline green box subsidies. Whilst supposedly less distorting these still contribute to the overall burden
of agricultural support. Without multilateral controls on such spending, it may be impossible to reduce total
agricultural support and to provide the conditions for commodity prices to converge globally.
As part of this initiative, the UK should push for full decoupling within the EU. Even in the event that
member states use the margin of flexibility that exists within the 2003 reform to decouple as much
production as possible, much will remain to be done.

In other areas too, the UK needs to press the EU to go beyond the parameters of the 2003 reform and to
make commitments in 2008 that will result in further changes to the CAP, rather than simply binding
existing policies. In so doing, the UK will need to ensure that all countries reduce subsidies.
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The UK should push for an immediate end to certain CAP programmes such as tobacco and cotton
subsidies. The EU currently spends just under a billion euros a year supporting tobacco production.

Money saved from reductions in domestic farm support should be used to support aid for trade and
aid for inward investment. Cutting OECD agricultural subsidies by a seventh could pay for a doubling of
aid.

Recommendation 44: Britain should encourage the World Bank and other multilateral organisations to
carry out regular tracking surveys to measure different sorts of corruption in order to monitor both their
prevalence, and any success in combating them.

Recommendation 45: DFID should live up to its promises and respond more vocally, robustly and
proportionately to evidence of corruption affecting UK aid. The UK should give clearer support to World
Bank anti-corruption initiatives; and work with the IMF and other donors to introduce greater scrutiny of
central banks to restrict opportunities for in-country and international grand corruption.

Recommendation 46: DFID should:
•

confirm continued financial and administrative support for EITI;

•

consider with members how to strengthen validation procedures and where possible, how to make them
enforceable in local and international law;

•

•
•

actively seek to recruit additional donors to the Multi-Donor Support Fund;

review the scale and nature of support to EITI country organisations to ensure it reflects the latters’ actual
needs and objectives;
with other EITI supporters, encourage NEPAD to include EITI criteria in the Africa Peer Review process.

Recommendation 47: The present Government has sidestepped questions about why the UK will not
empower the financial authorities to reveal ownership in the event of evidence of laundering. In the absence
of a convincing reason for retaining the present rules, we recommend that this reform is introduced as a
matter of urgency. In enacting such reforms it will be important to deal with issues of legal privilege and
offshore jurisdictions, but such complications do not mean reform should be
ruled out.
Recommendation 48: A future Government should introduce to Parliament a new Corruption Bill.

Recommendation 49: The UK should launch a Development Spending Transparency Initiative on the
model of EITI. Participants should commit to publish their own transactions with governments in as full,
clear and user friendly fashion as possible. They should require timely, reliable and independent audits
which should be published. They should expect poverty reduction strategy papers (PRSPs) to be debated by
recipient parliaments before being approved by donors. They should build in use of Public Expenditure
Tracking Surveys and publish their results. Moreover they should require maximum transparency for all the
programmes to which they contribute. Where appropriate, that means letting each school, clinic and
organisation know the allocation of funds it is due.

Recommendation 50: Aid volumes to promote good governance should be used to help both stimulate and
satisfy demand for greater accountability by strengthening the capacity of civil society to challenge
governments over issues of corruption, human rights, and transparency and accountability.
Recommendation 51: The UK should develop a governance matrix which would act as a checklist and
benchmark on progress towards better governance in recipient countries. It should be prepared and used in
co-operation with local Civil Society Organisations.
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Recommendation 52: First it is vital that G8 member states do fulfil their promise to double aid to
Africa. Second, it is all the more important for other donors to coordinate their activities, reemphasising
their commitment to a good governance agenda. Third, the UK should persuade its partners to engage
with China both in recipient countries and in all the international forums in which aid and governance
issues can be addressed.
Recommendation 53: The UK should identify prominent statesmen, politicians, military officials and
diplomats who could be appointed as special representatives of the Secretary General, to act as
mediators in conflict zones around the world.

A small proportion of the aid budget should be used to finance training of peace keeping personnel,
drawing on the expertise of the Defence Academy and other UK institutions and in collaboration with
the Kofi Annan Peace Academy in Ghana.

Recommendation 54: The UK Government, alongside other donors, should use part of our growing aid
budget to fund 50% of the African Union’s Peace Fund with unearmarked funds.
Recommendation 55: The UN should remain pre-eminent, but with the AU given a clear remit to
sanction peacekeeping operations within Africa, with the EU and NATO acting as an implementation
arm for the AU.

Recommendation 56: The UK Government should spearhead the move towards a global and legally
binding definition of a conflict resource, in order to ensure transparency in the use of resources during a
conflict.

Recommendation 57: The UK should support an International Arms Trade Treaty to curb the flow of
weapons to conflicts. More work is also needed to check on the identity and nationality of end users.
We would like to see similar programmes to the US end-user monitoring systems put in place in the UK.
Recommendation 58: In particular DFID should ensure that its humanitarian work:

•

is guided by principles of humanity, impartiality, neutrality and independence;

•

provides flexible, timely and predictable funding, and reduces earmarking;

•
•
•
•
•
•

promotes adherence to international humanitarian, refugee and human rights law;
allocates funding in proportion to needs;

involves beneficiaries in the design, management and evaluation of humanitarian response;

increases local people’s ability to prevent, prepare for, and mitigate the consequences of crises;

supports the UN, the Red Cross and NGOs, and affirms the primary role of civilian organisations in
delivering humanitarian relief; and
supports learning and accountability initiatives, and encourages regular evaluation.

Recommendation 59: Pledges for quick-onset emergencies should either be made from existing contingency
funds or from new money, and should not involve the re-allocation of previously allocated funds.

Recommendation 60: Recent efforts to improve the recruitment, training and retention of Humanitarian
Coordinators, and to pool funds at their disposal to enable them to respond to the most urgent unmet needs
should be welcomed. The role of the UN Humanitarian Coordinators should be separate from that of the
UN Resident Representative.
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Recommendation 61: DFID should:
•
•

maintain the flexible approach to funding NGOs in emergencies which it has developed and which is
widely recognised to work well.

provide core funds for specialist disaster NGOs to maintain an emergency response team in addition to the
capacity within DFID. One of the longest delays is often in assembling teams. DEC NGOs should have
the core capacity to provide initial response; and to be on call near a major international transport hub
(which would not stop them being deployed in other ways between emergencies). This should be linked to
a responsibility to undertake practice runs for emergency response with other NGOs in the sector.

Recommendation 62: What is needed is greater coordination, not centralisation. If donors duplicate, this is
a waste, but if the UN were to attempt to centralise all donors and then assign tasks this could take up
valuable time – putting lives at risk. Attempts to centralise responsibility under a single agency should be
resisted by the UK Government.

Recommendation 63: The UK should welcome and undertake to uphold the commitment of the
international community at the UN Millennium Review Summit in 2005 to ‘take collective action [to protect
vulnerable populations] in a timely and decisive manner . . . should peaceful means be inadequate and
national authorities [be] manifestly failing to protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic
cleansing, and crimes against humanity’. The UK should press the Security Council to provide
peacekeeping missions with rules of engagement designed to protect civilians.

Recommendation 64: It is essential that national NGOs in the affected country receive a significant
percentage of donor funds and where possible are included in decision-making forums in disasters.
Recommendation 65: DFID should •
•
•

seek to redress the over-centralisation of humanitarian funding;

provide core funds for specialist disaster NGOs to maintain an emergency response team in addition to the
capacity within DFID; and

create an automatic draw-down facility for emergency NGOs to cover expenditure in the first weeks of an
emergency without having to go through proposal writing. Funds will be accounted for subsequently;
continued used of the facility will depend on demonstrating it has been used appropriately.

Recommendation 66:
•
•
•

a substantially greater proportion of DFID’s emergency aid budget should be allocated explicitly for
conflicts, complex political emergencies, failed or fragile states, and other ‘forgotten emergencies’;

DFID should develop a separate budget for long term multi-annual programme funding for conflicts,
complex political emergencies and failed or fragile states; this will simplify reporting and assist long-term
planning; and

DFID should develop a separate approach and funding stream for complex emergencies which recognises
their distinction from development aid, and from humanitarian aid for natural emergencies; and should
DFID allow for long term predictable funding in such emergencies.

Recommendation 67: We support the policy that 10% of DFID’s humanitarian budget for natural disasters
should be used to reduce the impact of disasters on poor people and to help them prepare for, cope with and
recover from disasters. These funds should, subject to their clear impact on disaster reduction, be spent in
consultation with recipient governments and communities.
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Recommendation 68: DFID Public Service Agreement targets should be in line with the aspirations of the
MDGs, but much more specific, results focused and within DFID’s control.
Recommendation 69: DFID should require more results-focused reporting of performance across all aid
channels. This should provide more systematic data to enable DFID to compare the effectiveness of the
different channels for different purposes. This comparison could then guide allocation decisions.

Recommendation 70: DFID should, as a leading bilateral donor, take a much more robust line with
multilaterals, demand evidence of effectiveness and performance, be ready to withhold discretionary funding
where necessary and through this more assertive stance create real impetus for change.
Recommendation 71: DFID must focus on results, rather than processes, and must develop methodologies
and techniques that will enable a results-focused comparison of different projects and programmes. ERR
should be used when relevant for appraising DFID projects. DFID should also support investigation into a
more comprehensive Poverty Reduction Rate of Return concept for comparing effectiveness of different
projects.

Recommendation 72: DFID must adapt its management processes to embed a rigorous, evidence-based
approach to project/programme design and roll out. This would include the creation of a traffic light system
for projects, and the creation of an accessible database of previous programmes, projects and pilot studies.

Recommendation 73: DFID should redress urgently the failings in their management processes that have
led to the situation where DFID does not have a central record of key project/programme documents. The
UK taxpayer cannot have faith that DFID is providing value for money if DFID itself cannot keep track of
what it has spent its money on.

Recommendation 74: We recommend that DFID embrace the principles set out by the GTI. In practice we
envisage that this would involve filing project and programme documents online, including initial project
approval (with outcomes expected), interim reports, conclusion reports and post-conclusion evaluation. We
also recommend that DFID exert pressure on international financial institutions and other multilaterals to
adopt a similar approach. Any cost involved would almost certainly be more than outweighed by better
designed and executed projects and programmes.

Recommendation 75: Our proposed option for the evaluation of DFID’s effectiveness is the creation of an
Independent Evaluation Group which would report to Parliament via the International Development Select
Committee.

Recommendation 76: The IEG would be set up under statute. Its staff would be employed by a body
modelled on the National Audit Office. The IEG’s remit would be to focus on effectiveness of aid. In
shaping its work programme, the IEG would seek and receive input from an advisory panel of international
aid experts, including representatives from developing countries. The work programme would then be
approved by the Select Committee on International Development. It is envisaged that the IEG would be a
small department of 20-30 people who will both produce and commission a limited number of evaluation
reports a year, focusing on areas expected to yield the most significant implications.
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Chapter 1 – AID

Why isn’t poverty history?

Over the last half century much of the world has enjoyed unparalleled economic growth. Most people in
developed countries now enjoy a standard of living that would only have been available to a tiny elite in
previous generations. In most of those societies, dire poverty – at least in the sense of absolute
deprivation - has been largely eradicated. A significant number of once ‘underdeveloped’ countries are
now fully fledged members of this club and there have been improvements in health, longevity and
incomes in many developing countries

Table 1
Global Progress in Economic and Human Development, 1950-2000
Item
Average income per capita (1990 dollars)a
World
Developing countries
Average longevity (years)
World
Developing countries
Share of population living on less than $2 a day (per cent)
World
Share of population living on less than $1 a day (per cent)
World
Developing countries
Share of population literate (per cent)
World
Developing countries
Infant mortality (deaths per 1,000 live births)
World
Developing countries

1950

1998 or 1999

49
44

66
64

2,114
1,093

5,709
3,102

63

40b

54
40

79
75

42
n.a.

156c
179c

17b
26

54
59

Sources: Angus Maddison, The World Economy: A Millennial Perspective (Paris: OECD, 2001), pp. 31, 126; F.

Bourguignon and C. Morrison, The Size Distribution of Income among World Citizens 1820-1990 mimeo, 1999);
World Bank, World Development Report 2000/2001 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001); UNESCO, World

Illiteracy at Mid -Century (Paris, 1957) and Education for All Year 2000 Assessment (New York, 2000); World

Bank World Development Indicators (Washington, 2001); United Nations, World Population Prospects: The 1996
Revision (New York, 1997).

a. At purchasing power parity.
b. In 1992.

c. In 1950-55.

Yet the percentage figures conceal the fact that the absolute number of people languishing in poverty –
living on less than $2 a day - has increased during that period and that there are still around 1 billion
people on less than $1 a day. Whole countries have failed to join in the general progress.
The very success of the prosperous half of the world at generating wealth makes the persistence of such
deprivation seem increasingly scandalous. Yet it also makes it realistic for the first time since mankind
appeared on earth to hope that we can “make poverty history”.
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Indeed, that has been the implicit objective of overseas aid since Truman launched the first Aid programme in
1948. Over $1 trillion of aid2 has been channelled to developing countries since then, which raises the
question “why isn’t poverty history?”

On closer examination, this apparently vast sum amounts to only a few dollars a day for each person living –
and dying in the developing world. Even were the totality of aid to be increased to meet the Gleneagles
commitments, it is clear that aid alone can never be the answer. But it will be an invaluable part of the answer
– if it is spent far more effectively.
AID WORKS: Helping people lead healthy lives

Development aid has played a key role in helping reduce the burden of disease on the poorest. The
greatest success was the worldwide eradication of the smallpox virus. A partnership between poor and
rich countries brought the number of new victims of this disease down from 10-15 million a year to zero.

There have been other notable success stories. The number of countries Polio is present in has fallen
from 125 in 1988 to just 6 today. A campaign against river blindness has allowed farmers to operate on
25 million hectares of previously uninhabitable land. A campaign against Guinea worm has seen
infections fall from 3.5 million to 11,000 in under twenty years.

It is clear that aid has the potential to save lives and prevent crippling infections that often bring suffering
not just to individuals but whole families. This is not just a matter of speculation or theory – to millions
such aid has already made a difference.

Aid has contributed to some outstanding successes in certain fields – for
example, eradication of diseases like smallpox, the elimination of polio
from most countries and of river blindness and guinea worm from large
areas. Aid also played a key role in the Green Revolution which boosted
crop yields in Latin America and Asia, removing the threat of famine.
However, the record of the overseas aid effort since the Second World War,
in generating self sustaining economic growth, has (apart from the
Marshall Plan) been disappointing.

Visiting Aids Clinic – testing is the first step to
treatment and prevention

Japan and other Asian tigers surged ahead early on: and more recently China, India and other Asian countries
have seen dramatic successes lifting hundreds of millions of people out of extreme poverty. These success
stories have a lot to do with trade, but they do not seem to owe much to overseas aid.

By contrast Africa and Latin America have received more aid but, with a few valuable exceptions (from
which it is important to learn), have shown at best disappointing growth, stagnation or even decline in living
standards.

The sweeping conclusion that aid does not work may therefore seem plausible: but it is mistaken. Of more
than 35 econometric studies we have examined, a clear majority indicate that in the right circumstances –
where reasonable standards of governance and macroeconomic balance prevail - aid has a positive effect on
growth.

Nor is it difficult to step outside the textbooks and find real examples of success - and failure. Many of those
successes - notably in health, education, famine relief and longevity - are not included in measures of
economic growth. Paradoxically, even increases in income financed by aid are not counted in GDP so will not
be measured by these studies.
2 Prahalad, C.K. 'Aid is not the answer' Wall Street Journal 31/08/05
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There is a tendency for those who are involved in the aid effort to seize on the positive studies and ignore
the negative results - while the sceptics do the reverse.

The sensible approach is to learn from both successes and failures. If we know that aid can work but may
fail, we will be better placed in future to deliver aid that works.
The goal of aid is to help poor people and poor countries escape from poverty, ill health, hunger and
ignorance more rapidly than they could without aid. More positively, it is to help them to enjoy the
prosperity, good health care, and access to education that we take for granted.

Aid can do so directly and in the short term by helping to provide health care, nutrition, schooling etc. Or it
can do so indirectly and over the longer term by promoting economic growth that will enable individuals
and societies to secure these benefits themselves. It is the latter that is more significant and sustainable.
The objectives of aid have been spelt out in the eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
which are:
Goal 1: Reduce extreme poverty and hunger
Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education
Goal 3: Promote Gender Equality and Empower Women
Goal 4: Reduce Child Mortality
Goal 5: Improve Maternal Health
Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, Malaria and other diseases
Goal 7: Ensure Environmental Sustainability
Goal 8: Develop a Global Partnership for Development

Each of the MDGs has a series of targets and indicators against which they can be judged.

The MDGs were designed as a set of non-controversial goals around which aid efforts could focus. They
were designed to draw attention to the plight of the poorest countries and to help focus policy making both in
the developed and the developing world. We have used them as a valuable framework against which to
measure our specific recommendations. But they are not a plan for action in themselves, and cannot be used
as a substitute for specific recommendations, the formulation of which has been our task in writing this report.
How much aid is there?

Aid has trebled in real terms since 1960, reaching $104 billion in 20053. As some countries have grown to
need aid no longer, this increased sum is spread over fewer countries albeit with increased populations. Aid
grew until the end of the Cold War, and then fell back; but growth resumed towards the end of the
millennium.

The total amount of aid is nonetheless small compared to domestic spending. The amount spent by the whole
world in trying to alleviate the plight of the billions living in crippling poverty in less developed countries is less
than one third of the $300 billion budget, which the UK spends on social protection in a single developed country4.
The recent growth in aid is partly due to a tenfold increase in debt relief. Many commentators dispute
whether debt relief should count towards aid targets. Both the value of debt relief to a heavily indebted
nation and its cost to the donors is often less than it appears since much of it would never have been
repaid anyway.

3 OECD DAC database on Official Development Assistance 1960-2005
http://www.oecd.org/document/17/0,2340,en_2649_33721_38341265_1_1_1_1,00.html [cited 9/04/07]
4 HM Treasury (2006), Investing in Britain’s potential. Pre-Budget Report (Cm6984) HMSO (DWP budget 2006 stated as £153 billion).
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Although we sympathise with the arguments for excluding debt relief from aid targets we have not done
so simply because by 2013 most eligible Heavily Indebted Countries will have had all their debts written
off. Consequently the difference between figures for aid including and excluding debt forgiveness is
likely largely to disappear.

The G8 countries agreed to a major expansion of aid budgets at the Gleneagles Summit in 2005. However,
already there are signs of countries falling away from their promises, as was demonstrated at the 2007 G8
Summit. Total aid fell by 5.1% in 2006 compared with 20055.

At the launch seminar of our group in April 2006 James Rubin warned of the danger that G8 member states
would renege on their Gleneagles commitments. Sadly, there are already signs of that happening. We
welcome the establishment of the African Progress Panel to scrutinise governments’ performance and expose
any backsliding.

The UK aid effort

Total UK gross public expenditure on development in 2005/6 was £6.6 billion. Although DFID delivers
most of the UK’s aid effort, its budget of £4.4 billion6 accounted for only two thirds of that total that year
(because of the high level of debt relief which is mostly in other departments’ budgets). The principal
elements of aid which are outside DFID’s budget are debt rearrangements by the Export Credit Guarantee
Department (a major factor in 2005/6), investments by Capital for Development (CDC), and support for the
British Council via the Foreign Office.

All major UK parties are committed to increase Britain’s net ODA to 0.7% of GNI by 2013.

When David Cameron became leader he reaffirmed that pledge and went further:

“We will work towards achieving the target of spending 0.7% of national income on aid by 2013. And
every year between now and then, we should look to see if it is desirable, and possible, to go further
and faster.” 7

This is the only spending pledge the Conservative Party has made in this Parliament. Subject to meeting
concerns about the quality of aid it would be desirable to meet that commitment sooner if possible. In
view of this, a Conservative Government should explore the possibility of achieving this target more
quickly if adequate means can be found to use it responsibly and countries have the capacity to absorb
additional aid. (We discuss the issue of absorptive capacity elsewhere.)

Recommendation 1: The Government should consider whether the target of 0.7% of GNI could be met
sooner - by 2010 if possible. If quality or other considerations mean that spending falls short of the
annual budget, unspent allocations should be held in trust until they can be used responsibly.
How UK aid is allocated

Some two thirds of total gross expenditure on aid was allocated bilaterally in 2005/06; 30% was
allocated via multilateral organisations; and 4% was absorbed by administration costs8. The proportion
of DFID expenditure going directly to multilaterals has declined over the last five years. This is largely
because of the sharp increase in bilateral debt relief in recent years.

5
6
7
8

OECD DAC database 2006, http://stats.oecd.org/wbos/default.aspx?DatasetCode=TABLE1 [cited 02/07/07]
DFID, (2006), Statistics on International Development: 2006 Edition, National Statistics Office
Speech to Oxfam, Oxford Town Hall, 29th June 2006.
DFID, (2006), Statistics on International Development: 2006 Edition, National Statistics Office
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DFID currently focuses spending on the poorest countries, reflecting a laudable commitment to the
poorest of the global poor. DFID has chosen to achieve this focus by promoting spending on ‘low
income’ countries (defined by the World Bank as GDP below $875/head), as these currently contain the
largest numbers of poor people and have the least taxable income to spend on health, education and so
on.
Table 2 shows how the proportion of aid going to low income countries has risen9. It reached 84% in
2005/6, well on its way to DFID’s current target of spending 90% of its bilateral assistance in lowincome countries.
Table 2

The principal channels for aid are:

• Poverty Reduction Budget Support (PRBS). This involves channelling money direct to the
recipient country government

• Other financial aid. This includes Sector Wide Programme Assistance and Project Assistance.

• Technical co-operation. This is usually provided in the form of consultancy and advisers. It also
covers research grants and funding of training and scholarships.

• Grants and other aid in kind. Mainly grants to British and International Civil Society Organisations
and to the British Council, but including other elements especially bilateral funding which goes
through multilateral institutions for a particular purpose in particular countries.

• Humanitarian assistance. This may include food, clothing, and emergency equipment, principally as
relief in and after emergencies.

• Debt relief. This involves agreeing to forego the repayment of capital or interest. The last
Conservative Government wrote off all Britain’s bilateral aid loans – converting £1.2 billion of loans
into gifts.

Three trends in recent aid spending are clear:

• Although the Government has recently placed much emphasis on increasing the use of PRBS to
channel aid the proportion going by this route has not greatly increased since 2000/1. However, a
substantial increase is projected.
9 ibid
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• There has been a marked reduction in the share of aid in the form of technical assistance.

• The sharpest growth has been in the poorly defined category ‘grants and other aid in kind’. This has
increased from 14.5% to 24.3% of DFID’s aid spending, with a particularly large increase in ‘Other
DfID grants’, which have risen from 7.7% to 14.3% of all aid10.

How UK Bilateral Aid is Allocated

DFID does not set targets for the amount of aid to be allocated to each sector such as health or
education. The actual outcome is the result of priorities within each country. Decisions are taken country
by country and even project by project although these decisions are loosely influenced by the
Millennium Development Goals.

At first glance it appears that a high priority is given to economic aid. However, this is because General
Budget Support (GBS) and debt relief are included under this heading (since they improve the fiscal
position of the recipient government). Excluding them, the amount available for more concrete aspects
of the economy, such as infrastructure, is much less than that spent on, for example, governance.
UK education, health and social budgets all saw large increases between 2001/2 and 2005/6, receiving
increases of between 86% and 104%. By contrast, expenditure on economic aid (excluding debt relief
and GBS) saw a rise of just 10%, while bilateral aid for developing world rural livelihoods has actually
seen a 20% decline in absolute terms. This is despite DFID’s budget rising by 72% over the same
period. Expenditure on the environment has remained relatively modest and remarkably stagnant given
the prominence of climate change11.

Recommendation 2: Aid priorities should continue broadly to be determined from the bottom up,
country by country. However we have identified in Chapter 2 on Economic Development that a higher
priority should be accorded to spending on infrastructure and agriculture. In view of the pressing need
to tackle climate change, DFID should review the low priority which it appears to attach to
environmental improvement.
Environmental Issues – A higher priority

Goal 7 of the MDGs, to ‘ensure environmental sustainability’, has been one of the more neglected
aspirations.

Our recommendation for an increased priority for environmental aid will help with this, as will our
recommendation for a greater focus on agriculture.

One estimate is that by enabling farmers to raise yields of crops from a given amount of land the
‘Green Revolution’ saved over 400 million hectares of savannah and forest from being turned into
farmland, and 17.7 billion tons of carbon from being released12. With climate change already
happening, it is crucial that we help farmers to adapt to more arid conditions.

DFID already has a Sustainable Development Action Plan which attempts to build sustainability
into its work. We strongly endorse these efforts and recommend that the Independent Evaluation
Group examines early on how this is working in practice.
We explore this area further in Chapter 2 on Economic Development.

10 ibid
11 ibid
12 Pearce, F. (2001), ‘Intensive Agriculture Has Reduced Global Warming’, New Scientist 12 July 2001, Avaliable online:
http://environment.newscientist.com/article/dn1014 [cited 24/11/06]
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Focus on the very poor

DFID has currently adopted a strong ‘pro-poor’ stance, which we support. Within this, it is important
that poor individuals living in middle income countries are not ignored – especially as they will
constitute a growing proportion of the poor globally.

Ideally UK aid should therefore be allocated where there are most very poor people – those living on
less than $2 or even $1 per day. However, DFID has chosen to allocate aid to the poorest countries on
the basis of average income rather than the number of poor people. The Department believes that this
makes sense for three reasons:

•
•
•

Countries with very low average incomes (below $875 per annum13 or $2.40 a day) will inevitably
have a large number of people within them, living on less than $1 a day.
This low average income means it is hard for such countries to redistribute wealth to the poorest
internally, with little taxable income to meet their needs.

Many underdeveloped countries do not have current figures, or indeed any figures, on the numbers of
poor living on less than $1 a day, which makes targeting them difficult.

DFID’s current policy therefore assumes that most of the poorest – defined as those living on less than
$1 a day - live in the poorest countries. At the moment this is broadly true. Excluding China (which is a
middle income country that still contains some 200 million living in absolute poverty) – around 90% of
the poorest people in the rest of the world do live in low income countries.
There is thus currently a rough equivalence between people in absolute poverty who live in low income
countries and DFID’s target of allocating 90% of its aid to low income countries. However, this will
become less true as low income countries like India and Bangladesh - which still have large numbers of
very poor people - move into the middle income category.

India is expected to gain middle income status in 2008/9 although it will still have several hundred
million very poor citizens. India is the biggest recipient of UK aid, and its likely allocation of around
£290 million will be greater than the 10% of the aid budget allotted for all middle income countries. So
if DFID sticks to its target of 90% of aid going to low income countries, it will either have to cut off all
aid to India or cut off aid from all existing middle income countries who currently receive UK aid.
Neither option is practical or morally acceptable.

Recommendation 3: DFID’s process for allocating bilateral aid should be adjusted from a cliff edge to a
slide. So when low income countries pass the middle income threshold they should no longer risk losing
all their aid. Instead, their previous share of the UK aid budget should thereafter be reduced gradually as
they succeed in reducing the number of their citizens living in extreme poverty, and in raising average
incomes. Countries currently receiving UK aid which already have middle income status should
continue to be accommodated within the 10% share of the UK bilateral aid budget.

That will prevent aid to India and Pakistan suddenly being reduced to zero. But the countries which are
finding it hardest to reach the Millennium Goals are predominantly in Africa. The guidelines we
propose will automatically ensure that an increasing share of UK aid will go to precisely those countries.
In addition Britain, along with other G8 countries, promised that half of the scheduled increase in our aid
budget would go to Africa.
Recommendation 4: A Conservative government should fulfil the UK’s pledge to devote at least half of
the planned increase in Britain’s aid budget to Africa, whose development needs are greatest.
13 The World Bank definition of low income for 2005. The figure is uprated annually and measured on a purchasing power parity basis for
each country.
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Kibera – practical sanitation

The stench of a slum in the developing world is a powerful rebuttal
to those who argue that charity should begin and end at home.

In Kibera, Kenya, a place nearly a million human beings call home,
difficulties include keeping your balance on the mud streets that run
between shacks, and not treading in the decomposing remains of
one of the ‘flying toilets’, (human faeces in a plastic bag).

The ‘flying toilets’ exist because there is no proper sanitation in the slums. Or, at least, in much of
them. In some areas, charities are doing their best to improve living conditions.

Practical Action, a UK based charity took us to where they have provided sanitation blocks. The
basic toilets and showers they show us are a long way from what we would accept here in the UK,
but even further from the raw sewage that children elsewhere play amongst.

Good governance in aid

Plenty of attention is given to the need for good governance by countries receiving aid. Rather less is
paid to the need for good governance by donors. Yet the poor practices of donors can do just as much to
undermine the efficacy of Aid as weak governance in recipient countries. These practices include: a
failure to target aid on poor countries or to tackle poverty within those countries; the volatility and
unpredictability with which promised aid actually arrives making planning impossible; a lack of
harmonisation between donors placing a huge strain on recipient countries’ capacity to meet conflicting
reporting requirements; unrealistic attempts at conditionality, specifying complex conditions, which are
either unenforceable or render flows of aid capricious; a lack of emphasis on effectiveness; and failure
to specify measurable outcomes.
We spell out below how we believe these shortcomings can be rectified.

A Global Donor Index

During the negotiations organised by the OECD for the Paris Declaration on aid flows, evidence
emerged that there is no mechanism to bring about a more rational ‘division of labour’ among donors.
This generates a number of inefficiencies. These range from poor coordination to high transactions
costs, and stark inequalities between ‘donor darlings’ and ‘donor orphans’, often unrelated to the
recipient country’s track record. The Declaration produced twelve indicators of effective aid, but
without a mechanism to monitor progress.
One way to put pressure on donors to provide stable, predictable, and specialised aid is to publish
information on how donor countries perform.

Recommendation 5: The international community, led by the UK, should promote the publication of an
annual Global Donor Index designed to measure the performance of donor countries and the
effectiveness of their aid effort.
The Index would measure the extent to which donors:

•
•

provide long term indications of aid to enhance predictability;
avoid duplication of aid;
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•

have expertise in different areas - such as education, infrastructure or agriculture;
meet pledges made at Gleneagles to double aid;

•

have untied aid, which is crucial to improving aid effectiveness;

•
•
•
•

make aid disbursements regularly in line with the amount pledged;

specialise by reducing the number of sectors and countries they are involved in; and

measure (and focus on) outputs and outcomes of aid rather than just inputs and spending.

Most of this information is available to aid recipients, who are nevertheless often uncomfortable about
confronting donors directly. Publication of each donor’s performance would shame those who are
particularly poor into doing better.
Predictability

The unpredictability and short grant-cycles of countries’ aid receipts is one of the greatest inefficiencies in
development planning. There is often a gap between what donors commit to give, and what they actually
disburse. Aid arrives late, and in some cases never materialises. One survey found that, in a quarter of
cases, aid disbursements arrived 6 to 12 months late while only 35% of all aid arrived on time 14 .
These delays may be getting worse. A 2006 study found that “aid has become more volatile in the late
1990s and 2000s…on average, actual loan delivery falls short of promises by more than 40 percent, in
particular in the poorest countries.”15 This poor performance is all the more disturbing because the
increased use of Poverty Reduction Strategies (PRSs) was intended by the World Bank to improve,
among other things, the timeliness of aid.

We note DFID’s investigations into the volatility of aid flows disaggregated by aid instrument, donor,
recipient and period, and welcome DFID’s commitment to improve the predictability of aid. In particular
we welcome DFID’s commitments to:

•
•
•
•
•

improve the long term predictability of aid flows by drawing up 10 year arrangements with partner
governments;

offer rolling multi-year poverty reduction budget support (PRBS) arrangements to partner
governments whose poverty reduction strategies are working well;

improve the way it disburses PRBS so that changes in aid disbursements will occur only if
fundamental conditions on poverty reduction, human rights, and public financial management are
breached;

inform recipients of its aid disbursement plans in a timely manner that allows those countries to
finalize their budgets; and disburse PRBS in the first six months of the partner government's financial
year; and
report publicly on PRBS disbursement for the year, and on commitments for three years ahead.

Recommendation 6: DFID should continue to develop funding mechanisms which provide longer term,
more stable and more flexible aid funding. This principle should apply both to bilateral aid and that
provided through NGOs and local partners.

14 Fraser, A. et al., (2005) Paying the Price, why rich countries must invest now in a war on poverty OXFAM
15 Bulir, A & Hamann, A.J. (2006), "Volatility of Development Aid: From the Frying Pan into the Fire?".IMF Working Paper No. 06/65 IMF
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Partnership Trusts

The competing priorities, expectations, procedures and practices of different donors - not to mention the
continual demand for meetings - place considerable financial and time burdens on partner countries. For
example, St. Vincent – an island state with a population of 117,000 – is required to monitor 191
indicators on HIV/AIDS, while Guyana was asked to report on 169 indicators16.

A survey of 14 aid recipients found that they received an average of 214 aid donor missions in 2003,
with Vietnam and Cambodia receiving 400 each. Fewer than 10% of these were joint undertakings17.
Uganda has over 40 donors delivering aid in-country. The Government of Uganda’s own figures show
that it had to deal with 684 different aid instruments and associated agreements between 2003/04 and
2006/07 for aid coming into the central budget alone18. The Rwandan education sector has 13 donors,
and an estimated 48 projects, the majority of which are for less than US$1m19.

We believe that a step-change needs to be made in the coordination of aid funding. The present system is
chaotic, bureaucratic and wasteful. Tackling this mess is the aim of our proposed Partnership Trusts,
which would be multidonor funds involving both bilateral and multilateral donors.
An existing model which has many of the features of our proposed Partnership Trusts is the
Development Partners Group in Tanzania20. It works.
The results of the Tanzanian model have included:
•

a measurable reduction in transaction costs;

•

increased provision of donor data in locally usable and standardised/harmonised form;

•
•
•

introduction of budget support, and broad funding rather than projects;

rationalised calendar planning; for example, some harmonizing of meetings and procedures, alignment
of donor and local budget/accounting cycles, provision of “space” free from donor demands at
particularly critical (e.g. pre-budget) times;
designation of lead donors aid into sector basket funds, permitting reduced number of missions and
reports.

And the lessons from the Tanzanian experience include:

•
•
•
•

better processes and increased coordination at the recipient country level are possible;

there are no panaceas in sector-wide programme assistance, basket funds or budget support or any
other “cure”;

systematic and independent monitoring, by informed and respected personnel, with broad terms of
reference, is helpful;

it is helpful to have considerable devolution of donor authority, with adequate capacity to act and, of
course, the support of headquarters for overall objectives.

For the Partnership Trusts to have their fullest impact:
•

a wide range of donors, whether bilateral or multilateral, must be involved;

16 Burral, S. & Maxwell, S. with Menacol. A.R. (2006) ‘Reforming the international aid architecture- Options and ways forward’ ODI Working paper
no. 278, Overseas Development Institute. Available online: http://www.odi.org.uk/publications/working_papers/wp278.pdf [cited 15/01/07]
17 OECD, (2005) Survey on Harmonisation and Alignment, overview of the survey results, pp.22 OECD-DAC. Avaliable online:
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/31/37/33981948.pdf [cited 15/01/07]
18 Burral, S. & Maxwell, S. with Menacol. A.R. (2006) ‘Reforming the international aid architecture- Options and ways forward’ ODI Working paper
no. 278, Overseas Development Institute. Available online: http://www.odi.org.uk/publications/working_papers/wp278.pdf [cited 15/01/07]
19 From Paris to Practice: Tools for better aid coordination and management. United Nations Development Programme
20 Tanzania Development Partners Group (DPG) www.tzdpg.or.tz
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all aid to the country – project aid, as well as budget and programme support – should be channelled via
the Multilateral Trust Fund and donors must commit to do so at least three years ahead;

there must be a close partnership between donors and the recipient country, including the representation
of both sides of the partnership on the Multidonor Trust Funds following the Tanzanian model.

We propose that Partnership Trusts should be administered by a small executive, comprising representatives
of a small number of the more active donors. Donors would undoubtedly want to retain the predominant
voting power but the board should include, in addition to representatives of the donors and the recipient
government, observers drawn from:
•

Parliamentary committee(s);

•

Civil Society Organisations;

•
•
•

Audit Institutions;

International NGO representatives;
In-country accounting bodies.

There could be scope for Partnership Trusts to incorporate in their rules an appeal and arbitration procedure
similar to that in the Cotonou Convention. This would give the recipient government confidence that if it
kept its side of the bargain it could hold donors to theirs. And donors might welcome the possibility of
handing embarrassing decisions (which at present they often put off indefinitely) into the hands of objective
third parties.
Recommendation 7: The UK Government should work with other donors to establish Partnership Trusts in
countries with significant UK aid inflows. These funds should aim, over time, to handle all aid flows (both
budget support and projects) from all donors (both state and multilateral).
Demand led funding

DFID’s current approach for funding the majority of its project aid is top-down: projects are initiated,
supervised and evaluated by DFID staff. The weakness of this approach is that it relies on DFID staff to
identify development needs and to design solutions for them. Since the pool of human experience from
which ideas are drawn is limited, many potentially valuable projects are never even suggested. We want to
harness the experience, energy and commitment of those who live and work closest to the front line of
poverty, those who have the most direct interest in making poverty history.

One way to do this is through demand-led funding. This involves a bottom up approach: inviting any
organisation (governmental, non-governmental and private) within a developing country to submit proposals
needing funding from which the best can be selected.

We have studied the work of funding bodies which operate on this basis including the Global Fund to Fight
AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria; the GAVI Alliance; the US Millennium Challenge Account; and the Gates
Foundation. DFID has also experimented with demand-led funding, albeit on a very small scale and
focussed on eliciting private sector solutions to very specific problems. The £15million Business Linkages
Challenge Fund21 funded projects to create mutually beneficial links between businesses operating in
developing countries; and the Financial Deepening Challenge Fund awarded £15 million over two years to
develop financial products and services for low income customers22. DFID now hopes to help establish and
contribute towards an internationally funded $100 million Africa Enterprise Challenge Fund23.
21 http://www.businesslinkageschallengefund.org/home [cited 07/06/07]
22 http://www.financialdeepening.org/ [cited 02/06/07]
23 http://www.africaenterprisechallengefund.org/ [cited 02/06/07]
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In these organisations, there is a clear separation of the funding role from the delivery role. This enables the
funding body to hold the delivering organisation to account and to take action when it does not perform. We
are convinced that such an approach is one of the most effective ways to improve aid effectiveness.

It also gives stakeholders greater ownership of projects and allows them to develop innovative solutions that
they initiate and design to benefit their communities. Just as we want to see greater government ownership
of programme aid through direct budget support where appropriate, we want to enhance ownership of
project aid by local stakeholders.

We believe DFID should exploit the benefits of this type of demand-led funding more broadly. DFID should
establish a new fund to award development assistance based on a bottom-up, or demand-led, model. It
would invite submissions for projects and programmes from any group with an interest in developing propoor projects in developing countries. This would include national or local governments, civil society
organisations (CSOs), local and international NGOs and the private sector.

We envisage that the Fund would be managed by a dedicated team of fund managers drawn from the private
sector, DFID and NGOs. It would have a very different ethos from the rest of DFID, so fund staff would
operate at arms-length from the rest of DFID. (Culturally, the difference would be similar to that between
USAID and the Millennium Challenge Corporation).

It should be introduced on a modest scale initially and expanded as it proves its worth and learns from
experience.

Safeguards should be built in to meet potential problems. For example, some private funds which
operate on this basis have found that applications appear to come disproportionately from countries or
areas that happen to be best at submitting funding proposals rather than from those with the greatest
need.

This is not the reported experience of the Global Fund, whose allocation of funds appears to span a wide
range of countries, including the neediest, with no obvious bias towards those most likely to be best
equipped to submit applications. However, we would envisage that the Demand Led Fund would adopt
two measures to avoid any risk of bias towards the least needy but most articulate countries.

First, it would make poverty alleviation a key criterion for project selection and second the Demand Led
Fund would have separate budgets annually for each country reflecting DFID’s poverty allocation
model. If insufficient high quality project bids are received to meet a country’s allocation those funds
could either be carried forward to a future year or reallocated to other countries. Under the current
system DFID’s country offices can come under pressure to fund potentially poor quality projects in order
to spend their budgets. The new system would focus efforts on the most high quality and effective
projects.

Speed of disbursement will also be important. The Gates Foundation reportedly was inundated by
submissions – many of high calibre - when it first invited applications. That is an indication of how
many potentially valuable projects are currently unidentified. It will be important that a DFID Demand
Led Fund should be ready to sift applications on a triage basis at first, in order to filter out the most
promising, rather than pedantically giving them all equally thorough consideration.

The Demand Led Fund would evaluate bids against a set of criteria, including that the project is strongly
pro-poor; it helps towards the MDGs; includes a clear statement of inputs and outputs/outcomes as well as
tangible performance measures; has trustworthy independent audit/monitoring arrangements; and the
organisations involved have sufficient track record and capability. While the Fund would expect new
proposals to take account of existing successful projects, it would also put a premium on innovation.
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Funding would often be on a multi-year basis.

Aside from their monitoring role, Fund staff would have no role in normal project management. Early
warning systems for identifying problems with delivery would be built into the project design, and failure to
perform would trigger warnings. If a project continued to fail to meet its objectives, funding would be
withdrawn; but the warning system would help prevent surprises and allow adequate time to address
emerging problems.

Once a project was complete the project reports and documentation would be published, barring any security
concerns (in line with our views on openness in development aid). This would produce a library of
development successes and failures that would greatly assist those designing new projects.

It would be sensible to start the Demand Led Fund on a modest basis to ensure that it works and to iron out
initial problems. But if it proves as effective as we anticipate, its budget would progressively increase and
we envisage that it could eventually become the principal method for financing DFID’s bilateral project aid,
and potentially some programme aid. In countries where a Multidonor Trust Fund has been successfully
created, DFID should recommend to other donors that the Trust sets up a Demand-Led Fund, to handle
its project financing within that country.

Recommendation 8: DFID should introduce a Demand Led Fund which would be required to prove its
effectiveness over time and, if it does so, should ultimately become the principal channel for project
funding.
Specialisation

In most areas of life, improvement comes from increasing specialisation. In business, competitive
pressures have increasingly forced companies to focus on their core competences. Yet in the world of aid
most agencies, both governmental and non-governmental, try to do a bit of everything. Donors give to
an enormous range of countries. Agencies are often involved in activities as diverse as health,
humanitarian relief and economic development. Inevitably there is a danger of sub-optimal performance.
There is also a tendency of all government departments to award contracts to large and well known
organisations. Civil servants are risk averse. They know that if things go wrong when using a large, well
known organisation officials will not be blamed whereas if the same problem emerged with a less well
known organisation officials fear they would be blamed for risking employing them. It is ultimately up
to ministers to counter this bias by establishing a clear policy of supporting specialisation rather than
size.

Recommendation 9: We recommend that DFID should allocate its aid budget so as to encourage NGOs
to develop specialist competences and focus on them, and should be more willing to use smaller NGOs
which have already specialised in a particular function or country and proven their ability and integrity.
Specialisation by country

The OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) report for DFID praised many aspects of UK aid
delivery and noted that DFID had reduced the number of ‘partner countries’ it operates in from 146 to
119 between 1993-94 and 2003-0424.

24 OECD, (2006), UK DAC Peer Review Report 2006 OECD. Available online: http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/54/57/37010997.pdf
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DAC recommended that DFID should rationalise its operations further by focusing on fewer countries.
The potential benefits would include:
•
•
•
•

reduced transaction costs for the UK as it would operate in fewer countries; and reduced transaction
costs for recipient countries if other donors follow suit;
increased oversight of aid;

increased predictability of aid. With the UK pledged to operate in fewer countries, there would be less
temptation to shift aid between countries; and
increased leverage to ensure aid is used in a ‘pro-poor’ way and to push for proper audits and
performance criteria.

It is increasingly recognised that donors must be aware of the political environment in countries in which
they operate. DFID’s ‘drivers of change’ agenda is an attempt to focus on this requirement, by analysing
the social, political and economic systems within recipient countries, in order to identify how to produce
positive pro-poor changes.
DFID currently has 67 country offices, with 1,393 staff spread among them – an average of 20 full time
staff on the ground per country25. A recent NAO report stated that staff spent an average of just over
four days per year in rural areas26. The tendency for staff to spend most of their time in the capital, while
being spread so thinly across many countries may decrease effectiveness.
Recommendation 10: DFID, in coordination with other donors to prevent the creation of ‘aid orphans’,
should agree that each donor focus its bilateral aid on fewer countries, in order to reduce transaction
costs for recipient governments and donors and to enable donors to acquire greater specialist knowledge
of each recipient country.

Conditionality

The assumption that aid providers could and should make aid conditional on how it is used and make a
judgement about the sort of regimes to which it should be given is an easy one. In practice, however,
enforcing conditionality is far more problematic.
•
•
•
•

There is the moral dilemma of how to enforce conditions without hurting the poor whom aid is
intended to help.

Even when donors merely want to insist that aid is used for specific purposes there is a practical
problem. Aid is ‘fungible’ – that is it adds to the funds available to the state and so it is not usually
meaningful to say that it is being used for a specific purpose.

There are political considerations that make donors reluctant to enforce conditions by withdrawing
aid. To do so involves admitting that the aid has been misspent and requires the donor agency to find
other outlets for its aid, or to risk underspending its budget.

While it is reasonable that donors should want to ensure that aid is not abused and that it does not
sustain abhorrent regimes or practices, it is not clear that donors are necessarily better placed than
recipient governments to lay down detailed conditions on how money should be deployed. We
received some vivid evidence from African ministers of the arrogance of donor agencies in specifying
detailed conditions for aid which did not reflect the countries’ political, social or economic realities.

As a result conditions are rarely enforced. And recipient governments realise they need not adhere to
conditions they do not like. Even the IMF, often criticised for setting severe conditions on its adjustment
25 OECD, (2006), UK DAC Peer Review Report 2006 OECD. Available online: http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/54/57/37010997.pdf
26 National Audit Office (2007) “DFID: Tackling Rural Poverty In Developing Countries” HC 322 session 2006-2007. NAO. Available online:
http://www.nao.org.uk/publications/nao_reports/06-07/0607322.pdf
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loans, has found itself repeatedly lending to countries who have failed to meet the conditions of previous
loans. Kenya failed four times in the 1980s and 1990s to meet conditions set by the World Bank, yet
each time received new lending on the promise of more reform27.

It is thus desirable in principle that conditions should be few and mostly designed to achieve the
objectives of the recipient country, so that they take ownership of them. Where this is not the case such
conditions are unlikely to be adhered to.

Economic Conditionality and Trade Liberalisation

We recognise the force of the arguments against imposition of specific economic doctrines – market
economics or state intervention - as a condition of aid. National governments are better placed than
donors to see what will work in their countries. It is best to start from what exists and what works rather
than from a theoretical blueprint. Even if a country would have been wiser never to have embarked on a
particular policy - trade protection for example - the costs of removing it, particularly if done abruptly,
may exceed the benefits.
However, neither multilateral nor bilateral donors can be expected to offer a blank cheque. When it
comes to financing projects it will be necessary to be selective. Selectivity should not be a form of back
door economic conditionality that imposes doctrinaire policy views. But donors must make judgements
on the viability of a particular approach, while giving the benefit of the doubt to local views.
For example, one of the most promising projects that we saw during our visit to Africa was the
redevelopment of Lagos port, involving the privatisation of the port to bring in private expertise and
capital. It should result in the near doubling of capacity within less than two years. It is hard to believe
that putting aid money into the publicly owned structure, which has presided over this bottleneck on
trade for so long, would have offered the same prospect.
Human Rights Conditionality

DFID does not fund governments such as those of Sudan and Zimbabwe. But the British Government
was slow to cut aid to the governments of Zimbabwe and Ethiopia when mass human rights violations
occurred.

Recommendation 11: DFID should create a Human Rights Review Panel to advise whether aid should
continue to flow to governments after human rights abuses occur and DFID should respond speedily but
proportionately to any deterioration in standards, thereby obviating the need for a more drastic response
later on.
Governance Conditionality

We believe the principal area where conditions can sensibly be set – and should generally obtain the
support of the recipient government – is the area of governance and transparency. It is reasonable to
expect governments to set and publish departmental budgets – especially where the use of Direct Budget
and Programme Support is helping to strengthen the country’s public financial management system. It is
normal in business – and should also be the case with governments - to require a decent level of auditing
by reliable and independent auditors. It is equally reasonable to require transparency in the flow of funds
to as local and specific a level as possible.

27 Collier, P, (1997) ‘The failure of conditionality’, in Perspectives on Aid and Development, ed. C. Gwyn and J. Nelson: ODC,
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Recommendation 12: The UK Government should agree with recipient governments that schools,
hospitals and other front line public service providers should be publicly notified of their budget
entitlements, which should also be published locally and on the internet. Governance conditions of this
kind can then be largely self policing.
Direct Budget and Programme Support

Direct Budget Support (DBS) and Programme Support came into prominence following analysis of why
some Asian economies had been so much more successful than other developing countries, particularly
in Africa. This suggested that successful countries had better-established government structures to
deliver policies and stronger government ‘ownership’ of their development programmes. By contrast the
micro-management of aid through projects, often duplicating state services in Africa, undermined the
development of state structures and prevented recipient governments from taking responsibility for
development programmes. Budget and Programme Support have thus become an integral part of Poverty
Reduction Strategy Plans (PRSPs) which are intended to be prepared and owned by recipient countries.

Those arguments in favour of using Budget and Programme Support instead of project finance wherever
possible are very powerful. Donor projects, as well as duplicating public structures, often weaken them,
by plundering the most able staff with scarce skills in order to run the donors’ schemes. Donors are
particularly keen to ensure their projects have good financial management so they tend to weaken the
public financial management system by denuding it of its best staff.

By contrast, if aid is channelled through the government budget and is accompanied by steps to
strengthen public financial management, the handling not only of donor funds but of tax revenues is
improved. In addition, Budget and Programme Support make it easier for parliaments, the media and
electorates to hold government accountable for how aid money alongside tax revenues are spent. By
contrast it is easier for governments to disclaim responsibility for donor-financed projects. Finally, it is
hard to envisage how donors can contribute to some MDGs – like free primary education or universal
health care – other than by contributing directly to the government budget.

On the other hand there are serious concerns about how Budget Support works. There is a lively dispute
about whether it is particularly vulnerable to corruption and waste or whether, as AusAID argue, it is no
more vulnerable to corruption than other aid routes. Another concern is that, because money is fungible,
we cannot be sure that PRSPs involve spending more than the country would have spent on pro-poor
policies in the absence of DBS. Also, sceptics argue that government ‘ownership’ of PRSPs is an
illusion, since PRSPs really result from donor ventriloquism - they are written to please donors to obtain
DBS. At least in its present form, DBS is all or nothing: donors are reluctant to withdraw funding when
recipient governments abuse finances or human rights; but, when they do so, they cut off budget support
entirely.

These concerns are aggravated by signs that DFID’s enthusiasm for DBS and its target to increase the
amount of DBS is at least partly driven by the desire to ‘get money out of the door’ at a time of rising
budgets and falling staff numbers. Internal minutes reveal that DFID officials are seeking evidence of
DBS successes rather than making a balanced evaluation of how it works. This leads to glossing over the
problems of implementing a useful DBS strategy – which is essential if DBS is to take an increasing
share of UK aid. Worse still, donors, including DFID, have ignored poor auditing or even no auditing.
Some 90% of countries receiving debt relief under HIPC failed to produce final audited accounts within
12 months of the end of the fiscal year, and less than a third had budget outturns close to the budget that
was initially adopted. 28
28 Dorotinsky, W. and Floyd, R. (2004) ‘Public Expenditure Accountability in Africa: Progress, Lessons and Challenges’, in B. Levy and S. Kpundeh
(eds), Building State Capacity in Africa: New Approaches, Emerging Lessons: World Bank
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These concerns cannot be ignored. Nonetheless, we believe that the potential benefits of DBS and other
programme aid are substantial. Hence, the strategy should be to face up to the concerns and wherever
possible to mitigate them. We therefore propose that Direct Budget and Programme Support should be
enhanced in a number of ways.

Recommendation 13: Direct Budgetary and Programme Support must be improved. The following
enhancements would produce a DBS-plus system dealing with well-founded concerns about current
practice:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Financial integrity - requiring timely, reliable and independent auditing of government spending;
using external auditors if there are concerns about the reliability of public audits; and incorporating
the use of Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys into PRSPs.

Simplicity - a more pragmatic approach to improving public expenditure management. Too much
attention is paid to introducing complex systems reform in recipient countries. What is required is a
pragmatic approach that looks for incremental improvements in delivery, and reduced mismanagement
or corruption.
Accountability - promoting domestic accountability by enabling the recipient country’s parliament,
supreme audit institutions, civil society and the media to scrutinise government spending, through
complete transparency in aid transactions.

Predictability - committing to a firm rolling 3 year programme of budget and programme support and
publishing indicative 10 year aid plans to enable recipient governments to plan ahead.
Performance – agreeing output measures as an incentive to maximise performance, and scaling up
aid if they are surpassed.
Sanctions - if there is evidence that a government is abandoning acceptable standards of financial
integrity or human rights, DBS should be scaled down in a speedy and proportionate manner; and,
where possible, aid should be delivered by a route that is at arms length from that government.
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Case study

The Global Fund – taking a firm stance against corruption and
mismanagement

From its inception, the Global Fund to fight AIDs, TB and Malaria has been determined that money
intended to help cure and prevent illness should not be diverted through waste or corruption. It
requires independent auditing of all its projects, and sets clear performance targets. It enforces those
policies firmly. It has terminated 5.7% of all grants due to corruption or extreme mismanagement
and has reallocated 16.2% of its funding from low to high performing programmes and projects29.
The Global Fund does not expect perfection – its current projects achieve 87.5% on their
performance indicators, with a range between 60% and 103%30. But it does not accept long term
and repeated failure.

The Global Fund’s strict approach in Uganda has lessons for the UK. While we would prefer to see
a graduated response in withdrawing aid, it is important that the UK too takes a firm line on
corruption and waste of aid funds.
Many health indicators in Uganda began stalling from 2000 despite substantial donor funds going
into the government health system. Yet most donors were reluctant to investigate too closely as
Uganda had become an ‘aid darling’. However, the Global Fund received a report from
PriceWaterhouseCoopers, which audited the Fund’s project with the Ugandan Health Ministry, that
serious mismanagement was taking place. The Global Fund disbanded the Project Management
Unit handling these funds and arranged to deliver the aid via an independent accountancy firm until
a more permanent arrangement could be established.

The Fund also held talks with the Ugandan Government which resulted in an independent inquiry
and audit being set up.

The scale of corruption uncovered was vast. $37 million of the $45 million disbursed was
unaccounted for. The judge in charge of the inquiry, Justice Ogoola, called the management of the
Global Fund money “a pile of filth… You could count the number of honest recipients with two
hands, and even they were not without sin”31.
The investigation forced on the Ugandan government by the Global Fund led to ‘a barrage of
banner headlines, unprecedented live radio and television coverage and constant chatter on talk
shows.’32When the report was finally published President Museveni had no choice but to sack his
health ministers.

Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys

Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys (PETS) involve tracking the flow of funds from central
government to frontline services.
29 Dhaliwal, M. (2006) Report of the Global Fund Partnership Forum: Celebrating successes and overcoming challenges The Global Fund to Fight
AIDs, TB and Malaria,
30 Ibid
31 The Washington Times 15 June 2006.
32 The Washington Times 15 June 2006.
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For example, a Public Expenditure Tracking Survey in Honduras started with the money allocated by
central government for teachers’ salaries, followed how it was distributed through the government
system to a sample of schools and examined how many teachers were employed and actually teaching in
the class room. The Survey revealed that - because of leakages en route, the employment of phantom
teachers, and the non-appearance of real teachers who had other jobs – only 20% of funds initially
allocated were paying for teachers in the classroom. However, once the results of the study were
published and each school was notified of the allocations due to it, pressure from parents ensured that
the position dramatically improved. A subsequent study showed that 80% of the money now reached the
classroom33.

Studies of PETS have shown that the increase in funds getting through is not automatic. It relies on how
widely information is disseminated about how much front line institutions should receive, compared
with what they do receive: this accounted for two-thirds of the improvement in Honduras noted above.
A PETS in Tanzania, which was not widely circulated or discussed, failed to bring about major
improvements in financial flows.
Recommendation 14: The UK should require timely, reliable and independent auditing – if need be, by
external auditors - where it gives Direct Budget and Programme Support. It should also make much
wider use of Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys (PETS).
Domestic accountability mechanisms

There is a limit to the extent that donors like DFID can and should police aid in recipient countries. One
of the strengths of DBS is that it makes it easier for local people to scrutinise expenditure, and to hold
governments to account. Where it is providing DBS, DFID needs to pay more attention to strengthening
domestic accountability institutions – Parliaments, audit institutions, and civil society, especially the
media.
Recommendation 15:

Parliaments. Wherever possible, the UK should ensure that countries’ parliaments scrutinise and debate
plans agreed with the UK or our proposed Partnership Trusts, and review annually how the funds are
being spent by the government.
Supreme Audit Institutions. Most countries have national audit institutions to check government
expenditure. Where such institutions are weak it is essential to help strengthen, train and equip them.

Civil society. As explained in Chapter 4 on Corruption and Governance, greater transparency is the best
way to enable ‘civil society’, including the media, to scrutinise how spending conforms to budget plans.

All measures should aim to strengthen what already exists, providing funding and training where
appropriate.

Some people are concerned that debt relief may undermine free markets and reward bad rulers. In fact,
in market economies bad debts are written off automatically through bankruptcy or creditors voluntary
liquidation. The only reason this does not happen with the debts of impoverished countries is that the
debts are incurred by sovereign states which cannot be declared bankrupt or wound up. Moreover, even
though the debtor countries’ rulers may be to blame, it is not they who bear the burden of trying to repay
those debts. Instead that burden is borne by the poorest, who are certainly not to blame: as they continue
to live on a few cents a day, forego medicine when sick, and watch their children receive no education.
33 Kanungo, P. (2004) Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys – application in Uganda, Tanzania, Ghana and Honduras : World Bank
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We therefore wholeheartedly support debt relief for poor countries that cannot afford to repay. We note
that Britain has consistently taken the lead on this issue. The then Conservative Government negotiated
the Toronto Agreement in 1988 to reduce debt repayments by a third; the Trinidad terms in 1990 to
reduce them by two thirds; and the Heavily Indebted Countries Initiative in 1996 to write them down by
80%. In the course of these initiatives, the last Conservative Government unilaterally wrote off virtually
all Britain’s aid loans - £1.2 billion - the biggest single contribution to easing the debt crisis. We
welcome the fact that the present Government has carried this forward, by enhancing HIPC terms to give
potentially 100% relief. Although poor countries still owe substantial sums to the IMF and World Bank,
of which the UK is a shareholder, the only remaining poor country debts to Britain are trade finance
guarantees, mainly through the ECGD.
Recommendation 16: We support steps to accelerate the process of relieving HIPC countries of their
debt. Once debts have been written off it is important that countries should not start down the path of
indebtedness again. The clear lesson is that investment in economic development should, wherever
possible, be channelled through free enterprise so that these problems do not occur in future. We
recommend that the UK Government should continue to give UK aid as grants not loans; and that the
UK government should encourage other donors such as the World Bank to give aid for social objectives,
whenever possible, via the same route.

Health Systems

Historically donors, including the UK, have been far more willing to invest in building hospitals and
providing drugs, than in supporting the system and staff needed to run a health service. The effect of
this has been particularly stark in the case of HIV and antiretroviral drugs. Far more attention has been
paid to making the drugs available than to ensuring that there are sufficient well-trained staff to prescribe
them (without removing staff from other equally pressing health care needs).

Recommendation 17: Investing in buildings, equipment and drugs must be matched by sufficient support
for the health system and staff. Donors must be willing to undertake long term funding for the current
costs of healthcare and not rely on self-financing that poor countries cannot afford.

People in northern countries assume that in healthcare the public sector provides for the poor whilst the
private sector provides for the rich. In many developing countries this assumption is false. Often the
poorest get a far higher proportion of their healthcare through the independent sector than less poor
members of society. It is easy but wrong to assume that healthcare delivered through the public sector
will reach the poorest even when it is free, which often it is not. The public sector is essential, and
particularly in urban areas may be the most effective way of providing health care; but, in many rural
settings, ignoring the private and voluntary sector means ignoring the poorest.

Recommendation 18: Interventions to benefit the poorest need to take the independent sector into
account: it is a major source of healthcare. We need to innovate to improve the quality of this healthcare.

Investing in health systems requires a very long term planning horizon. Training doctors to the point
they can provide leadership takes at least a decade, and training nurses, clinical officers and other health
staff takes several years. It is also vital that key staff have sufficient incentive to remain in their home
country. Donor countries have traditionally been reluctant to support salaries in particular as they see this
as a potentially open-ended commitment. The UK should re-examine its policy on this, and in target
countries with very small numbers of medical personnel, it may be appropriate to provide incentives for
them to stay; or, if they have left for other countries for higher medical training, to provide a reasonably
secure position to come back to.
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Recommendation 19: The UK must make a long-term commitment to training medical staff in countries
with the greatest need for them. In selected cases the UK should seriously consider supporting salaries for
key healthcare personnel, to provide them with an incentive to work locally or return from abroad.

It is inappropriate for the UK to employ doctors, nurses or other health professionals from poor countries
where they are desperately needed. Despite its proclaimed policy that it does not employ nurses and
doctors from Africa, the Government has issued over 60,000 work permits to nurses and doctors from
Africa since 200034. This is asset-stripping African health services. However, it can be valuable for trained
health personnel from developing countries to come to the UK to gain further experience and qualifications
by working for a period as long as that expertise is subsequently put to good use in their countries of origin.
Recommendation 20: Only designated training posts should be open to medical staff from shortage
countries, and then only for as long as required by their training needs. The British Government should no
longer issue work permits to medical staff from developing countries simply to fill service posts in this
country.
DFID should not go down the route of financing disease-by-disease. It should however be actively
involved in promoting rational policy in funding healthcare and other areas where there is good evidence.
As an example, in malaria the use of DDT has become a confused political issue based on environmental
concerns over its use in agriculture, obscuring its importance as a highly effective tool against malaria in
some areas and of less use in others.

Recommendation 21: DFID funding should follow good scientific evidence of effectiveness wherever it is
available.

34 Hansard, 25 June 2007 : Column 300W
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Chapter 2 - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The importance of economic development

Economic development and the growth resulting from it should be at the heart of the UK’s international
development programme. In the words of the Commission for Africa, ‘Africa is poor ultimately because its
economy has not grown.’ The importance of education and job creation as part of the UK’s aid effort cannot
be overstated: sustainable routes out of poverty depend on both.

Until recently the proportion of development aid devoted to economic growth was in decline. Although
policy statements (for instance DFID’s 2006 White Paper) show welcome signs of renewed recognition of
the critical importance of economic growth – and in particular the role of the private sector - in eliminating
poverty, insufficient development aid has yet been committed to it. It is important that donors recognise that
direct investment in health, education and social programmes, though crucial, is not the only way to meet the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Economic growth can play a key role – alongside investment in
social services – in meeting those goals. Indeed, the countries which are most likely to reach the MDGs by
2015 will achieve them primarily because of their superior economic growth.

The role aid can play in helping poor countries provide social services is clear. But what role can aid play in
fostering economic growth? Countries grow ultimately through their own efforts – hard work and
enterprise, saving and investment of time and effort, acquisition of skills etc. But the pace of growth will
depend in part on the provision of public goods (from infrastructure to education) and the fostering of private
enterprise (particularly indigenous businesses). We want to help poor countries achieve in decades the sort of
economic growth that in the West took centuries.

Governments may not be good at running businesses but almost by definition they have a responsibility for
ensuring the provision of public goods – those which are publicly necessary but which the private sector
cannot profitably provide. They range from physical infrastructure such as roads, to research into new plant
varieties, and dissemination of information about associated agricultural technology; to commercial
infrastructure such as systems to establish and uphold property rights and commercial contracts. Donors can
and should help governments finance such public goods.

Developing countries will make their own decisions about the precise mix of public and private enterprise
that is best for them. Nonetheless, given the consensus in the UK – and in most developing countries – that a
vibrant free enterprise sector is essential to growth it is natural that we should seek to help developing
countries build up that sector. Providing the physical and commercial infrastructure and other public goods
will itself help foster the development of private enterprise. But the two things which hold back development
of a commercial sector in the least developed countries are lack of experience and lack of a critical mass of
businesses.

Many of the basic commercial skills that are essential to business are acquired through ‘learning by doing’.
Hence the emphasis we put on microfinance which can help large numbers of people make the very first
steps into micro business – a few of whom will acquire the experience to go on to develop more substantial
businesses. Hence, too, our proposals for business mentoring and for a business development fund.

A critical mass of enterprises is essential to provide a market for assets, in the event that any one business
does not succeed; a sufficient market for banks etc to provide business services; and a pool of experienced
managers from whom to recruit. Until that critical mass is attained establishing a new business is more
costly and higher risk. So there is a case for donors to be involved in providing capital and support to help
establish businesses in that environment. It is nonetheless important that they do so in as commercial and
hard headed manner as possible. Hence the importance we attach to DFID employing people with business
skills and to channelling money through vehicles like CDC.
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We therefore believe there is a strong case for increasing the amount of development funding specifically
aimed at boosting economic growth. In particular, funding should not aim only at improving the climate
for investment, important though that is. It should also be invested directly in partnership with the private
sector where there are clear opportunities but private investors are unwilling or unable to commit funds.

In doing so, the prime goal should be the creation of work that pays sufficiently to lift people out of
poverty whether in the formal, informal or self-employed and agricultural sectors. We view this as
important for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•

Creating sustainable remunerative work is the most effective way to give the majority of the population
the chance to escape from poverty;

Work gives women the opportunity to gain greater financial independence, and to make best use of
their entrepreneurial talents;

Work enables young people (the majority of the population in most developing countries) to use their
skills and energies;
Work helps to bring social cohesion and personal dignity; and

More people in work enables a government to collect more tax revenue to fund essential public
services

Productivity is also essential. While any paid work is better than none, people will only be able to lift
themselves out of poverty if they are given the opportunity to acquire the skills and technology to improve
their productivity.

None of this is to play down the importance of aid directed at other areas, in particular health. A country is
unlikely to see its economy grow strongly if its people are unhealthy. Indeed such aid not only helps to
build one of the bases of a sound economy, it also contributes directly to economic growth by employing
more health workers. In many communities, their incomes help to create enterprises and jobs. But
economic growth is so important that it must be a priority for any effective programme that is serious
about sustainable development.

In this section, we explore the most effective pathways to economic development which can be supported
by aid. Not all of them can be applied in all places at all times: but they should form part of the UK’s
development tool-kit as a sustainable form of poverty reduction.

The pathways which we advocate have at least two things in common – they can both multiply the value
of the cash invested and be effective in generating productive, paid work. The sums available for
development aid, even if they are increased to the levels proposed at Gleneagles in 2005, are small. They
cannot, by themselves, result in the economic growth which is required if the MDGs (which are a bare
minimum) are to be sustained once they have been achieved. Unless these sums are used in ways which
will multiply their effectiveness, we will be back to square one in thirty years time.

Support for education and training at all levels is vital. We argue the need to focus on specific needs in
secondary and tertiary education. Remittances and social protection schemes both offer channels for
putting cash in the hands of those who need it most and for invigorating the local economy.

The financing gap for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) is a barrier to growth and job creation.
Closing it will allow hundreds of thousands of local entrepreneurs to play their rightful role in their
country’s development.

We place a fresh emphasis on two pathways to growth which we believe have received insufficient
practical help, despite the lip service paid to them: agriculture and both physical and commercial
infrastructure.
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But we also stress the importance of considering all these pathways within the changing context for
economic development. Climate change, the cost and availability of energy and improvements in
technology, mean that what we advocate now may make little sense in 10 or 20 years time. International
development efforts have often been too slow to adapt to changes in context. There is too much at stake
for that mistake to be repeated.

Climate change and economic development

Two of the overriding issues for international development in the years ahead will be
•
•

How to minimise the extent to which economic growth may be undermined by the impact of climate
change.

How to minimise the extent to which economic growth in developing countries contributes to climate
change.

The issue of climate change overlaps with the work of both this Group and the Quality of Life Group
which is considering climate change from a UK and global perspective. Because of its importance, the
two groups held a joint seminar on the impact of climate change on developing countries. It was clear
that climate change is likely disproportionately to affect the world’s poor – indeed it is already doing so.
Droughts already seem to be becoming more frequent.

Table 3 The rising frequency of persistent droughts.

African countries which have experienced at least three persistent droughts in the last
twenty years:
Country

Botswana
Burkina Faso
Cape Verde
Chad
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Kenya
Malawi
Niger
Rwanda
Sudan
South Africa
Tanzania
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe
Algeria
Morocco
Tunisia
Total no. of African countries
affected by drought in
a given year
35

1982
D

D

D
D
D

1992
D

D

D
D
D
D
D

D
D
5

12

1995
D

D

D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
16

2000
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D

D
D

18

No. of droughts
in 20 years
4
2
6
6
4
8
6
5
6
5
6
3
5
3
5
4
8
4
3

35 Source: Science and Technology Platform for African Development: Towards a Green Revolution in Africa – Appendix 3, NEPAD 2005
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Moreover, the growing seasons (when precipitation exceeds evaporation) in semi-arid zones have
become shorter: from 75 days to 120 days, instead of the 90 to 120 days which traditional varieties of
maize, sorghum, millet and groundnuts need. 36

This makes it even more important to help smallholder farmers in semi-arid areas to adapt to climate
change by promoting research into new drought resistant and rapid maturing varieties coupled with new
approaches to rainwater harvesting etc.

On the other hand, there was a consensus among both climate and development experts that it would be
unjust to expect developing countries to bear the cost of mitigating climate change, given that they have
contributed little to carbon emissions so far. Rather than preventing them from growing, we should help
them to grow in a clean and sustainable way. Concerns about air miles should not be used to stop
tropical countries exporting produce which, since they are essentially exporting solar power, are greener
than similar products from gas-heated glass houses. Carbon trading has the potential to effect very
considerable transfers between rich and poor nations, to finance growth using low carbon technologies.
A more effective UN system for validating the carbon reductions achieved by projects in poor countries
will help realise that potential.

Aid programmes will need to consider whether any spending decision will improve or worsen the
situation. Thus infrastructure investment, coastal development, new crops, energy provision and health
systems will need to be analysed and considered with climate in mind. Donors will need to pass all
investment decisions through a climate ‘filter’ as part of their approval process.

Recommendation 22: The UK must constantly adapt aid budgets to recognise climate change and consider
the use of a ‘climate filter’ within their aid approval systems.

Prosperity through People
Education

Young people are often ignored in economic development. In some countries, they are three or four times
more likely to be unemployed than the rest of the labour force. Yet they have the energy and potential which
are the key to achieving necessary economic growth.

Free universal primary education is leading to cohorts of young people who wish to continue with their
education or to apply the knowledge which they have gained at school to improve their lives. But the
opportunities are too few. The statistics are stark: the percentage of the eligible population in sub-Saharan
Africa in secondary education is 30%, compared to 51% in South and West Asia, and to much higher
percentages elsewhere. In tertiary education the disparity is even more marked: less than 5% in subSaharan Africa, compared to over 11% in south and west Asia, and again to much higher levels in other parts
of the world. That is a recipe for economic stagnation37.

There are two challenges which must be handled in parallel. The first is greatly to expand the availability of
secondary and tertiary education. The second is to create job opportunities for young people. The
generations which are at present not being educated beyond primary level cannot be forgotten.

Most of these opportunities for work are likely to be in the informal or self-employed sector for the
foreseeable future. Therefore training in skills and encouraging enterprise among young people should be
central.
36 Ngmabeki, D.S. Science and Technology platform for African development: Towards a Green Revolution for Africa, NEPAD 2005
37 Total age population stats – UNESCO Institute for Statistics databas
Enrolment stats – UNESCO Global Education Digest 2006 data tables
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Recommendation 23: Increased UK support for skills and enterprise training for young people is necessary
(particularly year 6/7 and 10/11 leavers who cannot stay on in mainstream education).
Secondary Education

UK support for secondary education has been patchy. Currently in most African countries the majority of
children do not progress beyond primary school while in South and West Asia only just over half do so.
Access to good secondary education often depends on parents having to pay, which clearly limits it to a
relatively small section of the community and makes it likely that children from poor families will remain
poor.

Support for secondary education presents challenges because of the mix of private, public and religious
provision. But secondary education is essential if individuals and communities are to have the skills
necessary to start to change economies from being purely providers of
raw materials to producing value-added goods and services which
would allow economies to grow. Whereas primary education is similar
in most countries, there is much greater country to country variation in
secondary education.

There is already a shortage of qualified teachers in many developing
countries. Sadly this is an area where the UK’s positive contribution
has been offset by draining off trained teachers for our own needs.
Since 2000 the UK has issued over 21,000 work permits to teachers
and lecturers from developing countries, over 13,000 of them from
Church school in Kibera – offering hope to
next generation
Africa, to work in the UK38. As in the case of nurses DFID should
ensure that the Home Office does not collude in recruitment which
undermines the development objective. The shortage in many developing countries will grow increasingly
acute as secondary education expands.
Support for teacher training is very important, and is an area in which the UK has considerable expertise
and to which it should therefore devote particular attention
Despite the efforts made by various bodies and NGOs to reduce the disparity between female and male
literacy levels there remains a considerable gap between the two highlighted by UNESCO’s 2006
research into global levels of literacy. There is an improvement when the adult and youth literacy rates
are compared, but the gender disparity is still apparent.
DFID should attach high importance to supporting work which reduces this disparity.
The resources needed to bring secondary education to a much greater proportion of children are so vast
that DFID – except where it helps through Budgetary and Programme Support – needs to concentrate its
efforts on areas where it has most expertise.

DfID can also play a major role (through the British Council) in English language teaching. The demand
for this is huge in virtually all countries because English is seen as the key to personal economic
advancement. As the world language of business, science and the internet, providing people with the
ability to speak English enables them better to participate in the economy.

Recommendation 24: The UK should endeavour to extend its support for secondary education, to assist
low income countries in moving towards universal secondary education. Given that the magnitude of
this task, we recommend that the UK concentrate support on: i) teacher training and ii) English language
teaching (which could also be extended within the primary school age group). Improving female
literacy is of particular importance.
38 Hansard 25 Jun 2007 : Column 301W
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Higher Education

The Commission for Africa sees an important role for Africa’s institutions of higher education and
wishes donors to inject $500 million per year to revitalise them. It also recommends that a further $3bn
be spent over 10 years to develop centres of excellence in science and technology.
We support the view that these institutions are very important. We lay particular emphasis on technical
and business schools. Helping them also fits in with our policy of ensuring that any development aid has
a strong multiplier effect.
• Higher education, particularly in technical and business disciplines, builds capacity and brings
economic development. “To increase the tax base, you need these skills” (Andrew Mwenda, Ugandan
journalist, in evidence to us)
• It brings greater competence in both government and business.
• If available locally, it reduces the amount of money spent by families and government on education
abroad
• Higher education is itself important to economic development, providing many jobs and giving a
boost to the places where the institutions are sited.
A major question is how we can assist higher education.

Recommendation 25:
Direct funding

Existing institutions might argue that they need direct funding to improve dilapidated infrastructure and
poor salaries for academic staff. This may be appropriate for some whose leaders have shown real efforts
to confront their problems.

Bursaries

However, we could also consider helping to establish funds which would provide higher education
bursaries of a fixed amount available to all secondary school students who achieved the best grades. The
amount would be fixed at a level, which would both force existing institutions to lower fees (which are
often too high) if they wanted to attract students; and would encourage people to start new colleges
which were more cost-effective, perhaps focused on a limited range of vocational subjects.
Support of UK Universities

We should therefore encourage UK universities to expand internationally. The UK is a world leader in
providing higher education. Several British universities have alliances with higher education institutions
in Asia and the Pacific Rim. They either endorse the qualifications of these institutions or offer their own
qualifications through them.

We see the British Council as having an expanded role in this. Currently it does good work in helping
universities market their courses and qualifications. It could join with UK universities and developing
countries to set up new cost-effective centres of higher education, in response to the increased demand
from students assisted by bursaries.
Capacity building

We are very concerned about capacity in development. This is not just the capacity of developing
countries to make effective use of increased assistance and investment, but also the capacity of donor
countries to provide it.
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In the long-term, better schooling and higher education will mean that the citizens of developing
countries will be equipped to do most if not all the work themselves.
It is often difficult to find expertise in these fields other than by employing international firms of
consultants at disproportionate cost. This rapidly devours the funds available.

Yet there are experts – some in mid-career, some recently retired – who, with encouragement and good
organisation, would be willing to spend weeks, months or even a year or two in developing countries on
a voluntary basis or at a modest cost (compared with consulting companies).

The UK’s Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO) is internationally respected, and has great experience in
finding and supporting talented professional volunteers.

Recommendation 26: We would recommend that DfID and VSO work more closely together to see
whether there is a greater potential pool of volunteers which, given increased development funding and
a much larger volunteer programme, could help meet the need for large-scale training of trainers in many
disciplines.

Individual remittances

Remittances of cash back home by citizens of developing countries working overseas totalled $199bn in
2006 (up from $58bn in 1995)39 – much of it from the USA to Latin America. This dwarfed total
official direct assistance/aid of $104bn in 2006 ($59bn in 1995)40.

Remittances already play a vital role in economic development. But they could be much more significant
if more were used to invest in businesses (and hence to create jobs) and social development rather than
to increase personal consumption.

Recommendation 27: The UK should encourage and help developing countries to develop formal
vehicles for charitable giving, for expatriates to channel more remittances into social development;
improve the formulation and administration of company law to protect the rights of investors; and
establish well-managed and well-regulated investment funds, designed for expatriates who wish to
invest in the development of their home country.
Social Protection

Economic growth depends on people actually having the cash to spend in the local economy.

Social transfers to individuals and families at times of need have long been recognised in the UK and
elsewhere as having an important role in keeping local businesses and the jobs they provide alive when
they might otherwise fail.

The same is true in poor countries. To quote the 2006 DFID White Paper: ‘Social transfers in poor
countries are a realistic option. The ILO has shown that providing small cash transfers to the poorest
10% of people in most African countries would cost less than 3% of government budgets. And, for subSaharan Africa as a whole, reaching 10% of the population would cost $760m each year – that is just 3%
of the $25bn of additional aid to Africa agreed by the G8 at Gleneagles’.

A number of countries have introduced schemes of various kinds in recent years – Ethiopia, Bangladesh
and Nepal, for example. They may involve cash, food or vouchers. In Mexico and Brazil, social transfers
have been successfully tied to attendance at school.
39 World Bank Migration and Development Brief 2.
40 OECD DAC database
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The UK is currently working with other countries on such schemes and we strongly support this. It puts
aid cash directly into the hands of those who need it most and, in doing so, stimulates the local economy
and generates jobs. At the same time, if linked into (for example) school attendance, it can reinforce other
critical pathways to development.

Recommendation 28: Results of the social transfer programmes being undertaken should be carefully
analysed for their effect, not simply on the people receiving them, but on the local economy. If social
transfers are shown to multiply aid effectively by creating growth and jobs, these programmes should be
extended beyond the areas of most acute need.

Pathways through the Private Sector

“The only proven route to the goal of [reducing poverty] is delivering sustainable economic growth. And
that means the private sector – behaving responsibly and soundly regulated – has to play a lead role: from
multi-nationals to the developing world’s millions of budding potential entrepreneurs.” (Kurt Hoffman,
Shell Foundation)

We support the current Government’s view that enterprises in developing countries create conditions that
allow them to escape poverty, and that they offer essential services to the poorest households. It is not too
simplistic to say that the creation of sustainable employment through a variety of methods will be the key
to ending poverty in the developing world.

The local private sector - which includes co-operatives as well as enterprises of all sizes and smallholder
farmers - is the most important driver of development. It would therefore be of high significance for us.
The key is to ensure that finance and investment is encouraged, from the smallest level (microfinance and
individual remittances), to inward investment by foreign companies and investors (FDI).
Business Expertise

As the private sector is so important for economic development, we need to ensure that within DFID there
is a deep understanding of business in developing countries. Employing consultants for this is insufficient.

This can be done both by recruiting more from those with business experience in the developing world
and by seconding staff to businesses.

There may well be a pool of successful and experienced business people in the UK (including some who
have been able to retire early) who would be willing to contribute their expertise to monitoring and
advising businesses in developing countries.

Recommendation 29: DFID should actively recruit people with business experience and second staff to
companies operating in the developing world, in order to obtain such experience.
Microfinance

Microfinance is a bottom-up solution and is based on the philosophy of the hand-up rather than hand-out.
It empowers the poor to realise the benefits of a market economy. Rapidly increasing amounts of capital
are being committed to microfinance, but the United Nations Development Programme estimates that
global demand for microfinance is between 400 and 500 million households, of which only 30 million
had access to it in 200241. Unitus claims that at least 90% of eligible self-employed people lack access to
microcredit42. Potential demand clearly outstrips supply.
41 United Nations Capital Development Fund - http://uncdf.org
42 www.unitus.com
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A profit can be made from microfinance – the poor do repay loans and can
be charged favourable rates. According to the Micro Banking Bulletin, 63
of the world's top microfinance Institutions (MFIs) had an average rate of
return of about 2.5% of total assets, after adjusting for inflation and after
taking out any subsidies that programme had received,. This compares
favourably with returns in the commercial banking sector and gives
credence to the hope of many that microfinance can be sufficiently
attractive to become a mainstream activity in the retail banking sector.

Recommendation 30: The UK should:

• provide financial support for competent MFIs to cover set-up costs either
in high risk countries, or with high risk groups which commercial banks
will not touch;

• provide particular financial support to MFIs which specialise in lending
to smallholder farmers, to cover higher communication costs where
populations are sparse;

• provide technical assistance and funding for the development of new
products such as microleasing and microinsurance;

Market trader - micro loans help small
businesses transform lives

• help in targeting specific groups of people (for example those with physical disabilities);

• fund training for entrepreneurs through MFIs – for example, in writing business plans and accounting;
• consider public/ private partnerships in this sector, for instance through the creation of a loan
guarantee fund, which would enable international or local bank to lower the risk of lending to
microfinance institutions without a track record;

• arrange a regular microfinance summit to encourage innovation and coordination in the sector and
bring together international actors from the public and private sectors.

Business Finance

One major constraint for the growth of the private sector in developing countries is the financing gap.
Businesses cannot grow without access to finance. But the commercial providers of finance prefer to
lend large sums to low risk clients as this is much more profitable. Traditional financial markets have
failed to provide a solution. Innovative approaches are needed which combine the expertise of finance
professionals with support from development funding.
Finance for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

It is the small and medium enterprise sector (including smallholder agriculture) which is likely to create
the most jobs in developing countries. However these businesses find it the most difficult to obtain the
finance (loans and equity capital) which they need to grow. Typically they need $5,000 - $50,000. This is
more than most microfinance institutions will lend; and while commercial banks may in theory be able
to offer facilities, in practice their security conditions are too onerous for these businesses to meet.

In developed countries the risk of fixed investment in, for example, a factory built for one purpose will
be limited because, even if that business does not succeed, the plant will have a resale value to other
businesses, which can put it to an alternative use. But that is often not the case in as yet undeveloped
areas – for instance a factory constructed for food processing in a rural area.
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The Dutch Government’s PSOM programme (Programme for Co-operation with Emerging Markets)
reduces the risk for investors by providing grants of 60% of the cost of the pilot stage of a qualifying
project. As a result, businesses and jobs are created where there would have been none.

Case-study

Reducing the risk for entrepreneurs
PSOM (Programme for Co-operation with Emerging Markets) provides grant funding for pilot
projects which have great potential to establish a sustainable business and create jobs but which are
seen as too risky for the entrepreneurs (who often have little or no capital of their own).
Examples of projects funded are:

•
•

processing or manufacturing businesses in rural areas where the buildings / machinery would
have a low resale value compared with cost; and
a new product which has as yet unproven potential.

Typically PSOM provides grants of 50 – 60% of the cost of projects up to €1,000,000. Conditions
vary between the countries in which it operates. It has generally proved to be a successful model.
www.evd.nl/business

DFID’s own small challenge funds (the Financial Deepening Challenge Fund and the Business Linkages
Challenge Fund) have been reasonably successful. DFID is now preparing to help launch and contribute
towards an international $100 million Africa Enterprise Challenge Fund (AECF) which was suggested
by the Commission for Africa. It is encouraging that the lessons learned from the earlier Challenge
Funds are likely to be applied in the AECF.
Making grants of development funds directly to private businesses is a bold move and may attract
criticism from some. However, the UK Government has offered fiscal assistance to the private sector
within the UK – through Enterprise Zones for example – to stimulate economic development in
economically depressed areas. There is at least as strong a reason for public money to work in
partnership with the private sector in developing countries.
Recommendation 31: We support the provision of development funding directly to private sector
enterprises and entrepreneurs, if this offers the best way to tackle poverty.
Support of Local Financial Institutions

The institutions best placed to make loans to SMEs are those within developing countries. The best-run
among them have the local knowledge to make prudent lending decisions. However, they operate under
the rules of their Central Banks which have generally tightened in recent years, especially in their
definition of what constitutes adequate security. Many SMEs cannot comply with this and are therefore
unable to borrow.

Development funding could be used to provide bank guarantees which would enable SMEs with good
business plans but inadequate security to obtain the funding they need from local banks. Cordaid, a
development organisation in the Netherlands which receives considerable funding from its country’s aid
programme, is building up a successful department which specialises in such instruments.
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There is an increasing amount of equity finance available for investment in developing countries. This is
coming both from the established investors – such as CDC (see below) – and from newly established
funds, some with private capital and some with capital from development agencies. For example,
Cordaid is establishing an equity fund in Bolivia in cooperation with a local financial institution. The
initial fund will be €2m but the partners intend rapidly to attract other investors so that it increases to
€15m within a few months.

However, the investments made by these funds are usually at least £100,000, often much more. There is
little equity or quasi-equity funding available for the small businesses which have outgrown
microfinance or the personal resources of the entrepreneurs and yet find it very difficult to obtain the
finance they need to grow.
So there is a need for equity-type investments of approximately £5,000-100,000 which provide a
measure of security to the investor, and enable the business to grow without entrepreneurs having to put
everything they own at risk.
Aid funding has a crucial role in helping to bridge this gap by assisting with the investment capital, and
by contributing towards the set-up costs which these small equity funds will need.

Recommendation 32: We strongly support the creation of new challenge funds such as the AECF. We
recommend that these funds concentrate on SMEs as these are the businesses which most need help.
They also have the greatest potential to create most economically the sustainable jobs which are needed.

The argument that it is uneconomical for a large fund to invest in small companies can be overcome by
investing in smaller, more flexible funds/NGOs, which have low overheads.

We recommend that DFID, either directly or through partners, use bank guarantees to support viable
local financial institutions in lending to SMEs in developing countries. Such a scheme could be low-cost
or self-financing from the guarantee fees, if the local financial institutions are carefully selected.

CDC (Capital for Development)

CDC (Capital for Development) is a UK Government-owned fund of funds with assets of £1.6 billion,
targeting businesses in the poorer countries of the world with an emphasis on Africa and South Asia.
CDC staff have great experience of economic development in poor countries. Links between CDC and
the private sector activities of DFID could be much stronger.

CDC is successful: in 2006, its net assets grew by 23%, outperforming the MSCI emerging markets
index by 14%. It is able to invest up to 30% of its portfolio in countries which are ‘poor’ (GDP per head
$1,750-$9,075) and 70% in the ‘poorest’ countries(GDP per head <$1,750)43.

CDC is operating as a successful commercial investor in developing countries and there is no
justification for changing the business model which it has developed. However, CDC now invests far
less than it originally did in agriculture, apparently because many of its previous agricultural investments
were unsuccessful and were sold at a substantial loss. It is significant that many of those assets are now
profitable – in some cases because the new owner appears to have integrated them with processing
operations. CDC should examine whether there are lessons it can learn to enable it to reinvest more
substantially in the agricultural sector.
43 CDC Annual Report 2006
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Recommendation 33:

• CDC has great experience of the private sector in poor countries. DFID could draw more on this
experience as it engages increasingly with the private sector in it’s goal of reducing poverty.

• We recommend that CDC and DFID bring together their expertise respectively in the business and
development sides of agriculture to create a team backed by funding, which will invest in agricultural
businesses (both smallholder and larger scale) in low income countries.
• They could also draw on the excellent technical and research resources of other British institutions
such as the Natural Resources Institute, Reading University and the University of East Anglia.
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)

There are many examples of multinational companies which have invested responsibly for decades in
developing countries. Their local operations are little different from locally-owned companies, run by
someone from that country or region and with boards consisting largely of nationals of the country. Their
shares may well be quoted on the local stock exchange with a significant percentage being owned
locally. They will introduce new technology; they are more likely to train their staff to international
standards than locally-owned companies; they are significant employers and tax-payers; and they are
often sizeable donors to social projects.

Unilever delivers

Unilever and Oxfam conducted a joint study (Exploring the links between International Business
and Poverty Reduction – 2005) which concluded that, although Unilever Indonesia’s (UI) core
workforce was 5,000, the full-time equivalent of about 300,000 people make their livelihood from
UI’s value chain. Of the total amount generated along the value chain of some $633 million, direct
UI operations account for about 34%, taxes paid to government 26%, retail operations 18%,
suppliers 9%, distributors 6%, farmers 4% and other expenses 3%.

Like many international companies UI invests in a range of philanthropic activities but it also has
considerable influence among its own business partners which have adopted UI’s practices in, for
instance, health and safety. UI has also taken a public stand against corruption. Two of the most
important conclusions reached were that the analysis by NGOs needs to be more alert to the
difference between multinational companies; and that participation in the value chain alone does not
guarantee improvements in the living conditions of poor people.

Agriculture

Three-quarters of the population in the poorest countries, and an even higher proportion of the poorest
people, live in rural areas and depend directly or indirectly on agriculture for much of their income.
Increased agricultural output is the most effective way to boost the incomes of the poorest, and to reduce
food prices for poor consumers. Moreover, virtually no country has ever enjoyed an industrial revolution
without first having an agricultural revolution. Yet the amount of aid to agriculture in real terms has
fallen by about two thirds since the late 1980s44 – despite the fact that, if agriculture were in better
health, there would be more local resources available for social spending and less reliance on aid to fund
such spending.
44 Michael Lipton. Crop science, poverty and the family farm in a globalising world. Brisbane International Crop Science conference, September 2004.
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Donor interest in agriculture has declined because the success of the Green Revolution in Asia and the
apparent failure of Africa to follow suit led to the conclusion that Asia’s agricultural problems were solved,
and that Africa’s were insoluble. Both conclusions are mistaken. Asia’s Green Revolution was limited
largely to areas with irrigation; there has been disappointment in rain-fed areas of Asia (and Latin America)
as well as Africa. This is also where rural poverty remains most acute. Moreover, although many previous
efforts to boost agriculture in Africa have been disappointing there are examples of success – such as output
apparently growing more rapidly than in Asia and Latin America, admittedly from a low base. It should not
be forgotten that developing countries have a competitive advantage in agriculture. Many have the land,
workers and climate to make a success of it (and some already do). It is sensible practice to invest in one’s
competitive advantages.

In addition, although the rate of urbanisation in Africa is more rapid than elsewhere in the developed
world, that is creating a greater incentive for improved agricultural techniques and production to feed the
urban poor.

Successes in Latin America, Asia and Africa have all been the fruit of long term investment in education,
research and development, both internationally and locally, to adapt new varieties and methods to local
agro-ecologies; and of work with farmers to assess their needs and to disseminate new approaches.
Moreover, research is not a one off process that ceases once a high yielding variety is found. It must
continue, as varieties need to be constantly adapted to combat ever evolving pests and diseases.
Rates of return on agricultural research have been extremely high – yet investment by both donors and
local governments has declined.

When there is investment in smallholder agriculture, the environment also benefits. If yields in East and
South Asia were the same today as in the 1960s, it is estimated that an additional 135 million hectares of
land would have been needed to produce food for their populations45. This would inevitably have caused
far worse deforestation than has actually occurred.
Table 4 Grain Yields in Africa and Asia
Table X [0]

Sub-Saharan Africa
1961
2001
Grain yields per Hectare
0.8 tons
1.1 tons
Grain production per person 150 kgs
125 kgs

South/South-East Asia
1961
1.0 tons
200 kgs

2001
2.8 tons
240 kgs

Farmer in Sauri discusses harvest with agronomist
45 G.S. Khush, Rice Breeding: Accomplishments and Challenges for Future Food Security, Ritsumeikan International Affairs, Vol 4 pp 25-36 (2006).
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Millennium Village – Food for Thought
“How are you? How are you? How are you? How are you?”
was the friendly refrain from children in East Africa to Group
members.

In the playground of a new school in Sauri, one of Jeffrey Sach’s
Millennium Villages, a small girl wandered across our path.
“How are you?” we asked. Surprised by the role reversal, she
giggled nervously.
Akeyo turned out to be eight years old and liked Maths lessons
best of all. However, her favourite part of the school day was
the free school meals made possible thanks to the increased
harvests.

Lunch – school meals boost enrolment
and learning

The teachers later told us that since the free dinners had started, attendance was up and children
concentrated more in class. Girls in particular benefited, as some parents sent them to school to get
a free school meal.

It is too easy to see the interconnected problems of Africa as being insoluble. In fact, this
complexity also means that solving a problem in one area often solves another. Increased
agricultural productivity improves incomes, nutrition, and even gender inequality in schooling. By
helping Africans to tackle one problem at a time, donors can help give girls like Akeyo a better life.

A renewed commitment to focusing on rain-fed agriculture is essential. Many semi-arid areas have
rainfall greater than England but suffer because the rain is highly seasonal, unreliable, torrential and
subject to evaporation. Climate change – already a reality with more frequent droughts and shorter rainy
seasons - makes it even more vital to help farmers in those regions adapt.

The UK and other donors must help fund the research needed to promote a ‘Turquoise Revolution’ –
combining what Kofi Annan called the ‘blue’ technologies of rain water harvesting, drip fed irrigation
etc with green technologies, in order to develop drought-resistant, fast-maturing varieties of crops
suitable for semi-arid areas.

We also need to resist knee-jerk hostility to the involvement of transnational companies (TNCs) in
developing country agriculture. There are examples of abuse; but there are equally tremendous benefits
which can be brought to a region by the active engagement of TNCs through buying crops at fair prices
over many years – as has been demonstrated in Asia.
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The age of the machine

Equity for Africa (www.equityforafrica.org) is a UK charity which helps small businesses
(including farmers) with investment in machinery. EFA purchases the machinery and retains title to
it until the business has repaid the cost of the machinery plus a premium. The rate of repayment
depends on the performance of the business. It is therefore closer to equity than debt
A recent successful application was by a Tanzanian farmer for drip irrigation equipment to improve
his productivity when growing green beans. As well as protecting the farmer from strict
enforcement of loan conditions in the event that his business is affected by poor weather or a weak
market, this model gives him an incentive by reducing substantially the premium paid if he makes
early repayments.
Recommendation 34: There should be a substantial increase in UK aid for agriculture concentrating
particularly on:
Table 5 Average fertilizer use per hectare 46

Region

Sub-Saharan Africa
South Asia

Latin America

‘Developed’ world

Kgs / hectare
11

69
71

100+

•

Research and development, especially for rain fed and drought prone areas:

•

The provision of fertilizer at a reasonable cost, for example through direct support from crop buyers;
through co-operatives or farmers’ groups; or through microfinance. Fertilizer use in sub-Saharan
Africa is very low, as Table 5 shows;

- rain

water harvesting; - drip fed irrigation; - improved, drought-resistant crop varieties; - alternative
crops; - fertilizer regimes; - improved agricultural practices; - education and training through an
improved agricultural college network; and - soil analysis leading to the more effective use of fertilizer;

•
•
•
•
•

Improved irrigation and better farm tools;

Local processing where the nature of the crops makes this economically sensible, for example, in the
case of coffee, nuts and fruit juice. Local processing advocated simply because of hostility to
international companies, however, is misdirected and wasteful;
Marketing support;

Technical and business training for farmers;

Development of rural financial services specifically aimed at farmers, perhaps including price
protection and crop insurance.

46 Dr. Sharma, Strategy Paper for Reducing Poverty in Africa. (2006)
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The Rice Doctor

Women like Dr. Ashura Luzi-Kihupi are proof that African women no longer exist in the shadows.

Dr Ashura explains how African scientists have tackled the problem of low crop yields for African
farmers by crossing African rice with Asian rice: creating new modern rice hybrids, called NERICA
(the New Rice for Africa), which yield up to four times as much rice, mature earlier, and are more
weed resistant.

In Burkina Faso, where adoption of the NERICA is most advanced, rice yields doubled in a single
year. The notion that Africa cannot feed itself usually brings to mind emaciated children in camps,
helped only by Western charity. But at the heart of this problem lies the fact that African agriculture
is not efficient enough.

Dr Luzi-Kihupi and the many African scientists and administrators who created NERICA show that
Africa is more capable of solving its own problems than many in the West think. But donor funding
can accelerate this process by giving individuals and countries the ability to help themselves – Dr.
Luzi-Kihupi knows the work of the UK Department for International Development, due to the
funding it provides to her colleagues.
Rice and other foodstuffs have long been on the menu in Africa, but are now increasingly on the
policy agenda as well.

The investment climate

“Our study of all the available evidence leads us to conclude that governance is at the core of [economic
success stories]. It is the private sector that in the main drives economic growth. But the state has a vital
role too – for only it can create the climate within which private entrepreneurial spirit flourishes” (Our
Common Interest).

There is no point in improving the provision of inputs to private sector wealth creation if the overall
investment climate, corporate governance, and public governance systems work against the entrepreneur.

The UK has pledged $30 million to the Investment Climate Facility (ICF)
(www.investmentclimatefacility.org) over 3 years. The ICF supports, among other things
•
•

changing/updating laws and regulations: for example, cutting red tape; focussing on business
registration and licensing reform as well as on work permit rules and investment laws; and boosting
investment in key sectors;

helping key organisations to become more investor friendly, with programmes to improve the efficiency
of company registries, land registries, customs authorities, tax authorities, securities exchanges and
competition authorities.

Company registration

In many developing countries, it is expensive and time consuming to establish a business legally. Often it
can only be done in person (or by a lawyer) in the capital city. One proposal, which merits investigation,
is that the UNDP should operate a simple, free and automatic system under which any new company
could register for its first two years. The presumption is that after two years surviving companies would
be well enough established to meet the full requirements of their national registration procedures.
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The taxation system

The taxation system can also be a hindrance. Even if tax rates themselves are reasonable, the
administration can prove a barrier to investment. Tax laws provide local inspectors with draconian
powers which they use to cow people into submission. Honest businessmen and women have their bank
accounts frozen or assets seized. They have no option but to pay up - whether in excess taxes or in bribes
– or lose their business. Few of them have the knowledge of taxation law or the resources to hire a tax
specialist so that they can fight their corner.

Taxation systems are ultimately a matter for individual countries. But the UK can help – at least by
investing in the efficiency with which general taxes are collected, so that the pressure to exact unfair
amounts of tax from vulnerable businesses decreases. Uganda has received technical assistance in tax
administration from the UK and has seen a considerable increase in revenues. Zambia and Malawi have
also benefited.
Property rights and legal infrastructure

Hernando De Soto, Author of The Mystery of Capital, told the Group why the poor need
property rights and how we can help in providing them

“We were unable to find a cow and a bull in all of Tanzania without a private marking, so if you read
an article which says the notion of property rights doesn’t exist in the developing world, you should
discount it.

“The guy doing the most market transactions probably doesn’t speak English, hasn’t gone to Harvard,
has a mouth full of gold teeth. When we go into these countries, it is these people who believe in
markets. It’s not the bureaucrats that talk to the donors, it’s the guys who don’t even speak English.

“The poor in western China, they’re continually having their property taken over by the rich who have
property rights, because no one has ever given them any way to defend themselves. Those that have the
legal property eat up those that don’t because you always find a way of saying ‘he doesn’t have a title’.
The only way to protect yourself against a property right is with another property right.

“There are billions of dollars spent every year on property rights, but it’s all technical stuff.
Complicating existing systems... Making the property rights system stronger and more complicated and
more bureaucratic than ever before. Which is the exact opposite of what the money needs to be doing –
instead of making it simpler for the masses, they are making it even harder for them to join in the
system.
“When you bring your reforms together, you’ve got to make sure that at the end of the process it is
going to be less costly for somebody to do things the reformed way than prior to their reform.

“The important thing to keep in mind is what you are doing with property rights is empowering the
poor to demand their rights, compared to the government bureaucracy, which is usually able to control
them. It is a revolutionary act.”
A further pathway into development is the establishment of property rights and an effective legal
infrastructure. These are an essential part of a good investment climate.

The initiative has to come from the developing country itself. Indeed many are already looking at how
they can begin this process. For instance, during a visit to Nigeria in August 2006 we were impressed by
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the progress the Department for Land Registration was making in registering property in Lagos. The
need for it was born in on us by the signs painted on house walls in the capital saying “This house is not
for sale”: apparently it is not unknown for owners to return and find their house has been sold to a new
occupant by someone pretending to be its owner. In the absence of land registration it is difficult for the
real owner to prove his rights.

Enforcing contracts, establishing land titles, recovering debts and combating illegal practices by
competitors – all these can be time-consuming and costly in rich countries. In developing countries, they
are often impossible.

The UK has an international reputation both in commercial law and in arbitration, which is often much
the cheapest and most effective means of resolving disputes. This expertise can be offered to countries
which wish to strengthen their systems for the resolution of commercial and land disputes.

Recommendation 35: Provided the ICF proves to be effective, the UK Government should be ready to
increase its funding, and to encourage other private and public sector partners to do the same.

The ICF should recognise the importance of providing reliable financial information (e,g. credit rating
systems) and in particular professional financial journalism; and provide support accordingly.

Regional resource centres should be considered, to enable governments more easily to work out the best
way to implement policies such as land registration, improving legal systems for commerce, or a change
from import-based to income-based taxation.

Infrastructure

Smallholders can only invest and expand into cash crops if they have access to markets – local as well as
international. As urbanisation proceeds in the developing world, local demand is increasing. But it can
only be met locally if farmers can get their crops to the towns. Construction of rural roads and other
infrastructure in alignment with the development strategies of host governments is therefore one of the
most important stimuli to rural development.

Physical infrastructure – roads, railways, ports, electricity, water supply - is in any case fundamental to
economic development. In developing countries, this can cost as much as 6-8% of GDP47 but the
investment can bring big returns.

The Africa Commission estimated that $20bn needs to be spent every year on infrastructure until 2015 in
order to support the growth rate of 7% needed to lift the majority of people out of poverty48. Yet aid
spending on infrastructure has declined from 36% of total world aid to 14% since 1997.49

Transport infrastructure

Transport costs are a major hindrance to the competitiveness of products in Africa and remoter inland
areas in Asia and Latin America. Costs in Africa are on average double those for a typical Asian country.

Railways are underused because they are poorly maintained and lack rolling stock. One railway system
in Africa with nearly 2,500 km of track has only 12 functioning locomotives. But the importance of
railways is indicated by the fact that, even in this condition, the railway in question transports 1.4 million
tonnes of freight per year, resulting in 50-70,000 fewer truck trips. These quantities could be doubled or
trebled with investment.

47 DFID Annual Report (2006)
48 Commission for Africa Report: Our Common Interest
49 Hesselbarth, S.,(2004) ‘Donor Practices and the Development of Bilateral Donor’s Infrastructure Portfolio’, GTZ: OECD a
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Urban Infrastructure
With around half of the population of developing countries expected to live in urban areas by 202050,
infrastructure in cities and towns is a huge challenge. Most of the resources needed will have to be found
within the countries themselves – which again shows up the importance of economic development.
There is a role for aid in assisting with large infrastructure projects within urban areas. We would
specifically set aside funding for low-cost community-led projects, which can make a great deal of
difference to the lives of thousands in the poorer areas of cities.

Africa’s largest slum – meeting infrastructure needs is a huge challenge

50 World Urbanisation Prospects, The 2005 Revision, United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division
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Case-study
ASHA – path to health

In the slums of New Delhi, more than 3 million people live in 1,500 slum colonies. The average
house measures 3 x 2 metres but is home to 6-8 people; one water pump serves on average 1,000
people; many slums have no sanitation facilities; 40% of children are severely malnourished; and
75% of men and 90% of women are illiterate.

ASHA is a health and community development programme, which sees improving facilities and the
local environment,as key to its work in some of those slums such as Seelampur. It works through
community health volunteers who act as agents of change. It provides training and support to
groups to lobby local authorities to improve public facilities. As a result, there has been improved
access to safe drinking water through providing taps, handpumps, tube wells, tanks and tankers as
well as better sanitation through the building of community toilets. Lanes are now paved with
bricks or concrete and have a proper drainage system. This kind of infrastructure improvement is
not very visible or expensive. But its impact on the health of communities can be dramatic.
Healthier people are usually better able to contribute to, and share in, the benefits of economic
development.
Learning from infrastructure successes and failures

Development aid for physical infrastructure projects has a mixed record. In the past, particularly during
the cold war era, huge sums were wasted on prestige projects of limited economic value. There are grim
examples of roads and railways rendered unusable through lack of maintenance; too many projects were
simply not designed to face the rigours of tropical climates; there was inadequate investment in training
people to make effective use of infrastructure (e.g. smallholders were not trained to use vast irrigation
schemes); and the tendering process was all too often liable to corruption. But to find ways of
overcoming those problems, it is important to consider the success stories of which the most dramatic is
the astonishing growth of mobile telephony – even more rapid in Africa than Asia.

In 1991, the minimum cost of an international call from Tanzania was $21 for three minutes and it could
take several hours to be connected by the operator. You would also have to have been one of the lucky
few, to be in a place where there was a telephone connection. Today, a significant proportion of the
population has access to a mobile phone and international calls cost as little as $0.25 per minute. Email
and the internet are widely available. Developing countries have skipped a generation of development in
telecommunications – to their great benefit.

The mobile phone and the internet have made possible what used to be impossible for all but the
wealthiest or most enterprising. Mobile phones are used to transfer funds to remote areas and credits
have become a virtual currency. In evidence to the Group, Mo Ibrahim, founder of Celtel, said that
160,000 small enterprises have sprung up just to sell phone cards and hand sets for Celtel; not to
mention the companies established to build the network of transmitter/receivers throughout the
continent.

This has all been achieved through investment by the private sector, combined with equity funding from
development finance organisations such as Capital for Development (CDC) and the International
Finance Corporation (IFC). It has hardly featured in grant aid budgets. Celtel has a rigid policy of
refusing to accede to demands for bribes which has not prevented it building a successful pan- African
business with great rapidity.
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There are several lessons to draw both from this and other success stories and from past failures.

• Where possible, investment is best initiated by private, often local, enterprise supplemented by CDCtype equity investments or loan finance.

• Where economic user fees can be charged investment is likely to be forthcoming; and users – even
those on very low incomes – prefer to pay for a service which actually exists rather than to have
(theoretically) free or subsidised access to a service that does not, such as land line phones. Donor
funds may be best deployed in underwriting subsidies for charges to the most disadvantaged users for
services where that is appropriate (e.g. piped water), rather than directly funding a utility business.

• Where fees and charges are not feasible or appropriate it is crucial to ensure that any infrastructure
project provides for maintenance and training. Build, design and maintenance contracts encourage
designs that minimise problems of maintenance and give contractors a powerful incentive to ensure
their designs are adapted to local conditions. The Commission for Africa has recommended that
funding should cover maintenance costs for existing infrastructure and be predominantly on a grant
basis. We agree in part with this. But DFID should expect to see governments committed to contribute
to maintaining infrastructure, before it participates in funding any maintenance or construction
agreements.

• There are projects (e.g. dealing with urban infrastructure) where it is difficult to see how user charges
could be sufficient to cover the cost of capital as well as maintenance. Initial investment for these
should be funded entirely by grants or from taxes, while ensuring that the business plan provides for
sufficient funds to be available from user charges or taxation to cover maintenance and eventual
replacement.

• If the project is to be donor/taxpayer financed then it is essential that its economic and social returns
are objectively evaluated beforehand, and monitored during and after completion.

• Measures to ensure integrity in procurement and tendering will be particularly important, as
discussed in Chapter 4 on Corruption and Governance.

• Too often, other countries still tie infrastructure aid to use of their own contractors. We recognise the
weakness of tied aid, support the decision to cease tying UK aid, and believe that renewed emphasis
on infrastructure development must not become an opportunity for tied aid to return by the back door.

Recommendation 36: The proportion of aid allocated to infrastructure projects should increase, and this
shift in emphasis should include:
• encouragement of competing public/private infrastructure investment funds, whose performance is
rigorously assessed to ensure value for money;
• contractual conditions for infrastructure projects, which ensure maximum use of local staff and
supplies;
• using Build, Operate, Maintain contracts where appropriate to ensure accountability for the quality of
construction;
• including a contractual obligation to train local young people on the job in construction and
maintenance skills; and
• increasing the proportion of resources committed to supporting smaller-scale, community-led
infrastructure projects.
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The Changing Context for Economic Development
Energy

One of the major challenges facing the private sector in developing countries is energy – its availability
and its cost.

The installed generating capacity of many countries is insufficient to meet current needs, let alone cope
with the growth of 5-7% per annum which is necessary to reduce poverty significantly.
Further, many countries depend for a considerable part of their generation on hydro-power. When there
is a drought, dam levels fall and power rationing ensues.

Investment in energy infrastructure needs to be tackled urgently and needs to take into account changing
patterns of use and climate as well as changes in technology.
The role of the regional economic powerhouses

The outside world sometimes forgets that Africa is home to countries which have very substantial
economies. Nigeria and in particular South Africa have become very significant investors across their
continent as well as major consumers of their neighbours’ products. Brazil has a similar position in
South America (as well as with its fellow Lusiphone countries – Angola and Mozambique – in Africa)
and there are of course several such economies in Asia. They are therefore already playing a vital role in
the economic development of their region. As Bob Geldof put it in his evidence to us, “there is a need
for these big drivers of growth.”
It is important for the UK to cooperate with these countries in its approach to economic development
both bilaterally and through the new multilateral bodies such as the African Union and NEPAD.

It makes particular sense to work together on projects which will benefit everyone within the region - for
instance, the elimination of trade barriers and improvements in infrastructure.

Companies in these regional giants should also be in a good position to bid for work on infrastructure
against Northern competition, which will strengthen the regional economy and skills base.
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Chapter 3 - TRADE
Introduction
“I am not looking for handouts that I have not earned. I only want the same opportunities that British
entrepreneurs coming to Africa have access to.”
- Andrew Rugasira, Rwenzori Coffee Company, Uganda

Using trade to work for development is an approach which fits well with Conservative philosophy. In a
speech in November 2005 David Cameron called for a ‘campaign for capitalism’ in developing
countries.

Globalisation – enabling more and more people throughout the globe to trade, invest and communicate
with each other – has produced unparalleled prosperity for the majority of the world. Those who doubt
this should compare the 1930s, when protectionism and ‘managed trade’ prevailed, with the post-war
period marked by progressive lowering of trade barriers.
Yet there are still millions of people who have not shared in the prosperity which globalisation has
brought to the majority.

Some blame the poverty of those countries which remain poor on globalisation itself – on the
presumption that the rich must have got richer at the expense of the poor. This is not a tenable view.
Almost all of today’s poor countries were poor before globalisation took off. The few countries which
have fallen sharply down the prosperity league in recent decades – like Burma, North Korea and
Zimbabwe – have deliberately cut themselves off from the world economy.

Globalisation is not a zero sum game. Poor countries remain poor largely because they are excluded
from globalisation by:
•

•
•

Barriers imposed by the developed world, including deliberate barriers like tariffs, quotas and farm
subsidies; and often unintended non-tariff barriers like quality standards.

Barriers created by developing countries themselves, especially high tariffs on trade with each other.
Natural barriers such as access to the sea for land-locked countries, poor transport infrastructure
linking them to markets and lack of commercial infrastructure to enable producers to participate in
markets.

The Doha Round was to be the first trade round geared specifically to the needs of developing countries.
Yet it risks being the first to flounder completely. We must do all in our power to revive it. That means
persuading our partners in Europe to practise what we all preach by opening our markets. Freer trade
benefits the country which reduces its own levels of protection as much as it benefits its trading partners.
So, we should be willing to open our markets unilaterally, at least to the poorest countries who will
benefit the most. By contrast, requiring these countries to open their markets to us will benefit us little.
Today they are too poor to be substantial export markets.
We should be reducing unintentional barriers created by quality standards and rules of origin or helping
poor countries surmount them.
We should be encouraging developing countries to remove barriers between each other even if they do
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not extend that liberalisation to the developed world - tariffs between African countries are often much
higher than those between Europe and Africa and trade between them is far below its potential.

We should be helping build the physical and commercial infrastructure that will enable poor countries to
enter the global market place via Aid for Trade policies.

If we do not set an example of liberalisation we cannot hope to convince poorer countries to open their
own markets – and it is far better to do so by persuasion than effectively forcing it on them by trade or
aid conditionality. They may have adopted unwise and distorting protectionist policies. But we should
recognise that once they have done so, removal of protection can be painful and costly – far more so
than in a developed economy with a well functioning labour market in which workers can soon find
alternative employment.

The new trade agenda

Addressing these issues requires a new, broad agenda. We propose a package of measures we call
“Real Trade” designed to tackle all three kinds of obstacles to participation in world trade which poor
countries currently face. We want to launch an all-party, trans-national campaign to win support for this
package. Though it is radical we believe, with sufficient public support, it is achievable.
•

•

Real Trade focuses on the developing countries that the OECD defines as being “low income” – (the
Least Developed Countries and other low income countries with a Gross National Income below
$825 per head in 2004). There has been resistance to extending trade preferences to all low income
countries since they include India, whose size and growing industrial strength is too daunting for
many in the developed world. However, India will leave that group within a couple of years,
followed soon afterwards by Pakistan so that resistance should diminish.
Real Trade addresses both trade between the developed world and the developing world, and trade
within the developing world.

• As the growth stimulus that Real Trade should provide lifts countries out of the low income category,
they would cease to be eligible for preferred treatment. However, by that time they should be
substantially better integrated into the global economic system and therefore better positioned for
sustainable growth.
Real Trade and trade between the developed and developing worlds

The Real Trade agenda advocates that by 2013 at the latest, many of the different types of agreement
that govern trade with low income countries in the developing world should be replaced by a single
framework, whose key components would be:

1) Unilateral tariff and quota-free access to the EU (and all other developed economies) for all goods
and services from low income countries. This means wider duty free access than the EU, the US or any
of the other major industrialised countries currently offer.

2) Liberalised Rules of Origin so that genuine tariff and quota free access would be available to low
income countries on substantially all of their output. At the moment goods from poor countries which
contain parts, materials or ingredients from other countries often end up being hit by tariffs - even when
those countries are supposed to get duty-free access. By liberalising these rules and allowing
“cumulation” of origin, the Real Trade agenda would allow poor countries to participate in modern
global chains of production, and to benefit from the rise of other developing countries.

3) The abolition of all export subsidies from the EU and other developing countries.
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4) An increased emphasis on Aid for Trade (i.e. aid dedicated to
helping developing countries build up their capacity to export).

5) Incentives (including compensation for lost tariff revenues)
to low income countries to reduce trade barriers against
neighbouring low income countries and particularly to kickstart development of a Pan African Trade Area.

The Real Trade package would go beyond trade existing
preferences. For example, for the EU it would mean extending
Bed net factory – meeting quality standards is key to
its current “Everything but Arms” arrangements beyond the
export success
very small countries currently eligible to larger low income
countries like Kenya, Nigeria, Cameroon and Ghana. For low income countries it would supersede the
Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) that the EU is currently negotiating with African, Caribbean
and Pacific countries. For the US, Real Trade would replace the temporary African Growth and
Opportunity Act (AGOA) with a more generous and permanent arrangement which includes more
countries.

Unlike EPAs, Real Trade would not require low income countries to reduce barriers to exports from the
EU until those countries themselves had determined that they were ready to do so.

For developing countries not classified as low income, EPA arrangements with the EU would, at least
initially, be expected to remain in place.
Real Trade within the developing world

The nature of the Real Trade reflects the fact that amongst former developing countries, there has been
no single pathway to success. It provides developing countries with the policy space to tailor their own
approaches to liberalisation whilst complying with WTO rules.

Some former developing countries, like the Asian “Tigers”, have benefited from highly strategic
government agendas. Others, like China and India, have liberalised their internal markets and thereby
enabled the exploitation of previously untapped comparative advantage. But in all cases, without access
to developed markets, these countries would have grown more slowly, if at all.

By comparison, a one size fits all approach to liberalisation in the developing world has often failed or
even been counter-productive.

Nevertheless, free trade between low income countries, within Africa in particular, is a key Real Trade
objective.

Today, barriers preventing trade between neighbouring low income countries are often far greater than
those with the developed world. So the benefits to low income countries from liberalising local trade
may be at least as important as those from intercontinental trade.

Crucially, liberalising rules of origin and allowing cumulation of origin among low-income countries
will allow poor countries to participate in modern global chains of production, and enable them to work
together and benefit from the rise of other developing countries.
A pan-African free trade area would provide stimulus to the African economy, maximise the
effectiveness of the Real Trade Aid for Trade package and help prepare African countries for eventual
full liberalisation – at their own speed.
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Moreover, since trade between many African countries is not
currently substantial, the creation of a pan-African free trade
area should have a limited impact on the tariff revenues of most
African governments. To the extent that revenues might be
negatively impacted, the EU and member states, including the
UK, could compensate for lost tax revenues from growing aid
budgets.
Real Trade and Aid for Trade

It should be made absolutely clear that Aid for Trade is nothing
to do with tied aid whereby donors boost their own trade by insisting that their aid is spent on the donor
country’s exports. Quite the contrary: Aid for Trade is aid which is intended to help developing
countries build up their capacity to export. So it will include help in building up the physical
infrastructure to handle exports for example in ports. It will also involve helping develop the
commercial procedures needed for trade. Many export markets now require suppliers to be able to
specify the source of origin down to the individual farm or cooperative. Others require assurances of
quality. Appropriate procedures need to be established to provide this information and these assurances.
Boats unloading – lack of infrastructure limits trade

The Aid for Trade component of the Real Trade agenda will therefore be multifaceted. It will also be
available to help to improve the climate for business and trade in developing countries. It will:
•

•

Reduce red tape by assisting developing countries to simplify and streamline customs and other
bureaucracy that affects the ability to trade efficiently.

Improve the fiscal environment for companies in developing countries, for example, by promoting
the creation of more tax-free Export Processing Zones.

In so doing, we would work with trail blazing organisations like the Investment Climate Facility and the
Integrated Framework.
Implementation of Real Trade

In parallel with seeking the adoption of the Real Trade agenda by the EU, we would work for its
adoption by the rest of the developed world. It should be highly compatible with many of the existing
policies of the US and the Cairns Group.
Other benefits of Real Trade

Real Trade should, over time, help create employment for and improve the prospects of the population of
the developing world thereby helping to reduce the pressures of migration to the developed world. A
trade framework that enables sustained economic growth in developing countries will provide reasons
for their citizens to stay not to leave. Anything that increases the barriers preventing developing
countries from trading will have the opposite effect.
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DOHA AND THE CASE FOR MULTILATERAL LIBERALISATION

“Now the Doha development round is the greatest opportunity in history to give a gift of opportunity
to most developing countries. Here’s the deal. If we just tackled agriculture alone, that would give to
Africa four to five times more than all the overseas development assistance put together.

“The rich countries spend a billion dollars a day to make their food dearer, to restrict choice and to
make it more expensive for their own consumers and working families. This is an appalling crime.”

- Mike Moore, former Labour PM of New Zealand and ex-WTO Head

Since the establishment of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1947, continued
multilateral trade negotiations have succeeded in bringing down tariffs worldwide. The Uruguay Round
(1986-93) has reduced the most-favoured-nation (MFN) tariff rate on industrial goods to 4%. By
contrast, liberalisation of agricultural goods has been far slower.

Tariffs are not the only barriers that restrict competition from overseas. Other methods include quotas,
anti-dumping policies, subsidies and non-tariff barriers (including regulatory standards on criteria such
as health and safety requirements on imports). The Doha round also aims to make progress on trade
facilitation.
The original logic behind the GATT and WTO was to use reciprocal bargaining to play off importcompeting interests against export interests.

Another original rationale for the creation of the GATT system was to replace the complex web of
bilateral trade deals that prevailed in the interwar period. The goal of trade liberalisation is to remove
economic distortions and increase overall economic efficiency by having prices reflect real costs
globally. Preferential trade deals create trade diversion by making goods from countries which are
treated preferentially relatively cheaper, regardless of their underlying cost of production.

As well as resulting in complexity and ineffectiveness, a profusion of bilateral deals could mean many
deals involving large players like the EU, while smaller economies would have fewer agreements,
because of their smaller markets and limited administrative capacity to negotiate deals. The EC and
EFTA already account for 62 out of 210 worldwide bilateral deals notified to the WTO.
A multilateral rather than bilateral approach also treats countries equally in the sense that, while
developed countries have the capacity to negotiate many bilateral deals, small developing countries
might benefit from being able to concentrate their limited negotiating resources on one set of
negotiations with the potential to deliver better access worldwide.
The case against multilateralism

Critics of free trade argue that liberalisation will expose producers and businesses in developing
countries to unfair competition, especially from large multinational companies based in wealthier
countries.

Some members of the trade justice movement believe that developing countries should not only resist
further attempts at liberalisation, but should also increase their levels of protection, even if this reduces
choice and access to goods and services to citizens of developing countries. They argue that developing
countries must be allowed to roll back decades of liberalisation: they must be free to raise tariffs if
necessary to meet development goals. WTO membership might be a constraint on this as it involves
binding limits on its members’ tariffs.
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By contrast with these well-intentioned views, citizens of poorer countries have a legitimate complaint that
trade barriers deny them goods and services enjoyed by westerners. Where local alternatives are available
trade barriers mean that they are either more expensive, or of lower quality and supplied by a state-owned
organisation not exposed to the benefits of competition.

There is strong evidence to suggest that trade liberalisation – particularly multilateral – will create significant
growth in the world economy in the long term, and that developing countries stand to make the largest gains
as a proportion of their income. However, the process of liberalisation clearly involves serious challenges for
developing countries.
The Doha round

It is clear that revised positions from the major players, especially the EU in relation to its agricultural tariff
rates, will be necessary to get the Doha Round back on track. The EU’s tariff barriers have constituted a major
stumbling block to agreement, and need to be reduced – the EU should begin by at least agreeing to match the
average tariff cuts proposed by the G20.

Of equal, perhaps greater, importance to cuts in the EU’s overall average tariff rate is to apply such reductions
also on so-called “sensitive” products (for example the EU currently proposes to exempt 8% of products from
the headline reduction). These are often areas where developing countries have a comparative advantage. If
the headline tariff cuts are not also applied to these areas, then they will be close to meaningless.

The EU must be more flexible in allowing less developed countries to maintain some tariffs, even if the EU
reduces its own. Trade liberalisation is not a zero-sum game – gaining access to cheaper imports is as
important for Europe as gaining access to other markets. Oxford Economic Forecasting research shows that
the EU would gain 0.4% in GDP through unilateral tariff reductions on goods trade. The EU needs to
abandon the assumption that has underpinned its negotiating position thus far – that lowering tariff barriers is
a “concession” – and instead see such moves as an opportunity.

There must be a clear commitment among EU member states to end subsidies and the resultant dumping of
produce on LDCs. Such a commitment does not currently exist. Indeed there has been agreement amongst
European leaders to maintain current subsidy levels until 2013. Until there is change within Europe,
multilateral talks will remain deadlocked, as negotiating partners in developing countries will not open
themselves further to unfairly subsidised European produce. Further fundamental reform of the CAP is
therefore necessary.

Another issue that needs to be addressed is non-tariff barriers, or protectionism by standards. The WTO
should play a greater role in making sure these are not being abused in order to keep out foreign competition –
a trend which could increase as a result of any liberalisation in more conventional barriers.

It is clear that unless there is far more ambition in terms of liberalising market access, the poverty alleviation
potential of any Doha Round deal will be marginal when set against the rewards of full multilateral
liberalisation.

Recommendation 37: Since the establishment of the GATT, multilateral trade liberalisation has accelerated
global growth and increased wealth. It continues to be the best path forwards, although, as the suspension of
the Doha Round demonstrates, it is increasingly hard to achieve.

Bilateral liberalisation is a second best alternative. However, in dollar terms, its benefits are likely to be
skewed in favour of the developed world and away from the developing world. Moreover, it risks making an
already complex trading system even more complex, to the detriment of the developing world, in particular.
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The UK should therefore make the completion of the Doha Round a priority for the EU, and should
press for a more ambitious offer, as described above.

THE DEBATE ABOUT DEVELOPING COUNTRY LIBERALISATION

“I think it is important in the public debate that we distinguish between trade promotion and trade
liberalisation. Our analysis is that trade promotion is necessary for development. For almost all
countries that have developed over the last fifty years and indeed earlier trade and increased trade has
played an important part in their development. But that is not the same as trade liberalisation forced
on you by the WTO, the EU, or World Bank.”

- Duncan Green, Oxfam

The most free trade oriented developing countries of the mid-twentieth century are, nowadays,
comparatively rich. Barbados, Cyprus, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Mauritius, Singapore, Thailand and
Yemen are considered to be developing countries that since their independence applied free trade
policies. All of them, except Yemen, are in the top 70 of all countries in terms of GDP per capita.

A World Bank report in 2002 identified 24 ‘new-globalising’ developing countries with a total
population of 2.9 billion. Between 1980 and 1997, this group saw a doubling of their trade-to-GDP
ratio, a two thirds increase in real per-capita income, and a one third cut in average import tariffs. In the
same period, the 49 ‘less-globalised’ developing countries in the sample, with a combined population of
1.1 billion, saw a decline in their trade-to-GDP ratio, a rise of just 10% in real per capita income, and an
11% cut in average import tariffs.

Professor Razeen Sally of LSE argues that “These figures are, of course, yet further empirical support
for the proposition that relatively liberal trade policies and openness to trade, combined with marketoriented institutions at home, lead to higher rates of growth than is the case for economies that remain
relatively closed. That is what distinguishes the West, and more recently Japan, the East Asian Tigers,
and now China and India, from most other countries in the developing world. But what is really striking
about this group of 24 new globalisers is that, first, Asia makes up 85% of its population, and second,
that India and China alone make up 75%.” It might be added that it is equally striking that of the 24 new
globalisers only four were African countries.

China and India are therefore immensely important for global trade and development, not least since
these two countries alone (in 2004) accounted for almost 50% of the world’s poorest people (i.e. those
living on less than $1 per day).51

There is still an active debate as to precisely why these countries, and others, have succeeded in bringing
about economic development. As both theoretical academic studies and the practical evidence of
individual countries suggest, there is no hard and fast rule that determines the rate of economic
development relative to economic “openness”. So the degree of a country’s openness alone is not
enough to explain the phenomenon of economic growth.

Policy-makers should take this evidence into account when approaching the question of developing
country trade liberalisation. They should also take into account the implication that other areas of policy
are just as important and that “one size fits all” liberalisation is at best insufficient to achieve the desired
growth objectives. This can be done by affording developing country governments the “policy space” to
pursue the policies best tailored to their development needs.
51 .”Conway, T. (2004) ‘Trade liberalisation and poverty reduction’ in The Doha development agenda impacts on trade and poverty, Overseas
Development Institute (ODI)
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“Policy space” can, for example, enable “infant industries” to be supported and reflects the problems
that many developing countries have adjusting to trade liberalisation:
•

•

Insufficient economic flexibility (exacerbated by a lack of access to credit) to allocate resources
quickly and efficiently from one sector to another in line with shifting competitive advantage.

The potential impact on tariff revenues where these form a key part of state income. There are over
30 countries, generally poor and small, that derive more than 25% of their total revenues from tariffs.
Tariffs account for 62% of revenue in the Bahamas and 75% in Guinea. The table below shows that
dependence on tariff revenue is not distributed at all evenly. Whereas for the developed countries of
the OECD, tariff revenues are of negligible economic importance, for Africa (and to a lesser extent
the Middle East), they are a far more significant consideration.

Table 6 Tariff revenues as proportion of GDP
Country
OECD
Australia
US
Turkey
Middle East
Egypt
Morocco
Syria
Africa
Lesotho
Gambia
Gabon

Tariff revenue, 1995 (% of GDP)
0.37 (Avg.)
0.65
0.27
0.76
3.48 (Avg.)
3.59
4.27
2.48
5.39 (Avg.)
32.27
8.76
4.47

Liberalisation may not benefit equally all sections of society in a developing country, exacerbating
unemployment and social division.

More broadly, the exploitation of “policy space” through gradual, independent liberalisation and
investment in human capital characterises the rapid post-war growth of East Asia. This subtle and
intelligent approach has important implications for Africa, in particular.

It is not necessary for developed countries to resolve the debate about the effectiveness of “infant
industry” strategies in developing countries. Some countries have pursued them and grown rapidly52.
So whether such intervention was or was not the cause of their growth, it clearly did not prevent it.
There are also plausible arguments that developing economies may benefit from first diversifying their
economic bases, developing their skills bases and human capital and building adequate physical,
institutional and financial infrastructures, before opening their markets fully53.

Recommendation 38: There is a strong case for allowing low income countries, in particular, i) open
access to EU and other developed country markets; and ii) flexibility as to how rapidly they liberalise
their domestic markets. Real Trade involves both.

52 Ha-Joon Chang (2007), Bad Samaritans Random House
53 Duncan Green., Head of Research at Oxfam, 8th June 2006. Evidence to the GGPG
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A trade strategy for the developing world
Reform of preferential trade policies

When the GATT was formed, it aimed to replace the complicated web of bilateral trade deals which had
existed in the inter-war period with the principle of unconditional Most Favoured Nation (MFN)
treatment.

This means that if a WTO member offers a low tariff to another member, it must be extended to all other
members, regardless of whether they grant an equivalently low tariff in return. This guarantees that a
country in the WTO system will not receive worse treatment than any other member. The aim of the
principle is to avoid the economically distorting effect of having different tariffs applied to the same
product from different countries.

However in practice this principle has been circumvented in a number of important ways, to the extent
that while it still exists in principle, it has been effectively abandoned in practice.

First, GATT / WTO rules (under Article XXIV) mean that members can form Free Trade Areas and
customs unions among themselves, as long as the tariff that the members of such groups impose on nonmembers is no higher than before.

Secondly, after 1971, the GATT established a general exemption to the MFN obligation with the
Enabling Clause (made permanent in 1979). This allows members to grant trade preferences to other
countries – i.e. to grant them lower than MFN tariff rates, without asking for them to reciprocate.
However, the clause only allows this if the preferences are "generalised" – both applied to a large
number of countries and covering a large number of different products. Countries were not allowed to
favour just a few of their "friends.”
The EU’s preferential trade agreements

The EU has evolved into a complicated hierarchy of different preferential agreements with different
countries. More confusingly still, several of the different agreements overlap:
Table 7 The EU’s preferential trade regimes
WTO
MFN
GSP
GSP+
ACP/Cotonou Agreement
EBA

The least favourable regime: for developed countries outside the EU
A limited trade preference: for all developing and mid income countries
A better-than-GSP regime for developing countries which meet various
political and social criteria (however, it may be WTO-illegal as it is
limited to smaller countries)
The second best market access – but tariffs remain on 900 products.
Aimed at former colonies. Was ruled illegal at WTO and is due to be
replaced after 2007.
The best access – no tariffs on any products from 2009 on: applies to the
world’s 50 less developed countries (LDCs)

Problems with EU preferences

First, the coverage of the best preferential agreement Everything But Arms (EBA) is limited. 50 small
countries on the UN Less Developed Country (LDC) list are granted (supposedly) full tariff-free access
under EBA, which is being phased in by 2009. But this list does not cover some of the world’s poorest
countries, and excludes large poor countries where (obviously) many of the poorest people in the world
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live. Very low income African countries like Kenya, Ghana, Côte d'Ivoire, Rep. Congo and Nigeria are
not included, and have to fall back on “second best” preferences such as Cotonou, GSP, or even the full
MFN rate.

The second point is that much of the benefit of preferences - even for countries that get EBA status - is
lost because of complex rules of origin (ROO). This means that preferential access is available only to
goods which contain very few parts, materials or ingredients from other countries. The rationale is to
stop third countries exploiting the preferential access granted to developing countries – for example a
Chinese multinational setting up a shell company in an LDC, exporting near-finished products to it and
then re-exporting them on to the EU to gain preferential access. To qualify as originating in a particular
country, exporters must show that that it is the country at which the last “substantial transformation”
took place. To show substantial transformation a product should demonstrate one of three things: a tariff
heading jump (under which imported inputs are allowed so long as they fall under a different statistical
customs code from the final, exported product); a particular process (which specifies the work that must
be undertaken on any imported inputs); or a value added criterion (under which imported inputs must not
exceed a given percentage of the processed good’s value).

Textile plant – wider markets give
economies of scale

Rules of Origin clearly make it more difficult for developing countries to
access the preference they have been granted, largely because of the
sheer bureaucratic burden of compliance with ROO. Based on indirect
evidence, several studies provide estimates of the administrative
compliance costs of preferential schemes to be between 1% and 5% of
the value of exports. In the case of the EU, Rules of Origin mean that
countries which should have duty free access actually pay tariffs on up to
40% of their exports to Europe.

Liberalising rules on culmination – effectively allowing poor countries to work together and use each
others goods as inputs – could have a substantial effect. For example, the US introduced a waiver to its
standard restrictive rules of origin for clothing and textile exports under the African Growth and
Opportunity Act (AGOA), allowing African Countries to use Asian textiles as inputs for clothing
exports.
The initiative has seen African textile exports to the US rise from $600 million to $1,500 million,
creating 10,000 new jobs in Lesotho alone in 2001. In contrast, while the same duty-free access is
enjoyed under the EBA, the rules of origin applied under the EBA have seen Lesothan exports of
clothing to the EU virtually cease.

Economic Partnership Agreements

Bringing down the EU’s trade barriers against developing countries is the one thing that all developing
countries and anti-poverty campaigners agree on. There is less agreement about whether there should be
pressure to bring down barriers in developing countries.

Even if the case for promoting liberalisation in general is accepted, there is a subsequent question how
developed countries should encourage developing countries to reduce their own trade barriers.

The EU initiated negotiations on Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) because the current ACP
arrangements fall foul of WTO rules which specify that any preferences awarded on a purely geographic
basis must be part of an agreement leading ultimately to reciprocal free trade.

Current UK policy backs the idea of “policy space” and also (with some contradiction) backs Economic
Partnership Agreements (EPAs), under which developing countries that do not qualify for EBA
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preferences can obtain greater market access to the EU by agreeing to reduce their own tariffs and nontariff barriers.

The Commission argues that the existing arrangements have not worked and ACP countries now need to
liberalise their own trade. However, in its white paper on trade and development the Government insists
that: “the EU as a whole has made clear that we do not have ‘offensive’ market access interests, and the
UK will seek to hold our EU partners to this”.

There are two intertwined debates: the first about the pros and cons of EPAs in themselves, the second
about how critics of EPAs would solve the problem thrown up by the WTO-incompatibility of existing
rules.

The basic goal of EPAs is for ACP countries to form themselves into six regional blocs that will
liberalise trade both amongst themselves and with respect to the EU. The Commission hopes that the
EPA regions will agree to form a common external tariff, and wishes also to include in the agreement
issues such as technical and safety standards, investment, trade facilitation, competition policy,
government procurement, environment and labour standards and policy, intellectual property and data
protection. Many of these items are known as “Singapore Issues”. The specific inclusion of each of
these items depends on the outcome of the negotiations for each regional EPA.

The fact that EPAs will force developing countries to bring down their own trade barriers is the most
fundamental criticism made by opponents of the agreements. Some ACP ministers are worried that they
will be compelled to liberalise trade in goods and services too far, too fast. Indeed, academic evidence
suggests that the way EPAs are currently being negotiated they will produce a mix of “winning” and
“losing” countries. EPAs are flawed in several respects:

i) potential for continued and exploitable discrimination in trade between members of an individual EPA
(if agreed on a group basis); and
ii) potential for greater barriers to "south-south" trade where countries opt out of EPA groups and seek
agreements of their own;
Recommendation 39:

The UK and EU should seek to make sure that generous and deep preferences with liberal rules of origin
are offered by all developed countries (and ideally also harmonised) through WTO.
So as part of the Doha Round or independently, the EU should offer duty-free and quota-free access to
all low income countries, as defined by the OECD.

Rules of origin dramatically limit the effectiveness of current preferences. They do not reflect modern
trading patterns and exclude many low income country exports from preference. They should be
dramatically liberalised and the value added requirement reduced or eliminated for low income
countries.
Accordingly, the UK should oppose plans to change current rules by means of EPAs, if the resulting
agreements do not represent meaningful liberalisation.

Similarly, low income countries should also be allowed full cumulation of origin with all other low
income countries. If this is unacceptable to the WTO, then they should be allowed to use inputs from all
developing countries. This will enable larger developing countries to act as a ‘locomotives’ for the
development of smaller low income countries.
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In general, if EPAs go ahead, we would favour a liberal interpretation of the WTO rules, an extended
period of liberalisation, a minimum of non-tariff issues and emphasis mainly on encouraging SouthSouth trade.

The alternative to reciprocal free trade agreements like EPAS is to extend the most advantageous
existing preferences to an objective group of countries determined by income. The obvious category is
low income countries as defined by the OECD. The EU has been reluctant even to consider that because
the category includes India whose size and potential industrial potential some European countries find
daunting. However, India is set to graduate out of the Low Income category in a couple of years
followed soon after by Pakistan.

If our Real Trade proposals to extend unilateral free trade to all low income countries by 2013 were
adopted, they would logically supersede EPAs for all ACP countries except those which are (or have by
then become) middle income.
Encouraging Trade Between Developing Countries

Trade barriers are highest between developing countries. For instance, exporters of manufactured goods
in Latin America face tariffs in the rest of Latin America that are seven times as high as the average rate
applied by industrialised countries. This means that these producers are being denied access to other
nearby markets, effectively placing them at a competitive disadvantage – especially against their
counterparts in more developed countries. The greatest developmental gains to be accrued from trade
are being stifled as a result of high levels of protection between developing countries.
The Commission for Africa states that “Recent ECA estimates indicate that welfare gains from regional
integration in sub-Saharan Africa alone, could be of the order of US$1.2 billion, reinforcing the view
that Africa’s own liberalisation offers major gains.” According to the Economist “half of what
developing countries could gain from fully free trade would come from their own tariff cuts, because a
third of their exports are to other poor countries and because their tariffs are much higher than those of
the rich.”

Almost every country in Africa is part of a Regional Economic Community (REC), of which there are
14, but these RECs are overlapping and have varying rules. This has made it difficult to merge the
groups to form a pan-African Free Trade Area although all African states signed up in 1991 to creating a
pan-African Free Trade Area by 2019 at the latest, few of the current generation of ministers are aware
of that commitment, although after the idea was raised by Peter Lilley at the conference of the
Democratic Union for Africa (Accra 2006) delegates unanimously agreed a motion calling for it to be
put back on the agenda.54

Recommendation 40: The UK and other developed countries should offer incentives (including
compensation for lost tariff revenues) to countries to reduce South-South barriers without requiring
those preferences to be extended to us. One objective should be to endeavour to kick start a Pan-African
Trade Area.

Given that the EU has recognised in its EPA negotiations the importance of promoting South-South trade
liberalisation, the UK should encourage the EU to incorporate the same objectives into its Doha position.

54 Andrew Mitchell MP, Shadow Secretary of State for International Development, offered his support for the proposed Pan African Trading Area in a
speech to the Foreign Press Association in July 2006. The text of the speech is available at
www.globalpovertychallenge.com/index.php/archives/andrew-mitchell-mp-a-pan-african-trading-area/#comment-1645
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Aid for trade and export processing zones

In addition to promoting regional free trade, the UK (and other developed countries) have a role in
helping the poorest countries to increase their exports. Activities which have been included in most
discussions of aid for trade are:
•

•
•

•

•

technical assistance to allow developing countries to formulate and implement their trade policies –
including aid to comply with and implement WTO agreements;
trade development: promotion, creation of standards and support services;

trade facilitation: aid to reduce non-tariff trade barriers, simpler and less corrupt customs agencies,
better ports etc;
infrastructure & supply side support: aid to allow countries to benefit from market access by
improving roads, rail links, electricity supply and storage facilities; and
adjustment support: aid to compensate countries for the adjustment costs of liberalisation

Work on the effects of non-tariff barriers to trade suggests that they potentially have far greater
consequences than tariff and quota barriers to trade. In many developing countries, weak producers also
face poor infrastructure and heavy bureaucracy.

A World Bank Paper by Djankov, Freund, and Pham from January 2006 found that: “On average, each
additional day that a product is delayed prior to being shipped reduces trade by at least 1%. Put
differently, each day is equivalent to a country distancing itself from its trade partners by 85 km on
average.”

Putting this in context, they note that “It takes 116 days to move an export container from the factory in
Bangui (Central African Republic) to the nearest port and fulfil all the customs, administrative, and port
requirements to load the cargo onto a ship. It takes 71 days to do so from Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso),
87 days from N’djamena (Chad), 93 from Almaty (Kazakhstan), and 105 from Baghdad. In contrast, it
takes only 5 days from Copenhagen, and 6 days from Berlin”.

They also argue that “Trade facilitation is not only about the physical infrastructure for trade. Indeed,
only about a quarter of the delays are due to poor road or port infrastructure. 75% are due to
administrative hurdles – numerous customs procedures, tax procedures, clearances and cargo inspections
- often before the containers reach the port. The problems are magnified for landlocked African
countries, whose exporters need to comply with different requirements at each border.”
The UK has committed to increasing spending on trade-related assistance to £100 million per annum by
2010 (up from £28 million in 2004). The G8 as a whole has pledged to increase aid for trade related
spending to $4 billion – and seems likely to achieve or exceed this amount by 2010.

This is money potentially well spent. According to a study by the World Bank Development Research
Group (Ivanic et al, November 2006) the gains from trade facilitation are very large. They note that:
“Trade-aid is a very efficient type of aid that brings back to the world much more than it takes. In the
case of the annual aid of USD 28.7 billion, the net gains—after subtracting the cost of the investment—
amount to USD 18.4 billion. Even though most of these gains go to the developing countries, the
developed countries are able to recoup a portion of their costs through cheaper imports from and exports
to the developing countries.”
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Export Processing Zones

Several developing countries have established Export Processing Zones (EPZ) – areas in which goods
can enter, undergo processing, and be re-exported without facing tariffs. Such zones often also offer
better infrastructure than the rest of the country in an effort to attract high quality investment.

One of the attractions of aid-for-EPZs is that it might be a way to demonstrate the benefits of
liberalisation in developing countries, and might be politically easier to achieve than immediate
liberalisation of the whole economy. China’s “Special Economic Zones” and coastal zones, and India’s
telecoms clusters are both powerful examples of how EPZs have mobilised support for further reforms
in developing countries.

Recommendation 41: The UK should aim to spend a larger proportion of its existing aid budget to 2013
on aid for trade. Evidence suggests that narrowly defined aid for trade is one of the more effective forms
of aid (even compared to other forms of aid for economic development). The gains it causes may
actually exceed those from tariff liberalisation. More plausibly, the de-bottlenecking of trade in
developing countries is a pre-requisite for those countries to maximise the benefits from the
liberalisation of formal trade barriers.

As part of an increased focus on aid for trade, the UK should:

• seek to reduce red tape by assisting developing countries to simplify and streamline customs and
other bureaucracy that affects the ability to trade efficiently and flexibly;
• set up an expert group with private sector representatives to work on trade facilitation issues and
identify bottlenecks;

• support the taking on by the Integrated Framework of a more powerful role in coordinating the
delivery of aid for trade - rather than merely producing studies;

• help developing countries to set up export processing zones, as a precursor for reform in developing
countries while resisting any attempt within the EU to classify EPZs as an illegitimate trade subsidy:
and

• support, and help to find, new ways to finance infrastructure projects in the developing world that
reduce local impediments to trade.

Also, the EU should spell out how it will allocate short term aid to support any tariff reductions required
under EPAs. It should make clear that aid for trade, and aid more generally, will not be conditional on
accepting an EPA; and that aid will be available to offset the negative impact of EPAs on ACP country
government revenues.

Increased help for developing countries to maximise the benefits of liberalisation is important per se but
by making the prize greater, it should also make liberalisation easier to achieve.

Medicines and international Intellectual Property law

There is an urgent need to address public health crises in poor countries and some argue that universal
access to life-saving medicines is a fundamental human right.

So, the debate surrounding the WTO TRIPS agreement (trade-related aspects of intellectual property
rights) is often perceived as an ongoing clash between those who see strong Intellectual Property (IP)
rights as necessary for the promotion of innovation and growth, and others who argue that strict IP
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protection, “by delaying competition with low-cost copies, results in higher prices for medicines, with
disastrous consequences for millions of poor people.” 55
The TRIPS agreement provides multiple pathways for developing countries to secure access to
medicines that they would not otherwise be able to afford, including compulsory licensing for the
production of generic pharmaceuticals and parallel importation – the acquisition of medicines legally
sold through middlemen in other countries.

In practice, however, these mechanisms have not been as successful as developing countries hoped.

Until 1 December 2007, compulsory licences require specialised local pharmaceutical manufacturing
infrastructure – something many developing countries do not have. From 1st December, and subject to
changes in the laws of many exporting countries, developing countries will be able to import, under the
cover of the compulsory licence, generic versions of drugs that are still patent-protected. Many will
come from India. It remains to be seen what impact this change, known as the Paragraph 6 Amendment,
will have. Then as before, compulsory licences are likely to be slow, complex and bureaucratically
challenging for developing countries to secure.

Similarly, parallel importation has not been widely taken advantage of. This may be because developing
country governments lack the resources necessary to scan world markets for available low-priced stock
or it may be because the pharmaceutical industry has successfully tightened its stock control since
parallel importation was sanctioned under TRIPS, reducing the availability of stock.

Access to medicines has, however, also been hampered by many developing country governments
themselves through high import tariffs on medicines, local registration requirements, perverse price
controls and ineffective healthcare infrastructures staffed by poorly paid professionals.

Per se the pharmaceutical industry has little to fear from the sale of cheap medicines in developing
countries. Most are currently very small and barely profitable markets for pharmaceutical companies.

The broader risk with compulsory licensing and, in particular, parallel importation is that whilst they
could substantially increase the availability of medicines in developing countries, they could also reduce
the prices of medicines in developed countries. This could deter the pharmaceutical industry from
investing in the discovery and development of the next generation of medicines that might otherwise
conquer cancer and degenerative diseases such as Alzheimers.
Recommendation 42: The rationale for requiring all countries – even those who have not yet developed
the capacity to produce significant amount of IP themselves - to protect the IP rights of other countries,
is much weaker than was realised when TRIPS was agreed.

The world is stumbling towards recognition of this fact. Unfortunately the mechanisms it has introduced
to restore what should probably have never been taken away are proving very hard to operate effectively.

In the absence of a more radical revision of the TRIPS rules, the UK should work with developing
countries, the pharmaceutical industry and NGOs to make the Paragraph 6 mechanism workable. It
should seek to reduce the red tape involved and make the mechanism more automatic and expeditious.
Regional coordination among poor countries should be encouraged to increase market size, enhance
purchasing power relative to pharmaceutical companies, and maximise the benefit of compulsory
licences.
55 OXFAM (2006) ‘Patents Vs Patients’ Oxfam briefing paper no.95: OXFAM
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The UK should provide technical assistance to developing countries to help them take advantage of the
flexibilities in TRIPS, including supporting attempts to file for compulsory licences, and to assist them
in developing IP systems applicable to their own circumstances. The UK Patent Office should expand
its assistance to patents offices in developing countries.

In return, the UK should promote increased market segmentation to minimise the risk that medicines
sold cheaply in developing countries will leak back into developed markets by means of parallel
importation. This should allow the pharmaceutical industry to play a much more positive role in the
developing world (and will make it more difficult for the industry to resist such a role).

Agriculture and subsidies

Industrial subsidies are now under tight control at the WTO, and have been
reduced to a low level by both a political trend against such state intervention
and controls within the EU. However, agricultural subsidies are not subject to
the same constraints, and have continued at a high level.

Certain subsidies are particularly contentious at the WTO. Export subsidies
have been a longstanding issue, and indeed there appears to be an emerging
Market in Mozambique – African
consensus in the Doha Round on their removal after 2013. Subsidies for
produce could serve world markets
cotton are also a major issue: US and EU subsidies were estimated in 2001 to
cost Burkina Faso 1% of GDP and 12% of export revenues; Mali 1.7% and 8%; and Benin 1.4% and 9%
respectively.
Developed world agricultural subsidies, however constructed, help keep commodity prices artificially
high in the developed world and both artificially low and volatile elsewhere. This reduces income in
developing countries along with their producers’ incentives to invest in sustainable and more efficient
production. As well as perpetuating subsistence farming and contributing substantially to poverty in
developing countries, developed world agricultural subsidies therefore contribute to the hunger and
malnutrition of millions.

Taken together, agricultural tariff liberalisation and subsidy reform have the potential to deliver some of
the largest gains for developing countries because agriculture is so important to them. For the poorest
countries agricultural output accounts for 40% of GDP, 35% of exports and 50-70% of total
employment. Indeed, three quarters of the world’s poorest people live in rural areas, and are at least
partly dependent on agriculture.56In OECD countries agriculture represents barely 2-5% of GDP and
employment.57

It is widely acknowledged that liberalising the farm sector would generate substantial benefits for the
world economy and significantly reduce poverty on a global scale. Tariffs and import quotas clearly
remain the most trade-distorting aspects of the CAP. According to one account, global income could
increase by $290 billion by 2015 if trade-distorting policies in merchandise trade were eliminated - half
of which would come from ending agricultural protectionism in rich countries. Such reform, in turn,
could lift between 52 and 95 million people out of poverty.

While most people agree that Western agricultural subsidies are harmful to poor countries they fail to
realize that subsidies are harmful to Western countries themselves.

56 Defra, 2005
57 Messerlin, quoted in Defra (2004) p 51
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Recommendation 43: There remains a long way to go towards eliminating even the most clearly
distorting farm subsidies. The UK should press the EU to take up the US offer of an end to all market
distorting support as part of the Doha Round. At the very least the UK should press for the EU to meet
the G20’s request for deeper reductions. The UK should also seek to hold the EC to its earlier offer to
abolish all subsidies on exports from the EU.

Additionally, the UK should press for a realistic and wider measure of trade distorting domestic support
to be used at the WTO and for tighter control over what belongs in which ‘box’. The WTO should begin
to discipline green box subsidies. Whilst supposedly less distorting, these still contribute to the overall
burden of agricultural support. Without multilateral controls on such spending, it may be impossible to
reduce total agricultural support and to provide the conditions for commodity prices to converge
globally.
As part of this initiative, the UK should push for full decoupling within the EU. Even in the event that
member states use the margin of flexibility that exists within the 2003 reform to decouple as much
production as possible, much will remain to be done.

In other areas too, the UK needs to press the EU to go beyond the parameters of the 2003 reform and to
make commitments in 2008 that will result in further changes to the CAP, rather than simply binding
existing policies. In so doing, the UK will need to ensure that all EU countries reduce subsidies.
The UK should push for an immediate end to certain CAP programmes such as tobacco and cotton
subsidies. The EU currently spends just under a billion euros a year supporting tobacco production.

Money saved from reductions in domestic farm support should be used to support aid for trade and
aid for inward investment. Cutting OECD agricultural subsidies by a seventh could pay for a doubling
of aid.
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Chapter 4 - CORRUPTION AND GOVERNANCE
Corruption

“There is an argument that fighting corruption distracts from the fight against poverty but the
number one producer of poverty is corruption, that’s what manufactures poverty and especially
inequality.”
- John Githongo

Corruption is a double threat to the aid effort. It diverts funds intended for poverty reduction in
developing countries and it undermines support in donor countries for providing aid.

Those who are sceptical of the value of aid tend to exaggerate the scale of corruption. They often give
the impression that virtually all aid funds are embezzled and end up in Swiss bank accounts. They
assume that widespread graft renders hopeless any prospect of economic growth. Yet the prevalence of
corruption varies between countries, within countries and over time. Corruption, though damaging, is
prevalent in Asia as well as in Africa but has not prevented some Asian countries from growing
successfully.
On the other hand, some donor agencies, NGOs and aid enthusiasts play down corruption or ignore it
entirely. They do so to avoid undermining taxpayers’ support for aid. Yet it is surely intolerable that
large sums of money intended to alleviate poverty, sickness and
Sierra Leone - Local people armed with facts
hunger are siphoned off by powerful kleptocrats. Suppressing
can best tackle corruption
discussion of issues like this because the electorate may lose faith in
aid is undemocratic and counterproductive.

We strongly believe that corruption must not be used as an excuse for
giving up on aid. But we are equally strongly convinced that it is an
issue that must be tackled robustly and openly. ‘Sunlight is the best
disinfectant’ and the most effective steps to curb, prevent and
ultimately eradicate this scourge involve introducing greater
transparency and openness.

•

Jenny Matthews/ Panos Pictures

•

•

Transparency on how Aid is allocated. Donors should publish details of aid allocations; recipients
should be required where possible to publish funds allocated to individual schools, clinics and so on;
reliable, timely and independent auditing of programmes involving aid should be required and Public
Expenditure Tracking Surveys used with the results publicised. Information is the best way to
empower local people, parliaments, civil society and media (strengthened by other measures that we
propose) to hold governments to account.

Openness in exposing corruption where it occurs. British officials, diplomats and ministers should not
be reticent in highlighting evidence of corruption. Several witnesses from developing countries
emphasised how such statements can strengthen their hand in opposing corrupt practices and
politicians.

Transparency in dealings involving British companies trading and investing in, or handling money
from, developing countries. British companies should publish and implement firm codes of conduct
which will make it easier for employees to reject bribes, as many already do. The Financial Services
Authority should be able to expose the beneficial owners of companies used to channel funds which
there are good grounds to believe originate from corrupt sources. To reward companies adopting
transparent anti-corruption policies, only they should be eligible for World Bank procurement tenders.
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Nature, extent and consequences

Corruption ranges from grand larceny by heads of government at one extreme, to small scale graft.

Corruption amounting to grand larceny (usually by heads of government) captures the headlines; for
example, the $5 billion allegedly stolen by Abacha of Nigeria and Mobutu of Congo, $10 billion by
Marcos of the Philippines and $35 billion by Suharto of Indonesia. It is noteworthy that the biggest of
these sums are in Asia not Africa. Moreover, most amassed their fortunes during the Cold War when
donors were more concerned to buy allegiance than to uphold integrity.
Corruption persists but is now rarely on such a flagrant scale. We were told by John Githongo and
others that the worst corruption nowadays is in the security sector, the extractive industries and
procurement.

There are few reliable estimates of the direct cost of corruption in procurement. A World Bank study in
Indonesia said, ‘in aggregate at least 20-30% of Government of Indonesia development funds are
diverted through informal payments to government staff and politicians’. A study showed that if the
average level of corruption in electricity and water in Latin America was reduced to the level of Cost
Rica, costs would fall by 23%. When competitive tendering was introduced for federal contracts in
Nigeria, costs were cut by 40 to 50%.

Rampant corruption has adverse consequences across all parts of the state:

• it reduces the revenue available to fund public services as funds are diverted into private pockets or
tax payers avoid paying their full tax bills in return for bribes;

• it bears down hardest on the poorest by raising the costs but reducing the efficiency of public services.
This burden can be compounded if the poor also have to pay bribes to access what should be theirs by
right;

• it means public contracts are awarded in return for the biggest bribe, and not according to value for
money. The labour market is distorted, and,, worse, so is the allocation of talent;

• it undermines the rule of law and compromises justice; and
• it puts off foreign investors.

When, however, corruption is reduced, this boosts growth and investment. One study shows that a quite
realistic improvement in the corruption index (by one standard deviation) would boost investment by 5%
of GDP and the growth rate by 0.5% a year.
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Table 8 Prevalence and size of ‘payments required to do business’
Country

East Asia & Pacific
Europe & Central Asia
Latin America & Caribbean
Middle east & North Africa
OECD

Unofficial payments Firms expected to
for typical firm to get give gifts in meetings
things done
with tax inspectors (%)
(% of sales)

South Asia

Sub-Saharan Africa

1.8
1.0
1.5
2.7
0.1

34
45
7
40
28

Value of gift
expected to secure
government
contract (% of
contract)
1.8
1.6
2.9
1.3
0.6

1.9

21

4.0

2.0

47

3.3

Source World Bank www.enterprisesurveys.org

Table 8 shows the results of a survey of 32,000 enterprises. It is interesting that bribes required to get
things done are somewhat lower in Sub-Saharan Africa than in South Asia and substantially lower than
in the Middle East and North Africa – though the value of “gifts” expected to secure a government
contract are somewhat higher in Africa at 4% of the value of the contract.58

It is also important to recognise that the developed world must accept its share of responsibility. Large
scale corruption almost always involves developed countries as both the source and destination of the
money. Also, these percentages – though very damaging - are not remotely compatible with the view of
sceptics that the developing world is riddled with corruption to an extent unparalleled elsewhere. What
is needed is as much information as possible about a naturally obscure subject.

Recommendation 44: Britain should encourage the World Bank and other multilateral organisations to
carry out regular tracking surveys to measure different sorts of corruption, in order to monitor both their
prevalence, and any success in combating them.
UK policy

When asked by the Select Committee to spell out its policy on corruption DFID59 set out ambitious
objectives and almost unattainable standards for tackling corruption. DFID referred to its mission
statement which says:

Through our policy work and international influence, DFID aims to reduce the damaging effects of
corruption on development by:

•
•
•
•
•

helping partner countries improve transparency and accountability
driving out bribery from international trade and business
deterring laundering of funds acquired through corruption in developing countries
helping developing countries recover stolen assets
protecting development assistance from corruption.

58 www.enterprisesurveys.org/ExploreTopics/CompareAll.aspx?topic=corruption [cited 03/10/06]
59 DFID (2006) Corruption: a paper for the Development Committee April 2006. DFID
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These are admirable aims but detailed policies to accomplish them are lacking.
The standards it set itself are particularly strongly worded:

The Department’s policy on fraud and corruption is one of zero tolerance, Fraud and corruption against
funds, either by DFID staff, partner organisations (e.g. contractors) or partner governments will not be
tolerated.

Where fraud or corruption is identified in projects or programmes, we have a policy of zero tolerance, and
always take action to recover lost funds. Future funding may be withheld from partner governments where
arrangements do not improve.

Yet in response to a Parliamentary question60 asking on what occasions and from whom the UK had
recovered funds misappropriated from the UK aid programme, none of the cases listed involved action
against a recipient government agency.
The majority of DFID’s “partner governments” score very badly in Transparency International’s Corruption
Perceptions Index. However, according to the DFID Annual Report, the only country to have had aid
withdrawn specifically because of concerns about corruption, was Nicaragua – hardly a major beneficiary –
which forfeited £800,000.

When the Ugandan Ministry of Education acknowledged in 2005 that a large portion of the funds allocated
to the Universal Primary Education programme from Britain’s £50 million budgetary support had
disappeared or been mismanaged, DFID’s only response was to set up a committee to study the Ministry’s
findings. No further action was taken and funding has continued without any further controls or
conditionality.

DFID’s primary criterion for success, and that of its staff, is to deliver aid. It does not monitor outcomes in
detail or exercise due diligence over the use of funds. Indeed DFID declares:

“DFID is not directly accountable for the use of funds once they have been transferred to a foreign
government … instead DFID is expected to demonstrate that individual DBS operations are likely to
represent an effective use of aid.”

Another factor which can contribute to weak oversight of the use of funds is that the officials who identify
and recommend support also oversee delivery and report on its application and effect. Not surprisingly they
tend to amplify successes and play down failures.

Radical changes in aid policy and delivery in line with our recommendations in sections 1 and 6 of this
report are therefore essential to reduce the level of corruption affecting UK aid expenditure.

There has been remarkably little debate among the donor community generally about how to respond to
evidence of corruption and waste involving aid money.

The reluctance to discuss the issue partly reflects legitimate concerns that any response involving
interrupting aid flows will hurt those who depend upon them. It also reflects the less creditable fear among
donors that to acknowledge corruption is to admit failure.

We believe that this approach is mistaken. Our objective should always be to cut corruption, not to cut aid.
But, paradoxically, the best way to achieve this is to respond speedily, vocally, robustly and proportionately.
A softly, softly approach probably emboldens those tempted to abuse aid programmes. The longer a response
is delayed the worse the problem is likely to become and the more drastic the final response may have to be.
60 Hansard 21 Jun 2007 : Column 1983W
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We were struck by the fact that, though Northern aid professionals urged a diplomatic and minimal
response in their evidence to us, Southern civil society representatives told us how valuable they found it
when western diplomats highlighted evidence of corruption. The response to Sir Edward Clay’s
description of corrupt politicians as “vomiting on the shoes of donors” forced the Kenyan government to
remove, albeit not all permanently, three prominent politicians. As we note in section 1, the vigorous
response of the Global Fund to evidence of corruption in Uganda has had an even more dramatic effect.

Speaking out should therefore be the first response. If that is insufficient, as we note in section 1, the UK
Government should not be afraid to reduce aid commitments in the face of obvious corruption, and
redirect it via a more secure channel. To do otherwise is to betray UK taxpayers – and the poor of the
developing world, by wasting money that belongs to them.

Recommendation 45: DFID should live up to its promises and respond more vocally, robustly and
proportionately to evidence of corruption affecting UK aid. The UK should give clearer support to World
Bank anti-corruption initiatives; and work with the IMF and other donors to introduce greater scrutiny of
central banks to restrict opportunities for in-country and international grand corruption.
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI)

EITI was established in 2002. Its objective is ‘to improve governance in resource-rich countries through
the full publication and verification of company payments and government revenues from oil, gas and
mining’, to help ensure that the proceeds of these industries contribute to sustainable development and
poverty reduction. To date, twenty-one countries have signed up to EITI and are in various stages of
implementing the initiative. The majority of the signatories are in Africa and include the major oil
producers Angola and Nigeria (but not Sudan).

Progress towards the fulfilment of EITI’s objectives has however been patchy. EITI is an excellent
initiative, but it remains severely limited in scope. It has not attracted broad financial or political support
among donors – apart from Britain, which bears most of the financial burden, only Germany, the
Netherlands and Norway make any significant contribution to the Multi-Donor Support Fund. And
because it is a voluntary process with no compulsory validation procedures, it is very difficult to bring to
book those member countries which have signed up for cosmetic reasons, but which fail to apply the
required levels of transparency and accountability and which obstruct or intimidate those member of their
local EITI operations and other sectors of civil society who press for compliance.

Recommendation 46:
DFID should:
• confirm continued financial and administrative support for EITI;
• actively seek to recruit additional donors to the Multi-Donor Support Fund;
• consider with members how to strengthen validation procedures and, where possible, how to make
them enforceable in local and international law;
• review the scale and nature of support to EITI country organisations to ensure it reflects the latters’
actual needs and objectives; and
• with other EITI supporters, encourage NEPAD to include EITI criteria in the Africa Peer-Review
process.
Responding to Corporate Corruption

The record of the current Government in dealing with issues of corporate involvement in corruption has
been lamentable. Even before the announcement of the Government’s decision on security grounds to
end investigations into alleged bribery by BAE to secure a major arms deal with Saudi Arabia; and even
before the revelation that BAE’s air traffic control system contract with Tanzania allegedly involved a $12
million payment into a Swiss account, Britain’s track record in fighting corruption was unimpressive.
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UK domestic legislation has never been amended to meet the requirements of the OECD Bribery
Convention on the bribery of foreign officials by UK nationals or UK companies overseas. The
Government argues that the terms of the Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act of 2001 allow for this,
although not a single prosecution of a UK citizen for bribery has been brought under this legislation. The
OECD Secretary General Angel Gurria expressed concern about the UK’s failure fully to apply the terms
of the OECD Convention against Bribery in his opening speech to the OECD (Paris, January 2007), and
announced the matter would be the subject of a special report.
In 2006 DFID reduced its funding for the Nigerian Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (NEITI)
despite the progress the latter has made, in a very difficult environment, in improving transparency and
accountability in Nigeria’s oil and gas industries.

According to the Confederation of British Industries, ‘British business is, by and large, fairly clean in
comparison with its competitors.’ This is not a view shared by John Githongo, former Permanent Secretary
for Governance and Ethics in Kenya who headed the country’s anti-corruption programme. He told the
Group that grand corruption is particularly prevalent in the extractive and security industries which are
sectors where British companies are prominent. He also highlighted the role of the City of London in
providing a safe haven for illicitly acquired funds. In particular he referred to the ability to channel money
via companies, within which beneficial interests in which can be concealed.
The longer this situation prevails, the greater the loss to the UK’s credibility as a leading opponent of
corruption and to our ability to promote transparency and accountability abroad.

Recommendation 47: The present Government has sidestepped questions about why the UK will not
empower the financial authorities to reveal ownership in the event of evidence of laundering. In the
absence of a convincing reason for retaining the present rules, we recommend that this reform is introduced
as a matter of urgency. In enacting such reforms it will be important to deal with issues of legal privilege
and offshore jurisdictions, but such complications do not mean reform should be ruled out.
A New Corruption Act

Britain does not at present have a coherent body of anti-corruption legislation. A draft Bill submitted to
Parliament in 2003 was roundly criticised by an all-party committee of both Houses of Parliament and
withdrawn. New consultations were begun by the Government in December 2005, but have so far
produced no outcome.

Without the buttress of a new Corruption Act which redefines the crimes associated with corruption and
strengthens the institutional framework for their detection and punishment, the UK’s poor performance in
this area will continue.
Recommendation 48: A Future Government should introduce to Parliament a new Corruption Bill.

Governance

Good governance is crucial. Between 1998 and 2001, the World Bank made 53 loans totalling $2.7 billion
to 22 countries for governance work in Africa, working on state intervention; the rule of law; transparency
in public sector operations; and capacity building for a good government and a competent civil service.

However, the record of donor-inspired governance reforms is depressing. Only two countries out of the 48
in Sub-Saharan Africa – Mauritius and Botswana – have a consistently strong growth and poverty
reduction record and flourishing democratic institutions. Of Africa’s next four “best performers” – Uganda,
Ghana, Tanzania and Mozambique – only Ghana is making reasonable progress in improving governance.
Mozambique and Tanzania are marking time, while Uganda is regressing. None is demonstrating
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unequivocal commitment to rooting out political and financial corruption in favour of a more effective
state.

What is good governance? The term is used rather vaguely – partly because it is a politically correct way
of avoiding embarrassing references to corruption and waste. It can be used to cover everything from
providing good government services to the basics of Public Financial Management – budgeting, book
keeping, auditing.
But we believe that at its heart is the process of holding governments to account for their stewardship of
resources to the people via parliament, the media and civil society.

Of course, donors have always tried to ensure that aid money is properly used. But it is far better if those
whom the money is intended to help are actively involved in the process.

Many saw the shift towards democratic elections throughout the developing world since the end of the
Cold War as holding out new hope for improvement, as they associated the authoritarian regimes of the
past – whether one-party states or military governments – with failure to use aid effectively for
development.

Subsequent history has already shown that, while democratic processes may be a necessary part of
achieving accountability, they are not sufficient on their own. Indeed, elections may in some cases
exacerbate corruption and waste in cases where patrimonial politics still predominates and politicians use
state funds to buy support rather than promote development.
So it is important that aid is used to strengthen the mechanisms of accountability within developing
countries. This can be done in two ways.

A proportion of aid can be used to build up parliamentary processes and civil society through training and
equipping local organisations.

Often against the odds, flourishing civil society organisations (CSOs) exist in all continents of the world.
They include professional associations, women’s organisations, farmers’ and producers’ cooperatives, trade
associations, trade unions, religious groups, and NGOs working in the health, education and micro-finance
sectors. Their membership frequently bridges tribal and religious divides, and forms a democratic and
ethical substratum which has the potential to cut across patronage relationships and demand greater
accountability and transparency from governments.
We welcome the decision, in the recent DFID White Paper, to establish a new £100 million Governance
and Transparency Fund, ‘to strengthen civil society and the media to help citizens hold their governments
to account’. That is a start.
Equally important is transparency – giving people and organisations the information about aid and public
finances they need to hold governments to account.

Recommendation 49: The UK should launch a Development Spending Transparency Initiative on the
model of EITI. Participants should commit to publish their own transactions with governments in as full,
clear and user friendly fashion as possible. They should require timely, reliable and independent audits
which should be published. They should expect poverty reduction strategy papers (PRSPs) to be debated
by recipient parliaments before being approved by donors. They should build in use of Public Expenditure
Tracking Surveys and publish their results. Moreover they should require maximum transparency for all
the programmes to which they contribute. Where appropriate that means letting each school, clinic and
organisation, know the allocation of funds it is due.
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There are naturally concerns about aid that is channelled directly to the government budget or individual
ministries. But it is important to recognise that if aid is used effectively to promote transparency and
accountability it can have a multiplier effect. That is because it can improve the integrity, transparency
and quality of public financial management, not just of aid flows but also of the far larger sums provided
by the domestic taxpayer.

Nonetheless there will be circumstances where reliance on domestic accountability mechanisms would
be premature: in states recovering from conflict and in those where governments suppress civil society
and all attempts to hold it accountable. In extremis, donors must make difficult choices. They must be
selective about which regimes they will give aid to and how they will channel aid if it cannot be via
government services. The hope must be that the knowledge that aid will be restored only if standards
improve may act as an incentive to rebuilding accountability and integrity.

The recent DFID White Paper promises to assess the quality of governance before committing future
aid. But it is vague about how it will treat countries whose governance rating is poor, other than that
DFID will continue to supply aid, including DBS, ‘but differently’: ‘differently’ is not otherwise
specified. In fact DFID has hitherto been reluctant to grasp this nettle. At times DFID has even withheld
cooperation from joint lobbying exercises with other donors, and withheld support for civil society
organisations challenging DFID’s favourite aid recipient governments. This has sent all the wrong
signals to such governments especially where Britain is the leading donor.

Recommendation 50: Aid to promote good governance should be used to help both stimulate and
satisfy demand for greater accountability, by strengthening the capacity of civil society to challenge
governments over issues of corruption, human rights, and transparency and accountability.
Beneficiaries could include:
•

•

•

•

•

The media: dissemination of information and training for journalists should not neglect the increasing
importance of FM stations as conveyors of news, opinions and public service broadcasts on issues like
AIDS prevention and PEST outcomes. We should also explore with the service providers the use of
mobile phone networks to transmit key local data on, for example, school budgets and vaccination
programmes.

Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) that have national coverage and promote, for example, human
rights, women’s rights and land reform: also professional bodies representing lawyers, accountants and
doctors, which generally have a liberal and reformist track record.

Political parties and parliaments. We should consider offering funding on a basis similar to the ‘Short
Money’ given to UK parties to support the formation and consolidation of national, democratic and
transparent party organisations that are accountable to their membership and the wider electorate; and
totrain MPs to enhance their role as representatives of their constituencies by helping them to develop
skills to ask questions, interrogate ministers, operate in select committees and use the media to
demand accountability.
The law. In many developing countries weaknesses and abuses in the legal system are not so much at
the top of the system but in the lower, especially magistrates courts. Funds should therefore be
allocated specifically to the improvement of the qualifications and competence of magistrates.
Local government. We should use aid funds to improve the training, standards and resources of local
government officials and institutions and promote links with British local authorities.
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The purpose of this funding should not be to create new organisations, or to fund or create media
organisations which will inevitably be regarded as the mouthpieces of foreign countries, but to support
those already doing good work and which are capable of expansion to good effect.

How to create an independent free press in Uganda

When the Group spoke to Andrew Mwenda, Editor of The Monitor newspaper in Uganda, once
jailed by the Ugandan government for sedition he told us:

“Because The Monitor is promoting the cause of democracy by providing a platform for free
discussion in Uganda, you say we should begin giving it money. I plead with you not to give us
money directly because you will destroy us.

“If you gave us aid, in the name of democracy, you will make us incompetent, our product will
become out of touch. We will no longer be addressing the needs of our readers, the people of
Uganda, we will be addressing the needs of our international backers, because that is who will be
funding us.
“The smartest way you can help the cause of freedom of the press in Uganda and in African
countries is through supporting programmes that improve the skills of journalists.

“I should let you know that I personally was trained here in Britain. I should be evidence of how
better aid really works.”
A governance matrix

One innovation that deserves wider use is the idea of a governance matrix. Such a matrix was jointly
developed by DFID and the FCO in advance of the Ugandan presidential and parliamentary elections to
provide a series of benchmarks by which to assess the transparency and fairness of the elections and the
country’s progress towards political transition and a multi-party system.
The Matrix as produced covered:

•
•
•

objectives e.g. rules of multi-party competition were applied and respected;
action that the Ugandan Government agreed to take in order to meet the objectives; and
indicators whether these commitments had been met.

We believe the contents of the matrix could be usefully expanded to include:
•
•
•
•

details of the support the UK proposed to provide to help achieve the objectives;
whether in each case the FCO or DFID would lead: and any contribution requested from the British
Council;
measurement of the effectiveness of each department’s input; and
remedial action and/or sanctions which should be applied in the case of the host Government failing to
meet their own governance objectives and commitments.

Recommendation 51: The UK should develop a governance matrix which would act as a checklist and
benchmark on progress towards better governance in recipient countries. It should be prepared and used
in co-operation with local Civil Society Organisations.
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Governance and the impact of China

China has become a significant new donor in recent years. Concerns have been expressed about the
possible impact of China’s activity on standards of governance.

There is no evidence to suggest that Chinese engagement increases corruption and mismanagement.61
Corruption is certainly higher in oil-exporting countries than in others, and is often associated with
major infrastructure projects. China is active in both. However, there is no evidence to conclude that
Chinese companies are more or less corrupt than others. That said, China has taken little interest in
combating corruption, and offered little support to strengthen institutional capacities and regulatory
frameworks in countries to which it gives aid. This contrasts sharply with Western donors, who almost
always tie aid with demands for reform of governance.

Chinese aid has the attraction to many governments that it is provided with no or few political conditions
attached (e.g. calls to improve human rights) - unlike Western aid Moreover, China has promised to
double its aid to Africa a year ahead of the G8 and, unlike the G8, will pretty certainly fulfil its pledge.

Recommendation 52: The UK should encourage fellow donors to respond in three ways. First, it is vital
that G8 member states fulfil their promise to double aid to Africa. Second, it is all the more important
for western donors to coordinate their activities, reemphasising their commitment to a good governance
agenda. Third, the UK and its partners should engage with China both within recipient countries and in
all the international forums in which aid and governance issues can be addressed.

61 Alan Mak. China in Africa. Friend or Foe? Working Paper for Globalisation and Global Poverty Group.
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Chapter 5 - CONFLICT, FRAGILE STATES AND
HUMANITARIAN AID

That conflict plays a central role in the creation and sustaining of poverty is obvious. The suffering caused
by conflict is staggering. Since 1990, there have been 125 armed wars, killing 7 million people, 75% of
whom were civilians. In the Democratic Republic of the Congo alone, 4 million people have been killed
since 1998, the largest loss of life from war since World War Two. There are almost 14 million internally
displaced people and 3.5 million refugees in Africa.
Conflict is also an environmental disaster – those living, fighting and dying in war zones are
understandably unconcerned with environmental sustainability. Thus, addressing and resolving conflict is
one of the most important contributions that we can make in fulfilling the Millennium Development Goal
of ensuring environmental sustainability.

A common thread that links many conflicts is that they are often related to resources, or lack of resources –
and environmental degradation. For this reason we recommend increasing the priority given to economic
development and environmental aid, which we believe should have the additional benefit of reducing
potential conflicts – particularly those predicted to result from climate change.

Almost more than any issue related to the fight against global poverty, conflict resolution lends itself to the
grand scheme. That should be resisted. We have instead tried to look at practical ways in which the UK
Government could implement or press for reforms that would have a real impact on conflict prevention.
The Role of International Organisations

Numerous international organisations have a role to play in conflict prevention and peacekeeping work.
We have a number of proposals intended to make what they already do more effective.
The United Nations

At the UN World Summit in September 2005, the UN established the Peacebuilding Commission to
provide international assistance to countries emerging from conflict. The UN now has a ‘responsibility to
protect’ and the Commission is the first United Nations institution that allows those concerned with
diplomacy, security and development to come together to establish and monitor a coherent strategy. We
see this as a significant step forward to improve the coherence of international peacekeeping efforts.

We believe that the UK Government could make a significant contribution to the Commission in two
ways.

Recommendation 53: The UK should identify prominent statesmen, politicians, military officials and
diplomats who could be appointed as special representatives of the Secretary General, to act as mediators
in conflict zones around the world.

A small proportion of the aid budget should be used to finance training
of peace keeping personnel, drawing on the expertise of the Defence
Academy and other UK institutions and in collaboration with the Kofi
Annan Peace Academy in Ghana.

Kofi Annan Peace Academy in Ghana –
British and African peacekeepers train together

The training programme could play an important role in building a
cadre of military officers and government officials, both from
individual states and from the African Union, with expertise in
peacekeeping and conflict resolution roles.
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African Union

The African Union is gradually building a role for itself in peacekeeping in Africa. It has established a
Peace and Security Council and an African Stand-by Force with a planned capacity of 15,000 by 2010.
This deserves the UK’s support. As Andrew Mitchell, the shadow Secretary of State for Intentional
Development, has argued in an important recent pamphlet, although strengthening the African Union’s
peacekeeping capacity should be a UN priority the UK also has an enormous amount to contribute.

Recommendation 54: The UK Government, alongside other donors, should use part of our growing aid
budget to fund 50% of the African Union’s Peace Fund with unearmarked funds.
European Union

The role of the European Union in conflict prevention is increasing. The European Security and
Defence Policy is now active in eight different countries, and the EU Common Foreign and Security
Policy is engaged in five other actions supporting EU Special Representatives giving policing and
border-monitoring advice. The EU has agreed an Africa Strategy which includes funding the AU’s peace
building work.

It is our view that NATO is, and should remain, the primary non-British institution in the UK’s defence
and security policy. However there is considerable scope for many operations surrounding the nonmilitary side of conflict - civilian capacity building, some forms of peacekeeping, and election
observation - to be carried out through personnel under the control of the EU Military Staff.
Recommendation 55: The UN should remain pre-eminent, but with the AU given a clear remit to
sanction peacekeeping operations within Africa, with the EU and NATO acting as an implementation
arm for the AU.

Finally, we recognise the role of the G8 and Commonwealth. The British Government deserves praise in
the way that it has focused much of the work of the G8 on the implementation of the Commission for
Africa’s recommendations. We believe that the British Government should also place much more
emphasis on the role the Commonwealth can play in dealing with conflict situations.
Pre- and Post-Conflict Assistance and Intervention

Britain, and the international organisations we have discussed, have a range of tools available to them to
help prevent and resolve conflict. These include direct military intervention; sanctions; aid and
development; and negotiation and mediation.

Military intervention can and does sometimes work. Britain’s intervention in Sierra Leone, in coordination with the UN, represents the best single example of the combination of hard and soft power
bringing violent conflict to an end in Africa in recent years.

In contrast, we are sceptical about the UN having a
permanent military capability. Not only would it be
immensely difficult to achieve in terms of resources, it is also
likely to be politically unacceptable.
An alternative to military action can be the use of sanctions.
In recent years, the idea of automatic smart sanctions has
become fashionable, but we agree with the majority of our
respondents that smart sanctions are not as effective as was
hoped. Rather, we would want the UK Government to focus
on mechanisms to ensure that sanctions, when agreed, are
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enforced effectively. We also believe that, important though it is to maintain stable aid commitments, in the
event that countries actually start a conflict the UK should be ready to cut aid to their governments
unilaterally and rapidly.

Conflict and natural resources often go hand in hand. In the case of diamonds, the Kimberley Process is
widely regarded as being a successful method of dealing with this issue. Just 0.2% of the diamond trade can
now be considered as “blood diamonds”. That is a considerable success but unfortunately that small
percentage still represents a considerable sum of money fuelling conflict. More remains to be done: both as
far as diamonds are concerned and regarding other resources whose proceeds fuel conflict.

Recommendation 56: The UK Government should spearhead the move towards a global and legally binding
definition of a conflict resource, in order to ensure transparency in the use of resources during a conflict.

UK policies

The role of conflict prevention and resolution needs to be given far greater prominence by DFID.

DFID has established the Global and Africa Conflict Prevention Pools with a combined budget of around
£140 million, and a Post-Conflict Reconstruction Unit, supported by a Cabinet sub-committee, in an attempt
to coordinate the work of the main Government departments with responsibilities in this area: DfFD, FCO
and MoD. However, as one correspondent told us, the PCRU exists “in a broom cupboard in the
Department”.
Arms Control

David Cameron has already promised Conservative support for a possible International Arms Trade Treaty
to curb the flow of weapons to conflicts. This is an idea which should be vigorously pursued. In addition,
there are still too many potential loopholes by which British weapons could still reach unstable and fragile
states. Legislation is required to close loopholes which allow UK defence companies to sell to conflict states
whether through brokering or via overseas production.

Recommendation 57: The UK should support an International Arms Trade Treaty to curb the flow of
weapons to conflicts. More work is also needed to check on the identity and nationality of end users. We
would like to see similar programmes to the US end-user monitoring systems put in place in the UK.

Humanitarian Aid

250 million people are affected by natural disasters every year, and a further 45 million are affected by the
devastating consequences of war62. Natural emergencies are relatively simple and demand comparatively
straightforward responses. Conflicts, complex political emergencies, and failed and fragile states present
different levels of complexity. Failed states often become what are termed ‘forgotten emergencies’. They
require renewed and sustained attention.
DFID’s Humanitarian Policy

We welcome DFID’s new Humanitarian Policy (2006) and its commitments: to ensure that humanitarian aid
is principled; to improve the effectiveness of humanitarian responses; to be a better donor; and to reduce the
risk and extreme vulnerability that poor people face.

We welcome the proactive role that DFID and the Government have played in the Good Humanitarian
Donorship project; and that the principles arising in consequence are enshrined within DFID’s Humanitarian
Policy. This commitment to the Good Humanitarian Donorship project should be maintained, and the
principles should remain embodied in all DFID’s work and the work of the organisations it funds.
62 Saving lives, relieving suffering, protecting dignity: DFID’s Humanitarian Policy.
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Recommendation 58: In particular DFID should ensure that its humanitarian work:
• is guided by principles of humanity, impartiality, neutrality and independence;
• promotes adherence to international humanitarian, refugee and human rights law;
• provides flexible, timely and predictable funding, and reduces earmarking;
• allocates funding in proportion to needs;
• involves beneficiaries in the design, management and evaluation of humanitarian response;
• increases local people’s ability to prevent, prepare for, and mitigate the consequences of crises;
• supports the UN, the Red Cross and NGOs, and affirms the primary role of civilian organisations in
delivering humanitarian relief; and
• supports learning and accountability initiatives, and encourages regular evaluation.

Humanitarian Funding

In 2005-06 DFID spent £550 million on humanitarian assistance – 13% of its total budget. £410 million
(74%) was spent bilaterally, with £72 million (13%) and £68 million (12%) channelled through the
European Union.

Recommendation 59: Pledges for quick-onset emergencies should either be made from existing
contingency funds or from new money, and should not involve the re-allocation of previously allocated
funds.
Reform of the International Humanitarian System

Close coordination and cooperation between humanitarian agencies working in disasters is essential if
assistance is to be appropriate, effective and timely, and if no one is to be overlooked or served twice.
To date, the UN Humanitarian Coordinators and the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs (OCHA) have often been too weak to facilitate such coordination.

Recommendation 60: Recent efforts to improve the recruitment, training and retention of Humanitarian
Coordinators; and to pool funds at their disposal to enable them to respond to the most urgent unmet
needs should be welcomed. The role of the UN Humanitarian Coordinators should be separate from that
of the UN Resident Representative.

Speed and coordination

In some recent humanitarian disasters, for example the Tsunami and the 2006 Pakistan earthquake, there
has been criticism about the speed and efficiency of the response. This has been in part justified. The
UK can make a difference by improving its own state of preparedness.

In order to respond quickly to emergencies, NGOs need to have an existing ability to respond which they
maintain in anticipation of disasters. Some have substantial core funds and private donations which
enable them to maintain this capacity. However many, especially medium-sized specialist NGOs, do
not, and critical time is spent writing emergency proposals and assembling teams. This is especially
serious if the NGOs either have some local presence in the emergency area or have specialist skills
relevant to the emergency. This has improved in recent years, both due to better process and through the
DEC, but still critical and avoidable delays occur.

DFID should also fund core humanitarian teams so that there is a skilled pool of people who are engaged
with the issues and ready to swing into action when an emergency occurs.
Recommendation 61: DFID should:
• maintain the flexible approach to funding NGOs in emergencies which it has developed and which is
widely recognised to work well.
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• provide core funds for specialist disaster NGOs to maintain an emergency response team in addition to
the capacity within DFID. One of the longest delays is often in assembling teams. DEC NGOs should
have the core capacity to provide an initial response, and to be on call near a major international
transport hub (which would not stop them being deployed in other ways between emergencies). This
should be linked to a responsibility to undertake practice runs for emergency response with other
NGOs in the sector.
It has been suggested in addition that response to disasters should be pooled in a single country
programme overseen by UN OCHA. Although that sounds superficially desirable, recent experience of
this way of working has shown that UN OCHA is unable to manage this kind of grant-making process.
Funding decisions have been repeatedly delayed and on occasions made after the height of the disaster
has passed. Any international humanitarian system must work in practice.

We do, however, welcome the positive role the UN has played in the development of the Central
Emergency Response Fund (CERF) to make sure that money is available quickly when new crises hit,
and for protracted or forgotten emergencies. By 1 April 2006 $254 million had been pledged for this
fund by 39 donors. It is good that there is now a central body which can move quickly and release funds
in the immediate aftermath of a disaster. However, in operational terms they should focus on
coordination not centralisation of relief efforts.

Recommendation 62: What is needed is greater coordination, not centralisation. If donors duplicate,
this is a waste, but if the UN were to attempt to centralise all donors and then assign tasks this could take
up valuable time – putting lives at risk. Attempts to centralise responsibility under a single agency
should be resisted by the UK Government.

Responsibility to protect

For some time, a recognised gap in the international humanitarian system has been the protection of
people who are internally displaced (IDPs). UNHCR’s mandate extends only to refugees who have
crossed a national border. Moreover, the mandate given to UN peacekeeping missions is often so
restrictive that they cannot even protect civilians within their reach.63

Recommendation 63: The UK should welcome and undertake to uphold the commitment of the
international community at the UN Millennium Review Summit in 2005 to ‘take collective action [to
protect vulnerable populations] in a timely and decisive manner . . . should peaceful means be
inadequate and national authorities [be] manifestly failing to protect their populations from genocide,
war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity’. The UK should press the Security Council
to provide peacekeeping missions with rules of engagement designed to protect civilians.
The Role of NGOs in Humanitarian Relief

Central to improving the UK’s response to humanitarian emergencies is recognising and supporting the
role that national NGOs play in providing assistance in emergencies. Local civil society organisations
are the first on the ground; they provide the critical initial life-saving support and stay with the
communities in the long run. Local organisations are ideally placed to ensure that the UN system,
national government and other parts of the humanitarian system hear the needs of those affected.

Recommendation 64: It is essential that national NGOs in the affected country receive a significant
percentage of donor funds and where possible are included in decision-making forums in disasters.
63 Mitchell, A. (2007) ‘UN Peacekeeping & the Failure to Protect’ (pamphlet) Conservative International Development Publications
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International NGOs are central elements of the humanitarian system and play important roles both in
delivering humanitarian services and in advocacy on behalf of affected communities in pursuit of their
right to assistance. This role should be maintained, and any reform of the humanitarian system should
recognise it and not over-centralise.

Over the last couple of years, humanitarian capacity has been repeatedly found to be a limiting factor in
agencies’ ability to respond.

Increased specialisation within the NGO community could help significantly to increase capacity.
Different types of disaster require different skills, and particular disasters (e.g. famine) often require
specialised knowledge, with rapid decisions having to be made on the quantity and type of aid (e.g. food
aid, vouchers, cash,) that needs to be disbursed. Obviously, because large scale emergencies (e.g. the
Tsunami) are rare, some teams will need to be generalist, and able to add weight to any operation. But
DFID should also fund ‘core teams’ under the heading of a single agency, (e.g. Oxfam and famine
relief), so that when an emergency occurs, there is a skilled pool of people who are engaged with the
issues and ready to swing into action to coordinate the relief effort.

Recommendation 65: DFID should • should seek to redress the over-centralisation of humanitarian funding
• provide core funds for specialist disaster NGOs to maintain an emergency response team in addition to
the capacity within DFID; and
• create an automatic draw-down facility for emergency NGOs to cover expenditure in the first weeks of
an emergency without having to go through proposal writing. Funds will be accounted for
subsequently; continued used of the facility will depend on demonstrating it has been used
appropriately.

In relation to conflicts, protracted complex political emergencies, and fragile and failed states:

Recommendation 66:
• a substantially greater proportion of DFID’s emergency aid budget should be allocated explicitly for
conflicts, complex political emergencies, failed or fragile states, and other ‘forgotten emergencies’;
• DFID should develop a separate budget for long term multi-annual programme funding for conflicts,
complex political emergencies and failed or fragile states; this will simplify reporting and assist longterm planning; and
• DFID should develop a separate approach and funding stream for complex emergencies, which
recognises their distinction from development aid, and humanitarian aid for natural emergencies; and
that DFID allows for long term predictable funding in such emergencies.
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Disaster Risk Reduction

In recent years, considerable attention and effort has focused on how to help people reduce the risk of
being affected by disasters and on how to reduce the consequences of disasters when they occur.
Activities in this area range from environmental projects to stabilise hill sides, increase ground water
reserves or prevent top soil being washed away; to physical projects, such as flood defences or
reinforcing buildings; to non-structural projects, such as establishing early warning systems, preparing
disaster plans, identifying responsibilities, training, promoting land use regulation, legislation, and
economic mechanisms, and raising public awareness.

The international community should join local governments of countries with low lying coastal areas
(for example, Bangladesh) in undertaking an appraisal of measures needed to protect against the possible
impact of rising sea levels which climate change may bring about.

We welcome the inclusion of the commitment to “reduce risk and extreme vulnerability” as the third of
the three policy goals in DfID’s humanitarian policy

Recommendation 67: We support the policy that 10% of DFID’s humanitarian budget for natural
disasters should be used to reduce the impact of disasters on poor people and to help them prepare for,
cope with and recover from disasters. These funds should, subject to their clear impact on disaster
reduction, be spent in consultation with recipient governments and communities.
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Chapter 6 – DFID: THE AID EFFECTIVENESS CHALLENGE

“The development community has talked about performance-based aid for 15 years, but until recently,
with few exceptions, it has not actually been implemented. Powerful incentives not to know the real
impact of their programs make donors disinclined to measure performance; and even when
performance is measured, disincentives to act on or communicate results can be strong. Most donor
organizations design, implement and evaluate their own programs, so they have a strong incentive to
conclude they are successful (by focusing on how much money was spent, and other inputs) in order
to avoid facing budget or staff cuts, professional embarrassment, or political costs to the agency as a
whole.”
Wilton Park Conference on Innovations in Health and Development Finance, 2006

As noted in Chapter 1, both main political parties have committed to increase spending on international
development to 0.7% of GNI. This is a significant increase in both real and percentage terms, and will
take place during years when other parts of UK expenditure face sustained financial pressure. The need
to ensure continuing public support for an increased aid budget is clear.

However, as aid interventions have become more complex, a view is often expressed that it is not
possible, and therefore not worth trying, to measure or demonstrate the effectiveness of development
spending. Instead, DFID and other agencies talk of the need to “tell the story” of aid to the taxpayer to
ensure their ongoing commitment.

That will not do. A more sustainable approach is to address not the story but the fundamentals allocation, design, monitoring, evaluation and accountability - to ensure that DFID can demonstrate
tangibly and robustly how it has improved the lives and prospects of people in the developing world and
made a concrete contribution to meeting the MDGs.

Aid spent ineffectively translates into wasted opportunities, into lives lost or half lived. It is not enough
to give aid hopefully. We must give aid effectively.

DFID’s PSA Targets

Since the implementation of the 2002 International Development Act, DFID’s objective has been defined
purely in terms of reduction of poverty. We support that principle.
This focus on poverty reduction is reflected in the three year Public Service Agreement (PSA) that DFID
concludes every few years with the Treasury. DFID’s overall aim is set out in the PSA in terms of
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The PSA then sets out objectives, at a
slightly more specific level, though still very broad. These are then used to derive targets and subtargets.
The six PSA targets for 2005-08 are:

Target 1: Progress towards the MDGs in 16 key countries in Africa
Target 2: Progress towards the MDGs in 9 key countries in Asia
Target 3: Improved effectiveness of the multilateral system
Target 4: Ensure that the EU secures significant reductions in EU and World Trade barriers by 2008.
Target 5: By 2007/8, improved effectiveness of UK and international support for conflict prevention.
Target 6: Ensure that the proportion of DFID’s bilateral programme going to low income countries is at
least 90%, and achieve a sustained increase in the index of DFID’s bilateral projects evaluated as
successful.
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Most of these targets are beyond DFID’s direct control and therefore useless as management targets. For
example, whether or not a particular country meets its MDGs will depend on its government policies,
other donors’ contributions, commodity prices and a host of other factors, of which DFID’s aid is but
one. To measure DFID’s performance by assuming that each country’s performance is the result of UK
policy is to combine delusions of power with detachment from reality. In our view, it is not possible to
derive PSA targets directly, in a linear way, from the MDGs and ensure that these targets are within
DFID’s control. Instead, for the PSAs to be a meaningful way of holding DFID to account, the
government must make some decisions about DFID’s priorities within the MDGs before setting the
PSAs.
Recommendation 68: DFID Public Service Agreement targets should be in line with the aspirations of
the MDGs, but much more specific, results focused, and within DFID’s control.
Better lives – the ultimate aim
of everything DFID must do

Aid Allocation

DFID spends about 60% of its budget on bilateral aid and 40% on
funding multilateral organisations.

The different channels of aid include bilateral project aid, bilateral
programme aid, budgetary support, the various multilaterals, and
NGOs. We began our work with the expectation that DFID would be
allocating aid according to the channels that are most effective to
achieve desired objectives, but found that this is not the case.

Although DFID may have a view on the effectiveness of different
channels of aid, there has been no systematic comparison made
between the different types of aid. DFID has, in recent years, begun to
put in place ways to improve this lack of results based judgement, and
this now needs to be developed further.

Considering the bilateral portion of aid, our view of DFID’s Resource Allocation Model is that, for a
model operating in a top-down system it is well designed and probably as good as it needs to be, apart
from where it needs amending in order to cope with the problem of low income countries reaching
middle income status (as discussed in Chapter 1). Elements may be added over time, as macroeconometricians determine new relationships, and it may be possible to include a performance related
element; but essentially, for the top-down, bilateral portion of DFID’s aid expenditure, this model seems
fit for purpose.

Recommendation 69: DFID should require more results-focused reporting of performance across all aid
channels. This should provide more systematic data to enable DFID to compare the effectiveness of the
different channels for different purposes. This comparison could then guide allocation decisions.

DFID’s relationships with multilateral agencies

DFID’s lack of clear results-based funding allocations is shown particularly in the way funds are
allocated to the multilateral aid agencies.

A recent report from the National Audit Office found that ‘information on what multilaterals do with
their funding is frequently of limited use. Multilateral reports are often very general and not against preset objectives, and it can be difficult to determine what outputs have been achieved by the funding.
There is even less information available on the outcomes of multilateral activity.’ This makes it hard for
outsiders such as DFID to judge multilateral effectiveness.
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Efforts to improve multilateral performance have been discussed, but not carried through, since the 1960s. If
the UK is serious about contributing to any real improvement, we will need to devote more attention to this
objective. However, we detect little historical awareness of previous (failed) attempts to reform the
multilateral aid system. Former Cote D’Ivoire Minister Tidjane Thiam remarked that in the aid system,
“There is no transfer of best practice, there is no learning curve. There are only endless recycled good
intentions.”

In an internal report DFID stated that with regard to multilaterals, ‘effectiveness is only one of the criteria for
funding’. Apart from aid effectiveness, DFID’s criteria for funding included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DFID’s vision regarding the appropriate role and size of the multilateral in the overall international
architecture;
the multilateral’s relevance for poverty reduction, MDGs or humanitarian assistance;
any specific advantages or risks concerning its policy stance and instruments;
recent improved organisational effectiveness by that institution;
DFID’s current strategy for financial support;
the specific case for any new or additional financing, including new needs;
the opportunity costs for DFID, and the implications for other agencies with whom they might be
working; and
fiduciary risks, and/or other influencing or political issues.

It would be easy to justify almost any funding decision from the various options above.

We note that DFID has attempted to adjust its relationship with the multilaterals towards a more
performance-based system in recent years. To date, the main change in dealing with multilaterals has been
the creation of the Multilateral Effectiveness Framework (MEFF) in 2003 to try to help DFID in assessing
the effectiveness of the development agencies it funds.

However, the NAO noted that “despite the title, the explicit limitation of the MEFF is that it does not address
effectiveness directly”. In addition, “the absence of any direct coverage of results means that organisations
which comply with the current management orthodoxy score well, regardless of their ability to get the job
done”. The NAO notes that it can be too easy for an institution to score well, for instance just by having a
system or participating in an activity, since the MEFF does not tend to ask how effective the system or
activity is. The MEFF focuses on processes rather than performance, as its relatively favourable scoring for
the inefficient EU’s aid programme demonstrates.

Recommendation 70: DFID should, as a leading bilateral donor, take a much more robust line with
multilaterals, demand evidence of effectiveness and performance, be ready to withhold discretionary funding
where necessary and through this more assertive stance create real impetus for change.

We would also like to see the Independent Evaluation Group, discussed below, shed light on the comparative
effectiveness of the different multilateral partners through which DFID channels so much aid money.

Boosting DFID’s effectiveness

We have been struck by a sense that the development community in general has become complacent about
measurement of performance.

A 2003 DFID report found that, in a sample of 30 project reviews, only 50% of performance monitoring
indicators were based on quantitative measurements (e.g. rise in income levels, children sent to school, rate
of immunisation). While some projects and elements of projects are difficult to measure in quantitative
terms, it seems extraordinary that half should fall into that category.
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We fully understand that not all worthwhile programmes can be designed in a way that is open to
quantifiable measurement, but fear a tendency for aid practitioners to assume that complex projects and
programmes cannot be measured and to be too easily satisfied with qualitative assessment. In particular,
we fear that subjective evaluation of qualitative outcomes may lack rigour and be subject to artificial
overstatement.

The goals that DFID sets itself too often focus on procedures, rather than outputs or outcomes.

We found it useful to analyse achievement against the 2001-04 Public Service Agreement targets. A
breakdown of DFID’s traffic light analysis showed that 20 out of 25 sub-targets were met. However, the
picture is less clear when we look into the detail. We found that DFID hit 100% of those PSA targets
related to processes, yet only 62.5% of its outcome related targets. It is inevitably much easier to meet
targets related to activities or processes than it is to demonstrate tangible progress in terms of outcomes.
Spending targets are also easier to hit. We concur with DFID that there should be only a limited number
of spending targets, and that they should be designed to ensure that resources are focused on key
objectives (e.g. low income countries).

Although it is easier to measure and score well against process-based indicators, DFID must not take the
easy option. Ultimately, it is results, not processes, that count.
Given that the MDGs focus on one overarching and unifying aim – the reduction of poverty – we
initially expected to find a methodology for comparing the effectiveness of different development
interventions in terms of their impact on poverty reduction. We envisaged some kind of unifying rate of
return concept, equivalent to an Investment Rate of Return (IRR), looking at the total lives improved,
prolonged or lifted out of poverty by a given amount of development aid. We might refer to this
theoretical construct as a Poverty Reduction Rate of Return (P3R). Perhaps because of the philosophical
difficulties and number of assumptions that would be required, we found no evidence of academics or
practitioners working on a unifying pan-sectoral P3R measure.

However, we did find that some were using the concept of Economic Rate of Return (ERR). The ERR is
beset by fewer philosophical difficulties than a Poverty Reduction Rate of Return would be, but its usage
is limited to circumstances where a monetary value can be attributed to each activity.

Recommendation 71: DFID must focus on results, rather than processes, and must develop
methodologies and techniques that will enable a results-focused comparison of different projects and
programmes. ERR should be used when relevant for appraising DFID projects. DFID should also
support investigation into a more comprehensive Poverty Reduction Rate of Return concept for
comparing effectiveness of different projects.
Traffic Lights – A practical approach to evidence based management

We anticipate quite dramatic and rapid change in the developing world over the next few decades, driven
in part by global factors including climate change, globalisation and the rise of China. To ensure
maximum effectiveness in its fight against poverty, DFID will need to understand and adapt rapidly to
changing circumstances. It will need to become a learning organisation.

Whilst lip service is paid to the need for evidence-based decision making, DFID’s actual methodologies
are generally haphazard rather than scientific. It is our contention that DFID should strive to assess and
demonstrate the effectiveness of its interventions, and that the quality of the evidence should have a
direct impact on funding decisions. It should be easier to get approval for projects and programmes that
have strong evidence to support them. On the other hand, innovative projects will need additional
funding to finance research-grade evaluation. This approach should ensure continuous, rapid learning.
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We propose a traffic-light system, which we believe should be applicable to most project and programme
interventions, and which would work as follows:
Colour Code
Green

Amber

Red

Quality of Evidence Base

There is clear evidence of
effectiveness and costeffectiveness of the
intervention, and this
evidence is relevant to the
local setting.
There is limited evidence
of effectiveness and costeffectiveness of the
intervention in the context
of the local setting.
The intervention has a
logical basis but no
evidence (or counterevidence) to support or
refute it.

Practical Approach to
Financial Implication
Evidence Gathering
Commitment of funds.
Green interventions should be
prioritized. Because the
evidence is already strong, only
limited monitoring is required
to review impact.

Amber interventions require a
serious audit to assess whether
the intervention has had a
positive impact on the intended
beneficiaries in the local
setting.
Priority will only be given to
red interventions if they are
designed to enable a proper
assessment (to research-grade
standards) of the outcome of the
intervention.

Sufficient funding
should be allocated
within the initial
approval specifically to
finance the required
audit.
Sufficient funding
should be allocated
within the initial
approval specifically to
ensure research-grade
assessment of the
intervention.

For each project or programme, DFID staff would be obliged to allocate a colour code, red, amber or green,
citing the evidence that they are drawing on to determine the colour code. This would draw management’s
attention to the need to ensure that ‘red’ interventions are well constructed, to enable a rigorous assessment
of impact. It might also have the welcome impact of focusing DFID staff on interventions with
demonstrable benefits.

DFID must ensure that staff have access to evidence so that they have enough data to work with, by
creating a database of previous DFID work. Staff would also benefit from the work of the Independent
Evaluation Agency discussed below, which would help DFID truly to understand what works.

Recommendation 72: DFID must adapt its management processes to embed a rigorous, evidence-based
approach to project/programme design and roll out. This would include the creation of a traffic light
system for projects, and the creation of an accessible database of previous programmes, projects and pilot
studies.
Openness

We would like to see a shift in DFID from “telling the story” to “revealing the truth”.

This Group issued a request under the Freedom of Information Act for project documents on 15
projects/programmes. These were semi-randomly selected to give a geographical spread and cover
different years.

DFID’s Openness Unit were able, two months later, to produce some documents on 12 of these projects,
but were unable to find all the documents requested, and admitted that:
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‘Originally we thought that the information could be accessed centrally, however this was not the case and
details of each project had to be obtained from individual overseas offices.’

It seems extraordinary that DFID does not keep a central record of key documents on projects and
programmes.

Recommendation 73: DFID should redress urgently the failings in their management processes that
have lead to the situation where DFID does not have a central record of key project/programme
documents. The UK taxpayer cannot have faith that DFID is providing value for money if DFID itself
cannot keep track of what it has spent its money on.

DFID has made major strides towards increasing openness and accessibility in recent years, particularly
through development of a well-designed website with much useful information on it. However, DFID’s
systems are not set up or operated in a way that facilitates access to information and it is still not
possible for relevant organisations to inspect its projects and programmes. It could be very useful for
CSOs in each country to be able to see the design and objectives of DFID projects there. There is a
strong argument for DFID going further towards automatic disclosure of projects/programmes, including
documents approving project design and appraisal (with clear statements of desired outcomes and
priorities), interim and concluding reports and project evaluations. Once projects and programmes are
transparent, stakeholders will be able to hold DFID to account. Over time this should drive up standards.

We support the intentions of the Global Transparency Initiative, a civil society movement established in
2005, aimed at promoting greater openness amongst the International Financial Institutions. The GTI
promotes nine principles:
• Principle 1: The right of access to information held by IFIs
• Principle 2: Automatic disclosure by IFIs of a wide range of information on structures, finances,
policies and procedures, decision-making processes and country and project work.
• Principle 3: Access to decision-making: IFIs should facilitate informed participation in decisionmaking, particularly through dissemination of information in a timely manner.
• Principle 4: The right to request information, subject to only a limited regime of exceptions; and
systems that can facilitate quick, low cost information-sharing.
• Principle 5: Limited exceptions should be permitted only where serious harm might be caused and
where this harm outweighs public interest.
• Principle 6: Appeals to an independent body if access to information is not granted.
• Principle 7: Whistleblower protection for people who disclose concerns relating to wrongdoing,
corruption or other malpractice.
• Principle 8: Promotion of freedom of information, building a culture of openness within international
financial institutions.
• Principle 9: Regular review of policies and dissemination of best practice.

Recommendation 74: We recommend that DFID embrace the principles set out by the GTI. In practice
we envisage that this would involve filing project and programme documents online, including initial
project approval (with outcomes expected), interim reports, conclusion reports and post-conclusion
evaluation. We also recommend that DFID exert pressure on international financial institutions and other
multilaterals to adopt a similar approach. Any cost involved would almost certainly be more than
outweighed by better designed and executed projects and programmes.
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Independent evaluation

The need for independent evaluation of aid

“I think there are some flaws in the aid systems that are so fundamental that just by correcting those we
would already be taking a step forward and really making a difference.

Of course number one on the list is the lack of any really independent evaluation of aid; what goes on
now allows aid agencies to be ineffective, and not suffer any consequences. Perhaps a nicer way of
saying the same thing is that it prevents them from having the opportunity to be rewarded for success
when they are successful.

Evaluation is something the aid agencies are deeply scared of and they almost always try to capture it
within their own bureaucracy so they each have their own self-evaluation department which is not
credible as independent evaluation. And they only evaluate small parts of what they do.” William
Easterly, author of The White Man’s Burden.

DFID recognises learning and accountability as the two key arguments for evaluation. Without objective
evaluation of its effectiveness, a donor cannot be held to account and there is little prospect of objective
learning.

At present, DFID’s performance measurement processes (including the Value for Money indicator) focus on
self-evaluation. There is a significant risk that, without independent challenge, the pressures within the
system could to lead to a gap between results as seen through the eyes of a project or programme manager,
and those same results when interpreted by a disinterested party.

DFID’s current evaluation function, buried deep within the line management of the organisation, does not
ensure the degree of independence needed to demonstrate to taxpayers and poor people that money intended
to improve their wellbeing is being well spent. The evaluation department lacks the authority to drive rapid
improvement in performance.

The National Audit Office, which is widely respected for its independent and robust approach, has produced
several challenging and wide ranging reports on International Development over the past few years. In the
last five years the NAO has produced just over one report on an international development theme each year.
This frequency does not, however, provide sufficient analysis to allow Parliament to hold DFID to account,
particularly given that international development is global in scope, relates to all aspects of both public and
private sector activity, and is delivered not only bilaterally but multilaterally. Evaluation within the sector is
complex and technical. In short, the wide ranging and technical nature of DFID’s work makes it unsuitable
for a generalist organisation such as the NAO to hold it to account.

In a statement in May 2007, responding to a challenge set out by the Shadow Secretary of State for
International Development in October 2006, the Government announced a new evaluation system for
DFID’s work.

While this was a welcome acknowledgement of the importance of evaluation to ensure that public
confidence in the system is maintained, the new proposals fall far short of providing the level of
independence and ongoing challenge that DFID requires. We conclude that more is needed, particularly in
view of the increased funding DFID will receive in the next few years.

A number of leading donors have structured their organisations to ensure that the evaluation function has a
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greater degree of independence. We have studied these, and identified their common factors – principally
the degree of independence that they have from their parent body. We have concluded that the UK should
take a lead in developing a new model of independent evaluation which draws on best practice elsewhere
and takes it to a new level.
An Independent Evaluation Group for the UK

There are essentially three distinct alternative structures for independent evaluation:
•
•

•

An independent, consumer-watchdog NGO, along the lines of Australian AID/WATCH;

An independent Evaluation Group reporting to the executive branch of government, along the lines of the
Danish Danida model (reporting to the Secretary of State for International Development either directly or
through the Permanent Secretary).
An entity structurally independent of DFID and reporting to the legislative branch of government
(Parliament) via the International Development Select Committee.

We reject the first option, on the grounds that it does not have the level of authority that we would wish for.

We have seriously considered the second option, and note that the Secretary of State’s proposed IACDI is a
much-diluted version of this structure. However, we strongly believe that DFID needs to be challenged
openly, consistently and on an ongoing basis to improve its effectiveness and value for money. So we believe
a more robust approach is required in helping DFID to guard against institutional complacency.

In both the World Bank and the IMF, although their structures are somewhat similar to the second option
above, the independent evaluation function has been placed as far from line management as it is possible to
get. In the case of the UK’s aid, it is possible to create a more rigorous and independent body by allowing it
to report to Parliament, rather than the executive.

Recommendation 75: Our proposed option for the evaluation of DFID’s effectiveness is the creation of an
Independent Evaluation Group which would report to Parliament via the International Development Select
Committee.

This structure is represented with the diagram below. We would envisage that the Select Committee would
wish to call upon the Permanent Secretary, and at times the Secretary of State, to explain findings and report
on lessons learned and actions taken. This relationship is represented by the dotted line in the diagram.
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Recommendation 76: The IEG would be set up under statute. Its staff would be employed by a body
modeled on the National Audit Office. The IEG’s remit would be to focus on effectiveness of aid. In shaping
its work programme, the IEG would seek and receive input from an advisory panel of international aid
experts, including representatives from developing countries. The work programme would then be
approved by the Select Committee on International Development. It is envisaged that the IEG would be
a small department of 20-30 people who will both produce and commission a limited number of
evaluation reports a year, focusing on areas expected to yield the most significant implications.

Staff would, at least initially, be drawn from DFID, but senior staff would not be eligible to return to that
Department. The cost would be part of the UK aid budget but funded directly, not via DFID. The NAO,
which employs 850 staff, produces around 60 reports at a cost of £42.4m a year. The IEG budget is
therefore envisaged to be only a fraction of that of the NAO. DFID will be obliged under statute to cooperate with IEG as requested, in the same way that the NAO expects full co-operation from the
departments that it investigates. The IEG’s work programme will take precedence, with DFID obliged to
adjust its own work programme to avoid duplication.

We envisage that each year the IEG should set out a work plan for its independent evaluations, to be
agreed by the Select Committee. The IEG itself would commission or work on only a small number (1015) of important evaluations with high-level significance, either in terms of learning or accountability.

The IEG’s work programme would include evaluations of particular projects or programmes only where
it was expected that there would be key lessons with wide implications. DFID itself would continue to
evaluate its own programmes and projects at an individual level, as a means of continuing to learn and
improve, and IEG would have access to all such evaluations.
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Chapter 7 - Conclusion

During the course of our work, we have been struck by two fundamental aspects of the global
poverty debate.

First, the near unanimity that we have a greater opportunity than at any time since the second world war
to help bring prosperity to the millions who currently suffer from poverty and its associated problems of
poor health, poor education, and anaemic economic progress.

Second, the considerable room for argument on how to achieve this. Our report is one view among
many, but it is based on expert opinion, much thought and research, and a conviction that something not
only must, but can be done.

We look forward to debating our conclusions with others in a spirit of open inquiry and hope that some,
at least, of our ideas will become a practical reality in the next few months and years.

Globalisation and Global Poverty Policy Group
London, July 2007
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Appendix 1

THE CHALLENGE OF DOUBLING AID

Opportunities and Problems

If donors meet the pledges they made at Monterrey and Gleneagles, aid budgets are set to rise
substantially. Aid to Sub-Saharan Africa will rise particularly rapidly both because of the G8
commitment to double aid to Africa by 2010 and because the share of total aid going to some of the
more successful developing countries is likely to decline.

Many low income countries, particularly in Africa, could therefore experience large increases in aid
flows relative to their National Incomes.

That is a tremendous opportunity to tackle poverty in some of the poorest countries in the world. But - to
reverse the old adage – every opportunity brings its own problems. There are concerns that inflows on
this scale could represent a sharp macroeconomic shock and could be difficult to absorb effectively.

Lurking beneath these concerns is the implication that as aid to a country is increased it will produce
diminishing returns, and that there may be a point beyond which extra aid produces no additional
benefits or even does more harm than good. A study prepared for the Swedish Ministry of Foreign
Affairs64 gave some empirical evidence for such an effect. A review of published studies suggested that
“diminishing returns … was the empirical specification with most support from the data” and that “the
turning point at which increased aid will start having a negative impact on growth was originally
estimated around 25-40% [of GDP].”65 Since few countries had such high aid intensity, that result was
largely an extrapolation for illustrative purposes. The author warns that “it should not be interpreted as
an argument against more aid per se.”

64 Lensink, R & White, W. (1999) Is there an Aid Laffer Curve? . Centre for Research in Economic Development and International trade, University of
Nottingham .
65 Tarp, F. (2006) Aid and Development. Swedish economic policy review ref. Hansen and Tarp (2001.)
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Even if in some past situations additional aid has produced declining or negative benefits, that does not
mean such an effect is inevitable. It may simply reflect the failure to adopt macroeconomic and
development policies appropriate to high levels of aid. To avoid such problems in future, it is important
to analyse how increasing aid levels may affect an economy and the appropriate policy response.

In particular it has been suggested that, if not accompanied by appropriate policies, scaling up aid may
generate inflationary pressures, crowd out private investment, increase real exchange rates, thereby
squeezing the traded goods sector (‘Dutch Disease’), cause bottlenecks, and make it either economically
difficult to absorb the aid or administratively impossible to deploy it productively. It also raises the issue
of an eventual exit strategy once self-sustaining growth makes it sensible to scale down aid.

What Aid is and what it can and cannot do

The macro-economic consequences cannot be readily understood without first having a clear grasp about
what aid is and what it is not, and therefore what it can do and what it cannot do. This in turn, will
indicate what strategies and associated economic policies will maximise the benefits of aid.

Unfortunately discussion of these issues has sometimes been confused by a failure to recognise the
simple truisms spelt out in Box Z. Indeed, there is evidence that this has led to perverse policy decisions
by both donors and some developing countries which have undermined the contribution aid could have
made to development66.
It is important to keep the following points in mind.

First, Foreign aid consists of foreign goods, services and expertise – or the foreign currency to
purchase them.
Donors cannot give developing countries domestic resources they already possess - like the local
doctors, nurses, or teachers they already have.

Those are truisms. Yet they are easily forgotten. When we discuss aid we rightly focus our minds on
what is happening within developing countries. That can give a misleading impression of what aid is
really doing or can do. For example, it is easy to imagine that when donor countries pay towards, say,
the costs of employing local nurses, the donors are providing those nurses. Actually they have been
provided by the country itself. Likewise donors often seem to assume that if they offer to pay for an
increase in the budget for teachers extra teachers will instantly become available. In fact more will need
to be trained which takes time rather than foreign exchange. So in those cases what is aid in fact doing?

Even when a donor agrees to pay for a programme employing a domestic resource (like paying for
teachers’ salaries) it is actually financing increased imports. The donor is providing a sum of foreign
exchange arithmetically equal to their salaries. But that foreign exchange can only be spent on foreign
goods or services – possibly quite unrelated to the education programme notionally being financed.

Scaling up aid is therefore increasing the amount of goods and services a country can import. Donors
should ensure that the extra imports are necessary, and will be used directly or indirectly, to meet the
goals of aid. One question that should be asked when considering whether to provide aid to pay for a
domestic programme is “what is the import content of the programme?” When drawing up a Poverty
Reduction Strategy Plan with a country it is important to be clear whether aid is supposed to be
financing specific imports e.g. fertilisers for agricultural programmes, equipment for infrastructure
development, etc. The foreign exchange provided by aid then needs to be earmarked for those purposes.
66 Gupta, S., Powell, R. & Yang, Y. (2005), “The Macroeconomic Challenges of Scaling Up. Aid to Africa.” IMF Working Paper 05/179: IMF
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The decision as to what imports aid is spent on will not be made by the donor (unless aid is tied to particular
imports or given in kind) but by the recipient government or private sector. If the recipient government itself
spends the foreign aid money directly on imports it determines how the aid is used. Alternatively
government can boost private demand (by increasing spending, cutting taxes or making borrowing easier) in
which case the composition of additional spending on imports will be determined by the aggregate of private
choices.

Paradoxically, although donors normally cannot determine how the foreign exchange they have provided is
actually spent, aid can give donors a say over domestic spending programmes. For example, by promising
more aid for education, a donor may gain influence (for good or ill) over how the education budget is spent
even though the foreign exchange the donor provides may be spent on imports with no direct relation to
education at all.

This analysis may suggest that aid should not be used to finance purely domestic programmes which have
little or no import content. In fact, it can be desirable to do so. Meeting the MDGs will involve increasing the
proportion of the population employed in health, education and provision of infrastructure. In principle, the
increased public payroll cost could be met by raising taxes. This is often discussed as if it were a painless
process, a technical issue of ‘increasing taxable capacity’, or a political problem of overcoming selfish
resistance to higher taxes. In fact raising taxes in a very poor country is about spreading very scarce
resources even more thinly. The overall tax burden in most poor countries looks comparatively low – rarely
more than 20% of GNI. But given the significant share of output which is subsistence farming, taxes
represent a far higher proportion of traded output and an even greater share of disposable income than is the
case in most developed countries. In developed countries there are large numbers of people with incomes
way above the subsistence level who may not like paying taxes but can do so without having to cut back on
the necessities of life. In most LDCs there is at best a small middle class, and the rich elite often has the
power to resist paying even the taxes it is legally liable for.

So if the new public employees needed to provide improved health care, education and infrastructure are to
be given the wherewithal to feed, clothe and house themselves that means the rest of the population having
to forego some of the meagre supplies of food, clothing etc that were previously available to them. Of course
if the economy is growing sufficiently rapidly, existing tax rates will make it possible to support more public
employees without depressing the living standards of the rest of the population. But if growth is insufficient
the only alternative is to use aid to pay for importing the additional necessities to support those on the public
payroll until growth gets underway.

Even where there is no increase in the public payroll aid can enable the country to meet key Millennium
Development Goals. For example, aid is (quite appropriately) being used to finance the abolition of primary
school fees in a number of countries. That boosts enrolment which is a key MDG. Typically this simply
results in bigger classes since there is no spare supply of teachers. So the policy requires almost no imports
(except possibly additional books and teaching materials). In theory it could be implemented without
recourse to foreign aid. However, that would require higher taxes (or cuts in other public spending
programmes) to replace the revenue the schools were getting from fees. There is a limit to the taxable
capacity of very poor countries. Abolishing fees leaves those parents who were previously paying fees a little
better off. Their extra disposable income will end up increasing demand for imports. So they will benefit
indirectly from the foreign exchange provided by the donors.
Aid enables governments to finance more public expenditure without raising taxes or other charges. Where a
country is already taxing to the limit of its capacity, that can be a sensible use for aid.
Second, Aid represents an increase in SUPPLY of foreign goods and services, not an increase in
DEMAND for domestic goods and services.
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This has a number of implications.

Since inflation involves an increase in monetary demand relative to supply, an increase in aid is not of itself
inflationary. On the contrary, if the foreign exchange supplied by donors is simply sold it will absorb
domestic monetary demand and have a disinflationary effect. That would only be appropriate if domestic
demand was initially excessive. Normally, however, the increase in supply of foreign goods and services
which aid represents provides an opportunity for the recipient government to increase domestic monetary
demand by an equivalent amount by relaxing fiscal and monetary policy. The seminal IMF study67 on The
Macroeconomic Challenges of Scaling up Aid to Africa showed that a number of countries which have
received sharp increases in aid did not seem to recognise this. Several countries pursued perversely
deflationary policies to offset the supposed inflationary effect of aid.
Of course, if aid increases in fits and starts – as is too often the case – it is hard for a government to know
whether it represents a sustainable increase in the supply of goods and services to the economy which
justifies a corresponding increase in domestic demand. It is harder for the recipient government to turn the
domestic demand tap on and off than it is for donors to turn the aid tap on and off. This is an additional
reason for encouraging longer term commitments by donors as we argue in Chapter 1.

A developing economy may well suffer from bottlenecks – shortages of specific skills or resources. Aid can
ease those bottlenecks directly if additional resources can be imported from abroad. Aid may help ease those
shortages indirectly if it enables the government to shift people or other resources from other sectors.
Effectively the aid provides imported goods to pay or substitute for resources moved from other sectors to
those where the bottleneck exists. However, if the shortages cannot be filled either with imported resources
or domestic resources shifted from other sectors, aid will not help end the bottleneck. For example, Ethiopia
needs some 40,000 additional teachers and a similar number of health workers to fulfil plans to meet the
MDGs.68 They cannot conceivably be imported. They are not available in other sectors to move across to the
schools or clinics. So aid cannot obviate the need first to train up teachers and health workers before
expansion of education can take place. Any attempt, following an increase in aid, to increase domestic
spending to recruit more teachers and health workers before any have been trained will result in a sharp
increase in relative pay of people already employed in those sectors. Strictly speaking a rise in the price of
one sector relative to the rest is not inflation but it will feel like it to domestic policy makers. The policy
implication however, is not to refuse aid, nor even to refrain from increasing domestic demand. Instead the
government should channel spending into other sectors which can benefit from increased foreign supplies
while taking steps to increase the supply of bottleneck resources.

Because foreign exchange supplied by donors is an increase in the supply of foreign goods and services not
an increase in domestic demand it does not have a multiplier effect on domestic demand. It is sometimes
argued that aid does more than just provide foreign goods and services: - it supposedly involves ‘putting
money into the economy’ which allegedly can have a multiplier effect boosting demand and the level of
domestic activity. But a multiplier effect can only occur in an economy that is initially suffering from
Keynesian demand deficiency – in which case the government should boost domestic monetary demand
whether or not it receives aid. It can and should do that by putting more of its national money into the
economy by relaxing fiscal and monetary policy69. Aid increases supply and that increase in supply creates
scope for an expansion of domestic demand which, as long as it is not greater than the value of the aid, will
not be inflationary.

67 Gupta, S., Powell, R. & Y. Yang, (2005), “The Macroeconomic Challenges of Scaling Up. Aid to Africa.” IMF Working Paper 05/179: IMF
68 Mattina, T Money Isn’t Everything; the Challenge of Scaling up Aid to achieve the Millennium Development Goals in Ethiopia. IMF Wp/06/192: IMF
69 A quasi exception to that is where the authorities are wedded to an overvalued exchange rate despite the consequent unemployed domestic
resources. A flow of foreign exchange from Aid may then allow the government to expand domestic demand by more than the value of the foreign
exchange. So there will be a gain to the economy in increased activity in addition to the simple provision of foreign goods and services. However,
it would have been possible to achieve that increase in domestic activity in the absence of Aid by allowing the exchange rate to decline until
increased exports and import substitution produced full employment. Using Aid to sustain an otherwise overvalued exchange rate will mean full
employment is attained at the expense of Dutch disease – a smaller tradable goods sector.
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However, aid can help bring into employment resources which are idle or underused, not because of a
deficiency of demand but because of a lack of complimentary resources. Prof Bauer drew this
distinction70 half a century ago but it is still frequently ignored. Aid which is used to provide capital
equipment and resources can set people, currently underemployed or employed very unproductively in
subsistence farming, to work more gainfully. But this increases employment through greater supply of
real capital, not increased monetary demand. The policy implication is that recipient governments who
want to boost employment should use aid to build or acquire capital assets not spend it on current
consumption.

Foreign exchange supplied by donors only benefits the economy when it is spent on imports. Given the
fluctuating and unreliable flow of foreign aid it may be wise to use growing aid receipts initially to boost
foreign exchange reserves to smooth out future aid flows. But it is only when foreign exchange is
eventually drawn down and spent that it actually supplies additional resources to the economy.

It follows that there can be no point in giving aid to a country like China which has a structural current
account surplus and simply adds the surplus to its already more than adequate foreign exchange reserves.

Recent IMF71and ODI72 studies have shown that of five countries that received substantial increases in aid
only one actually used more than a third of it by increasing imports. Other countries increased domestic
spending and budget deficits by an amount equal to the extra aid flow yet then perversely tightened their
monetary policies to offset that expansionary effect. The effect will have been to transfer resources from
the private sector to the public sector without using the aid to increase total resources available to the
economy. They could have done that without receiving aid. So all the aid has done is boost their foreign
exchange reserves. Countries who did this might as well not have received extra aid.

The main reason for pursuing this apparently perverse policy was fear of what is known as Dutch Disease.

Dutch Disease is so called because of the impact on the Dutch economy of a marked inflow in foreign
exchange as a result of developing natural gas. The real exchange rate appreciated and the country’s other
tradable goods sectors contracted as a result.

The Netherlands no longer needed to export as much as before to pay for imported oil and gas. So
resources could be shifted from traditional export industries to produce goods and services for domestic
consumption. Domestic pay and prices rose relative to those in the export sector to shift resources
accordingly. That was initially painful as people in exporting industries lost their jobs but in the long run
meant the Dutch people overall were better off. Similar effects have been experienced by other countries
which have seen a sharp foreign exchange inflow usually following development of natural resources.

In theory a big rise inflow of foreign exchange as a result of doubling aid could have a similar impact on
the tradable goods sectors of developing countries. We have emphasised that aid is essentially a way of
increasing imports but it can also mean that a country needs to export less and produce fewer import
substitutes. If that happens the process of switching resources to satisfying domestic consumption is
likely to be much more painful for developing countries than it was for the Dutch. The Netherlands has a
developed labour market with plenty of alternative industries to absorb people laid off by its exporters. All
too often in a developing country there are few other opportunities in the formal economy. So any
workers laid off by the traded sector may not find opportunities to earn a living or to provide goods and
services of much value to their compatriots. They may even be unable to return to subsistence farming.
70 “There is widespread involuntary unemployment of unskilled or poorly skilled manual and clerical workers resulting from lack of resources, and
especially capital, to set it to work. [However,] the term unemployment is now generally used to refer to another type of unemployment, that is
unemployment … resulting …from deficiency of aggregate demand.”.Bauer,. P.T. West African Trade by CUP1954.
71 Berg, A. Hussain, M. Aiyar, S. Roache, S. Mirzoev, T. & Mahone, A.(2005) The macroeconomic challenges of managing increased aid flows:
experiences of low income countries and policy implications. Paper prepared for IMF’s Executive Board.: IMF
72 Foster, M. & Killick, T. (2006)What would doubling Aid do for macroeconomic management in Africa?. ODI Working Paper 264: ODI
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Moreover, the tradable goods sector – especially exports – is often the main dynamo for productivity growth
in a developing country. It introduces new skills, accumulates both human and physical capital, and is marked
by economies of scale and experience. It enjoys ‘learning by doing’ productivity effects which may feed back
into the domestic economy73 by setting an example, as workers switch jobs or as some leave to set up their
own businesses74. So a reduction in exporting could diminish a country’s underlying growth rate. It is no
coincidence that most developing countries which have been successful in growing out of poverty have
pursued export-led growth strategies. Likewise countries with large endowments of exportable natural
resources typically enjoy slower growth outside the natural resource sector than less well endowed countries.75
They have high real exchange rates, which inhibit the growth of other export industries.

So the last thing a developing country needs is to shrink its export industries or make it harder for them to
expand by driving up the real exchange rate be it by aid or oil earnings.

Although there is general agreement about the theoretical possibility that scaling up aid could induce Dutch
Disease in theory, there is some dispute as to whether it is a significant problem in practice. Some studies have
failed to establish such an effect7677. However, a recent IMF study, “What undermines Aid’s impact on
growth” by Raghuram G Rajan and Arvind Subramaniam, concluded that aid has had the effect of raising the
real exchange rate of many developing countries, and that the consequent reduction in their export sectors has
had a negative effect on their economic growth. Econometric simulations suggest that a doubling of aid to
Ethiopia to 40% of GDP could induce a fall in exports equivalent to 6% of GDP.78 IMF economists found that
increasing aid by 20% of GDP had a similar impact on exports. However, these studies calculate the impact of
aid in the absence of either improved productivity flowing from aid funds or other countervailing measures.
There is clearly a risk that the doubling of aid promised by the G8 could substantially aggravate any Dutch
Disease effect on developing countries’ export sectors and growth rates. It is essential to try to find ways of
offsetting such adverse consequences.

Above all donors and recipients must think through the potential impact of increased finance on the country’s
exchange rate and export sector. There are a number of steps which can help.

•

•

Aid provided specifically for financing increased foreign inputs may be less likely to put upwards pressure
on the exchange rate than aid disbursed via a general increase in public spending on social programmes.

If the initial influx of aid is spent on improving infrastructure associated with international trade that should
offset the tendency of the exchange rate to rise. If aid is used to improve the supply side of the economy
then the overall effect on the tradable sector may well be positive. That is a major reason we advocate
renewed priority for economic growth, investment in commercial and physical infrastructure and
agriculture.

The recipient country can offset the effect of aid on the exchange rate by liberalising it’s import regime.79
However, there is no point in a country sterilising foreign exchange receipts from aid by allocating them
to reserves.
•

73 Stiglitz, J (2006)“Fair trade for all, how can trade promote development” Brooks World Poverty Institute Inaugural Lecture
74 Roberts, J. & Fagernäs, S. (2004). "Why is Bangladesh Outperforming Kenya? A Comparative Study of Growth and its Causes since the 1960,"
Working Papers 5: ODI - report that most of the 130 employees trained by the Koreans who set up the first major garment factory in Bangladesh
soon left to set up their own enterprises.
75 Stiglitz, J. ‘We can now cure Dutch disease Stiglitz’ The Guardian 18/08/2004.
76 Bazoumana Ouattara and Eric Strobl (2004) Foreign Aid Inflows and the Real Exchange Rate in the CFA Franc Zone. Centre for Research in
Economic Development and International Trade, University of Nottingham.
77 Timothy Nyoni (1998) Foreign aid and economic performance in Tanzania Economic Research Bureau, University of Dar es Salaam
78 Sundberg, M., and H. Lofgren (2006). ‘Absorptive Capacity and Achieving the MDGs: The Case of Ethiopia’, in P. Isard, L. Lipschitz, A.
Mourmouras, and B. Yontcheva (eds) The Macroeconomic Management of Foreign Aid: Opportunities and Pitfalls, International Monetary Fund:
Washington DC.
79 Tokarick, S. (2006) ‘Does import protection discourage exports?’ IMF working paper WP/06/20: IMF
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Conclusion

As long as donors and recipient governments bear in mind that aid is imported goods and services and
constitutes supply rather than demand it should be possible to avoid most of the supposed
macroeconomic problems of scaling up aid. They will need to focus clearly on the import content of
Poverty Reduction Strategic Plans, plan ahead to train up staff needed to meet development goals and
act vigorously to eliminate domestic bottlenecks. And they will need to recognise that aid cannot provide
additional domestic resources, and donors will need to give recipients greater assurances of future aid
flows so that aid can be used and not stored in foreign exchange reserves. The major problem, which
requires serious steps to counter it, is Dutch Disease, but that can be mitigated if appropriate steps are
taken to focus aid on import intensive projects, use aid to reduce export costs and liberalise the trading
regime.

That apart, the diminishing marginal returns from aid are likely to reflect administrative capacity limits:
can the civil service identify, implement and monitor effectively a substantially larger number of genuine
uses for increased funds? We have seen in the UK the difficulty the NHS has had in making good use of
a doubling of domestic funding. That is an additional argument for ensuring that the method by which
aid is channelled by donors strengthens rather than undermines recipients’ Public Financial Management
and administrative capacity.
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WHAT IS OVERSEAS AID AND WHAT CAN IT PAY FOR?

Foreign aid consists of foreign goods, services and expertise – or the foreign currency to purchase
them.

• Donors cannot give developing countries domestic resources - like local doctors, nurses, or
teachers. They already have them and can only increase supply by training more.

• If a donor pays for a domestic resource (like nurses or teachers) it is actually financing increased
imports. The donor is actually providing a sum of foreign exchange arithmetically equal to their
salaries. That foreign exchange can only be spent on foreign goods or services – possibly quite
unrelated to the programme notionally being financed.

• Aid gives donors a say over domestic spending programmes even though they may not determine
how the foreign exchange they have provided is actually spent.

Aid represents an increase in SUPPLY of foreign goods and services, not an increase in DEMAND
for domestic goods and services.
• So aid is not inflationary – on the contrary, the extra resources means an equal increase in
domestic demand will be non-inflationary.

• Aid enables the government to run a larger public sector with a lower burden of tax than
otherwise.

• Foreign exchange supplied by donors does not have a multiplier effect on domestic demand. A
multiplier effect can only occur where an economy is suffering from Keynesian demand deficiency
– in which case the government should boost domestic monetary demand. It can and should do that
without waiting to receive foreign exchange.

• Foreign exchange supplied by donors only benefits the economy when it is spent on imports. It
may be wise to use some aid to boost foreign exchange reserves to smooth out fluctuating donor
flows. But it only supplies resources to the economy when it is spent.

• Foreign exchange will only be used if either the government or the private sector spends more on
imports. The government can indirectly increase private spending on imports by boosting monetary
demand – usually by increasing public spending or reducing taxes.
• Increased aid flows may drive up the exchange rate and contract exports – ‘Dutch Disease’. In
which case recipients should: focus aid on programmes needing imports; liberalise import regimes;
use aid initially to improve trade infrastructure.
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Implications for policy.
• Capacity to absorb aid is ultimately the capacity to put foreign goods and services to productive use.

• Aid for Budgetary Support is appropriate where the burden of tax cannot be increased because of
either: problems of collecting tax; the impact higher taxes would have on living standards; or the
impact higher taxes would have on competitiveness.

• Aid for budgetary support may also be appropriate to reduce the burden of tax or charges. For
example, aid may be appropriate to finance abolition of school fees in order to boost school enrolment.

• Aid is most appropriate to finance programmes which rely heavily on imported goods and services.

• Aid – even if notionally linked to domestic programmes – does not supply domestic resources. So to
increase the supply of, say, teachers requires training more teachers. That only requires foreign aid to
the extent that trainers or materials are imported.
• To promote self-sustaining growth, development programmes must ultimately promote industries
capable of earning sufficient foreign exchange to replace the flow of aid.

• To the extent that foreign aid reduces the need to export to pay for foreign goods and services
previously imported, it may generate Dutch disease. That is to say it may shrink the tradable goods
sector.

• Dutch disease will be more likely if aid is focused on social programmes to the exclusion of
development programmes like infrastructure which may initially require imports but subsequently
generate exports.

• To counter Dutch disease it may be necessary to boost imports by liberalising the economy. Equally it
may be desirable to enhance export competitiveness by focusing aid on supply side measures.
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Appendix 2

Building local links

There is widespread enthusiasm for helping the developing world among UK citizens. That could very easily
be channelled into person-to-person and community-to-community links. There is already a huge web of
twinning links but sadly only a few are between UK/EU and developing countries. We believe that this needs
to be remedied.

There are many forms of linking currently being practised within the UK, the most common of which are
school partnerships that have been recently invigorated by a DfID funded programme entitled ‘Global
Schools Partnerships’. In 2006 DfID announced that funding for the Global Schools Partnerships would be
£7.5m over three years.

There are also NGOs which specialise in creating and facilitating school links: one such organisation called
‘Link Community Development’ (LCD) which was initiated in South Africa ten years ago has created an
impressive database of ‘global teachers’. This organisation has an office in the UK that enables UK schools to
apply to be linked with another in Africa. Only the UK schools pay a fee which covers the costs of the link.
As it was initially a ‘Southern’ NGO this organisation maintains a huge amount of trust within schools and
local education authorities in Africa and can readily facilitate the creation of teacher and school links between
the UK and local education authorities in Africa.

The twinning of local authorities is perhaps the oldest kind of linking. Some 2,000 local authorities twinned
with a local authority overseas are registered on the LGA’s twinning database but of these only 25 are linked
with authorities in developing areas. There are good examples of instances where a link has led to
development such as the Bristol (UK) – Beira (Mozambique) partnership which was established in 1990 and
has led to a significant amount of developmental work in Beira.

Under the last Conservative Government, the Local Government (Overseas Assistance) Act of 1993 gave
local authorities the specific legal power to provide “advice and assistance as respects any matter in which
they have skill and experience” to a body carrying on local government activities overseas. Funding is
possible under the Local Government Act 2000, which permits a local authority to do anything in relation to,
or for the benefit of, a person or area outside the authority’s own area, provided that the authority is satisfied
that the activity is likely to promote the well being of the authority’s own area or residents. This also includes
the power to provide financial assistance, staff, services, or goods to a third party80.

The LGA has a specific wing that works directly on encouraging local authorities to become involved in
international development: the UK Local Government Alliance for International Development. This Alliance
includes government bodies, agencies, local authorities, NGOs and community-based organisations.

Local community groups may offer a way of linking, which is most easily accessible to the public and less
bureaucratic. A consistent exchange of ideas can open the door for more considerable opportunities such as
trading links, charitable donations, cultural exchanges and friendship. The numbers far outweigh the number
of official, local authority links. These smaller charities and organisations lack the funding of larger NGOs but
can be strikingly effective with the funds attained as most are organised and run entirely by volunteers.
The Kitchen Table Charities Trust is an organisation that distributes funds to many smaller charities and
development organisations within the UK81. These smaller NGOs often have single aims as a remit but
because of their clear focus on a specific area or need can often be very successful.

80 http://international.lga.gov.uk/international/funding/legalities.html [cited 02/02/07]
81 http://www.kitchentablecharities.org/what.htm [cited 13/02/07]
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Funding for linking can be attained from a variety of sources such as the British Council education and
training group, the Commonwealth Local Government Good Practice Scheme, the Commonwealth
Youth Exchange Council, the FCO Global Opportunity Fund; and in a variety of ways from DfID.
Although we would not expect this sort of activity to be a major recipient of awards from our proposed
Demand Led Fund, projects operated under the aegis of a twinning arrangement could apply to the Fund
for finance.

There are many ways in which UK link partners can assist in the development of their partners overseas.
They may raise funds for projects; they may provide technical assistance in the form of willing and
qualified volunteers from the UK partner which is a growing trend amongst link participants; they may
form business links or promote tourism; they may be able to provide equipment like computers; they
may facilitate exchanges of teachers, doctors or nurses to acquire experience in each others’ countries.

Linking can be an effective developmental tool that can operate across many sectors to the benefit of all
involved.

We would like to promote links which are both wider and deeper. More communities should be linked
with those in developing areas and links should be expanded to include the whole community rather than
the local council always being the primary player.

When a UK local authority twins with one in a developing country the schools in both authority areas
should be encouraged to link with each other. Hospitals, GP surgeries and PCTs could link with the
clinics and hospitals in their twin area. The links should extend to local Chambers of Commerce,
National Farmers Unions, Rotary clubs, Lions organisations and businesses linking with the farmers and
businesses in the developing area. Churches are particularly well placed to establish links. Local
newspapers and radio stations could also be involved in spreading information on both sides, at the same
time helping to build up a free media.
There is a world of opportunity for fruitful exchanges.
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Why isn’t Poverty History?

Over the last half century much of the world has enjoyed unparalleled economic growth. Most people
in developed countries now enjoy a standard of living that would only have been available to a tiny elite
in previous generations. In most of those societies, dire poverty – at least in the sense of absolute
deprivation - has been largely eradicated. A significant number of once ‘underdeveloped’ countries are
now fully fledged members of this club and there have been improvements in health, longevity and
incomes in many developing countries.

Table 1
Global Progress in Economic and Human Development, 1950-2000
Item
Average income per capita (1990 dollars)a
World
Developing countries
Average longevity (years)
World
Developing countries
Share of population living on less than $2 a day (per cent)
World
Share of population living on less than $1 a day (per cent)
World
Developing countries
Share of population literate (per cent)
World
Developing countries
Infant mortality (deaths per 1,000 live births)
World
Developing countries

Sources: Angus Maddison, The World Economy: A Millennial Perspective (Paris: OECD, 2001), pp. 31, 126; F.

Bourguignon and C. Morrison, The Size Distribution of Income among World Citizens 1820-1990 mimeo, 1999);

World Bank, World Development Report 2000/2001 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001); UNESCO, World
Illiteracy at Mid -Century (Paris, 1957) and Education for All Year 2000 Assessment (New York, 2000); World

Bank World Development Indicators (Washington, 2001); United Nations, World Population Prospects: The 1996

Revision (New York, 1997).

a. At purchasing power parity.

b. In 1992.

c. In 1950-55.
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1950

1998 or 1999

49
44

66
64

2,114
1,093

5,709
3,102

63

40b

54
40

79
75

42
n.a.

156c
179c

17b
26

54
59
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Yet the percentage figures conceal the fact that the absolute number of people languishing in poverty –
living on less than $2 a day - has increased during that period and there are still around 1 billion people
on less than $1 a day. Whole countries have failed to join in the general progress.

The very success of the prosperous half of the world at generating wealth makes the persistence of such
deprivation seem increasingly shocking. Yet it also makes it seem realistic for the first time since
mankind appeared on earth to hope that we can “make poverty history”.
Indeed, that has been the implicit objective of overseas aid since Truman launched the first aid
programme in 1948. Over $1 trillion of aid has been channelled to developing countries since then,
which raises the question “why isn’t poverty history?”

At first sight the record of the overseas aid effort since the Second World War, at least in generating self
sustaining economic growth, has been disappointing.

Japan and other Asian tigers surged ahead early on and more recently China, India and other Asian
countries have seen dramatic successes lifting hundreds of millions of people out of extreme poverty.
These success stories have a lot to do with trade but rather less to do with overseas aid.

By contrast Africa1, the Middle East and Latin America have received more aid but, with a few valuable
exceptions (from which it is important to learn), have shown at best disappointing growth, stagnation or
even decline in living standards.

The sweeping conclusion that aid does not work is, however, plausible but mistaken. Of a large number
of econometric studies we have examined, a clear majority indicate that in the right circumstances –
where reasonable standards of governance and macroeconomic balance prevail - aid has a positive effect
on growth.
Thirteen of them showed a positive relationship between aid and growth in all circumstances, and eight
showed a positive relationship between aid and growth in certain circumstances. Seven showed aid has
had no effect on growth, and seven showed aid had a moderate negative impact on growth.

1 Sub-Saharan Africa received over twice as much aid per head as other developing countries between 1960 and 2004,
http://www.unctad.org//en/docs/gdsafrica20061_en.pdf [cited 05/11/06]
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TABLE 2 Studies of Impact of Aid on Economic Growth
AID HAS A POSITIVE AID HAS AN EFFECT AID HAS NO EFFECT AID HAS A SLIGHT
NEGATIVE EFFECT
ON GROWTH
ON GROWTH IF X
EFFECT ON
ON GROWTH
GROWTH
Gupta, K. L. and Islam
M. A.
(1983)#
Dowling, J. M. and U.
Hiemenz
(1983)
Levy, V.
(1988)

Papanek, G. F. (1973)

R. D. Singh
(1985)
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Aid may appear to have limited impact on economic growth for two kinds of reason: either because the
aid was intended to achieve something that is not measured by growth of GDP; or because some
negative factors undermined its impact on economic growth.
a) Where aid was not designed to achieve growth in GDP:

i.Throughout the Cold War period up to 1990, a great deal of what was described as aid was actually
intended to purchase support from the regime. Often it was spent on arms to ward off a perceived
Communist threat. Small wonder that so little of it benefited the poor or generated economic growth.
ii. Much aid has been tied to use of donor country’s suppliers so that it is primarily a subsidy to the
donor’s industry rather than a benefit to the recipient country. It is not surprising if this has had little
effect on growth.

iii. Much aid is not designed to boost economic growth. It may be humanitarian assistance to cope with
a disaster or avert famine or social spending on health, education etc. It may be very successful in
fulfilling its objectives but not show up in GDP statistics. For example there have been substantial
improvements in life expectancy, reductions in child mortality and eradication of certain diseases. But
these do not enter into the calculation of GDP.

iv. Other expenditures – like those on education - can only be expected to have any economic benefits
after long and uncertain lags which are notoriously hard to capture in econometric studies.2 For
example, there have been measurable increases in literacy, the number of graduates etc. But they do not
immediately show up in enhanced growth.

v. Even where aid is intended to boost local incomes and succeeds in doing so, that increase in incomes
will not show up as an increase in GDP. This is because of the way GDP is defined – it includes only
locally produced incomes not transfers from abroad. So a country that receives aid equivalent to 20%
of its GDP will not see a 20% rise in its GDP or, indeed, any immediate increase in its GDP at all (unless
and until some of that aid is invested and generates additional output and income in subsequent periods).

b) Factors which may undermine the impact of aid on economic growth.

i. Conflict. Wars and civil strife may generate a need for aid but will self evidently undermine economic
activity and the prospects for growth. It has even been argued that, in some circumstances, aid can itself
be a cause of conflict, because the scarce resources of donors become something that is fought over, or
are used in such a way as to heighten existing tensions. We deal with these issues in the Group Paper on
Conflict and in Chapter 5 of the main report.

ii. Corruption and poor governance. At its worst corruption can siphon off a significant portion of aid.
Even where it is on a lesser scale it can undermine investment and economic activity. We deal with
these issues in the Group Paper on Corruption and Governance and in Chapter 4 of the main report.

iii. Unfair trade policies. Poor countries will only prosper if they can share in the benefits of global
trade. Unfortunately the products they are best placed to export – agriculture, textiles and basic
manufactures – tend to face the steepest barriers of access to the markets of developed countries. On
top of this many developing countries face geographical barriers to exporting exacerbated by lack of
infrastructure. We discuss these issues the Group Paper on Economic Development and in Chapter 2 of
the main report:
2 The World Bank study ( Pritchett, L. (1996)“Where has all the education gone?” Policy research Working Papers: World Bank) argues that there has
so far been a negative correlation between education and growth and suggests that it may be because graduates gravitate to public sector
employment which acts as a drag on the economy. However, it is not clear why the availability of educated citizens does not help the private
sector expand.
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iv. Poor governance in giving. Donors need to pay as much attention to their own governance in giving as
they do to recipient countries’ governance in spending. The aid effort has been undermined by lack of
harmonisation among donors, unpredictability of aid flows, lack of specialisation among agencies and NGOs,
and above all a chronic lack of focus on outputs and outcomes. It should not be a great surprise that aid has
not increased economic growth as it should. An increased focus on effectiveness is a central theme of this
Paper and throughout the Group’s report.
v. Lack of developmental emphasis by some developing country regimes. Matthew Lockwood has spelt out
the need for ‘developmental states’ and the harmful impact of ‘patrimonial states’. See the Group Paper on
Corruption and Governance.

vi. Aid dependency. It is often suggested that countries become dependent on Aid and consequently relax
their efforts to develop their economies. There is some truth in this as far as regimes are concerned.
However, it is nonsense to suggest the populations of poor countries suffer from a form of welfare
dependency. Welfare dependency is a genuine problem in the UK – benefits may (in David Blunkett’s
phrase) make some people “reluctant to get out of bed in the morning”. But the budget of the UK
Department of Work and Pensions is greater than the entire world aid budget which averages only $10 a year
per head. It is ludicrous to suggest that this discourages anyone living below the poverty line in the third
world from getting out of bed in the morning.

vii. Poor macroeconomic policies also stymie economic growth but so have ill-conceived ‘stabilisation’ (IMF
short term loans provided due to a balance of payments/debt crisis are Stand By Arrangements) programmes
imposed by international agencies without sufficient sensitivity to local realities. Witnesses from opposite
ends of the political spectrum – Duncan Green of Oxfam and Bill Easterly in The White Man’s Burden - were
agreed on this point. We discuss it in the Group Paper on Trade and in Chapter 2 of the main report.

viii. Dutch disease. This refers to the effect on the Dutch economy when development of its natural gas
produced a large influx of foreign exchange. This increased the real exchange rate and led to contraction of its
exporting industries. Foreign aid provides a similar inflow of foreign exchange and may therefore also lead
to an overvalued exchange rate and contraction of exports.

In the absence of aid, a country has to export goods and services to pay for all the goods and services it
imports. The real value of its exchange rate has to be set at a level that encourages exports and discourages
imports so that they balance over time. Once aid provides foreign exchange to pay for some of a country’s
imports it may need to export less than previously. The real exchange rate will therefore tend to increase so
that some exports are priced out of the market.

This will release some of the manpower and other resources that were previously deployed in the exporting
industries. In a developed market economy those resources will, albeit after a painful transition, be
redeployed in increasing the output of goods and services for domestic needs. That should ultimately
enhance living standards. Unfortunately, in many developing countries there will all too often be no gainful
alternative employment for people squeezed out of exporting sector. More serious still, export industries are
likely to be the sector where productivity increases are most possible. They productivity increases may well
feed back into the domestic economy.3 So a contraction of the export sector as a result of Dutch disease will
often mean a decline in the country’s underlying growth rate and economic dynamism.

Two recent IMF studies by Rajan and Subramanian, “What Undermines Aid’s Impact on Growth”, and Prati,
“Is There a Case for Sterilising Aid”4 concluded that aid has the effect of raising the real exchange rate of
developing countries and that the consequent reduction in their export sectors has a negative effect on
3 Stiglitz, J (2006)“Fair trade for all, how can trade promote development” Brooks World Poverty Institute Inaugural Lecture
4 Rajan, R.G. and Subramanian, A.(2005), “What Undermines Aid’s Impact on Growth?”, IMF W/P 05/126: IMF Ref: Prai, Sahay and Tressel (2003)“Is there
a Case for Sterilizing Foreign Aid”
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their economic growth. Some previous studies, such as Sackey (2002)5 and Nyoni (1998),6 had failed to
establish such an effect.

There is clearly a risk that the doubling of aid promised by the G8 could substantially aggravate the Dutch
Disease effect on the export sectors and growth rates of recipients of this massive influx of foreign exchange.
It is essential to try to find ways of minimising such adverse consequences of expanding the aid effort. We
discuss this in the Group Paper on What Can Aid Do And Not Do?
There is a tendency for those who are involved in the aid effort to seize on the positive studies and ignore the
negative results - while the sceptics do the reverse.
The sensible approach is to learn from both successes and failures. If we know that aid can work but may
fail, we will be better placed in future to deliver aid that works.

It is not difficult to step outside the econometric studies and find real examples of success – and failure.
Many of those successes - notably in health, education, famine relief and longevity - are not included in
measures of economic growth.

• The Marshall Plan is one of the most successful examples of aid. Between 1948 and 1952 the United
States spent 1% of American GDP to help repair the war-torn nations of Europe. That would be equivalent
to $120 billion p.a. today – more than the entire world aid flow of $106 billion in 2005. Clearly, reviving
economies which had already been industrialised is somewhat different from promoting growth in an
undeveloped country.

• The ‘Green Revolution’. In 1943 the Rockefeller Foundation financed a programme in Mexico to breed
new high yielding varieties of staple crops. By 1951 Mexico had become self-sufficient in wheat. The
Rockefeller Foundation then moved its focus to Asia, founding the International Rice Research Institute in
1960 in Manila, the Philippines. The greatest success in the Green Revolution was in India, which by the
mid 60s was importing 10 million tonnes of wheat each year7. A 1967 book “Famine! 1975” predicted
mass starvation in India by 1975. In fact by then India was a net exporter as a result of vigorous promotion
of new varieties of wheat and rice coupled with intensive fertiliser use and irrigation. Output of wheat rose
500%. In India, rural poverty fell from between 50 and 60% in the mid 1960s to just 33% by 1993, much
of this attributable to the Green Revolution.8 Meanwhile those in urban areas benefited from cheaper food.
Elsewhere, cereal production in Asia more than doubled between 1970 and 19959, with improved forms of
rice playing a crucial role. From 1950 to 1992 World grain output rose by 150% from 692 million tonnes
to 1.9 billion tonnes.10 The Green Revolution in India was funded by USAID, loans from the World Bank
and an increase of around a third in the Indian Government’s budget for agricultural support services.
• Specific health interventions include11:

- The Expanded Program on Immunisation. This began in 1974 and focused on raising immunisation
levels for six vaccine preventable diseases, diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (DTP), measles, tuberculosis and
polio. The total cost per child of immunisation for all six diseases is around $20.12 The Program worked
with national health ministries to build immunisation coverage, and succeeded in decreasing the share of
the six diseases in the total burden of disease among children under five from about 23 percent in the
mid-1970s to less than 10 percent in 2000. The number of countries where Polio is still present has
fallen to 6, from 125 in 1988.

5 Sackey, H.A. (2001) “External Aid Iinflows and the Real Exchange Rate in Ghana,” AERC research paper 110: AERC
6 Nyoni, T.S. (1998) “Foreign aid and economic performance in Tanzania” World Development Vol. 26 No. 7 July 1998
7 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/south_asia/4994590.stm [cited 12/10/06]
8 http://www.ifpri.org/pubs/ib/ib11.pdf [cited 13/02/07]
9 http://www.ifpri.org/pubs/ib/ib11.pdf [cited 13/02/07]
10 Miller, H.I. (2006) “The Man Who Launched the Green Revolution” Hoover Institute 2006, volume 4: Hoover Institute
11 Many of these are taken from the Centre for Global Development’s ‘Millions Saved, Proven Successes in Global Health’
http://www.cgdev.org/section/initiatives/_active/millionssaved/studies
12 http://www.cgdev.org/doc/millions/CGD-MillionsSaved_Case4.pdf [cited 08/12/06]
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- The eradication of smallpox. A dedicated WHO team was set up to co-ordinate with national country
strategies. When an epidemic broke out, vaccines and support were immediately deployed to help
national health ministries. In 1966, there were an estimated 10-15 million cases. By 1980, Smallpox
had been eradicated - for a total of less than $300 million.
- Controlling river blindness (Onchocerciasis) in West Africa. Between 1974 and 2002, spraying the
breeding grounds of flies that spread this disease helped halt transmission of the disease causing
parasite in 11 West African countries, prevent 600,000 cases of blindness, and make 25 million
hectares of arable land safe for resettlement. This cost $560 million.
- A campaign in Egypt to cut child deaths from diarrhoea. Thanks to training young mothers and
health workers and the provision of oral rehydration therapy, infant deaths due to diarrhoea fell by
82% and child deaths fell by 62% in five years, saving 300,000 lives. This cost just $43 million.

- A worldwide campaign against Guinea worm has seen infections fall from 3.5 million in 1986 to
just 11,000 in 2005. The total cost was about $88 million.

- Tuberculosis in China. The World Bank funded a loan and provided advice to the Chinese
government to fight TB in 13 provinces reducing cases by 37% over a decade and increasing the
cure rate to 95%. Some 30,000 TB deaths each year were averted. The programme cost $130
million.

There is a widespread acknowledgement, even among critics of most aid programmes, that aid can
improve health outcomes.

• Microfinance (see Group Paper on Economic Development) empowers the poor by lending very
small sums of money to invest. Microfinance was pioneered by the Grameen Bank created by
Mohammad Yunus in Bangladesh. Nearly 60% of borrowers from Grameen move out of poverty.13
Over 100 million people have been involved in micro lending schemes .

The keys to those successes were that the aid programmes had clear goals and involved donors working
in partnership with local governments or other local institutions who were committed to those goals.

13 Tharoor, I Q&A Muhammed Yunus Time Magazine, October 14th. http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1546339,00.html, [cited
05/05/07]
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THE CURRENT INTERNATIONAL AID EFFORT
The Goals of Aid

The goal of aid is to help poor people and poor countries escape from poverty, ill health, hunger and
ignorance more rapidly than they could without Aid. More positively, it is to help them to enjoy the
prosperity, good health care, access to education etc that we take for granted.

The moral obligation of aid is undeniable. The prosperity we have created is based on our successful
development. But this does not mean we can justifiably turn our backs on the suffering of other countries.
If, for a relatively small expenditure we can alleviate this suffering it is something worth spending money
on.
Alleviating poverty in the developing world is not just to their benefit. In the long term increased
prosperity and successful economies in these countries means larger markets for UK goods, as well as
increased competition and better quality goods and services being available for UK consumers. UK
consumers have benefited massively from the cheap goods provided by Chinese manufacturing, while
China has seen the largest falls in poverty ever recorded in history.

There is also the issue of immigration. A world where there is great disparity in wealth is likely to see
rising flows of people seeking to leave their homes and move to countries like the UK. Many people who
do not desire to leave their home country are forced to by poverty and unemployment. If we wish to limit
immigration we cannot close the door to a better life in the UK without attempting to help give people the
opportunity for a better life in their own country.

Aid can directly raise quality of life in the short term by helping to provide health services, nutritional
improvements etc. Or it can do these things indirectly over the longer term by promoting economic
growth.
Of course the objectives of making immediate improvements in wellbeing and longer term economic
growth are not incompatible.

Welfare programmes often have a positive impact on economic performance and vice versa. Tackling
HIV/Aids, for example, will stop the crippling loss of people of working age including many with skills
and experience. But we would want to tackle this scourge on simple humanitarian grounds even if there
were no economic benefits.

So this chapter focuses on aid which has as its primary goal the improvement of immediate wellbeing
through health, social, nutritional and humanitarian programmes – all of which may also indirectly benefit
economic growth but are worthwhile even if that were not the case.

The world community has rightly recognised that giving people access to learning and knowledge is of
value in itself as well as a precondition of development – hence the commitment to universal, free primary
education enshrined in the MDGs. Since education in these desperately poor countries must first and
foremost focus on promoting economic growth it is covered in the Group Paper on Economic Development

The current global objectives of aid are spelt out in the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The
MDGs were designed as a set of goals around which development efforts could focus and progress could
be judged. The eight Millennium Development Goals are:
1) Goal 1: Reduce extreme poverty and hunger
2) Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education
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3) Goal 3: Promote Gender Equality and Empower Women
4) Goal 4: Reduce Child Mortality
5) Goal 5: Improve Maternal Health
6) Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, Malaria and other diseases
7) Goal 7: Ensure Environmental Sustainability
8) Goal 8: Develop a Global Partnership for Development

As shown by the nature of the MDGs in recent years there has been a welcome emphasis on poverty
reduction in aid programmes, after a long period when Cold War politics was often the driving force.
Poverty reduction must continue to be the focus of UK aid.

Current Aid Flows

The World Aid Effort
The total amount of aid - Official Development Assistance as defined by the Development Assistance
Committee of the OECD - reached $104 billion in 2006. In absolute terms that is a large amount. But
relative to both the wealth of the developed world and the size of the problem of global poverty it is
comparatively small. It is less than half of one per cent of the gross national incomes of the OECD14
countries. There are 2.5 billion people living on less than $2 per day so it averages barely $40 a year for
each of them. By contrast we (rightly) spend many times more on helping those in our own country - an
unemployed person in the UK receives nearly $6,000 a year plus housing benefit, council tax benefit etc.
Indeed, the UK alone spends on welfare and social security via the DWP three times as much as the entire
global flow of development aid.

This definition of aid also includes spending of dubious value to poorer countries - such as tied aid or ‘food aid’.

Aid has trebled in real terms since 1960. As some countries no longer need aid this increased sum is spread
over fewer countries albeit with increased populations. Aid grew up until the end of the Cold War, then fell
back but growth then resumed towards the end of the millennium. Overall there has been a growth in ODA
but much of this has been in debt relief.

OECD DAC figures show annual debt relief increased from an average of $2.4 billion in 1989/90 to $24.9
billion in 2005. ODA excluding debt relief rose from $46.8 to $81.8 billion over the same period)15.

Many commentators dispute whether debt relief should count towards aid targets. This is partly because
both the value of debt relief to a heavily indebted nation and the cost to the donors is often less than it
appears. If a country would realistically only have been able to repay half its debt then debt cancellation is
worth only half the amount written off. Likewise the cost of forgiving the debt is really only half the
amounts claimed by the donors, since they would not in practice have ever received the other half.

As we explain in the section on debt relief, when a business files for bankruptcy its debts are written off but
we do not treat the debts written off as a ‘gift’.

Although we have some sympathy with the arguments for excluding debt relief from aid targets we
have not done so for the simple reason that by 2013 most eligible Heavily Indebted Countries will have
had all their debts written off. Consequently the difference between figures for ODA including and
excluding debt forgiveness is likely to largely disappear.
14 Official Development Assistance (ODA) is defined as flows to developing countries and multilateral institutions provided by official agencies,
including state and local governments, or by their executive agencies, each transaction of which meets the following tests: i) it is administered with
the promotion of the economic development and welfare of developing countries as its main objective; and ii) it is concessional in character and
conveys a grant element of at least 25 per cent.
15 In constant 2004 USD($) – OECD (2007) 2006 Development cooperation report, Volume 8, No.1: OECD http://caliban.sourceoecd.org/pdf/dac06/statann.pdf [cited 12/02/07
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Recent Commitments
At the G8 meeting at Gleneagles in 2005, spurred on by the Commission for Africa report, governments
pledged an additional $48 billion of aid by 2010 of which half would be for Africa.
Few countries have hit the UN target for giving 0.7% of their national income in aid. Every developed
country could reach this target easily – it is simply a matter of political will.

There are signs of countries falling away from their promises at Gleneagles. Total DAC aid fell by 5.1%
in 2006 compared with 200516. Worryingly, the countries furthest away from the UN 0.7% target saw
the biggest falls in aid.

At the launch seminar of the Globalisation and Global Poverty Group on 26th April 2006 James Rubin
proposed setting up a troika of eminent persons to review the progress of member states in meeting their
commitments. The body would be composed of people – “people of the calibre of ex-presidents Clinton
and Bush senior, Kofi Annan plus a leading European statesman or soon to be ex prime minister” – with
sufficient clout to name and shame governments. We welcome the subsequent establishment of a
high level review body to perform this function and hope it will be fearless in urging governments
to meet their promises.
Global Non-State Capital Flows to Poorer Countries
This paper focuses on UK official flows of aid financed from taxation. This is not to say that other UK
aid flows are unimportant, but simply because something is important does not mean the government
should start to interfere in it. Other flows of money, through investment, private charity, and remittances
are all crucial and play a positive role in alleviating poverty.

Global flows include funds from charities, NGOs, churches and individuals. Recently mega private
funds like the Gates Foundation, enhanced by Warren Buffet’s pledge of $37 billion, have become major
players in their own right. It is estimated private development assistance from OECD countries
amounted to $17 billion in 200117. In addition remittances from emigrants provide a large flow of
foreign exchange to developing countries. The IMF estimated such flows stood at $91 billion in 200318.

These flows are valuable not only because they add significantly to the quantum of Aid but because they
are a source of innovation; often bring expertise with them; may be directly channelled via family,
church and other links on the ground to meet needs which might otherwise be unidentified. Some of the
large foundations (like the Gates Foundation) bring a welcome results orientated approach sometimes
lacking in government funded giving.

Private sector investment also has a key role to play in development. The amount of private capital
available for developing countries dwarfs the aid budget. Helping countries access this is key. China,
perhaps the best example of a country moving rapidly from under-development to a developed economy,
received $482 billion in foreign private capital (FDI and commercial loans) between 1979-200019.
The Group’s paper on economic development discusses ways of increasing private investment in poorer
countries, and in the DFID chapter we set out a ‘demand led fund’ which would be open to any non state
organisation which could deliver developmental benefits.
16 http://www.oecd.org/document/17/0,2340,en_2649_33721_38341265_1_1_1_1,00.html [cited 13/03/07]
17 Atkinson, A.B., (2005), “The Way Forward,” in New Sources of Development Finance, New York: Oxford University Press
18 Gupta, Sanjeev, Patillo, Catherine, A., Wagh, Smita (2006) “Are donor countries giving more or less Aid?” IMF l WP/06/01: IMF
19 Fung, K.C., Iizaka, H., Tong, S. (2002) Foreign Direct Investment in China: Policy, Trend and Impact (preliminary version) http://www.hiebs.hku.hk/working_paper_updates/pdf/wp1049.pdf [cited 14/02/07]
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THE UK’S CONTRIBUTION
Britain’s current aid effort

Published figures for Britain’s aid effort are very confusing.
Total UK Gross Public Expenditure on Development in 2005/6 was £6.6billion. Although DFID
delivers most of Britain’s Aid effort that was an exceptional year (because of the high level of debt relief
which mostly falls into other departments’ budgets) so DFID’s budget of £4.4billion accounted for only
two thirds of that total. The main elements of aid outside DFID’s budget are debt rearrangements by the
Export Credit Guarantee Department (particularly high that year), investments by CDC, and support for
the British Council via the Foreign Office (which comes under the ‘other’ heading).

20

The main expenditure aggregate on which the aid policy debate focuses is net Official Development
Assistance (ODA) as defined by DAC (the Development Assistance Committee of the OECD). This is
the measure which is the basis of the international target of 0.7% of GNI. UK ODA is largely
equivalent to Gross Public Expenditure on Development (GPEX) in terms of definition.

Unfortunately whereas GPEX and DFID figures are published on a financial year basis, ODA is only
published on a calendar year basis21. The figure for the most recent year - 2005 – was £5.9billion.

We recommend that DFID publish figures for ODA on a financial as well as calendar year basis.

The Future UK Aid Effort

All major UK parties are committed to increase Britain’s net ODA to 0.7% of GNI by 2013, and sustain
this commitment.

David Cameron reaffirmed the Conservative Party’s commitment to that pledge when he became leader.
Indeed, he said

“We will work towards achieving the target of spending 0.7% of national income on aid by 2013.
And every year between now and then, we should look to see if it is desirable, and possible, to go
further and faster.”22
This is the only spending pledge the Party has made in this Parliament.

20 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics
21 The other minor differences in definition between ODA and GPEX are; GPEX includes aid to a small number of countries outside the ODA
definition; ODA is net of loans repaid whereas GPEX is gross; and for debt relief in ODA the full value of a loan is taken in the year it is written off
whereas for GPEX some debt relief is counted in the years the country would have had to repay.
22 Cameron, D. Speech to Oxfam, Oxford Town Hall, 29th June 2006
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Subject to meeting concerns about the quality of aid it would be desirable to meet that commitment
sooner if possible. In view of this, a Conservative government should explore the possibility of
achieving this target more quickly IF adequate means can be found to use it responsibly and countries
have the capacity to absorb additional Aid. (We discuss the issue of absorptive capacity elsewhere.)

Recommendation 2: the government should consider whether the target of 0.7% of GNI could be met
sooner - by 2010 if possible. If quality or other considerations mean that the annual budget is
underspent, unspent allocations should be held in trust until such time as they can be used responsibly.

How UK Aid is Delivered
Aid allocations
Bilateral and Multilateral aid

In 2005/6, 57% of total DFID expenditure was
allocated bilaterally, 38% was allocated to
multilateral organisations and 5% was
absorbed by administration costs.
The proportion of DFID expenditure going
directly to multilaterals has declined over the
last five years.23

The amount allocated to each multilateral
organisation and so to multilaterals in total is
largely determined by the obligations of
membership of each organisation. However,
in some cases additional contributions are
voluntary or negotiable as, for example, to the
European Development Fund which is separate
from the EU’s main aid budgets which come
from the treaty resources of the EU.

It is sometimes argued that the best way to reduce the burdensome number of donors with which
recipient countries have to cope would be for donors like the UK to give more of their aid via
multilateral organisations and less bilaterally. Simon Maxwell has suggested that European countries
should move from giving 20% of their aid through the EU to 80%.

Merely increasing the proportion of British and other donors’ aid that is channelled through multilaterals
would not of itself reduce the number of donors. Only if some of the bilateral agencies cease giving to
some countries entirely and leave it to the multilaterals will the number of donors they have to deal with
be reduced.
In practice donors are not going to abandon bilateral aid even if they increase the proportion of their
budgets going via multilaterals. One reason is that most donors would be reluctant to untie their aid
which would be the consequence of channelling through multilaterals. Another reason is that most
donors want to focus their giving on countries with which they wish to maintain positive links.
23 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics http://www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/sid2006/sid06full.pdf, [cited 15/03/07]
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Moreover, one reason for the lack of harmonised aid is the proliferation of multilateral agencies
themselves. In 2005, 2% of the aid to Vietnam was delivered by 11 UN agencies. No fewer than 28 UN
bodies deal with water24. The UN is making welcome attempts to streamline itself under the ‘one’
programme, but proposals to rationalise and streamline the multilateral aid system are as old as the
system itself.
There is also no clear evidence that multilateral aid is better than untied bilateral aid unless the agency
has a specific expertise.

The problems of reducing proliferation are best handled at the country level, which is why we propose
the idea of Partnership Trusts later in this paper. These could in principle channel aid from all the donors
- both bilateral and multilateral - so that the recipient nation only has to deal with a single entity.

Table 8 shows that the three largest multilateral recipients of DFId’s aid in 2005/6 were are the EU –
which accounts for more than half – the UN and the World Bank.25

The EU
The bulk of Britain’s contribution to the EU aid effort – some £683 million - is drawn from EU’s ‘own
resources’. Individual member states do not therefore have a choice as to whether or how much they
individually should contribute towards this. This sum is divided between two Commissioners; the
Commissioner for External Relations and the Commissioner for Development and Humanitarian Aid,
three policy making bodies, two implementing directorates and two networks of field offices.

Britain also contributed some £234 million in 2005/6 to the European Development Fund which is aid
earmarked for the former dependencies and overseas territories of EU members in Africa, the Carribean
and the Pacific. Member states are not required to contribute to this under the EU treaties.26

Although massive the EU aid effort has been subject to considerable criticism. A former International
Development Secretary, Clare Short, said the EU was “the worst development agency in the world”. Its
handling of its budget was “an outrage and a disgrace”. “Member states should think seriously about
scaling back European Commission programmes and spending them better elsewhere.”
24Simon Maxwell, Head of the Overseas Development Insitute in an unpublished note to the Group
25DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics (http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/sid2006/tablesindex.asp), Table 1.
26DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics
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The principal criticisms levelled against the EU effort are:

• The lack of pro-poor focus. Only 46% of EU aid went to low income countries in 2005, roughly half of
what DFID aims to achieve27. This is partly because the EU has a legitimate need to assist the
development of neighbouring middle income countries in the Balkans, former Soviet Union, Near East
and Mediterranean. This is intended to create local markets, reduce migration pressures and promote
security, friendship and stability among its neighbours. But EU aid goes not only to middle income
neighbours, but to almost all middle income countries. Indeed the EU is more promiscuous in its aid
programme than almost any other donor. In 2005 it gave funding to 133 countries – both low and middle
income. These included China ($49.5 million), Chile ($16.7 million), South Africa ($143.3 million),
Venezuela ($11.2 million) and many other relatively prosperous countries28. The idea these rather small
sums are particularly crucial to either EU influence or development in these countries is not credible.
The smaller, EDF portion of EU aid is focused on poorer countries since it goes to the Cotonou
partnership countries which are predominantly low income countries.
• Slow delivery. This is caused by an unnecessarily complex bureaucracy. A survey of aid recipient
countries by Oxfam suggests that a fifth of EU aid arrives more than a year late, compared to just 3% for
other aid donors29. The Commission itself found that 40% of delays to aid projects were the result of the
“administrative processes of the EU” – while only 25% were due to administrative problems in the much
poorer developing countries actually receiving the aid. The BOND network of British development
NGOs castigated the EC’s record of “slow disbursement of funds, bureaucratic procedures and lack of
capacity [which] continue to hinder the effectiveness of European Community aid”30. EU Aid
programmes involve at least two different Commissioners, three departments (RELEX, ECHO and DG
Development), and over 30 different legal instruments. It is particularly unclear why the Director
General of Development and the Director General of EuropeAid are separate.

• High incidence of fraud. There is clear evidence of problems with fraud in the EU aid programme. Just
over 7% of the total EU budget is spent on overseas aid, but aid programmes account for 21% of fraud
investigations by the European Anti-Fraud Office. Despite attempts at reform, serious cases of fraud are
still coming to light. For example in 2006 a report by the EU’s Court of Auditors found that aid for
Russia had been misspent. They noted that one project had involved inventing a region on paper to meet
the criteria for receiving EU funds, and fitness equipment aimed at helping children ended up being used
by Russian soldiers.
• High administration costs The Director General for Development appears to be spending around 9% of
its costs on administration. By comparison, DFID spends around 5% of its costs on administration. This
is mainly to do with what one academic researcher, (now working at DFID), bluntly called “the inner
workings of a Byzantine bureaucracy with a procedure-driven ethos”.

• Recycling funds to other multilaterals. One unnecessary administrative activity is the EU’s funding of
other multilateral institutions – in particular the World Bank’s International Development Association
(IDA). Over the last four years the EU has passed on $2.1 billion of its budget to other multilateral
organisations. This means a wasteful chain of transfers: national agencies administering a transfer to the
EU which then administers a transfer to another multilateral organisation, which then eventually
administers aid to the recipient country - with administrative costs and delay at each stage. The EU
should not be a channel for passing on funds to other multilaterals. Given the EU principle of
subsidiarity, that the EU should not do what member states can do as easily themselves, member states
should decide how much they wish to allocate to other multilaterals.
27 European Commission (2006) Annual Report 2006: on the European Community’s Development Policy and the Implementation of External
Assistance in 2005 : European Communities - http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/reports/europeaid_annual_report_2006_full_version_en.pdf [cited
22/04/07]
28 OECD, (2006) Geographical Distribution of Financial Flows to Aid Recipients 2000/2004: 2006 Edition: OECD
29 Fraser, A. (2004) Paying the Price, why rich countries must invest now in a war on poverty: OXFAM international
30 BOND, oral evidence to the July 2006 House of Lords report on EU-Africa relations
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• The European Development Fund process takes too long to ratify. At present the EDF process,
which takes place outside the EU budget and is a result of negotiation between the EU and national
governments, is cumbersome. Even though the initial stages of approving the next EDF were finished
by 2007, it takes up to three years before the funds for the EDF can be released after being approved
by all Member states and two thirds of ACP countries.

• It is linked to trade negotiations. Another serious problem with the EDF is that it is linked to
European Partnership Agreements, currently being negotiated to regulate trade between the EU and
developing countries. ACP Countries often feel aid may be withdrawn if they do not act in the way
the EU desires on trade. We would recommend that aid allocations from the EDF should not be
made conditional on agreeing EPAs.

It is sometimes suggested that the EU aid effort reduces duplication. In practice that is not what it
achieves. Instead the EU is merely the 28th donor in addition to the 27 EU member countries. It would
have been sensible for the EU to undertake aid on behalf of new member states. However, in practice
they have initiated their own bilateral aid programmes in addition to their automatic contribution to the
EU programme. Worse still that is one of the least focussed in the world giving to virtually every aid
recipient in the world.

The EU aid effort needs major overhaul. It is perfectly reasonable for the EU to give specific attention to
pre-accession states and neighbouring countries. But that is and should be separate from development
aid. There are plans to streamline the EU aid bureaucracy in ways that would recognise that.

It would then be possible to insist that at least development aid is given a far stronger pro-poor focus.
At the same time the duplication of Commissioners, Directorates and Field networks needs rationalising.
The UK should press for speedy implementation. However, as the quote from Clare Short indicates, the
UK has been urging such reform for a long time with little to show for it. The presumption has been
that by continuing to contribute towards the EDF the UK would gain extra leverage. That does not
seem to have worked.

We therefore recommend that the UK should lay down some clear objectives and timelines for
reorganisation, speeding up aid allocations, reduction of operating costs, ending aid recycling to
other multinationals and cleaning up fraud. If those are not met the UK should give notice of
withdrawal from the EDF. Even though this has fewer of the weaknesses of the main EU aid
budgets it is intimately linked with them; it is the main lever at the UK’s disposal; and the UK can
continue to provide aid to the countries currently receiving help from the EDF. We believe this will
be a powerful spur for much needed reform.
31 The current (2006) definition for a low income country is that it has a Gross National Income per capita of $875 or less.
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Between Low and Middle Income Countries

DFID currently focuses spending on low income countries31, as these contain the largest numbers of
poor people and have the least wealth available to pay for essential services such as health.
DFID has a target that 90% of all DFID bilateral aid must go to low income countries by 2007/8.

The table below shows how the proportion of aid going to low income countries has risen. It reached
84% in 2005/6. DFID’s current target of spending 90% of its bilateral assistance in low-income
countries by 2007/8 is likely to be met.

Geographically

Chart 2 shows the geographical spread of bilateral aid by region. With the growing focus on the
poorest countries the proportion of UK Aid going to Africa has risen.
32 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics
33 Ibid.
34 Ibid.
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UK BILATERAL AID TO
AFRICA (£ million)
576
2001/2
2002/3
740
2003/4
711
2004/5
868
2005/6
1,139
change 2001/2 – 2005/6 +98%

India remains by far the largest recipient of UK aid, with Bangladesh second. Table 3 shows details of
DFID’s top 20 bilateral aid recipients from 2003/4 to 2005/6.
Table 3

35

The Gleneagles summit recommended that 50% of the $50 billion in additional aid by 2010 should go to
Sub-Saharan Africa.
Given the particular problems facing Sub-Saharan Africa, we concur and recommend that DFID should
explicitly allocate at least 50% of all future bilateral aid increases to Sub-Saharan Africa.

35 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics (http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/sid2006/tablesindex.asp), Table 7.
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DIFFERENT METHODS OF DELIVERING AID
How aid is delivered within countries

DFID is essentially a financer of aid. In general, it does not deliver aid programmes nor manage
projects or services itself. The principal modes of channelling finance are shown in table 10 below:
£millions

Bilateral Programme
Poverty Reduction Budget
Support
Of which:
General PRBS
Sector PRBS

Other Financial Aid
Of which:
Sector Wide Approach
Projects/Other
Technical Cooperation

Grants and Other Aid in
Kind - DFID
Of which:
Partnership Agreements
Other CSOs
Other DFID Grants etc.
Grants etc - Other UK
Official Sources
Humanitarian Assistance

Debt Relief - DFID
Debt Relief - Other UK
Official Sources
CDC Investments

Total Bilateral Programme
- DFID
Total Bilateral Programme
- Other UK
Total Bilateral UK AID

2000/1

2001/2

2002/3

2003/4

2004/5

2005/6

264

268.2

208.2

313.5

421.9

524.7

206

264.2

304.2

367.9

283.4

24.1

24
182

245.5
22.7

184.5
23.7

268.8
44.7

306.1
115.8

328.8
195.9
361.1

453.4

35.2
229

474.2

41
263.2

34
333.9

23.3
260.1

53.3
307.8

243.6

294.2

408

469.8

589.7

684.9

559.7

484

465.4

483.6

0
114.2
129.4

53.7
125.9
114.6

57.2
178.7
172.1

59
210.8
200

65.3
202.2
322.2

82.1
200.1
402.7

219.9

192.6

295

310.1

336.2

410.6

82.2

251.7

408.1

175.4

618.4

1588.2

1407.3

1511.1

1795.5

1960.8

2111.5

2504.4

67

20.4

201.4

350.6
1757.9

67.8

17.7

159.4

478.9
1990

BLUE = Aid channelled via DFID
RED = Aid channelled via other UK Official Sources
PINK = Total UK AID

79.5
20.4

237.3

724.9
2520.4

111.2
15.5

350.4

637
2597.8

143.5
14.9

238.3

1000.2
3111.7

153

39.5

156.1

1897.3
4401.7
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The principal Modalities for channelling aid are:

• Poverty Reduction Budget Support. This involves channelling money direct to the recipient
country government to finance the Poverty Reduction Strategy. PRBS can take the form of
- general budget support - a general contribution to the overall budget - or
- sector budget support - support with a more restricted focus which is earmarked for a specific sector.
• Other Financial Aid. This includes
- Sector Wide Programme Assistance (not classified as Direct Budget Support). The distinction
between this and sector budget support is so fine as to be indistinguishable36.
- Project Assistance. Aid is channelled to specific projects. The project may be delivered by a
government agency or by a Non Governmental Organisation.

• Technical Cooperation. This is usually provided in the form of consultancy and advisers - often
commissioned by DFID directly to advise, train or produce reports. It also covers research grants
and funding of training and scholarships.

• Grants and other Aid in kind. Mainly grants to British and International CSOs and to the British
Council. It also includes money transferred by DFID country offices to multinational agencies to
deliver projects locally.

• Humanitarian Assistance. This may include food, clothing, emergency equipment etc. principally
relief in and after emergencies.

• Debt Relief. This does not involve the UK making a cash payment to a developing country, but
agreeing to forego the repayment of capital or interest. The last Conservative government wrote off
all Britain’s bilateral aid loans – converting £1.2billion of loans into gifts. So the only outstanding
debts owed by developing countries to the UK are trade loans guaranteed by the ECGD (and some
small loans to some middle income Commonwealth countries, mainly in the Caribbean, which are
being written off). The other debts owed by developing countries are to multilateral organisations
(e.g. the World Bank, IMF etc.). The UK’s share of the cost of forgiving those loans only appears in
these figures when the UK has to top up the capital of those institutions.

Debt relief has made up an increasing amount of UK international development spending, but this is
likely to reduce over time, given that the UK has granted debt relief to the poorest countries.
It is easier to see how different areas of spending have changed in recent years if we convert aid
modality into a % of UK bilateral aid.

36 In a written parliamentary answer the Secretary of State for International Development defined a SWAp (Sector wide approach) as requiring:
“1) A comprehensive sector policy and strategy in place:
2) An annual sector expenditure programme and medium term Sectoral Expenditure Framework:
3) Donor coordination is government led:
4) Major donors can provide support within the agreed framework.
As well as at least one of the following:
5) A significant number of donors committed to moving towards greater reliance on government financial and accountability systems:
6) A common approach by donors to implementation and management.”
A SWAp is thus similar to sector budget support except for the fact it may also use spending procedures outside normal government channels.
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Table 11: Types of UK bilateral aid as a % of UK bilateral aid (excluding debt relief)
2000/1

Bilateral Programme
Poverty Reduction Budget
Support
15.8
Of which:
General PRBS
0.0
Sector PRBS
1.4
Other Financial Aid
12.3
Of which:
Sector Wide Approach
1.4
Projects/Other
10.9
Technical Cooperation
27.1
Grants and Other Aid in Kind
– DFID
14.5
Of which:
Partnership Agreements
0.0
Other CSOs
6.8
Other DFID Grants etc.
7.7
Grants etc - Other UK Official
Sources*
4.0
Humanitarian Assistance
13.1
CDC Investments
12.0
Total Bilateral Programme
– DFID
84.0
Total Bilateral Programme
- Other UK
20.9
Total Bilateral UK AID
100.0

2001/2

2002/3

2003/4

2004/5

2005/6

15.4

9.9

12.9

16.9

18.6

2.0
13.2
27.3

1.9
12.5
26.5

1.4
13.8
20.0

0.9
10.4
18.7

1.9
10.9
17.2

3.1
7.2
6.6

2.7
8.5
8.1

2.4
8.7
8.3

2.6
8.1
12.9

2.9
7.1
14.3

14.1
1.3
15.2

16.9

8.7
1.1
14.4

19.3

11.1
1.8
15.2

19.4

12.3
4.6
11.4

23.7

11.7
7.0
12.8

24.3

3.9
11.1
9.2

3.8
14.0
11.2

4.6
12.8
14.5

5.8
13.5
9.6

5.4
14.6
5.5

27.5
100.0

34.3
100.0

26.3
100.0

40.1
100.0

67.4
100.0

86.9

BLUE = Aid channelled via DFID
RED = Aid channelled via Other UK Official Sources
PINK = Total UK AID

85.0

80.9

84.7

89.0

Three trends stand out from table 11.

• Although the government has recently placed much emphasis on increasing the use of PRBS to
channel aid the proportion going by this route has not greatly increased since 2000/1 – though after
declining for a couple of years there is now a discernable uptrend.
• There has been a marked reduction in the technical assistance share of aid.

• The sharpest growth has been in the rather undefined category “grants and aid in kind” not delivered
via CSOs. This has increased from 14.5% to 24.3% of DFID’s Aid spending, with a particularly large
increase in ‘Other DFID grants’, which have risen from 7.7% to 14.3% of all aid. This large increase
is presumably transfers by country offices to multilateral agencies for specific purposes.3738 For
example, when the UK gives £38 million to UNICEF specifically to help orphans and children made
vulnerable by AIDs this is counted as bilateral not multilateral spending39.

37 The OECD DAC notes that “Where donors effectively control the disposal of funds channelled through multilateral agencies, these should be
reported as bilateral aid. This applies to contributions earmarked for specific countries, sectors or themes”.
38 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics
39 http://www.DFID.gov.uk/news/files/pressreleases/pr-africanorphans.asp
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How Bilateral Aid is Allocated Between Sectors.
DFID does not set targets for aid by sector. The actual sector allocation is the result of priorities within
each country. Decisions are taken country by country and even project by project, though these
decisions are influenced by the MDGs.

The chart below shows how DFID aid was allocated by sector in 2005/640.

Governance, Health and Social expenditures all saw large increases in their spending between 2001/2
and 2005/6, receiving increases of between 74% and 99%. Spending on rural Livelihoods actually fell
by 14%, despite a 65% rise in DFID’s budget over the same period. Expenditure on the Environment
has remained relatively modest and remarkably stagnant given the prominence of climate change.
Each DFID project or programme is also assigned markers indicating which MDGs are principal or
significant objectives. Programmes can receive several markers. Fig 13 below shows the current
distribution of objectives41.

40 This is for all funding which can be assessed as belonging to the eight categories used, and debt relief, which has been disaggregated from the
economic section it is placed in.
41 As each project/programme may have multiple markers the columns in this table add up to more than the total value of UK bilateral aid.
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The largest overall objective on this measure is Good Governance followed by Eradication of extreme
poverty and hunger. It is perhaps significant that there is no specific marker for promoting economic
growth.

DFID’s aid allocation given in the tables above is very different from the allocation suggested by the
Commission for Africa. The Commission for Africa breaks down the additional aid that it deems
necessary into the following components: growth, infrastructure and trade (27%), health (26%), HIV and
AIDS (13%), education (10%), contingency spending (7%), social inclusion (5%), mitigation of
economic shocks to developing nations economies (5%), governance (4%), and peace and security (2%).
Compared with current spending this increases health and economic aid, whilst the reducing the amount
given for governance and social inclusion would fall.

While it is interesting to report the absolute amounts and proportions of aid spending in different
sectors, arbitrary percentages should not be used to determine aggregate distribution. Aid
priorities should be determined from the bottom up, country by country. They will vary
considerably between countries. Aggregate figures mask these differences and overall targets
could drive spending priorities in ways that are inappropriate.

We welcome DFID’s current practice of not using sectoral targets. We concur with the
recommendation made by in the DAC Peer Review that, “in keeping with the Paris Declaration,
DFID is encouraged to avoid setting additional aggregate sector or thematic spending targets, so as
not to undermine country ownership and aid effectiveness. 42 However we have identified in our
work on economic development that a higher priority should be accorded to spending on
infrastructure and agriculture. In view of the pressing need to tackle climate change, DFID should
review the low priority which it appears to attach to environmental improvement.

42 OECD DAC (2006) United Kingdom DAC Peer Review: Main Findings and Recommendations, OECD
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GOOD GOVERNANCE BY DONORS

Plenty of attention is given to the need for good governance by countries receiving aid. But we also need
good governance by donors. The poor practice by donors can do as much to undermine the efficacy of aid
as weak governance in recipient countries. They range from failure to target aid on the poorest; the
volatility and unpredictability with which promised Aid actually arrives; lack of harmonisation between
donors placing a huge strain on recipient countries government capacity to meet conflicting reporting
requirements; unrealistic attempts at conditionality specifying unenforceable or complex conditions; lack of
emphasis on effectiveness and failure to specify measurable outcomes.

These problems are not new but the donor community has been lethargic about addressing them. The DAC
2005 Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness tries to set out a sensible code of practice but its terms are rather
vague and adherence is voluntary. DFID has been in the forefront of seeking to implement better practice.
But progress has been slow.

Targeting aid on the poorest

DFID has currently adopted a strong ‘pro-poor’ stance. UK policy should continue this. It is particularly
important that poor people in middle income countries are not ignored – especially as they will constitute a
growing proportion of the global poor.
There are two ways to measure poverty in a country. One is to look at how many poor people (as
internationally defined) live in a country, regardless of average income. The second is to look at
average income.
The internationally accepted definition of absolute poverty is if an individual lives on less than $1 a day,
(adjusted for purchasing power).

Countries are also classified as low income, middle income or high income based on their average income
per head. Currently a low income country is one with a Gross National Income per capita of $875 or less. A
lower middle income country has an annual GNI between $876 and $3,465, and upper middle countries a
GNI between $3,466 and $10,725.43
Focusing aid on ‘the poorest’ can mean focusing on countries with the lowest average incomes or the
countries with the greatest numbers of people living on less than $1 a day or some combination of both.

UK Aid Allocation and the ‘poorest’

DFID has currently adopted a strong ‘pro-poor’ stance which we support. Within this, it is important that
poor individuals living in middle income countries are not ignored – especially as they will constitute a
growing proportion of the poor globally.

Ideally UK aid should therefore be allocated where there are most very poor people – those living on less
than $2 or even $1 per day. However, DFID has chosen to allocate aid to the poorest countries on the basis
of average income rather than the number of poor people. The Department believes that this makes sense
for three reasons:
• Since average incomes are very low, obviously there is a great deal of poverty in these countries. A
country which has an average income below $900 dollars a year will obviously contain many people on
less than $1 a day.
• A low average income means there is little taxable income internally to meet the needs of the poorest.
43 http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/DATASTATISTICS/0,,contentMDK:20420458~menuPK:64133156~pagePK:64133150~piPK:64133175~t
hSitePK:239419,00.html [cited 23/04/07]
These thresholds are updated every year to incorporate the effect of international inflation, measured by the average inflation of Japan, the United
Kingdom, the United States, and the Euro Zone.
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• Data on the numbers of poor living on less than $1 a day are hard to come by. Many underdeveloped
countries do not have current figures or indeed any figures on the incidence of this level of poverty. This
makes it hard to target money at the numbers of those living on less than $1/day except by targeting poor
countries. Countries which receive significant UK aid but for which there are no figures for those living
on less than $1 a day are; Burma, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Eritrea, Guinea, Lebanon, Liberia,
Mauritius, Somalia, Sudan, Swaziland, Togo, Uganda, Uzbekistan, West Bank and Gaza. Many other
countries have out of date figures.

DFID has set a target that at least 90% of DFID funds go to low income countries by 2007/844. It is likely to
achieve this target. In 2005/6 the proportion of DFID bilateral spending (including humanitarian relief) on
low-income countries was 84%, up from 74% in 2001/2 - despite diversion of £87 million to Iraq45.
Between 2001/2 and 2005/6, DFID’s share of bilateral spending on lower middle income countries fell from
17% to 13%, and the share of bilateral spending on upper middle income countries fell from 9% to 3%46.

To focus aid on the poorest within low income countries DFID created a Resource Allocation Model in 2003
which aids funding allocations to particular countries. The model sets out guidelines to be considered in
DFID’s Strategic Review of Resource Allocation Priorities, which in turn sets out individual country budgets
over three year periods (corresponding with the Public Service Agreement timeframes). The formula DFID
uses is:
Share of aid for country X = ((Population ÷ GNI/head) x CPIA x (1 +MDG + Economic Vulnerability) +/10 % of the ‘ideal share’ of aid.47

The ‘ideal share’ component of the model is where DFID compares how much aid any particular country
would get if all donors used this model, and how much they received in reality. (If ideally a country would
receive £100 million but only receives £90 million, the UK gives an additional £1 million, 10% of the £10
million gap).
Additionally, India’s aid is ‘capped’ at a fixed amount (£270 million in 2005). 48

FID’s current policy works on the assumption that most of the poorest – defined as those living on less than
$1 a day - live in the poorest countries. At the moment this is broadly true. Excluding China (which is a
middle income country and contains some 200 million $1 a day poor) – around 90% of the poorest people in
the rest of the world do live in low income countries.

There is thus currently a rough equivalence between the proportion of people in absolute poverty who live in
low income countries and DFID’s target of allocating 90% of its aid to low income countries.

The problem with current policy. However, this will become less true as low income countries like India
and Bangladesh - which still have large numbers of very poor people - move into the middle income
category. India is expected to gain middle income status in 2008/9 although it will still have several
hundred very poor citizens. India is the biggest recipient of UK aid and its likely allocation of £290 million,
will be greater than the 10% of the aid budget allotted for all middle income countries. So if DFID sticks to
its target of 90% of aid going to low income countries, it will either have to cut off all aid to India or cut off
aid from all existing middle income countries who currently receive UK aid. Neither option is practical or
morally acceptable.
44 “THE PROPORTION OF DFID’S BILATERAL PROGRAMME GOING TO LOW-INCOME COUNTRIES IS AT LEAST 90%” DFID PSA 2005-2008
http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/PSA/DFID-PSA-2005-08.pdf [cited 21/03/07]
45 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/sid2006/sid06-full.pdf
[cited 21/03/07]
46 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics
47 DFID (2006) ‘A consumer’s guide to the resource allocation model’: HMSO
48 http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/54/57/37010997.pdf [cited 21/03/07]
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Expected
real GDP per
capita
growth rate

% p.a.
6.5
4.6

Year will
obtain
middle
income
status
2009
2011

% current
population
living on
less than $1
a day
%
34
(2000)51
13

Number
living on
less than $1
per day

(millions)
370
(2004)52
18
(1999)53

2007/8
planned
share of UK
bilateral aid49
£million
£290m
12.8%
£106m
4.6%

Additionally by 2015 several other countries which are currently major UK aid recipients may also
achieve middle income status, (e.g. Ghana, Vietnam, Bangladesh). Achievement of middle income
status is unlikely to coincide with the abolition of absolute poverty in any of these countries. On
crossing the middle income threshold of $875 per year, the average available daily income available for
each citizen is $2.4. Given natural economic inequality, countries moving to middle income status will
almost always contain large numbers of people living on less than $1 a day.
Reforming DFID’s aid allocation to take account of this. One option for avoiding this sharp cliffedge effect would be to allocate aid using a model which incorporates both low and middle income
countries aid allocations into one formula. This would have two substantial disadvantages
• It would be hard to come up with a model which did not reduce the focus on low income states and
increase funding to middle income ones.
• It could not incorporate the $1 a day aspect of poverty in respect of the countries which do not have
these figures.

Despite the theoretical attraction of a model to encompass all countries it is therefore best to continue to
treat low and middle income countries separately.

Recommendation 4: UK aid to countries who are already middle income should be contained
within the current 10% of the aid budget reserved for them. Aid to all other aid recipients,
including those which are currently low income but achieve middle income status in future should
be drawn from the 90% currently reserved for low income countries. However, as middle income
countries develop the amount of aid they are entitled to should be indicated by a formula which
reduces their allocation as average income rises and the proportion of the population living on less
than a dollar a day declines.

49 DFID Departmental Report 2006 Annex 1: HMSO
http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/departmental-report/2006/6564-Annexes.pdf [cited 13/05/07]
50 Data from the World Bank
http://devdata.worldbank.org/AAG/ind_aag.pdf [cited 21/03/07]
51 Data from World Development Indicators, World Bank
http://devdata.worldbank.org/wdi2005/Section2.htm [cited 21/03/07]
52 World Bank, Chen & Ravallion (2007) Absolute poverty measures for the developing world 1981-2004: World Bank
53 Data from World Development Indicators, World Bank http://devdata.worldbank.org/wdi2005/Section2.htm [cited 21/03/07]
54 Figs in bold are from World Bank indicators referenced below /Figs in Italics are from World Development Indicators 2005.
(In this table and the rest of this paper nominal increases in variables are ignored as the real growth rate and income threshold is adjusted for
these factors.)
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Predictability

The unpredictability and short grant-cycles of countries’ aid receipts is one of the greatest obstacles to
efficient development planning.55 Aid often arrives late and sometimes never materialises. One survey
found that in a quarter of cases aid disbursements arrived 6 to 12 months late while only 35% of all aid
arrived on time56. As a result recipient countries’ finance ministries discount donor commitments by
50% of more57. A 2006 study found that “the analysis shows that aid has been more volatile than
domestic fiscal revenues by a wide margin.” 58
Such delays may be due to partner countries failing to meet conditions that donors set, or administrative
bottlenecks and changes in donor priorities. Often donors do not produce firm multi year commitments.
Donor policy is notoriously driven by fashion and as fashion changes aid flows to new types of project
or different countries. The net result is country partners cannot accurately predict what aid they will
receive.
This is important because:

• Predictable aid flows make it easier for partner governments to make more strategic use of funds, e.g.
by integrating them into long term public expenditure plans. This enables sustained improvements, for
example in health or education.
• In contrast, unpredictable and volatile aid makes it difficult for partner governments to plan ahead or
manage their economy in a way that enables poverty reduction and growth. For example, they cannot
use aid to cover the cost of public sector salaries if they cannot guarantee when and for how long they
will receive those funds
• Unpredictability means that recipient countries have to use a significant portion of enhanced aid to
build up their foreign exchange reserves in case flows subsequently diminish59.

Research has demonstrated that aid is four times more volatile than domestic revenues, and in highly aid
dependent countries aid is seven times more volatile than domestic revenue. Wherever possible this
stop-go approach to funding should be eliminated.60
We note DFID’s investigations into the volatility of aid flows disaggregated by aid instrument, donor,
recipient and period. In particular we welcome DFID’s commitments to:

• Improve the long-term predictability of aid flows by drawing up 10 year arrangements with partner
governments. (We applaud the early 10 year memorandums of understanding DFID has with Ethiopia
and Sierra Leone and note it is planning to negotiate similar agreements with a number of other
countries, including Tanzania, Afghanistan, Rwanda and Vietnam.)
• Offer rolling multi-year poverty reduction budget support (PRBS) arrangements to partner
governments whose Poverty Reduction Strategies are working well.
• Inform recipients of its aid disbursement plans at a time and in the form needed for finalisation of their
budget, and its intention to disburse PRBS in the first six months of the partner's financial year.
• Report publicly on PBRS disbursement for the year and on commitments for three years ahead.
Fluctuations in aid are inevitable, but will have a less damaging impact on recpients if countries can plan
for them and replace curtailed aid flows with other resources.

55 ActionAid’s written submission to the GGPG (2007).
56 Fraser, A. (2004) Paying the Price, why rich countries must invest now in a war on poverty: OXFAM international
57 Greenhill R., Watt, P. (2006) Real Aid, an agenda for making Aid work : AcitonAid International http://www.actionaid.org/assets/pdf%5Creal_aid_192005_153541.pdf [cited 05/12/06]
58 Bulir, A & Hamann, A.J. (2006), "Volatility of Development Aid: From the Frying Pan into the Fire?".IMF Working Paper No. 06/65 IMF
59 What would doubling aid do for macroeconomic management in Africa ODI Working Paper 264, April 2006
60 Bulir, A., and Hamann, A.J.(2003): “Aid Volatility: An Empirical Assessment” IMF Staff Papers, Vol. 50, No. 1, 2003: IMF
http://www.imf.org/External/Pubs/FT/staffp/2003/01/PDF/Bulir.pdf [cited 17/03//07]
Bulir, A & Hamann, A.J. (2006), "Volatility of Development Aid: From the Frying Pan into the Fire?".IMF Working Paper No. 06/65 IMF
http://www.imf.org/external/np/seminars/eng/2005/famm/pdf/hamann.pdf), [cited 17/03/07]
Bulir, A and Hamann, A.J (2003) , “Aid Volatility, an Empirical Assessment” IMF Staff Papers Vol.50, No 1, 2003 : IMF http://www.imf.org/insight/policydivision/teams/devfin/Volatility/BulirHamann2001.pdf. [cited 13/03/07]
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DFID should continue to develop funding mechanisms which provide longer-term, more stable and
more flexible funding wherever possible. Governments, NGOs and others will receive longer-term
funding decisions not repeated short-term funding which makes for poor planning and inefficient rapid upand down-scaling of programmes. Where halting long-standing programmes is necessary funding should be
tapered down not suddenly cease, allowing recipients to provide replacement funding.

There is evidence that the volatility of aid is exacerbated by the fact that donors often follow IMF decisions
about macro-economic eligibility for loans which means that signals sent by the IMF are greatly amplified61.
This can have very perverse effects. For example, a developing country may be finding it difficult to
balance its budget; the IMF will not release a loan until they do so; that is reasonable enough; but if donors
then refuse to disburse commitments on which the developing country was relying a difficult task is
rendered impossible. DFID should initiate discussions with the IMF and DAC to tackle this problem.

Harmonisation

The competing priorities, expectations, procedures and practices of different donors - not to mention the
continual demand for meetings and audiences - place considerable financial and time burdens on partner
countries. For example, St. Vincent – an island state with a population of 117,000 – is required to monitor
191 indicators on HIV/AIDS. Guyana was asked to report to donors on 169 indicators62. A survey of 14 aid
recipients found that they received an average of 214 aid donor missions in 200363, with Vietnam and
Cambodia receiving 400 each. Less than 10% of these were joint undertakings. Uganda has over 40 donors
delivering aid in-country and the Government of Uganda’s own figures show that it had to deal with 684
different aid instruments and associated agreements between 2003/04 and 2006/07 for aid into the central
budget alone64. The Rwandan education sector has 13 donors and an estimated 48 projects, the majority of
which are for less than US$1m65. The roll call of donor un-coordination could fill the rest of this report.
Efforts are underway among donors to work together more effectively and more closely with partner
governments with the aim of reducing these burdens and increasing the effectiveness of aid, especially by
improving internal country capacity.

To date donors have made the following commitments to aid harmonisation:

• Monterrey 2002: to 'harmonise their operational procedures…reduce transaction costs and make [aid]
disbursement and delivery more flexible, taking into account national development needs and objectives
under the ownership of the recipient country';
• Rome 2003: to implement Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
Development Assistance Committee (DAC) Good Practice Papers including on harmonisation; and
• Paris 200566: all DAC donors agreed to be monitored and held to account against 12 aid effectiveness
indicators including on harmonisation.

61 Bulir, A & Hamann, A.J. (2006), "Volatility of Development Aid: From the Frying Pan into the Fire?".IMF Working Paper No. 06/65 IMF
62 Burall, S., Maxwell, S., Rocha Menocal, A. (2006) “Reforming the International aid Architecture: Options and ways Forward” ODI Working Paper
278: ODI - http://www.odi.org.uk/publications/working_papers/wp278.pdf [cited 25/04/07]
63 http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/31/37/33981948.pdf [cited 25/04/07]
64 Burall, S., Maxwell, S., Rocha Menocal, A. (2006) “Reforming the International aid Architecture: Options and ways Forward” ODI Working Paper
278: ODI http://www.odi.org.uk/publications/working_papers/wp278.pdf
65 UNDP (2006) From Paris to Practice: Tools for better aid coordination and management. Workshop report from Bangkok, 6-8 June 2006, United
Nations Development Programme
66 High Level Forum (2005) “Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness” World Bank
http://www1.worldbank.org/harmonization/Paris/FINALPARISDECLARATION.pdf [cited 14/11/07]
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In February 2003, following Monterrey, DFID launched its Action Plan to Promote Harmonisation. DFID
committed itself to simplifying the way we deliver aid so that it:
• minimises the burden on partner countries;
• is sufficiently flexible to reflect the specific circumstances in each partner country and, where appropriate,
to enable harmonisation around partner government systems; and
• gives greater emphasis to building capacity in partner countries. 68
Since then DFID has been at the forefront of advocating harmonisation and alignment, and active in
testing out new approaches. For example, it helped on the OECD DAC work on incentives for
harmonisation initiated in April 2004, pushing for challenging commitments and targets to be adopted in
the Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness. DFID has also committed to having more joint offices with
other donors.

To date Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Germany, Japan,
Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, and US have harmonisation plans in place, as do the World Bank, Asian
Development Bank, Inter American Bank, UN Development Group and European Commission. These
harmonisation plans are useful internal guides for on the ground staff, and DFID should use them to
harmonise its own internal procedures with as many other countries as possible.
As of mid 2005, eight developing countries had harmonisation action plans, including Tanzania and
Vietnam. Ethiopia wants donors to align behind its system. Ghana, one of the most advanced aid
recipients has agreed a 'common approach' to harmonisation with donors. The Ghana Joint Assistance
Strategy, published in February 200769, signed up to by donors worth around 95% of developmental
flows, pledged to create unified systems for finance and monitoring for donors and the Ghanaian
Government.

In the EU Action Plan on Harmonisation, the EU made four additional commitments to the Paris
declaration:
• To provide all capacity building assistance through coordinated programmes with an increasing use of
multi-donor arrangements.
• To channel 50% of government-to-government assistance through country systems.
• To avoid establishing any new Project Implementation Units.
• To reduce the number of uncoordinated missions by 50%.

We applaud DFID for the leadership it has provided towards aid harmonisation, and the considerable
work it has done in this area to date.70 However, there is still much to be done.

67 DFID (2003) “Harmonisation, Improving Aid Effectiveness and Supporting Poverty reduction Strategies” Message for Sec. State for International
Development to DFID staff- http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/Harmonisation-Action-Plan.pdf [cited 25/05/07]
68 ibid
69 Ghana Joint Assistance Plan (G-JAS) (2007) http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTGHANA/Resources/GJAS_Final_270207.pdf [cited 19/05/07
70 OECD DAC (2006) United Kingdom DAC Peer Review: Main Findings and Recommendations, OECD DAC http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/54/57/37010997.pdf [cited 24/04/07]
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Poverty Reduction Partnership Trusts

There is increasing recognition that donors need to coordinate ODA in-country, and this agenda has
accelerated with the Paris Declaration.

We therefore propose the institution of Partnership Trusts. The Partnership Trusts would seek to involve
all donors to a country - both bilateral and multilateral – and all types of aid – budget support,
programme aid, project aid and technical assistance.

Bilateral donors have undertaken a number of sporadic mechanisms which might be useful in drawing
up such a model. The Principals’ Group in Tajikistan is a coordination body of Ambassadors and
representatives of donors and International Financial Institutions. They participate in regular
coordination meetings with a rotating chairperson. But the Group does not disperse funds or agree on
evaluation mechanisms.

Pakistan established a committee under the Government's Economic Affairs Division (EDA) following
the 2005 earthquake. The Donor Coordination Cell was, according to EDA, "created as a specialized
outfit within EAD that provides a single window for donor coordination to allow for an institutional
follow-up of Pakistan Development Forum and act as a unit for coordinating with donors at a more
thematic level to ensure effective aid utilization and monitoring… This will also serve as full-fledged
networking unit to build closer contacts with donors and assist in not only raising donor funds but also in
mobilizing donors for major programs or initiatives of the government."
Perhaps the best model for our proposed Partnership Trusts is the Independent Monitoring Group set up
by the Government of Tanzania.

The experience of Tanzania over the last ten years provides the elements of an approach, even though
some donors have been much more enthusiastic than others. The Tanzanian model originated with an
independent report by a five person group, funded by a concerned Scandinavian donor, in mid-1995
when aid relationships were severely strained. In 1997 agreement was reached on a set of fairly concrete
and monitorable steps - or “agreed notes”, since there was no formal compact - to be undertaken both by
the Tanzanian government and by the donors.
Additionally agreement was reached to monitor progress in a systematic and independent way – this is
where the model could have lessons for our proposed Partnership Trusts. With full cooperation from the
majority of donors, reports on progress were made by the independent chair of the original group to the
next three Consultative Group meetings, including a major review in 1999 in which grades of A to F
were assigned for each of 18 specific agreed objectives. By agreement, collective, not individual,
assessments of donor performance were made.

The process was working sufficiently well that in 2000 it was formalised by the establishment of an
Independent Monitoring Group, made up again of both Tanzanians and foreigners (including a
Ugandan). An independent Tanzanian research institution (the Economic and Social Research
Foundation) provided its secretariat. Again, it reported to the annual Consultative Group meeting in
December 2002.

All this was further systematised in the Tanzania Assistance Strategy, put together in 1999-2000 under
Tanzanian leadership, with full donor cooperation, to guide both donors and the Tanzanian government
on how best to incorporate external support into Tanzania’s development programmes (including its
PRSP) which has now become the Joint Assistance Strategy.
The results of the Tanzanian model have included:
• Some reduction in transaction costs;
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• Smoother introduction of budget support, basket funding and SWAPs (and reduced relative importance of
projects);
• Increased provision of donor data in standardised/harmonised forms – consequently much more ODA is
channelled through the normal planning and budgeting processes of the Tanzanian budget;
• Rationalised calendar planning, e.g., some harmonizing of meetings and procedures, alignment of donor
and local budget/accounting cycles, provision of “space” free from donor demands at critical (e.g. prebudget) times;
• Designation of “lead donors” in sector basket funds, permitting a reduced number of missions and reports.

The lessons from the Tanzanian experience include:
• Better processes and increased coordination at the recipient country level are possible;
• There are no panaceas in SWAPs, basket funds, budget support or other ‘silver bullets’;
• Systematic and independent monitoring, by informed and respected personnel, with broad terms of
reference, is helpful;
• It is helpful to have considerable devolution of donor authority, with adequate capacity to act and, of
course, headquarters support for overall objectives (in this case, WB, now UNDP and UK, and the
Scandinavians were key);
• Accountability, transparency, and commitment to learning are essential.

However, none of these models have the level of devolved responsibility for allocating aid nor as wide a
number of donors as we envisage for the Partnership Trusts.

For the Partnership Trusts to have a significant impact, first, a wide range of donors must be involved;
second, a substantial portion of aid must be channelled through this route; third, for the Partnership Trusts to
operate effectively the road to its establishment must reflect that of the Tanzanian model, with a close
partnership between donors and the recipient country.

We propose that Partnership Trusts should be administrated by a small Executive comprising representatives
of a small number of the more active donors.

Donors would undoubtedly want to retain the predominant voting power but the Board should include, in
addition to representatives of the donors and the recipient government, observers drawn from:

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Parliamentary committee(s)
Audit Institution;
Civil Society Organisations;
International NGO representatives;
In-country accounting bodies.

It is proposed that each of the donors on the Executive Board should take the lead on different sectors and
work with the respective Government department to oversee and support the work in that area.

Members of the Board would participate in quarterly review and planning meetings. All detailed reports for
the board would be released to local journalists.
In this way far smaller demands would be placed upon recipient governments, closer working relationships
would be formed, more support given, and greater oversight would be achieved. These should be to the
benefit of all, and particularly the poor.

Furthermore, adopting country-specific Partnership Trusts will assist donors in developing particular
technical specialisms if they so choose.
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The Executive Board would be responsible for proposing what aid should be used for and how it should
be dispersed. The Main Board would be responsible for ratifying these plans, subsequently the
Executive Board would be responsible for implementation and monitoring. This removes the
duplication of aid from donors and, furthermore lessens the likelihood that other aid modalities will
undermine the work of the Government – especially as the Partnership Trust would be working from the
recipient’s own enhanced PRSP.

The starting point for each Trust would be Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers, which sets out each
country’s medium term development framework. Donors should focus on supporting the country’s plans
wherever feasible, not impose their own.

Eventually all aid should be channelled through these funds. While the largest gains in harmonisation
are to do with budget and programme support, project aid should also be channelled through this fund.

Specialisation

In most areas of life improvement comes from increasing specialisation. In business competitive
pressures force companies to focus on their core competences. Yet in the aid world most agencies try to
do a bit of every thing. Donors give to an enormous range of countries. Agencies are involved in areas
as diverse as health, economic development and humanitarian relief and. There is a danger of being jack
of all trades but master of none.
DFID should allocate its aid budget so as to encourage NGOs to develop specialist competences
and focuses. DFID should be more willing to use smaller specialist NGOs. There is a tendency of
all government departments to channel contracts to large and well known organisations. Civil
servants are risk averse and know that if things go wrong when using a large, well known
organisation, they will be in less trouble than if they use a smaller, less well known entity.
Ministers must counter this bias by establishing a clear policy of supporting specialisation rather
than size.

Some agencies have already gained a reputation for particular competence in certain areas. For
example, the Dutch Government’s PSOM programme (Programme for Co-operation with Emerging
Markets) is said to be particularly good at a difficult and extremely valuable task - insuring small and
medium size companies against risk in developing countries. This raises levels of investment in such
countries, creating jobs and increasing income. DFID could consider channelling funds for this purpose
through the Dutch Agency rather than trying to replicate it. (Though we should not, as the Dutch do,
only insure our own companies.) Where other Agencies have similar specialisations the UK should
consider using them as channels for our aid devoted to that purpose. There is little point in trying to
reinvent the wheel!
The recent OECD DAC report on DFID applauded the fact DFID reduced the number of ‘partner
countries’ it operates in from 146 to 119 between 1993-94 and 2003-04.

It also stated that, “the programme is still dispersed geographically and sharper focus could be used to
increase the impact of UK ODA…while DFID has withdrawn from several countries, it has opened new
offices in countries such as Pakistan and the Democratic Republic of Congo. With 16 African countries
receiving as a group 89% of DFID funds for Africa, the United Kingdom could re-examine the impact of
its new and still modest aid programmes in countries such as Burkina Faso or Benin.”71
71OECD DAC (2006) United Kingdom DAC Peer Review: Main Findings and Recommendations, OECD DAC http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/54/57/37010997.pdf [cited 24/04/07]
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Reducing the number of countries we operate in would have the following benefits:
• Sharply reduced transaction costs for the UK (e.g. running national head offices) as the UK would
operate in fewer countries.
• If other donor countries follow suit recipient countries would benefit from a larger share of aid
coming from each donor. (It is easier for a Minister of Education to deal with one donor pledging
£200 million than ten donors pledging £20 million.)
• Increased oversight of aid. As the UK would have larger staff offices in these countries it would be
able to dedicated more resources to following aid, as well as having a larger pool of talent in each
country.
• Increased predictability of aid. With the UK pledged to operate in fewer countries, aid allocations
should be more stable. At present, whenever a new country office opens aid is diverted from current
aid recipients.
• Increased ability to ensure aid is used in a ‘pro-poor’ way and a greater knowledge by UK staff of the
country they are operating in.

This last reason is particularly important. As a recent OECD DAC report on the drivers of change
agenda stated, “There is growing recognition among donors of the importance of understanding the
social, cultural, political and institutional context, and its impact on development.” 72

This level of understanding requires staff to have a broad understanding of the countries they operate in
and for individual country offices to have the expertise and power to push for pro-poor changes.
Judgements on how much aid should be budget and programme support is just one crucial decision staff
in country must make.

DFID currently has 67 country offices, with 1,393 staff spread among them – an average of 20 full time
staff on the ground per country. A recent NAO report stated that the average number of days staff spent
in rural areas was just over four days per year. The tendency for staff to spend most of their time in the
capital, allied to them being spread so thinly may prevent the drivers of change agenda being successful.

There is a risk that reducing the number of countries a donor operates in could create ‘aid orphans’. But
this is unlikely to be the case since the UK would normally withdraw from countries to whom we are not
a principal donor. It would, however, be important to consult other donors to ensure that such a process
of rationalisation is coordinated, aid flows are not disrupted and no orphans are created.
Some countries are focusing their aid geographically. Australia’s recent White Paper stated, “Over the
past ten years, Australia has focused its aid on the Asia–Pacific region. This has been a deliberate policy
— focused effort is required to strengthen impact. The Government will continue to concentrate its
efforts to be effective; this cannot be done if Australia’s work is spread across too many regions.”73
Canada has recently declared that it will be focusing on 25 priority countries for over two thirds of its
aid, and reducing its African focus from 46 to 14 countries.

Donor countries, including the UK, should be more aware of their limitations, and be prepared to
recognise that they cannot contribute to every developing country.

DFID, if possible in coordination with other donors, should agree that each donor should focus its
bilateral aid on fewer countries to reduce transaction costs for recipient governments and enable
donors to make a more effective contribution due to improved specialisation and increased
financial and manpower resources.
72 Dahl-Ostergaard, T. Unsworth, S. Robinson, M. Jensen, R.J. (2005) “Lessons Learned On the Use of Power and Drivers of Change Analyses in
developmental cooperation” :OECD -http://www.gsdrc.org/docs/open/DOC82.pdf
73 http://www.ausaid.gov.au/publications/pdf/whitepaper.pdf
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Conditionality

Most people take it for granted that aid agencies can and probably should make aid conditional on how it
is used and the sort of regimes to which it is given. In practice, conditionality is extremely problematic.

Enforcing conditions is difficult for a variety of reasons:

• Enforcing conditions without hurting the poor is often very difficult. If aid is withdrawn entirely
because the regime is tyrannical, bellicose or corrupt the poor suffer most. On the other hand, even if
aid is delivered to the poor by NGOs, this aid may help sustain the regime. Faced with such
dilemmas the USA even sent aid to Bolshevik Russia and the UK has continued to provide
humanitarian relief via the UN in Zimbabwe.
• Even where aid agencies merely want to insist that aid is used for specific purposes there is the
problem of ‘aid fungibility’. For example, if the donor specifies that aid supports education this
reduces the amount the government needs to spend on education for a given output of schools and
teachers. So the government may decide less on schools and more on armaments than it could
otherwise have done – aid is thus indirectly financing armaments.

• On top of this there are political considerations that make donors reluctant to enforce conditions by
withdrawing aid. This would involve admitting aid has been misspent and require the donor to find
other outlets for its aid or risk under spending.

In practice conditions are rarely enforced and recipient governments have realised they rarely need
adhere to conditions they do not like. Even international finance institutions, often criticised for setting
severe conditions on its adjustment loans, have repeatedly lent to countries that have failed to meet the
conditions of previous loans. In the 1980’s and 1990’s Kenya failed to meet conditions set by the World
Bank on four separate occasions, each time receiving new loans on the promise of reform74.

There are examples of successful enforcement of conditions – for example by the Global Fund – but
these tend to be where conditions are linked to the purpose for which aid is provided and where there are
firm monitoring mechanisms.

While donors should want to ensure aid is not abused and that it does not sustain abhorrent regimes or
practices, it is not clear that donors are better placed than recipient governments to lay down detailed
conditions on how to develop their societies. We received evidence from African ministers of the
arrogance of donor agencies in specifying detailed conditions for aid which did not reflect political,
social or economic realities.
What is needed is a limited set of conditions focused on basic governance issues – not an attempt by
donors to micromanage social, political and economic policies in recipient countries.

Economic Conditionality and the World Bank

Current approach. A March 2005 DFID Policy Paper called “Partnerships for poverty reduction:
rethinking conditionality” states:

The World Bank has (also) moved to reduce its conditionality, and this now needs to be applied more
systematically... We will continue to press both the World Bank and IMF to monitor the combined
burden and impact of their conditionality and to use conditionality in accordance with the principles set
out in this paper. 75
74 Collier, Paul, (1997) ‘The failure of conditionality’, in Perspectives on Aid and Development, ed. C. Gwyn and J. Nelson: ODC
75 ibid.
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National sovereignty is important because national governments are better placed than donors to see what
works in their countries. Even if a country would have been wiser never to have embarked on a particular
policy of protectionism the costs of removing protection, particularly if done hastily, may exceed the
benefits. We discuss the issue of free trade and enforced liberalisation in further detail in our Trade Working
Paper.

We heard evidence that the decision imposed by the World Bank to scrap the cocoa marketing board in the
Cote d’Ivoire was taken with no regard to the wider political and economic consequences, and caused
extreme instability in the country76.
However, donors cannot be expected to offer a blank cheque. One of the most promising projects we saw
during our visit to Africa was the redevelopment of Lagos port, involving the privatisation of the port
authority. This injection of private capital and expertise is intended to near double capacity within two
years. Donors must retain the right to set out basic conditions on projects they fund.

The World Bank is already improving its conditionality. In 2005 the World Bank set an average of just 12
conditions per loan, down from 32 in 1999, and by 2005/6 around half of all conditions on a typical loan
were related to public sector governance, whereas in the 1990-4 period governance conditions made up just
a quarter77. Governance conditions are usually imposed so that money given to public sector organisations
are spent correctly, and often include measures to ensure lending is pro-poor.
The British Government should continue to work with the World Bank to ensure the conditions they
attach to loans do not attempt to push highly detailed economic policy reforms on countries –
attempts which usually fail or do more harm than good.

Human Rights Conditionality

It is not the function of aid to “buy” good human rights in a country nor is aid a very effective weapon for
achieving this. Governments that care little for their citizens’ civil liberties are also likely to be insensitive
to their wellbeing. Nonetheless, it would generally be intolerable to fund regimes of an extremely cruel
nature not least because aid might be misused and because it might help sustain the regime in power.

While DFID is not funding governments such as those of Sudan and Zimbabwe, the British Government
was slow to cut aid to the governments of Zimbabwe and Ethiopia when widespread human rights violations
occurred. At present, DFID either tends to cut off aid entirely or not at all. It would be better for DFID to
make a proportionate reduction in aid after initial infringement of human rights, not wait until the situation
has deteriorated to the point where there is no choice but to cut off all aid – by which time governments are
usually unwilling to listen to donors in any case.

Recommendation 11: DFID should create a Human Rights Review Panel to advise whether aid
should continue to flow to governments after human rights abuses occur and that DFID should
respond speedily but proportionately to any deterioration in standards thereby obviating the need
for a more drastic response later on.

Governance Conditions

We believe the principal area where conditions can sensibly be set – and should generally obtain the support
of the recipient government – is the area of governance and transparency.

76 Tidjane Thiam in a GGPG evidence giving session 03/07/06
77 World Bank (2006) “Good Practice Principles for the Application of Conditionality, A Progress Report” : World Bank http://wds.worldbank.org/external/default/WDSContentServer/WDSP/IB/2006/12/05/000112742_20061205163248/Rendered/PDF/37977.pdf
[cited 29/05/07]
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It is reasonable to expect governments to set and publish departmental budgets – especially where aid is
helping to strengthen the country’s Public Financial Management system. It is normal in business to require
a decent level of auditing by reliable and independent auditors, and governments should be no different. It
is equally justifiable to require government transparency in the flow of funds. DFID should insist that
recipient governments notify schools, hospitals and other front line public service providers of their
budget entitlement and publish it locally and on the internet.

Finally, large transfers of money should not occur without some agreement on basic financial management
by recipient governments in return.
Governance conditions of this kind can be largely self policing. These issues are further discussed in our
Corruption and Governance chapter and in our work on Budget and Programme Support.

A Global Donor Index

During the negotiations for the OECD Paris Declaration, it became clear that there was no mechanism to
create a ‘division of labour’ among the various agencies involved and remove some of the inefficiencies
from the current aid system. These include poor coordination, high transaction costs, and stark inequalities
between ‘donor darlings’ and ‘donor orphans’, often unrelated to the recipient country’s track record78. The
Declaration produced twelve indicators of effective aid, but without a mechanism to monitor progress.

One useful tool would be to highlight which donors provide stable, predictable, output-focused and
specialised aid, and which countries do not. We therefore propose publishing an annual Global Donor Index
that would grade donors.

The aims of the Index would be to:

1) Provide long term indications of aid to enhance predictability;
2) Reduce duplication of aid by donors;
3) Provide independent information for recipients on which donors are active in different areas - such as
education, infrastructure or agriculture;
4) Track aid commitments against delivery following the doubling of aid at the 2005 G8 meeting in
Gleneagles;
5) Monitor how regular disbursements of aid pledges are;
6) Monitor how far countries have gone in untying aid;
7) Provide indications of how far donor countries are specialising by
a) Sector
b) Country;
8) Provide a rough assessment of how far outputs and outcomes are given priority by the donor.

Donors must have the integrity to allow independent assessments at country level. Doing so would also help
recipients to choose donors based on the predictability of their aid flows and thereby achieve lower volatility
of aid. It would also shame those donors who are particularly poor into improving their performance.
The Centre for Global Development ahead of the Gleneagles G8 summit produced a Commitment to
Development Index (CDI) which was constructed by a number of independent academics, and rated donors
by subtracting 'points' if aid was provided by a proliferation of small projects; was tied; or went to nations
ranked low on the Transparency International corruption index. What the project shows is how aid quality
matters more than quantity, which is a good starting point for a Global Development Index79.
78 http://www.oecd.org/document/18/0,2340,en_2649_3236398_35401554_1_1_1_1,00.html [cited 25/05/07]
79 http://www.cgdev.org/section/initiatives/_active/cdi/_components/aid [cited 25/05/07]
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Under our proposal the ideal organisation to lead on the Global Donor Index is the OECD DAC, which
holds much of the information on aid flows and produces country profile, information on untied aid, and
peer reviews but does not consolidate the data into a form like the CDI or proposed Global Donor Index.

We recommend that the Global Donor Index goes further than the CDI and includes not just bilateral
donors but also the largest NGOs and the multilateral agencies. The UK can lead the way on this by
establishing an index for UK aid that includes the major British Overseas Aid Groups. This could be
handled by the newly created Independent Aid Evaluation Agency, which we discuss in the DFID
working paper.

The aim of this must be to make aid agencies more accountable, both to the poor in recipient countries
and to the taxpayer.

AID DELIVERY MECHANISMS

A central strand of this paper is that the UK should not attempt to dictate to developing countries
how to spend aid. DFID country offices should instead choose which areas to fund out of a range
of options that countries themselves indicate would be useful to them.
With this in mind we discuss some of the options available to DFID country offices below. This
should be read in conjunction with our DFID working paper.

Budget and Programme Support80+

One of the largest debates in aid circles is about aid given to support a country’s overall budget or the
budgets of particular departmental programmes. The terms Direct Budget Support (DBS) and
Programme Support or Sector Wide Approach (SWAp) are generally used. They are distinct but the
distinctions are blurred, for example, by earmarking certain funds under DBS for specific departmental
programmes.

Budget and Programme Support came into prominence in the 1990s as a response to two perceived
problems with aid. The first was the ‘micro-macro paradox’, where individual project successes in aid
were not seen as translating into wider development successes in developing societies. The second was
that many Asian governments’ success meant there was a sense that countries that hadn’t developed were
not just ‘yet to develop’ but ‘failing to develop’.

One analysis suggested that the key difference was that the successful countries had better established
government structures and were focused on development. African countries in particular had seen
project aid damaging governments by poaching skilled staff and undermining state structures, and
governments that had no clear idea of how to develop their societies.

As a response to this, aid was to be reconfigured to help governments build up whole sectors (e.g. health,
education, transport). Developing countries would design plans to modernise these sectors, and
developed countries would provide funding to help them achieve their new, focused goals.
80 In 1995 the World Bank published a paper called The Broad Sector Approach to Investment Lending, which explored a particular type of lending
(a sector investment programme). The definition of this is a good definition of what programme aid (excluding general budget support) consists
of: “(a) a SIP is sector-wide in scope, where a "sector" is defined as a coherent set of activities, which need to be looked at together to make a
meaningful assessment, and it must cover all sector expenditures, both current and capital ; (b) a SIP has to be based on a clear sector strategy and
policy framework; (c) local stakeholders, meaning government, direct beneficiaries, and private sector representatives have to be fully in charge; (d)
all main donors must sign on to the approach and participate in its financing; (e) implementation arrangements should to the extent possible be
common to all financiers; and (f) local capacity, rather than long term technical assistance, should be relied upon as much as possible, for the

project.”
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Eventually the World Bank, following this logic, moved to countries developing plans not just to
modernise whole sectors but whole societies. Each country was to have a Poverty Reduction Strategy,
formalised by the creation of a Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper, setting out how government would
modernise the whole of society.

With programme aid, donors could assist aid recipients either by providing funds to individual sectors
such as the Ministry of Health (initially SIPs, or Sector Investment Programmes, eventually termed
Sector Wide Approaches or SWAps) or to the government as a whole (called general or direct budget
support).

These two forms of spending together constitute ‘programme support’ because they support a particular
overall ‘programme’ of action, as opposed to ‘projects’, where donors support the achievement of
limited incremental improvements.

In 1995 the World Bank, which pioneered this approach, supported just four SIP projects. By 2000 an
estimated 80 SWAps were being prepared or already in operation81, and the World Bank began to insist
that all major recipients of their funds had Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers in place.

DFID’s Current DBS strategy

DBS represented 21 per cent of DFID’s bilateral aid in 2005/6. As noted earlier, despite widespread talk
in aid literature about the rise of DBS, this is not a huge increase from the 15% of DFID’s budget it
represented four years earlier.
However, this is not the total amount the UK government counts as committed to ‘Programme Budget
Support’ (PBS). The full definition of PBS for DFID includes:
- National support (general budget and balance of payments support)
- Sector support (budget support at sector level and projects integrated in sector wide approaches
(SWAps))
- Other forms of Programme Based Approaches”82

Calculated this way, the proportion of bilateral spending in 2004/5 termed ‘programme support’ was
39%. DFID should be clearer in its annual accounts on the amount spent on ‘programme
budget support’.

Future programme support is set to rise. In 2005 DFID announced its aim to increase the amount of
funding for programme support from 39% of DFID’s bilateral programme in 2004/5 to 53% in 2007/8.

Programme support, particularly DBS, is an administratively cheap and easy way to spend an increased
aid budget at a time when staff numbers are due to be reduced, particularly if it is simply handed over to
governments with few strings and monitoring mechanisms attached.

81 Foster, M. Brown, A. Naschold, F. (2000) “What’s Different About Agricultural SWAps?” Centre for Aid and Public Expenditure (CAPE): ODI http://www.odi.org.uk/pppg/cape/publications/mf_agricultural_swaps.pdf [cited 26/05/07]
82 DFID Eficiency Technical Note, Annex A - http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/efficiency-annex-a.pdf [cited 23/05/07]
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Strengths of Budget and Programme Support:

1) GREATEST POTENTIAL RESULTS. The most important reason for supporting budget and
programme support is that it has the greatest potential to bring results. If donors help develop
functioning systems for a particular project, that simply ensures proper management of a single project.
By contrast, if they develop functioning systems for an entire department, that ensures an entire system
works better – the tax funded proportion of spending as well as of the donor funds (which may be only a
fraction of the total).

These gains may be more difficult to achieve than a good, single project, but overall the gains are much
greater as they are spread across the whole of government. Thus a project that is completely successful
may in fact be less valuable than a SWAp that is only partially successful.

2) OWNERSHIP. Programme budget support gives ownership back to recipient countries, as it is they
who are (theoretically) developing sector plans and poverty reduction strategies. In practice the donor
community still has a great deal of influence. Governments in receipt of anywhere up to 50% of their
budget (e.g. Uganda) from donors propose PRBSs containing ideas that donors support. Programme
support creates a partnership rather than pure country ownership. This partnership contributes to aid
effectiveness, because the aid funds programmes proposed by recipient governments (including
election pledges) – programmes the recipient government wants to succeed.

3) ACCOUNTABILITY. Programme support can make aid more accountable to the ultimate
beneficiaries of aid (the poor in poor countries) in two ways. First, governments rather than donors
are seen to be responsible for ensuring that spending programmes are effective and tailored to national
needs. When aid is delivered via projects, the government is often seen as irrelevant. Second, it
makes it easier for a people to hold their government to account on how aid is spent on their behalf.
Governments responsible for preparation of Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers must explain their
plans to their people. Additionally, PRSPs often include measures to strengthen domestic
accountability mechanisms.

4) REDUCED COSTS IN ADMINISTERING AID. The World Bank found that it cost 33% less to
administer budget and programme support than traditional projects83. DFID, too, will find it easier to
administer budget and programme support than traditional project aid. All other things being equal,
this is a positive. More importantly, budget and programme support reduces some of aid’s hidden
costs to recipient governments. If the UK only finances specific projects, each major project may
require senior civil servants or Ministers to meet with UK officials. Individual auditing and
monitoring schemes further stretch limited government resources. Government officials also have to
work out how the project supports the government’s overall strategy and may even have to spare
internal resources supporting it. Budget and programme support avoids these problems by ensuring
that funds are channelled in ways that support government plans rather than ignore them.

83 Williamson, T. (2006) “ General Budget Support and Public Financial Management Reform: Emerging Lessons from Tanzania and Uganda” in
Koeberle, S. Stavreski, Z. Walliser, J. (eds.) (2006) “Budget Support as More Effective Aid?” : The World Bank
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5) AVOIDS DAMAGE TO EXISTING INSTITUTIONS. Tidjane Thiam, former Minister for Economic
Planning in Cote D’Ivoire, said in his evidence to us:“I was always watching my staff being
poached by donors...They will always be able to outbid a small African country. I kept telling
donors, bring in your own people, don’t steal mine.” Donor projects often end up stealing the best
staff, weakening the government or business development in the process. Project aid is often
criticised for bringing in expatriate consultants. In fact this may be less damaging to a country
than donors taking the best workers from government or the private sector – undermining the
country’s own development processes.
6) PREDICTABILITY. Budget and programme support should allow ministers to be able to plan how
much money will be available to their departments, if donors stick to their commitments. There is
some evidence that Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers have increased the tendency among donors to
provide pledged funds. According to one analysis, aid disbursements prior to the introduction of
Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers fell short by an average of 0.34% of GDP, whereas since the
introduction of PRSPs, aid disbursements have exceeded projected commitments by 0.1%84.

7) SUSTAINABILITY. The structural improvements that programme support initiate are likely to be
sustainable. Often ‘successful’ projects are in fact relying on (hidden) unsustainable inputs from
donors (often human resources such as advisers or consultants). Because budget and programme
support is designed to work within national systems, it is more likely to be sustainable over time and
to contribute to organic improvements within government systems. Clearly budget and programme
support has many potential strengths. However, it also has weaknesses.

Real and Perceived Weaknesses of Budget and Programme Support:

A) WORRIES ABOUT CORRUPTION. Many oppose Programme Support, and particularly General
Budget Support, because of worries about corruption. However, other modes of delivering aid are
also prone to corruption. A major review of Budget Support by the Australian Aid agency noted that
it “is often assumed that budget support is more vulnerable to corruption than other forms of aid but
this is not self-evident, not least because its vulnerability is influenced by the safeguards that
accompany it… Corruption is a serious problem in all the study countries, but the country study
teams found no clear evidence that budget support funds were, in practice, more affected by
corruption than other forms of aid.”85 The creation of adequate safeguards is the best protection
against corruption.

B) FUNGIBILITY. Even if aid is not corruptly siphoned off, it may give no net benefit to the poorest in
the recipient country due to the ‘fungibility’ of aid. For example, if donors supply aid to fund the
health service, the government may choose to devote less tax revenues to health and spend
correspondingly more elsewhere (perhaps on political patronage or arms). In some circumstances it is
possible to restrict the scope for fungibility - for example, if additional aid is given in return for
additional spending to, say, health or to pro-poor programmes in general. This is one reason why
PRSPs are useful for donors – they spell out spending plans across the whole span of departments.

84 Celasun, O. Walliser, J. (2006) “Predictability of Budget Aid” in Koeberle, S. Stavreski, Z. Walliser, J. (eds.) (2006) “Budget Support as More
Effective Aid?” : The World Bank .
85 http://www.ausaid.gov.au/publications/pdf/gbs.pdf [cited 22/10/06]
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This increase in pro-poor expenditure has been a successful part of the PRS process (one real
achievement for GBS on the ground). In twenty countries where PRSPs and data are available, an
IMF survey found that, “Actual spending (on pro-poor expenditure) has increased considerably, by
an average of 2 percent of GDP between 1999 and 2003. These expenditures also increased
considerably as a share of total government spending during the same period.”86 However, the IMF
study does not state by how much aid flows to these 20 countries increased over the period. If aid
flows increased by more than the 2% of GDP increase in ‘pro-poor expenditure’, then some must
have ‘leaked’ to unintended areas.

Governments between 1999 and 2003 might have increased pro-poor expenditure in any case. Donors
should insist that as well as increasing pro-poor expenditure, ‘negative’ expenditure by governments
(patronage, political fiefdoms, military expenditure) should be tightly constrained.
C) TOO BLUNT. DBS in particular, at least in its current form, is provided on an all or nothing basis.
DFID claims a “zero tolerance” policy on corruption, and the government has a similarly absolute
“ethical” policy to infringements of human rights. As a result, if such abuses are acknowledged,
DFID would have to terminate programme support entirely (albeit it would try to redirect aid via
another channel). To avoid such a nuclear option, there is a marked tendency to turn a blind eye to
early signs of deterioration.

D) LACK OF VISIBLE RESULTS. With projects, donors can see what they are getting for their money
(e.g. a new sanitation system in a town, a microfinance scheme). Putting money into government
systems does not lead to such easily identifiable improvements. However, this lack of visibility is not
an intrinsic part of Budget and Programme Support. It is possible to monitor outputs and outcomes
with Budget and Programme Support. The PRSPs often lay out objectives to be achieved by the
recipient governments. At present there is insufficient focus on ensuring that specified goals are then
achieved. This is not a problem with Programme Support per se, but how it operates at present.
Donors are often unwilling to push for firm results from recipients or to probe too deeply the
statistics given to them. Donors should be more insistent on evaluating outcomes. This will not
undermine budget and programme support in the long run but strengthen it.

E) UNDERMINING OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR. Because Budget and Programme Support aims to
strengthen government, fears have been expressed that it can lead to neglect of the private sector.
However, this need not be the case. Many of the improvements in government systems that Budget
and Programme Support is aiming for will benefit the private sector (e.g. investment in infrastructure,
spending on education). Budget and programme support allows an increase in government spending
without an increase in taxes, benefiting the private sector. There are problems where aid is pushed
onto countries that do not have the ability to take it, which can damage the private sector. We discuss
this in Economic Development Working Paper. We agree that the aid industry has sometimes ignored
the private sector, and we discuss ways to rectify this in the Working Papers DFID and Economic
Development. However, this problem is not unique to BUdget and Programme Support. Clearly,
whether or not the strengths or weaknesses of Programme Support predominate will depend on
particular countries and how Budget and Programme Support are operated by DFID.

86 Allen, M. Nankani, G. (eds.) (2004) “Poverty reduction Strategy Papers- Progress in Implementation” : IMF &World Bank
http://www.imf.org/external/np/prspgen/2004/092004.pdf [cited 22/04/07]
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Reforming Budget and Programme Support: DBS +

The current approach to Budget and Programme Support needs to be changed to minimise its weaknesses
and maximise its strengths. We recommend the following:

A) Require reliable, timely and independent auditing of programmes and budgets receiving aid. A
study found that out of twenty low income countries receiving debt relief under HIPC, 90% had
failed to produce final audited accounts within 12 months of the end of the fiscal year, and less than
a third had budget outturns close to the budget as initially adopted87.

We would require that the Supreme Audit Institution of countries receiving budget and programme support
give timely audits to donors. If there were concerns that these were unreliable, we would require external
auditing by reputable companies into those areas of conern.
This would help reassure voters in both donor and recipient countries that the recipient government was
making good use of the funds available to it.
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The Global Fund and the Ugandan Ministry of Health

The case of Uganda and the Global Fund illustrates the importance of proper auditing and performance
targets. In these two aspects, the Global Fund’s strict approach has lessons for the UK in how to reform
budget and programme support.

The Global Fund to fight AIDs, TB and Malaria takes a firm stance on both corruption and poor
performance. This is not to state that the Global Fund expects 100% results – its current projects
achieve 87% on their performance indicators, with a range between 60 and 103%88. But it does not
accept long term and repeated failure.

Up to May 2006, 6% of all grants had been terminated due to corruption or extreme mismanagement,
with 16% of all funding being reallocated from low to high performing programmes and projects89.

From 2000 progress on many health indicators in Uganda was stalling. However, funds continued to
flow to the health ministry there. One such agreement was between the Global Fund and the Ugandan
Ministry of Health.
On 24 August 2005 the GF suspended all grants (worth a total of $201 million) to Uganda, after its
auditing partner, or Local Fund Agent (LFA), in Uganda - PriceWaterhouseCoopers - filed a review of
one grant stream showing evidence of serious mismanagement of funds.

The GF shifted disbursement of funds to a ‘care taker’ partner, Ernst and Young, to distribute funds on
the GF’s behalf. They also held talks with the Ugandan Government, which resulted in an independent
inquiry and audit into the Ministry of Health’s use of Global Fund money.

The judge in charge of the inquiry, Justice Ogoola, called the management of the Global Fund money “a
pile of filth” . The scale of the corruption uncovered was vast. The final report stated that $37 million
(from a total of $45.4 million) was unaccounted for, a staggering 81% of all funding disbursed. Justice
Ogoola also said, “You could count the number of honest recipients with two hands, and even they were
not without sin”.

More alarming from a donor perspective are the comments given by Health Minister Maj. Gen. Jim
Muhwezi MP, who stated that, “We have very good relationships with all our stakeholders …We
have what is called donor review meetings where we sit and discuss openly the progress of
programmes; and we make the changes with them. So we don’t have a problem except with this
Global Fund.” (italics in original)

Given that eventually 80% of donors’ funds were found to have disappeared, the Minister’s
preference for donors who are reluctant to ask questions is understandable.

87 Dorotinsky, W. and Floyd, R. (2004) ‘Public Expenditure Accountability in Africa: Progress, Lessons and Challenges’, in B. Levy and S. Kpundeh
(eds), Building State Capacity in Africa: New Approaches, Emerging Lessons.: World Bank
88 http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/files/about/replenishment/progress_report_midyear_2006.pdf [cited 28/04/07]
89 http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/files/about/replenishment/progress_report_midyear_2006.pdf [cited 24/04/07]
90 http://www.aegis.com/news/irin/2006/ir060401.html [cited 06/10/06]
91 http://www.washtimes.com/world/20060615-111737-2004r.htm [cited 11/08/06]
92 Global Fund press release - http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/media_center/press/pr_050824.asp [cited 22/06/06]
93 http://www.washtimes.com/world/20060615-111737-2004r.htm
94 Interview with Richard Blakeway, International Development Magazine 13/04/06
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It is true that aid is largely fungible, especially DBS. However, as the Ugandan case study shows, what
such accountability can do is embarrass governments and help domestic reformers push for change.
Ultimately the UK should not pretend it can solve the problems of the developing world – it can only play a
supporting role.

B) Require and help all Budget and Programme Support recipients to strengthen their Public
Financial Management (PFM) systems.

At present, there is a great deal of focus on Public Expenditure/Finance Management (PEM/PFM) system
reform - the capacity within donor Governments to administer aid effectively.

An average of 7 donor agencies are involved in PFM reforms in each country, and OECD DAC assistance
for strengthening PFM has risen from $150 million in 1995 to $800 million a year in 2001.

Unfortunately, success in this area has been limited. An IMF assessment of Public Expenditure
Management systems found that the average number of benchmarks that countries were reasonably
proficient in was just 6.5 out of 1695. The assessment of the area of ‘execution’, which includes measures
to ensure funds are spent as they are supposed to, actually deteriorated.
A recent World Bank evaluation, Capacity Building in Africa (World Bank, 2005), criticises the frequent
focus on reorganising government units and on sweeping, unfamiliar techniques that have been
‘transplanted from outside the country’ and ‘depend on consultants for implementation’.

A group of African senior budget officials. The Collaborative African Budget Reform Initiative, stressed,
‘Only rules that can be enforced and institutions that will matter should be introduced’, while “a
sophisticated system that gets it right on paper is often destined to fail in implementation”96

Many donor-supported PFM reform programmes tend to give too much attention to complex technical
solutions and too little to existing constraints in terms of capacity, incentives and political economy factors.
The 16 benchmarks developed by the IMF/World Bank to judge the Heavily Indebted Poor Country
nations are overly formalistic and not sufficiently focused on results. For example, the ‘quality of internal
audit’, surely a key figure, is given equal weight with ‘timeliness of internal budget reports’. Late figures
are less crucial than correct ones.
97

95 IMF Assessment of HIPC 2002-2004
96 CABRI (2005) Budget Reform Seminar: Overview and Summary of Discussions. 1-3 December 2004. Pretoria, South Africa: Collaborative Africa
Budget Reform Initiative.
97 IMF Assessment of HIPC 2002-2004
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When the IMF’s statistics are broken down, the area of ‘execution’, which includes measures to ensure
funds are spent as they are supposed to, actually saw a deterioration between 2001 and 2004, while
‘reporting’, which relates to having accounts done on time and presented in a ‘donor friendly’ way, saw a
big improvement.

While it is helpful for donors to have better presented and more timely reports, if these reports bear less
resemblance to what is actually happening on the ground, this is not progress.

Instead of attempting to create developed country level of quality financial management systems, donors
should focus on ensuring that the bulk of their funding gets through to the ground. At present donors
accept poor current practice while simultaneously pushing for complex technical reform. The focus
should be on tracking funds on the ground now and incremental improvements.

We therefore recommend a move away from such wide ranging attempts to improve entire
systems towards a combination of more practical auditing and Public Expenditure Tracking
systems (explained below). Public expenditure tracking systems can highlight the areas where
government finance systems are particularly weak, and donors can provide support and incremental
reform to individual areas, rather than attempting to create wholly new financial systems.
Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys– simple but potentially highly effective
Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys (PETS) attempt to track the flow of funds from central
government to the frontline – a particular type of audit.

They take the central aggregates of funding and randomly sample particular local bodies in charge
of channelling down funds and front line institutions to check that money is moving as it should
through government systems. The amount that is ‘captured’ or ‘leaks’ out of a system can then be
assessed based on this sample – e.g. if only 50% of all funds are arriving at the frontline, then 50%
of funds are being captured along the way, either by administrative burdens or corruption. Where
these funds are not accounted for by administration, it is likely that they are being embezzled.
A UNESCO study put the cost of a Public Expenditure Tracking Survey as between $50,000 and
$100,000 in education98.

A Public Expenditure Tracking Survey in Honduras led to a fall in the funds being captured from
80% down to 20%. A PETS in Uganda led to a rise from 13% to 80/90% in funds getting through
to schools99.

However, studies on PETS have shown that the increase in funds getting through is not automatic,
but relies on how far information is disseminated about what front line institutions should receive
when compared with what they do receive. One study stated this accounted for 2/3 of the
improvement in funding getting through in Honduras. The results of a PETS in Tanzania, which
was not widely circulated or discussed, failed to bring about major improvements in financial flows.

There is an increasing use of a ‘platform approach’ in this area, and a movement away from formalistic
approaches. The ‘platform approach’, which DFID and other partners are introducing to some countries,
“means scaling down the expectations of comprehensive PFM reforms, and concentrating on technical
and political feasibility, even if this implies a higher degree of fiduciary risk in the short term.”100
98 Reinikka, R. Smith, N. (2004) “Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys in Education” :UNESCO
99 Kanungo, P. (2002) “Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys – Application in Uganda, Tanzania, Ghana and Honduras” : World Bank
100http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1467-7679.2006.00351.x?cookieSet=1 [cited 03/04/07]

We would support this. However, the increased fiduciary risk means it must be supplemented with a
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continuing drive to increase domestic accountability measures and PETS, plus a greater focus on
outputs/outcomes.

C1) Require a greater focus on the achievement of output/outcome indicators. The PRSPs often set
out goals for recipient governments to achieve, but often these are seen as ‘aims’ rather than targets.
There is a limited focus on the achievements of these goals. Given that PRSPs usually include
targets what is not needed is a wholesale change but a shift in emphasis.

The focus on Public Expenditure Management systems is understandable, but it has meant the neglect of
other areas such as developing national statistical systems. DFID points out: “It is interesting to note
that the difficulties in using routine data systems for monitoring purposes were little discussed in the
initial round of PRSPs.”101
Elsewhere DFID admits: “There is a wealth of (similar) documentation detailing the shortcomings of
Routine Data Systems in most PRS”102. There needs to be more of a focus on improving these systems
of measuring outputs as well as improving financial flows. Donors should not be afraid to make their
own assessment of how areas are progressing if national statistical systems cannot provide this
information.

In validating how far funds are well spent, donors should focus on limited numbers of achievable
milestones rather than micro-management. (E.g. a limited set of agreed and harmonised statistics such
as roads built, vaccinations provided, % children passing basic international literacy requirements etc.).
It is crucial they do not degenerate into a top heavy micro management system as has occurred in some
UK public services. The fulfilment of these targets would be assessed through Government statistics as
well as through random sampling and other statistical techniques, carried out by donors or contracted
parties.

C2) Adjust levels of Budget and Programme Support to reward performance of recipient
governments. This is crucial to ensuring that programme aid is a success in the short term and
maintains support in the long term. Over time, countries that use Budget and Programme Support
effectively should see their budgets increase. Where performance does not improve, their budgets
should be reviewed. If problems seem be to located in specific departments, their support should be
frozen or reduced. If a General Budget Support Programme is failing in many areas, then the UK
should switch support to SWAps or project aid.

The UK cannot attempt to ensure every last penny of aid gets through on the ground. In countries
where financial controls are weak and corruption is prevalent, it is inevitable that some aid will be
wasted or go astray.

But attempts to use performance criteria must not be excessively rigid. As one study of performancebased aid notes, “poverty reduction is typically a slow process that proceeds in fits and starts”103. In
Africa exogenous factors (e.g. drought) often impact on outcomes/outputs, and donors must take account
of this. DFID country offices should continue programme support where to discontinue it would be to
punish governments for events beyond their control.

101 Lucas, H.Evans, D. Pasteur, K. (2004) “Research on the current state of PRS monitoring systems” commissioned by DFID: Insitute of
Development Studies -http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/researchpovertyredstrategymonitoring.pdf
102 Ibid.
103 Gunning, J.W. (2006) “Budget Support, Conditionality and Impact Evaluation” in Koeberle, S. Stavreski, Z. Walliser, J. (eds.) (2006) “Budget
Support as More Effective Aid?” : The World Bank
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The European Union has developed a scheme that allows for performance-based funding as part of
budget support, which “has been quite successful in combining a reasonable degree of predictability
with performance based incentives”. A recent survey (2005) by the EU showed: “on average fixed
tranches make up 65% of commitments in programmes with both fixed and variable tranches”104 (i.e.
35% of all commitments in these areas were variable.) This shows such problems can be overcome and
working out in detail how this could be applied to UK aid should be an urgent priority.
Scaling up and down due to performance has two positive features.

First, it ensures that if one government department in the recipient country is working effectively, it is
not penalised by other departments’ failures.

Second, scaling down enables us to deploy aid by other modes and does not force an ‘all or nothing’
attitude towards reducing aid flows – in which case donors are likely to do nothing rather than switch off
aid to governments completely, or else initiate another round of ‘dialogue’.
D) Encourage domestic accountability mechanisms.
There is a limit to what the UK can and should do in recipient countries. It cannot be the policeman
of the entire aid industry. Given that one of the strengths of Budget and Programme Support is that it
maximises capacity building within the recipient country, then DFID should pay more attention to
strengthening domestic accountability institutions at the same time as it is strengthening domestic
governments.
The Global Fund and Uganda – the domestic fall out

The investigation forced on the Ugandan government by the Global Fund led to “a barrage of
banner headlines, unprecedented live radio and television coverage and constant chatter on talk
shows.”105 A quick skim through the Monitor newspaper online (one of Uganda’s biggest selling
dailies) confirms that this was a big story in Uganda for months.

When the report was finally published, the findings were sensational. The publication of the report
by the Monitor newspaper and the resulting outcry meant Ugandan president Yoweri Museveni had
no choice but to sack his health ministers. This is a clear case of how pushing for accountability for
first world taxpayers can increase scrutiny in country as well – not, as sometimes is implied,
damage it.

Three domestic groups are key to successful in-country accountability: Parliaments, audit institutions,
and ‘civil society’ - particularly the media, which informs society at large.

(i) Parliaments. The greater emphasis placed on the Ghanaian Parliament for scrutinising the agreement
for the country’s Millennium Challenge Account is encouraging. The MCC insisted that the
Parliament scrutinised arrangements to disburse the $547 million allocated to Ghana by the MCC.106
Wherever possible, the UK should ensure that countries’ parliaments scrutinise and debate aid
agreements between the UK and recipient governments, and that they annually check and debate how
the funds are being spent.

104 European Commission, DG Development (2005) “EC Budget Support: An Innovative Approach to Conditionality” European Commission http://spa.synisys.com/resources/2005/EC_GBS_VT_Review.pdf
105 http://www.washtimes.com/world/20060615-111737-2004r.htm [cited 09/10/06]
106 http://www.ghanaweb.com/GhanaHomePage/NewsArchive/artikel.php?ID=118406 [cited 10/02/07]
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(ii) Supreme Audit Institutions. Most African countries have national audit institutions, but many lack
technical skills and full independence. While external auditing is likely to be necessary in certain
countries, in the long run countries must have their own government auditing system. Individuals
from these institutions should be seconded to external auditors and involved in the day to day
scrutiny of GBS to gain experience and knowledge. Donors must ensure the pay and quality of those
working in SAIs is good enough to ensure that when countries graduate from aid, there is a working
system in place to scrutinise domestic fund raising and spending.

(iii) Civil society. In our Corruption and Governance chapter we discuss in detail ways to strengthen
‘civil society’ (and how we can try to avoid civil society becoming a branch of Western donor
agencies). A crucial element of making programme spending effective is ensuring that there is
enough scrutiny by non-parliamentary channels.

We also recommend that civil society and journalists should be allocated places on the Partnership
Trusts, so that they are aware of how aid is being used.
The UK should also publish any external audits of aid wherever possible.

Beneficiaries of DBS+:

Budget and Programme Support will not be appropriate for all recipients.

At one end of the scale, it will rarely be appropriate in extremely fragile states. At the other end of the
scale, DBS will often be inappropriate for higher middle income states where it is likely that UK aid is
best spent on tackling entrenched areas of poverty that national governments may not have as a priority.

At present, there is a great deal of pressure for country offices to increase Budget and Programme
Support to hit a centrally determined target on ‘efficiency’. This target is pointless, as country offices
will believe either that such support is appropriate and should increase (in which case the target is
unnecessary) or that it is inappropriate and would otherwise not have deployed it (in which case the
target is damaging).

Either DFID believes in country offices being free to make such sensitive judgements, or it does not.
We would therefore scrap the Government target on Budget and Programme Support.

Project Aid

There will continue to be a mix of Budget/Programme Support and project aid in most countries
determined by country offices’ assessments of which stream is appropriate for different tasks.

Even in countries where Budget and Programme Support makes up the overwhelming majority of aid,
project aid will continue to have a role. A country is more than just a government – it includes civil
society, the private sector and other groups.

In our DFID working paper we outline a way to improve project aid so that the diverse range of social
actors that exists in a country can access these funds. It is crucial that project aid empowers those living
in the developing world to make their own decisions and shape their own future.

Cash Transfers and Vouchers

One area that has risen up the development agenda is that of cash transfers and vouchers.
One way to disburse aid is to give people money or vouchers to achieve the aims of the programme. Aid
agencies often advocate ‘empowerment’ of poor people. Cash and vouchers can be means to give power
directly to the poorest. Additionally, cash and vouchers may help build a long term distribution network
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that is more sustainable than short term distribution of goods in kind by NGOs. However, cash and
vouchers are not a ‘magic bullet’.

Cash

One objection to cash transfers is that people will not spend the money on something useful – a concern
that increases if the cash is given to men .

This raises the issue of whose priorities count – the donor’s or the recipient’s? If people choose to spend
some or all of the money they receive in ways the donor did not intend, it is perhaps indicative of the
fact that households in recipient countries are continually juggling competing priorities. It does not
necessarily imply that the money is wasted. An ODI review noted that, “The evidence from monitoring
reports and evaluations overwhelmingly suggests that people spend cash on the basic items that they
need to survive and protect their livelihoods: there is very little evidence of cash being used in what can
be labelled ‘anti-social’ or inappropriate ways.”107 Where people do spend the money differently from
how donors intend, it is often due to a household emergency, which requires funds to be diverted from
items like schooling into basics such as food.

There is more evidence for the second worry: that cash in the hands of the male of the household does
less good than equivalent amounts transferred to women. A World Bank overview of the literature on
gender and credit and cash transfers found that, “Credit and transfers have important additional effects
when granted to women. Program evaluations in countries as diverse as Bangladesh, South Africa, and
the United Kingdom have found that credit and transfers in the hands of women result in greater
spending on children’s human capital, improved health and nutrition for both boys and girls, and
increased access to formal health care for women.”108.
We recommend that where cash transfers are introduced, they should in general be given to female
members of the household.

Vouchers

Vouchers entitle the bearer to a certain amount of a specific commodity or range of commodities – a
narrower range of choice than is given by cash. They may be exchanged with traders, distribution
outlets, markets or special relief shops, each of which may cash them in, usually with the implementing
agency.

Discussion of vouchers in the UK has been bedevilled by the insular presumption that the term refers
exclusively to education vouchers - some oppose education vouchers in the UK context and others more
reasonably argue that they would be inappropriate to finance education in places where schools are too
few and far between to make choice meaningful.

In fact, most applications for vouchers in an aid context do not involve education. Both DFID and
charities already use vouchers. Tanzania has pioneered two schemes using vouchers to increase
coverage of mosquito bed nets - the Tanzania National Voucher Scheme (TNVS) and the Strategic Social
Marketing for expanding the Commercial Market of Insecticide Treated Nets in Tanzania
(SMARTNET).

107 Humanitarian Policy Group (2007) Briefing Paper 25, January 2007: ODI - http://www.odi.org.uk/hpg/papers/hpgbrief25.pdf
108 World Bank (2005) “Gender and the impact of credit and transfers” PREMnotes, October 2005, No.104 : World Bank http://www1.worldbank.org/prem/PREMNotes/premnote104.pdf
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DFID has been involved in funding the SMARTNET project and even described it as the “Best Insecticide
treated net programme in Africa” in its 2004 Output to Purpose Review109. Together, these programmes
pushed up household coverage from 39 to over 50% between 2001 and 2004110, an important part of the
‘Roll Back Malaria’ campaign.
Vouchers have two main benefits: improved choice for aid recipients and the building of a long term
distribution network.

In terms of improving choice, cash is the best voucher of all, and, as noted above, fears that it will be abused
may be exaggerated. Vouchers may be used where there are particular concerns that cash would be
misspent. However, vouchers will often be tradable at a discount so that their original recipient may not in
fact get the product they are supposed to fund.

On the other hand the main objective is to ensure demand for, or distribution of, a particular product.
Vouchers are effective in that, even if traded, they should ultimately be exchanged for the target good.

Vouchers have clear advantages over provision in kind in most circumstances. Oxfam have stated that:
“food aid has the potential both to reduce domestic production of food, damaging the livelihoods of poor
farmers, and to displace exports from other countries into the recipient country.”111 What is true for ‘food
aid’ is true for all imported goods and services to be given away free. If donors to Tanzania had simply
given away free bed nets, it is conceivable that within a short period of time there might have been no
private manufacture or distribution of bed nets. This would have left the country dangerously reliant on
100% charitable imports, which could cease at any time.

Vouchers can give the poorest access to things they need, whilst minimising market distortions. NGOs often
use vouchers within humanitarian programmes. Oxfam used vouchers as part of a food for work
programme in Niger last year112, and at seed fairs as part of a DFID-funded agricultural programme in
Zimbabwe in 2004113. Similar voucher-based seed programmes have been run by Catholic Relief Services,
World Vision, CARE and the UN FAO114, while in the West Bank in 2002-03 the ICRC gave monthly
vouchers worth $90 to individuals to buy essential goods from local suppliers115.
Geoffrey Sach’s Millennium Village Project, which the group visited, used vouchers to ensure a supply
system for fertilisers.

Additionally, vouchers can help economic development in poorer countries. In Tanzania the Group visited a
bed net factory that employed several thousand people. Those who sell and distribute the bed nets also
benefit from the scheme. While we would not endorse creating ‘monopoly suppliers’ in countries, we would
endorse liaising with local businesses to try to ensure voucher goods are produced locally where possible.

Vouchers can be effective in creating a functioning supply chain for relatively high value items to get these
items direct to the poor and create economic value in the process. In the poorest countries many goods are
relatively high value. Bed nets are only one example – seeds, fertilisers, school textbooks are examples of
others. In humanitarian crises, vouchers can help ensure that local markets are not damaged long term.
109 http://www.psi.org/malaria/malaria-resources/Tanzania%20ITN%20Program.pdf [cited 12/06/06]
110Ibid.
111OXFAM (2005) “Food Aid or Hidden Dumping” OXFAM Briefing Paper: OXFAM http://www.Oxfam.org.uk/what_we_do/issues/trade/downloads/bp71_food_aid.pdf
112 Oxfam Press Release: “The Time of Eating Wild Leaves is Past” (Oct 2005,
http://www.oxfam.org.uk/what_we_do/where_we_work/niger/wildleaves.htm).
113 Oxfam Press Release: “Seed fairs - a new approach to improving food security in Zimbabwe” (Nov 2004,
http://www.oxfam.org.uk/what_we_do/where_we_work/zimbabwe/seedfairs.htm).
114 UN OCHA: Innovative approaches to emergency response (2003,
http://www.reliefweb.int/rw/rwb.nsf/AllDocsByUNID/d4ac0278efdaf43149256db90009c186).
115 Harvey, P (2005) “Cash and Vouchers in Emergencies” Humanitarian Policy Group Discussion Paper: ODI.
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Assistance in Kind

In situations where there are no functioning markets, local supplies have been interrupted. If there is
insufficient time to set up a cash or voucher scheme it may be appropriate to distribute goods in kind.
Great care should be taken as to where and how this is done. Doing so can artificially deflate prices,
destroy local markets, undermine local production, and remove any incentives for traders in the area.
This is true for all goods but is particularly so for food, given the importance of subsistence farming in
developing countries.

Amartya Sen has pointed out that famines have often been the result of a loss of purchasing power by
one set of inhabitants rather than an overall shortage of food.

Materials should generally be bought in markets as close to where they are needed as possible. Only in
the most extreme circumstances should goods be imported for distribution. The circumstances where
this might be appropriate are essentially limited to immediate relief of large populations in crisis
situations. We should push for all partners, particularly the FAO, to halt ‘FoodAid’ and similar
programmes.

Technical Assistance

One argument often used in aid is that aid money is often wasted on ‘foreign consultants’. This is
contrasted with money being spent on ‘local people’, which is seen as a good thing.

Intuitively this seems to make sense
However, ‘local consultants’ will be drawn from either local businesses or government, damaging
internal country capacity. As pointed out earlier, this means that if consultants are necessary (and
sometimes they may be), it may be better to use foreign labour than local labour. Wherever possible,
such individuals should have an ongoing relationship with the country they are working in. It is vital
that they transfer their expertise with their local colleagues rather than simply performing a task and
departing.

The UK has untied its aid and should make it clear to developing countries that, should they wish to
proactively choose consultants for individual programme aid or projects, the UK will largely abide by
their choices.

Local Government – an undervalued partner

DFID has too often taken government to mean central government. This is a mistake – central
government is often overburdened with too many donors, whilst regional and provincial governments
are neglected.

The OECD DAC report on ‘Network on Development Evaluation’ made a number of recommendations
for donors and local government. It recognised that there is often a lack of high level support for
decentralisation programmes by central governments who receive international support116. Given that
aid tends to flow to capitals and national governments, there is a tendency for donors to focus their work
only in capitals and with national governments.
The findings of a recent NAO report - that the average number of days DFID staff spent in rural areas
was just over four days per year117 - show that there is a definite tendency for DFID staff to be bound to
the capital.

116 http://www.oecd.org/document/5/0,2340,en_21571361_34047972_34079941_1_1_1_1,00.html [cited 23/05/07]
117 National Audit Office (2007) “Tackling Rural Poverty in Developing Areas” : HMSO-http://www.philipdunne.com/pdf/TacklingRuralPoverty.pdf
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It is important that DFID recognises the developments towards decentralisation within developing countries.
As the International Local Government Bureau noted in evidence to the Policy Group, "there is popular
demand for decentralisation in much of Africa, Asia and Latin America, where it is seen as means to
establish a stronger local government, more responsive to the needs of active citizens."

DFID can work with local governments more often than it does at present. Africa has all too often had a top
heavy style of presidential government, and donors should not be afraid to work with local governments.
Where large African cities have democratically elected leaders with authority on such issues, DFID should
work with local government to improve local transport or sanitation. This does not ‘damage’ government
capacity at a national level any more than having a strong system of mayors in the United States of America
does.

Professor Easterly describes an admittedly caricatured situation below, but it is a valid point – if an Ethiopian
wants to get a local pothole repaired, is working with national government really the best way to deliver
this? African governments have enough tasks to handle at a national level, from education to improving
business climate. Any tasks which can be handled by local government relieves pressure on overworked
systems. Finally, local government is also an important part of establishing a ‘results-based’ democratic
culture: individuals are likely to vote out local government if they don’t deliver the results they promise,
while nationally voting along tribal, religious, ethnic or other lines.

Ethiopian Potholes – A Hole Lot of Bureaucracy

“Consider a poor person in the countryside of Ethiopia who wants to get a pothole repaired in front of
his house. The Ethiopian government looks to foreign aid for financing of public services. This poor
person somehow communicates his desires to “civil society representatives” and/or non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), who allegedly articulate his needs through the government of Ethiopia to the
international donors. The national government solicits a “poverty reduction support credit” (PRSC)
from the World Bank (also known as the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, or
IBRD) and a Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility (PRGF) from the International Monetary Fund
(IMF). To get loans from the IMF and World Bank, the government completes a satisfactory poverty
reduction strategy paper (PRSP), in consultation with civil society, NGOs, and other donors and
creditors. The Government prepares the PRSP in light of the fourteen-point Comprehensive
Development Framework (CDF) of the World Bank. The World Bank follows a series of internal steps
to approve a PRSC, including the preparation of a Country Assistance Strategy (CAS), a pre-appraisal
mission, an appraisal mission, negotiations, and Board approval, all in accordance with OD 8.60, OP
4.01, and Interim PRSC Guidelines. The government also seeks qualification for the Enhanced Heavily
Indebted Poor Countries (Enhanced HIPC) Initiative so that the new loan doesn’t simply go to service
old loans. The creditors and the government conduct a debt sustainability analysis (DSA). HIPC, PRSC,
and PRGF require numerous reform conditions such as participation of the poor, poverty reducing
government expenditure monitored through annual Public Expenditure Reviews (PERs),fiscal deficit
targets, revenue mobilization targets, and structural reforms such as the Civil Service Reform Program
(CRSP), implementation of a Financial Information Management System (FIMS) in government,
financial sector reform in line with the Basel standards and the eleven areas of International Standards
and Codes recommended by the IMF and World Bank, control of money laundering, and privatization,
lowering trade barriers in ways governed by the World Trade Organization (WTO), perhaps by applying
the “Integrated Framework for Trade-Related Technical Assistance to Least Developed Countries”. The
PRSP may or may not include money that could finance road repair for this poor person, depending on
the national development program (NDP) that forms part of the government’s Agricultural
Development Led Industrialization (ADLI) strategy. The amount of money for road maintenance will
depend on a prioritization of various needs for expenditure in a multi-year medium-term expenditure
framework (MTEF).” 118
118 Easterly, W (2002) “The Cartel of Good Intentions: The Problem of Bureaucracy in Foreign Aid” Centre for Global development.
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INDIVIDUAL AID SECTORS
Health

A continuing priority
This is likely to continue as one of the largest areas of bilateral aid. Health is both a pressing need and
one area where aid has been particularly successful.

Ill-health cripples individuals and can damage whole countries. The impact of HIV/AIDS on African
economies is obvious and dramatic. A study by Geoff Sachs found that widespread malaria in a country
lowered its growth rate by 1.3% a year119.
On a more humanitarian level, anyone who has seen the shocking state of facilities in many poor
countries and the needless suffering and pain cannot deny that tackling this issue is a good use of
taxpayers’ money.

We would therefore endorse a continuing prioritisation of health in the DFID budget, although the exact
level of this should be determined country by country.

In 2005-06 DFID spent 17%, £415 million, of its bilateral aid budget on health120. In addition, it
provided £116 million in 2006 directly to the Global Fund to Fight AIDs, TB and Malaria121.

Pragmatism is essential
The health needs of different societies vary widely. Some diseases achieve much greater prominence
than others due to better campaigning here in the West. Many important diseases of poverty, with cheap
and reliable treatments, are virtually invisible. For example, Diarrhoea kills 1.5 million children every
year, but is treatable with a simple mix of sodium, glucose and water – costing next to nothing122.

DFID should not go down the route of financing disease-by-disease. It should be actively involved in
promoting rational policy in funding healthcare and other areas where there is good evidence.

As an example, the use of DDT to treat malaria has become a confused political issue based on
environmental concerns over its use. These stem from concerns about the theoretical effects of
environmental build-up coming almost entirely from agricultural use. Used for malaria control, indoors,
it has limited or no adverse environmental impact, and is one of the most highly effective tools
preventing deaths from malaria in children in some areas, but also of less use in others. DFID should
follow good scientific evidence wherever it is available and appropriate to local conditions.
We recommend that health care priorities at a country level are based on clearly-defined local needs
rather than Western priorities. However, DFID should be more aware of (and emphasise) costeffectiveness and scientific evidence in treating disease in poorer countries.

119 Sachs, J.D., Gallup, J.L. (2001) ‘The Economic Burden of Malaria’ in The American journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene 64, No.5
120 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics (http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/sid2006/tablesindex.asp), Table 18.
121 http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/files/pledges&contributions.xls [cited 12/04/07]
122 Victoria, C.G., Bryce, J. Fontaine, O. Monasch, R. (2000) “Reducing Deaths From Diarrhoea Through Oral Rehydration Therapy” Bulletin of the
World Health Organisation No.78(10): WHO -.http://whqlibdoc.who.int/bulletin/2000/Number%2010/78(10)1246-1255.pdf

In Western countries there is an assumption that the private sector only provides for the rich. In many
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developing societies the poorest are almost as likely to use independent healthcare as the rich.
According to the 1995-6 National Sample Survey, the poorest 20% of Indians used non-government
health care in 79% of all non-hospitalised treatments123. In Sub-Saharan Africa, only 39% of all health
spending is via the Government.
There is both poor quality and high quality private and public healthcare in developing countries. In
Funding health systems
Figure 6.4

Health Spending* in Sub-Saharan Africa, 2002

4%

1%

State health insurance

34%

Government
38%

Private health insurance
Out-of-pocket
Other private

23%

*Total spending was US$21,600 million, of which US$1,456 million came from external sources.
Average annual exchange rates have been used in estimating values in US$.
Source: National Health Accounts Unit, Department of Health System Financing, WHO

some cases it may be easier to train up or regulate private healthcare providers and/or subsidise their use
than provide public services. DFID should not take an ideological stance in this area but a pragmatic
one – based on expanding health to all - especially the poorest.
Interventions to benefit the poorest need to take the independent sector into account; it is a major
source of healthcare in developing countries.

Building and Supporting Sustainable Systems
Historically donors including the UK government have been far more willing to invest in building
hospitals and providing drugs than supporting staff budgets and developing overall health systems. The
effect of this has been particularly stark in the recent case of HIV and antiretroviral drugs. Drugs are
available without sufficiently well-trained staff available to prescribe them. A good drug prescribed to
the wrong person, or for the wrong disease, or in the wrong way, has little impact.

Hospitals and clinics without sufficient trained staff will have limited impact. Without long term and
manageable structures in healthcare, either private or public, the benefits of any intervention will quickly
fade.

Investing in buildings, equipment and drugs must be matched by sufficient support for the healthcare
system and healthcare staff.

Developed countries should also stop encouraging staff to leave developing countries in the first place.

123 Bhandari, L. (2006) “Social infrastructure: Urban Health and Education” in India Infrastructure Report 2006 : 3-1 Network http://www.3inetwork.org/reports/IIR2006/Social_Infra.pdf p17
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The Commission for Africa urged that, “African governments and donors should ensure the health
workforce in sub-Saharan Africa is tripled through the training and retention of an additional one million
workers over a decade.”124 Although the British government claims to have an ethical policy of “not taking
any doctors and nurses from Africa”, it has issued over 57,000 work permits for nurses and doctors from
Africa to work in the UK since 2000. That is probably over a tenth of all healthcare workers in Africa.125
This is simply asset stripping Africa’s health systems with a devastating effect on many African countries.

Even now all but the least qualified nurses remain, and they can obtain work permits without having to
prove that a job awaits them in the UK which could not be filled by a domestically trained nurse (of whom
there are currently more leaving training than there are nursing posts).
A Conservative government should ensure that actions match words and we no longer denude Africa and
some Asian countries of medical staff they desperately need.

The UK should help countries with very small numbers of medical personnel to provide incentives for
them to stay or, if they have left for other countries for higher medical training, provide a secure position
for their return.

Because of the willingness of the UK and others to recruit medical staff from poor countries, many are
having to consider putting more effort into training those grades for whom there are few or no opportunities
in the developed world. For example, Ethiopia has currently launched the ‘Accelerated Expansion of
Primary Health Care Coverage’ programme. This attempts to train some 25,000 health workers for just one
year before sending them to live in rural villages. It should be monitored closely126. The programme is
also partly inspired by China’s “barefoot doctor” programme. This was a cost effective programme with
only rudimentary training involved, but helped raise life expectancy from around 40 to 69 between 1965
and 1982127. While it is likely other factors (e.g. better nutrition) also helped, there was no corresponding
rise in the first 17 years of Communist rule, indicating that the programme was a major factor in
lengthening life expectancy. These ‘barefoot doctors’ provided free basic health and advice on issues such
as sanitation to the community that they lived with and were one of the few successes of the Mao regime.
Even if the UK does stop recruiting the most highly trained doctors and nurses from poor countries, other
countries may continue to do so. Where countries want to gear medical training to domestic priorities as in
Ethiopia, the UK should look favourably on funding such schemes and not insist that they train to achieve
medical qualifications needed in developed countries to which all too often they will then emigrate.

Public Goods
Interventions that reduce communicable diseases are clearly public goods: protecting one individual also
protects others around them. UK support to keep these public goods free and available to all through
mechanisms such as GAVI (The Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization) is already strong and
should be continued. We do not recommend any change to the UK’s existing strong support for prevention
of communicable diseases.

Malnutrition
Malnutrition takes two forms. Acute malnutrition arises from extreme lack of food and nutrients in times
of drought, food crisis and famine. Chronic malnutrition, on the other hand, arises from a long-term,
sustained poor diet. Acute malnutrition is covered by our section on humanitarian aid.
124 Commission for Africa (2005) “Our Common Interest: Report of the Commission for Africa”: Commission for Africa
125 Written Parliamentary Answer to James Clappison, 2nd May 2006
126 http://cnhde.ei.columbia.edu/files/4/1/2007-Mar-Thu-035745.pdf [cited 05/05/07]
127 Brant,S. Garris,M. Okeke,E. Rosenfeld, J. (2006) “Access to Care in Rural China: A Policy Discussion” University of Michigan http://www.umich.edu/~ipolicy/china/1)%20Access%20to%20Health%20Care%20in%20Rural%20China,%20A%20Policy%20Discussion.pdf
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Our renewed emphasis on increasing agricultural yields should help reduce chronic malnutrition in
developing countries. The Green Revolution in India reduced malnutrition as the poorest half of Indians
spent around 70% of their income on food128.

Critics of India’s Green Revolution argue that, despite a large increase in food output, India has a worse
record on child malnutrition than Sub-Saharan Africa. They argue that this is a result of political and
economic injustice. In fact, as a recent World Bank study pointed out, “in India, child malnutrition is
mostly the result of high levels of exposure to infection and inappropriate infant and young child feeding
and caring practices”129.

Malnutrition of this kind can be tackled. In Vietnam a policy called ‘positive deviance’ has been
noticeably successful.130 This involves identifying those whose lifestyles reduce child malnutrition (e.g.
breastfeeding) and then spreads awareness of these techniques. However, the UK should assist
countries in developing their own policies, not attempt to impose particular solutions.

Family planning
The potential for a demographic trap exists for both countries and families. Increasing population
and family size in the absence of increasing resources keeps both individuals and societies in
poverty, and poverty often limits access to, or information about, family planning. Whilst the UK
cannot have a position on optimal family size, it should support the provision of information and
(non controversial) services that allow individuals and families to regulate their family size. In many
developing countries women in particular continue to express the desire for smaller families but are
unable to have smaller families due to lack of access to contraception. Support for family planning
services should remain a priority.
Drugs recognition
Mutual recognition of drugs between countries would greatly assist the rapid supply of effective drugs at
the lowest possible cost. The WHO stated that, “30% of WHO Member States, most of them low-income
countries, have either no national regulatory system or one that is not functioning well. As a result, in
many of these countries 20%-30% of samples collected from markets fail quality tests”131.

This is an important area – without trust in medicines, health systems cannot work efficiently. Many
countries simply cannot afford to put in place regulatory regimes. Others employ scarce skilled
resources effectively duplicating work being carried out by their neighbours. Inevitably understaffed
assessment systems mean that there are delays in authorising much needed drugs.

DFID is already focusing on the area of improving access to medicines through the DFID Health
Resource Centre and their work on Access to Medicines. However, this could take a larger role in
pushing regional harmonisation for Drug Regulation Authorities in Sub-Saharan Africa. The Common
Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) are both making moves towards harmonisation of drug regulation. So we should
be pushing at a door which is already ajar.

128 Lipton,M. Toye,J. (1990) “Does Aid Work in India? A Country Study of the Impact of Official Development Assistance” Routledge
129 Gragnolati,M. Shekar,M. Das Gupta,M Bredenkamp,C. Yi-Kyoung,L. (2005) “India’s Undernourished Children: A Call for Reform and Action”
Health Nutrition and Population Discussion Paper: World Bank - http://siteresources.worldbank.org/SOUTHASIAEXT/Resources/223546
1147272668285/IndiaUndernourishedChildrenFinal.pdf
130 Mackintosh,U.A.T Marsh,D.R Schroeder,D.G. (2002) “Sustained positive deviant child care practices and their effects on child growth in Viet
Nam” Food and Nutrition Bulletin, Vol.23 No.4: United Nations University - http://www.positivedeviance.org/pdf/fnb23_16-25.pdf
131 WHO (2004) “WHO Medicines Strategy Countries at the Core 2004-2007” : WHO -http://whqlibdoc.who.int/hq/2004/WHO_EDM_2004.5.pdf
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DFID itself has noted that, “The ‘successful’ experiences of harmonization to date have hinged upon
firstly developing a common scientific framework for assessing medicines, and then ensuring that
legislation is enacted to support the assessments. The importance of making sure that there are sufficient
resources in terms of time and money for meetings and negotiations to achieve common outcomes
cannot be overstated”132. We believe support for such meetings, as well as offers to provide training to
create new, well functioning drug regulation authorities could be a very good and cost effective use of
taxpayers’ money.

The UK, both directly and through the EU (which often has lead competency in this area), should
support all efforts to promote mutual recognition of standards with the aim of maximising availability of
drugs and minimising unnecessary cost and waste of skilled scientific manpower.

Education

In Sub-Saharan Africa, opinion poll data shows that employment is the number one priority in most
countries – even ahead of issues such as health and literacy. The focus of education must be on
providing basic skills to equip Africa to provide employment for its people. It is therefore discussed in
our economic development chapter.

Humanitarian Aid

250 million people are affected by natural disasters every year, and a further 45 million are affected by
the devastating effects of war.133 Four million people have lost their lives in the last eight years in the
Congo alone. “Natural emergencies” are relatively simple and demand comparatively straightforward
responses. Conflicts, complex political emergencies, and failed and fragile states present different levels
of complexity in contexts which can be far from benign. These latter categories – which often become
what are termed “forgotten emergencies” – require particular, sustained attention.

Humanitarian Funding by DFID

In 2005-06 DFID spent £550 million on humanitarian assistance – 13% of its total budget excluding
administration. £410 million (74%) was spent bilaterally, with £72 million (13%) and £68 million (12%)
channelled through the European Community and the United Nations respectively.134 Table 7 below
shows the top 10 recipients of UK bilateral humanitarian assistance for the last three years.

132 Hill,S. Johnson,K. (2004) “Emerging Challenges and Opportunities in Drug Registration and Regulation in Developing Countries” DFID Health
Systems Resource Centre, :HRSC -http://www.DFIDhealthrc.org/publications/atm/Hill.pdf
133 DFID (2006) “Saving Lives, relieving suffering, protecting dignity: DFID’s Humanitarian Policy” : HMSO
134 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics (http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/sid2006/tablesindex.asp), Table 1.
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Table 7: Top 10 Recipient Countries of DFID Bilateral Humanitarian Assistance
2001-02 to 2005-06

Existing humanitarian needs do not cease when new emergencies occur. However, as media and public
attention turn to new emergencies, large pledges are made that often divert money away from existing
emergencies.

The Conservative Party should ensure that pledges for quick-onset emergencies are either made
from existing contingency funds or are new money, and do not involve the re-allocation of
previously allocated funds. In our Conflict and Fragile States Working Paper we recommend that
humanitarian funding should have two streams: one for emergency relief and operations in fragile
states; the other for dealing with ongoing crises. This should limit the scope for DFID to cut
funding in less visible areas when new crises emerge.

Principles of Humanitarian Aid

The Conservative Party should welcome the role that DFID and the Government have played in the
Good Humanitarian Donorship project and that its principles are enshrined within DFID’s Humanitarian
Policy135.
In particular DFID should ensure that their humanitarian work:
• is guided by principles of humanity, impartiality, neutrality and independence;
• promotes adherence to international humanitarian, refugee and human rights law;
• provides flexible, timely and predictable funding, and reduces earmarking;
• allocates funding in proportion to needs;
• involves beneficiaries in the design, management and evaluation of humanitarian response;
• increases local people’s ability to prevent, prepare for, and mitigate the consequences of crises;
• supports the UN, the Red Cross and NGOs, and affirms the primary role of civilian organisations in
delivering humanitarian relief;
• supports learning and accountability initiatives, and encourages regular evaluation.

Reform of the International Humanitarian System

Stronger UN Humanitarian Coordinators
Close coordination and cooperation between humanitarian agencies working in disasters is essential if
assistance is to be appropriate, effective and timely, and no one is to be overlooked or served twice.
135 ibid, p.18 and annex 1
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To date the UN Humanitarian Coordinators and the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs (OCHA) have been too weak to facilitate this in many situations.

Recent efforts to improve the recruitment, training and retention of Humanitarian Coordinators,
and to pool funds at the disposal of Humanitarian Coordinators to enable them to respond to
urgent unmet needs are welcome. The role of the UN Humanitarian Coordinators should be
separate from that of the UN Resident Representative.

Single Country Programme
An extension of the efforts to strengthen the role of the UN Humanitarian Coordinators has been to
advance the idea of a single country programme in response to a disaster, which would be overseen by
UN OCHA. Under this model, all governmental money given to the response is channelled through UN
OCHA, who in turn allocates it to agencies who submit proposals to them.

Recent experience of this way of working has shown that UN OCHA is unable to manage this kind of
grant making process, and that funding decisions have been repeatedly delayed and on occasions made
after the height of the disaster has passed. A basic principle of any international humanitarian system
must be that it works in practice.

While it can be argued that the recent issues are teething problems, and that the UN should be built up to
be able to deal with the new tasks that are expected of it, there is a more fundamental problem. Disasters
mainly occur in situations where the infrastructure and communications are poor. In such situations,
humanitarian actors constantly have to set up and refine working hypothesis about what is needed where
and who is doing what, on the basis of far-from-perfect information. Even with the best of coordination,
working in this way necessarily means that there are errors and biases in each agent’s decisions, which
are corrected only as more information becomes available. With a number of different agents and sets of
decisions, the errors and biases of one are corrected by those of others and so, taken across the whole,
are smoothed out or mitigated. Where there is only one set of decisions, its errors and biases will
become the rule for all. Furthermore, people who have to make these decisions will be very conscious
that any mistakes they make will have greater consequences, so they are likely to proceed more slowly
because of this.

A range of humanitarian agencies – UN and NGOs – acting in emergencies are able to respond
more quickly than a single monolith and correct in part one another’s biases and errors in the
early stages of response.
What is needed is greater coordination, not centralisation. Donor duplication is occasionally
wasteful, but if the UN were to attempt to centralise all donors and then assign tasks, valuable
time could be lost– potentially leading to great loss of life.

Similarly, it is essential that the proposed reform of the international humanitarian architecture
affords NGOs central and significant roles if responses are to remain fast, flexible and adaptive.

The different UN agencies, however, should speak with a unified or closely coordinated voice, as
recipient governments may look to the UN for guidance in the wake of a catastrophe. The UN ‘one’
reforms, where a single UN agency is to be nominated as the lead UN agency in each country, should
help this process.
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Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF)
Historically funding for emergencies has been slow to come on-stream and the amount available for
each emergency has depended on the scale of media coverage. Meanwhile protracted conflicts,
refugee crises, or gradual, slow-onset food crises receive little funding, and are often referred to as
“forgotten emergencies”.

In December 2005, the UN General Assembly created the Central Emergency
Response Fund (CERF) to make sure that money is available quickly when new crises hit, and for the
protracted or forgotten emergencies. By 1 April 2006 $254 million had been pledged for this fund by 39
donors. 136

The creation of this fund is to be welcomed and the British Government should continue to support it.

The Role of NGOs in Humanitarian Relief

Local Organisations and Civil Society
Central to improving the UK’s response to humanitarian emergencies is recognising and supporting the
role national NGOs play in providing assistance in emergencies. Local civil society organisations are the
first on the ground; they provide the critical initial life-saving support and stay with the communities in
the long run. Local organisations are ideally placed to ensure that other parts of the humanitarian system
hear the needs of those affected.
It is essential that national NGOs in the affected country receive a significant percentage of donor funds
and are included in decision-making forums in disaster situations. 137
International NGOs – Preparing and Specialising
NGOs are central elements of the international humanitarian system and play important roles both in
delivering humanitarian services and pursuing assistance for victims of humanitarian disasters. This role
should be maintained, and any reform of the humanitarian system should recognise it and not overcentralise.
Over the last couple of years, humanitarian capacity has been repeatedly found to be a limiting factor in
agencies’ ability to respond.

In order to respond quickly to emergencies, NGOs need to have an existing ability to respond, which
they maintain in anticipation of disasters. Some have substantial core funds and private donations,
which enable them to maintain this capacity. However many, especially medium-sized specialist NGOs,
do not, and critical time is spent writing emergency proposals and assembling teams. This is especially
serious if the NGOs either have some local presence in the emergency area or have specialist skills
relevant to the emergency. This has improved in recent years, both due to better process and through the
DEC, but still critical avoidable delays occur.

As was mentioned in the section on specialisation, one area which could be improved in terms of
specialisation is the NGO community. Different types of disaster require different skills, and knowledge
in particular areas (e.g. famine) is often quite specialised, with rapid decisions having to be made on the
quantity and type of aid (e.g. food aid, vouchers, cash) that needs to be disbursed. Obviously, because
emergencies occasionally occur on a scale that is rare (e.g. the Tsunami), some workers and teams need
be generalist, able to add weight to any operation. But DFID should also fund ‘core teams’ under the
heading of a single agency (e.g. Oxfam and famine relief), so that when an emergency occurs, there is a
skilled pool of people who are engaged with the issues and ready to swing into action and co-ordinate
the UK contribution to the relief effort.
136 ibid, p.12.
137Christian Aid’s submission to the GGPG, pp.11-12.
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We propose that DFID should:
• maintain the flexible approach to funding NGOs in emergencies, which it has developed and which
is widely recognised to work well;
• provide core funds for specialist disaster NGOs to maintain an emergency response team in
addition to the capacity within DFID. One of the longest delays is often in assembling teams. DEC
NGOs should have core capacity to provide initial response, on call and based near a major
international transport hub (which would not stop them being deployed in other ways between
emergencies). This should be linked to a responsibility to undertake practice-runs for emergency
response with other NGOs in the sector;
• DFID would put out a funding contract to tender a ‘core team’ for each emergency type to just one
of the large NGOs, so that each emergency type would have a particular NGO who would be the
‘lead agency’ in any emergency, able to draw on specialist advice and co-ordinate UK assistance;
• create an automatic draw-down facility for emergency NGOs to cover expenditure in the first
weeks of an emergency. Rather than requiring NGOs to justify funds in each emergency, they can
commit up to a pre-agreed limit. They then have to justify the expenditure subsequently at a time
all headquarters staff are not committed to respond. The starting position would be the members
of the DEC, all of which have a proven track record and capacity in emergency response, and other
smaller but established specialist disaster NGOs. DFID should allocate an initial response fund
based on the level of need arising from the disaster, allocated among the NGOs according to the
existing percentages calculated by the DEC based on agencies’ indicators of capacity (IoC). If this
scheme proves successful, it could be rolled out to local DFID offices so that respected on-the-spot
local NGOs could be offered the same facility. This would enhance the ability to respond in the first
few days whilst international specialist teams are deployed.

Long Term Crises

In our conflict and fragile states working paper, we recommend that long term ‘forgotten emergencies’ such
as ongoing food crises post-conflict reconstruction should be seen and budgeted for as distinct from
humanitarian emergencies. We outline the details in the conflict and fragile state chapter.

Disaster Risk Reduction

In recent years considerable attention and effort has focussed on how to help people reduce the risk of them
being affected by disasters and to reduce the consequences of disasters when they occur138. Activities in this
area range from environmental projects to stabilise hill sides, increase ground water reserves or prevent top
soil being washed away; or physical projects such as flood defences or reinforcing buildings; to nonstructural projects such as establishing early warning systems, preparing disaster plans, identifying
responsibilities, training, land use regulation, legislation, economic mechanisms and raising public
awareness. 139

The Conservative Party should welcome the inclusion of the commitment to “reduce risk and
extreme vulnerability” as the third of three policy goals in DFID’s humanitarian policy140.
Furthermore, the Conservative Party should welcome and undertake to maintain DFID’s commitment
that 10% of its humanitarian budget for natural disasters will be to help countries prepare for, cope
with and recover from disasters141.

138 e.g. International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies,(2002) World Diasters Report 2002: Focus on reducing risk (Geneva:
International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, 2002); UNDP (2004): Reducing Disaster Risk: A Challenge for Development;
ISDR 2005: Visions of Risk. A review of international indicators of disaster risk and its management; UNFCCC (2005): Disaster Risk in a Changing
Climate.
139 Benson, C, Twigg,J Myers,M (2000) “NGO Initiatives in Risk Reduction: A summary of the research studies”, (London: The British Red Cross,
2000), p.8, and Benson,C, Twigg,J. Myers,M (2001)“NGO Initiatives in Risk Reduction: An Overview”, in Disasters 25(3) (2001), pp.199-215, p.203.
This definition is consistent with that given in ECHO, The DIPECHO programme (2003), p.16, and also that used by Tom Palakudiyil & Mary Todd’s
Facing up to the Storm – How localcommunities can cope with disaster: lessons from Gujarat and Orissa (London: Christian Aid, 2003), p.29.
140 DFID DFID (2006) “Saving Lives, relieving suffering, protecting dignity: DFID’s Humanitarian Policy” : HMSO..
141 Secretary of State’s Humanitarian Reform Agenda (2004) – see DFID: Reducing the Risk, p.15.
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Debt Relief

Britain has an outstanding record on this issue and has consistently taken the lead since the early ‘80s in a
series of initiatives to lift the debt burden.

Those on the left argue that dropping the debt is a unique act of charity. However, debt relief is simply
applying what happens to thousands of individuals and companies every day in capitalist economics – when
a debt cannot be repaid, it must be liquidated.

It was the foolish lending of Western Government agencies and International Finance Institutions that was as
much to blame for the unpayable debts of the poorest countries as the actions of their (often unelected)
leaders. The vast bulk of debt of the very poorest countries is owed to western governments and government
agencies - not to commercial lenders. The banks were very reluctant to lend to most of these countries.
These countries’ debts arose either from government or multilateral loans from aid agencies or western
governments guaranteeing trade credit.

The ‘blame’ for these debts is with the leaders of the past, both here and in these countries. The exact
proportion of blame between these two groups is uncertain, but one thing is clear. It is not the people who
suffer from debts incurred in the past who are to blame. The peasant farmers of Rwanda and Mozambique
who have to pay taxes out of a meagre harvest did not incur the original debts.

In the UK, if someone lends money to someone who wastes it and ends up bankrupt, they lose out. Once
someone is so indebted that they cannot possibly pay their debts, these debts are dropped – they are declared
bankrupt. They do not have to spend their whole life paying off interest on debts they cannot afford. Why
should citizens of poor countries spend eternity servicing debts they cannot pay?
Not just morally, but practically, debt relief is the only solution with debts that cannot be repaid.

In the commercial market place, if a loan goes bad, the borrowing company will be declared bankrupt. The
company’s assets - be it a factory, a dam, a power station - will remain. A new owner and management will
acquire those assets and try to use them more efficiently. But its debts will be wiped out. The loser is the
lender. That is tough but fair. The lender will profit from other more successful ventures. He misjudged
this one and will have an incentive (and more experience) to invest more wisely in future.

The last Conservative government therefore set an example by unilaterally writing off virtually all Britain’s
aid loans to the poorest countries. A total of £1.2 billion of British loans was written off - the biggest single
contribution to easing the debt crisis. When the Labour party took office in 1997 the remaining debts of
these countries to Britain were, therefore, the result of guaranteeing trade finance mainly through the ECGD,
and they owed substantial sums to the IMF and the World Bank, of which the UK is a shareholder.

Britain took the lead in negotiating the Toronto agreement in 1988, which allowed eligible countries to
receive a reduction of a third in their debt payments. In 1990 John Major carried this forward, proposing
the Trinidad terms that allowed for a reduction of debt by two thirds. In 1996 the creditor countries agreed
on the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPCs) initiative, which initially could result in writing down debt
by 80 per cent.

Since 1997 the Labour government has striven to build on previous British initiatives to carry the process of
debt forgiveness forward, and we applaud those efforts. It has, however, failed to recognise the previous
Government’s efforts in this area, which is unfortunate – as in the UK at least, there is broad consensus on
this issue. We must continue to work together for debt relief for all poorer countries as soon as possible.
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We welcome the current attempts to increase the debt write off of countries via the Multilateral
Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI) to 100%. We also recommend examining ways in which low income
countries such as Kenya, which are currently outside the HIPC and MDRI processes, could see a
reduction in their debt burden.

Loans and Grants

Aid should be given in the form of grants not loans. Loans are viable commercially because they are
regulated by self-interest, which ensures only ‘good’ borrowers receive loans. ‘Development loans’ are
charitably motivated, and there is, therefore, a reluctance to enforce payment or conditions.

Those countries that do pay back loans often watch neighbouring countries evade payment. This gives
the damaging message that the government’s financial probity is not considered important by Western
donors.

Additionally, having recently written off (and continuing to write off) much developing world debt, we
should now look to ensure that we do not face a similar situation in future.
The UK should press the World Bank to convert the funding provided by its International
Development Association, which lends to poorer countries, into grants instead of loans.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The importance of Economic Development

Economic development and the growth resulting from it should be at the heart of our International
Development programme. While it does not guarantee poverty reduction, it is the only way in which
poverty can be reduced in the long term. In the words of the Commission for Africa, “Africa is poor
ultimately because its economy has not grown.”

A whole country whose economy grows strongly sees its people in work, earning a living, generating
profits and paying the taxes which are required for sustainable public services and infrastructure.

We agree with the analysis of the Commission for Africa that to make serious inroads into poverty,
improvements in both governance and economic growth are needed. We consider state governance in
the Working Paper on Corruption and Governance. So we will limit ourselves in this chapter to
considering economic governance.

The critical importance of economic growth – and in particular the role of the private sector - in
eliminating poverty has not received enough recognition. The MDGs have played a large role in
focusing aid efforts towards the provision of health and education but have diverted attention away from
the promotion of economic growth; due to this, insufficient development aid has been committed to it.
Between 2001/02 and 2005/06 DFID’s bilateral expenditure on the Economic sector increased by only 28%
whilst the education and health sectors received increased expenditure of 128% and 115% respectively.

There are many reasons why this is so – suspicion of business by those running aid programmes; the
belief that business should be able to take care of itself; anti-business sentiment in the governments of
developing countries; exploitative practices which have given the private sector a bad name; and, not
least, the fact that the owners of businesses in the developing world are wealthy by comparison with
their fellow citizens and – it is said - should not therefore receive support from taxpayers in the
developed world. After all, the aim of aid is the reduction of poverty.
The need for a greater emphasis on economic growth has now been recognised by DFID. In its 2006
White Paper, there was acknowledgement of the importance of economic growth as a cornerstone of
poverty eradication.

We argue the case for a substantial increase in development funding specifically aimed at boosting economic
growth. In particular, we will argue that funding should not aim only at improving the climate for
investment, important though that is. It should also be invested directly in the private sector where there are
clear opportunities but private investors are unwilling or unable to commit funds (see section 3.2). In doing
so, we will set as a prime goal the creation of work that pays sufficiently to lift people out of poverty
whether in the formal, informal or self-employed and agricultural sectors. We view this as important for
the following reasons:
• Creating sustainable remunerative work is the most effective way to give the majority of the
population the chance to escape from poverty;

• Work gives opportunities for women to gain greater financial independence and to make best use of
their entrepreneurial talents;
Commission for Africa (2005) “Our Common Interest: Report of the Commission for Africa”: Commission for Africa p15 ibid p13 DFID (2006) Statistics
on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics 2001/02 – 2005/06 (table 18- DFID and GPEX bilateral expenditure by broad sector)
http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/sid2006/table-18-sectors.xls [accessed on 23/05/07 ] Percentages have been calculated without General Poverty
Reduction Budget Support and DFID debt relief
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• Work enables young people (the majority of the population in most developing countries) to use their
skills and energies;

• Work helps to promote social cohesion and personal dignity; and

• More people in work enables a government to collect more tax revenue to fund essential public services

Productivity is also essential. While any paid work is better than none, people will only be able to lift
themselves out of poverty if they are given the opportunity to acquire the skills and technology to
improve their productivity.

None of this is to play down the importance of aid directed at other areas, in particular health. A country
is unlikely to see its economy grow strongly if its people are unhealthy. Indeed such aid not only helps to
build one of the bases of a sound economy, it also contributes directly to economic growth by employing
more health workers. In many communities, their incomes help to create enterprises and jobs. But
economic growth is so important that it must be a priority for an effective programme which is serious
about sustainable development.

How you deliver most appropriately critical goods and services (water and electricity, for example) is an
important question for economic development. There are few things which hinder an economy more than an
inadequate electricity supply. Government or government-owned companies, which have traditionally done
this work in developing countries, have often not come up to scratch. But neither has unregulated private
supply. A framework needs to be established, which combines effective regulation by government with
efficient delivery – which could be by the private sector, cooperatives or local authorities.

1.2 Pathways to Economic Growth

Sound strategy, policy and decision-making are the foundations of any pathway towards economic
growth. There must be a distinction between policy and decision-making. We argue that it is sound
strategy to place economic development at the heart of the international development programme.
However, the policies designed to advance economic development will vary widely between different
countries and within the same country at different times; and the decisions based on those policies will
vary even more widely.

To take one example, policies for economic development should be reviewed constantly in the light of
what is happening to energy and water supplies, the environment and migration. We will argue the
importance for many countries of investment in smallholder agriculture. Within fifty years, climate
change may make further investment pointless in some parts of the world; or the creation of sufficient,
attractive jobs in manufacturing or services may mean that farmland is consolidated into larger holdings
as people leave the land.

There are a number of pathways into economic growth which can be supported sensibly by development
aid. We will examine in particular the investment climate, education and the importance of young
people in development, the financing of the private sector, agriculture, and infrastructure. The pathways
which we recommend should be supported have at least two things in common – they can multiply the
value of the cash invested, and be effective in generating productive paid work. which we recommend
should be supported have at least two things in common – they can multiply the value of the cash
invested, and be effective in generating productive paid work.
• Work itself is not enough. There are very few people in developing countries who do not work. The problem is work which pays sufficiently to
have a chance of lifting people out of poverty. How do we define ‘sufficient’? It will vary between countries but we will assume that anything
below $2/day is certainly insufficient. The most often quoted figure for those living on less than $2/day is 3 billion or ‘almost half the world’s
population’ (Kofi Annan – speech 17 October 2000 or Gro Harlem Brundtland, Reith Lecture 2000) Prahalad in ‘The Fortune at the Bottom of the
Pyramid’ (2006) writes of 4 billion living on less than $2/day.
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The sums available for development aid, even if they are increased to the levels proposed at Gleneagles
in 2005, are small. They cannot, by themselves, result in the economic growth which is required to
ensure that the Millennium Development Goals (which are a bare minimum) are sustained once they
have been achieved. Unless these sums are used in ways which will multiply their effectiveness, we will
be back to square one in thirty years’ time.

We have chosen to group these pathways into three broadly defined categories:
• through people;
• through the private sector; and
• through government and the public sector.

We are not ignoring non-governmental organisations, not-for-profits organisations, religious bodies, or
charities. Examples of the fine work which many of them do appear in each of these sections, which
show that they are not a distinct ‘public, private sector, or personal’ category, but have an important role
to play throughout society.

1.3 Climate change and economic development

One of the overriding issues for international development in the years ahead will be the extent to which
any developmental gains brought about by economic growth, governance reforms and other aid
investment efforts may be undermined or reversed by the impact of climate change.

It is already clear that the effects of these changes will disproportionately affect the world’s poor, and
much will need to be done to encourage and enable adaptive behaviours by the world’s poorest
countries; to encourage investment in a low-carbon economic future; and to ensure that issues that will
require global cooperation such as international migration, the rise in natural disasters and resourcedbased conflict, are responded to thoughtfully.

The costs of such adaptation will challenge even the most robust economies in the world, let alone those
struggling with low tax bases and weak representative systems. Donors will need to adapt aid budgets in
order to meet this threat. The extent of the likely climate change and the measures needed to prevent it
are being examined by the Conservative Party’s Quality of Life Group.

What is clear is that any official aid programme will need to consider the extent to which any spending
decision is improving or worsening the situation. Thus infrastructure investment, coastal development,
new crops, energy provision and health systems, will need to be analysed and considered with climate in
mind. It is probable that all investment decisions will need to pass through a climate ‘filter’ as part of its
approval process to ensure that it is not putting at greater risk the very people it seeks to assist.

The most immediate impact on poor people (already being seen) is on agriculture as, for example,
changing rainfall patterns make it increasingly difficult to grow maize in Southern Africa. The mediumterm threat to cash crops such as tea, coffee and cocoa in East and West Africa is considerable due to
likely changes in weather patterns which will make it less viable to grow crops where they are at present.
As each industry is a major employer in Kenya, Uganda and Ghana respectively, this declining capacity
will have dramatic economic as well as social consequences.

Closely behind the effect on agriculture will be the impact on water provision for growing cities. A number
of the world’s largest and fastest growing cities are in areas predicted to be ‘water stressed’. As an example,
Dar es Salaam in Tanzania currently receives only about 60% of its daily water requirements – and the
quality is becoming increasingly brackish. China is abstracting far in excess of natural replenishment levels
for many of its major cities. Other water-related impacts are likely to be on power-generation as hydroelectric generation fails through lack of rainfall with imported fossil fuel alternatives increasing in price and
undesirable in terms of their carbon impact.
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On the social side, migration is likely to quicken, both within national borders and internationally as
agriculture suffers and urbanisation accelerates.

The future focus of global aid expenditure must acknowledge and reflect the enormous impact that a
changing climate will have on the planet, and that it will be disproportionately felt by the poorest. Some
aid responses are likely to be directly linked (agricultural and other adaptation, migration, low-carbon
energy generation and infrastructure, coastal defences, disaster preparedness) and some less so
(education, health, financial infrastructure). Such investment in developing countries will require
considerable re-engineering of economic plans and priorities as well as coherent support and technical
assistance from richer nations.
We must learn to ‘manage the unavoidable and avoid the unmanageable’ aspects of climate change.
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2 Pathways through People

2.1 Education and Young People

2.1.1 Young People and Economic Development

Young people are often ignored in economic development. According to the International Labour
Organisation (ILO), in developing countries they are 3.8 times more likely to be unemployed than adults.5
Yet they have the energy and potential which are the key to achieving the levels of growth necessary.

Free universal primary education is leading to cohorts of young people wishing to continue with their
education, or to apply the knowledge which they have gained at school to improve their lives; however
the opportunities are too few. The statistics below illustrate the disparity that exists between the
availability of secondary and tertiary education in developed and developing countries.

Regional breakdown of secondary age (10-14) populations and ISCED6 2,3 enrollers:
Table 1

Arab States

Central and
Eastern Europe

Total secondary
age population
(10-14 y.o.) - millions

ISCED 2,3
enrolment &
repeaters - millions

%

*40.7

36.9

91%

41.2

27.3,

66%

Central Asia

11.9

10.7

90%

Latin America
and the
Caribbean

*66.7

57.1

86%

*61.9

62.7

100% (see*)

South and West
Asia

229.3

117.5

51%

*102.3

30.6

30%

East Asia and
the Pacific

North America
and Western
Europe

Sub-Saharan
Africa

*219.7

160.3

73%

• *Unesco estimate

Source: Total age population statistics – UNESCO Institute for Statistics database Enrolment statistics– UNESCO Global Education
Digest 2006 data tables

5 Sharma (2006) p3 and ILO “Global Employment Trends for Youth 2004”. In industrialised economies, the ration is 2.3 times. Youth
unemployment rates in 2003 were 25.6% in the Middle East and North Africa, 21% in Sub Saharan Africa, 16.6% in Latin America and the Caribbean,
16.4% in South-East Asia, 13.9% in South Asia. This compares with 13.4% in the industrialised economies and 7% in East Asia.
6 The International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) was designed by UNESCO in the early 1970’s to serve ‘as an instrument suitable for
assembling, compiling and presenting statistics of education both within individual countries and internationally’.
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Regional breakdown of tertiary age (20-24) populations and ISCED 5,6 enrollers:

Table 2

Total Tertiary
age population
(20-24 y.o.) - millions

ISCED 5,6
enrolmentmillions

27.5

6.5

World

555.0

Central and
Eastern Europe

33.9

Arab States

%

132.0

24%

18.5

55%

24%

Central Asia

7.3

1.9

26%

Latin America
and the
Caribbean

51.6

14.7

28%

47.3

32.9

69%

146.3

15.5

11%

71.8

3.3

5%

East Asia and
the Pacific

North America
and Western
Europe

South and West
Asia
Sub-Saharan
Africa

166.1

38.9

24%

Source: Total age grouped population stats – UNESCO Institute for Statistics database Enrolment stats – UNESCO Global Education
Digest 2006 data tables

There are two challenges which must be handled in parallel. The first is greatly to expand the availability
of secondary and tertiary education (see section 2.3). The second is to create job opportunities for young
people (see sections 3 and 4.2). The generations which are at present not being educated beyond primary
level cannot be forgotten.

Most of these opportunities for work are likely to be in the informal or self-employed sector for the
foreseeable future. Therefore training in skills and encouraging enterprise among young people should
be integral to economic development policy.

The Prince’s Trust is a good example of an organisation focused on creating job opportunities and
encouraging entrepreneurship. It has created 55,000 jobs in the UK alone and also works in 25 other
countries. Young people are helped to start businesses and become employers by being given the
financial assistance and training/mentoring that they require.

7 Taken from UN dept. of Economic and Social affairs population division database (http://esa.un.org/unpp/p2k0data.asp). Cumulative population
(20-24 y.o.) from individual regions amounts to 551.7million. Disparity in totals is due to the exception of small nations without figures for
enrolment into tertiary education.
8 Figures for enrolment into tertiary education within Germany are not available therefore the percentage for ‘North America and Western Europe’ is
lower than the actual percentage.
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We recommend:

a) Support for skills and enterprise training for young people (particularly year 6/7 and 10/11 leavers
who cannot stay on in education).
b) Making training of young people a part of any major infrastructure project funded through
development aid (see section 4.2 below)

c) Support for the creation of easy-to-form companies through the UN (see section 4.1.1 below)
d) Support for the financing of small enterprises (see section 3.2 below

2.1.2 Education and Development

In 2005-06 DFID spent 10% of its bilateral aid budget (£249 million) on education, mainly primary
education. This was £19 million less than in the previous year, when it represented 13% of its
bilateral aid budget.

The importance of education for development does not need labouring. Whether it is to improve literacy and
numeracy, health, agricultural practices and other technical skills; whether it is to train people in English, or
for the higher training of teachers, doctors, future leaders, and those able to increase wealth in their
community- education is central. The UK should play a role in all these areas, in partnership with others.
The provision to support education should be maintained and, wherever resources allow, extended.

2.1.3 Secondary Education

UK support for secondary education has been patchy. Currently, in most African countries the majority
of children do not progress beyond primary school, while in South and West Asia only just over 50% do
so. Access to good secondary education often depends on parents having to pay, which clearly limits it
to a relatively small section of the community, and makes it likely that children from poor families will
remain poor.

Support for secondary education presents challenges because of the mix of private, public and religious
provision. But secondary education is essential, if individuals and communities are to have the skills
necessary to start to change economies from being purely providers of raw materials to producing valueadded goods and services, which would allow economies to grow. Whereas primary education and
educational aims are similar in most countries, there is much greater country to country variation in
secondary education.

There is already a shortage of qualified teachers in many developing countries. This shortage will grow
increasingly acute as secondary education expands. Support for teacher training is very important, and is
an area in which the UK has considerable expertise. It should therefore be a priority
Despite the efforts made by various bodies and NGOs to reduce the disparity between female and male
literacy levels, there remains a considerable gap between the two, highlighted by UNESCO’s 2006
research into global levels of literacy. There is an improvement when the adult and youth literacy rates
are compared, but the gender disparity is still apparent. DFID should make it a priority to support work
which reduces this disparity.
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Adult (15+) literacy rates by EFA region:
Region

Adult (15+) literacy rates (%)
Total
Male
Female

Adult illiterate population
Total millions Female %

World

82.2

87.2

77.2

780.7

64.1

Central
and
Eastern
Europe

97.1

98.7

95.8

9.3

78.9

99.3

99.6

99.0

0.4

72.5

91.7

95.2

88.2

125.4

70.7

Latin
America &
Caribbean

89.7

90.5

89.0

38.6

55.0

North
America &
Western
Europe

98.9

99.2

98.7

6.3

61.8

South &
west Asia

58.7

70.5

46.3

399.0

63.4

SubSaharan
Africa

61.2

69.5

53.3

143.9

61.1

Arab
States

Central
Asia

East Asia
& Pacific

69.7

80.2

58.9

57.8

66.5

Source: UNESCO institute for statistics- Literacy and non-formal education sector – 09/06
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Youth (15-24) literacy rates by EFA region:
Region

Youth (15-24) literacy rates (%)
Total
Male
Female

Youth illiterate population
Total
% Female

84.7

6.3

World

87.3

90.5

84.1

Central
and
Eastern
Europe

98.7

99.2

98.3

Arab States

Central
Asia

90.2

79.2

139.0

61.5

0.6

67.6

67.0

99.7

99.7

99.7

0.2

47.5

East Asia
& Pacific

98.0

98.3

97.6

3.9

57.0

Latin
America &
Caribbean

96.0

95.6

96.4

1.8

44.6

North
America &
Western
Europe

99.5

99.5

99.5

0.2

50.3

South &
west Asia

72.2

80.3

63.3

51.0

63.5

SubSaharan
Africa

72.9

77.8

68.3

21.6

58.6

Source: UNESCO institute for statistics- Literacy and non-formal education sector – 09/06

When it comes to aid for education, DFID is not the only UK government organisation to provide
support. Several other agencies, in particular the British Council, but also the BBC World Service and
the FCO (through Chevening Scholarships), already have a clear role. VSO is unconnected to
government, but also provides a route through which many British people support education for
development.

Within Africa at present, there is a broad specialisation, with DFID concentrating on primary education
and the British Council on higher/tertiary education. Secondary education is given less support.
We support an expansion of the role of the British Council into support for secondary education. The
British Council has a major role in the UK’s support for education in all sectors in Asia. Funding for
secondary education needs to be linked to support for curriculum development and other technical
educational services. It makes sense to concentrate these in the British Council rather than spread them
across several departments.
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2.1.4 English language teaching

There is a view that to support English language teaching is, in some sense, merely to pursue national
self-interest.

Historically, there may have been in some truth in this – but no longer. The demand for English
language is huge in virtually all countries because it is seen as the key to economic personal
advancement. Providing people with the ability to speak English, the world language of business,
science and the internet, enables them to participate more greatly in the economy. This should be seen as
what it is: a simple economic fact. Speaking English is a key skill for the development of individuals and
societies. As one of the main English-speaking donor countries, we are in an excellent position to help.

Currently, the majority of English language teaching provided by the British Council is paid for by
profits made from teaching people in middle income countries from relatively wealthy backgrounds.
This is entirely appropriate as far as it goes. Extending English language teaching to those who start off
with no economic advantage, and therefore no ability to pay, should be seen as a positive step in their
economic development.

2.1.5 Higher Education

The Commission for Africa sees an important role for Africa’s institutions of higher education and
wishes donors to inject $500 million per year to revitalise them.9 It also recommends that a further $3bn
be spent over 10 years to develop centres of excellence in science and technology.

We support the view that these institutions are very important. We lay particular emphasis on technical
and business schools. Helping them also fits in with our policy of ensuring that any development aid has
a strong multiplier effect.
*
• Higher education, particularly in technical and business disciplines, builds capacity and brings
economic development. “To increase the tax base, you need these skills” (Andrew Mwenda,Ugandan
journalist in evidence to us)

• It brings greater competence in both government and business.

• If available locally, it reduces the amount of money spent by families and government in educating
abroad

• Higher education is itself important to economic development, providing many jobs and giving a boost
to the places where the institutions are sited.

Recommendations:

a) DFID support has mainly assisted primary education. Providing good primary education for all,
preferably free, is a priority which has general support and with good reason. DFID should continue this
support and take the lead in holding the international community to a commitment to universal primary
education.

b) The UK should endeavour to expand its support for secondary education, to assist low income countries
in achieving universal secondary education. Given that this is a huge task, in which effort could easily be
dissipated, we recommend that the UK concentrates support in two areas: i) support of teacher training; ii)
English language teaching (which could also be extended within the primary school age group).
Commission for Africa (2005) “Our Common Interest: Report of the Commission for Africa”: Commission for Africa p67
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c) The greatest disparities in education are often seen in female literacy rates. Improving female literacy
should be a priority for the UK.
d) Support for technical and higher education is one area where the UK has a major role to play. We
suggest two practical ways:

i) Through the direct funding of existing institutions to enable them to improve and expand their
facilities, and attract high calibre teaching staff;

ii) Through helping to establish funds, which would provide higher education bursaries of a fixed
amount, available to all secondary school students who achieved the best grades. The amount would
be fixed at a level which would force existing institutions to lower fees (which are often too high) if
they wanted to attract students; and which would encourage people to start new, more cost-effective
colleges, perhaps focused on a limited range of vocational subjects.

For example, a fund of £10m per year in a developing country could provide 40,000 students with higher
education bursaries of 50% of the tuition fees, up to (say) £250 per annum. The same amount spent on
providing scholarships to UK universities would benefit perhaps only 1,000 students. As well as being
cheaper, higher education provided in the home country creates significant numbers of jobs and means
that the graduate is more likely to use their skills for the benefit of their own nation.

e) Support of UK Universities

We should encourage UK universities to continue to expand internationally. The UK is a world leader in
providing higher education. Several have alliances with higher education institutions in Asia and the
Pacific Rim. They either endorse the qualifications of these institutions, or offer their own qualifications
through them.10
We see the British Council as having an expanded role in this. Currently it does good work in helping
universities market their courses and qualifications. It could join with UK universities and developing
countries to set up new cost-effective centres of higher education, in response to the increased demand
from students assisted by bursaries.
f) Regional Centres of Excellence

We should support regional centres of excellence that cover several countries, such as AIMS (see box).
The African Institute of Mathematical Sciences (AIMS) (www.aims.ac.za) based at Cape Town in
South Africa “seeks to reduce the flight of scientific talent from Africa by becoming a 'centre of
excellence', offering an attractive alternative to overseas institutions”. The faculty consists of top
academics from around the world who teach courses ‘pro bono’. The cost for the first three years of
operation was estimated at $1 million, a relatively modest sum for an institute of this calibre.

AIMS is a joint venture between Cambridge University and the universities of Cape Town,
Stellenbosch and the Western Cape. Each university accredits the AIMS diploma, and one third of
the students registers with each of the Cape Town Universities. (Details - Tamar Khan –
www.SciiDev.net – 6 September 2002)

10 For instance, Staffordshire University . It currently serves some 5,000 students overseas and is considering opportunities to expand further.
Discussions at Staffordshire University with Prof. Christine King CBE (Vice-Chancellor) and colleagues (9 Feb 2007).
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AIMS is an example of what could be done in other disciplines to help to supply professional staff for
the new higher education institutions as well as for the private and public sectors.

2.2 Capacity building

We are very concerned about capacity in development. This is not just the capacity of developing
countries to make effective use of increased assistance and investment but also the capacity of donor
countries to provide it.
In the long term, better schooling and higher education will mean that the citizens of developing
countries will be equipped to do most, if not all, of the work themselves.

We are recommending elsewhere that funds are allocated for technical support in such areas as taxation
systems (Section 4.1), audit commissions/public accountability (DFID Working Paper), urban planning
and infrastructure (Section 4.2), and higher education (Section 2.3).

It is often difficult to find expertise in these fields other than by employing international firms of
consultants at considerable cost. This rapidly uses up the funds available.

Yet there are experts – some in mid-career, some recently retired – who, with encouragement and good
organisation, would be willing to spend weeks, months or even a year or two in developing countries, on
a voluntary basis or at low cost (compared with consulting companies).
The UK’s Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO) is internationally respected, and has great experience in
finding and supporting talented professional volunteers.
We would recommend that DFID and VSO work more closely together to see how a greater potential
pool of volunteers, increased funding, and the large-scale training of trainers in many disciplines can
combine to bring about a larger volunteer programme.

2.3 Diasporas and their remittances

Remittances of cash back home by citizens of developing countries working overseas totalled $188bn in
200511 (up from $58bn in 1995). This dwarfed official direct assistance/aid of $79bn in 2004 ($59bn in
1995).
Remittances therefore already play a vital role in economic development. But they could be even more
significant, if used more frequently to invest in businesses (and hence to create jobs) and social
development, rather than to increase personal consumption.

In some Latin American countries, governments match remittances, which are invested in social
infrastructure.

11 DFID Departmental Report 2006: HMSO p175; the Migration and Development Brief 2 of the World Bank estimated that they reached $199bn in
2006 through official channels - informal channels may add 50% or more. “Including these unrecorded flows, the true size of remittances is larger
than foreign direct investment flows and more than twice as large aas official aid received by developing countries.”
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In parts of Latin America, migrants from a particular town or small region sometimes form ‘home town
associations’ (HTAs). HTAs have a political and social role in the host country and are also increasingly
serving as a channel for the collective investment of remittances in the home town or state. One of the
most successful schemes, in the Mexican state of Zacatecas, involves federal and state governments
matching every dollar donated to local projects by HTAs (such as investing in local schools, roads and
recreational facilities). D. Ellerman (2005) ‘Labour migration: a developmental path or low-level trap?’
quoted in INTRAC Policy Briefing Paper No 8, November 2006
We recommend:

a) Encouraging developing countries to develop formal vehicles for charitable giving so that expatriates
may with confidence channel more remittances into social development.

Charity law is poorly developed in many countries. Even if there is provision for a legal entity similar to
our registered charity, it can be complicated and expensive to set up, and there are few if any tax
incentives for donors. This is an area in which the UK has considerable experience, and could provide
advice. We could learn much too from the US where individual charitable giving amounts to 1.6% of
GDP (2005), compared with 0.7% in the UK.12

b) Helping to establish well-managed and well-regulated investment funds, designed for expatriates who
wish to invest their money in supporting the development of their home country.

These recommendations could be funded through an expanded Investment Climate Facility (see section
3.1.5 for further discussion).

2.4 Social Protection

Economic growth depends on people actually having the cash to spend in the local economy.

Social transfers to individuals and families at times of need have long been recognised in the UK and
elsewhere as having an important role in keeping local businesses, and the jobs they provide alive when
they might otherwise fail.

The same is true in poor countries.13 To quote the 2006 DFID White Paper: “Social transfers in poor
countries are a realistic option. The ILO has shown that providing small cash transfers to the poorest
10% of people in most African countries would cost less than 3% of government budgets. And for subSaharan Africa as a whole, reaching 10% of the population would cost $760m each year – that is just 3%
of the $25bn of additional aid to Africa agreed by the G8 at Gleneagles.”14

A number of countries have introduced schemes of various kinds in recent years – Ethiopia, Bangladesh
and Nepal, for example. They may involve cash, food or vouchers. In Mexico and Brazil, social transfers
have been successfully tied to attendance at school.

12 Charities Aid Foundation; ONS (quoted in the Economist 17 Feb 2007)
13 DFID (2005) “Social Transfers and Chronic Poverty; emerging evidence and the challenge ahead”: DFID.
14 DFID (2006) “Eliminating world poverty: Making Governance work for the Poor. A White paper on International Development”: HMSO
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PROGRESA (now called Oportunidades) is a program of the Mexican government aimed at
developing the human capital of poor households. PROGRESA began its operations in August of
1997. As part of an overall strategy for poverty alleviation in Mexico, PROGRESA works by
offering conditional cash transfers to women in rural households.
The cash transfers aim to improve the current living conditions of eligible households, and to
promote investment by the same households in the human capital of their children, via improved
school attendance and increased demand for basic health services. By conditioning eligibility for
further cash payments on household compliance such as child school attendance, the program
provides clear and direct incentives for investment in the family’s human capital.
At the end of 1999, PROGRESA covered approximately 2.6 million families or about 40% of all
rural families and one-ninth of all families in Mexico. At that time, the program operated in almost
50,000 localities, in more than 2,000 municipalities and 31 states. PROGRESA‘s budget of
approximately $777 million in 1999 was equivalent to 0.2% of Mexico’s GDP. In all of Latin
America, Mexico is implementing an effective program that is serving as a model and beginning to
take hold across Latin America (e.g., Honduras, Nicaragua, and Argentina). Source: IFPRI reports:
Evaluation of PROGRESA
The UK is currently working with other countries on such schemes, and we strongly support this. It puts
aid cash directly into the hands of those who need it most and, in doing so, stimulates the local economy
and generates jobs. At the same time, if linked into (for example) school attendance, it can reinforce
other critical pathways to development.

Recommendation:
Results of the social transfer programmes being undertaken should be carefully analysed for their effect,
not simply on the people receiving them but on the local economy. If social transfers are shown to
multiply aid effectively in creating growth and jobs, these programmes should be extended beyond the
areas of most acute need. There are several different methods for providing social transfers. They should
all be analysed so that the most effective can be selected for each individual situation.

3 Pathways through the Private Sector
3.1 The Importance of the Private Sector

“The only proven route to the goal of [reducing poverty] is delivering sustainable economic growth. And
that means the private sector – behaving responsibly and soundly regulated – has to play a lead role:
from multinationals to the developing world’s millions of budding potential entrepreneurs.” (Kurt
Hoffman, Shell Foundation)15
The opposite of poverty is prosperity. There is a growing recognition that the private sector is a major
part of the solution, and we would place it at the heart of the war on poverty. Private enterprise alone can
create the tens of millions of new jobs (including the work of the self-employed) which poor countries
need every year.
We support the current Government’s view that enterprises in developing countries create conditions to
allow them to escape poverty, and that they offer essential services to the poorest households.

15 Article – 2 July 2006 – www.shellfoundation.org
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We would go further. The private sector - which includes cooperatives as well as enterprises of all sizes
and smallholder farmers - is the most important driver of development. It would therefore be a top
priority for us.
Why is this sector so important to the development of a country, and not simply to its economic
development? We offer several reasons:

• The paid work which it creates lifts people out of poverty and fosters self respect amongst them.

• As it grows, the formal sector develops. This is more easily taxable and provides revenue for
governments, enabling them to provide better public services to their citizens. This in turn provides an
eventual exit strategy for aid.

• It encourages enterprise which can stimulate the political, cultural and social life of a community. In
other words, it helps to create a ‘middle-class’ which has a vested interest in stability and is vital to the
cohesion of a society.

• It provides opportunities for young people and women to use their entrepreneurial energy.

• It adapts itself to local market conditions and can create markets and bring choice even to people on
very low incomes (by, for instance, packing products such as tea or shampoo in small quantities)16

In recent years, the private sector has at long last been recognised by governments and NGOs for the
essential contribution it makes to the reduction of poverty. It has responded both as a sector through
valuable initiatives such as Business Action for Africa (www.businessactionforafrica.org), and as
individual businesses (see 3.3 below for the joint analysis by Oxfam and Unilever of the impact of
Unilever’s business in Indonesia).

3.1.1 Business Expertise

As the private sector is so important for economic development, we need to ensure that within DFID
there is a deep understanding of business in developing countries. Employing consultants for this is
insufficient.

This can be done both by recruiting more from those with business experience in the developing world
and by seconding staff to businesses.

There may well be a pool of successful and experienced business people in the UK (including some who
have been able to retire early), who would be willing to contribute their expertise in monitoring and
advising businesses in developing countries.

Recommendation
DFID should recruit actively people with business experience, and second staff to companies operating
in the developing world, to obtain such experience.

16 For an excellent analysis of this, see Prahalad,C.K .(2004)“‘The Fortune At the Bottom of the Pyramid: Eradicating Poverty Through Profits’ :
Wharton School Publishing
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3.2 Business Finance

One major constraint on the growth of the private sector in developing countries is the lack of access to
finance. Businesses cannot grow without access to finance. But commercial providers of finance prefer
to lend large sums to low risk clients, as this is much more profitable. Traditional financial markets have
failed to provide a solution. This has led to innovative approaches, which combine the expertise of
finance professionals with support from development funding.
We will examine the availability of finance for micro, small and medium enterprises. These enterprises
create the majority of jobs and incomes in developing countries and can be highly innovative.

3.2.1 Microfinance and Entrepreneurship

What is microfinance?
Microfinance is the provision of financial services to those excluded from the formal financial sector –
the poor, women and those excluded because of caste or ethnicity. Since much of the developing world
does not have a formalised system of property rights, the poor are often unable to provide collateral,
cutting themselves off from formal financial services.

Like everyone else, the poor need access to a range of financial instruments to start and develop their
businesses, to buy capital goods for their own use, to save for their future and to shield themselves from
risk. Traditionally microfinance institutions (MFIs) focused on providing a standard credit product.
However, they have diversified in recent years and now offer other services such as microsavings and
microinsurance.

Without microfinance, the poor obtain financial services through informal arrangements with members
of their extended family or with money lenders who charge very high rates of interest. Their economic
status and the risk associated with lending to them exclude them from the formal financial sector.

Once just a small segment of the non-profit world, microfinance now commands the attention of a wider
audience including the Nobel Peace Prize committee. The UK Government has recognised its
importance but should place greater emphasis and resources in an area that has such an impressive track
record and so much potential.

Microfinance is a bottom-up solution and is based on the philosophy of the hand-up rather than the
hand-out – it empowers the poor to realise the benefits of a market economy.

The origins of microfinance?
In the 1970’s, experimental programmes in Bangladesh, Brazil and a few other countries
extended small loans to groups of poor women so that they could invest in micro-enterprises. Dr
Muhammed Yunus (Nobel Peace Laureate 2006) pioneered this movement in Bangladesh. While
he was teaching the theories of economics at Chittagong University in the 1970’s, the country
was plunged into a drastic economic crisis and 80% of the population were affected by famine.
Dr Yunus was travelling through Bangladesh when he met a woman in a village named Jobra. She
made bamboo stools but had no assets and was therefore unable to borrow from the conventional
banking system. She had no option other than to resort to money lenders. For each stool, she
would borrow the equivalent of £0.15 to buy the raw bamboo. After repaying the interest charged,
she was left with barely £0.01 per stool. Dr Yunus started a series of experiments and lent small
sums of his own money to villagers to set up businesses. He found that, contrary to conventional
wisdom, the poor – and particularly women – had excellent repayment rates, better than the
formal sector in most developing countries. He found too that they were willing and able to pay
the interest rates charged. As he developed his ideas, the Grameen Bank (Village Bank) was born.
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Microfinance combines the potential for massive outreach and impact. It has been an extremely effective
tool to empower poor people, especially women, because it has enabled them to help themselves. The
wealth created can then be spent where it is most needed – on education, health and housing. Grameen
Bank believes that charitable giving is not an answer to poverty – in fact, it breeds dependency and
discourages individuals from using their entrepreneurial drive to help themselves.

Meeting the demand for microfinance
Rapidly increasing amounts of capital are being committed to microfinance by development agencies
($1bn in 2004) and philanthropists (Gates, Omidyar, Buffett). However, the United Nations
Development Programme estimates that global demand for microfinance is between 400 and 500 million
households, of which only 30 million had access to it in 200217. Unitus claims that at least 90% of
eligible self-employed people lack access to microcredit18. Potential demand clearly outstrips supply.
Microfinance as a commercial proposition
The figures also suggest that contrary to popular belief, microfinance can be sustainable and even
profitable – the poor do repay loans and can be charged favourable rates. “Data from the Micro Banking
Bulletin reports that 63 of the world's top MFIs had an average rate of return, after adjusting for inflation
and after taking out subsidies programs might have received, of about 2.5% of total assets. This
compares favourably with returns in the commercial banking sector and gives credence to the hope of
many that microfinance can be sufficiently attractive to mainstream into the retail banking sector.”19

Citigroup launched a microfinance business division in 2005. The attraction for Citigroup is the potential
scale of future business from the 40% of the world’s population who have never used a bank. ProCredit
uses grants to help start microfinance banks in developing countries, but expects them to operate
commercially without subsidy within a few years. Both organisations are driven primarily by their
ability to provide banking services on a commercial basis for those who lack access and poverty
alleviation is a secondary motivation. This commercial funding is the surest way of meeting the gap
between demand and supply.

The case for subsidising start-up costs
A subsidy during the start-up phase of an MFI is sometimes appropriate, and many of the sustainable
MFIs such as Grameen initially relied on donor funding. The subsidy can help to cover operating costs
and the building of capacity and systems. There is also an argument for subsidy to build the initial
capital base of an MFI to enable it to grow more quickly, and to borrow from other sources in order to
serve more clients. Once the MFI is up and running, a sustainable business model is preferable.
However, there may sometimes be justification for a period of operational subsidy, if local conditions are
particularly difficult.

If MFIs are profitable, do they need support from donors?
Once an MFI is profitable, donors should step back and allow market forces to play their part. Continued
involvement may distort the market. That being said, there can still be a role for donors in supporting
certain activities of profitable MFIs – for example, when an MFI decides to launch new programmes that
may be costly but hugely beneficial to the poor. Donor subsidies may enable them to initiate programs
that may otherwise be too risky: a programme to help the ultra-poor for example. Donors can also
support the development of technical innovations that will ultimately reduce costs, increase productivity,
and benefit the end borrower – such as mobile repayment systems. They can also support the industry
infrastructure, by establishing credit bureaus and encouraging transparency and proper financial
reporting throughout the sector.
17 United Nations Capital Development Fund - http://uncdf.org [cited 23/04/07]
18 www.unitus.com [cited 24/04/07]
19 United Nations Capital Development Fund - http://uncdf.org [cited 13/05/07]
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Costs of handling small loans
The provision of financial services to the poor is quite expensive in relation to the size of the transaction.
Small loans often require the same expenditure on personnel and resources as a large loan. However,
operating costs do vary according to the institution. Some of the best MFIs can deliver very small loans
at a cost of between 5-10% of the amount lent. Others have much higher operating costs due to factors
such as inefficient collection methods and lack of scale. Costs of supplying microfinance are generally
coming down, due to increased efficiency in the sector through competition, capacity building, and
innovation.
The other cost that needs to be considered is that of borrowing for institutions that are not dependent on
donors. If institutions are to become sustainable, they need to be able to pass this cost onto the borrower
in the form of loan interest.

There is evidence that clients are willing and able to pay these higher rates of interest as they are often
well below the cost of their other alternatives such as local moneylenders.

Default rates
Microfinance lending is based on the premise that poor people are creditworthy, are able to put loans to
productive use and will repay on time. The experience of most MFIs is that their borrowers often have
higher rates of repayment than conventional borrowers. Some successful institutions claim repayment
rates as high as 99%. Grameen Bank cites a rate of more than 98%, and BancoSol a rate of over 95%.

The scale of success – the Bangladeshi example.
There are currently about 1,500 MFIs in Bangladesh, although over 90% of clients are served by the four
largest (BRAC, Grameen, ASA and Proshika). Most MFIs have a repayment rate of around 98%. There
are over 20 million active clients and almost 90% of those are women. There are replicas of Grameen all
over the world, which demonstrate the success of the Bangladeshi model.
Statistics for Grameen as at January 2007 are as follows: 6.95 million borrowers, 97% of whom are
women; 2343 branches; and services in 75,359 villages, which cover more than 90% of the total number
of villages in Bangladesh.

Microfinance in Africa
Although microfinance has had some success in a number of African countries and is becoming more
widespread, the sector is not, for the most part, as well established and as prevalent as it is in Asia and
Latin America.
The main reasons for this disparity are as follows:

- Microfinance initiatives were first tested in Asia and Latin America. As a result, the sector is more
mature, and the institutions have had the time to evolve, and to adjust to lessons learnt from initial
experiences. Help to build the capacity of MFIs has focused quite heavily on Asian and Latin American
institutions to date.

- African MFIs often lack operational efficiency. Running costs tend to be higher for African MFIs than
for institutions in other parts of the world; attracting and retaining good staff is difficult; and loan
collection is often more cumbersome and costly.

- Financial expenses, in particular the cost of borrowing, are often relatively high in Africa. This is due
both to risk and to inflationary economies, which require MFIs to charge higher rates to their clients to
offset the loss in value of money. Portfolio at risk also tends to be higher in Africa than in Asia.
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- Skills training and business-related education are also lacking in many parts of Africa.

- There has been less group lending in Africa compared with Asia and Latin America. Group lending
has seen success in both Asia and Latin America due, in part, to the density of the populations in many
urban areas. Although somewhat of a generalisation, most urban areas in Africa – and also, of course,
the rural areas - are less densely populated. Group lending is therefore not as appropriate and the peer
pressure mechanism to ensure repayment of loans is not as effective.

- The private sector has played a more advanced role in the development and growth of microfinance in
Asia and Latin America. MFIs have seen more commercial success outside Africa than within and, as a
result, most commercial or quasi-commercial investments have been made in Latin America and Asia.
- Many African governments have come to emphasise the importance of microfinance relatively
recently. As a result, there are improvements that are needed in the regulatory framework if
microfinance is to be both more attractive to investors and more effective for borrowers.

Current developments in Microfinance
Many institutions are moving away from the group-lending model (Grameen’s traditional model), and
towards individual lending which enables businesses with growth potential to flourish, unrestrained by
the other members of the group. Although the group-lending model remains the most commonly used
method, there are variations in the way it operates.

The main model used is where a group selects its own members (usually between four and eight) from
similar backgrounds. Once the members have taken out loans, all group members are responsible for the
repayment of each others’ loans and meet, usually weekly, to collect repayments. If a member defaults,
group members will not be allowed to borrow again. This collective liability puts peer pressure on
borrowers to fulfil their obligations. The creditworthiness of the borrower is therefore determined by the
members of the group rather than the MFI.

Individual lending programs use other incentives to ensure high repayment rates, such as eligibility for
higher loans in the future and cash rebates for on-time repayments.

There is also research into how effective microfinance is in reducing poverty. There is an argument that
microfinance only does this when it helps to improve productivity. A substantial proportion of the
lending does not actually do this but is used for consumption. On the other hand, many contend that
MFI’s have an impact which goes beyond the simple providing of credit. They help smooth the risks
which are so much part of the lives of the poor in developing countries by making credit and
increasingly insurance available. They provide employment in rural areas; they invest in education; and
they can help to improve the status and opportunities for women.

The increasing credibility of microfinance has enabled MFIs to use their existing loan portfolios as
security to raise further funding. For instance, ICICI, India’s second largest private bank, lends to more
than 50 small microfinance banks at 9.5-11% per annum and they lend on to their clients at 16-30%. The
microfinance banks are responsible for the first 5-12% of loan losses.
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Widowed at an early age, Shonabhan worked as a domestic aide in the Gorpara village of the
Manikganj district of Bangladesh for over a decade. Having no real shelter, without an education or
any substantial job opportunities, she struggled to feed her two children and had no one to turn to
for support.

In 1977, Shonabhan became a member of BRAC’s Development Program. She started weaving
mats, and saved a small sum each week with BRAC. The following year, she received training from
BRAC as a Health Volunteer and earned an extra income selling basic health supplies in her
community. She also worked as a BRAC poultry vaccinator, and the combined income allowed her
to maintain a decent living standard for her family.

In 1988, Shonabhan took a loan of £22 from BRAC and started making handicrafts and mats, which
earned her an income of T£9 -11 per month. Withdrawing some of the money from her savings
account with BRAC, she bought a piece of land and built a house. In 1990, together with her
savings and some more loans from BRAC, she sent her youngest son to Qatar. Meanwhile, she
bought a further 16 decimals of land and expanded her home. Eventually, her sons were able to join
her in her work, and helped her set up a tailoring factory which eventually flourished.
Now, the family has over a thousand employees working in their factory, which sells its products in
the capital city of Dhaka. The family earns a monthly profit of about £450.
Source: BRAC, Microfinance Institution, NGO, Dhaka, Bangladesh

DFID claims that microfinance is ‘part of a broader strategy to promote stronger and more inclusive
financial sectors.’ There has been £86m20 spent over three years on this strategy, which also includes
other financial sector projects. ‘ In addition to programmes that have microfinance as the central activity,
DFID supports programmes to improve access to finance for poor people where microfinance is just one
component.’21 The amount of £86m between 2003 and 2006 equates to just 1.3%22 of total DFID
bilateral expenditure over the same period, and to only 3.2% of DFID bilateral expenditure in the
economic sector. As figures for DFID expenditure on microfinance are not disaggregated from other
financial services, it must be presumed that the amount is less than £86m over three years.
Conclusions
1) The success of microfinance in Bangladesh has been replicated throughout the world. However,
simple cloning is a mistake. The international development community should look at distinct
cultural, historic and legal differences before developing its strategy. Pilot programmes on a small
scale are needed to experiment, and to determine which plan suits each local environment. The
strength of the sector lies in the fact that it is bottom-up in nature, and we need to recognise that the
needs of the people served will vary.

2) Demand for microcredit in developing countries far outstrips even the rapidly-growing supply. While
the contributions of development agencies and charities are significant, most of it can be supplied
only by the commercial sector. It makes sense therefore for MFIs, if possible to commercialise their
operations, and take advantage of their balance sheets to raise further funds. This – combined with
the increased competition and efficiency – will drive down the cost of borrowing for their clients

20 In response to a Parliamentary Question tabled by Rt. Hon. P. Lilley MP, answered by Gareth Thomas MP (DFID) – 26/01/07
21 ibid
22 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006: National Office of Statistics 2001/02 – 2005/06 (table 18- DFID and GPEX bilateral
expenditure by broad sector) http://www.DFID.gov.uk/pubs/files/sid2006/table-18-sectors.xls [cited on 23/05/07 ] Percentages have been
calculated without DFID debt relief
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Recommendations on Microfinance
We recommend:

a) Support for sound MFIs in high risk countries, or for those who supply to high risk groups that
commercial banks are reluctant to service;
b) Support for MFIs which specialise in lending to smallholder farmers;

c) The provision of technical assistance and funding for the development and initial roll out of new and
innovative products such as microinsurance, microleasing and mobile repayment systems;
d) Assistance to enable targeting of specific groups of people who are still not served by the formal
financial sector (for example, those with physical disabilities);

e) Support for MFIs through specialised microfinance technical assistance organisations that can provide
tailored training for entrepreneurs, better to equip them for starting businesses. This may include
support in the writing of business plans, accounting, financial planning and marketing;
f) Considering the development of public/private partnerships in this sector. This could be through the
establishment of a loan guarantee fund to local banks, to give them the security they require to lower
their risk in lending to local, green MFIs;

g) A regular microfinance summit to bring together international actors from the public and private
sectors, and to encourage innovation and coordination in the sector; and.

h) Support and encouragement for innovation within microfinance.

3.2.2 Finance for Small and Medium Enterprises

It is the small and medium enterprise sector (SMEs), including smallholder agriculture, which is likely
to create the most jobs in developing countries. SMEs account for 60% of GDP and 70% of total
employment in low income countries23.

However, these businesses find it the most difficult to obtain the finance (loans and equity capital) which
they need to grow. Typically they need $5,000 - $50,000. This is more than most MFIs will lend; and
while commercial banks may in theory be able to offer facilities, in practice their security conditions are
too onerous for these businesses to meet.

We set out three ways in which this can be achieved:

a) Partial grant funding for new ventures (sometimes called Business Partnership – Private Sector
Development Programmes: BP-PSDPs)
Some business opportunities require substantial capital investment in areas where there is little resale
value – for instance a factory constructed for food processing in a rural area.
The Dutch Government’s PSOM programme (Programme for Cooperation with Emerging Markets)
reduces the risk for investors by providing grants of up to 60% of the cost of the pilot stage of a
qualifying project. As a result, businesses and jobs are created where there would have been none.

23 From- Fan,Q. Criscuolo,A. Llieva Hamel, I (2005) ‘Whither SME Policies?’ –– Development Outreach March 2005/World Bank Institute
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PSOM (Programme for Co-operation with Emerging Markets)

PSOM provides grant funding for pilot projects which have great potential to establish a sustainable
business and create jobs but which are seen as too risky for the entrepreneurs (who often have little
or no capital of their own).
Examples of projects funded are:
i) processing or manufacturing businesses in rural areas where the buildings and machinery would
have a low resale value compared with cost;
ii) a new product which has as yet unproven potential.

Typically PSOM provides grants of 50–60% of the cost of projects up to ?1mn. Conditions vary
between the countries in which it operates. It has generally proved to be a successful model.
www.evd.nl/business

DFID has given grants via two major Challenge Funds - the Financial Deepening Challenge Fund
(FDCF), and the Business Linkages Challenge Fund (BLCF). Challenge Funds work with the private
sector on projects which meets DFID’s objectives, and leverage private funding with public grants.

FDCF has so far lent £18.5m and has managed to bring in approximately £3 from private sources for
every £1 of public money. Total investment has therefore amounted to approximately £71m in 12
countries in sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia.24

The evaluation of the FDCF is generally positive (see www.financialdeepening.org), although the
reviewers consider that it would have been better to have evaluated the fund on the basis of outcomes
rather than outputs.

The Commission for Africa recommended an Africa Enterprise Challenge Fund (AECF). This will be
launched in mid-2007 with a proposed capital of $100 million, including a contribution from DFID.
Lessons learned from the earlier Challenge Funds will be applied in the AECF.

In a review of these and similar programmes, donors generally considered that they met their objectives,
which were to create jobs, generate exports, and see the companies continue to expand and invest.
Development agencies which implemented the programmes considered that they needed to work more
closely with the private companies from the very beginning of the projects.25
Private companies were more sceptical, not of the principle itself, but of the design of the programmes.
They considered that programmes should:

• Remove all forms of ‘tied aid’ - for instance requiring the project to be a joint venture with a company
in a particular country (the Netherlands, in the case of most projects funded by PSOM);

• Recognise that “there are several forms of joint venture, not just the standard version of two separate
entities owning shares in a third. For example, trade contracts are a form of joint venture, as one firm
can provide pre-finance, technical assistance, marketing advice, and training in quality control to the
firm in the developing country without owning part of it;”26 and
24 Source: wwwfinancialdeepening.org [cited 07/11/06]
25 Janine Teese (2005) ‘Business Partnerships – Private Sector Development Programmes’
26 ibid
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• Adjust the criteria for projects (for instance, the size) to correspond with the conditions in the
developing country.

Making grants of development funds directly to private businesses is a bold move and may attract
criticism from some. However, we welcome such grants, provided that the programmes are sufficiently
flexible.

b) Support of Local Financial Institutions

The institutions best placed to make loans to SMEs are those within developing countries. The best-run
among them have the local knowledge to make prudent lending decisions. However, they operate under
the rules of their central banks which have generally tightened in recent years, especially in their
definition of what constitutes adequate security. Many SMEs cannot comply with this and are therefore
unable to borrow.

Development funding could be used to provide bank guarantees, which would enable SMEs with good
business plans but inadequate security to obtain the funding they need from local banks. Cordaid, a
development organisation in the Netherlands which receives considerable funding from its country’s aid
programme, has built up a successful department which specialises in such instruments.27
In countries where there are few solid financial institutions, and hence a lack of available credit,
development funds could be used to invest in new or existing banks.

In evidence to the Group, Robert Annibale, Global Director of Microfinance for Citigroup, stressed the
importance of supporting ‘legacy institutions’ such as existing savings banks, which lack capital but
have good reach into areas currently neglected by other banks.28

There are already successful examples of this. Danida, the Danish aid agency, made a successful
investment (accompanied by management support) in the ailing Tanzanian Cooperative and Rural
Development Bank. With its support, the bank has now become highly successful, and is the major
lender of crop finance for smallholder farmers and to SMEs in Tanzania. Another Tanzanian Bank, the
National Microfinance Bank (NMB), has recently seen the AAA-rated Dutch cooperative bank
Rabobank take a significant shareholding. NMB has the country’s most extensive branch network.
c) Equity Finance

There is an increasing amount of equity finance available for investment in developing countries. This is
coming both from the established investors – such as CDC Capital for Development (see Section 3.3) –
and from newly established funds, some with private capital, and some with capital from development
agencies. For example, Cordaid is establishing an equity fund in Bolivia, in cooperation with a local
financial institution. The initial fund will be ?3m, but the partners intend rapidly to attract other
investors, so that it increases to ?15m within a few months.

27 See www.cordaid.nl (Sector Entrepreneurship)
28 Robert Annibale In giving evidence to the GGPG 08/05/06
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Aspire invests between $50,000 and $1m in SMEs in East Africa (and soon other parts of the
continent).

It was established by the Shell Foundation in partnership with GroFin - a specialist business
developer and financier - that locally manages the programme. It is backed by the Belgian, British,
Swiss, Finnish and Dutch governments’ development finance institutions (DFIs) – BIO, CDC,
SIFEM, Finnfund and FMO. The Skoll Foundation, Syngenta Foundation and Triodos, the ethical
investment bank, have also invested.
The fund, which has grown to $43 million, has as its declared aim addressing the financing gap
between microfinance and venture capital.

The Shell Foundation Report ‘Enterprise solutions to poverty’ (2005), which analyses this financing
gap and sets out how it can be closed, is clear in its argument: “The expansion of enterprise,
particularly SMEs, is critical to economic growth and poverty reduction.” We agree.
However, the investments made by such funds are usually at least £100,000, and often considerably
more. There is little equity or quasi-equity funding available for the small businesses which have
outgrown microfinance or the personal resources of the entrepreneurs, and yet find it very difficult to
obtain the finance they need to grow.

Although loans may be a possibility, many people are wary of taking on debt, which will almost
certainly involve putting their personal assets at risk.

So there is a need for equity-type investments of (say) £5,000-100,000, which both provide a measure of
security to the investor, and enable the business to grow without entrepreneurs having to put everything
they own at risk. This is not easy in countries where the rights of minority shareholders are few. It is also
unlikely to be profitable in the short term, as the cost of running a fund properly will not be met by the
returns until the portfolio is extensive.

Yet it is only by investing in such businesses that the medium and larger-sized companies, on which
employment, growth and hence tax revenues depend, will emerge.

Aid funding has a crucial role in helping to bridge this gap, by assisting with the investment capital and
contributions towards set-up costs, which these small equity funds will need.
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Equity for Africa (www.equityforafrica.org) is a UK charity, which helps small businesses
(including farmers) with investment in machinery. It received support from DFID’s Financial
Deepening Challenge Fund. EFA purchases the machinery and retains title to it, until the business
has repaid the cost of the machinery plus a premium. The rate of repayment depends on the
performance of the business. It is therefore closer to equity than debt.

A recent successful application was by a Tanzanian farmer for drip irrigation equipment, to improve
his productivity when growing green beans. As well as protecting the farmer from strict
enforcement of loan conditions in the event that his business is affected by poor weather or a weak
market, this model gives him an incentive by reducing substantially the premium paid if he makes
early repayments.
Recommendations for support of SMEs
a) We strongly support the creation of new challenge funds such as the AECF. We recommend that these
funds concentrate on SMEs as these are the businesses which most need help. They also have the
greatest potential to create most economically the sustainable jobs which are needed.

The argument that it is uneconomical for a large fund to invest in small companies can be overcome by
investing in smaller, more flexible funds/NGOs which have low overheads.

b) We recommend that DFID, either directly or through partners, use bank guarantees to support viable
local financial institutions in lending to SMEs in developing countries. Such a scheme should be lowcost, or financed by its guarantee fees, if the local financial institutions are carefully selected.

3.3 CDC

CDC (Capital for Development) is a UK Government-owned fund of funds with assets of £1.6 billion,
targeting businesses in the poorer countries of the world, with an emphasis on Africa and South Asia.

It is successful, and in 2005 obtained growth in its net assets of 35%29, higher than the average return on
developing market investments. It is able to invest up to 30% of its portfolio in countries which are
‘poor’ ($1,750-$9,075 GDP/head), and 70% in the ‘poorest’ countries.
By value, 49% of its portfolio is in Africa, 27% in South Asia, 18% in the Americas, and 6% in the Asia
Pacific Region.

40% of its African portfolio is in the ‘minerals, oils and gases’ sector as against only 9% in agribusiness
and 11% in manufacturing, both of which create far more jobs per pound invested.

Asia, China and India, the fastest growing economies, made up £172 million out of a total portfolio
of £225 million.

CDC is operating as a successful commercial investor in developing countries and there is no
justification for changing the business model which they have developed. It does not invest significantly
in agriculture which we see as key to economic development in Africa. This is because of the lower rates
of return in this sector.

29 CDC Capital for Development Annual Report 2006: CDC Group Plc
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Recommendations for CDC
a) CDC has great experience of the private sector in poor countries. We were told that DFID could draw
more on this experience, as it engages increasingly with the private sector in its goal of reducing
poverty.

b) Investment in agricultural businesses is important for economic development and job creation (see
Section 3.5). Yet agriculture-based businesses (with the exception of large agribusinesses) find it
difficult to raise capital in low income countries.

We recommend that CDC and DFID bring together their great expertise in respectively the business and
development sides of agriculture to create a team backed by funding, which will invest in agricultural
businesses (both smallholder and larger scale) in low income countries.

They could also draw on the excellent technical and research resources of British institutions, such as the
Natural Resources Institute (NRI), Reading University and the University of East Anglia.

3.4 Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)

Foreign Direct Investment is important to economic growth. The efforts which the UK itself makes to
attract it are evidence of this. It is even more important to developing countries.

FDI has received a mixed press, largely due to the inevitable interest in ‘bad news’ stories above
‘good news’.

a) CDC has great experience of the private sector in poor countries. We were told that DFID could draw
more on this experience, as it engages increasingly with the private sector in its goal of reducing
poverty.

b) Investment in agricultural businesses is important for economic development and job creation (see
Section 3.5). Yet agriculture-based businesses (with the exception of large agribusinesses) find it
difficult to raise capital in low income countries.

We recommend that CDC and DFID bring together their great expertise in respectively the business and
development sides of agriculture to create a team backed by funding, which will invest in agricultural
businesses (both smallholder and larger scale) in low income countries.

They could also draw on the excellent technical and research resources of British institutions, such as the
Natural Resources Institute (NRI), Reading University and the University of East Anglia.
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Unilever in Indonesia – a multinational and poverty reduction
Unilever and Oxfam conducted a joint study (Exploring the links between International Business
and Poverty Reduction – 2005) which concluded that, although Unilever Indonesia’s (UI) core
workforce was 5,000, “the full-time equivalent of about 300,000 people make their livelihood from
UI’s value chain” (p18). Of the total amount generated along the value chain of some $633 million,
direct UI operations account for about 34%, taxes paid to government 26%, retail operations 18%,
suppliers 9%, distributors 6%, farmers 4%, and other expenses 3%. Like many major companies, UI
invests in a range of philanthropic activities, but it also has considerable influence among its own
business partners, which have adopted UI’s practices in, for instance, health and safety. UI has also
taken a public stand against corruption (p20). Two of the most important conclusions reached were
that the analysis by NGOs needs to be more alert to the difference between multinational companies
and that participation in the value chain alone does not guarantee improvements in the living
conditions of poor people.
It makes sense for developing countries to seek to attract investment from such companies, but what of
the effect on existing local businesses? If there is no existing local business in the industry, the question
does not arise. If there is a mature local business, it should not fear competition. Difficulties arise when
local businesses in the industry are still developing, and are not yet ready to compete effectively with a
multinational. Under these circumstances, it may be reasonable for a government to protect these
businesses for a limited period of time.

While large multinationals are an important source of FDI in developing nations, it may well also come
from smaller companies. The reasons are clear. Typically, large companies expect a return on capital of
25% or more from investments in countries perceived to be risky. Taking into account the cost of using
expatriate staff, most projects will fail to meet that threshold. Smaller companies, often individually or
family-owned, are more likely to take a long term view of an investment, and are therefore prepared to
accept lower initial returns. Their cost structure will be lower and they will have greater flexibility.
There may also be considerable personal commitment present at board level.
Whatever the source of FDI, it can greatly assist the economic development of a country. To attract it is
as important for developing countries as it is for the UK.
Companies which look to make FDI do not usually need financial assistance to do so. There are
exceptions in which such assistance makes the difference between going ahead with an investment or
not. In such cases, a challenge fund such as the proposed AECF can help (see Section 3.2). However, a
favourable investment climate is generally much more significant (see Section 4.1).

3.5 Agricultural Productivity and Smallholders

Agriculture makes up a significant proportion of the GDP of most developing countries. According to
the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), 1.3 billion people worldwide work in agriculture and
a further 2.5 billion depend on the sector – some 60% of the world’s population.30 However, perhaps in
part because agriculture has become domestically insignificant to many donor countries, there has been a
tendency to see it as ‘old fashioned’ or at best a component of a rural development strategy.

The FAO states: “Growth in the agricultural sector has a crucial role to play in reducing poverty. The
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) estimates that seven out of ten of the world’s
poor still live in rural areas.”31
30 FAO (2004) ‘The state of food and agriculture 2003-4: Agricultural Biotechnology, Meeting the Needs of the Poor?’ : FAO

31 FAO (2003)‘Poverty and agriculture’ in “World Agriculture: towards 2015/2030 an FAO perspective”: FAO
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3.5.1 Agriculture as a business

We see agriculture – including smallholder agriculture – as a business which can play a major role in
economic development, as it has already done in several Asian and South American countries – and as it
did in Europe and North America. With the world’s population likely to reach 10 billion, and with people
consuming more food and agricultural products as their incomes rise, the outlook for agriculture is good.

To remain profitable, businesses have to adapt to changing market requirements. It is no different for the
farmer in a developing country. They need to be able to raise quality to match the increasing demands of
consumers; to improve productivity to raise income; and to manage risks, for example, by not being
dependent on one crop and by investing in irrigation.

It has never been easy to develop an effective aid programme for agriculture. From the Tanganyika
groundnut scheme of the 1940’s, large sums of development money have been ploughed into the soil of
low income countries with disappointing long term results.

3.5.2 Why agriculture deserves support

Given the chequered history of support for agriculture, what are the reasons for believing that it is worth
continuing? We offer several:
1) Developing countries have a competitive advantage in agriculture. Many have the land, workers and
climate to make a success of it (and some already do). It is sensible practice to invest in your
competitive advantages.

2) Agriculture creates large numbers of jobs in areas where there is little alternative employment. It
therefore tends to stop people from drifting towards the urban areas which are already struggling to
cope.

3) Income from agricultural businesses – especially smallholders – tends to be spent in the local area (on
essential commodities: school fees, health care). It therefore acts as a stimulus to local economic
development.
4) Food security is a major concern for developing countries. The surest way to avoid famine is to
produce sufficient food in the country. It is also the surest way to prevent malnutrition (see table 3
below).

5) When there is investment in smallholder agriculture, the environment usually benefits. If yields in
East and South East Asia were the same today as in the 1960’s, it is estimated that an additional
135,000,000 hectares of land would have been needed to produce food for the people. This would
inevitably have caused far worse deforestation than has actually occurred. Asia has had its green
revolution; sub-Saharan Africa has not, and it needs one.32

32 “Agricultural growth spreads its benefits widely. Growth in the incomes of farmers and farm labourers creates increased demand for basic nonfarm products and services in rural areas….These
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Table 3
Grain yields per
Hectare

Grain production
per person
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Sub-Saharan Africa
1961
2001

South/South-East Asia
1961
2001

0.8 tons

1.1 tons

1.0 tons

2.8 tons

150 kgs

125 kgs

200 kgs

240 kgs

So there is a strong case for supporting agriculture. We have no grand solution – but we recommend that
farmers are treated as rational businesspeople, and that we provide the support which they say they need
to make their businesses a success.

3.5.3 Farmers’ needs

1) Research and development

Research has to respond to the needs of farmers and to be accountable to them. In many countries in
Africa, research has consisted of a poorly-funded department of government, with little connection to the
farmers whom it is meant to serve.
Fortunately, that is changing in many countries. Independent research institutes, funded jointly by
farmers through crop levies, government and development agencies, have been established. There is
more collaboration between countries, which previously regarded even commonplace agricultural
research as a state secret.
Key topics for research are:

a) Improved, drought-resistant crop varieties.

b) Alternative crops to enable farmers to diversify where appropriate.

c) Fertilizer regimes (for instance, in Uganda, a regime, which mixed organic and chemical fertilizers
and used improved rice varieties, saw yields improve threefold).

d) Improved agricultural practices to reverse the degradation of land.
e) Improvement in the management of rain-fed agriculture.

A major lesson from the Asian ‘Green Revolution’ is that improved crop varieties and more application
of fertilizer (animal, mined and chemical) are essential for improved yields.

tend to be produced and provided locally, usually with labour-intensive methods, and so have great potential to create employment and alleviate
poverty.” FAO:’Poverty and Agriculture’ in World agriculture: towards 2015/2030.
33 Joachim von Braun of the IFPRI (2005) identifies the 5 key drivers of food and nutrition security as a) rural road construction; b) education; c)
clean water provision; d) agricultural research; e) irrigation. He concludes that achieving the Millennium Development Goal agenda for reducing
hunger and malnutrition will need a) strengthening governance of the food and agriculture system and b) scaling up of public investment.
34 The Soil Reference and Information Centre in the Netherlands estimates that 321 million hectares of land in sub-Saharan Africa are moderately
to extremely degraded. (Sharma 2006 p7).
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Cassava diseases in Africa

Cassava is the staple food for about 500 million people worldwide. It is also a major source of
income for smallholders. In recent years, production in sub-Saharan Africa has been threatened by
the spread of two devastating diseases: cassava mosaic disease and cassava brown streak disease.
The Natural Resources Institute (NRI) of the UK led a task force involving many organisations and
national programmes to combat the impact of these diseases. National scientists and NRI have
identified disease-resistant varieties and, with local and international support, have multiplied and
distributed these to affected areas. Key to the success of this campaign has been a strong
information programme using leaflets, posters and radio broadcasts to spread knowledge of the new
varieties among farmers and extension workers. Food supplies have now been restored.
2) Education

Agriculture provides work for more than 50% of the population in many developing countries. Yet there
are few agricultural colleges. Those that exist are expensive and tend to produce staff for government or
large agricultural enterprises.
There needs to be much more locally-based education and training of farmers with courses run at times
and places to suit them. This could be done together with cooperatives, farmer groups and private
companies which are already working with farmers.

3) Soil Analysis

Soil analysis is critical to productivity and quality. Soils in many areas of sub-Saharan Africa and South
America are severely depleted, lacking essential micro-nutrients. Yet soil analysis is available only in a
few places and at great expense, far beyond the reach of most smallholders.

It is essential that basic soil analysis is available to farmers: otherwise they will apply incorrect amounts
of fertilizer in the wrong places and their most substantial investment in a year (a 50kg bag of NPK costs
$15-25) is wasted.
Table 4. Average fertilizer use per hectare35
Region

Kgs / hectare

South Asia

69

Sub-Saharan Africa
Latin America

‘Developed’ world

11

71

100+

35 Sharma (2006) p8
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4) Fertilizer and other input provision

There have been many schemes to make inputs available to farmers. Most have ended in failure because
they have simply not been sustainable. It is commonly believed that farmers do not use fertilizer because
it is simply too expensive. That is often not the case. Many do not do so because:
a) it is not available;

b) if it is available, the price at which it is available in their village is exorbitant and bears little relation
to the true cost; and

c) they do not have the cash to pay for it, and no credit is available.

Schemes we have seen which overcome these problems are:

a) crop buyers providing farmers in remote areas with inputs at cost;

b) cooperatives or farmers’ groups arranging bulk purchase for their members through bank credits;

c) microfinance institutions provide farmers with credit to buy inputs, with repayment coming at
harvest; and

d) farmers receiving a small portion of the value of their crop in vouchers, which can be exchanged
for inputs.
5) Irrigation

The greatest risk for farmers is a lack of rain at the right time. Investment in low cost rainwater
collection and irrigation systems would enable them to manage this risk better. This type of water
harvesting has the potential to lessen the risk of crop failure in all but the most serious of drought
years36. A joint report of UNEP and the World Agroforestry Centre in November 2006 noted that in
some sub-Saharan African countries, there is sufficient rainfall to provide for six or seven times the
current population, but it is not harvested effectively, which leaves farmers vulnerable to drought. Water
harvesting can also be highly effective in urban areas, where the water is used for non-agricultural
purposes. Rain water harvesting has been shown to be effective in many developed countries such as
Australia and Germany, and can be a relatively simple solution to an extremely serious problem.
(See also Section 5.2.3 for further discussion of this in the light of changing patterns of rainfall).
6) Farm tools

Great improvements in productivity and farm management can be made through the provision of simple,
cheap tools.

A leading exporter of organic cocoa from Africa encouraged the 20,000 farmers with whom they work to
look after their trees better by lending them secateurs and pruning saws. Although these implements cost
only a few dollars each, most farmers were reluctant to buy them. However when they could borrow
them, they readily did the work and production improved markedly. Some then went and bought their
own. The initial funding for the tools came from a development agency but subsequent purchases of
tools were made by the exporter37.
36 RELMA in ICRAF & UNEP (2005)- http://www.unep.org/pdf/RWH_in_Africa-final.pdf
37 Evidence from a member of the writing group
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7) Post-harvest processing
a) Primary

For many tropical crops, the quality (and hence much of the value) is determined by the post-harvest
processing. If coffee is picked when the cherries are red, processed at a well-managed central pulping
plant (washing station), dried properly, and then left to settle in a clean store for a few weeks, it can be
worth at least twice as much as poorly processed coffee from the very same tree on the same farm.

Training and investment are both required here. The investment in machinery in rural areas is
considerable, especially as its resale value is very small. But quality improvement programmes will
often be possible with some grant funding, and the value added to the farmers’ crops in the long term can
be very significant.

b) Secondary

A standard complaint from developing countries is that much more processing of agricultural produce
which is exported could be done in developing countries.

In practice, this is much more difficult than it seems. The standards for packaging and final product
quality in developed countries are now so strict that the investment required in the developing country
would be very substantial. The benefit from reduced labour costs in developing countries is often more
than offset by the higher transport and energy costs.

Local processing makes sense when
a) the weight of the final product is far less than that of the raw material used to produce it (for example,
fruit juices or cashew nuts);
b) the primary market for the product is local, with exports being the icing on the cake; and
c) the product is highly perishable, so that it makes sense to prepare it on site for immediate sale when it
reaches its market (e.g., packing and bar-coding flowers or vegetables for a supermarket).

Much more work could be done on building up local and regional markets for produce. It is
extraordinary to see a wide range of average quality imported coffees or teas in tea and coffee-producing
countries, when local processors are quite capable of meeting even the increasingly strict quality
standards of their own markets.
Primary and secondary processing of farm produce do not bring benefits only to the farmers, through
better prices and diverse markets. They also create many jobs – some of which require highly-skilled
people - in rural areas or country towns where employment is scarce.

8) Storage and transport

It is estimated that, in some areas, as much as 25-50% of the harvest of fruits or vegetables is lost due to
poor storage or transport. Even longer-lasting crops such as grains are vulnerable to poor storage where
they are attacked by mould or pests.
Properly constructed and managed crop storage facilities throughout agricultural areas would improve
substantially productivity and returns to farmers.
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9) Marketing

Great strides have been made in marketing farm produce in the past decade. Government-owned crop
boards which often kept farm prices artificially low have all but disappeared; and where they still exist,
they usually do so because they perform functions which farmers find valuable.

But there is still much which can be done.

Smallholder farmers can obtain the best value for their crops only if they work together. Individual
production is too small to interest buyers. There are a number of ways to do this.

• Co-operatives have been very successful in some places; in others, they have become politicised and
bureaucratic and have lost sight of their objective, which is to serve their members.

• Ad hoc farmer groupings work well in a small area.

• Well run private companies also have a role to play, bringing efficiency to logistics, and introducing
risk management tools.

The key is that farmers should have a choice of organisations with which to work, as competition will
drive up the standard of service and prices offered. Support for the training of staff in such organisations
will help them serve farmers better.
10) Pricing

We do not generally support price intervention for agriculture. Any short-term benefit is likely to be
outweighed in the long term by distortion of the market.

However, there are a number of ways in which prices can be improved without direct intervention in the
market:
• removal of subsidies for competing markets;

• local sourcing of crops for famine relief;

• improvements to infrastructure (see Section 4.3)

• removal or reduction of taxes / levies on crops; and
• more efficient logistics.

The combined effect of these measures can be more significant in improving farmers’ prices in the long
term, than an expensive and distorting subsidy. Fair trade also has an important role to play. It can add
significant value by creating a partnership between producer and consumer, as well as by guaranteeing a
reasonable price.

The Fairtrade Labelling Organisation (FLO) currently dominates fair trade certification. However, there
are several other ethical and fair trade certifications which are also growing in prominence. It is outside
the scope of this paper to discuss the merits of each. But it is important for DFID, while supporting the
benefits which fair trade has undoubtedly brought to many farmers, to recognise both that the fair trade
movement is broader than FLO, and that what is not labelled as fair trade is not by definition unfair.
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However, we disagree with those who claim it is a market distortion. Fair trade is a mark which gives
assurance to customers of the manner in which the item was produced, and has similar validity to any
other such mark.
11) Business Skills

We believe that farmers should be treated as businessmen and women. They therefore need training in
business skills, in particular, book-keeping, cash flow management and marketing. Such courses are
often made available to businesspeople in towns and cities, but almost never to farmers.

This should be put right. Indeed, we believe that some of the farmers who received such training would
rapidly expand their businesses, once they had the confidence to put together business plans and
approach banks.
12) Finance

In sub-Saharan Africa, the agriculture sector accounts for nearly 32% of GDP but receives less than
12% of bank loans.38 This is understandable – agriculture is perceived as risky, and the only asset
most farmers have, their land, is rarely considered to have good title. However, it means that even
sound investments such as basic drip irrigation equipment, which would increase yields, are beyond
the reach of almost all farmers.
This is where innovative financing arrangements (see Section 3.2.) could be used.
The Rice Doctor

Women like Dr. Ashura Luzi-Kihupi are proof that African women no longer exist in the shadows.
Her assistant, the polite Mr. Abubakary Athuman Kijoji, lets her do most of the talking.

Dr Ashura explains how African scientists have tackled the problem of low crop yields for African
farmers by crossing African rice with Asian rice – creating new modern rice hybrids, called
NERICA (the New Rice for Africa), which yield up to four times as much rice, mature earlier, and
are more weed resistant.39

In Burkina Faso, where adoption of the NERICA is most advanced, rice yields doubled40 in a single
year. The notion that Africa cannot feed itself usually brings to mind emaciated children in camps
and flies crawling over them, soluble by Western charity. But at the heart of this problem lies the
fact that African agriculture is not efficient enough.

38 Christensen,J. Gulde,A. Patillo,C.(2006) ‘Bankable Assets’ – (Source IMF staff calculations) in Finance & Development, December 2006, Vol.43,
No.4.: IMF
39 http://www.i-sis.org.uk/NRFA.php [cited 04/03/07]
40 http://www.warda.org/warda/newsrel-riceharvest-may07.asp [cited 24/04/07]
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Dr Ashura and the many African scientists and administrators who created NERICA show that
Africa is more capable of solving its own problems than many in the West think. But donor funding
can accelerate this process by giving individuals and countries the ability to help themselves – Dr.
Ashura Luzi-Kihupi knows the work of the UK Department for International Development, due to
the funding it provides to her colleagues.
Rice and other foodstuffs have long been on the menu in Africa, but are now increasingly on the
agenda as well.

3.5.4 Governance in the agriculture and food system

Some have suggested that we need stronger intervention in the global agriculture and food system than is
set out above. They are concerned especially at:

• the power of transnational corporations (TNCs): for instance, five companies carry out 90% of the
world’s grain trade; the top thirty retailing groups account for one third of global grocery sales; six
companies control 75% of the global pesticide market; and

• the frequent crises in commodities such as coffee and cocoa when surpluses result in sharp price
reductions.41

We have seen at first hand both the abuse of power by TNCs in agriculture and the economic devastation
wrought on communities when the price of the only cash crop plummets.

But we have also seen the great benefits brought to a region by the active engagement of TNCs through
buying crops at fair prices over many years; and we have seen how communities prosper when ‘their’
commodity goes through a period of sustained high prices.
So we need to be as wary of draconian solutions proposed at times of crisis (or following on from
scandalous behaviour by one TNC), as of complacency when all is well.

Our view is that, in the long term, agriculture (including on smallholdings) will become significantly
more productive and profitable.42 That will at least alleviate in part the concerns expressed above.
However, in the meantime, there is much that can be done to tackle concerns sensibly without
intervention on a global scale:

1) Developing countries can introduce and enforce legislation that will deal with abuses, whether
committed by TNCs or – as is often the case – by locally-owned companies, which can be just as
substantial within their own region as the local subsidiary of a TNC.
2) Countries can encourage farmers to group together to protect their own interests, whether in
cooperatives or other types of organisation (see Section 3.5.3).
3) Farmers can reduce their reliance on one crop.

Action Aid (2005) ‘Power Hungry: Six Reasons to Regulate Global Food Corporations’ : ActionAid International
We give here our reasons for this view. Global cereal production in 2006 is estimated at c2 billion mt, down 20% from 2004. Grain stocks are at a
low level. With the world’s population estimated to reach 9 billion or more by 2050, cereal production needs to increase every year. The FAO
estimates that a further billion tonnes a year will be needed by 2030. (World Agriculture – towards 2015/2030) At the same time, countries with
surplus cereals such as the US are looking to them as source of fuel. This will remove much of the current surplus which is used to meet demand in
low-income countries. The resulting price increases should encourage greater investment in cereal production in low-income countries. In addition,
it is quite likely global demand for their cash crops such as cocoa and coffee will outstrip production increases.
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4) Buyers (whether TNCs or local) can be encouraged to see the benefits of working with farmers for the
long term, as they seek to secure reliable supplies.

5) Customers and shareholders can influence buyers in their behaviour (as they already have done
through the fair trade movement).

6) Journalists can investigate the practices of buyers – though it is important that they report both the
good and the bad. There is plenty of good work being done by TNCs and other buyers.

3.5.5 Millennium Villages Project

The Millennium Villages Project (MVP) has been developed by a team headed by Professor Jeffrey
Sachs at Colombia University. It is, according to its proponents, a “bottom-up approach to lifting
developing country villages out of the poverty trap.”43

The MVP offers an integrated package of interventions at village level which are thought to be essential
to help villages get out of extreme poverty. The premise is that certain basic needs have to be satisfied
before economic development can take off. The package comprises investments in agriculture and the
environment (including many of those set out in Section 4.5.4), health and nutrition, infrastructure,
energy and communication, and education and training. The villages, or conglomeration of villages,
selected have an average of 5,000 people.

A recent analysis by the Overseas Development Institute44 concludes that the MVP “is helping to bring
donor attention back to rural development after two decades of neglect,” and that it has “a clear vision of
the types of intervention likely to be necessary if rapid poverty reduction is to be achieved.” It raises a
number of concerns: for instance, whether such a well-defined package can be described as ‘bottom up’,
or how shared assets are to be managed in the villages. Its conclusions are that the MVP will need
carefully to sequence its interventions – for instance, increases in agricultural production require
improvements in infrastructure and access to markets – and that there needs to be strong local ownership
of them.
From our experience of working with persistent rural poverty, we agree with the premise of the MVP.
We also share the concerns of the ODI, but believe all of them can be addressed.

See www.earthinstitute.columbia.edu [cited 19/11/06]
Cabral,L Farrington,J Ludi,E (2006) ‘The Millennium Villages Project – a new approach to ending rural poverty in Africa’ :ODI/(SIDA)
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Millennium Village – Food for Thought
“How are you? How are you? How are you? How are you?” was the friendly refrain from children in
East Africa to Group members.

In the playground of a new school in Sauri, one of Jeffrey Sach’s Millennium Villages, a small girl
wandered across our path. “How are you?” we asked. Surprised by the role reversal, she giggled
nervously.

Akeyo turned out to be eight years old and liked Maths lessons best of all. However, her favourite part
of the school day was the free school meals made possible thanks to the increased harvests.

The teachers later told us that since the free dinners had started, attendance was up and children
concentrated more in class. Girls in particular benefited, as some parents sent them to school to get a
free school meal.

It is too easy to see the interconnected problems of Africa as being insoluble. In fact, this complexity
also means that solving a problem in one area often improves another. Increased agricultural
productivity improved incomes, nutrition, and even gender inequality in schooling. By helping Africans
to tackle one problem at a time donors can help give girls like Akeyo a better life.
A renewed commitment focusing on rain-fed agriculture is essential. Many areas have rainfall greater than
England, but suffer as a result of the rain being highly seasonal, unreliable, torrential, and subject to
evaporation. Climate change is making these problems more acute. We need to promote what Kofi Annan
called a Blue Revolution, if the rain-fed and drought prone areas of the world are to enjoy their Green
Revolution.

We also need to resist knee-jerk hostility to the involvement of trans-national companies (TNCs) in
developing country agriculture. There are examples of abuse; equally, there are tremendous benefits which
can be brought to a region by the active engagement of TNCs, through buying crops at fair prices over many
years – as has been demonstrated in Asia.

3.5.6 Conclusions

In most poor countries, investment in agriculture offers the single greatest opportunity for economic
development. It creates paid work on a large scale, it generates income for the poor, it can increase food
security and improve nutrition and it stops migration to overcrowded cities.
The question is how development aid can be used wisely to invest in agriculture.

Recommendations

1) We recommend a considerable increase in aid for agriculture. Internationally, aid for agriculture, forestry
and fisheries as a proportion of the total fell from 27% to 10% between 1986 and 2001, while aid for
social infrastructure rose from 23% to 56%. This seems slightly perverse. If agriculture was in better
health, there would be more money available for social infrastructure, and less need to rely on aid to
fund it.
2) Aid should be directed towards:
a) supporting research institutions which work for the farmers and are clearly delivering improvements in
quality and productivity;
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b) infrastructure such as modern crop storage and viable smallholder irrigation schemes;
c) locally-based technical services, in particular soil analysis;
d) partial grants for viable agricultural processing factories (perhaps using the PSOM model – see
Section 4.2.2 a), where the initial investment is too risky for a commercial investor;
e) technical and business training for farmers;
f) development of rural financial services specifically aimed at farmers, perhaps including price
protection and crop insurance;and
g) assistance with developing legislation where necessary which will protect farmers and other workers
in agriculture from unfair practices.

4 Pathways through Government and the Public Sector
4.1 Investment Climate

“Appropriate, effective institutions are essential drivers of long term growth. Institutions that provide
dependable property rights, manage conflict, establish macroeconomic stability, align economic
incentives with social benefits, and maintain law and order are an important foundation for long term
growth.” (Australian Government White Paper 2006).

“Our study of all the available evidence leads us to conclude that governance is ay the core of [African
economic success stories]. It is the private sector that in the main drives economic growth. But the state
has a vital role too – for only it can create the climate within which the private entrepreneurial spirit
flourishes.” (‘Our Common Interest’)45
The UK has made it a priority to help developing countries improve the business environment for
investors, whether foreign or domestic. We support this approach. But we need to recognise that in
many countries this will take decades. It often needs a fundamental change of attitude, not simply
alterations to law or process.

Macroeconomic stability – borrowing and inflation at manageable levels; affordable interest rates and
stable, realistic exchange rates; and a strong financial sector (DFID 2006)46 – is a prerequisite to serious
investment.
There will always be investors who are prepared to take risks when this stability is not present, but the
premium which they will require will rule out all but a few opportunities.

There are also a few ‘non-commercial’ investors, who are prepared to seek a much lower rate of return
because their priorities are different – job creation rather than maximisation of financial return, for
instance. But the capital available to such investors is currently limited; and they tend to make their
investments in the expectation that there will be greater stability in the future. So there must be at least
signs of progress.

45 Commission for Africa (2005) “Our Common Interest: Report of the Commission for Africa”: Commission for Africa P48. The report continues
“Our analysis suggests that there are three essential things the state must do. It must create an economic and political climate which encourages
people to invest. It must invest significantly in agriculture. And it must have a strategy on how to include poor people in growth by investing in the
health and education of its people, tackling the roots of youth unemployment and underemployment and by encouraging small businesses, the
most important of which in Africa are family farms.”
46 DFID (2006) “Eliminating world poverty: Making Governance work for the Poor. A White paper on International Development”: HMSO pp59
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4.1.1 Business Registration

In many developing countries, it is expensive and time consuming to establish a business legally.47
Often it can only be done in person (or by a lawyer) in the capital city.
By contrast, within the UK it is possible to register a company over the internet for less than £50.

This has driven people to operate ‘extra-legally’, as Hernando De Soto describes in his book ‘The
Mystery of Capital.’ ‘Extra-legal’ business is considerably better than nothing, but it reduces the impact
of that economic activity. Taxes are not paid, exporting and importing is much more difficult, and
finance is difficult to raise and hence expensive.

One proposal which we recommend investigating is to create a standard universal company, registered
online with the UN, which would be allowed to operate in any participating country for two years. This
would enable a business to participate in the formal sector, without incurring any of the normal
associated costs until it had established itself.48 (The possibility of abuse through serial registration of
such companies could be addressed by setting a limit to their turnover.)

4.1.2 The Taxation System

The taxation system can also be a hindrance. Even if tax rates themselves are reasonable,49 the
administration can prove a barrier to investment. Tax laws and tax collection are open to abuse. Honest
businessmen and women have their bank accounts frozen, or assets seized. They have no option but to
pay up- whether in excess taxes or in bribes– or lose their business. Few of them have the knowledge of
taxation law, or the resources to hire a tax specialist, that would allow them to fight their corner.
It is no wonder that they are reluctant to invest in factories or businesses which require long term
investment. They look for enterprises which will return their capital fast and for cash – buses, guest
houses, retail stores. This is not to play down their importance. But economic development needs long
term investment as well.
Taxation systems can be improved through:

• A determination to root out corruption.

• Technical assistance in administration. Tax systems in developing countries can be chaotic. Systems
for sending payment reminders to taxpayers are often missing. Tax investigations are undertaken by
poorly trained staff, and even the simplest can take several months or even years, wasting the time of
companies and tax officials alike. Assistance with the introduction of computerised tax administration
systems and staff training can bring immediate improvements, both in revenue and the fairness of
administration.
Uganda has received technical assistance in tax administration from the UK and has seen a
considerable increase in revenues. Zambia and Malawi have also benefited. (Source DFID 2006/1).

47 World Bank (2006) “Doing Business 2007: How to reform”: World Bank: It takes an average of 11 procedures to start a business in sub-Saharan
Africa (8 in South Asia); it takes 2 months (1 in South Asia). The cost in SSA is three times as much as in South Asia in terms of per capita income.
48 This proposal has been made by Sir Ronnie Grierson
49 However formal business taxes in sub-Saharan Africa are the highest in the world at c71%. This compares with an average of below 50% for Latin
America and the Caribbean, South Asia, East Asia and the Pacific and 40% for the Middle East and North Africa. (Source: World Bank Doing Business
database quoted in ‘Finance & Development’ (December 2006)
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• A realistic approach. Developing countries rely for much of their revenue on taxes and duties on the
import (and export) of goods. As tariffs are lowered, the loss in revenue is not necessarily
compensated for immediately by the gains from income taxes and VAT. So while a move from tariffbased taxes to other types may be attractive as policy, it needs to be carefully handled to ensure that
problems arising from interim shortfalls in revenue are dealt with.

• Serious approach to transfer pricing. Tax havens are a magnet for ‘black’ money from developing
countries. But tax havens will always exist. The key is to ensure that the money which enters them has
been taxed properly where it was earned; and that is best done before it leaves the developing country,
rather than on arrival at a tax haven. Huge amounts of tax revenue are lost to developing countries
because exports are priced at well below their market value. Some countries have tried to check prices,
but the systems have been cumbersome. We would recommend ‘exception’ based systems.50
• Transparency. Businesses (and certainly all limited companies) could be required to make their
accounts freely available through filing at a central registry (similar to Companies House in the UK),
showing their profits and tax paid. This would encourage greater compliance, particularly in countries
with a vigorous investigative press.

• A determination to help rather than hinder business. Paperwork and customs procedures are a
major cause both of delays to clearing essential imports and exports (which harms production and cash
flow), and of unnecessary additional costs. Shipping lines add surcharges to their rates for serving
ports which cause delays. The World Bank estimates51 that it takes 62 days on average to import into
Kenya compared with 5 days into Denmark.

4.1.3 Financial information

Company registries, credit bureaus, credit ratings and reliable accounts lubricate the wheels of
commercial finance. These are generally lacking in developing countries. The UK should therefore give
increased financial support to measures which will remove obstacles to doing business in the developing
world. As a global centre for financial and legal services, the UK has great expertise to offer.

Radio and newspapers are very important in spreading financial and business information. They are also
the most effective way of exposing malpractice and corruption – whether by companies or government
officials. We would look for opportunities to support the training in financial journalism. We believe that
the BBC World Service Trust could have a significant role to play.

4.1.4 Property Rights and Legal Infrastructure

A further ‘pathway’ into development is the establishment of property rights, and an effective legal
infrastructure. They are an essential part of a good investment climate. If laws are bad for investors, or if
laws, however good, are not upheld, or it is extremely expensive to obtain redress, investors will either
not invest, or will demand such a high rate of return that their investment is counter-productive to the
economic development of the country.

50 Rather than applying for permission to export at a certain price (the usual method), export prices could simply be checked by customs against
international market prices which are updated regularly. When the price was below the acceptable range would the exporter be required to justify it
with documentation.
51 Doing Business Database- quoted in Finance & Development – December 2006, Vol.43 No.4: IMF
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Property Rights

The work of Hernando de Soto52 has shown the vast extent of the property (land, buildings, businesses
etc) which is held outside the law in developing countries.

Bringing such property into the legal sector results in great benefits to the individual and state. The
individual has more security of ownership, especially with recourse to the law to protect it. She or he can
also use the property as capital, to generate more economic activity. The state collects taxes which the
individual is usually content to pay, as they are no more, or even less, than the extra legal payments
previously required to ‘secure’ ownership outside the law.

As de Soto has shown, this requires much more than an exercise in property administration. It requires a
complete overhaul both of the law and legal practice: of the law, to ensure that the ways in which
property is currently held outside the law can be fitted into the legal framework with as little upheaval as
possible; and of legal practice, to allow even the poorest to have recourse to it, to protect their property.
We welcome DFID’s recognition of the importance of strengthening property rights.

The initiative has to come from the developing country itself. Indeed, many are already looking at how
they can begin this process. We were impressed, for instance, during a visit to Nigeria in August 2006, at
the operations of the Department for Land Registration.

Much of the work in this area is a) systems based, and b) common to many countries. We suggest that
one sensible use of funding would be to help develop software, which could be used by the Land
Registration Departments in many countries.

We also recognise that NGOs, especially local ones, will have a vital role to play in this work. They
often have their ears closest to the ground in their communities, and we would expect governments to
work with them in these programmes.

One possibility is the creation of regional resource centres which would assemble examples of good
practice in for example, taxation and land registration systems from around the world. This would allow
governments to model the impact of differing systems in their country before selecting the one which
best suited them.

52 In particular– De Soto, H.(2000) ‘The Mystery of Capital’(2001 edition): Black Swan
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Hernando De Soto, Author of The Mystery of Capital, told the group why the poor need
property rights and how we can help in providing them

“We were unable to find a cow and a bull in all of Tanzania without a private marking, so if you
read an article which says the notion of property rights doesn’t exist in the developing world, you
should discount it.”

“The guy doing the most market transactions probably doesn’t speak English, hasn’t gone to
Harvard, has a mouth full of gold teeth. When we go into these countries, it is these people who
believe in markets. It’s not the bureaucrats that talk to the donors, it’s the guys who don’t even
speak English.”

“The poor in western China they’re continually having their property taken over by the rich who
have property rights because no one has ever given them any way to defend themselves. Those that
have the legal property eat up those that don’t because you always find a way of saying ‘he doesn’t
have a title’. The only way to protect yourself against a property right is with another property
right.”

“There are billions of dollars spent every year on property rights, but it’s all technical stuff.
Complicating existing systems...making the property rights system stronger and more complicated
and more bureaucratic than ever before. Which is the exact opposite of what the money needs to be
doing – instead of making it simpler for the masses, they are making it even harder for them to join
in the system.”
“When you bring your reforms together, you’ve got to make sure that at the end of the process it is
going to be less costly for somebody to do things the reformed way than prior to their reform.”

“The important thing to keep in mind is that what you are doing with property rights is empowering
the poor to demand their rights, compared to the government bureaucracy, which is usually able to
control them. It is a revolutionary act.”
Legal Infrastructure

Enforcing contracts and land titles, recovering debts, combating illegal practices by competitors: all
these can be time-consuming and costly in rich countries. In developing countries, they are often
impossible.

We recognise that the nature and form of the legal system is a matter for national parliaments, not
foreign development agencies. But, where requested, the UK has much experience to offer concerning
its administration.

The UK has an international reputation both in commercial law and in arbitration, which is often much
the cheapest and most effective means of resolving disputes. This expertise can be offered to countries
which wish to strengthen their systems for the resolution of commercial and land disputes.
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4.1.5 The Investment Climate Facility

The UK has pledged $30 million to the Investment Climate Facility (ICF –
www.investmentclimatefacility.org) over 3 years. The ICF supports, among other things:

• changing/updating laws and regulations: for example, cutting red tape, boosting investment in key
sectors; and focusing on business registration and licensing reform, as well on work permit
regulations, and investment laws;
• helping key organisations to become more investor friendly, with programmes to improve the
efficiency of company registries, land registries, customs authorities, tax authorities, securities
exchanges and competition authorities.53

This facility, which we welcome, therefore offers support in all areas which we consider to be important,
except for financial information and financial journalism.

Recommendations

a) That – provided the ICF proves to be effective- the UK Government significantly increases its
funding, and encourages other private and public sector partners to do the same.

b) That the ICF recognises the importance of the provision of reliable financial information (e.g., credit
rating systems,) and in particular of professional financial journalism; and provides support accordingly.

c) That regional resource centres be considered, to enable governments to arrive more easily at the best
way to implement national policies such as land registration, improving legal systems for commerce, or
a change from import-based to income-based taxation.

4.2 Physical Infrastructure

Another pathway into economic development is through physical infrastructure. We are looking for
ways in which the effectiveness of development cash may be multiplied, and this is one.

By physical infrastructure, we mean public capital investment – roads, ports, schools, clinics, water supply.
In developing countries, this can cost as much as 6-8% of GDP, but the investment can bring big returns.54
“One port I visited was extremely crowded, causing long delays to the handling of both exports and
imports (with some importers being required to pay a surcharge of $200/container). Given that the
country is predicting growth of 7% per annum, much of which would be in the export of goods, I
asked how the port could be expanded. I was told by one major international freight forwarder that
there was little need to do so. The port itself had sufficient capacity. The problem was that the
imports were kept on the quayside for far too long while the customs paperwork was being sorted
out. Instead, they could easily be moved to an inland port, for which there was land only a few
kilometres away, where they could be cleared. The premium quayside space could then be freed up
to enable a much faster flow of imports and exports, and a quicker turnaround time for the ships. All
that it would take was a decision that imports could be cleared at an inland port.” Report from a
member of the group (December 2006)

53 OECD (2005) ‘The Investment Climate Facility for Africa’ “Making Africa an even better place to do business” : OECD
54 DFID (2006) “Eliminating world poverty: Making Governance work for the Poor. A White paper on International Development”: HMSO p61
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Physical infrastructure projects have a mixed record. There is also the element of ‘moral hazard’. One
country was reported to have refused help to repair a road because they knew that, if it was allowed to
deteriorate sufficiently, another donor would offer to build a new one.

There is also the risk that bottlenecks are caused not by the existing physical infrastructure itself, but by
the way in which it is managed (see box).

Nevertheless there is a huge need for ‘hard’ physical improvements to infrastructure in all developing
countries as well as ‘soft’ improvements in operation.

4.2.1 Benefits from improving physical infrastructure

1) Physical infrastructure construction employs local people and businesses, and hence a large
proportion of the money invested is retained within the local economy.

2) Skills are transferred and learned. This brings an increase in the capability of local businesses to
undertake such projects in the future.

3) Improved infrastructure reduces costs both for businesses in the case of roads and ports, and for
individuals (urban infrastructure, water, sewage, houses)

4) Improved infrastructure contributes directly to the achievement of the Millenium Development Goals.
Better sanitation and water supply reduces child mortality (Goal 4); improved roads lead to better
food distribution and security, thereby reducing poverty and hunger (Goal 1); more school buildings
are required to achieve universal primary education (Goal 2).

5) Appropriate physical infrastructure locks in the benefits of development funds. To put it crudely, a
road can be neglected but it cannot be stolen. Of course, we aim much higher than this; but at least
this gives some comfort to taxpayers, who have become increasingly cynical about the abuse of their
hard-earned money over the past 40 years.

4.2.2 Current position

We agree with the Commission for Africa’s recommendation that donors to infrastructure need to work
much more closely together, and be coordinated by the government(s) of the countries requesting the
funds. There is a tendency for each donor to support its own pet projects.
The current Government has contributed to infrastructure funding both through project grants and
through the Infrastructure Consortium for Africa (www.icafrica.com).

We welcome the work of the ICA in helping to coordinate infrastructure development. In the past, too
much money has been spent on prestige projects for which the business case is unsound.

We envisage the UK financing projects through multilateral investment funds, which will only consider
projects which represent value for money, and which have the economic multiplier effects that are an
essential requirement of any development aid.

But we consider that this work needs to be accelerated. The Africa Commission estimated that $20bn
needs to be spent on infrastructure in Africa every year until 2015, in order to support the growth rate of
7% needed to lift the majority of people out of poverty. There is also a huge need for improvements in
basic infrastructure in the rest of the developing world.
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4.2.3 Transport infrastructure

Transport costs are a major hindrance to the competitiveness of African products. They are on average
double those for a typical Asian country.55

Improving national and regional road and rail links must be a priority. For example, the poor state of the
road from Mombasa in Kenya through Nairobi to Kampala and DR Congo undoubtedly hinders the
economic performance of all these countries, and of Rwanda and Burundi, for which it is also important.
If the road were good as far as Kisanganyi, the river transport from there would enable products from
central Africa to be exported from either coast.

Railways are underused because they are poorly maintained and lack rolling stock. At the time of
writing, one railway system in Africa with nearly 2,500 km of track is reported as having only twelve
functioning locomotives. But they are extremely important. Even in this condition, the railway transports
1.4 million tonnes of freight per year, resulting in 50-70,000 fewer truck trips. These quantities could be
doubled or trebled with investment.

4.2.4 Urban Infrastructure

With up to 70% of the population of developing countries expected to live in urban areas by 2020,
infrastructure in cities and towns is a huge challenge. Most of the necessary resources will have to be
found within the countries themselves – which again highlights the importance of economic
development.

There is a role for aid in assisting with large infrastructure projects within urban areas. However, we
would set aside funding specifically for low-cost community led projects, which can make a great deal
of difference to the lives of thousands in the poorer areas of cities (see case study).

55 Commission for Africa (2005) “Our Common Interest: Report of the Commission for Africa”: Commission for Africa P25
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Asha – Health and Community Development Programme in New Delhi, India

In the slums of New Delhi, more than 3 million people live in 1,500 slum colonies: the average
house measures 3 x 2 metres but is home to 6-8 people; one water pump serves on average 1,000
people; many slums have no sanitation facilities; 40% of children are severely malnourished; 75%
of men and 90% of women are illiterate.

ASHA is a health and community development programme which sees improving facilities and the
local environment, as key to its work in some of those slums such as Seelampur. It works through
community health volunteers who act as agents of change, It provides training and support to
groups to lobby local authorities to improve public facilities. As a result, there has been improved
access to safe drinking water through providing taps, handpumps, tube wells, tanks and tankers as
well as better sanitation through the building of community toilets. Lanes are now paved with
bricks or concrete and have a proper drainage system. This kind of infrastructure improvement is
not very visible or expensive. But its impact on the health of communities can be dramatic.
Healthier people are usually better able to contribute to and share in the benefits of economic
development.
(Reported in Footsteps 67 – Tear Fund - 2006)

4.2.5 Audit of Projects

With all large infrastructure projects, we are concerned that there is major risk of fraud and inefficiency.
This is not a problem confined to developing countries. We have seen major frauds in large construction
projects in the UK.

We would therefore insist that the same standard of auditing which we expect of such projects in the UK
is applied to those funded by British taxpayers. We would also expect the countries in which any fraud
took place to deal with fraudsters and corrupt officials. This would be a condition of our continued
participation in projects in that country.

4.2.6 Maintenance and Methods of Funding

The Commission for Africa has recommended that funding should cover maintenance costs for existing
infrastructure, and be predominantly on a grant basis.

We agree in part with this. But we would expect to see governments committed to maintaining their
countries’ infrastructure, before funding any maintenance or construction agreements.

Some projects can pay, at least in part, for their capital and maintenance costs through user fees (main
roads, ports). These projects should be financed by a combination of grants and loans.
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However, there are projects (e.g., dealing with urban infrastructure) where it is difficult to see how user
charges could be sufficient to cover both the cost of capital, and maintenance. These should be funded
entirely by grants, while it is ensured that the business plan provides for sufficient funds to be available
from user charges or taxation to cover maintenance and eventual replacement.
Recommendations

a) Greater financial commitment to infrastructure investment in developing countries.

b) Encouragement of competing public/private infrastructure investment funds whose performance
would be assessed rigorously to ensure value for money.

c) Contractual conditions for infrastructure projects, which would ensure maximum use of local staff
and supplies.

d) Including incentives for international construction firms to set up permanent businesses in developing
countries (as international accounting firms have done) rather than simply descending on them for the
duration of a project. Costs would be reduced (as they would not have to mobilise equipment for each
project); local staff would be trained and technology transferred; accountability would be increased.
Konoike Construction Co Ltd, a Japanese company, has become a name generally respected for
good quality work in the construction industry in East Africa. It has repaved the streets in several
major cities and carried out other major civil projects. Most of its senior staff are local, not
expatriates. As a result, technical and managerial skills have been transferred.
e) Using Build, Operate, Maintain contracts where appropriate. This would help to ensure accountability
for the quality of construction.

f) Including a contractual obligation to train local young people on the job, in construction and
maintenance skills.

g) Increasing resources committed to supporting smaller-scale, community led infrastructure projects.

5. The Changing Context for Economic Development
5.1 Energy

One of the major challenges facing the private sector in developing countries is energy – its availability
and its cost.

The installed generating capacity of many countries is insufficient to meet current needs, let alone cope
with the economic growth of 5-7% per annum which is necessary to reduce poverty significantly.

Further, many countries depend for a considerable part of their generation on hydro-power. When there
is a drought, dam levels fall and power rationing ensues.
Investment in energy infrastructure needs to be tackled urgently.
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• Planting trees brings huge benefits – as well as providing a source of fuel, they absorb CO2, combat
soil erosion’ and create paid work.
• Other bio-fuels (e.g. jatropha) offer great scope in countries with underused land.

• Solar power is the most effective low-power source (lighting) for areas which are not connected to the
grid: manufacturing and installing panels and equipment have the potential to be a major business
opportunity in the coming years.

• Modern, efficient power stations running on fossil fuels (or municipal waste), and mini hydro-schemes
would also be appropriate.56

5.2 Climate change and economic development
5.2.1 The challenge

One of the overriding issues for international development in the years ahead will be the extent to which
any developmental gains brought about by economic growth, governance reforms, and other aid
investment efforts might be undermined or reversed by the impact of climate change.

It is already clear that the effects of these changes will affect disproportionately the world’s poor. Much
will need to be done to: encourage and enable adaptive behaviours by the world’s poorest countries;
encourage investment in a low carbon economic future; and ensure that issues that will require global
cooperation, such as international migration, the rise in natural disasters, and resource based conflict, are
responded to thoughtfully.

The costs of such adaptation will challenge even the most robust economies in the world, let alone those
struggling with low tax bases and weak representative systems. Donors will need to adapt aid budgets in
order to meet this threat.
The extent of the likely climate change, and the measures needed to prevent it are being examined by the
Conservative Party’s Quality of Life Group.

5.2.2 The impact on support for economic development

What is clear is that any official aid programme will need to consider the extent to which any spending
decision is improving or worsening the situation. Thus, infrastructure investment, coastal development,
new crops, energy provision and health systems will need to be analysed and considered with climate in
mind. It is probable that all investment decisions will need to pass through a climate ‘filter’ as part of its
approval process, to ensure that aid is not putting at greater risk the very people it seeks to assist.

The most immediate impact on poor people (already being seen) is on agriculture: for example, changing
rainfall patterns are making it increasingly difficult to grow maize in Southern Africa. The medium term
threat to cash crops such as tea, coffee and cocoa in East and West Africa is considerable, due to likely
changes in weather patterns, which will make it less viable to grow the crops where they are at present.
As each industry is a major employer in Kenya, Uganda and Ghana respectively, this declining capacity
will have dramatic economic as well as social consequences.
Close behind the effect on agriculture will be the impact on water provision for growing cities. A number
of the world’s largest and fastest-growing cities are in areas predicted to be ‘water stressed’.
56 One of our group members has seen a scheme which used 10 x 250V mini-turbines placed in irrigation channels which, by using low-watt light
bulbs, were able to bring an electric light and one power socket for a radio to each of more than 100 houses in a village. The capital cost was
c$100 per house. Children could do homework in the evening for the first time.
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As an example, Dar Es Salaam currently receives only about 60% of its daily water requirements– and
the quality is becoming increasingly brackish. China is abstracting far more than can be replenished
naturally, for many of its major cities.

Other water-related impacts are likely to be on power generation, as hydro-electric generation fails
through lack of rainfall (already the case in Tanzania), with imported fossil fuel alternatives increasing in
price, and undesirable in terms of their carbon impact.

On the social side, migration is likely to quicken, both within national borders and internationally, as
agriculture suffers and urbanisation accelerates.

The future focus of global aid expenditure must acknowledge and reflect the enormous impact that a
changing climate will have on the planet, and that it will be disproportionately felt by the poorest. Some
aid responses are likely to be directly linked (agricultural adaptation, low carbon energy generation and
infrastructure, coastal defences, disaster preparedness), and some less so (education, health, financial
infrastructure). Such investment in developing countries will require considerable re-engineering of
economic plans and priorities, as well as coherent support and technical assistance from richer nations.
We must learn to ‘manage the unavoidable and avoid the unmanageable’ aspects of climate change.

5.2.3 Agriculture and changing rainfall patterns

Developing countries are likely to be affected most severely by climate change, according to the Stern
report. Most developing countries are in the lower latitudes where rainfall may decrease and, even if it
does not, it is likely to concentrated in shorter periods and become less reliable. So droughts will
become more frequent. Indeed, a report produced for NEPAD shows that this already seems to be
happening. “The rainy seasons in semi-arid zones have become shorter, from 75 days to 120 days of
rainfall, a period when they have surplus soil moisture to maintain a crop. Thus the traditional annual
crop varieties of maize, sorghum, millet and groundnuts, which have long maturity duration of 90 to 120
day,s can no longer be squeezed to grow in a rainy season of 75 days.”57

57 Ngmabeki, D.S.(2005) “Science and Technology platform for African development: Towards a Green Revolution for Africa”: NEPAD
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The African countries which have experienced at least three persistent droughts in the last
twenty years:
Country
in 20 years
Botswana

Burkina Faso

1982

1992

1995

2000

No. of droughts

D

D

D

D

4

Cape Verde

D

Chad

Eritrea

Ethiopia

D

D

Malawi

D

D

Kenya

Niger

Rwanda

Sudan

South Africa

D
D

D

D

D

Zambia

D

Zimbabwe

D

Algeria

Morocco

D
D

D

D

D

D
D

Tunisia

Total no. of countries
affected by drought in
a given year

D

D

Tanzania

Uganda

D

D
5

12

16

D

2

D

6

D

4

D

6

D

6

D

D

D

D

D

D

D
D

6
8

5

5

6

3

5

3

5

4

8
4

3

18

Source: Science and Technology Platform for African Development: Towards a Green Revolution in Africa (NEPAD) – Appendix 3
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This makes it even more important to support the steps needed to bring about a semi-arid Green
Revolution, to help developing countries adapt to climate change. A renewed commitment focusing on
rain-fed agriculture is essential. Many areas have rain fall greater than England but suffer as a result of
the rain being highly seasonal, unreliable, torrential, and subject to evaporation. Climate change is
making these problems more acute. We need to promote what Kofi Annan called a Blue Revolution, if
the rain-fed and drought-prone areas of the world are to enjoy their Green Revolution.58

The bulk of the cost of mitigating climate change must be borne by developed countries. Developing
countries did not cause global warming. They cannot be expected to mitigate it by foregoing economic
growth. Of course, they should be helped to grow using technologies that minimise carbon emissions,
wherever that is feasible.

5.2.4 Biofuels

However, in one significant respect developing countries can both contribute to, and profit from,
measures to reduce carbon emissions. That is the cultivation of biofuels. For the foreseeable future the
world will rely on hydrocarbon technology, particularly for transport. The only way to meet that need
without adding to the total amount of carbon in the atmosphere is to use biofuels. They effectively
recycle carbon already in the atmosphere, using solar power to turn it into fuel.
Most developing countries have plenty of sunshine, and many have uncultivated agricultural land.

The main objections to biofuels are that they will a) displace food-crops, and b) lead to cutting down
forests. There is particular concern about deforestation in Indonesia to grow palm oil as a biofuel. This
can release far more carbon from the forest ‘carbon sink’ than the palm oil will save. These are serious
arguments. However, they are not insurmountable. It is important that international agreement is
reached on what counts as a genuine biofuel, taking into account factors such as deforestation or the use
of carbon rich inputs. Nonetheless, many developing countries have large areas of marginal or even
uncultivated land, which could be brought into use for biofuels without any deforestation. In
Mozambique, for example, only 15% of the potential agricultural land is cultivated. It will be important
to develop high yielding, drought resistant plant varieties that can be grown on agriculturally marginal
land. There is an immense range of plants that produce oils, sugars or other carbohydrates. Those used in
agriculture at present have to be fit for human consumption, which limits the range that is grown
commercially– biofuels do not have that restraint. This broadens massively the range of plant species
which can be used.

A major research and plant breeding effort will be required, to develop optimum varieties, and matching
agricultural methods suitable to the diverse conditions in developing countries. A combination of modern
methods and old-fashioned selective breeding will be needed. This is an area where the UK excels. The
UK should seek to stimulate the development of biofuel technology, using our existing expertise to
transfer skills and know-how, and to help countries develop their own capacity.

Recommendations

a) Donors must constantly adapt aid budgets to recognise climate change and consider the use of a
‘climate filter’ within their aid approval systems.

b) Rain water harvesting should be promoted by DFID in both urban and rural areas in order to
strengthen their resistance to drought.
58 See also Section 3.5.3 5).
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c) Countries must recognise that biofuels are potentially an important part of the mix to get to a carbonneutral world. This can be a benefit rather than a disadvantage for the developing world. The UK should
invest- in partnership with developing countries- in agricultural research, biotechnology and capacity
building, to develop biofuel varieties and technologies suitable for agriculturally marginal land.

5.3 Technology

In 1991, the minimum cost of an international call from Tanzania was $21 for three minutes, and it could
take several hours to be connected by the operator. You would also have to have been one of the lucky
few to be in a place where there was a telephone connection.

Today, a significant proportion of the population has access to a mobile phone, and international calls
from them cost as little as $0.25 per minute. Email and the internet are widely available. Developing
countries have skipped a generation of development in telecommunications – to their great benefit. Mo
Ibrahim has shown with Celtel how an African, technology-based multinational business can grow
swiftly and profitably.

Businesspeople used to travel for hours or even days to try to meet a supplier or customer, only to find
that they were not there. Now that cost and uncertainty has gone for many.

The mobile phone and the internet have made possible what used to be unavailable to all but the
wealthiest or most enterprising. Mobile phones are used to transfer funds to remote areas, and credits
have become a virtual currency.59

This has all been achieved through investment by the private sector, and equity funding from
development finance organisations such as CDC and the International Finance Corporation (IFC). It has
hardly featured in grant aid budgets.

What has been important, however, is the investment climate. In countries where the government sought
initially to make mobile telephony a monopoly of the state-owned telecoms company, progress was
slow, prices were high, and the service was only for the wealthy.

In countries where local and foreign investors were encouraged to enter the market and compete, prices
have fallen, coverage has expanded rapidly, and a large part of the population can afford a phone. By
making mobile phones commonplace, a substantial amount of well-paid work has been created in selling
and servicing phones, and marketing the prepaid cards.
Modern communication technology brings other benefits. It makes possible greater economic
development in towns and cities outside the capital, which in the past would usually have been the only
place with anything approaching a reliable network. Living in regional centres becomes more attractive,
especially to professionals and skilled workers, who would previously have seen the capital city as the
only place where they could further their career.

This in turn may help to break the pattern of the family breadwinner being forced to leave his family at
home, while spending most of the year working in the big city, which is both damaging to personal
relationships, and has been one of the major factors in the spread of HIV/AIDS.

59 Bob Geldof – in giving evidence to the GGPG
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Our main recommendation is that we learn from the reasons for the success of the rapid spread of
modern communication technology in developing countries:
i) a favourable investment climate (see Section 4.1);

ii) the ability of the private sector to make the technology affordable to a large section of the
population, by driving down costs and being innovative (for instance, introducing prepaid
cards for as little as $1);and

iii) the willingness of CDC, IFC and others to invest alongside the private sector.

But one conclusion we should not draw is that – because mobile and internet communication has proved
so commercially successful throughout developing countries – the spread of other vital technologies will
be as financially ‘painless’.

There will certainly be developments which bring great benefits, but they might well need financial
support, at least in the initial stages, to bring the investors’ risk to an acceptable level. This is why the
expansion of funds such as the AECF (see Section 3.2) is so important.

5.4 The role of the regional economic powerhouses

The outside world sometimes forgets that Africa is home to countries which have very substantial
economies. Nigeria and, in particular, South Africa have become very significant investors across their
continent, as well as major consumers of their neighbours’ products. Brazil has a similar position in
South America, and there are of course several such economies in Asia. They are therefore already
playing a vital role in the economic development of their region. As Sir Bob Geldof put it in his evidence
to us, “there is a need for these big drivers of growth.”
It is important for the UK to cooperate with these countries in its approach to economic development,
both bilaterally and through the new multilateral bodies such as the African Union and NEPAD. It makes
particular sense to work together on projects which will benefit everyone within the region - for
instance, the elimination of trade barriers and improvements in infrastructure.
Companies in these regional giants should also be in a good position to bid for work on infrastructure
against overseas competition, which will strengthen the regional economy and skills base.

5.5 Risk

If there is one difference above all between our lives and those of people in developing countries, it is
that we are more fortunate in our ability to manage the risk of:
• medical bills, through insurance or a free health service;
• the cost of school, through tax-funded education;

• unemployment or disability, through state or insurance benefits;
• poverty in old age, through pensions;

• hunger, through temperate climates, food imports and storage; and
• loss of assets, through insurance.
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Being able to manage risk in these ways brings substantial benefits. Children’s education and the
family’s health are not at the mercy of a failed harvest; a decent old age does not depend on caring
children. If these risks are well-managed, you can take other risks– expanding your business, for
example – without fearing that the consequences for your family may be devastating.

A sound and properly regulated financial services sector is therefore crucial for developing countries. It
can supply:
• insurance for health costs, assets and even crops in the field;
• price protection for volatile commodities;

• savings accounts and pensions; and

• life insurance.

The cost need not be great. We have recently come across a scheme in Africa, which insured a
company’s staff for all admissions to the local hospital for $5 per person per year.

We have recommended elsewhere support for the development of insurance products (Section 3.2.1),
social protection payments (Section 2.5), and better crop storage (Section 3.5.6). A well regulated
financial services sector is a prerequisite.

Our recommendation here is that we view the reduction of risk in people’s lives as a major contributor to
a permanent reduction in poverty. Economic development will reduce poverty; but people then need to
be able to use the new resources that they have, to make that reduction permanent. Too often in the past,
the money earned in a good year has had no reliable home: poorly managed banks, combined with high
inflation, made saving pointless; government pension funds were devastated by theft or inflation; and
taxes paid for education or healthcare were squandered.

In evaluating projects for development funding, we need to give a high priority to those which will ‘lock in’
the benefits of economic development, by allowing ordinary people to reduce avoidable risks in their lives.
This in turn will improve the climate for the best type of investment – by local people in their own country.

6 Conclusion

We contend that economic development is the most important means for reducing poverty. It is therefore
logical for DFID, whose goal is poverty reduction, to allocate it a very significant share of its funding.

It will– rightly – be argued that investment in health and especially education is an indirect investment in
economic development. No sound economy can be built on a poorly educated and unhealthy workforce.
But neither can we justify postponing substantial direct investment in economic development until the
goal of an educated and healthy people is achieved.

That is why we recommend considerably more investment in the pathways to economic development,
which we have identified.

The current Government has already advanced some way along many of these pathways, and we
welcome that. We believe that their analysis is fundamentally sound, but that their actions resulting from
that analysis are too cautious.
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Now is the time to act, to ensure that we support the private sector in developing countries, in going for
growth to create employment and pay taxes. We have seen examples of companies, which would not
have been established but for some risk-reducing funding from a development agency, contributing
hundreds of thousands of dollars a year in taxes within a few years, and giving work to hundreds or even
thousands of people.
Alongside the private sector, we see a considerable role for distinguished British institutions which have
great expertise, but whose remit, we believe, is currently too narrow.

We mention in particular: CDC Capital Partners (private investment), Voluntary Service Overseas
(training, private sector development, education), the British Council (secondary and higher education),
the Crown Agents (tax systems), and the BBC World Service Trust (financial journalism). This list is by
no means exhaustive.

The total funding available for aid is only a small proportion of what is needed, if there is to be sufficient
economic development to create the sustainable paid work that is the best way of reducing poverty. We
must therefore use it in ways which leverage local and international investment.

We therefore make no apologies for placing our greatest hopes for this in the enterprise of individuals
and in the private sector, supported by a public sector which performs well the limited tasks, which only
it can carry out.

We believe that substantial and wise investment in economic development, alongside investment in
health and education, is value for money indeed, when set against the goal of eliminating world poverty.
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations

AIMS – African Institute of Mathematical Sciences
CDC - Capital for Development
CSO - civil society organisations
DFID - Department for International Development
EC - European Commission
EFA - Pacific Education for All
FCO - Foreign and Commonwealth Office
FDI - Foreign Direct Investment
HTAs – home town associations
ILO – international labour organisations
IMF - International Monetary Fund
LDC - less developed country
MDG - Millennium Development Goal
MFI - microfinance institutions
NEPAD - New Partnership for African Development
NGO – non-governmental organisations
OECD - Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
SMEs - small and medium enterprises
UNESCO - United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organisation
UN - United Nations
VSO - Voluntary Service Overseas
WTO - World Trade Organisation
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1 Executive Summary
1.1 Background

• Globalisation – enabling more and more people throughout the globe to trade, invest and communicate
with each other – has produced unparalleled prosperity for the majority of the world. Yet there are
still millions of people in the poorer countries who are effectively excluded from the global trading
system and have not shared in that prosperity.

• Most of the policy changes that can help these low income and developing countries to help
themselves also benefit the British economy – a win-win situation. They should be pursued as a
priority by a Conservative Government.

• In November 2005, David Cameron called for a “campaign for capitalism” in developing countries.
Using trade to achieve development reflects Conservative philosophy and is a moral responsibility for
a Conservative Government.

• Now is the right time to consider trade policy as a development tool. The Doha round has been
suspended. For the first time since the World War II, there is a real risk that the trade round will fail.

• Nevertheless, it must be recognised that the UK cannot exercise its own trade policy, as this is
determined at the EU level. Therefore, the near term objective of the Conservative Party must be to
develop a trade agenda that can successfully influence and improve EU trade policy so that it becomes
a global force for good.

• Together with the EU we would expect to work through the WTO and also independently. It may well
turn out to be easier to create the impetus for trade liberalisation outside the auspices of the WTO,
albeit always within its rules.

1.2 Agriculture and subsidies

• Following the current Government’s failure to secure real Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) reform,
farm subsidies remain a serious obstacle to developing country growth. Export subsidies are
particularly damaging to agriculture in developing countries.

• The EU is due to “review” farm subsidies in 2009 and the EU budget is due for negotiation between
2009 and 2012. The confluence of these negotiations represents a golden opportunity fundamentally
to reform and modernise EU trade policy.

• This should be a matter of reducing agricultural subsidies in the EU (particularly those linked to
production but also those which are “decoupled”) and of eliminating export subsidies altogether, as
well as improving developing country access to EU markets. Studies suggest that gains from the latter
may exceed the former.

• In advance of these negotiations, a Conservative Government should work with its EU partners (and,
in particular, France) to create a new framework for agricultural policy. However, if necessary, Britain
should be prepared to play hardball to achieve its objectives for the CAP, with agreement to the EU
budget as its key lever.
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1.3 The broader trade policy agenda

• Using trade to achieve real benefits for the developing world goes beyond CAP reform, no matter how
important that is. There are many other reasons why poor countries have failed to realise their full
economic potential.

• We need to address as many as possible of the barriers that prevent the developing world from
realising the benefits of globalisation through integration into the world trading system, including:
1) Barriers imposed by the developed world, including deliberate barriers like tariffs, quotas and
farm subsidies; and often unintended non-tariff barriers like quality standards.

2) Barriers created by developing countries, especially high tariffs on trade amongst themselves.

3) Natural barriers such as access to the sea for land-locked countries, poor transport infrastructure
linking them to markets and lack of commercial infrastructure to enable producers to participate in
markets.

1.4 The Real Trade agenda

• Addressing these issues requires a new, broad agenda: Real Trade. This is both a radical and
achievable agenda.

• Real Trade focuses on the developing countries that the World Bank defines as being “low income” –
those with Gross National Income below $875 per head. There has been resistance to extending trade
preferences to all low income countries since they include India, whose size and growing industrial
strength is too daunting for many in the developed world. However, India will leave that group
within a couple of years, followed soon afterwards by Pakistan so that resistance should diminish.

• Real Trade addresses both trade between the developed world and the developing world, and within
the developing world.

• As the growth stimulus that Real Trade should provide lifts countries out of the low income category,
they would cease to be eligible for preferred treatment, however by that time, they should be
substantially better integrated into the global economy system and therefore better positioned for
sustainable growth.

1.5 Real Trade and trade between the developed and developing worlds

• The Real Trade agenda advocates that by 2013, many of the different types of agreement governing
trade with low income countries in the developing world should be replaced by a single framework
whose key components would be:
1) Unilateral tariff and quota free access to the EU for all goods and services from low income
countries.

2) Liberalised Rules of Origin so that genuine tariff and quota free access would be available to low
income countries on substantially all output.
3) The abolition of all export subsidies from the EU and other developing countries.

4) A substantial increase in Aid for Trade.
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• New Real Trade arrangements would replace most existing preference arrangements. They would
replace, expand the scope of and be available to more countries than the EU’s “Everything but Arms”
arrangements and would supercede the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) that the EU is
currently negotiating with African, Caribbean and Pacific countries. For the US, Real Trade would
replace the temporary African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) with a more generous and
permanent arrangement for more countries.
• Unlike EPAs, Real Trade would not require low income countries to reduce barriers to exports from
the EU until those countries themselves had determined that they were ready to do so.

• For developing countries not classified as low income come 2013, EPA arrangements with the EU
would initially, at least, be expected to remain in place.

1.6 Real Trade within the developing world

• The nature of the Real Trade reflects the fact that amongst former developing countries, there has been
no single pathway to success. It provides developing countries with the policy space to tailor their
own approaches to liberalisation whilst complying with WTO rules.
• Some former developing countries, like the Asian “Tigers”, have benefited from highly strategic
government agendas. Others, like China and India, have liberalised their internal markets and thereby
enabled the exploitation of previously untapped comparative advantage. But in all cases, without
access to developed markets, these countries would have grown more slowly, if at all.

• By comparison, “one size fits all” approaches to liberalisation in the developing world have often
failed or, worse, been counter-productive.

• Nevertheless, free trade between low income countries, not least within Africa, in particular, is a key
Real Trade objective.

• Today, barriers preventing trade between neighbouring low income countries are often greater than
those with the developed world. So the benefits to low income countries from liberalising local trade
may be at least as important as those from intercontinental trade.

• A pan-African free trade area would provide stimulus to the African economy, maximise the
effectiveness of the Real Trade Aid for Trade package and help prepare African countries for eventual
full liberalisation – at their own speed.
• Moreover, since trade between many African countries is not currently substantial, the creation of a
pan-African free trade area should have only limited impact on the revenues of most African
governments. To the extent that revenues were negatively impacted, the EU and member states,
including the UK, could compensate for lost tax revenues from growing Aid budgets.

1.7 Real Trade and Aid for Trade

• The Aid for Trade component of the Real Trade agenda will be multifaceted and will seek to reduce
the disincentives faced by low income country governments when considering liberalisation and to
improve the climate for business and trade in developing countries. In addition to providing low
income country governments with aid to offset tariff reductions, it will:
1) Reduce red tape by assisting developing countries to simplify and streamline customs and other
bureaucracy that affects the ability to trade efficiently.
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2) Improve the fiscal environment for companies in developing countries by promoting the creation of
more tax-free Export Processing Zones (EPZs).

• In so doing, we would work with trailblazing organisations like the Investment Climate Facility and
the Integrated Framework.

1.8 Implementation

• In parallel with seeking the adoption of the Real Trade agenda by the EU, we would work for its
adoption by the rest of the developed world. It should be highly compatible with many of the existing
policies of the US and the Cairns Group.

1.9 Other benefits of Real Trade

• Real Trade should, over time, help create employment for and improve the prospects of the population
of the developing world thereby helping to reduce the pressures of migration to the developed world.

2 The case for Multilateral Liberalisation

2.1 A brief overview of world trade and trade barriers

Since the establishment of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1947, multilateral
trade negotiations have succeeded in bringing down tariffs worldwide. The Uruguay Round (1986-93)
has reduced the most-favoured-nation (MFN) tariff rate on industrial goods to 4%. By contrast,
liberalisation of agricultural goods has been far slower. One post-Uruguay study of OECD Member
countries and 13 non-members found that mean bound tariffs in agriculture were 36% for OECD
countries and 63% for the selected non-OECD countries. In comparison, the mean bound tariff rates for
all products were 15% for OECD countries and 43% for the non-OECD countries1.

As the table below shows, tariffs are still significant obstacles to global trade. Goods of particular
interest to developing countries like agriculture and textiles remain heavily protected. Average rates also
‘hide’ very high peaks in applied tariff rates in certain sectors and in certain countries.
Post Uruguay Round global average (simple and trade weighted)
MFN applied and bound tariff rates (%)2
By Sector
applied and bound
(%) points)
Primary agriculture1
Natural resources
Processed agriculture
Textiles & Clothing
Wood products
Other manufacturing
Chemical products
Motor vehicles & parts
Other machinery

1 OECD (1999)
2 OCED (23.06.03)
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Applied

Weighted Simple
16.76
15.44
1.11
2.66
19.27
22.71
11.75
17.14
3.37
11.74
4.07
10.01
5.61
8.81
9.08
15.43
4.56
8.07

Bound

Weighted
34.64
5.47
31.38
17.53
6.67
8.27
10.06
11.20
9.58

Simple
48.47
14.98
52.56
28.73
21.81
17.51
16.45
21.3
15.61

Difference between
Weighted Simple
17.87
33.03
4.36
12.31
12.11
29.85
5.78
11.59
3.30
10.07
4.20
7.50
4.46
7.64
2.12
5.91
5.02
7.54
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Tariffs are not the only barriers used to restrict competition from overseas. Other methods include
quotas and tariff quotas, anti-dumping policies, subsidies and non-tariff barriers (including regulatory
standards on criteria such as health and safety requirements on imports).

2.2 The case for multilateralism

(i) A politically effective way of reducing barriers
The original logic behind the GATT and WTO was to use reciprocal bargaining to play off importcompeting interests against export interests.

Prof. Paul Collier argues that, “The essence of trade policy is that trade restrictions transfer income to
favoured groups. They are costly instruments for transfers, inflicting large deadweight losses, but are
common because they are not well-understood by the majority who suffer the losses, while usually being
well-understood by the few who reap the benefits. A basic and ineradicable misunderstanding is that the
losses are borne by foreigners. As a result, the only effective way of curbing trade restrictions is through
international reciprocity – each country’s liberalisation being presented as the ‘price’ for achieving
liberalisation in other countries. This in turn generates a coordination problem. Both the GATT and its
successor organisation the WTO have provided this coordination – they have supplied an international
public good.” 3
(ii) Reducing economic distortions – multilateralism as ‘real free trade’
Another original rationale for the creation of the GATT system was to replace the complex web of
bilateral trade deals that prevailed in the interwar period. The goal of trade liberalisation is to remove
economic distortions and increase overall economic efficiency by having prices reflect real costs
globally. Preferential trade deals create trade diversion by making goods from countries which are
treated preferentially relatively cheaper, regardless of their underlying cost of production.

In principle, simultaneous global liberalisation offers the potential for the greatest ratio of trade creation
to trade diversion.

Jagdish Bhagwati of Columbia University has coined the “spaghetti-bowl” metaphor to describe the
increasingly complex character of bilateral trade deals, an effect that undermines the value of such
initiatives.4 The sheer complexity of the web of different preferential deals and rules of origin may
itself deter trade.

As the Financial Times argues, “WTO talks are a loom that weaves thousands of mercantilist threads
into a tapestry of free trade. Without that framework, rich countries export interests will create a tangled
skin of regional and bilateral treaties.” 5

Pascal Lamy argues that “…different rules of origin, tariff levels and customs procedures make for a
confusing picture for international business, whereas a global trade deal means global rules and trade
treatment which is non-discriminatory.” 6

(iii) Preferential deals create resistance to liberalisation
There is a long running debate about whether regional agreements are “building blocks” or “stumbling
blocks” for global free trade. Fear of erosion of preferential access to particular markets may create
political resistance to wider liberalisation, both by preference receivers and also givers.

3
4
5
6

Paul Collier, “Why the WTO is deadlocked, and what can be done about it”, International Economy (2006)
Financial Times (13.11.06)
Financial Times (15.05.06)
Economist – The World in 2007
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Indeed this argument has been used by even some of the largest players in the multilateral system to
justify resistance to multilateral reform. Peter Mandelson told the National Farmers Union (NFU)
conference in February 2005: “Trade justice cannot be equated with a big bang agricultural
liberalisation, and with it, a race to the bottom for EU agriculture – and a free market mayhem that
would gravely damage the interests of some of the poorest countries in the world."

He said that, “World Bank research is sometimes cited to support the argument that the greatest benefits
the Doha Round offers for developing countries will come from freer farm trade and, overwhelmingly,
from lower tariffs. Their hypothesis is wrong. The bulk of benefits from agricultural liberalisation will
go to the developed world, which has the capacity to exploit it, and to a few highly competitive
developing country exporters. As for the poorest developing countries, who will lose out as tariffs come
down, the costs of eroding their existing preferential arrangements do not even figure in the Bank’s
analysis.”

While tariff barriers may raise revenue for LDC governments and non-tariff barriers may protect
domestic producers from competition, it makes food for the poorest people even more expensive. For
example, local rice production accounts for only 30% of the rice consumed in Ghana, so blocking rice or
raising prices through levying import tariffs harms the most needy citizens of poor countries.

The World Bank described Mandelson's comments as “simply dead wrong” and argued that their
calculations of benefits took into account preference erosion7. However, this is clearly a political
problem, even though the economic evidence suggests such concerns are misguided overall.

(iv) Avoidance of hub-and-spoke bilateralism
As well as complexity and ineffectiveness, a profusion of bilateral deals would be likely to mean a
large number of deals between large players like the EU and other countries, while smaller
economies had fewer agreements, because of their smaller markets and weaker administrative
capacity to negotiate deals. The EC and EFTA already account for 62 out of 210 worldwide bilateral
deals notified to the WTO.

Hub and spoke bilateralism refers to agreements outside the multilateral framework in which smaller
economies (the spokes) are drawn into agreements with the larger ones (the hubs) but without
agreements between each other. These arrangements are far more beneficial to the hubs, who can import
goods from wherever they like, and export goods to countries who may be locked into receiving these
imports, rather than those of cheaper producers elsewhere. The World Bank estimates that a hub-andspoke trading system would cost developing countries $20bn a year8.

A hub-and-spoke scenario could lead to a sharpening of the problem of developed economies effectively
having free trade across the globe while developing countries do not have free trade amongst
themselves. This makes the developed “hub” countries an even more attractive location to invest
relative to developing countries.

In fact the gains for a large player like the EU might be slightly higher from bilateral liberalisation than
multilateral liberalisation – at the expense of developing countries. A study by Oxford Economic
Forecasting in 2005 found that though it would radically lower gains for developing countries, full
bilateral liberalisation would mean marginally larger gains for the EU, principally because of the huband-spoke effect of having free trade with many partners while they do not have free trade among
themselves. In the absence of effective multilateralism, large players clearly will be tempted to go down
the bilateral route.
7 Financial Times (28.02.05)
8 Economist (05.08.06)
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EU
0.9
0.6

Sub Saharan
Africa
3.5
5.4

Global GDP
0.7
2.3

(v) Equality of large and small WTO members
In contrast to multilateral negotiations, bilateral Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) are more vulnerable to
deal-making based more on political strategy than economic rationality. This is far from a satisfactory
result, as Razeen Sally, of the London School of Economics argues: “the predictable results of foreign
policy-driven FTA negotiations light on economic strategy are bitty, quick-fix sectoral deals.”9

This view is endorsed by Pascal Lamy, who believes that “[bilateral] agreements can bring benefits but
they have serious disadvantages, particularly for developing countries, which often must accept
unwelcome conditions as the price for striking a deal with more powerful trading partners.”10

A leader in the Economist notes, “Bilateral deals are complex and tend to be bad for poor countries. In
multilateral deals, poor countries can piggyback on powerful countries’ negotiating clout; in bilateral
deals they’re on their own.”11

A multilateral rather than bilateral approach also treats countries equally in the sense that, while
developed countries have the capacity to negotiate many bilateral deals, small developing countries
might benefit from being able to concentrate their limited negotiating resources on one set of
negotiations with the potential to deliver better access worldwide. IMF Managing Director, Rodrigo de
Rato has noted that, “there are potential costs from bilateral agreements in…demands on limited
institutional capacity.” 12

2.3 The case against multilateralism and the case for other means
of liberalisation

(i) Fundamental criticisms of trade liberalisation
Critics of free trade argue that liberalisation will expose producers and businesses in developing
countries to unfair competition, especially from large multinational companies based in wealthier
countries.

The extent to which this overall view might conflict with the multilateral system is a question which
depends on: (i) what developing countries are asked to do at the WTO, (ii) the extent to which their
current commitments constrain their policies and (iii) the extent to which WTO driven liberalisation
might have knock on effects - particularly through preference erosion - which might damage the
interests of developing countries.

Some members of the “trade justice” movement, such as Christian Aid, believe that developing countries
should not only resist further attempts at liberalisation, but should also increase their levels of protection,
even if this reduces choice and access to goods and services to citizens of developing countries. They
argue that, “developing countries must be allowed to roll back decades of liberalisation: they must be
free to raise tariffs if necessary to meet development goals.”13 WTO membership is evidently a
constraint on this as it involves binding limits on members’ tariffs.
9 Financial Times (13.11.06)
10 Economist – The World in 2007
11 Economist (29.07.06)
12 International Herald Tribune (09.08.06)

13 Christian Aid, The economics of failure - The real cost of ‘free’ trade for poor countries (June 2005)
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During the Uruguay round, developing countries as a whole increased the proportion of their tariffs
which were bound at the WTO from 21% to 73% (while developed countries went up from 78% to
99%). There are also WTO provisions allowing developing countries to raise tariffs in the event of
balance of payments crises - though some developing countries want these to be clarified further.

Even where tariffs are bound at the WTO, there may be significant room for manoeuvre due to the
binding of tariffs at a higher level. Work by Bchir et al (CEPII 2005)14 suggests that LDCs have bound
only around 30% of their tariffs, and that even where they have done so, the binding rate is substantially
higher than the applied rate – nearly 90% higher in agriculture and 20% in Non Agricultural Market
Access (NAMA).

WTO
average
Developed
Countries
Developing
Countries
of which

LDCs
of which:

% of lines % of lines
Average
% with no
bound: nonbound:
overhang:
overhang:
Agriculture Agriculture non-agriculture non-agriculture

ASEAN
China
India
Korea
Maghreb
Pakistan
SACU
Turkey
Non LDC
sub saharan
Africa
Bangladesh
LDC sub
saharan
Africa

3.6

78.8

99.8

80
72.6
100
74.8
85.5
89.4
26.3
95.5
63.4

99.6
99.4
100
100
99.3
99.4
95.5
99.7
100

10.3
9.7
0.2
12.5
7.7
14.6
20.6
9.9
7.7

35.1
25.8
96.7
29.4
40.6
18.1
1.5
19.4
14.6

29.2
43.6
0.1
76
16.9
34.5
79.2
38
47.8

41.7
15.7
99.1
33.7
41.9
27.9
0
19.2
11.5

9.7
30.9
7.6

99.8
99.8
99.6

18.4
19.3
18.7

2.4
4.5
0.5

81.1
87.1
152.4

8.2
2
2

42.6

100

99.9

0.7

21.2

69.4

% with no
overhang:
Agriculture

92.9
98.9

3.7

Average
overhang:
Agriculture

84.9

7.2

13.6

63.5

64.6

2.2

It would probably be fair to say that developing countries being asked to liberalise further generates
wider controversy than restrictions on their ability to raise tariffs higher. However, in the Doha round
the G90 countries (the ACP, LDCs and other African states) are, in the words of Pascal Lamy,
supposedly being offered “a round for free” – at least in the sense that they will not be asked to cut either
their tariff rates or agricultural subsidies.
G90 members are, however, likely to be asked to bind more of their existing tariffs and take part in the
trade facilitation aspects of any agreement.

The other main criticism of the WTO by “trade justice” campaigners is that multilateral liberalisation
leads to the erosion of margins of preference for developing countries. However, other forms of
liberalisation (particularly bilateral deals) also have this effect. In contrast to bilateral deals the
multilateral system also has the potential to balance preference erosion with preference deepening
measures (see below) and potentially also supported by aid for trade. Citizens of poorer countries have
complained about the harm the well-intentioned trade justice movement can cause. Where the trade
justice movement calls for the retention or raising of LDCs trade barriers, citizens have a legitimate
complaint that this denies them access to goods and services that rich westerners enjoy.
14 Heid Bchir et al., From Bound Duties to Actual Protection: Industrial Liberalisation in the Doha Round, CEPII (2005)
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Where local alternatives are available, trade barriers mean that they are either more expensive or of
lower quality and supplied by an often state-owned organisation not exposed to the benefits of
competition.

This links to a more fundamental point: in the public debate there often is a conflation of the debates
about trade liberalisation in general and the debate about the WTO. However, the WTO is only one of a
range of processes leading to greater liberalisation worldwide. Several groups within the trade justice
movement accept that the multilateral process (even if they have concerns about it) might be less
damaging to developing countries interests than other forms of liberalisation.

There is strong evidence to suggest that trade liberalisation – particularly multilateral – will create
significant economic growth in the world economy in the long term, and that developing countries may
in fact stand to make the largest gains as a proportion of their income. However, the process of
liberalisation clearly involves serious challenges for developing countries.

(ii) Problems with preference erosion
Some LDCs fear that lowering multilateral tariff rates will harm exports by eroding the advantages that
trade preference agreements can bring. Trade diversion will occur, as the margin of preference relative
to the Most Favoured Nation (MFN) tariff for a given commodity declines. Stiglitz and Charlton argue
that preference erosion will affect a small number of producers in a serious way. However, they
conclude that the overall gains of reduction in MFN tariffs will be “positive and significant for most
industries in most countries…preference erosion is not a consideration that should impede multilateral
liberalisation, but it does suggest that compensation and adjustment programs for the small group of net
losers should be an integral part of any liberalisation program.” 15

William Cline of the Centre for Global Development suggests that LDCs will gain from improved access
to those countries that do not currently grant preferential access – and that this will outweigh the costs of
preference erosion.

An IMF study found the impact of preference erosion to be small overall (between 0.5 and 1.2% of total
exports of the middle income countries considered, depending on elasticities of export supply), but could
be significant for a subset of “vulnerable” countries. This vulnerability to preference erosion rises with
higher export-dependence on preference granting countries, such as the EU, Japan, Canada and the
United States (“the Quad”). About a fifth of middle income countries direct more than 75% of their
exports to these places. 16

Sheila Page of the Overseas Development Institute (ODI) summarises recent work done on preference
erosion, arguing that, “the major losses from further liberalisation would be in agriculture. The principal
losers in relative terms would include several LDCs – Malawi, Mauritania, Haiti, Cape Verde, and São
Tomé and Príncipe – and among middle income countries, Mauritius and other Caribbean states. The
value of the exports lost by all LDCs would total USD530 million (of which USD222 million was for
Bangladesh), so that the absolute numbers are not large on a world economy scale. The largest effects
from all preferences are in sugar (42% of the effect for middle-income countries), bananas (19%), and
clothing (12%). For some, the losses are so high that no feasible improvements in tariffs, services, or
rules of origin could offset them.” 17

15 J Stiglitz and A Charlton, Fair Trade for All (2005) pg. 177
16 Katerina Alexandraki and Hans Peter Lankes, “The Impact of Preference Erosion on Middle-Income Developing Countries”, IMF, (2005)
17 “A Preference Erosion Compensation Fund: A new proposal to protect countries from the negative effects of trade liberalisation”, ODI, (2005)
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The decline in export revenues in the hypothetical case where trade liberalisation in “the Quad”
causes a 40% reduction in each beneficiary’s aggregate preference margin.

Source: IMF

(iii) Bilaterals are quicker and potentially allow a wider range of issues to be addressed
In contrast to Non Government Organisation (NGO) and developing country criticisms based on the idea
that multilateral liberalisation might make poor countries liberalise, or erode their margin of preference,
some argue that the multilateral approach does not go far or fast enough and argue for other forms of
liberalisation.

Bilateral agreements only require negotiations with two parties, unlike multilateral WTO negotiations,
which are generally cumbersome and require the assent of a large number of countries. Negotiating
bilaterally is more flexible, and therefore allows a greater range of issues to be discussed according to
the relevant interests of the negotiating parties, free from the constraints that could otherwise be placed
on them by other countries.

Bilateral deals, particularly between economies of similar wealth, may give poorer countries confidence
to liberalise certain sectors without the fear of being swamped with the imports from companies in richer
countries. Over time, poorer countries signing bilateral deals may build up trade capacity and gain
confidence in negotiating both bilateral and multilateral trade agreements.
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Number of bilateral agreements in force

Hoekman et al, Benefiting from Regional Integration (2005)

Supporters of bilateral agreements argue that they can potentially be a means to reach agreement on
controversial “behind the border issues” like investment rules, competition and government procurement.
These have been abandoned in the Doha round because it was not possible to reach agreement (see below).

In a speech to the LSE in October 2006 Peter Mandelson18 argued that “deep” bilateral agreements could
be used to road test behind the border agreements which could then be extended to the WTO. "We’ve
made it clear to our partners that the EU is only interested in deep free trade agreements across the full
range of sectors - like the agreement we signed with Chile in 2002. Not just goods, but services, nontariff barriers and rules on issues such as investment, competition and public procurement as well… Our
bilateral agreements road-test liberalisation that can ultimately be extended to the global system".
However, what is argued as the advantages of bilaterals by some are seen as disadvantages by others
(quite apart from the objections to bilaterals given above). The NGO “bilaterals.org” argues that the
wider inclusion of behind the border issues in bilaterals is a bad thing. They attack “the bilateral trade
and investment agreements that are opening countries to the deepest forms of penetration by
transnational corporations”19. In the context of EPA negotiations, the Caribbean Policy Development
Centre have complained that the bilateral negotiations represent a “back door attempt by the EU to
introduce issues which were not acceptable in a multilateral forum”20.

(iv) Some estimates of the potential benefits of multilateral global free trade
After the Uruguay round, modelling-based forecasts of the gains from liberalisation became far more
contentious. This is partly because the implementation of the Uruguay round was far less ambitious in terms
of tariff reduction than much of the modelling work had assumed. However, there may also be an equal
danger of under-predicting the potential gains from trade. For example, modelling studies which include
some dynamic component (i.e. the ‘second round’ effects triggered by an initial efficiency boost) show far
greater gains than merely static analyses. There are few studies that look at the gains from free trade in
services. Few build in the effects of trade facilitation. To the best of our knowledge there is no study which
incorporates the effects of all three (dynamic effects, services and facilitation).

18 LSE (October 2006)
19 http://www.bilaterals.org/
20 http://www.caribbeanngos.net/member_profile_pages/cs1/
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(v) Just how big are the realistic gains from the current Doha offers?
As noted above, the potential gains from full multilateral liberalisation are potentially very large.
However, as negotiations have progressed, and the proposals of major players have looked increasingly
less ambitious, estimates of the effects of a successful deal have been far lower.

Stiglitz and Charlton (2005) comment: “The rich countries often quote grandiose estimates of the
potential gains from a successful conclusion to the round in attempts to weaken the resistance of
sceptical developing countries. However, the size of the gains resulting from the round cannot be known
until the nature and scope of the reform programme is determined in the final agreement. As the round
becomes less and less ambitious, the potential economic benefits are becoming smaller and smaller.” 21

A 2005 World Bank report argued that unless the Doha round “is considerably more ambitious than the
Uruguay Round in terms of depth of cuts in bound tariffs and domestic support, it will achieve little
development stimulus”. The authors see the poverty alleviation potential of the Doha round as marginal
when compared with the potential gains from full multilateral liberalisation. For example, while the
(more ambitious) offers being discussed as part of the Doha might lift 4 million people above the $1/day
poverty threshold, full liberalisation could achieve this for 35 million people. These figures suggest that
the Doha proposals would deliver just 11-12% of the poverty alleviation effects of full liberalisation. 22
The table below summarises some of the academic work conducted so far, indicating that the limited
proposals of the current round fall far short of the potential gains of full liberalisation.

Sandra Polaski of Carnegie Endowment for International Peace has simulated a range of outcomes of the
Doha Round and has found that any of the plausible trade scenarios will produce only modest gains,
something like a one-time increase in world income of $40 to $60 billion, equivalent of less than 0.2%
of current global GDP. She stresses that gains from liberalisation for developing countries in all areas
are contingent on the characteristics of specific economies. The biggest gainer is China, with gains
ranging from 0.8 to 1.2% of GDP while the biggest losers are some Sub-Saharan African countries,
which could see a reduction in income of just under 1%. Most countries’ gains or losses range from 0 to
0.5% of current GDP. She also argues that among developing countries, about 90% of the gains from
Doha scenarios would come from liberalisation of trade in manufactured goods. She puts global income
gains from full liberalisation somewhere in the area of $168 billion.23
Polaski’s study has been criticized, however, for failing to take into account some key factors, such as
the cumulative effects of liberalisation and for underestimating the gains from liberalisation in
agriculture. Others put benefits of a successful completion of the Doha Round higher; the Africa
Commission estimated at an early stage that successful Doha negotiations would increase global income
by $400 billion ($150 billion for developing countries) translating into 144 million fewer people living
on less than $2 a day, with sub-Saharan Africa seeing the greatest reduction (60 million). More recent
accounts are much more modest: an International Food Policy Research Institute report puts potential
global income gains in the area of $54.7 billion ($1 billion for LDCs), with the potential of adding
another $7 billion income gain for LDCs should they be granted 100% free access to wealthy-country
OECD markets. According to this study, realisation of the current Doha offers would amount to less
than one fourth of the gains from full liberalisation.

21 J Stiglitz and A Charlton, Fair Trade for All (2005)
22 Hertel and Winters – “Estimating the Poverty Impacts of a prospective Doha Development Agenda” Thomas W Hertel and L. Alan Winters, The
World Economy (August 2005)
23 Polaski, S. “Winners and Losers: Impact of the Doha Round on Developing Countries”, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (2006)
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Angel Gurría, Secretary-General of the OECD, argues that, “The present impasse [of the Doha Round] is
a lose-lose situation, in which all countries suffer but where the poorest will suffer most. The OECD has
estimated at nearly $100 billion the gains in terms of increased economic activity – and hence prosperity
– that could be obtained from full tariff liberalisation for industrial and agricultural goods. The benefits
from liberalising trade in services – the fastest growing sector of the world economy - could be five
times higher, at around $500 billion. A Doha agreement on trade facilitation, by clearing away
procedural barriers, could contribute at least $100 billion more. Developing countries are projected to
reap as much as two-thirds of these gains.”27
The table below summarises some of the academic work conducted so far, indicating that the limited
proposals of the current round fall far short of the potential gains of full liberalisation:
Estimates by

Current World Bank model
Anderson et al. 2005/2006

Global income Gains from
plausible Doha scenarios

Change in real income under 8
alternative Doha scenarios
Polaski, 2006
Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace

Global income gains from full
free trade compared with
plausible Doha scenarios
Hartel & Winters, 2005

Reduction in poverty from 2015
levels Francois et al. 2005
Bouët et al. 2006
International Food Policy and
Research Institute

Estimated increase in world real
income (using the MIRAGE
model)

Doha

Full liberalisation

$96 billion (No exceptions for
sensitive or special agricultural
products)
World GDP gain between 0,03
and 0.28

$287 billion

$59 billion (World GDP gain
0.146)

$168 billion

0.6% or 4 million (for $1/day
poverty)

5.6% or 35 million (for $1/day
poverty)

0.4% or 8.6 million (for
$2/day poverty)
World gain of $82 billion or
0.3 of World GDP

3.7% or 71.5 million (for $2/day
poverty)
World gain of $158 billion or 0.5 of
World GDP

$54.7 - $69 billion

About $200 billion

27“Doha: the low hanging fruit”, OECD (August 2006)
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(vi) Current state of play - Multilateralism in danger?
The issue of tariffs was one of the central reasons for the collapse of the Doha round in June 2006. The
EU accused the US of not committing to reduce its farm subsidies significantly (even though the EU
offer on this front was not a progression on the 2003 Luxembourg reforms to the CAP). The US insisted
that farm subsidies would only be reduced if the EU improved market access for US produce, through
reducing its tariff barriers. The EU refused to give ground on this point beyond a very limited offer,
below the levels of reduction being pushed for by the US and the G20 (see above). According to the
Economist, the explanation for the collapse of the round “lies chiefly in the failure of countries to face
down their own powerful protectionist lobbies, particularly farmers.”28

Following the collapse of the Doha negotiations, the future of multilateralism has been put in jeopardy.
Since talks broke down, the EU has taken a decisive step to support bilateral and regional agreements
with its new “Competitiveness Agenda”, under which it plans to agree new FTAs with India, South
Korea and Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). All but one WTO member (Mongolia) are
now involved in some sort of bilateral arrangement.
Trade Commissioner Peter Mandelson has pledged to take a “hard nosed” approach to opening up
foreign markets to EU exports through bilateral deals, and has introduced the so-called “Singapore
issues” into negotiations (which were not included in Doha negotiations). This area of negotiation
centres on the notion that domestic regulations on investment, competition and procurement do not put
foreign firms at a disadvantage. This has controversial implications for the national sovereignty of
parties concerned.29 Now that it is back on the agenda as an issue for discussion, it has revived fears that
the EU may seek to pressurise potential trading partners on these sensitive points during bilateral
negotiations.

Pascal Lamy voices his concern that the breakdown of talks will not only create a proliferation of
bilateral deals, but also a more litigious character in international trade: “the dangers of failing to
conclude the Doha round are manifold. Members will resort more to the dispute settlement system.
Government’s have every right to do so, but it is questionable whether rule-making through litigation –
rather than negotiation – is a sustainable practice.”30

(vii) How to get a pro-development Doha deal
It is clear that revised positions from the major players, especially the EU regarding its tariff rates, will
be necessary to get the Doha round back on track. The EU’s tariff barriers constituted a major stumbling
block to agreement, and need to be reduced – the EU should begin by at least agreeing to match the tariff
cuts proposed by the G20.

Of equal, perhaps greater, importance to cuts in the EU’s overall average tariff rate is a commitment to
reduce and phase out protection of “sensitive” product areas, where developing countries often have a
comparative advantage. Key examples here are cotton and sugar. Without this, the headline figures of
average tariff cuts are close to meaningless in a development context.

28 Economist (29.08.06)
29 FT (05.10.06)
30 Economist – The World in 2007
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The EU must be more flexible in allowing LDCs to maintain some tariffs, even if the EU reduces its
own. Trade liberalisation is not a zero-sum game – gaining access to cheaper imports is as important for
Europe as gaining access to other markets. A leader in the Economist notes that, “the benefits from free
trade come more from imports than from exports. Imports of cheaper or better goods give consumers
more for their money and, through competition, raise domestic productivity.”31 For these reasons,
Oxford Economic Forecasting research shows that the EU would gain 0.4% in GDP through unilateral
tariff reductions on goods trade. The EU needs to abandon the assumption that has underpinned its
negotiating position thus far – that lowering tariff barriers is a “concession” – and instead see such
moves as an opportunity.

There must be a clear commitment among individual EU member states to end export subsidies and the
resultant dumping of produce on LDCs. This does not exist at the moment, as a result of the agreement
amongst European leaders to maintain the current CAP regime until 2013. Until change happens within
Europe, multilateral talks will remain deadlocked, as negotiating partners in developing countries will be
unwilling to open themselves further to unfairly subsidised European produce. Fundamental reform of
the CAP is therefore necessary.

Another issue that needs to be addressed is non-tariff barriers, or protectionism by standards. The WTO
should play a greater role in making sure these are not being abused in order to keep out foreign
competition – a trend which could increase as a result of any liberalisation in more conventional barriers.
Arvind Panagariya of Columbia University argues that removal of tariffs is likely to lead to their
replacement by “less transparent regulatory policies, ostensibly for food hygiene and safety.”32 This is
an issue that could be addressed through use of WTO dispute resolution procedures.
Oxfam argued prior to the collapse of talks that, “Unless rich countries fundamentally alter their
approach to the talks and withdraw many of the demands they are making on the poorer members, there
can be no deal this year that helps to reduce poverty.” This remains the case today.33

It is clear that unless there is far more ambition in terms of liberalising market access, the poverty
alleviation potential of any Doha round deal will be marginal when set against the rewards of full
multilateral liberalisation.

Policy Conclusions

Since the establishment of the GATT, multilateral trade liberalisation has accelerated global
growth and increased wealth. It continues to be the best path forwards, although as the
suspension of the Doha round demonstrates, is increasingly hard to achieve.

Bilateral liberalisation is a second best alternative. However, in $ terms, its benefits are likely
to be skewed in favour of the developed world and away from the developing world.
Moreover, it risks making an already complex trading system even more complex, to the
detriment of the developing world, in particular.
The UK should, therefore, make the completion of the Doha round a priority for the EU.

31 Economist (29.08.06)
32 Arvind Panagariya, “The tide of free trade will not float all boats”, Financial Times (03.08.06)
33 A recipe for disaster, Oxfam Briefing Paper (April 2006)
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3 The debate about developing country liberalisation

The debate about developing country trade liberalisation is controversial, well-established and ongoing.
There are three linked questions. The first is how beneficial trade openness might be for developing
countries. The second is about the challenges posed by liberalisation – i.e. the often difficult process of
becoming an open economy by bringing down trade barriers and opening up markets. The third,
following on from that, is about whether and how developed countries should encourage developing
countries to liberalise their trade.

3.1 Does openness matter?

The theoretical case for economic openness and free trade dates back to Adam Smith’s, The Wealth of
Nations. Freer trade should allow exporters to exploit economies of scale, creating growth and jobs in
that country, whilst lowering prices for consumers in the importing country. Increased imports from a
wider range of competing suppliers should give domestic producers access to cheaper inputs (like raw
materials, semi-manufactures and labour). Increased competition between all parties should lead to a
more efficient and rational allocation of economic resources. This means wealth creation for all
involved. But how far do these theories relate to practical experience?

The most free trade oriented developing countries of the mid-20th century are, nowadays, comparatively
rich. Barbados, Cyprus, Hong Kong, Malaysia, Mauritius, Singapore, Thailand and Yemen are
considered to be developing countries that since their independence applied free trade policies. All of
them, except Yemen, are in the top 70 of all countries in terms of GDP per capita.

A World Bank report in 2002 identified 24 ‘new-globalising’ developing countries with a total
population of 2.9 billion. Between 1980 and 1997, this group saw a doubling of their trade-to-GDP
ratio, a two-thirds increase in real per-capita income, and a one-third cut in average import tariffs. In the
same period, the 49 ‘less-globalised’ developing countries in the sample, with a combined population of
1.1 billion, saw a decline in their trade-to-GDP ratio, a rise of just 10% in real per- capita income, and an
11% cut in average import tariffs.34

Professor Razeen Sally of LSE argues that, “These figures are, of course, yet further empirical support
for the proposition that relatively liberal trade policies and openness to trade, combined with marketoriented institutions at home, lead to higher rates of growth than is the case for economies that remain
relatively closed. That is what distinguishes the West, and more recently Japan, the east Asian Tigers,
and now China and India, from most other countries in the developing world. But what is really striking
about this group of 24 new globalisers is that, first, Asia makes up 85% of its population, and second,
that India and China alone make up 75%.”35

China and India are therefore immensely important for global trade and development, not least since
these two countries alone in 2004 accounted for almost 50% of the world’s poorest people (i.e. those
living on less than $1/day).36 The role of trade openness on their economic growth is discussed in the
two case studies below.

34 World Bank, Globalization, Growth and Poverty: Building an inclusive World Economy, Washington DC (2002)
35 Sally, Razeen, “China’s trade policies and its integration into the world economy”, paper prepared for the IGD/SAIIA SACU-China FTA Workshop,
Johannesburg (September 2004)
36 .”Trade liberalisation and poverty”, ODI (October 2004)
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Case Study I – China

Unilateral liberalisation followed by huge growth

• Between 1980 and 2000 China’s real income per head rose by over 400%. Its export and import
volumes have grown by 11-13% a year since 1980. Manufactures account for 90% of merchandise
exports. China’s ratio of trade in goods to GDP, at market prices, now stands at 50%. This enormous
country has now acquired the levels of trade openness of much smaller countries (such as South
Korea). It is more open than large countries like the US, India and Japan, with trade-to-GDP ratios of
about 20%. China’s share of world merchandise exports was 5% in 2002, up from 1.2% in 1980.
Merchandise imports were 4% of the world total in 2002, up from 1.1% in 1980.

• It is often noted that China’s trade openness is intimately connected with its openness to inward
investment. The stock of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in China was $450 billion in 2002, up
from $25 billion in 1990, representing 6% of the world total. This is equivalent to 36% of Chinese
GDP, compared with 1.5% for Japan, 5% for India and 13% for the US.

• China embarked upon a series of massive trade and investment liberalisation programmes, starting
with Deng Xiaping’s Open Door policy in 1978. Initial reforms centred on agriculture, which meant
de-collectivisation and later liberalisation. These agricultural reforms boosted production and
released surplus labour for the subsequent manufacturing export boom. In the 1980s, China also
began to liberalise FDI and open up for non-state enterprises.

• In the 1990s, additional far-reaching reform packages were introduced, covering banking, finance,
taxation, investment, foreign exchange, intellectual property and foreign trade. The pace of
liberalising trading rights accelerated further after 1999, increasing the number and type of enterprises
with foreign trading rights. China continued its unilateral trade liberalisation by reducing Non-Tariff
Barriers (NTBs) and tariffs. NTBs fell by about 80% during the 1990s and their protective impact
has fallen from 9.3% in the mid-1990s to 5% in early 2004. Tariffs follow a similar pattern: the
simple average tariff was 43% in 1992, in 2001 it had fallen to 16.6%.

• These sweeping and unilateral liberalisations of trade and FDI took place in the decade before
China’s WTO-accession. China’s WTO-commitments have further spurred growth, as they are
more demanding than all other developing countries and on a par with many developed ones.
When fully implemented in 2007, the commitments will reduce merchandise tariffs to 6.8% compared to 40.6% in 1992. Reductions are most dramatic in manufactures, particularly textiles,
clothing, automobiles, electronics and petrochemicals. As a result, the restructuring of the
Chinese economy has kept pace, shifting output from agriculture towards manufacturing.
Meanwhile, lowering import protection has reduced costs, boosted overall efficiency and
reinforced the country’s comparative advantage in labour-intensive, manufactured exports.
China’s share in world’s exports is predicted to reach 7.8% in 2007.

• The combination of trade and FDI has therefore integrated China into the world economy and
allowed the country to benefit from a highly favourable comparative advantage. Today China is a
leading manufacturer of textiles, clothing, toys, footwear, leather goods, bicycles, electric fans,
refrigerators, microwave ovens and other household appliances, TV sets, DVDs and other consumer
electronics, mobile phone handsets, furniture and travel goods. Its clothing exports are a quarter of
the world total, projected to double within a few years. In addition, China is a huge importer. It just
became a net importer of farm produce, and it absorbs massive amounts of raw material and capitalintensive components. Its position in the global supply chain creates vast opportunities everywhere,
including within China itself.
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• China’s trade liberalisation and free-market reforms have been accompanied by unambiguous
drops in poverty-levels. All in all, growth has been massively beneficial for the poor. According
to World Bank estimates, the number of people in extreme poverty (defined as those living on less
than a dollar a day at 1993 PPP) declined by 220 million between 1978 and 1999, despite a large
increase in the population during those two decades. The proportion of the population in extreme
poverty came down from 33% in 1990 to 18% in 1999. Other indicators of human welfare – life
expectancy, adult literacy, infant mortality, the average daily calorie intake per person – have also
seen dramatic improvements. The proportion of children aged between ten and fourteen in the
labour force has declined from 30% in 1980 to 8% in 2000. All this has happened during the last
two-and-a-half decades of growth unleashed by market-based reforms and trade liberalisation.

• However, China’s integration into the world economy has been far from flawless, and like always
when it comes to trade liberalisation it has created winners and losers. First, China faces various
social, economical, environmental, legal and institutional challenges in its efforts to achieve
sustainable development and growth. Secondly, the growth take-off has been marred by
conspicuous regional disparities. For example, 86% of all FDI goes to the East, leaving the
Central and Western interior lagging behind. There may also be as many as 200 million
unemployed or underemployed people in the countryside. But China’s ongoing wealth creation
and poverty reduction suggest that the answer to these challenges is not to slow down or reverse
China’s integration into the world economy.

Source: UNCTAD (2004)
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Source: WTO (2004)

Case Study II – India
Liberalising steps, but unrealised potential

• India cannot match China’s record, either in terms of liberalisation or growth, but it has come a
long way by its own standards. It is a complicated case, since the country combines liberalisation
with highly protectionist measures, whilst an often corrupt administration oversees competitive,
global-reaching companies.

• Indian trade-policy reforms have been considerable, and have boosted growth. It is true that
growth began prior to liberalisation, but also that the various reforms substantially helped to
stabilise and sustain it. In 1991, the average unweighted tariff was 125%, with peak tariffs on
agricultural products going up to 300%. The tariff structure was extremely complicated and
NTBs were high. Inward investment was either banned or severely restricted and exchange
controls and the internal restrictions of the licence raj complicated matters further. Since then,
most border NTBs have been removed, as have internal licensing restrictions. Applied tariffs
have come down to an average of about 20%. The maximum tariff on manufactures was lowered
to 15% in 2005. The intention is to bring average tariffs down to ASEAN levels (around 10%)
soon. However, agricultural tariffs remain very high, averaging over 50%. Most restrictions on
manufacturing FDI have been removed and FDI restrictions in services are also being relaxed.
This leaves much to do on tariffs and NTBs in agriculture; and on FDI as well as domesticregulatory restrictions on foreign services providers.

• As a result, exports and imports have picked up since the early 1990s, albeit from a very low
base. India has a 1.4% share of world commercial-services exports, in 19th position globally
(though Chinese commercial-services exports are about double the Indian level). FDI has
increased from a low base, with an inward investment stock of about $36 billion in 2004. FDI
inflows were $6 billion in 2004 – a substantial increase compared to a decade earlier. India's
economy is growing at an annual rate of 8-9% and it may well surpass China as the world's
fastest-growing major economy within a year.
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• Within the WTO-framework India can no longer impose quantitative restrictions on balance-ofpayments grounds and it has been pushed to pursue less defensive overall trade policies. India
still remains the most protectionist of the three developing-country majors (i.e. China, India and
Brazil) in the WTO. This may be in the process of changing. Optimists argue that India is intent
on continuing its progressive opening of the economy initiated in 1991, and that the recent
acceleration of trade, FDI and related economic reforms might bring India closer to the flexibility
and pragmatism of China. At present, however, India’s protectionist impulses are serving as an
impediment to South-South trade.

• India’s trade reforms have helped reduce poverty, although it is hard to isolate trade liberalisation
from other factors. The Overseas Development Institute argues that, “It is now generally agreed,
in the light of mixed evidence, that absolute poverty declined in the 1990s, with the headcount
ratio falling by almost 1% per year. Attributing this poverty reduction to trade liberalisation is
difficult, however, because of the amount of ‘noise’ surrounding such changes. The share of trade
has risen to 20% of GDP.”37 Real incomes in India have increased by 125% since 1980. In
addition, multilateral liberalisation of the textile sector, if combined with adequate domestic
reforms, could continue to lift people out of poverty, at a projected rate of 310,000 people every
year over a 7 year period. It has been argued that the lack of public spending in India, for
example on healthcare and education, has been offset to a certain extent by expanding volumes of
trade at lower tariff levels, therefore helping the poorest who otherwise would have been hit the
hardest.
• India enjoys its greatest comparative advantage in services, particularly in labour-intensive areas,
which have clearly been spurred on by liberalisation reforms. Services account for 50% of GDP a high number by developing-country standards. IT-related services will generate an extra 1
million jobs and account for 1% of GDP by 2010, according to the most optimistic projections.
The jobs created are well paid by Indian standards.

• Currently, India’s major problem is that whilst the services have been liberalised, manufacturing
has not. External protection, domestic labour-market regulation, poor infrastructure, pervasive
government intervention and other bad business-climate conditions are hindering a real boom in
manufacturing. Out of a total employable population of some 450 million people, only 10 million
are employed in the manufacturing sector. Industry accounts for less than 30 per-cent share of
GDP, compared with a figure of 50% or more in China and other east-Asian developing countries.
Agriculture accounts for 60% of employment but only 20% of GDP.

• It has been argued that India's combination of private-sector dynamism and state incompetence
means that, "India is rising despite the state".38 The potential of India, should it continue its
liberalisation and cut down on overweening state-interventions, is therefore enormous.

There is still an active debate as to precisely why these countries, and others, have succeeded in bringing
about economic development. As both theoretical academic studies and the practical evidence of
individual countries suggest, there is no hard and fast rule that determines the rate of economic
development relative to economic “openness”. Moreover, it is probable that the degree of a country’s
openness alone is not enough to explain the phenomenon of economic growth. It seems that policymakers should take the weight of this evidence into account when approaching the question of trade
liberalisation for developing countries.
37 “Poverty impact of Doha: India”, ODI (October 2004)
38 Gurcharan Das quoted in The Weekly Standard (12/25/2006).
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The academic debate
Anne Krueger summed up the state of academic debate in the mid-1990s by arguing, “It is now widely
accepted that growth prospects for developing countries are enhanced through an outer-oriented trade
regime and fairly uniform incentives…It is generally believed that import substitution at a minimum
outlived its usefulness and that liberalisation of trade and payments is crucial for both industrial and
economic development.”39

An oft-cited paper by Jeffrey Sachs and Andrew Warner of Harvard University claims that developing
countries with “open” economies grew by 4.5% a year during the 1970s and 1980s, whilst those with
“closed” economies grew by 0.7% annually. This has provided intellectual backing to many of the
policies and positions adopted by pro-liberalisation organisations such as the IMF, the World Bank and
the OECD (although Sachs and Warner themselves were careful to qualify their conclusions). 40

However, some have questioned the findings of this and similar studies. It is very difficult to prove the
precise nature of the cause and effect of trade openness on economic growth – after all, many countries
that adopt protectionist barriers may also have a great deal of other problems that could weigh down
growth more significantly than trade policy. Rodriguez and Rodrik have argued that much of the
predictive power of Sachs and Warner’s original work was based on the inclusion of a measure of black
market activity – which they argue is a symptom of wider economic problems, rather than trade policy.

Dollar and Kraay argued in 2002 that those countries that increased their exposure to international trade
– so-called “globalisers” – have seen an increase in their growth rate from 2.9% in the 1970s to 5% in
the 1980s. In contrast, those that have not increased openness have seen their rate decline from 3.3% to
1.4% over this period.41 However, criticism was also levelled against this paper on methodological
grounds, with Nye, Reddy and Watkins claiming that the classification of globalisers against nonglobalisers was arbitrary. They argue that using the criteria of tariff reductions to distinguish one from
the other suggests that non-globalisers actually outperform the globalisers.42

Others have argued that growth tends to promote openness, rather than the other way round. Rodrick
believes that “integration is the result, not the cause, of economic and social development.”43 However
Lee, Ricci and Rigobon (2004) find that even controlling for this factor, there is still a positive
relationship between openness and growth, although it is small.44

Some object to trade liberalisation at a more fundamental level. Some members of the “trade justice”
movement, such as Christian Aid, believe that developing countries should not only resist further
attempts at liberalisation, but should also increase their levels of protection. In a 2002 paper, this
organisation argued that “Trade liberalisation has not, in the past, been associated with the same kind of
success in terms of development and poverty reduction as interventionist and flexible regimes.”
Christian Aid use the example of Ghana in the early 1990s to describe how successive liberalisation
programmes have meant that, “Ghanaian industry is failing to develop new areas of comparative
advantage or even to maintain existing levels of production and exports.”45

39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Anne Krueger, “Trade Policy and Development: How we learn”, American Economic Review 87(1), pp. 1-22
See “The never-ending question”, Economist (03.07.99)
D Dollar & A Kray. “Trade, Growth and Poverty”, Economic Journal 114 (493), f22-f49
HLM Nye, S Reddy, “Dollar and Kraay on ‘Trade, Growth and poverty’: A Critique” (2002)
D Rodrik, “Trading in illusions”, Foreign Policy, no. 123 (Mar.-Apr. 2001), pp. 54-62
Once Again, is Openness Good for Growth? (NBER 2004)
Christian Aid, What works? Trade, policy and development (July 2002)
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Amongst most mainstream economists however, the core arguments supporting trade liberalism are still
generally adhered to. Despite his scepticism over the idea of growth being directly linked to the degree of a
country’s openness, Rodrik nonetheless believes that export growth and overall GDP growth in developing
countries are correlated. Exports mean inflows of foreign currency to developing countries, enabling them
to import capital goods and technology that are only produced abroad, and thus increase productivity and
efficiency. This indicates in turn that protection is a “tax” on these imports and is therefore an impediment to
growth.46 Individual examples of successful liberalisation, such as that of China, help to strengthen some of
the theoretical arguments outlined so far.
Another important argument in favour of greater trade openness is that it is likely to be correlated with better
policy in a number of areas, such as reducing corruption and inflation and increasing transparency.47
Liberalisation generally means curbing the size of the state and expanding the scope of the market,
particularly through privatisation and deregulation.

Privatisation limits both the opportunities for government officials to seek personal gains from a trade deal
and the impact of bureaucratic incompetence. Arthur A. Goldsmith argues that, “By increasing rivalry in
the marketplace, privatization and deregulation should reinforce the pressure for companies to make full
disclosure of their products, and make it more difficult to cheat investors and consumers.”48 A study by the
World Economics Forum which surveyed 2000 enterprises in 49 countries showed that environments with
high levels of bureaucratic interference and regulation displayed more instances of corruption and an overall
lack of transparency. 49 It has been argued that trading or investing with a corrupt country is equivalent to
adding an additional 20% tax or tariff on the investment/traded good.50

Countries that have pushed through comprehensive liberalisation packages, such as those of Central and
Eastern Europe during the 1990s have seen reduced levels of corruption and increased transparency.51 In the
same way, reversal of liberal trade policies can have disastrous effects. For example, General Sani Abacha’s
seizing of power in Nigeria in 1993, reversed a series of liberalising reforms that had been initiated in the
1980s, allowing senior officials to freely use trade policy for their own purposes, leading to both perverse
interventions and a string of protectionist, erratic measures. Abacha took a personal interest in oil trade,
industrial and manufacturing projects, directing business towards favoured parties. Legitimate businesses
and trade suffered. Agricultural exports plummeted, manufacturing output dropped to 8% of GDP.
Accountability for these massive failures was non-existent.52
Rodriguez, summing up the current state of the academic debate in early 2006, argued that the empirical
evidence for a correlation between openness and growth may be flawed, but this by no means proves
that the two are not linked. He believes that although previous evidence may be insufficient, it is by no
means irrelevant.53

As the above summary shows, the question as to whether openness directly contributes to growth is highly
contested. Much of the debate is clouded by the issue of causality – is it the degree of openness in a given
country that causes growth or lack of growth, or are other factors at play? Questions have also been raised
over the various methodologies for defining whether a country is “open” or not. There is a general
recognition amongst economists that increased trade can aid development, but also acceptance that past
attempts at liberalisation in developing countries have not been consistently successful. Much of the debate
today therefore is focussing on the manner in which developing countries open up their markets – at what
point, and how should they integrate into the global economy?
46 Francisco Rodríguez; Dani Rodrik, “Trade Policy and Economic Growth: A Skeptic's Guide to the Cross-National Evidence” NBER Macroeconomics
Annual, Vol. 15. (2000), pp. 261-325.
47 Winters, A.L. “Trade Policies for Poverty Alleviation: What Developing Countries Might Do”, Centre for Economic Policy Research (London 2001)
48 American Journal of Economics and Sociology, Vol. 58, No. 4. (Oct., 1999), pp. 865-883.
49 Quoted in Kaufman, D “Corruption: the Facts”, Foreign Affairs, No 107, Summer 1997, pp. 114-131.
50 Ibid.
51 Ibid.
52 Lewis, P. “Nigeria’s Economy: Opportunity and Challenge, Issue: A Journal of Opinion, Vol. 27, No 1, (1999) pp. 50-53.
53 F Rodriguez, “Openness and Growth: What have We Learned?”, Wesleyan Economics Working Papers (February 2006)
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Getting there: the challenges of liberalisation
The IMF and the World Bank have traditionally pursued a market opening agenda as part of their policy
towards developing economies. Loans from these organisations are typically accompanied by
conditionalities designed to ensure that the money lent will be spent responsibly, and in a manner that
enables the borrowing country to reduce its fiscal imbalances – the reason the loan was necessary in the first
place. The conditionalities include Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs), which are generally liberalising
in orientation. Internal changes such as privatisation and deregulation often form part of SAPs, as well as
external changes – most importantly, the reduction of trade barriers. The dangers of such “forced”
liberalisation along these lines are outlined in the case study (below) on Senegal and Cote d’Ivoire.

Case study III – Senegal and Cote d’Ivoire
Unsuccessful, enforced liberalisation as a result of IMF/ World Bank
conditionality

• Ever since it was introduced in the middle of the 19th century, groundnut has been an essential part of
the Senegalese economy. Until the late 1960s exports of groundnut accounted for about 80% of the
country’s total export revenues and today still the groundnut sector remains the main source of
income for two thirds of the rural population.54

• During the 1970s, a state-owned company, SONACOS and its affiliate SONAGRAINES, became the
leading actors in the Senegalese groundnut sector. These companies bought groundnut from farmers,
processed it and sent it on to export. This allowed for fixed prices and greater stability for farmers.
However, despite several attempts at reform, SONACOS continued to run annual deficits into the
1990s. The IMF and World Bank stepped in pushing for liberalisation and privatisation of the
groundnut sector, making it a condition for Senegal’s admission to the HIPC-related initiatives in
June 2000. The Senegalese government obliged and effectively dissolved SONAGRAINES.55
• Following the dissolution, a new marketing system, the “farm-gate system”, was introduced whereby
private agents were given a cash advance by SONACOS to collect groundnut production. But there
were a number of problems with these agents – most notably their limited financial means and
speculative character. For these and other reasons, the government’s official price was cut by some
20-30%, costing farmers an estimated CFA 25 billion in lost income. The agents also offered to buy
only a small share of the crops, compensating larger shares with “vouchers”.

• This system did not work particularly well, as prices had been driven down by speculations, even on
the local markets. In addition, most of the production was not even collected; SONACOS claimed it
only received 335,000 out of an estimated production of 1.2 million tonnes. Sadly, most of the
“vouchers” also proved worthless, as the agents issuing them had simply disappeared. Therefore,
thousands of farmers found themselves worse off, left with neither cash nor buyers. Rural
communities were crippled and livestock died in the thousands. Some estimates put the numbers of
those at risk of starvation in the aftermath of this episode at between 4.5 and 6 million. After weeks
of intense pressure, the Senegalese government drew up an Emergency Relief Plan, costing $23
million.56

• Following this ordeal, output in the groundnut sector decreased by 21%. This has been identified as
one of the main reasons behind the drop of the rate of GDP growth in Senegal in 2002 to 2.4% - half
of the 2001 level. Groundnut liberalisation in Senegal is also believed to have caused revenue losses
for producers of up to $38.5 million.

54 Demba Moussa Dembele, Debt and destruction in Senegal: A study of twenty years of IMF and World Bank policies, World Development
Movement, 2003.
55 Ibid, 56 Ibid.
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• A similar story unfolded in Cote D’Ivoire where the nationalised cocoa industry had a foreign sales
operation, CAISTAB, which served as intermediary between national farmers and the world market.
The role of this institution included setting an official export price, releasing exports negotiated by
private exporters, selling a proportion of the crop, setting the pricing structure and the price farmers
get and ensuring the quality of the beans at the point of export. The system served as a safety net for
the cocoa farmers who were guaranteed a minimum price for the season no matter the price of cocoa
beans in the world market.57
• Cote d’Ivoire’s economy is highly dependent on agriculture products with 60%-70% of the
population working in the agricultural sector. Agriculture accounts for approximately 70% of the
country’s export earnings in which cocoa and coffee make up 40% of the country’s GDP. The
country is the world’s largest cocoa producer accounting for 43% of the world’s output.58

• IMF and the World Bank become involved in Cote D’Ivoire in the late 1980s and early 1990s,
granting aid and loans conditioned on the introduction of a set of SAPs – one was the liberalisation of
the cocoa sector.

• Cote d’Ivoire went along with the liberalisation programme; CAISTAB was completely privatised
and split into three branches in November 1999. But the efforts backfired for a number of reasons.
Most generally, Cote d’Ivoire’s economic and social structures are closely intertwined with the cocoa
industry and the privatisation therefore involved social and economic changes to Cote d’Ivoire that by
far exceeded the country’s institutional and economic capacity.

• Virtually overnight, price risk was transferred from the government to the individual farmers. The
world market of cocoa is subject to severe fluctuations and the liberalisation in 1999 coincided with a
drop in world cocoa prices, leading to a decline in the country’s economic growth from 6% in 1998 to
1.6% in 1999.59 Individual farmers were hit hard. Lacking any training or education on how to
handle the new system and the free market mechanisms, farmers were left on their own in setting
prices according to world market demands, which required following developments on markets in
distant and unfamiliar places. This was naturally problematic in a country where 57% of the
population is illiterate.

• In addition, most smallholders simply did not have the capacity to store their crops and since
everyone harvested at the same time, buyers could get cocoa for the absolute minimum price.
Farmers’ income plummeted and rural poverty intensified.60

• The dissolution of CAISTAB and the liberalisation of the cocoa sector meant that Cote d’Ivoire
suffered from revenue losses, as duties on and income from cocoa exports radically lowered, leaving
the government with a severe budget deficit. This in turn led to a drop in government spending which
hit the education and health sectors. It has been argued that the liberalisation move destroyed 15-20%
of the country’s productive capacity. The situation deteriorated with the country disrupting in social
unrests, with a coup eventually toppling the government.61
• In both cases of Senegal and Cote d’Ivoire, the status quos were far from perfect – permeated as they
were by corruption and inefficiency – and the implemented liberalisation policies can hardly be
blamed for all the misery that followed. The point is, however, that liberalisation left both countries
substantially worse off.

57
58
59
60
61

“The World Bank and IMF Policies in Cote d’Ivoire: Impact on Child Labor in the Cocoa Industry” International Labor Rights Fund
UNCTAD. www.unctad.org/infocomm/anglais/cocoa/market.htm.
International Cocoa Organization. “ICCO Monthly and Annual Averages of Daily Prices of Cocoa Beans, 1971-2002” August, 2002
Tidjane Thiam, “Second Evidence sections of the globalization and global poverty group”, 3 July 2006
Ibid.
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Many developing countries, and NGOs in the developed world, maintain a reluctance to support large
reductions in tariff levels. They fear that inflows of cheap imports will destroy less competitive
domestic industries and lead to job losses, ignoring the fact that it is the developing world, not the
developed world that is best place to compete on price.

Problems of adjustment: economic inflexibility

If access to credit is limited, as is the case in many developing countries, companies – even if they are
inherently competitive – may not be able to finance the costs of adjustment associated with increased
international competition. Lack of credit also inhibits economic diversification and rebalancing of
economic resources that may need to occur after a developing country opens itself up to international
trade.

Lack of economic diversification makes adjustment to global integration difficult – tying production too
closely to a small number of industries exposes the economy to the risks of global shocks, particularly
when volatile commodities are involved. Limited access to credit exacerbates this problem.
Similarly, poor standards of education and infrastructure often associated with developing countries
make adjustment more difficult. These various restrictions on the adaptability of economic resources
can make the process of liberalisation far more difficult, as the rationalisation of resource allocation
promised by a more open, competitive economy is obstructed.

Problems of adjustment: tariff dependence

Tariff reduction essentially means a transfer from government to consumers, many developing countries
are likely to incur costs as a result of such fiscal restructuring.

As the case studies on Cote d’Ivoire (above) and Mexico (below) show, another major problem
connected with liberalisation is the impact on tariff revenues, a serious issue in developing countries
where these revenues often form a key part of state income. There are over 30 countries, generally poor
and small, that derive more than 25% of their total revenues from tariffs. Tariffs account for 62% of
revenue in the Bahamas and 75% in Guinea. As the table below shows, less developed countries are
disproportionately dependant on tariff revenues:
Country
OECD
Australia
US
Turkey
Middle East
Egypt
Morocco
Syria
Africa
Lesotho
Gambia
Gabon

Tariff, 1995 (% of GDP)
0.37 (Avg.)
0.65
0.27
0.76
3.48 (Avg.)
3.59
4.27
2.48
5.39 (Avg.)
32.27
8.76
4.47

Source: Ebrill, Stotsky and Gropp (1999)

However, tariff reductions can hit already weak government expenditures, making it far more difficult
for developing countries to undertake transitional spending programmes to help offset market shocks
sometimes associated with liberalisation.
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Reduced revenues also make longer-term investment in education and infrastructure (essential for
successful global economic integration) far more problematic. But even then, tax will have eventually to
be raised in other areas, which may harm growth, or at least incur costs as a result of fiscal restructuring.
Higher taxes may also harm the competitiveness of domestic firms facing more competition from abroad
following liberalisation. Senegal suffered large shortfalls in its revenues after liberalising in the 1980s,
creating serious fiscal difficulties. Eventually, the liberalisation process had to be abandoned and tariffs
raised again.

In the worst case, strain on a state’s limited fiscal resources can, as was the case in Cote d’Ivoire in the
late 1990s, even contribute to a breakdown in political stability – a hugely damaging scenario in terms of
development.

On the other hand, while tariff barriers may raise revenue for LDC governments and non-tariff barriers
may protect domestic producers from competition, it makes food for the poorest people even more
expensive. For example, local rice production accounts for only 30% of the rice consumed in Ghana, so
blocking rice or raising prices through levying import tariffs harms the most needy citizens of poor
countries.

Problems of adjustment: distributional effects

Trade liberalisation may not benefit everyone within the economy that practises it, and may have a
bearing on inequality (see case study on Mexico, below). For countries suffering from high
unemployment, poor economic diversification and lack of effective credit systems (important in giving
flexibility to economies) the costs of opening up markets often are perceived as being too great.
As the case of Mexico (below) shows, these problems can often be exacerbated by the fact that
developed countries often push less developed partners towards liberalisation whilst maintaining
elements of protectionism for their own producers, whether through subsidies or non-tariff barriers.

Case study IV – Mexico

Benefits of increased trade eroded by unfair terms

• Mexico’s entrance into NATFA in 1994 was watched closely. Stiglitz and Charlton note, “If ever
there were an opportunity to demonstrate the value of a free trade for developing country, this was
it.”62 NAFTA gave Mexico access to the American and Canadian markets in a far-reaching
liberalisation agreement. Twelve years down the road, Mexico’s experiment with NAFTA emerges as
a mixed bag providing us with a cautionary tale of how liberalised trade can impact sustainable
growth.

• Trade liberalisation within NAFTA has stimulated trade. Mexican exports have steadily grown at
10% a year. FDI has also significantly increased and NAFTA is often regarded as a key factor behind
Mexico’s recovery from the Tequila Crisis in the mid-1990s.63
• A World Bank study, published in 2003, argues that without NAFTA, Mexico’s global exports would
have been roughly 25% lower; FDI, which was exceptionally high in 1994-95, around 40% less, and
Mexico's $5,920 per capita income in 2002 would have been about 4% lower. The study also found
that NAFTA has contributed to a significant increase in growth, and, while effects may have been
very unequal, it has not had an adverse impact on Mexico’s workers or the agricultural sector.64

62 Stiglitz & Carlton, 2005, p. 23.
63 Stiglitz & Carlton, 2005
64 “Lessons from NAFTA for Latin America & the Caribbean”, World Bank, December, 2003
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• But, such impact assessments are disputed. Growth in Mexico, it has been argued, was lower in
the 1990s and early 2000s than in previous periods and real income has in fact gone down. This,
combined with subsidised American agricultural products forcing Mexican producers to sell their
commodities for less, have actually increased inequality and poverty. In addition, there has been
a net loss of jobs.65 One study notes that while foreign direct investment in Mexico led to the
creation of 500,000 manufacturing jobs from 1994 to 2002, the country lost at least 1.3 million
jobs in the agricultural sector alone.66
• Stiglitz and Charlton identify three lessons pertaining to trade and development which have
emerged from Mexico’s NAFTA experience.67

• First, trade liberalisation by itself does not cause growth, and positive economic impact can be
eaten up by other factors. When compared to the East Asian economies, for example, Mexico
suffered from low levels of research, development expenditure and patenting activity.
Meanwhile, its weak and inefficient institutions combined with its notorious corruption hampered
trade facilitation and swamped many of the gains.

• Secondly, by the late 1990s, Mexico began to loose the jobs NAFTA actually had helped to create
– notably to China, as Mexico found it increasingly difficult to compete. Unlike Mexico, with
small tax revenues and a loss of tariff revenues as a result of liberalisation, China had been able to
invest in education and infrastructure and began to reap the benefits. Mexico’s job-creation
simply was not sustainable.
• Thirdly, Stiglitz and Charlton argue that “NAFTA was not really a free trade agreement. America
retained its agricultural subsidies. NAFTA pitted the heavily subsidised US agribusiness sector
against peasant producers and family farms in Mexico. US farmers export many of their products
into Mexico at costs far below those of the local market, driving down prices for local farmers.”
Moreover, the US kept many of its non-tariff barriers, effectively keeping Mexican products out.
As a consequence, rural livelihoods in Mexico deteriorated as local farms had to deal with cheap
American imports, falling commodity prices and less government support. NAFTA, therefore,
has actually worsened the situation for most of the one fifth of Mexico’s population who works
with agriculture. This should be viewed against the background that 75% of Mexico’s poverty is
found in rural areas – half of which is categorised as extreme poverty.

Stiglitz and Charlton argue that, fundamentally, trade liberalisation is beneficial for development: “Trade
liberalisation opens foreign markets, expanding the demand for a domestic firms’ goods and enabling
them to serve a larger market and realize gains from economies of scale. Trade liberalisation may make
available a range of inputs at lower prices, lowering costs of production. Liberalisation may also
introduce more competition from foreign firms to the domestic economy, which may result in
improvements to the efficiency of local production.” Taken together, these things all contribute to
economic growth.68

There is nevertheless a growing consensus (which includes these economists) that whilst trade
liberalisation is generally beneficial, there needs to be much more careful consideration as to exactly
how it is brought about in practice. Stiglitz and Charlton are careful to emphasise that, “the current trend
65
66
67
68
69

Stiglitz & Carlton, 2005
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace quoted in Inter Press Service News Agency, December 17, 2003.
Stiglitz & Carlton, 2005
Stiglitz and Charlton, Fair trade for all (2005), pg. 25
Stiglitz and Charlton, Fair trade for all (2005), pg. 17
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can be a positive force for development in poor countries”, it remains true that, “the experience of to
force a narrow straitjacket of policy harmonization on developing countries is simply not justified by the
available evidence,”69 and that, while “theory and empirical evidence indicate that trade
liberalisationsuccessful countries indicates that the reform process should be managed gradually and
carefully. Integration through exports, as in East Asia, has a far more convincing record than integration
through rapid liberalisation. In short, trade liberalisation should be a tailored policy, not a one-size-fitsall.”70 CAFOD argues that, “The appropriate degree of market openness will vary according to the level
of economic development, the size of the country, its institutional development and the nature of its
comparative and competitive advantage… CAFOD does not object to market opening by developing
countries, but we believe that both the manner and the timeframe being put forward for liberalisation
often do significantly more harm than good.”71 Rodrik agrees, arguing that, “To be effective,
development strategies need to be tailored to prevailing domestic institutional strengths. There is simply
no alternative to a homegrown business plan.”72
As Stiglitz and Greenwald note, there is an “absence of a strong relationship between liberalisation and
growth”, but this does not preclude the fact that, “Trading opportunities available through globalisation
are universal”. They argue that, “It is particular local conditions that determine whether the universal
trade opportunities lead to growth.”73 It might be added that the more successful cases of liberalisation
seem to be those countries that have improved local conditions according to their own plans, as opposed
to those which have rigid, one-size fits all policies imposed.

Combining the long-term goal of trade liberalisation with the necessary flexibility to take account of
specific local conditions and concerns should therefore be a central concern for policy-makers.

3.2 (How) should developed countries support liberalisation?

Under certain circumstances, it is certain that trade liberalisation has contributed to increased growth.
There is evidence to suggest that it has played an important role in high growth rates and poverty
alleviation in countries such as India and China. However, there is no generally recognised, universally
applicable and consistent formula linking trade openness and economic development.

One alternative solution could be the well-established “infant industries” argument, which states that
temporary protection from foreign competition can be used to promote economic diversification and
build competitiveness by encouraging ‘learning by doing’. This argument states that fledgling industries
can be nurtured through tariffs and quotas on imports, as well as through subsidies in one form or
another.

The infant industries argument is controversial, as some see it as promoting inefficiency, raising prices
and lowering quality for consumers. It is also claimed that protecting domestic industries will not
necessarily stimulate innovation.

70 Stiglitz and Charlton, Fair trade for all (2005), pg. 34
71 CAFOD Trade Submission to the Commission for Africa Consultation
72 D Rodrik, “Trading in illusions”, Foreign Policy, no. 123 (Mar.-Apr. 2001), pp. 54-62
73 B Greenwald & J Stiglitz, “Helping Infant Economies Grow: Foundations of Trade Policies for Developing Countries”
74 Francisco Rodríguez; Dani Rodrik, “Trade Policy and Economic Growth: A Skeptic's Guide to the Cross-National Evidence” NBER Macroeconomics
Annual, Vol. 15. (2000), pp. 261-325.
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Case study V – Mauritius

a) Successful independent trade-management

• Mauritius is a widely cited African success story. Between 1973 and 1999, real GDP grew by
5.9% a year compared with 2.4% for sub-Saharan Africa as a whole. Life expectancy at birth
increased from 61 years in 1965 to 71 years in 1996; primary school enrolment increased from 93
to 97 per 100 children of school age between 1980 and 1996, while it decreased from 78 to 75 in
the rest of Africa. The income gap between the richest and the poorest Mauritians has narrowed
considerably. In addition, social protection is similar to the developed world with active trade
unions and generous social security benefits, particularly for the elderly and civil servants.75
• Manufacturing and export growth has been equally impressive. From the early 1970s to the late
1980s, the share of manufacturing in GDP increased from 6.5% to around 23%. Over the same
period, the relative share of agriculture declined from 34% to 9.2%.76 Since the mid-1980s, the
volume of goods imported and exported by Mauritius has grown at annual rates of 8.7% and
5.4%, respectively. Its openness ratio (the ratio of trade-in-goods to GDP) has increased from
about 70% to 100%, while Africa's openness ratio has stagnated at around 45%.77

• What is the story behind the Mauritian miracle? It’s important to note that the country’s
inheritance is not particularly favourable. A number of factors - including the initial level of
income, geography, and commodity dependence – have actually hampered growth. For example,
Mauritius is disadvantaged by being at least 25-30% more distant from world markets than the
average African country.78
• The answer seems to be in the areas of good policy and governance. Here, perhaps the most
interesting aspect of Mauritius's development has been its trade and development strategy. “At
one level”, notes the IMF, “Mauritius can be seen as a case study proving that openness and an
embrace of globalization are unambiguously beneficial.”79
75 Subramaniam, A. & Roy, D. “Who can explain the Mauritian miracle: Mead, Romer, Sachs or Rodrick?”, IMF Working Paper, 2001.
76 “Trade Liberalisation, Regional Integration and Firm Performance in Africa’s Manufacturing Sector” a Report to the EC, Compiled by Taye
Mengistae and Francis, University of Oxford, May 1998.
77 Subramaniam, A. “Mauritius: A Case Study”, Finance & Development, December 2001, Volume 38, Number 4.
78 Ibid.
79 Ibid.
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• However, Mauritius’ successful economic and social development is not a result of liberal trade
policies per se.80 In fact, during the 1970s and 1980s, protection in Mauritius was high; in 1980, the
average tariff exceeded 100%, and by the end of the decade it still remained at 65%. In addition, until
the 1980s, quantitative restrictions were in place in the form of import licensing, which covered
nearly 60% of imports.

• Three factors pertaining to liberalization have been identified as drivers of Mauritius’s successful
transition: the ability to use interventionist trade policies without distorting incentives in favour of the
import-competing sector; the preferential access to major markets; and, Mauritius’s openness to
foreign direct investment.82
• First, Mauritius's domestic policies ensured very high returns to the export sector, effectively
segmenting it from the rest of the economy. This, in turn, discouraged diversion of domestic
resources to the country's inefficient import-competing sector. Policies that proved effective for this
purpose include duty-free access of import inputs, tax-incentives for firms operating in the exportprocessing zone and more flexibility in labour standards of the export-processing zone than in the
other sectors.83

• Secondly, this was combined with preferential access provided by Mauritius's trading partners, which
greatly contributed to offset the anti-export bias created by restrictive import policies, since Mauritius
now was given access to major markets in the sugar, textile, and clothing sectors, which together
accounted for about 90% of Mauritius's total exports. In effect, these preferences subsidized the
export sector and were largely responsible for overcoming the anti-export bias of the import regime.
For example, Mauritius has greatly benefited from the Multifiber Arrangement.
• Thirdly, Mauritius has introduced a mechanism - the export-processing zone – which has proven
highly effective in facilitating FDI. Since 1982, output has grown by 19% a year, on average,
employment by 24%, and exports by 11%. The export-processing zone accounts for 26% of GDP,
36% of employment, 19% of capital stock, and 66% of exports. Moreover, during 1983-99, total
factor productivity growth in the export-processing zone averaged about 3.5% a year, compared with
1.4% in the economy as a whole. In the 1990s, productivity growth in the export-processing zone
averaged 5.4% a year.84

• In addition, Mauritius has undergone a process of successful domestic institution building and has,
unlike many other African countries that have sought to establish export-processing zones, benefited
from both a culture of transparency and an absence of rent seeking and abuses.85 Mauritius has also
successfully used public credit initiatives to facilitate access to credit for low income producers, with
the Development Bank of Mauritius providing capital through micro-credit schemes to finance new
and existing businesses.

b) Using the opportunities of regional cooperation

• Most Mauritian firms still export outside the region (80%) and less than 20% of Mauritius’s total
exports go to other southern countries (most goes to the EU).86 However, Mauritius remains an
important regional player, being a part of COMESA, SADC, AGOA and Indian Ocean Rim. It also
plays a key-role in the ACP structure, particularly in regards to the current negotiations of an
Economic Partnership Agreement. It has signed free trade agreements with such countries as
80 “Trade Liberalisation, Regional Integration and Firm Performance in Africa’s Manufacturing Sector” A Report to the EC, Compiled by Taye
Mengistae and Francis, University of Oxford, May 1998.
81 Subramaniam, 2001.
82 Ibid, 83 Ibid, 84 Ibid, 85 Ibid.
86EC, DG Trade, Trade statistics Mauritius, 2006.
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Pakistan, Egypt, Madagascar, Zimbabwe and the Central African Republic. Mauritius has a track
record of being one of the most effective trade negotiators in Africa.

• For Mauritius, extensive South-South involvement matters, not least vis-à-vis COMESA whose
main focus is on strengthening regional integration through promotion of cross-border trade and
investment. Its programmes include trade and transport facilitation, trade in services, free
movement of persons and investment. For WTO questions, COMESA has established its own
Working Group.

• A WTO study argues that Mauritius’s membership in COMESA has helped its multilateral
endeavours; it has allowed the country to utilise Ministerial conferences and other meetings to
discuss the state of WTO negotiations and more technical or systemic issues of relevance to the
members. Regional co-operation has in this case been used as a way of pooling scarce resources,
sharing information, creating synergies leading to various “spill over” effects. Regional
institutions may provide the necessary support and appropriate forum for countries to exchange
views, share information, generate technical analysis and policy input, and when relevant, coordinate positions and identify best practices.88 As a result, Mauritius has become an even
stronger multilateral negotiator.

• There is evidence that intra-COMESA trade is growing. According to some accounts, trade
within COMESA increased by 40% in 2005, reaching a value of $6.3 billion. This compares with
$4.5 billion in 2004 and $3 billion in 2000. Intra-Free Trade Area trade is now 48% of total intraCOMESA trade. Exports of manufactures accounted for 50% of intra-FTA exports. The food
sector accounted for 40% of intra FTA trade. Trade within the FTA registered a 27% increase in
2005.89 The mounting intensity in intra-COMESA trade along with increased institutional
density, should, if WTO’s case study is accurate, allow Mauritius to boost its international trade
position even further, while this development also should prove beneficial for all member
countries of the organisation in their efforts to strengthen their bargaining power in the WTO.

Greenwald and Stiglitz advocate what they call an “infant economy” argument, which works on the
assumption that in developing economies, it is the industrial sector which is the source of innovation,
even if there is no obvious comparative advantage in this sector. They argue that industrial activities – in
contrast to craft or agricultural activities – are larger in scale, long-lived, stable and more densely
concentrated. Promotion of industrial activities can lead to spill-overs of knowledge, human capital and
development into other areas. This can lead to higher productivity growth for the economy as a whole.
Larger scale industrial operations enjoy by nature a greater incentive towards innovation; stability means
productivity growth is cumulative; large, concentrated activities are easier to tax; and increased
knowledge dissemination can occur in this environment. The essential point they make is that the
“dynamic benefits of broad trade restrictions may outweigh their static costs.”

They argue that protecting industrial enterprises at an early stage means “balancing the long-term
benefits of fostering industrial growth against the short-term costs of inefficient acquisition of industrial
products”. They suggest a uniform industrial tariff system to prevent special interest protectionism,
connected with any one-particular “champion” industry, embedding itself. In countries that are too small
to support robust local industries, tariff policy could be coordinated with other states as part of regional
free trade areas (see South-South trade section, below).

88 Sanoussi Bilal and Stefan Szepesi, “How Regional Economic Communities can Facilitate Participation in the WTO: The Experience of Mauritius and
Zambia”, WTO, 2004.
89 Africa News, 2006
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Infant economy tariff policies have historically worked well also in practice. Whilst there may be strong
theoretical arguments against protecting domestic industries, there is plenty of practical evidence to
show that countries that have made highly strategic use of trade barriers to nurture infant industries have
enjoyed successful, and even spectacular economic growth.

Case study VI – East Asia

Gradual, independent liberalisation and investment in human capital

• The economic growth seen in East Asia following the end of the Second World War is
unprecedented. Japan saw sustained growth rates higher than any seen before. This success was
followed by South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore. Now, China is experiencing
runaway growth, recording growth rates above 10% in 2003, 2004 and 2005.

• Dani Rodrik believes that the rapid economic growth enjoyed by China, India, East (which is
discussed in case studies I and II) and Southeast Asia is owing to the fact that policymakers in
these countries have “espoused trade and investment liberalisation, but they have done so in an
unorthodox manner – gradually, sequentially, and only after an initial period of high growth – and
part of a broader policy package with many unconventional features.”

• Rodrik argues that South Korea and Taiwan harnessed growth because they “combined their
outward orientation with unorthodox policies: high levels of tariff and non-tariff barriers, public
ownership of large segments of banking and industry, export subsidies, domestic-content
requirements, patent and copyright infringements and restrictions on capital flows.” Along with
China and India, “these countries liberalised trade gradually, over a period of decades, not years.
Significant import liberalisation did not occur until after a transition to high economic growth had
taken place.”90

• Korea and Japan focussed on promotion of large domestic conglomerates, and had a high level of
investment in physical and human capital. Stiglitz and Charlton summarise this as a “two-track”
policy of protection for industries that were not ready to compete internationally, combined with
promotion of those that were ready to export to world markets. Promotion occurred through a
variety of methods, from subsidised credit from state banks, to export subsidies. Korea chose to
diversify its economy beyond its traditional strengths. Although the country may have had a
comparative advantage in rice production in the 1950s, the government actively promoted the
development of more advanced industries. Similarly, the post-war Japanese government initially
promoted heavy industries (steel, automobiles, shipbuilding) and later electronics. Both countries
actively restricted flows of foreign direct investment.

• The role of the state in the post-war East Asian economic boom is disputed. Some even go so far
as to claim that intervention acted as a brake on growth, arguing that total factor productivity
growth in sectors supported by government was not particularly strong.

• However, it is clear that the East Asian economies have enjoyed exceptionally high growth rates.
They have also, in the past 50 years, adopted what Stiglitz and Charlton term “inventive and
idiosyncratic economic policies”. These economists argue that, “To date, not one successful
developing country has pursued a purely free market approach to development.”

90 D Rodrik, “Trading in illusions”, Foreign Policy, no. 123 (Mar.-Apr. 2001), pp. 54-62
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Policy Conclusions

The economies of the developed countries are so much larger than those of the poorer
countries that the impact of liberalisation is not symmetrical. When the rich countries
deny access to the goods from the poor countries, it seriously damages poor countries’ scope
for development.
By contrast, when the poor countries deny access to their markets it
has only a minor impact on the rich countries. So the rich have little to gain by requiring
developing countries to open their markets.

Whether or not, and in what circumstances, developing countries will benefit from opening
their markets is for them to decide. ‘One size fits all’ liberalisations imposed by the IMF
and World Bank have too often failed to take into account country specific factors with
damaging consequences.

In general openness is likely to be beneficial and protection harmful especially for small countries.
But even where protectionist policies were unwise, the costs of their removal can exceed the
benefits. Moreover, some countries raise a substantial proportion of their tax revenues from
tariffs so that reduction of tariffs caused severe problems unless or until they developed different
tax bases or decided to reduce public spending.

It is not necessary for developed countries to resolve the debate about the effectiveness of infant
industry strategies in developing countries. Some countries have pursued them and grown
rapidly. So whether such intervention was or was not the cause of their growth, it clearly did not
prevent it. There are also plausible arguments that developing economies may benefit from first
diversifying their economic bases, developing their skills bases and human capital and building
adequate physical, institutional and financial infrastructures before opening their markets fully.
So there is a strong case for allowing low income countries, in particular, i) open access to EU and
other developed country markets; and ii) flexibility as to how liberalisation should occur in their
domestic markets. Real Trade involves both.
As countries develop, they will move out of the low income category and must then expect to
integrate more fully into the world economy on a more reciprocal basis.

4

A trade strategy for the developing world

4.1 Reform of preferential trade policies

(1) Introduction to preferences
When the WTO’s predecessor, the GATT, was formed in 1947, it aimed to replace the complicated web
of bilateral trade deals that had existed in the inter-war period with the principle of unconditional Most
Favoured Nation (MFN) treatment.

This means that if a WTO member offers a low tariff to another member, it must be extended to all other
members, regardless of whether they grant an equivalently low tariff in return. In other words, this
guarantees that a country in the WTO system will not receive worse treatment than any other member.
The aim of the principle is to avoid the economically-distorting effect of having different tariffs applied
to the same product from different countries. However, in practice, this principle has been circumvented
in a number of important ways, to the extent that while it still exists in principle, it has effectively been
abandoned in practice.
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Firstly, GATT / WTO rules (under Article XXIV) mean that members are allowed to form Free Trade
Areas and customs unions among themselves, as long as the tariff that members of such groups imposed
on non-members was no higher than before.

Secondly, after 1971, the GATT established a permanent exemption to the MFN obligation with the
Enabling Clause (which was made permanent in 1979). This allows members to grant trade preferences
for other countries – i.e. to grant them lower than MFN tariff rates, without asking for them to
reciprocate. However, the clause only allows this under the condition that the preferences are
"generalised" – both applied to a large number of countries and covering a large number of different
products. Countries were not allowed to favour just a few of their "friends.”

Both of these loopholes have been widely used. In fact “Most Favoured Nation” has come to mean the
least preferential status – effectively the backstop of the system. Most of the industrialised economies
(US, Japan, Canada etc) have a web of FTAs and preference systems, and emerging economies like
China and India are considering setting up similar arrangements.

(2) The EU’s preferential trade agreements
The EU has evolved a complicated hierarchy of different preferential agreements with different
countries. More confusingly still, several of the different agreements overlap. For example the EU
currently grants trade preferences to the members of the ACP group under the Cotonou agreement.
However 38 of the 79 ACP countries are also Least Developed Countries, and eligible for the Everything
But Arms (EBA) preference scheme (see Appendix C).
Complicating the picture further, the EU has also signed partial free trade agreements with some groups
– for example the Euro-Mediterranean agreements, agreements with various groups of middle eastern
and Latin American countries, and individual Free Trade Agreements with South Africa, Mexico, Chile,
Morocco, amongst others. The EU plans further FTAs with India, South Korea and the members of
ASEAN.
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WTO
MFN

The least favourable regime: for other
developed countries

GSP+

A better-than-GSP regime for
developing countries which meet various
political and social criteria (however,
it may be WTO-illegal as limited to
smaller countries)

GSP

A limited trade preference: for all
developing and mid-income countries

ACP
The second best market access – but
Cotonou tariffs remain on 900 products.
Agreement Aimed at former colonies.
Was ruled illegal at WTO and is due to
be replaced after 2007

EBA
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In total there are 79 ACP countries
but 38 are also LDCs, and so can also
qualify for EBA treatment (see below).
South Africa has a reciprocal FTA with
the EU. Cuba is an ACP member but
receives GSP treatment

Australia, Canada, China, Hong Kong, Japan,
South Korea, New Zealand, Singapore, Taiwan,
the USA.
Algeria, American Samoa, Argentina, Armenia,
Aruba, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Belarus, Bermuda,
Brazil, Brunei Darussalam, Chile, China,
Colombia, Cuba, Cyprus, Egypt, French
Polynesia, Greenland, Guam, India, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Kuwait,
Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Libya, Malaysia, Mexico,
Montserrat, Morocco, New Caledonia, Oman,
Pakistan, Paraguay, Philippines, Qatar, Russian
Federation, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Syrian
Arab Republic, Tajikistan, Thailand, Tunisia,
Turkmenistan, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates,
Uruguay, Uzbekistan,Vietnam,
Bolivia, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El
Salvador, Georgia, Guatemala, Honduras,
Mongolia, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Republic
of Moldova, Sri Lanka, Venezuela
Antigua, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Botswana,
Cameroon, Cook Is. Dominica, Dominican
Rep. Fed. States of Micronesia, Fiji, Gabon,
Ghana, Grenada, Guyana, Ivory Coast, Jamaica,
Kenya, Marshall Is., Mauritius, Namibia, Nauru,
Nigeria, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea,
Republic of Congo, Samoa, Seychelles
Solomon Is., St Lucia, St Vincent, St. Ch. &
Nevis, Surinam, Swaziland, Tonga, Trinidad &
Tobago, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Zimbabwe

The best access – no tariffs on any products Afghanistan, Angola, Bangladesh, Benin,
from 2009 onwards: applies to the world’s Bhutan, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cambodia,
Cape Verde, Central African Republic, Chad,
50 Least Developed Countries (LDCs)
Comoros, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Djibouti, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia,
Gambia, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Haiti, Kiribati,
Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Lesotho,
Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Maldives, Mali,
Mauritania, Mozambique, Myanmar, Nepal,
Niger, Rwanda, Samoa, Sao Tome and Principe,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands,
Somalia, Sudan, Timor Leste, Togo, Tuvalu,
Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Vanuatu,
Yemen, Zambia.
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(3) How the different schemes currently work
GSP
Under the Generalised System of Preferences ("GSP"), tariffs on goods that the EU considers “nonsensitive” are removed completely. Tariffs on products that are deemed ‘sensitive’ are reduced to a level
below MFN rates. This works in three different ways depending on the tariff structure. Where tariffs
are ad valorem (i.e. percentage based) they are set at 3.5 percentage points below MFN rates or 20%
lower than MFN rates for textiles. Where tariffs are ‘specific’ (e.g. €2 per kilo) the MFN euro charge is
reduced by 30%. In some instances tariffs are a combination of specific and ad valorem rates. Under
these circumstances the MFN ad valorem rate of a sensitive product is reduced by 3.5 percentage points
but the specific rate is kept at the MFN level.
GSP+
GSP+ gives developing countries which meet certain special criteria tariff concessions that are more
generous than those offered under GSP. To be eligible a country must have (a) ratified and implemented
16 core human and labour rights UN Conventions and at least 7 of 11 conventions relating to
environment and governance principles; (b) committed itself to ratify and effectively implement the
remainder of the conventions; (c) undertaken to maintain the ratification of the conventions and their
implementation and to accept regular monitoring and review of its implementation record; and (d) been
classified as ‘vulnerable’. To be considered ‘vulnerable’, a country must not be classified as high
income by the World Bank and must export from a narrow range of product types that account for less
than 1% of the EU’s global imports If these criteria are met, ad valorem tariffs are suspended on nearly
all products, as are specific tariffs.

India has already successfully challenged Pakistan’s initial inclusion in the scheme at the WTO. While
the ruling caused Pakistan to lose GSP status, which had been based on anti-drugs policies, it did not
strike down GSP+ as a whole.

However, the April 2004 WTO ruling did have wider implications for the GSP+ as it said that
differentiation within preference systems must meet "an objective standard'' recognised in multilateral
agreements or "in multilateral instruments adopted by international organisations.'' Second, there should
be a sufficient nexus between the preferential treatment provided and its likelihood of alleviating the
relevant “development, financial or trade need.” Third, the preference-giving country must assure
availability of identical treatment to all "similarly'' situated beneficiaries. As a result, the future of the
scheme is uncertain.

ACP / Cotonou
Under the Cotonou Agreement, the member states of the African Caribbean and Pacific ("ACP") group
are offered trade preferences that reduce tariffs further than GSP or even GSP+. The Cotonou agreement
is a successor to the Lomé and Yaounde conventions of the 1960s and 1970s, which provided trade
preferences and aid to countries with a former colonial relationship with the EU members.

Approximately 25% of ACP exports to the EU receive better treatment under Cotonou than they would
if ACP countries only had access to GSP (the other 75% are either tariff free under basic MFN or GSP).
Of the 25% of exports that receive better access under Cotonou, around one third is in products that are
not included in GSP at all, and two thirds in products which are given reduced but not duty free access
under GSP.

Compared to GSP+ the difference is smaller. All but four products are covered by GSP+ (though they
are significant ones, like bananas, rum and sugar).91 Cotonou is due to be replaced by reciprocal EPAs
from the end of 2007 (see below).
91 C. Stephens and J. Keenan, GSP Reform: a longer-term strategy (with special reference to the ACP)
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The EBA scheme
The "Everything but Arms" ("EBA") scheme removes EU tariffs on products imported from the 50
countries that are recognised by the UN as the least developed in the world. The LDC list is drawn up
on a variety of criteria:

• a low-income criterion, based on a three-year average estimate of the gross national income (GNI) per
capita (under $750 for inclusion, above $900 for graduation);

• a human resource weakness criterion, involving a composite Human Assets Index (HAI) based on
indicators of: (a) nutrition; (b) health; (c) education; and (d) adult literacy; and

• an economic vulnerability criterion, involving a composite Economic Vulnerability Index (EVI) based on
indicators of: (a) the instability of agricultural production; (b) the instability of exports of goods and
services; (c) the economic importance of non-traditional activities (share of manufacturing and modern
services in GDP); (d) merchandise export concentration; and (e) the handicap of economic smallness (as
measured through the population in logarithm); and the percentage of population displaced by natural
disasters.

To be added to the list, a country must satisfy all three criteria. To qualify for graduation, a country must
meet the thresholds for two of the three criteria in two consecutive triennial reviews.

EBA came into force in 2001. In comparison to other schemes, EBA gives tariff free access on a further 919
different products (out of a total of 10,200 ‘tariff lines’) which were not previously duty free under Cotonou
or GSP.

44 of the 919 products are yet to be liberalised, but by 2009 EBA will be fully implemented and all exports
to the EU under the scheme will be tariff free. This makes it the most generous of all the schemes. The
main products currently not included (apart from arms) are rice and sugar.

(4) Preferences: only a partial remedy for an underlying problem?
Even where developing countries are granted trade preferences, it is not necessarily the case that they will
face lower tariffs than developed countries overall.

The problem is that over the last couple of decades the developed countries have lowered tariffs on the
industrial goods that are important to their economies, but kept high tariffs on food and textiles to protect
farmers and traditional industries. Those are exactly the sorts of goods that developing countries (which
have low labour costs but little capital) might export in order to get their feet on the ladder of development.

This means that poorer countries exporting food and textiles tend to lose more of the value of their exports to
trade taxes. The net effect of trade preferences is often only to take the edge off this unfair situation. For
example, even with the preferences, the EU still has higher trade barriers against poor countries than rich
ones.

As Stiglitz and Charlton (2005) argue: “MFN rates are so much higher on the goods exported by developing
countries that even after GSP discounts LDCs still face higher tariff rates. In a sense the GSP only partially
compensates for the discrimination by developed countries against the goods produced by developing
countries.”

According to the widely used GTAP database, in 2002 poor countries with a GDP per capita of under £5,000
a year faced an EU tariff of 5% on average. Countries with a GDP per capita of between £5,000 and
£15,000 face an average tariff of 2.9%. But countries with a GDP per capita over £15,000 a year face a tariff
of just 1.6%.
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Laird, Sulafi and Turrini (2002) underline this with their finding that, weighted by the volume of trade,
imports under GSP actually face higher tariffs than imports under MFN. The average tariff applicable to
countries exporting under MFN was 3.5% compared to 4.5 for those under GSP. These average figures,
of course, also conceal a number of very high tariff ‘peaks’.
(a) Specific problems with the current preferences
(i) Limited coverage
The coverage of the best preferential agreement (EBA) is limited. 50 small countries on the UN Less
Developed Country (LDC) list are granted (supposedly) full tariff-free access under Everything But
Arms, which is being phased in by 2009. But this list does not cover some of the world’s poorest
countries, and excludes large poor countries where many of the poorest people in the world live.

Very low income African countries like Kenya, Cameroon, Ghana, Côte d'Ivoire, Rep. Congo and
Nigeria are not included, and have to fall back on “second best” preferences such as Cotonou, GSP, or
even the full MFN rate.

Outside the ACP group, several large very low income countries (as defined by the OECD as having a
GDP per head of under $825 in 2004) have to rely on GSP. This group includes countries like
Nicaragua, the countries of Central Asia, India and Pakistan.
EBA countries
Non-EBA
ACP countries
Non-EBA “low income”
countries as defined by OECD
Non-EBA or ACP
Countries in GSP

Population
(m)
760

Share world
exports (2004)
0.64%

Share world
imports (2004)
0.7%

1,500

2%

2%

270

4,300

0.75%

24.7%

0.68%

21%

Trade figures from UNCTAD, Population from UN

This raises a fundamental question about preferences – insofar as one country’s preference is another
country’s discrimination – which countries should we seek to benefit?

If preferences (for example EBA) are widened, to some extent the value of their preference is eroded.
The extent to which this matters depends on to what extent the initial preference recipients’ share of the
market they are selling into is determined by the margin of preference over other developing countries,
and to what extent by supply-side constraints or other factors.

However, as with the question of preference erosion under multilateral liberalisation, to the extent that
overall trade barriers are reduced there may be gains for the original recipients of preferences - as well as
for the countries to which the scheme is widened. Increased trade and growth in neighbouring countries
may have knock-on benefits for the original recipients.

Also, bringing larger developing countries into the scope of preference systems might enable small
developing countries to use their products as inputs for their own exports.

(ii) Rules of origin
Much of the benefit of preferences - even for countries that get EBA status - is lost due to complex rules
of origin ("ROO"). This means that while in theory a country might be allowed to export its products to
the EU duty free, this preferential access is only available to goods that contain very few parts, materials
or ingredients from other countries.
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The rationale for rules of origin is to stop third countries exploiting the preferential access granted to
developing countries – for example a Chinese multinational setting up a shell company in an LDC,
exporting near-finished products to it and then re-exporting them on to the EU to gain preferential
access. This would mean the developing country received little benefit from the preference, apart from
the customs revenues collected on the initial import and the small share of value added in that country.

To qualify as originating in a particular country, exporters must show that that is the country at which the last
“substantial transformation” took place. To show substantial transformation, a product should demonstrate
one of three things: a tariff heading jump (under which imported inputs are allowed so long as they fall
under a different statistical customs code from the final, exported product); a particular process (which
specifies the work that must be undertaken on any imported inputs); or a value added criterion (under which
imported inputs must not exceed a given percentage of the processed good’s value).

Rules of Origin clearly make it more difficult for developing countries to access the preference they
have been granted.

One problem is the sheer bureaucratic burden of compliance with ROO. Based on indirect evidence,
several studies provide estimates of the administrative compliance costs of preferential schemes to be
between 1 and 5% of the value of exports (Herin, 1986; Anson et al., 2003).

Administrative paperwork is potentially cumbersome, and particularly costly if it requires operating a
parallel accounting system differing in definition, scope and concepts from the system imposed by
domestic legal requirements. These costs can make it more attractive to fall back on the MFN rate –
particularly if the margin of preference is small.
There is an active debate about whether the strictness of ROO is proportionate to their stated aim – to
stop the benefits of preferential access being captured by third countries setting up shell companies in
preference-receiving countries as a conduit for their exports.

Given the high tariffs on most developing countries’ imports, it is questionable how often there are
advantages for competitiveness to export via preference receiving countries. As the DTI has noted: “The
problem of deflection should only arise where the recipient’s tariff is lower than that of the donor (EU).
Where this is not the case, the ROO is presumably performing some other function... Given that most
EU industrial tariffs are very low, and very often lower than those of preference recipients, it would
seem that prevention of pure trade deflection is not the primary function of most EU ROOs in the
industrial sector.”

(ii) Limits on Cumulation
Cumulation of origin allows a country exporting to another country under a preferential scheme to use
parts, materials or ingredients from a third country in the manufacture of a product, but to receive the
same treatment for the final product as if they were originating in that country.
There is full cumulation of origin within the Cotonou agreement. Within the GSP there are certain
groups within which cumulation is allowed, but not full cumulation:
• Group I - Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Cambodia, Laos, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand, Vietnam,

• Group II - Costa Rica, Honduras, Guatemala, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Panama, Bolivia, Colombia,
Ecuador, Peru and, Venezuela,
• Group III - Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka.
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However, there is no cumulation within the EBA scheme. When the EBA initiative was agreed in 2001,
the EU chose to tighten Rules of Origin at the same time as it gave the new, more generous, preferences
- effectively giving with one hand and taking with the other.

Limits on cumulation are becoming an increasingly significant problem as the globalisation of chains of
production make it increasingly likely that many products will have value added in more than one
country. Chen et al (2005) note that vertically specialised goods (VS) – “imported goods which are used
as inputs to make goods which are then exported” have accounted for an increasingly large share of
developed countries’ trade, more than doubling in the US.
US
UK
France
Germany

Share of VS Goods
5.9% (1972)
20.2% (1968)
17.9% (1972)
18.4% (1978)

12.3% (1997)
27.2 (1998)
27.1% (1995)
22.4% (1995)

Chen et al (2005)

As Chris Stephens at the Overseas Development Institute has pointed out: “The structure of world trade
has changed completely, but rules of origin remain much the same as in the 1960s”.

Similarly, a study for DFID noted: “The current rules were drawn up at a time when a vertical model of
several stages of manufacturing in one country was the norm. Final assembly and/or finishing process
are increasingly replacing this model, with multi-country sourced components constituting the
overwhelming value of the final product” (Cerrex: 2002).

Liberalising rules on cumulation – effectively allowing poor countries to work together and use each
other’s goods as inputs – could have a substantial effect. For example, the US introduced a waiver to its
standard restrictive Rules of Origin for clothing and textile exports under the African Growth and
Opportunity Act, allowing African countries to use Asian textiles as inputs for clothing exports.

The initiative has seen African textile exports to the US rise from US $600 million to US $ 1,500
million, creating 10,000 new jobs in Lesotho alone in 2001. In contrast, while the same duty free access
is enjoyed under the EBA, the rules of origin applied under the EBA have seen Lesothan exports of
clothing to the EU virtually cease.

As Shiela Page of the Overseas Development Institute points out, assembling clothing and footwear are
lower-technology industries than the production of textiles and leather. Small vulnerable economies
might benefit from being able to use such primary products from larger developing countries as it may
be difficult for them to develop for themselves competitive producers of such goods.

(iii) Rule of Origin reform
In December 2003 the EC presented a Green Book on the revision of the ROO. In March 2005 the EC
published a communication on the future of the ROO. It aims ‘to make rules simpler and, where
appropriate, more development friendly’. A key proposed change is to use a ‘value added test’. A
further simplification will be to have only limited variation in the value added limit between sectors
compared to the present rules.

However, some are concerned that these changes in the name of simplification would make the rules of
origin even more restrictive.

The Overseas Development Institute (2006) compares the value added criteria in the current rules of
origin to the value added in each stage of a normal commercial process. They find that: “The valueadded thresholds used in the current rules are much higher than the levels normally achieved by firms…
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There is not a single case in which the Cotonou/GSP threshold does not exceed the highest of the three
means given in the table, and in only two cases is the difference less than ten percentage points;
normally it is much greater. This implies a heavy bias against firms in small economies that do not
process domestic raw materials.”
Value added in exports from

Books
Plastics products
Glass/glass products
Lighting equipment
Furniture
Textiles
Wearing apparel
Made-up textiles
Carpets
Office/Computing machinery
Transport equipment
Fruit/vegetables
Lifting/handling equipment
Mining equipment
Bicycles
TV etc. equipment
Medical equipment
Electric motors
Chocolate/confectionary
Metal products n.e.c.

All
40
33
42
40
36
33
41
33
36
31
31
30
36
38
32
32
43
41
35
38

Low income
37
28
34
37
32
24
40
27
39
42
19
32
34
38
14
30
32
56
30
36

Low-middle
income
35
30
44
33
35
38
40
32
36
34
43
26
29
34
43
34
36
32
29
38

Minimum
value added
under current
rules
50
50
50
50, 60 or 70
51, 60 or 75
52.50
52.50 or 60
60
60
60
60
60 or 70
60 or 70
60 or 70
60 or 70
60 or 75
60 or 75
60, 70 or 90
70
70

The ODI paper also notes that the value added criteria is currently used for only 10% of exports under
Cotonou. They argue that, “this also means that using only a value-added test will represent a major–
and disproportionately large – change for countries exporting under Cotonou or the GSP. Value added is
already in use more frequently for other countries: in 23.5% of cases across all agreements according to
the EC, making it the second most frequently used sole criterion Yet Cotonou and the GSP are the
regimes scheduled by the EC to be the first for change: it proposes to apply the new system first to the
very countries for which it would represent the greatest proportionate change.

The Commission for Africa argued that: “Compliance with rules-of-origin under EBA and AGOA can
impose costs on exports equivalent to tariffs of up to 10% – enough to make the difference between
being competitive or not…. We recommend that all developed countries should allow global cumulation
and specify a minimum of 10% value-added in the country of origin.”

Hinkle and Newfarmer (2005) add that, “an even less restrictive system would be to allow exporters to
choose between a change of tariff heading rule and a uniform 10% value added rule”.
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(5) How effective are the EU’s current preferences overall? How much room for improvement
is there?
Fabien and Candau (2005) point out that:

“Overall, 48.9% of 2001 EU's imports were dutiable, i.e. concerned products for which the MFN duty is
not zero. Among these dutiable imports, 56.5% were eligible to a preferential regime, and the benefit of
a preferential regime was requested for 81.3% of eligible imports.
As already emphasised by Sapir (1998), in spite of the complex web of preferences maintained by the
EU, imports actually entering under a preferential duty are thus a small minority (48.9% x 56.5% x
81.3% = 22.5%). These rates vary substantially across groups of partners. The share of dutiable imports
is as low as around 25% for sub-Saharan African countries specialised in raw agricultural exports, while
it overreaches 95% for non-African LDCs, specialised in textile and clothing.”

A substantial number of studies have been published on the use of preferences and how they might be
improved. Most look at the utilisation and utility of the preferences – i.e. on what proportion of exports
a country manages to claim preferential access rates, and how much lower the tariff they face is as a
result. This cannot of course measure the full potential of, for example, wider cumulation to provide
greater benefits. Firstly it is not clear from such data whether failure to utilise preferences is driven by
administrative difficulties and costs, or by restrictions on cumulation. Secondly, these studies only
measure the trade which did take place in spite of such barriers – rather than that which might have
taken place in their absence.

A report by UNCTAD in 2003 noted that, “In theory, market access preferences provide LDC exporters
with a competitive advantage. In practice, LDCs are often unable to realize this advantage. This has
been illustrated by the low degree of utilisation of market access schemes in favour of those countries.”
As the table below shows, the EU’s preferences have produced the least favourable utilisation ratio
amongst the “quartet”:

Quad
Canada
EU
Japan
US

Product
coverage
ratio
64.3
12.1
99.4
69.9
44.1

Utilisation
ratio
68.5
70.2
46.9
57.4
95.8
Source: UNCTAD (2003)

The UNCTAD report continues, “In the European Union…the GSP scheme grants LDC exporters a wide
preferential coverage. However, an examination of the utilization of these preferences by LDCs
provides a different perspective. Imports from LDCs actually receiving tariff preferences ($1.8 billion in
2001) account for less than 50% of total dutiable imports from LDCs... Thus, although the potential
preferential coverage of LDC exports to the European Union has been close to 100%, more than half of
total LDC exports to the European single market were actually facing MFN duties rather than enjoying
preferential treatment in 2001.”92

92 UNCTAD, Recent initiatives in favour of least developed countries in the area of preferential market access: preliminary impact assessment
(August 2003)
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A study published by the EC93 found that in 2004 nearly 40% of imports from LDCs that were not part
of the ACP attracted tariffs.

Collier (2006) compares the effects of EBA, AGOA and the agreement in principle of developed
countries at the Hong Kong WTO meeting to allow Duty Free and Quota Free (DFQF) access to all
LDCs.

He notes that: “All these schemes fail because, for different reasons, the details of the schemes limit
their effectiveness. The most successful of the three is AGOA. A recent study shows that it has
increased Africa‘s apparel exports by 50%. The weakness of AGOA is partly that it only applies to the
US market, but mainly that its time horizon is too short: a mere three years. Evidently, this is
insufficient for investment. For example, apparel firms in Madagascar are profitable but dare not risk
expansion. EBA has had no discernable effect on African exports. Its rules of origin are far more
restrictive than those of AGOA and it applies only to the LDCs which are precisely the countries least in
a position to diversify their exports. EBA‘s good features are its much longer time frame, and its
coverage of the EU market, which is probably the critical market for Africa. The Hong Kong offer had a
number of weaknesses. However, its key strength was that it applied across the OECD.

He argues that “What is needed is to combine the best features from each of these schemes: an
Integrated Approach to African Opportunities (IAAO). It would seek to generalize the demonstrated
effects of AGOA to other OECD markets. An IAAO would have the generous rules of origin and
country coverage of AGOA, but the timeframe of EBA, and the market coverage of the Hong Kong
offer. Such an initiative in global trade policy would complement and encourage reform agendas within
Africa and would stand a good chance of creating some African export transformations analogous to
Asian experience. Such success would transform how the region perceives itself and how it is
perceived.”

(b) More fundamental problems with preferences
The Commission for Africa (2004) argued that: “Preferences must be transitional and temporary
arrangements. Their purpose is to give a short term boost in market access, while trade barriers are
progressively dismantled. They should provide short-run confidence to make investments but not longrun privileges that lead to inefficiency and lack of competitiveness.” A research paper for the UK DTI
warned that, “Reliance on preferences can have a significant adverse effect on production costs and
long-term competitiveness in recipient industries. Preferences are not the most efficient way of fostering
economic development in developing countries”.

One danger identified by this paper was that, “Preferences tend to narrow the production base and
increase the vulnerability to shock of the recipient economies”. The EU’s preferential access to bananas
and sugar from Caribbean producers has encouraged heavy investment in these primary commodity
industries, which are particularly vulnerable to harmful fluctuations in global price. Lack of economic
diversification is a real problem faced by developing countries in the process of trade liberalisation; yet
preferences can make this problem even worse.

Preferences are trade distorting, as they can prevent certain countries with a comparative advantage in
producing a given commodity from competing on fair terms. By concentrating preferential treatment on
a few countries, other competitive, low cost producers can be disadvantaged. For instance, Mauritius
has 38% of EU preferential quotas, whereas Thailand, a very low-cost producer, is limited to a 15,000
tons quota of sugar to the US. The Philippines has a quota around 10 times larger, which often goes
under-filled.
93 Preferential Trade In The EU – Making Trade Policy Work for Development, Report from DG Trade of the EC to the European Parliament (May
2006), pg. 16.
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Moreover, these effects are likely to become more embedded, as preferences make it less likely that
recipient countries will liberalise. As Ozden and Reinhardt argue in a paper for the World Bank,
exporters are usually active in pushing for reduced domestic protection, knowing that this will lead to
greater market access in their target markets. However, if exporters already have preferential access to
foreign markets, they are less likely to push for liberalisation. Ozden and Reinhardt’s work finds that
countries that had been removed from the US Generalised System of Preferences – such as Chile in the
late 1980s – had performed better than those that had maintained more protectionist policies as a result
of membership of the scheme.94

Trade preferences can also mean that the producer of a given commodity becomes locked into a
relationship of dependence with the export target market. If recipient countries have devoted an
artificially high level of investment to a given industry as a result of the preference, this can have severe
effects if the preferences are phased out. The withdrawal of EU trade preferences on sugar with 18 ACP
countries is expected to be very harmful, especially to Mauritius, which will face a 36% drop in the price
paid for its sugar.

Policy Conclusions

The EU should not use preference erosion as an excuse to avoid multilateral liberalisation.
Managed properly, the two should go hand in hand, with preferences creating for low income
countries a pathway to multilateral liberalisation.
The UK and EU should seek to make sure that generous and deep preferences with liberal
rules of origin are offered by all developed countries (and ideally also harmonised) through
WTO.

So as part of the Doha round or independently, the EU should offer duty free and quota free
access to all low income countries, as defined by the OECD DAC.

Rules of origin dramatically limit the effectiveness of current preferences. They do not reflect
modern trading patterns and exclude many low income country exports from preference.
They should be dramatically liberalised and the value added requirement reduced or
eliminated for low income countries.

Accordingly, the UK should oppose plans to change current rules by means of EPAs if the
resulting agreements do not represent meaningful liberalisations. In particular, the UK
should oppose plans to reduce to value-added only the criteria for favourable treatment under
the rules of origin. This may actually mean that even smaller a proportion of low income
country exports qualify and is in any event likely to impose additional and unnecessary
bureaucratic upheaval on low income country exporters.
Similarly, low income countries should also be allowed full cumulation of origin with all other
low income countries. If this is unacceptable at WTO then they should be allowed to use
inputs from all developing countries. This will enable larger developing countries to act as a
‘locomotives’ for the development of smaller low income countries.

94 Caglar Ozden, Eric Reinhardt, “The Perversity of Preferences - The Generalized System of Preferences and Developing Country Trade Policies,
1976-2000”, World Bank Research Paper (2003)
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4.2 Economic Partnership Agreements: using preferences as a
lever to bring down developing country trade barriers

(1) Introduction
Bringing down the EU’s trade barriers against developing countries is the one thing that all developing
countries and anti-poverty campaigners agree on. There is less agreement about whether there should be
pressure to bring down barriers in developing countries.

Even if the case for promoting liberalisation in general is accepted, there is a subsequent question
whether and if so how developed countries should encourage developing countries to reduce their own
trade barriers.

Some of the more protectionist NGOs and developing country governments are sceptical about trade
liberalisation at all. Others think that some “strategic” tariffs are helpful to “protect” “infant industries”.
Others think that bringing down trade barriers in poor countries is a good idea, but that trying to put
pressure on poor countries to liberalise fast would simply backfire.

So NGOs and developing country governments have tended to converge on the idea of “policy space” –
jargon for the idea that developing country governments should be allowed to run whatever policy they
think is right.

In the case of the EU, the debate about trade liberalisation has become intimately entwined with the
question of reform of the EU’s preference systems.

(2) Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) – the origins of the debate
After the EU introduced a common agricultural policy in bananas in the early 1990s the EU’s
preferential tariffs for ACP bananas were challenged by Latin American producers. In 1993 the GATT
panel on the issue ruled that the EU preference was illegal, essentially because it was based on
geographical discrimination, rather than being ‘generalised’ according to some objective criterion. This
led to a series of ongoing disputes that went on until 1999.

The rulings implied that non-reciprocal preference schemes are permissible only when based on equal
treatment for recognised groupings of countries at the same income level. So, for example, the WTO
allows schemes that extend to all developing countries (the Generalised System of Preferences) or a less
extensive scheme for all LDCs. However, The ACP group currently preferred by the EU is not based on
having the same income level, but essentially on historic ties – on having a former colonial link to one or
more of the EU member states.
Obviously it was going to take time for the EU and ACP countries to come up with a new system, so the
EU was given a temporary waiver period to come up with new agreements. The waiver was renewed
but runs out at the end of 2007.

This WTO challenge combined with a stronger dispute system after the creation of the WTO and an
intellectual shift towards the idea that developing countries needed to bring down their trade barriers.
Also at this time the EU was negotiating a bilateral free trade agreement with South Africa, having
refused to allow it to accede to the Cotonou trade agreement. This provided part of the model for EPAs.

In a green paper in 1996 the EC argued that non-reciprocal agreements with the ACP needed to be
replaced by bilateral free trade deals to comply with WTO law and because the non-reciprocal
preferences had failed to deliver. These trade deals could be reinforced with other pro-development
measures to form EPAs.
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Since then all kinds of suggestions have been made for alternative arrangements which would be
compatible with WTO law - and some suggestions based on the idea that the WTO rules should instead
be changed. The proposal to negotiate such agreements was agreed by the ACP countries in the Cotonou
agreement in 2000 and negotiations began in 2002.

(3) Outline of EPAs
The basic goal of EPAs is for ACP countries to form themselves into six regional blocs which will liberalise
trade both amongst themselves and with respect to the EU. The EC hopes that EPA regions will agree to
form a common external tariff.

The six EPA groups
Caribbean (15)
Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Dominican Republic,
Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia, St Vincent and the
Grenadines, Surinam, Trinidad and Tobago
Central Africa (7) Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo Republic, Equatorial Guinea,
Gabon, São Tomé and Príncipe
East and Southern Burundi, Comoros, Democratic Republic of Congo, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia,
Africa (16)
Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Rwanda, Seychelles, Sudan, Uganda,
Zambia, Zimbabwe
Pacific (14)
Cook Islands, Fed. Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Palau,
Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu
SADC-minus (7) Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland, Tanzania
West Africa (16) Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d’Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea
Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo
If ultimately they do not want to commit to a regional EPA, it seems likely that ACP countries will be
offered the opportunity to sign bilateral single country EPAs. These would liberalise trade between that
country and the EU but not with other countries in its region.

The EC also wishes to include in EPAs issues such as technical and safety standards, investment, trade
facilitation, competition policy, government procurement, environment and labour standards and policy,
intellectual property and data protection. The specific inclusion of each of these so-called Singapore Issues
depends on the outcome of the negotiations for each regional EPA.

One reason the debate about EPAs has been so controversial is that their final shape is unknown, and
negotiations are being conducted largely in secret. One issue which clearly defines the likely scope of EPAs
is the rules of the WTO.

Under Article XXIV of the WTO, a free trade area may be allowed as long as “substantially all trade” is
liberalised. The meaning of these words is widely discussed, both in terms of how much trade need be
liberalised on either side, and over what period.

The consensus view is that 90% of all trade would need to be liberalised. However, if the EU were to
liberalise 100% of its trade then ACP countries might only need to liberalise 80% of their trade to get to an
average of 90%. Such an asymmetric relationship was agreed as part of the EU-South Africa FTA, under
which the EU liberalised 95% of its trade and South Africa 85%.

On top of this a representative of the EC suggested that because the EU had been running a small deficit
with respect to ACP countries, there could be potential for the proportion liberalised by the ACP to be lower
than 80%, as their exports to the EU accounted for more than half of the two-way trade. However the logic
of this is that regions with trade deficits with the EU might need to liberalise more than 80% of their trade.
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Proportion of trade that might have to be liberalised by EPA groups
EPA regions
Caribbean
West Africa
East and Southern Africa
Central Africa
Southern Africa
Pacific

Value of trade to be liberalised
83%
81%
80%
79%
76%
67%

Maerten (2005)

The amount of time over which such trade might have to be liberalised is also widely debated. The
consensus is that WTO rules would require it to happen over 10-12 years. However, other agreements
around the world have taken very different lengths of time.

It is unclear exactly what the WTO rules are in this respect, and much would depend on whether or not
an agreement which interpreted the idea of “substantially all trade” in a minimal way would be subject
to legal challenge at the WTO. Asked about this question former EC negotiator and WTO Deputy
Director General, Roderick Abbott, suggested at a recent conference that, “in theory you could get away
with murder but it might not be wise in the wider scheme of things.”
Implementation period
12 years
15 years
16 years
18 years
20 years

Time taken to liberalise in other FTAs
FTA
EU – South Africa
EU – Morocco
US – Chile
Canada – Costa Rica
Korea – Chile
Canada – Chile
US – Australia
Australia – Thailand
New Zealand – Thailand

Parties concerned
South Africa only
Morocco only
Both parties
Costa Rica only
Chile only
US only
Thailand only
Thailand only

Source: Scollay (2005).

(4) The debate about EPAs
The main source of controversy in the debate about EPAs is whether developed countries should allow
developing countries “policy space”, or should pressure them to reduce their own trade barriers using the
threat of reduced market access.

There is a sliding scale of different degrees of pressure that might be applied. However, there are also other
issues raised by the particular design of EPAs – including questions about their effect on attempts at southsouth regional integration, and questions about what should or should not be included in such agreements.

Current UK policy backs the idea of “policy space” and also (with some contradiction) backs EPAs.
However, in its white paper on Trade and Development, the Government insists that: “the EU as a whole
has made clear that we do not have ‘offensive’ market access interests, and the UK will seek to hold our
EU partners to this”. The UK was also behind the provision in the Cotonou agreement that any ACP
country that did not want to sign an EPA should be offered some kind of alternative.
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Within the policy space debate, the key issues are:

• the fact that EPAs will force developing countries to bring down their trade barriers both with the EU
and between members of the same EPA group;

• the effect of EPAs on regional integration efforts; and

• the cost to governments in terms of loss of tariff revenue.

Other important issues include plans to include “behind the border” issues like investment and
competition in the agreements, EPAs relationship to multilateral liberalisation, questions about whether
there will be aid to cushion the EPA process and the issue of whether the EU should offer ACP countries
an alternative “up front” rather than only presenting an alternative if an ACP country asks for it.
In one sense there are two intertwined debates: the first about the pros and cons of EPAs in themselves,
the second about how critics of EPAs would solve the problem thrown up by the WTO incompatibility
of existing rules.

(i) The consequences of greater trade liberalisation by the ACP
The EC argues that the existing arrangements have not worked and ACP countries now need to liberalise
their own trade.
Peter Mandelson has argued that, “Put simply, after more than thirty years of bilateral trade with Europe,
the ACP still exports just a few basic commodities. Most of those basic commodities fetch lower prices
than they did twenty years ago. The benefits of preferential access are eroding fast and the risk – the
looming risk - is that ACP economies will be stranded outside a global economy on a shrinking island of
commodity trade.” 95

The EC frequently cites the fact that Africa has lost market share within the EU over the period of
previous agreements. It argues that EPAs should be seen as a “First step towards gradual integration into
the world economy”.
ACP share of EU trade

Maerten (2005)
95 Speech to PSE conference (19 October 2006)
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Some ACP ministers are worried that they will be compelled to liberalise trade in goods and services too
much, too fast.

Senegalese Trade Minister Mamadou Diop has called for the deadline for signing the EPAs to be
postponed past 1 January 2008. He said, "We are harnessing the carriage in front of the horses. We still
don't have a good impact study of the EPA for West Africa. And we still don't know which flexibility
ACP countries can count with regarding general trade rules in two years time. Until now, we do not see
a clear commitment to increase competitiveness and production capacity in the ACP countries and to
agree on transition periods that are long enough."

Kaliopate Tavola, Fiji's trade minister, said that, "a pessimistic mood prevails" in his own Pacific region.
"At the beginning of negotiations, we expected a lot of the idea of the EPAs becoming a tool for
development. But as things stand now, the agreement is threatening to overwhelm our fragile
economies. Some small islands may just opt out of the agreement altogether." (Bridges vol. 10, 2006)

Christian Aid have argued that: “Integration into the global economy is not being designed to suit
developing countries, but to suit the EU’s free trade agenda. There is no flexibility to allow for
designing and choosing the strategy that will best promote sustained growth, poverty reduction and
industrial development. Inclusion in negotiations of issues such as investment will bring greater
opportunity for EU investors, but will limit the options available to ACP governments when it comes to
tailoring their policies to suit their development and environmental needs and priorities”.

A joint paper by the Trade Justice Movement notes that, “The EC's own impact assessment notes that,
‘EPAs could lead to the collapse of the manufacturing sector in West Africa’”

In contrast, Stevens (2006) questions both (a) whether there is a strong link between ACP countries’
underperformance and their trade integration and (b) whether EPAs will indeed lead to substantial
reductions of barriers either against the EU or within EPA regions

Stevens suggests that there is little discernable link between ACP countries’ trade exposure and growth.
(figure 2. ACP trade integration and recent growth performance.)
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Stevens and Kennan (2005) also question how far the likely contents of EPAs will make LDCs liberalise:

“Would the ACP have to eliminate substantial barriers that they currently maintain on imports from the
EU? The broad picture presented in Table 1 is that a few countries would need to do so, but many would
not.

The table takes all of the EPA regions except the Pacific (due to a lack of data) and shows the most
frequently encountered marginal tariff on the ‘base assumption’ about the proportion of trade to be
liberalised. Thus, for example, if the 15 Caribbean countries were able to exclude 20% of their imports
from any liberalisation, most would liberalise only items with a tariff of 20% or less at present. But
some would have to cut slightly higher, and some lower, tariffs. In Guyana the current highest tariff on
any item that would be liberalised is only 15%, but in St Kitts and Surinam it is 25%, and in St Lucia
30%. For some countries, though, the marginal tariff would be much higher. The highest is of
Seychelles, at 100%, followed by Botswana at 42.5%”
The paper presents figures for the highest tariff different countries would have to cut if they worked
upwards, eliminating the smallest tariffs first until they covered 80% of their trade:

Region
Caribbean
Central Africa
East and Southern Africa
SADC
West Africa

Average
highest
tariff to be
cut (%)
20
30
25
5
20

Range
within
region
15–30
20–30
5–100
0 – 42.5
20–30

High outliers
St Kitts, St Lucia, Surinam
None
Burundi, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Seychelles
Angola, Botswana, Mozambique, Tanzania
Nigeria

The likely consequences of trade liberalisation have been the main focus for economic assessments of
the costs and benefits of EPAs.

However, much of the assessment of EPAs ignores the benefits that cheaper imports bring to consumers
and companies in LDCs. Critics often fail to see that it is not politicians or countries that trade with each
other, but companies and consumers who do so for mutual benefit. Whilst there, companies in LDCs
undoubtedly face serious challenges, they also have plentiful, low cost labour as a principal source of
competitive advantage. The on-going shift of manufacturing out of the high cost US and European
economies and into lower cost developing countries and to China, in particular, shows how
advantageous this can be.
Moreover, citizens in developing countries complain that they are desperate to be able to buy a good or
service that is not available locally but often they are held back by the protectionist policies of their own
governments - supported by well-intentioned western NGOs and politicians.

(ii) Regional integration
Through grouping ACP countries together in FTAs, a principle objective of EPAs is to liberalise trade
between the members of each EPA other than the EU (i.e. south-south trade). However, as the possibility
of some barriers will remain (on 10% of a country's trade), EPAs seem unlikely to require common
trading rules amongst members of an EPA group – so long as they are in compliance with the provisions
of the EPA as a whole. Consequently, EPAs may create new trade disruptions within their regions.
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Oxfam argues that, “because ACP countries have different priorities regarding the sectors they wish to
protect from import competition and to preserve for the generation of tariff revenues, it is possible that
each member of an EPA will select different products on which to liberalise. If regional groupings are
not sufficiently harmonised before an FTA is launched, the EPAs will create new barriers to intraregional trade.”

“For example, if Kenya chooses not to liberalise flour and maintains its tariff levels but Ethiopia
removes all duties, traders may circumvent Kenya’s restrictions by transporting cheap (and possibly
dumped) goods imported from the EU across the border from Ethiopia. In order to prevent this type of
transhipment, rigorous border controls would have to be maintained to differentiate between goods
originating regionally and goods originating from the EU. The imposition of these time-consuming
customs procedures and costly rules-of-origin checks would reinforce barriers to intra-regional trade
rather than reduce them.”
Similarly, the ODI has argued that, unless the EU succeeds in obtaining a ‘big bang’ agreement for all
countries to adopt a common liberalisation schedule, then the result of lower tariff barriers against EU
imports could be to create pressure for trade barriers between countries to be increased.

“A constant for supporters of EPAs is that they will foster regional integration among the ACP. This
could be true if the EC achieves its objective of negotiating a single liberalisation schedule to be applied
by all ACP states in each EPA so that, by the end of the implementation period, they have identical
regimes for imports from the EU (and, ideally, from other sources, too). But this outcome is far from
certain. At present, there is a wide disparity in the tariffs that ACP states apply to imports from the EU.
Will EPAs add to pressure to spur forward the process of integrating trade policy, which is very faltering
in most sub-regions, or will it slow down the process by increasing the stakes?”

“The ACP will be opening their markets to goods not just from each other but also to competitive (and in
some cases subsidised) ones from the EU. The answer cannot be known even provisionally until the
draft schedules start to emerge. Given the differences in initial positions, harmonisation of approach
between ACP states will take a lot of time – adding to the need not to rush the end game. If regional
partners do not have identical tariffs towards the EU, the effect will be to give new impetus to
maintaining border controls between them – to intercept European goods entering an EPA state with a
low tariff and being transhipped to one with a high tariff. This applies with particular force to countries
that stay outside an EPA because they reject reciprocity: their self-exclusion will achieve nothing unless
they monitor rigorously trade with their regional partners, making real integration less likely.”
Oxfam argues that there is a “splintering” effect simply due to the lack of overlap between existing
regional integration efforts and the boundaries of the EPA regions. For example, of the members of the
existing SADC trade protocol, six are in the SADC EPA group, six are in the ESA group, one is in the
Central Africa group and one is not negotiating an EPA at all. However supporters counter that this is
merely creating pressure for a ‘rationalisation’ of the existing groups, which, they argue, have made little
progress. Certain countries like the DRC and Tanzania will certainly have to make difficult choices
about which group to join, with different parts of those countries potentially benefiting from being in
different groups.
As well as the general question about whether attempting to force the pace will help or hinder regional
integration, there is a secondary question about what might happen in the event that several countries
drop out of the EPA negotiations. Given the geography of several regions in Africa, and the large
number of LDCs in the groups, there could be problems for intra-regional trade if key LDCs drop out.
EPAs were meant to sort the question of "institutional polygamy" – countries belonging to more than
one FTA - but it is not clear that they will achieve this goal. Tanzania, for example, is part of the
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Southern African EPA, but Uganda and Kenya (which together with Tanzania make up the East African
Community) are in the East African EPA. People in the east of the DRC will benefit from being part of
the East Africa group, while people in the west might benefit more from being part of the CEMAC or
even SADC groupings.

(iii) Behind-the-border agreements
The EU has pushed hard for the inclusion of the Singapore issues in the EPA negotiations, while the
ACPs have resisted such inclusion just as fervently. In April 2006, the African Union stated: “On the
issues of investment policy, competition policy and government procurement, we reiterate the concerns
we have raised at the World Trade Organisation, leading to them being removed from the Doha Round
Programme. We reaffirm that these issues be kept outside the ambit of the EPA negotiations.”96

As noted, concerns over Singapore issues pertain, amongst other things, to fears of loosing “policy
space”, consequently limiting the range of development tools available to the ACP governments
themselves, as well as introducing administrative and institutional adjustment costs that threaten to
swamp the benefits that may accrue from liberalisation. This was precisely why these issues were taken
out of the Doha agenda.

Several ACP governments and observers now argue that the EU is trying to reintroduce its Cancun position
on the Singapore issues through a series of regional agreements, notably the EPAs.97 The Africa Trade
Network states: “through proposals to negotiate such issues as investment, competition, government
procurement, and trade facilitation, the European Union seeks to introduce agreements to de-regulate the
entry and operation of European investors and businesses in ACP economies which are more aggressive than
anything that the European Union has been able to get in the WTO, and which ACP countries have resisted
in the WTO.”98
Peter Mandelson and the EC often claim that the ACP nations themselves want new rules on trade deals
and underscore the development characteristics of the Singapore issues, such as the effect these will
have on transparency and predictability in ACP countries.99 The best evidence that these rules would be
helpful, Mandelson has said, “is the observation made to me by relevant ministers in the developing
countries concerned”100.
Some ACP trade ministers openly disagree, however. Dipak Patel, the Zambian trade minister, says:
“We are worried over this backdoor approach. Where is the convergence between the WTO . . . and
the EU approach in the EPAs?” Mukhisa Kituyi, the Kenyan trade minister likewise says: “I will be
opposed to any progress being made if we get less than we got in the WTO negotiations."101

A UK Parliament's International Development Select Committee Report argues that: "The ACP states are
already negotiating with limited capacity and under considerable duress. In respect of the Singapore
issues we were told: ‘what they fear is that the EU will twist their arm to accept with the EPAs things
that they would never have to accept on a more level playing field.’ The assumption is being made by
both the UK Government and the EU that the ACP can reject these issues if they wish and that
agreements will not be imposed on the ACP if they do not have the capacity to negotiate them. But this
is not the case."102

96 “African Union Trade Ministers’ Statement on EPAs”, Nairobi (14 April, 2006)
97 Solano, O. and Sennekamp, A. “Competition Provisions in Regional Trade Agreements, OECD Trade Policy Working Paper, No. 31, Paris.
98 Africa Trade Network, “Statement of the 6th Annual Review and Strategy Meeting of Africa Trade Network”, (12/20/2003).
99 EC Press Release, “Economic Partnership Agreements” putting a rigorous priority on development (20/01/2005 Financial Times (4/04/05).
100 Ibid.
102 House of Commons International Development Committee Fair trade? “The European Union's trade agreements with African, Caribbean and
Pacific countries“ (23 March 2005)
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(iv) Aid conditionality and the sufficiency of aid to cushion liberalisation
The debate about aid and EPAs involves both arguments about whether aid should be linked to or made
conditional on the acceptance of trade deals and also the specific question of whether aid commitments will
be built into EPAs. Several developing country governments see the current shape of the negotiations as the
worst of both worlds: the EU will not agree formal aid commitments within the EPAs, but will make future
aid conditional on the degree to which countries accept the EU’s negotiating objectives.

Correspondence leaked to the Financial Times in November 2006 revealed that the EU is resisting
incorporating aid commitments into EPAs. A letter from the EC to the Fijian trade minister stated that:
”In your draft EPA submission, detailed development cooperation provisions form an integral part of the
text. As you know this is not acceptable to us”. The EC said trade and aid should be “mutually
reinforcing”, but kept separate.103

Members of other negotiating groups have said they will insist on similar provisions within their groups.
For the ESA group Mauritius wrote to the EC saying that they would “insist [on writing aid conditions
into the agreement] in order to ascertain whether the EU is honouring its own commitments.” The EC
rejected the idea. The EC’s chief EPA negotiator, Peter Thomson, said in response that, “with such a
clause you are trying to micromanage trade rather than rules in trade”.

The UK’s White paper “Partnerships for poverty reduction” (March 2005) rejects the idea of making aid
conditional on trade liberalisation: “The UK Government accepts the evidence that conditionality cannot
‘buy’ policy change which countries do not want. Reforms will not be implemented – or will not be
sustainable – if a partner country is acting purely in order to qualify for financial support and does not
consider that the reforms are in its own interest. The UK will not make our aid conditional on specific
policy decisions by partner governments or attempt to impose policy choices on them (including in
sensitive economic areas such as privatisation or trade liberalisation).”

However, to some extent aid is clearly being made conditional on the acceptance of EPAs. The volume
of aid, and the extent to which there is any new money, or enough new money to support liberalisation,
has been much discussed.

"In the Caribbean, the feeling is that (the) EU is neglecting the problems of small countries," said
Barbados Trade Minister Dame Billie Miller. "Until now, we only see a limited offer of trade-related
support. The EU should invest much more in capacity building and the enhancement of competitiveness
before trade is opened up."

In a letter to the Financial Times, Peter Mandelson and Louis Michel stated that much of the €2 bn that
EU members had committed to aid for trade will be spent in support of EPAs. They wrote that, “EPArelated needs are discussed country by country. In addition, member states have agreed to support the
Aid for Trade initiative, under which the EU is committed to aim for a trade development package of
€2bn a year by 2010. A substantial part of it will go to ACP countries to assist them with implementing
the EPAs.”104 Opinions differ about whether such aid should be conditional on accepting EPAs.

(v) The offer of an alternative, as specified in Cotonou
The Cotonou agreement promised that countries which ultimately chose not to sign an EPA would be
offered an alternative that would leave them no worse off than before. However, the EC has repeatedly
made it clear that it will only spell out an alternative arrangement if ACP countries officially ask for it.
Many countries are concerned about being the first to ask for an alternative – particularly in terms of its
implications for aid receipts.
103 FT, “Brussels rejects moves to link aid with trade” (28 November)
104 FT (29th November)
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Some NGOs have forcefully argued for alternatives to be considered as soon as possible to provide a
choice of possible trade regimes to ACP countries. This is the position of ActionAid, for instance, which
insists that “ACP countries must have a real choice between an EPA and a pro-development alternative
up-front. They should not have to reject an EPA first in order to find out what the alternative might be”
(ActionAid, 2005).

The Commons International Development Committee stated its concern about the EC's lack of work on
alternatives: “We are concerned that in presenting the alternatives as a second best option, with no
developmental component, the EC is going against the spirit of what was agreed in Cotonou. It places
the ACP in the position of having no real choice, and reinforces their unequal position in the negotiating
process. Development should be integral to any trade options presented to the ACP, even when they are
not the first choice of the EU. The UK Government should continue to work to ensure this is the case.”
(IDC, 6th report, 2004-5)

(5) The debate about alternative EPAs and alternatives to EPAs
In a widely discussed paper for the European Centre for Development Policy Management, Bilal and
Rampa (2006) summarise the debate about various alternatives to EPA, and look at the strengths and
weaknesses of each distinct idea from the point of view of: (a) how much discretion or policy space it would
give ACP countries; (b) whether it would help or harm regional integration; (c) whether it would be WTO
compatible; and (d) whether it is politically feasible. Their alternative scenarios are set out below.
The benchmark scenario is the basic EPA currently proposed by the EC. It is a reciprocal WTOcompatible FTA where ACP countries would have to liberalise around 80% of their trade with the
EU (with differences between regions due to different trade balances between the parties), and the
EU would probably offer duty-free access to ACP countries over a period of around 12 years,
according to the standard interpretation by the EU of ‘substantially all trade’ and ‘reasonable length
of time’ as per GATT Article XXIV. The agreement would strengthen regional integration
initiatives (based on the EU integration example) and would also include liberalisation of services,
as well as investment, competition, trade facilitation and other ‘behind the border’ provisions
(which would make it an FTA+).

Alternative EPAs
‘EPA light’, would mean agreeing a reciprocal FTA focusing, at first, on the opening of ACP
markets only to the minimum level necessary to secure WTO compliance, while seeking to limit the
potentially negative effects of any significant liberalisation by the ACP. Provided the EU granted
duty-free access to all ACP countries, these countries could commit to liberalising only 50%-60% of
their trade with the EU, and over a longer transition period (20 years or more). Liberalisation might
also be back-loaded over the 20 year period.
This would stretch but not break WTO rules, and some would argue that the relative insignificance
of the ACP in trade terms coupled with their political significance would make other WTO
members unlikely to challenge such an agreement. ACP countries could then return to deeper tariff
cuts and ‘deeper’ behind-the-border measures at a later stage once progress had been made on
economic reform.

Going further in the same direction is the idea of an EPA with explicitly recognised special and
differential treatment (SDT). This reciprocal FTA+ would include services and ‘behind the
border’ provisions, as in the benchmark scenario, but with flexibility for the ACP to liberalise much
less and over longer implementation periods than the EU. This might be done either in the context
of the existing WTO rules (convincing the EU to change its self-defined criteria for WTO
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compatibility) or by amending GATT Article XXIV in the negotiations of the Doha Round (as
outlined in a formal proposal by the ACP Group to reform current rules to cater for development
concerns and SDT in regional trading agreements). The major drawbacks of this scenario are the
uncertainty related to the first option (the greater the flexibility introduced in an EPA, the greater the
risk that an aggravated WTO member would challenge it under the WTO dispute-settlement
mechanism) and the unlikely possibility of a consensus at the WTO on reform of Article XXIV.

Another unusual type of market opening characterises an EPA with binding provisions for
development-related liberalisation. This scenario would envisage binding provisions in the new
trading arrangements, making successive stages of tariff reduction for the ACP conditional upon the
achievement of development thresholds (once an ACP country reached a certain development level,
it would be deemed ready to further open its markets) and/or the delivery by the EU of EPA-related
development cooperation. Such conditional reciprocal FTAs fall outside the definition of a freetrade area or regional trade agreement as currently envisaged in the WTO.

A fifth scenario could be an EPA for ACP non-LDCs only and the ‘everything but arms’ (EBA)
initiative for the ACP LDCs (i.e., duty- and quota-free access to the EU). Considering the possible
negative effects of reciprocal trade liberalisation, ACP LDCs already benefiting from EBA under
the EU GSP (WTO compatible under the Enabling Clause) may decide not to provide reciprocity.
ACP Non-LDCs need, instead, to find an alternative trade regime to the current Lomé/Cotonou
preferences, and assuming that the GSP does not offer market access as advantageous as the current
regime, the only option for ACP non-LDCs to maintain or improve on their level of preferences for
the EU market would be to enter into an EPA. It would be difficult under this approach for any
ACP region to effectively implement regional-integration programmes because the group would be
split between the (non-LDC) countries that enter an FTA+/EPA with the EU, and those (the LDCs)
that maintain their trade barriers against the EU.
In the ‘menu approach’, the different components of an EPA (trade in goods and in services,
investment, possible sector-specific arrangements as in fisheries, and so forth) could be covered
under separate individual agreements, and countries in one region would be offered a ‘menu’: all
would sign a ‘master agreement’ establishing the principles to govern the EPA relationship but
individual countries would be allowed to join only those specific ‘subsidiary agreements’ they are
prepared to commit to. Potentially very different treatment of different countries under marketaccess arrangements (as well as non-trade areas) risks breaking up the ACP regions, and the WTO
compatibility of such a scenario is, at best, uncertain.

Although ACP countries have all opted for a regional configuration to enter EPA talks, negotiations
might lead to the conclusion of country-specific EPAs. These would be reciprocal FTAs+ with the
EU at the national level, in line with Article XXIV, with country-specific levels of reciprocity,
implementation schedules and treatment of trade-related issues. This could provide greater
flexibility for some countries that seek SDT in an EPA or it could impose more rigorous constraints,
depending on a number of factors, including bargaining power and particular country characteristics
like the size of the economy. Unless coordinated at the regional level, country-specific EPAs may
disrupt regional integration even more seriously than would different liberalisation schedules within
EPA groups.
At the opposite extreme of the range of available geographical EPA configurations is an all-ACP
EPA, a unique reciprocal FTA+ that would be conducive to both regional integration and ACP unity
on issues of common interest. The feasibility of such a scenario is questionable given that regional
EPA negotiations are currently entering into the details of a possible agreement, with marked
differences between regions in terms of both progress and content.
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Alternatives to EPAs
There are also a number of ideas which have been discussed that would really be alternatives to
EPAs, in the sense of either requiring changes to WTO rules or abandoning the attempt to treat ACP
countries differently to other developing countries.

One option is an incomplete FTA with embodied liberalisation vis-à-vis the rest of the world,
not only the EU. ACP countries would enter into EPAs with the EU but would be required to
liberalise against all trade partners (MFN liberalisation) and not fully liberalise (for instance, to a
uniform 10% MFN duty). Although this would avoid the trade-diverting effects of an EPA, for this
scenario to be feasible, WTO rules would have to be changed, either Article XXIV or the Enabling
Clause, because this proposal is obviously in violation of both provisions.

A different scenario is the modification of the EU GSP, since the existing scheme (that many,
especially EC officials, consider the only real alternative to EPA) would offer worse preferential
access to ACP non-LDCs than Lomé/Cotonou, thereby violating the provisions of the Cotonou
Agreement. An ‘enhanced’ GSP to incorporate all ACP exports and (where they are inferior) to
improve market-access preferences to the Cotonou level would constitute a WTO-compatible
alternative to EPAs, with definite appeal for ACP non-LDCs as well. One of the main advantages
of this scenario is that the EU would justify it at the WTO—not under Article XXIV but under the
Enabling Clause. On the other hand, ACP non-LDCs would be treated as other developing
countries and face problems of preference erosion.

A simpler scenario is the extension of EBA [(6.2.3)], whereby non-reciprocal free market access
could be granted to all ACP countries, to the G90 group of poorer countries, or to a group of
countries objectively defined in accordance with WTO rules. The first two options violate the
existing Enabling Clause because they discriminate among developing countries (since both ACP
and G90 are arbitrarily defined groups, not recognised by the WTO). The third, however, would be
designed so as not to. Nevertheless, there would be issues. Any extension that allowed large and
highly competitive developing countries to gain open access to the EU market would be unlikely to
receive political support in Europe. Therefore any extension would need to be carefully formulated.
For example, taking the group of low income countries (as defined by the OECD DAC) would
exclude India since by the time of implementation this would be a middle income country.
(6) Assessing the impact of EPAs
Impact Studies
Almost all studies tend to suggest that EPAs will have a significant impact on ACP economies, but their
estimates vary widely across regions, countries (including countries from the same region) and studies,
which in turn imply the high level of heterogeneity in the regions and the need to differentiate between
countries within the same region.

Due to methodological constraints and the limited availability of data, impact studies have not really
assessed the ‘dynamic’ effects of trade liberalisation. Since most of the anticipated impact of EPAs on
development should come from these dynamic effects, this is a shortcoming. Most of the early work on
the subject involved limited partial equilibrium analysis.
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Early studies
In 1998, with the start of the negotiations between the EU and the ACP, the EC had already conducted
six studies for six ACP regions. These studies have unfortunately not been made publicly available,
arguably because their methodology was criticised by the EC and their results were generally
unfavourable to EPAs.105 Key observations from these studies are:
I.

II.

in most cases, LDCs have little to gain from EPAs. They can keep non-reciprocal trade
preferences anyway;

the replacement of non-reciprocal tariff preferences with the GSP would adversely affect some
products exported by some non-LDC ACP countries, but most ACP exports would be barely affected;

III. by contrast, the effects of not renewing the commodity protocols could dramatically affect the
exports of some ACP countries. However, none of the studies estimated these effects as this would
have required separate studies;
IV. the negative impact on customs revenues varies considerably, but could be substantial for some
countries, which may thus claim for adequate financial support;
V. lower import taxes would benefit customers as well as importers of capital goods, but it is difficult
to say to what extent these welfare gains would offset the losses mentioned above (McQueen,
1999).

Mixed evidence
Indications on the welfare effects of EPAs are scarce and incomplete. UNECA (2005) and CAPE (2003)
provide some indications that ACP consumers could gain from the lower prices resulting from trade
liberalisation but this gain is generally considered low (when compared to the loss of tariff revenues), so
the benefits of trade liberalisation to consumers and local companies reliant on imported materials are
often dismissed by opponents of liberalisation.
UNECA (2005a) also notes that ACP producers would lose out as a result of EU imports supplanting
domestically produced goods.

Te Velde and Bezemer (2006) have found that Regional Investment Provisions in RTAs have helped to
attract FDI from outside the region, with implications for the preliminary provisions in the EPAs.

The ODI presents a summary of the findings of various regional studies, which finds broadly positive
welfare effects although with some losers.

105 The six studies are CERDI (1998), CREDIT (1998), IDS (1998), IMANI (1998), NEI (1998) and Planistat (1998).For an overview, see Bilal (2002), EC
(1999) and McQueen (1999).
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Based on:
a. Karingi,et al (2005)
b. Busse M. and H. Großmann (2004)
c. Milner C., O. Morrissey and A. McKay (2005)
d. Tekere, M. and D. Ndlela (2003) and Keck A. and R. Piermartini (2005)
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f. Roza, V. and S. Szepesi (2003)
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Some more recent views
A study by Romain Perez of the United Nations Commission Africa (forthcoming) is one of the few to
assess alternative versions of EPAs. It argues that, based on simple considerations of market access,
ACP countries would be better off opting for the EU GSP (i.e., EBA for ACP LDCs and the GSP or an
enhanced GSP option for non-LDC ACP countries) than concluding an EPA.
Perez runs a general equilibrium analysis, which he argues captures terms of trade effects missed by
many other studies. His paper separates out the question of intra-ACP regional integration and the issue
of ACP liberalization to imports from the EU. It finds positive effects from the former and strongly
negative effects from the latter.

Perez suggests that: “Despite the lower levels of commitment of the ACP countries, ACP exporters,
which already benefit from near-duty free access to the European markets and suffer from supply sides
rigidities, will not significantly increase their sales on the European markets, while European exporters
largely increase their shares on the ACP markets. As a result, ACP countries will undergo major trade
imbalances, while the intra ACP regional trade will shrink to the benefit of ACP-European trade.
Additionally, these countries will face a major drop in their industrial output, associated with a large
reallocation of their workers, which could create social difficulties. Added to a deterioration of their
terms of trade, this drop in output will lead to welfare losses in every group of ACP countries, especially
in the non-SADC countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia.”
Effect on ACP countries

Welfare
Real GDP
Trade Balance
Fiscal imbalance (%GDP)
Regional trade

Standard EPA
-851
-183
-1,223
0.70%
-407

GSP
-459
-79
234
0%
60

Enhanced GSP
-51
-9
26
0%
7

Perez (forthcoming)

Keck and Piermartini (2005) also run a general equilibrium analysis, and suggest that an FTA between
SADC and the EU is overall welfare enhancing, although it would not benefit all countries.

They compare four scenarios – free trade within SADC, a full EPA between SADC and the EU, a
combination of an EPA and full regional free trade and, as a benchmark, multilateral liberalisation.
While multilateral liberalisation would boost growth in all cases, an EU-SADC EPA would reduce GDP
in Botswana, Zambia Mozambique and Tanzania. However, if the EPA led to full regional integration
this would cancel out these losses for all but Tanzania. On the other hand there are gains for South
Africa, the rest of SACU, Malawi, Zimbabwe and Angola.
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In contrast to previous work, both Stevens and Kennan (IDS 2005) and Hinkle and Newfarmer (World
Bank 2005) suggest that the likely margins of discretion with EPAs will allow countries which sign them
to maintain most high tariffs.

Hinkle and Newfarmer argue that this means: “Line-by-line negotiations of which specific imports are to
be excluded from free trade with the EU are likely to be dominated by protectionist interests and will not
lead to pro-development outcomes. Preferential liberalization may well be restricted to sectors with
little or no domestic production, while the main import-competing industries (where the largest
efficiency gains might occur) may be excluded because of opposition from currently protected firms as
happened in the case of the EU-South Africa FTA. Furthermore, elimination of tariffs on inputs
imported from the EU would raise effective protection rates for import competing industries and reduce
the incentive to export, even to the EU. Thus, the EPAs could create a distorted tariff regime that would
actually increase the already high effective protection rates for import-competing domestic industries
while eliminating the revenues from tariffs on imports from the EU that do not compete with domestic
production.”
Stevens and Kennan (2005) argue that it means that EPAs “are likely to harm regional integration
between developing countries, without achieving significant liberalisation of trade between the EU and
ACP countries.”

Both Stevens and Kennan and Hinkle and Newfarmer reach similar conclusions: that the GSP+ or an
enhanced GSP could provide market access broadly similar to the existing Lomé/Cotonou trade regime,
with only limited erosion of preferences.
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Policy Conclusions

The EU initiated negotiations on Economic Partnership Agreements because the current ACP
arrangements fall foul of WTO rules. Those rules specify that any preferences which are
given on a purely geographic basis must be part of an agreement leading ultimately to
reciprocal free trade.

Unfortunately, academic evidence suggests that the way EPAs are currently being negotiated
means that they will produce a mix of “winning” and “losing” countries. EPAs are flawed in
several respects:
• potential for continued and exploitable discrimination in trade between members of an
individual EPA (if agreed on a group basis);

• potential for greater barriers to "south-south" trade where countries opt out of EPA groups
and seek agreements of their own;
• potential to reduce tariff revenues with no offsetting offer of increased transitional financial
support by the EU for ACP governments; and
• inclusion of Singapore issues.

In general, if EPAs go-ahead we would favour a liberal interpretation of the WTO rules, an
extended period of liberalisation, a minimum of non tariff issues and the main emphasis on
encouraging South-South trade.

However, the alternative to reciprocal free trade agreements is to extend the existing
preferences to an objective group of countries determined by income. The obvious category
is Low Income Countries as defined by the OECD DAC. The EU has been reluctant even to
consider that because the category includes India whose size and potential industrial potential
some European countries find daunting. However, India is set to graduate out of the Low
Income category in a couple of years followed soon after by Pakistan.
If our Real Trade proposals to extend unilateral free trade to all Low Income countries by
2013 were adopted, they would therefore logically supercede EPAs for all ACP countries
except those which are Middle Income.

4.3 Reducing South-South barriers to trade

(1) Introduction
Intra-developing country – or South-South – merchandise trade has grown at twice the rate of the global
average in the past decade, and makes up 40% of all trade for developing countries. Yet it is between
developing countries that trade barriers are highest. For instance, exporters of manufactures in Latin
America face tariffs in the rest of Latin America that are seven times as high as the average rate applied
to exporters in industrialised countries. This means that these producers are being denied access to other
markets, effectively placing them at a competitive disadvantage – especially against their counterparts in
more developed countries. The greatest developmental gains to be accrued from trade are being stifled
as a result of high levels of protection between developing countries.

Trade opening between economies of similar wealth, may give poorer countries confidence to liberalise
certain sectors without the fear of being swamped with the imports from companies in more developed
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countries. Over time, poorer countries signing bilateral deals may build up trade capacity and gain
confidence in negotiating trade agreements both bilateral and multilateral.

According to the World Bank, elimination of tariffs on manufactured goods between developing countries
will lead to welfare gains of $30bn per year, and doing the same for agricultural goods will add a further
$30bn per year.106 In fact, South-South liberalisation could yield even greater gains for developing countries
than increased market access to developed countries.107 A large part of this is due to the fact that South-South
trade barriers are relatively high, meaning greater benefits from this manner of tariff reduction. Stiglitz and
Charlton believe that “considerable gains are available from liberalisation of South-South trade.”108

The Commission for Africa states that, “Recent ECA estimates indicate that welfare gains from regional
integration in sub-Saharan Africa alone, could be of the order of US$1.2 billion, reinforcing the view that
Africa’s own liberalisation offers major gains.” According to the Economist, “half of what developing
countries could gain from fully free trade would come from their own tariff cuts, because a third of their
exports are to other poor countries and because their tariffs are much higher than those of the rich.”109
The World Bank sets a high priority on regional integration in the developing world:

“Regional agreements among neighboring developing countries can help lower trade transaction costs
and remove policy barriers to intraregional trade. Achieving this is particularly important for landlocked
economies that must transport goods through neighboring countries. The agenda extends beyond tariffs
and non tariff barriers imposed at borders— it includes regulatory cooperation and joint provision of
infrastructure to facilitate trade. South-South integration can also play a beneficial role in helping to
create the preconditions for agglomeration, clustering, and the linkages that are critical in diversifying
productive activities and sustaining growth.”110

Therefore, there are likely to be considerable gains from promotion of South-South trade, and this is why
the “Round for free” approach (not requiring developing countries to provide additional market access)
falls short of a truly pro-development outcome.
Promoting South-South trade is also a way to offset the dangers of hub and spoke bilateralism. This is a
scenario whereby smaller economies (the spokes) are drawn into agreements with the larger ones (the
hubs) but without agreements between each other. These arrangements are far more beneficial to the
hubs, who can import goods from wherever they like, and export goods to countries that may be locked
into receiving these imports, rather than those of cheaper producers elsewhere.

106
107
108
109
110

World Bank (2002)
Joseph Francois , Hans van Meijl , Frank van Tongeren, Trade Liberalization and Developing Countries Under the Doha Round (2003)
Stiglitz and Charlton, Fair trade for all (2005), pg. 164
Economist (14.12.06)
World Bank, Global Monitoring Report (20005) pg. 146
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Case study VII – Costa Rica

Making a success of South-South trade liberalisation
• Costa Rica has signed a number of free trade agreements with other developing countries, including ones
with Mexico, Costa Rica, Chile, Dominican Republic and Trinidad and Tobago. Significant gains were
achieved in the agreement with Chile, for example. 93% of Costa Rican exports are no longer subject to
tariffs. Overall, tariffs have been substantially lowered both in Costa Rica and among its counterparts
and trade flows have intensified. Costa Rica’s exports to Mexico have gone from $13 million to $132
million per annum. With the Dominican Republic, Costa Rica achieved a 37.5% increase in exports in
two years alone.111
• The establishment of multinational companies has served to supply both local and regional markets,
providing incentives for South-South trade.112

• In less than ten years, Costa Rica's exports have increased from US $2.9bn to $6.1bn with an annual
average growth of exports around 9.4%. The variety of products, and their destination, have also
increased. While in 1990, Costa Rica exported to 107 destinations; in 2003 the country exported goods
to 138 different destinations. In 1986, Costa Rica exported 1,700 different types of products; in 2003 this
number increased to 3,565. In terms of FDI, Costa Rica received $ 4.8 billion during the last 10 years.113

• Costa Rica traditionally exported four products – coffee, sugar, meat and bananas – it now exports 3,500
different products. The former four products currently make up 13.1% of total exports, compared to 85%
thirty years ago. Notably, Costa Rica has moved into exporting products that require more sophisticated
processing i.e. computer parts, medical equipment, software programmes, and more.114
• Costa Rica has actively sought to promote and facilitate its integration into the international economy.
An important step in this direction has been its move towards regional integration and efforts to increase
its share of south-south trade. Costa Rica’s constructive role in the regional sphere is seen as a
complement and facilitator of the country’s multilateral efforts.
• Although developed countries still absorb the largest share of Costa Rican trade, exports to southern
countries have risen steadily: in 1996, 23% of Costa Rica’s total exports went to southern countries; in
2005 this had increased to 40%115.

• Costa Rican trade officials point particularly to three ways in which South-South trade has proven
beneficial for the country:

- One of the most notable differences between trade with the North and trade with the South is in the
processing levels of products. Labour intensive manufactured goods do not represent an important part
of the trade with the South (3.2%) compared to trade with the North (16.6%) Rather, scale-intensive
industries make up a greater share of the trade to the South. This is seen as a great benefit for the Costa
Rican social development, as it paves the way for increased demand of high-salary, quality jobs in the
capital-intense sector and reduces the number of people employed in low-paid, low-skilled trades.

111
112
113
114
115

Ibid.
Ibid.
UNCTAD, 2005
Ibid.
“South-South Trade: The Costa Rican Experience”, ITC Executive Forum, 2006
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- Diversification is another beneficial characteristic, which has come about as a result of trading with many
partners with changing and varied demands, opening up for economics of scale between the countries
involved.

- There is a greater presence of micro, small and mid-sized companies in Costa Rica’s South-South trade.
This is a result of geographic proximity which can facilitate trade via smaller structures as well as of
less stringent quality standards, which allow smaller companies to remain competitive.116

(2) Promoting Greater Regional Integration
The creation of free trade areas between developing countries may be an effective way to stimulate
greater South-South trade. However, as Stiglitz and Charlton point out, bilateral and regional free trade
areas between developing countries do have drawbacks. They discriminate against third parties, and the
margin of discrimination is higher than would be the case with a North-North FTA (since the barriers
between developing countries are relatively higher).117 They nonetheless believe that preferential market
access deals between developing countries are a good solution to protecting developing countries from
potentially adverse competition from developed countries, whilst enabling them to reap the benefits of
trade between themselves.118

In 1991, the Abuja Treaty was adopted, establishing a timetable towards the creation of a panAfrican Economic Community by the year 2025. The existing Regional Economic Communities
were to be the foundation.

Regional free trade areas could be stepping stones towards the formation of this pan-African community. In
order for this to occur, the complex system of overlapping PTAs needs to be harmonised and simplified.

Almost every country in Africa is part of a Regional Economic Community (REC), of which there are 14,
but these RECs are overlapping and have varying rules which creates difficulties for the future combining of
these groups to form a pan-Africa free trade area. “Put bluntly, the present structure of overlapping
memberships and shared integrative goals among the regional communities of eastern and southern Africa is
unworkable. It does not work now and it will not work in the future” (Brenthurst Foundation/Gibb, 2006).

Indeed, the current, confused arrangement is far from conducive to effective South-South trade. Many states
face conflicting goals and commitments as a result of their membership of different RECs. “Zambia is a
member of SADC and COMESA. Under the SADC Protocol on Trade, Zambia is obliged to dismantle all
tariff barriers to South Africa, a fellow SADC member, by 2012 at the latest . However, Zambia is also
obliged, as a result of its COMESA membership, to create a COMESA CET (by 2008) that excludes and
discriminates against South Africa. Thus, Zambia has agreed simultaneously to promote free trade with
South Africa and to maintain tariff barriers against that country. Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius and
Zimbabwe are in exactly the same position” (Brenthurst Foundation/Gibb, 2006).

The process of harmonisation is already starting to occur, however. Two of the largest PTAs, COMESA and
SADC, have agreed to adopt the same common external tariff and, co-ordinating their negotiation with the
EU and ECOWAS and WAEMU, develop plans to form a monetary union. The EU should be encouraging
this process. However, it may be doing the opposite with the introduction of Economic Partnership
Agreements (EPAs). This is because each of the EPAs is being negotiated independently and so it is likely
that there will be a great variation in rules between different EPAs, acting as a barrier to co-ordinating these
groups into a unified economic area in the future.
116 Ibid.
117 Stiglitz and Charlton, Fair trade for all (2005), pg. 97

118 Stiglitz and Charlton, Fair trade for all (2005), pg. 165
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Removing trade barriers between developing countries, although it should be highly beneficial, can have
short term costs, particularly in the loss of government revenue from tariffs. “Export revenues are a
major determinant of these countries’ balance of payments position, external indebtedness, fiscal
situation, and levels of savings and investment, and hence their aggregate supply and demand schedules.
The relative ease of collecting taxes on international trade, and the lack of alternative “tax handles”,
mean that government revenues in most African countries depend heavily on taxes levied on exports and
imports” (UNCTAD, 2003).

Developed countries must help those countries that do remove tariffs to their neighbours to overcome
these costs, providing technical assistance to find new sources of revenue and financial aid if required.
The WTO’s 2005 Sutherland Report recommends that, “International development agencies, chiefly the
World Bank should have, or should improve, programmes to fund trade policy related adjustment
assistance for developing countries”.

(3) Addressing non-trade barriers
Over 70% of the duties paid by developing countries are paid to other developing countries, largely a
function of high tariff rates. Yet high tariffs are not the only impediment to south-south trade.

Inadequate trade facilitation - the absence of rules-based, transparent and efficient border regimes - is a
major problem for many developing countries. Several studies have shown that the costs of delays and
unnecessary red tape at the border of certain southern countries can be the equivalent of a 5 to 15%
tariff.119 This problem is widely seen as one of the main obstacles to attracting investment in developing
countries and achieving increased South-South trade. Trade facilitation is indeed more than customs
facilitation, it is imperative that the whole trade chain is encompassed. For South-South trade, however,
it is within the customs sphere that the need for and benefits of facilitation initially are the highest.
The combination of social unrest, little competition, multiple checkpoints, red tape and corruption serve
as de facto trade barriers for trade between many developing countries. A business-leader in Ghana
says: “It costs $1,000 to ship a 20-foot container to the United Kingdom. You need $2,300 to transport
the same container just next door to Liberia. By road, our drivers can be stopped five times in Ghana,
six times in Togo, six times in Benin and easily 20 times within Nigeria alone. Sometimes for good
reason, to protect against highway robberies, but some officials can be abusive.”120
And speaking of the vast amount of red tape hampering trade in the southern Africa region, the CEO of
Shoprite Checkers – Africa’s largest retailer – says: “It takes 28 days to deliver an order placed in
Maputo, Mozambique’s capital, about 600km from Johannesburg, because of inspections and
paperwork.” As a consequence, he argues, the company is currently selling less than 10% of South
African goods, and is steadily losing market share to European firms.121

According to a recent World Bank study, Peru managed to shorten its customs release time from 15-30
days to 2-48 hours through custom staff training and through the introduction of a code of conduct. In
Costa Rica, electronic declaration and the switch towards a single window warehouse clearing reduced
customs clearing time from an average of 6 days to 12 minutes.122 This was a significant factor behind
Costa Rica’s dramatic rise in exports, which went from US $ 2.9 billion to $ 6.1 billion in less than ten
years, with a continuing annual average growth of these exports close to 9.4%123.

Likewise, poor infrastructure networks severely hamper South-South trade. According to the
Commission for Africa, it costs more to ship a ton of maize from Zambia to neighbouring Tanzania than
119
120
121
122
123

Office of the United States Trade Representative, Doha Development Agenda Policy Brief – October 2005
Africa Renewal, Vol.20 #3, October 2006
Trade Centre for Southern Africa, October, 2005
Lamy, Pascal, speech to the Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations, April 2006
UNCTAD, 2004
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it costs to send the same ton of maize from Tanzania to Europe or the United States. Poor roads in
Uganda add the equivalent of an 80% tax to every dollar's worth of clothing exported to a market.124 In
landlocked countries transport costs may be equivalent to three-quarters of the value of exports.125

Quantifying the various “invisible” tariffs often in place in developing countries – such as infrastructural
problems, corruption, general inefficiency and red tape – makes for dire reading in terms of the
implications for South-South trade as well as over-all trade. Another World Bank study used modified
gravity equation to measure the impact of delays on international trade and found that on average, each
additional day that a product is delayed only prior to being shipped, reduces trade by at least 1%. The
study also found that delays have an even greater impact on developing country exports and exports of
time sensitive goods, such as perishable agricultural products. A day’s delay reduces a country’s relative
exports of time-sensitive to time-insensitive agricultural goods by 7%. Each additional day is equivalent
to a country distancing itself from its trading partners by 1%, or about 85 km. In other words, if the
Central African Republic reduced its factory-to-ship time from 116 days to 27, exports would nearly
double. The same effect could be achieved if the Central African Republic cut 7,565 km from its
distance to the main markets—three-quarters of the distance from Bangui to New York.126
The World Bank has suggested that an additional US$10 billion to US$20 billion would need to be
invested in the infrastructure of developing countries in order for trade to be properly facilitated.127

Policy Conclusions

“South-South” liberalisation carries less of a risk to developing country economies than opening
them up to competition from developed countries, and could in any case have a more beneficial
effect than such “North-South” liberalisation.

Accordingly, the UK and other developed countries should promote and offer incentives (including
compensation for lost tariff revenues) to countries reducing South-South barriers without requiring
those preferences to be extended to us. One objective should be to endeavour to kick start a panAfrican Trading Area.

Just as the single market has supported the growth of European economies the same would be true
if developing countries reduced or, better, eliminated formal barriers to trade with each other.

Given that the EU has recognised in its EPA negotiations the importance of promoting South-South
trade liberalisation, the UK should encourage the EU to incorporate the same objective into its Doha
position.

To succeed in the creation of a free trade area across the developing world, the UK must become a
passionate and determined advocate of the concept.

The moral high ground alone may, however, not be enough. The UK needs to pursue a generous aid
for trade agenda offering help to mitigate the side effects of this kind of liberalisation, including loss
of tariff revenues, and incentives to liberalise such as aid for trade infrastructure linking developing
countries to each other.

124
125
126
127

Commission for Africa, 2005
Ibid.
Simeon Djankov, Caroline Freund, Cong S. Pham, “Trading on Time”, World Bank, June 2006
World Bank, Estache, 2004
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(4.4) Aid for trade
“Trade policy by itself is not enough. Complementary policies are important in allowing
households to take full advantage of trade liberalization and global market opportunities. Trade
cannot play much of a positive role if the macroeconomic climate is unstable and the business
environment is hostile, and that for many countries the key challenges are to reduce constraints on
competitiveness and supply responses—especially lack of transport, energy, and water
infrastructure, lack of access to finance, and weak worker skills. Improving trade policies and
taking action to facilitate trade by strengthening and streamlining customs can have a significant
payoff, but a major impact on poverty requires reducing domestic supply constraints.”
- World Bank, Global Monitoring Report 2005

“All the trade rules can do is create the right environment for growth – they don’t make it happen.”
- Eliot Whittington, Christian Aid
What counts as aid for trade?
The OECD notes that, “There are few economically rational criteria to strictly ring-fence aid for trade
activities from overall growth promoting ODA.” Activities which have been included in most
discussions of aid for trade are:
1. Technical Assistance: to allow developing countries to formulate and implement trade policies –
including aid to implement WTO agreements;
2. Trade development: promotion, creation of standards and support services;

3. Trade facilitation: aid to reduce non-tariff trade barriers, simpler and less corrupt customs, better
ports etc;
4. Infrastructure & supply side: aid to allow countries to benefit from market access by improving
roads, rail links, electricity supply and storage facilities;

5. Adjustment support: aid to “compensate” countries for the adjustment costs of liberalisation.

The arguments for aid for trade can be broken down into “negative” arguments for aid to offset the costs
of reaching and complying with trade agreements (types 1 and 5) and “positive” arguments for aid for
trade as a particularly effective form of aid.

How do the effects of other obstacles to trade compare to tariffs and quotas?
Work on the effects of non-tariff barriers to trade suggests that they potentially have far greater effects
than tariff and quota barriers to trade. In many developing countries, weak producers also face poor
infrastructure and heavy bureaucracy.

A World Bank Paper by Djankov, Freund, and Pham from January 2006 found that: “On average, each
additional day that a product is delayed prior to being shipped reduces trade by at least 1%. Put
differently, each day is equivalent to a country distancing itself from its trade partners by 85 km on
average.” Putting this in context, they note that, “It takes 116 days to move an export container from the
factory in Bangui (Central African Republic) to the nearest port and fulfil all the customs,
administrative, and port requirements to load the cargo onto a ship. It takes 71 days to do so from
Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso), 87 days from N’djamena (Chad), 93 from Almaty (Kazakhstan), and 105
from Baghdad. In contrast, it takes only 5 days from Copenhagen, [and] 6 from Berlin”.
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They also argue that, “Trade facilitation is not only about the physical infrastructure for trade. Indeed,
only about a quarter of the delays are due to poor road or port infrastructure. 75% is due to
administrative hurdles – numerous customs procedures, tax procedures, clearances and cargo inspections
- often before the containers reach the port. The problems are magnified for landlocked African
countries, whose exporters need to comply with different requirements at each border.”

Case Study: how long does it take to export from Burundi?

Stages of the process:
1. Secure letter of credit
2. Obtain and load containers
3. Assemble and process export documents
4. Pre-shipment inspection and clearance
5. Prepare transit clearance
6. Inland transportation to port of departure
7. Arrange transport; waiting for pickup and loading on local carriage
8. Wait at border crossing
9. Transportation from border to port
10. Terminal handling activities
11. Pay of export duties, taxes or tariffs
12. Waiting for loading container on vessel
13. Customs inspection and clearance
14. Technical control, health, quarantine
15. Pass customs inspection and clearance
16. Pass technical control, health, quarantine
17. Pass terminal clearance
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In a paper for DFID, Susan Prowse (2005) argues that: “transportation and border clearance bottlenecks
raise the cost of both exports and imports by more than do formal trade policies” (e.g. limited storage
facilities at the railhead in Lesotho). Exporters in landlocked countries often find their shipments held
up at roadblocks in transit countries (e.g. Kyrgyz truckers are stopped by traffic police and
environmental inspectors throughout Kazakhstan). Recent research by UNCTAD estimates that
international transport costs for imports of landlocked African countries account for an average of 20.7%
of the value of their imports, compared to the world average of 5.1% and the average for African
countries of 12.7%.
She notes World Bank research which finds that, “Africa’s net freight and insurance payments in the
1990s were about 15% of the total value of the region’s exports and for Africa’s landlocked countries the
figure was 40%. For developing countries as a whole, the equivalent figure is nearer 5%, implying that
in order to be competitive an average producer in Africa has to be 10% more efficient than firms of other
developing countries, and 35% more efficient if the producer is in a landlocked African country.”

How much is spent on aid for trade at present? What has been pledged?
The difficulty of defining aid for trade means that there are several definitions and measures in use.
In December 2005, the G7 (Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Italy, UK, USA) agreed to increase aid for
trade spending to $4 billion. According to DFID’s website: “Based on current pledges we expect this to
be achieved, and probably exceeded, by 2010”. European Union members and the EC have agreed
increased spending to €2 billion every year by 2010. The US pledged $2.7 billion by 2010 and Japan
has pledged $10 billion.

The UK has committed to increasing spending on trade-related assistance to £100 million per annum by
2010 (up from £28 m in 2004). However, these figures need putting into context as they relate mainly to
a narrow definition of what counts as aid for trade. Indeed, in the wake of the promises made at the
WTO Hong Kong ministerial there has been an active debate about the “rebadging” of existing aid
commitments as “aid for trade”.

The OECD’s narrowest measure implies that only a small share of the total aid budget is spent on
narrowly defined trade policy - around 3%. Building in other infrastructure takes the share of aid for
trade up to about 16%. Even if other economic development measures are included, the total is still only
around a quarter of the total aid budget.
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Different measures of aid for trade spending

Source: OECD 2006

Aid for trade – how effective is it, and what works best?

According to a study by the World Bank Development Research Group (Ivanic et al, November 2006)
the gains from trade facilitation are very large. They note that:

“Trade-aid is a very efficient type of aid that brings back to the world much more than it takes. In the
case of the annual aid of USD 28.7 billion, the net gains—after subtracting the cost of the investment—
amount to USD 18.4 billion. Even though most of these gains go to the developing countries, the
developed countries are able to recoup a portion of their costs through cheaper imports from and exports
to the developing countries.”

A study by Wlson et al (2004) attempts to measure the effectiveness of different kinds of aid for trade.
They note up front that, “each country has a unique trading pattern,” so “the determination of which
trade facilitation effort might yield the greatest increase in trade is unique to each country.”

With this borne in mind, they ran a regression analysis of four different measures of trade capacity: port
and airport efficiency, customs efficiency including a measure of bribery and informal payments,
regulatory environment and telecoms/e-commerce capacity. They collated index measures for each of
these variables.
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They looked at the potential benefit of a reform that would increase each of the variables half of the way
towards the global average efficiency for each measure. They find that for Sub Saharan Africa, such
improvements would boost exports significantly. This is a striking finding, as the datasets used suggest
(against the received wisdom) that SSA countries have port facilities not far behind the global average.

Measure
Port efficiency
Customs environment
Regulatory environment
Services/E-commerce

Increase in exports
1.1
0.6
2.8
4.8

They argue that, “Importantly from the standpoint of balance of payments concerns, for most developing
countries domestic reforms will yield more exports than imports” – however this is not the case for all
regions in their study, including Sub-Saharan Africa.

They also compare the potential gains from trade facilitation to the gains from the abolition of
tariffs. It suggests that a complete tariff elimination would be associated with an increase in trade
flow equivalent to a 15.6% improvement in their measure of port efficiency or a 10.2% improvement
in the customs environment.

Ivanic et al use a different set of categories – trade development measures (technical support and training
for exporters), trade policy (including trade facilitation) AND infrastructure (power and transport).
Within these categories they distinguish a “narrow” definition of aid for trade and a “broad” one.
Again, running a regression from a large data set, they present results in terms of return on investment:

Efficiency of aid for trade: ratio of welfare gain to amount of aid.

East Asia and Pacific
Europe and Central Asia
Latin American and Caribbean
Middle East and North Africa
South Asia
Sub-Saharan Africa
Average

Narrow
Definition
3.14
3.90
2.25
2.48
1.86
2.47
2.68

Broad
Infrastructure
Definition
1.86
2.49
1.77
1.76
1.47
1.75
1.85

1.54
2.03
1.57
1.52
1.33
1.47
1.58

Trade
Trade
Development Policy
2.56
2.98
1.94
2.23
1.69
2.11
2.25

0.00
2.81
1.44
0.17
2.14
1.63
1.37

Broadly, this implies that returns from “narrow definition” aid for trade exceed those from “broad
definition” aid for trade and that within each definition, trade development expenditure results in the
greatest gains, with trade facilitation expenditure achieving lower, but in most cases still positive,
returns.

Existing aid for trade mechanisms

There are several different multilateral initiatives working on aid for trade:

The Integrated Facility (IF)
The IF was established in 1997 by the WTO, IMF, ITC, UNCTAD, UNDP and the World Bank. It helps
LDCs create trade strategies and identify the assistance needed to achieve them. It also encourages such
countries to incorporate trade strategy into their wider Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSP).
The main output of the IF has been a series of Diagnostic Trade Integration Studies (DTIS) –
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effectively action plans for trade development. The main criticism of the IF has been that it fails to
follow up or coordinate its expensive technical studies with the financial support needed to achieve
their recommendations.
There is a small IF Trust fund, which pays for the DTIS and provides very small sums of money for
capacity building. After a review in 2005, it was agreed in mid-2006 that IF would be scaled up and
would have a stronger independent secretariat.

The Trade Integration Mechanism (TIM)
TIM was established in 2004 by the IMF to help countries meet the adjustment costs of multilateral trade
liberalisation by providing better access to credit.
The IMF states that, “The TIM is not a special facility that will provide new resources under special
terms. Financial support for balance of payments difficulties arising from trade-related adjustments is
already provided under the Fund’s existing lending facilities. Rather, the TIM is a policy designed to
increase the predictability of resources that are available under existing facilities.” It is aimed at coping
with preference erosion and the costs of other countries’ liberalisation, rather than the costs to countries
from their own liberalisation as part of the multilateral process.

To date it has been used by Bangladesh, the Dominican Republic and Madagascar (which are all textile
producers). The TIM is supposed to support meeting the costs of multilateral liberalisation, as other
IMF lending programmes are intended to deal with costs generated when countries liberalise
independently.
Criticisms of the TIM include the difficulty of qualifying, and the fact that it provides loans rather
than grants.

The Joint Integrated Trade Assistance Programme (JITAP)
JITAP is a joint initiative of the WTO, UNCTAD and the International Trade Centre, aimed at helping
LDCs and other African countries cope with their responsibilities under WTO agreements. It has a
budget of around $10m a year and currently works in 16 countries.

It was set up after the Uruguay round agreement in 1994, in response to a call by African Trade
Ministers for help to strengthen their ability to take part in WTO processes. One of its main activities is
to help form networks of interested parties across governments and the private sector. It aims to improve
coordination between trade ministers and negotiators, and their home ministries.
Should aid for trade be linked to the multilateral process?
An important part of the context of the discussion about aid for trade is the widespread criticism of the
outcome of the Uruguay round, during which various pledges were made in terms of aid for trade, that
were not subsequently backed up by action.

Some argue for aid to be linked to the multilateral process as a form of compensation or payment for
adjustment costs driven by preference erosion or lost tariff revenue. Others argue for a link to pay for
the implementation of specific commitments. However, creating an automatic link between aid and the
outcome of trade negotiations is controversial.

The idea of aid to “balance” the outcome of multilateral trade negotiations is driven by both economic
and political rationales: the idea that aid might compensate countries which are ‘objectively’ losers from
a political process and sometimes (more contentiously) make it politically easier to reach agreement.
On the other hand, adding aid commitments to the mix of issues being negotiated at WTO might further
slow the talks. There is no consensus assessment of the effects of a potential Doha round, and so it
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would be very difficult to agree tied aid packages based on the costs of adjustment faced by different
countries. It was significant that the WTO task force on aid for trade in 2005-6 did not look at the
question of linking aid to commitments under the multilateral process in this way.

Export Processing Zones
Several developing countries have formed Export Processing Zones (EPZ) – areas where goods can
enter, undergo processing, and be re-exported without facing tariffs. These Zones often also offer better
infrastructure than the rest of the country in an effort to attract high quality investment.

There are a wide variety of EPZ – from free port arrangements to city wide zones or even whole regions.
Some schemes do not set up bounded “zones” as such but allow individual factories or companies to
apply for the special status such as the Export Oriented Units in India, or single-company zones in the
Dominican Republic. Some allow all goods to enter duty free, while others only allow capital goods and
production inputs to gain duty free status.

As well as classic duty free goods processing arrangements, the ILO has expanded the definition to
include other industries (like tourism or e-commerce) and the provision of other incentives apart from
duty free status, including: relaxed foreign exchange controls; more liberal regulatory codes; reduced
taxation and liberal planning laws. In the case of call centre zones, it may also involve lifting a telecoms
monopoly and other obstacles to market-priced telecoms.
Together with other forms of aid for trade (e.g. infrastructure investment) and other trade reforms (e.g
rule of origin reforms), aid to set up EPZs could have a big effect.

Aid-for-EPZs should help to demonstrate the benefits of liberalisation in developing countries in a way
that might be politically easier to achieve than immediate liberalisation of the whole economy. The cases
of China’s “Special Economic Zones” and coastal zones, and India’s telecoms clusters are both powerful
examples of how EPZs have mobilised support for further reforms in developing countries.
Aid to support infrastructure investment
Currently, poor infrastructure can impose very high costs on manufacturers. According to the
Commission for Africa, transport costs in landlocked countries may be up to three-quarters of the value
of exports. A recent World Bank research paper suggests a need for additional investment on
infrastructure in the order of US$10 billion to US$20 billion a year128 (Estache, 2004).

The faster growing developing countries are attracting private investment and loans – for example many
US private equity groups have invested in the public-private partnership to improve transport in
Mumbai. However, this process is not occurring everywhere. There is, therefore, a case for the UK to
support infrastructure improvements in order to provide the initial catalyst for inflows of FDI in LDCs
suffering in this way.

Alternatively the UK might act as a catalyst to bring together potential investors to infrastructure
projects in LDCs. Where there is a suspicion of foreign direct investment, the UK could encourage
consortia comprising private companies with relevant expertise, NGOs and local partners to deliver
infrastructure projects.

128 Estache, A, Emerging infrastructure policy issues in developing countries – a survey of the recent economic literature, Policy Research Working
Paper Series, The World Bank (2004)
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Initiatives such as the Financial Sector Reform and Strengthening Initiative (FIRST), which provides
technical support for developing countries to improve their financial sectors, are also important in
enabling investment to flow to developing countries. The UK should support, and where possible invite
financial institutions with the relevant expertise to fund and deliver, these initiatives. If financial
institutions do not come forward then the UK might consider funding these initiatives.

Policy Conclusions

The UK should aim to spend a larger proportion of its existing aid budget to 2013 on aid for trade.
Evidence suggests that narrowly defined aid for trade is one of the more effective forms of aid
(even compared to other forms of aid for economic development). The gains it causes may actually
exceed those from tariff liberalisation. More plausibly, the de-bottlenecking of trade in developing
countries is a pre-requisite for those countries to maximise the benefits from the liberalisation of
formal trade barriers.
As part of an increased focus on aid for trade, the UK should:

• seek to reduce red tape by assisting developing countries to simplify and streamline customs and
other bureaucracy that affects the ability to trade efficiently and flexibly;

• set up an expert group with private sector representatives to work on trade facilitation issues and
identify bottlenecks;

• support the taking on by the Integrated Framework of a more powerful role in coordinating the
delivery of aid for trade - rather than merely producing studies;

• encourage and help developing countries to set up export processing zones, as a way of making
the case for reform in developing countries; and
• support and help find new ways to finance infrastructure projects in the developing world that
reduce local impediments to trade.

Also, the EU should spell out how it will allocate short term aid to support any tariff reductions
required under EPAs. It should make clear that aid for trade, and aid more generally, will not be
conditional on accepting an EPA and that aid will be available to offset the negative impact of EPAs
on ACP country government revenues.

Increased help for developing countries to maximise the benefits of liberalisation is important per se
but by making the prize greater, it should also make liberalisation easier to achieve.

4.5 Medicines and international Intellectual Property law

The debate surrounding the WTO TRIPS agreement (trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights)
is often perceived as an ongoing clash between those who see strong Intellectual Property (IP) rights as
necessary for the promotion of innovation and growth, and others who argue that strict IP protection, “by
delaying competition with low-cost copies, results in higher prices for medicines, with disastrous
consequences for millions of poor people.”129

129 Oxfam, “Patents versus Patients”, November 14 2006.
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At the heart of the discussion lies the urgent need to address public health crises in poor countries, and, some
argue, universal access to life-saving medicine as a fundamental human right. To achieve universal access to
vital drugs, fostering innovation and technology transfers to the developing world is imperative. While
virtually everyone agrees with this aim, differences exist over the means of achieving it.

The Millennium Development Goal sets a target for achieving “universal access to [HIV/AIDS]
treatment for all those who need it by 2010”. The task looks daunting indeed; there are currently 40.3
million people in the world living with HIV – the highest level ever. In 2005, 3.1 million died of the
disease – 570,000 of those were children. It is estimated that out of 6 million people in urgent need of
antiretroviral (ARV) drugs only 1.3 million received it in 2005.130 Tragically, other infectious diseases
remain endemic in developing countries as well. Tuberculosis lingers as a major public health challenge
with nine new million new cases each year; 95% of which are in developing countries131; Malaria –
although preventable - kills a child under age of five in Africa every 30 seconds.132 In addition,
medicines are scarce for such diseases as Hepatitis C and sleeping sickness. It is against this backdrop
that a range of observers have concluded that the TRIPS – or at least the manner in which it is being
implemented - needs revision if access to vital medicines for the world’s poor is to be scaled up.

The evolution of the TRIPS
The TRIPS Agreement emerged from the Uruguay Round negotiations as one of the three pillars of the
WTO. It was agreed in 1994 and came into force in 1995. Essentially, the TRIPS Agreement provides
minimum standards for the protection of intellectual property, notably for patents of pharmaceuticals. It
outlines the basic principles underlying a patent, stating that the protection of the process, product and
marketing rights of any invention shall last a minimum of 20 years (Article 33). Developed countries
were given one year to implement the agreement, whereas transitional periods, proportionate to level of
development, were granted to developing countries. In 2001, LDCs were given an extension of the
transition period to 2016.

The TRIPS agreement contains several flexibilities – referred to as safeguards - that in theory can help
developing countries to offset preliminary negative effects of a stricter multilateral IP regime (see
below). Under Article 31, for example, governments may issue a compulsory license that allows a third
party to use the invention without the patent holder’s consent. In principle, TRIPS also recognises
countries’ need to “adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to promote the
public interests in sectors of vital importance to their socio-economic and technological development,
provided that such measures are consistent with the provisions of this Agreement” (Article 8:1).

However, in the aftermath of the TRIPS, developing country governments, NGOs and others insisted
that the agreement had negative public-health consequences which were exacerbated by the way the
Agreement was being implemented. The efforts to harmonise global IP rules had led to high prices for
vital drugs also in the very poorest countries – something many considered unacceptable.133 There were
also a number of specific problems with the 1994 TRIPS Agreement that meant, for example, that
countries without the capacity to manufacture generic drugs could only make limited use of the
compulsory licensing provisions contained within the rules.

Because of this and other reasons, and following pressure and extensive negotiations, the “Doha Declaration
on TRIPS and Public Health” was adopted in 2001. This reaffirmed the right of developing countries to use
the safeguards created under the TRIPS Agreements to reduce the price of medicines, stating:

130
131
132
133

Stop AIDS Campaign, “Background Paper: Access to Essential Medicines for HIV”, July 2006
UNITAID, “The International Drug Purchase Facility”, August 23, 2006.
Ibid
Medecins sans Frontieres, “Neither Expeditious, nor a Solution: The WTO August 30th Decision is Unworkable”, August 2006.
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“We agree that the TRIPS Agreement does not and should not prevent Members from taking measures to
protect public health. Accordingly, while reiterating our commitments to the TRIPS Agreement, we
affirm that that the Agreement can and should be interpreted and implemented in a manner supportive of
WTO Members’ rights to protect public health and, in particular, to promote access to medicines for all.”
Two years later, in an attempt to address the shortcomings of the compulsory license, WTO Members
added the Paragraph 6 Decision (also known as the August 30th Decision) which amended Article 31 of
the TRIPS, setting out the conditions under which compulsory license can be granted for exportpurposes. In theory, at least, this opened up the prospect of export of affordable drugs to poorer
countries.

Case Study: Indian pharmaceuticals

India produces a large proportion of the world’s generic drugs. The country only implemented the
TRIPS in 2005, and Indian manufacturers can continue to produce most generic drugs that were
patented before that year. Thanks to flexibilities in Indian patent law (India has traditionally employed
“shorter” patents), generic producers have been able to market ARVs for a fraction of the price charged
by patent holders.

For example in 2001 the price was $360 per patient per year compared to $10,000 per patient per
year. Prices then fell even further to the current price of $136 per patient per year. Because of such
competition and drops in prices, the number of people receiving treatment has increased, reaching
1.6 million in developing countries in 2006. HIV/AIDS treatment has also been simplified by
Indian generic producers, since they have been able to combine three first-line ARVs into one tablet.
These fixed dose combinations simplify patient compliance with treatment regimes, and are now the
basis for treatment programmes across Africa. With the implementation of TRIPS, many observers
are concerned that in the long-term, there will be a huge shortage of affordable newer and more
effective drugs, since Indian generic manufacturers will not be able to produce generic drugs
patented after 2005134.
The debate: are strong or weak IP standards in the case of pharmaceuticals in the interest of
developing countries?
Those favouring a relaxation of the IP rules often argue that competition from generic medicines is
imperative for supplying poorer regions and countries with affordable ARVs. They point out that almost
half of the people living in the developing world who are on ARV treatment rely on generic versions of
more expensive patented drugs135.

A report from WHO notes that, “Competition is perhaps the most powerful policy instrument to bring
down drug prices for off-patent drugs. In the United States, when a patent expires the average wholesale
price falls to 60% [of its previous level] when there is just one generic competitor.”136 In situations
(typically in relation to larger, more valuable drugs) where there are multiple new entrants on the
genericisation of a particular drug, prices can fall by 85%.

134 Oxfam, “Patents versus Patients”, November 14 2006
136 Stop AIDS Campaign, “Background Paper: Access to Essential Medicines for HIV”, July 2006
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The cost of medicine also makes up a greater proportion of health-care expenditure for people in poor
countries (20-60%), compared to rich ones (10-20%). Likewise, in developing countries, a much larger
share of health-care costs are paid out-of-the pocket by individuals due to government’s limited capacity
to provide public healthcare. So, if the strict IP rules entailed in the TRIPS drive up prices by removing
cheaper alternatives, they effectively inhibit widespread access to affordable drugs. In Mexico, for
instance, the prices for medicine reached European levels in the 1990s (while Mexico’s per capita
income remained at one-third of that of Europe’s), following the signing of NAFTA and the
implementation of IP rules identical to those entailed by TRIPS.137

Also, generics can provide effective pharmaceutical treatment which otherwise would have been
impossible under a strict IP scheme. Significantly, they can provide better treatment of HIV/AIDS by
making available fixed dose combinations, in which three different drugs are combined in one pill. Such
a triple drug reduces problems of resistance, improves patient compliance and drug intake. However,
since the drugs needed for such a combination are protected by different patents and owned by different
companies, a combination drug can only be produced by a generic manufacturer. Generics can also
facilitate access to HIV-drugs that, once developed, receive limited attention by the pharmaceutical
industry due to reluctance to invest in markets with perceived low returns, such as paediatric ARVs.138
Those who favour a strong IP regime argue that strict protection promotes trade and investment and,
therefore, boosts economic growth. While such protection in the short run may benefit developed
countries asymmetrically, in the long run, it is contended, developing countries will benefit as well.139
This is because there is a correlation between strong IP rules and high growth rates – a position that is
supported by several studies – and because strong IP rules incentivise firms to invest in developing
countries, thereby allowing the latter to reap benefits from “spill-over” effects, such as good
management practices. Strong IP rights will also stimulate innovation within the developing countries,
much like they have done in the developed world, as well as increase the value added of region-specific
products via patents.140

Similarly, strong protection allows innovator companies to retrieve the costs of expensive R&D that are
invariably required to identify, process and market a drug composition. Removing the prospect of
satisfactory levels of return will increase the perceived risk for the company to engage in expensive research,
consequently reducing research activity and ultimately providing less efficient and fewer drugs. Famously,
pharmaceuticals are expensive to invent, but cheap to copy. It has been estimated that the cost of
developing a new drug is $802 million141 while copying it only costs about $1 million.142

Some argue that due to widespread perceptions of substantial losses and risks, had it not been for the TRIPS,
investment in research would have plummeted. Instead, non-generic pharmaceutical companies have more
than tripled their R&D expenditure since 1990, spending $30.5 billion in 2001 - equivalent to 17.7% of US
pharmaceutical sales and exports.143 There are, however, other reasons for this including the so-called crisis
in productivity of pharmaceutical research, which has required substantial increases in R&D expenditure as
pharmaceutical companies have sought to maintain their pipelines of future products. Some argue that
reducing prices in developing countries should not have a big impact on innovation incentives given the
small size of the developing country market as a share of the world. Indeed, they argue that it is because
Africa constitutes only 1% of the global pharmaceutical market by value that pharmaceutical companies
have limited interest in investing in region-specific medicines.144
137 Oxfam, “Patents versus Patients”, November 14 2006
138 Stop AIDS Campaign, “Background Paper: Access to Essential Medicines for HIV”, July 2006
139 Sell, Susan K. & Prakash Aseem, “Using Ideas Strategically: The Contest Between Business and NGO Networks in Intellectual Property Rights”,
International Studies Quarterly, 2004, 48, 143-175
140 Gower, Andrew, “Gowers Review of Intellectual Property”, HM Treasury, December 2006
141 Joseph A. DiMasi et al., The Price of Innovation: New Estimates of Drug Development Costs, 22 J. HEALTH ECON. 151, 166 (2003).
142 F.M. Scherer, The Pharmaceutical Industry and World Intellectual Property Standards, 53 VAND. L. REV. 2245, 2247
143 Sell, Susan K. & Prakash Aseem, “Using Ideas Strategically: The Contest Between Business and NGO Networks in Intellectual Property Rights”,
International Studies Quarterly, 2004, 48, 143-175
144 Quoted in Stop AIDS Campaign, “Background Paper: Access to Essential Medicines for HIV”, July 2006
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However, strong IP advocates counter that relaxing patent rules will undercut prices also in developed
countries, (a) because consumers are unwilling to pay high prices under patent when they know the drug
is available for a much cheaper price elsewhere and (b) because there is potential for cheaper drugs
intended for developing countries to “leak” back to rich country markets by virtue of parallel
importation. This latter point, in particular, risks seriously diminishing the profit pool available to
pharmaceutical companies in developed markets and therefore lessening the incentive for them to invest
in research.
A report commissioned by the UK Government argues:

The economic evidence and, in particular, the history of currently developed countries suggest that a
single one-size-fits-all approach is inappropriate. Stronger IP protection can ultimately reap rewards in
terms of greater domestic innovation in developing countries and in developing countries with sufficient
capacity to innovate. However, it has little impact on innovation in developing countries without the
capacity to innovate, and it may impose additional costs. Given that different IP regimes are more
appropriate at different stages of development, it would make sense to allow individual nations to choose
when to strengthen their IP regimes, rather than to seek to enforce a certain perspective.145

Both sides of the debate make valid points, and the debate highlights the fundamental tensions in a freely
trading world between preserving the innovation incentives of IP without sacrificing the affordability of
new medicines for the world’s poor.

How can access to vital drugs for the world’s poor be improved?
There are several ways in which developing countries could gain better access to affordable drugs
without drastically departing from the current framework of the TRIPS/Doha Declaration. After all,
people across the board contend that the Doha Declaration reflects a multilateral compromise worth
acting upon.

Compulsory Licensing
Arguably the most important mechanism that needs to be made workable is the compulsory licensing.
In theory, this provision grants a government the right to authorise an involuntary contract between the
patent holder and a third party i.e. a generics manufacturer. Under the TRIPS Agreement, the patent
holder must still be paid “adequate remuneration” (no exact cost or percentage is specified).

First, it is important to separate compulsory licence issued for products to be used on the domestic
market from those used to circumvent patents for export-purposes. The former dates back in time and is
still widely employed. Within the pharmaceutical sector, licenCes of this kind have frequently been up
for discussion as well – such as in the USA in response to the 2001 “Anthrax scare”; or in 1995 in Israel,
when the Israeli government issued a licenCe for genetically engineered hepatitis B vaccine.146 Usually,
appeals for compulsory license lead to fierce disputes between patent holders and generic manufacturers.
It was this “traditional” compulsory licence that was codified into the 1994 TRIPS Agreement.

At present, under this provision, some middle and low income countries also use compulsory licences to
supply their domestic markets with generic drugs, including Brazil, Indonesia, South Africa and
Thailand. Zimbabwe and Mozambique have a licence, but generic manufacturing is still in its initial
phase. However, the export restrictions included in the 1994 Agreement meant that countries lacking
drug manufacturing capacity could not make effective use of compulsory licensing, since they could
neither produce nor import cheaper, generic drugs.

145 Gower, Andrew, “Gowers Review of Intellectual Property”, HM Treasury, December 2006
146 CPTECH, “Examples of Health-Related Compulsory Licenses”, available at http://www.cptech.org/ip/health/cl/recent-examples.html
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To address this shortcoming, the 2003 Amendment under Paragraph 6 provided a temporary “waiver”
enabling countries with generic manufacturing capacity to produce and export generic versions of
patented drugs to developing countries that lack such manufacturing capacity (see above). This waiver
was then approved and made permanent at the 2005 Hong Kong Ministerial Meeting and will formally
be built into the TRIPS once two-thirds of the WTO’s members have ratified the changes. The members
have given themselves until 1 December 2007 to do this, up to which point the waiver remains in
force.147 It remains unclear what will happen should it not be ratified.
But to use the system, potential exporting countries in most cases also have to change their own laws.
So far Norway, Canada, India, the EU, Switzerland, China and South Korea have informed WTO
members (through the TRIPS Council) that their new laws and regulations are in place.148

Despite the Amendment, the Paragraph 6 solution has frequently been described as both “prohibitively
complex” and of little use to the poorest countries.149 A recent TRIPS Council report noted that no
qualifying member has notified the WTO of an intention to use the system.150 In addition to a range of
practical problems, the domestic laws that have been amended to implement the decision have been
laden by technical complexities and regulatory constraints, making the use of the mechanism highly
cumbersome. For example, Medecins sans Frontieres (MSF) report that they spent two years trying to
order a triple-fixed dose combination ARV from Canada – the first G8 country to implement the decision
– without managing to deliver a single pill to patients in the developing world.

However, Noah Novogrodsky of the University of Toronto outlines several problems with the Canadian
implemented version of the Paragraph 6 Decision – something echoed by the MSF – including
restrictions on eligible drugs, eligible recipients (only some listed countries can use the mechanism, no
one else) and a limited 2 year duration for the compulsory licence that makes it difficult to recoup the
manufacturing costs for the manufacturer.

It is hard to assess other countries’ implementation of the Paragraph 6 solution, because these are either
recent (such as with the EU) or have never been used, or both. However, the lingering absence of a
well-functioning export facilitator of generic drugs to the poorest countries – quite contrary to the
“expeditious solution” set out in the Doha Declaration – has led observers to conclude that the Paragraph
6 solution itself, rather than its implementation, is unworkable. There are simply too many steps and too
much red tape involved. NGOs151 point to the following:
• Perhaps most importantly, the Paragraph 6 Amendment is not based on the practical, medical reality,
which requires flexibility and rapidity of response in order to address continuously changing health
needs. This is because compulsory licence under this Paragraph is carried out on a drug-by-drug,
case-by-case basis. Due to the need to specify and decide beforehand the type, destiny and quantity of
the drug to be exported – usually following a protracted process of negotiations – addressing changing
drug needs will inevitably be a slow process, as it can only be done by relaunching the process all over
again.

• The Decision offers limited incentives for manufacturers to seek compulsory licences due to the
complexity, restrictions and time involved in the process. First, the requirement that a generic
company only can apply for a compulsory licence once it has exhausted all possibilities to get a
voluntary licence from the inventor leads to delays and complex negotiations. It also remains unclear
at what point the negotiations for voluntary licence have actually ended in failure. Secondly, the anti147 WTO, “Members OK amendment to make health flexibility permanent”, Press Release, 6 December 2006
148 CPTECH, “Legislation to Allow for the Export of Pharmaceuticals Produced Under Compulsory License”, available at
http://www.cptech.org/ip/health/cl/cl-export-legislation.html
149 Medecins sans Frontieres, “Neither Expeditious, nor a Solution: The WTO August 30th Decision is Unworkable”, August 2006.
150 Stop AIDS Campaign, “Background Paper: Access to Essential Medicines for HIV”, July 2006

151 Medecins sans Frontieres, “Neither Expeditious, nor a Solution: The WTO August 30th Decision is Unworkable”, August 2006.
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diversion measures currently in place, which require the drugs to be labelled and marketed in a way that
ensures that they go only to the market as intended, increase production costs. For example, the drugs
must be packaged, shaped or coloured in a manner that clearly distinguishes the drug from the branded
product and all relevant information about the generic drug must be publicly available. Thirdly, the
generic company must apply for two licences – one in its home country and one in the country to which
the drug is to be exported. Particularly the latter can be costly. Fourthly, the manufacturer knows that the
protracted process must be undertaken each time it files for a compulsory licence, reducing the added
value of the product sold. All of this demands substantial human and financial resources, without
necessarily providing the generic company with a viable market. One should also keep in mind that the
margins of profit – this being cheap generics – are low to start with.

• Governments – particularly LDCs – lack the resources to deal with all the legal and administrative
complexities involved. The level of details required to notify the use of compulsory licence to the WTO
and file for the actual licence with a generic manufacturer, including specifying quantities, proving lack of
manufacturing capacity in the importing country and verifying the status of the patent in the home country,
may deter governments with scarce administrative capacity from engaging in the process. In addition,
domestic applications of Paragraph 6 vary and are often onerous (at least so in the few countries that have
implemented it). Canada’s law, for example, contains 19 sections and over 100 paragraphs and subclauses. Understanding all the legislative and bureaucratic details involved require trained legal personnel
and administrative resources that understandably exceed the capacity of many poorer countries.

It should be said, however, that in case of a “health emergency” and for LDCs, the process of
pursuing a compulsory license is less complicated. For example, the requirement to negotiate for a
voluntary license first, the remuneration obligation and the need to prove patent and lack of
manufacturer capacity are all relaxed.

In light of these problems, it has been suggested that the process needs to be made more automatic - both for
the purpose of making the mechanism more in line with the reality of ever changing health needs and for the
purpose of providing generic manufacturers with more incentive to invest in export production in the first
place. This could include relaxing the need to file for generics on a country-by-country, drug-by-drug basis
and the requirement to specify precise quantities.

However, many of these requirements are put into place for a reason, notably to avoid diversion of generics.
The delicate part is to relax these restrictions while simultaneously maintaining (and preferably enhancing)
market segmentation. The idea is to avoid leakage of cheaper products into richer countries – something that
is guaranteed to put increased pressure on developed country governments to toughen up Paragraph 6.

Alternatively, it has been suggested that compulsory licenses are better used under regional arrangements i.e.
granting one country a license to manufacture generics for its domestic market and for neighbouring markets
with similar health needs. WTO could possibly allow for this under GATT Article 24, and would in such a
case allow a country signed up to an RTA to export a product under a compulsory licence to another member
of the same RTA. For example, Ghana could use its ECOWAS membership to serve the region with generic
ARVs - notably Nigeria, which has a high HIV infection rate. Ghana, in this case, would then obtain a
licence for import or domestic manufacturing, consequently import or produce the drug under the authority
of the compulsory licence, and then export it to a fellow RTA member. Such a solution, it is argued, would
give a country like Ghana the opportunity to further develop its generic manufacturing industry –
significantly through providing a larger market for the generic drug, which in turn increases profitability while enabling the region to benefit from a type of economics of scale.152

152 Speech by Professor Noah Novogrodsky ,November 7 2006, at the Consumer Project on Technology (CPTech) Washington, DC.
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The threat of compulsory licensing for export might have effects even if not actually used. The threat of
compulsory licensing for domestic markets has proven a useful bargaining chip for developing countries
vis-à-vis the pharmaceutical industry. Brazil, for example, used this strategy to push pharmaceutical
companies to reduce prices of ARV treatment from $6240 to $1336 per patient per year.153 However, the
prospects for using such a strategy much depend on a country’s bargaining power. Making compulsory
licensing for export purposes workable could introduce a competition mechanism that ultimately would
give LDCs some much-needed leverage when negotiating pharmaceutical deals.

The Stop AIDS Campaign argues that, “The use of compulsory licensing has been recognised as one of
the most important tools for addressing the issue of medicines, particularly with the introduction of the
pharmaceutical product patents in major generic manufacturing countries. At this point, affordable
access to patented HIV/AIDS drugs in developing and least-developing countries is likely to become
increasingly dependent on compulsory licensing.”154
Indeed, there are many reasons to make this mechanism workable.

Parallel Imports
Under the TRIPS Agreement, countries can also import through resale from another country where the
patented drug already has been legally sold or marketed – so called parallel imports. In essence, parallel
imports “are goods produced genuinely under protection of a trademark, patent, or copyright, placed into
circulation in one market, and then imported into a second market without the authorization of the local
owner of the intellectual property right.”155 Unlike drugs manufactured and imported under compulsory
licence, therefore, parallel imports are not generics.

Parallel imports are based on the “exhaustion principle”, involving the patent holder’s right to control
the sale, use, etc of the medicine once it consents to sell the drug to a given market. Importantly, a
country’s laws concerning the territorial “exhaustion” of IP rights is an essential component of how it
regulates the use of patents and trade marks, and, because IP rules are recognised on a territorial basis,
each nation has established its own policy covering parallel imports.156 American negotiators in the
Uruguay Round tried to incorporate a uniform global standard of “national exhaustion” into TRIPS, but
no consensus could be reached.

Because of this elasticity in the TRIPS, developing countries are in theory given some flexibility to
utilise this mechanism in accordance with country-specific needs, most importantly, to adopt a generous
“international” exhaustion principle in its legal system. This would allow developing country
governments to scan the world market for the cheapest drug available. The Doha Declaration reaffirmed
this flexibility. In addition - as with compulsory licence - the possibility to resort to parallel imports may
lower prices of drugs through strengthened bargaining power for developing countries. This instrument
could serve as a key instrument in assuring affordable drugs for the poorest countries.
Parallel imports remain a contentious provision nonetheless. The current dispute between the world’s
largest pharmaceutical company, Pfizer, and the Philippine government is a case in point. Pfizer is suing
the Philippine government for having imported and registered - but not marketed - a product that is still
under patent. Pfizer is also lobbying against proposed flexibilities to be included in the country’s
intellectual property law.

153 Oxfam, “Patents versus Patients”, November 14 2006
154 Stop AIDS Campaign, “Background Paper: Access to Essential Medicines for HIV”, July 2006
155 Keith E. Maskus “Parallel Imports in Pharmaceuticals: Implications for Prices and Competition in Developing Countries”. Final Report to World
Intellectual Property Organization, April 2001.
156 Under “national” exhaustion, exclusive rights end upon first sale within a country but IPR owners may exclude parallel imports from other
countries. Under “international” exhaustion, rights are exhausted upon first sale anywhere and parallel imports cannot be excluded. A third
possibility is regional exhaustion, under which rights end upon original sale within a group of countries, thereby allowing parallel trade among
them, but are not ended by first sale outside the region. See Maskus 2001.
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Critics of parallel imports note that this is another mechanism that could, should it expand, undercut prices
everywhere, and consequently lower profitability. Indeed it could be argued that without the possibility for
parallel importation into developed markets, pharmaceutical companies would have little to lose from lower
prices in the developing world and that, in fact, they would maximise their profits by pricing everywhere
based on the ability to pay in individual markets (i.e. differential pricing). Similarly, if parallel imports into
developed markets were not possible, or were more severely restricted, pharmaceutical companies would
have little to lose from the compulsory licensing of their products in developing markets.

Recognising this, it has been argued that there seems to be “an important rationale for restricting parallel
exports of medicines from low-income countries to high-income countries, though the former group
could remain open to parallel imports. This idea could be supplemented by regimes of regional
exhaustion among poor countries in order to increase market size within which prices are integrated.”159
As with compulsory licence, there seems to be scope for working on a regional basis to promote
effective and well-functioning parallel imports.
At present, however, low-income countries do not take advantage of the flexibilities entailed in the
parallel import provision.160 Although it is not clear exactly why, many observers point to scarce
government resources among poor countries to scan world markets for the cheapest drugs available and
limited knowledge of the provision itself. In addition, fears of reprisal, such as in the case of Pfizer v.
Philippines, have been identified as a deterrent.

Voluntary Licensing
An innovator company may voluntarily license a patent to a company in an LDC or a middle-income
country for the purpose of production. The Stop Aids Campaign notes that, “These licenses can reduce
costs and improve access to medicines if they pass the savings on to the consumer and not the innovator
company and its investors. In addition, voluntary licences can aid market segmentation through
differential registration and help prevent diversion of the produced product. Furthermore, a voluntary
licence facilitates technology transfer and the upgrading of local manufacturing capacity.”161

In the past, voluntary licences have often been employed following heated negotiations and clashes
between governments and pharmaceutical companies. For example, following the row over the lawsuit
filed by several pharmaceutical distributors to overturn South Africa's 1997 Medicines Law, which
permitted the country to resort to parallel imports, U.K.-based pharmaceutical company
GlaxoSmithKline - the world's largest distributor of antiretroviral drugs - granted a voluntary licence to a
South African unit of the Indian drug firm Cipla. The licence allowed Cipla to make and sell in South
Africa generic forms of some of GlaxoSmithKline’s antiretroviral drugs.162

This type of licence has been used to a limited extent but has the potential to be employed further. One
obvious problem is that voluntary licence is of limited use to many of the poorer countries that lack
manufacturing capacity and whose markets are too small in the first place for a generic drug
manufacturing industry to pay off. Some people also point out that companies insert conditions into the
voluntary licence deals i.e. obliging the licensee to buy more expensive ingredients from the licensor,
which could swamp possible benefits from producing generically. Licenses also need to be issued for
HIV/AIDS ARVs to a larger extent. However, this form of licensing has potential as it could involve a
dialogue between innovator companies, generic manufacturer, NGOs, developing country governments
and other actors. It could involve mutual appeals to “good will” – subject to overcoming the problems of
parallel importation back into developing countries.
159 Keith E. Maskus “Parallel Imports in Pharmaceuticals: Implications for Prices and Competition in Developing Countries”. Final Report to World
Intellectual Property Organization, April 2001.
160 Stop AIDS Campaign, “Background Paper: Access to Essential Medicines for HIV”, July 2006.
161 Ibid.
162 Reuters (14/12/2004)
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The "real barriers" to access to medicine in poorer countries

In 2006, 16 civil society organisations from around the world released the Civil Society Report on
Intellectual Property, Innovation and Health. The report was motivated by a concern that the WHO's
Commission on
Intellectual Property, Innovation and Health, would avoid addressing fundamental non-IP issues due to
concerns about the response of member governments.

The Civil Society Report argued that while IP issues were important, the international community should
tackle the most important barriers to access of “vital medicines”. The report argued that barriers
imposed by governments in poor countries often caused more harm than good. Examples of harmful
government interventions identified in the report include:

• Taxes and tariffs of up to 55% on imported medicines price people out of treatment.

• Byzantine and costly registration requirements mean many medicines already approved in the US, EU
and Japan are simply not registered in most poor countries because manufacturers cannot justify the
investment in registration.

• Health insurance is hampered by government regulations, so the poor are unable to obtain insurance
and are only able to pay for treatments if they have sufficient savings, or must rely on charity or
meagre government healthcare provision.

• Price controls - however well intentioned in trying to benefit the poor - actually reduce the availability
of drugs, especially in distant rural regions, by making it uneconomical for pharmacies to stock them.
Even in relatively wealthy South Africa, price controls have led to the closure of scores of rural
pharmacies, leaving thousands of poor people without any access to medicines at all.
• Low pay and poor conditions at government run hospitals and clinics mean that a large number of
trained medical professionals (doctors, nurses etc.) have emigrated to wealthier countries with better
healthcare systems.

Barun Mitra of the Liberty Institute in India, one of the lead authors of the report, claimed that it
showed that, "when it comes to medicines for the diseases of poverty, governments are the main
barriers to access and innovation. Intellectual property is an important driver of innovation but in
poor countries governments currently prevent people from accessing cheap, generic medicines that
could cure many of the diseases they face. In such circumstances, what is the point of producing
new drugs for these diseases? Governments must remove the taxes, tariffs and regulations that
prevent the sick from getting treatment."
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Policy Conclusions

TRIPS was introduced because patent rights were assumed to be an intrinsic part of a free market.
This is odd since supporters of the free market do not normally like monopolies, still less those
enforced by law. So it is somewhat of an aberration to treat the state enforced monopoly right to
exploit any IP for many years after its discovery as a quintessential element of free competition.

In the absence of patent law, when someone found a better way of doing something, unfettered
competition caused the idea to be copied and to spread rapidly, driving down costs and prices. That
was extremely beneficial. The only downside was that it eroded the incentive to invest in inventing
new products and processes. But in the early stages of industrialisation it was generally assumed
that benefits of speedy uptake of new ideas outweighed any loss of incentive to develop new ideas.
However, once countries developed the capacity to generate significant amounts of IP by processes
requiring investment governments started introducing patent laws to maintain incentives do so.

Countries that are significant producers of IP have an incentive to forego the right to a free ride on
other countries’ IP in return for other countries agreeing to stop free riding on their IP. But
countries which are not significant producers of IP have little reason to forego the opportunity to
free ride by, for example, manufacturing or buying generic drugs. Moreover, the countries with
little IP of their own are generally precisely the poorest countries that most need such a free ride.
And it costs little to allow them to do so since they are unable to buy much of the drugs at patented
prices. So the rationale for requiring all countries – even those which have not yet developed the
capacity to produce significant amount of IP themselves - to protect the IP rights of other countries
is much weaker than was realised when TRIPS was agreed.
The world is stumbling towards a recognition of this fact. Unfortunately the mechanisms it has
introduced to restore what should probably have never been taken away are proving very hard to
operate effectively.

In the absence of a more radical revision of the TRIPS rules, the UK should work with developing
countries, the pharmaceutical industry and NGOs to make the Paragraph 6 mechanism workable. It
should seek to reduce the red tape involved and make the mechanism more automatic and
expeditious. Regional coordination among poor countries should be encouraged to increase market
size, enhance purchasing power relative to pharmaceutical companies and maximise the benefit of
compulsory licences.

The UK should provide technical assistance to developing countries to help them take advantage of
the flexibilities in the TRIPS, including supporting attempts to file for compulsory licences, and to
assist them in developing IP systems applicable to their own circumstances. The UK Patent Office
should expand its assistance to patents offices in developing countries.

In return, the UK should promote increased market segmentation to minimise the risk that
medicines sold cheaply in developing countries will leak back into developed markets by means of
parallel importation. Keeping medicines in developed markets expensive is the price we pay for the
continued development of the innovative medicines that now have cancer on the retreat. In turn
this should allow the pharmaceutical industry to play a much more positive role in the developing
world (and will make it more difficult for the industry to resist such a role).

Less contentiously, the UK should focus on tackling what the Civil Society termed "the real
barriers" to access to medicine in developing countries.
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(5) Agriculture and subsidies

(1) Agricultural subsidies in global context – why do they matter?
Industrial subsidies are now under tight control at the WTO, and have been reduced to low levels by
both a political trend against such state intervention and controls within the EU. However, agricultural
subsidies are not subject to the same constraints and have continued at a high level.

In so far as trade in agricultural products is affected by tariff barriers, it is covered under the sections on
multilateral and preferential trade reform discussed elsewhere in this document. However, agricultural
subsidies also have an impact on developing countries. The extent to which subsidies as opposed to
trade barriers matter is disputed, and disentangling the two is often surprisingly difficult.

In an influential series of World Bank reports Anderson et al (2005 & 2006) argue that if all tariff
barriers and all agricultural subsidies were abolished, the abolition of subsidies would only provide 10%
- 16% of the benefits.
Nonetheless, apart from anything else, 10% of a large total might still be very significant. As noted in
the section on the potential gains from multilateral free trade, this could be anywhere between $30 bn at
the low end to $130 bn if dynamic effects are included.
There might also be reasons to continue to focus on reducing agricultural subsidies.

Firstly, subsidies are politically important in the WTO negotiations – their effect in undermining support
for liberalisation in developing countries is significant, prompting accusations of double standards.
Indeed, within the agriculture negotiations, subsidy and market access are generally treated as equally
important.
Certain subsidies are particularly contentious at the WTO. Export subsidies have been a longstanding
issue, and indeed there appears now to be a consensus in the Doha round for their removal after 2013.
Subsidies for cotton are also a major issue - US and EU subsidies were estimated in 2001 to cost
Burkina Faso 1% of GDP and 12% of export revenues, Mali 1.7% and 8% and Benin 1.4% and 9%
respectively.

Secondly, the counter-cyclical nature of producer support harms developing-country producers in a way
that is hard to capture. Farmers in developed countries are insulated from changes in world prices,
making their production less responsive to swings in demand. As a result, world commodity prices are
more volatile, with the burden of adjustment to this volatility falling on developing-country producers.

Thirdly, it is politically significant that the subsidy regime is intimately linked to the tariff regime of
most developed countries. For example, a cut in tariffs would reduce the price of agricultural products
within the EU towards the world level, which would be likely to lead to an automatic increase in
intervention spending to support prices. Agricultural interests are likely to oppose tariff changes, which
might have an impact on the political sustainability of the producer support system as a whole.
Finally, one of the biggest ways that cuts in agricultural subsidies might help developing countries is
simply as a source of funds that could be spent on overseas aid. The Commission on Africa notes that
cutting OECD agricultural subsidies by one seventh would free up enough funds to double ODA.
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(2) How much could agricultural reform benefit the world’s poor?
Taken together, agricultural tariff liberalisation and subsidy reform have the potential to deliver some of
the largest gains for developing countries because agriculture is so important to developing countries.
For the poorest countries agricultural output accounts for 40% of GDP, 35% of exports and 50-70% of
total employment. Indeed, three quarters of the world’s poorest people live in rural areas, and are at
least partly dependent on agriculture.163 In OECD countries, agriculture represents barely 2-5% of GDP
and employment164.

It is widely acknowledged that liberalising the farm sector would generate substantial benefits for the
world economy and significantly reduce poverty on a global scale. Tariffs and import quotas clearly
remain the most trade distorting aspects of the CAP. According to one account, global income could
increase by $290 billion by 2015 if trade-distorting policies in merchandise trade were eliminated - half
of which would come from ending agricultural protectionism in rich countries.165 Such reform, in turn,
could lift between 52 to 95 million people out of poverty.166

U.S. Department of Agriculture studies show that eliminating rich countries' agricultural supports would
result in a 24% gain in the value of poor countries' farm exports, which account for a quarter of their
total exports and represent industries that employ roughly half their population.167

OECD analysts have estimated that cutting all agricultural tariffs and subsidies by 50% would set off a
chain reaction in realignments of production and consumption patterns across economies that would add
an extra $26 billion to annual world income, equivalent to just over four dollars a year for every person
on the globe.168
An International Food Policy Research Institute paper argues that focal point estimates they provide
show that developing countries would see an increase in welfare and GDP of $10 billion and $15 billion
respectively, if developed countries fully removed their agricultural subsidies and trade barriers, while
agricultural value added would increase by $23 billion and agricultural exports by $37 billion.169
Moreover, gains for agriculture in developing countries and higher world prices in the commodities that
they produce will help alleviate hunger and starvation in developing countries by helping to create the
conditions for producers there to invest in sustainable and more efficient production.

A debate: Would subsidy removal help or hinder?

Arvind Panagariya, Professor of Economics at Colombia University, has argued that: “rich country
subsidies and protection seriously distort the global trading system and must, therefore, be eliminated.
But it is also true that, barring a few exceptional cases such as cotton, the least developed countries will
actually be hurt by this liberalisation. The biggest beneficiaries of the rich country cuts in farm subsidies
will be the rich countries themselves, which bear the bulk of the cost of the associated distortions,
followed by the Group of 20 middle-income or larger developing countries led by Brazil, which will
emerge as the main exporters of the liberalised products.

In his paper, Debunking the Myths, Panagariya cites work by Valdes and McCalla, categorising
developing countries as net food importers or exporters, and net agricultural importers or exporters. He
notes that many LDCs are net food importers and would therefore lose out from higher food prices.
163 Defra, 2005
164 Messerlin, quoted in Defra (2004) p 51
165 Anderson and Mesbrugghe, World Bank (2005)
166 Anderson and Mesbrugghe, World Bank (2005)
167 Quoted in Carla A. Hills “The Stakes at Doha”, Foreign Affairs (December 2005)
168 “The Doha Development Round of trade negotiations: understanding the issues”, OECD (2006)
169 Diao et al. “Tell Me Where It Hurts, An' I'll Tell You Who to Call: Industrialized Countries' Agricultural
Policies and Developing Countries, MTID Discussion Paper 84, International Food Policy Research Institute (2005)
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However, others counter that, at a higher world price, production would increase, and many of these
countries would become net food exporters.

In response to Panagariya, William Cline at the Centre for Global Development has written that:

“The majority of the nearly 500m people in LDCs living on $2 a day or less are in countries that have a
comparative advantage in food production and trade. For these countries, exports relative to imports are
higher for food than for manufactures and other non-food goods. Where they nonetheless have food
trade deficits, they have even larger non-food deficits, financed by aid. Improved terms of trade for food
are still in their interest.
“More than one-third of the poor in LDCs live in countries that actually have food trade surpluses.
Nearly another one-fifth are also in countries that have comparative advantage in food, but have small
food trade deficits (amounting to an average of 4% of total non-food imports).

“The first group would gain unambiguously from global free trade in agriculture. The second group
would gain from improved terms of trade on likely future net exports, and would gain even on current
trade flows if a 10% rise in food prices (a plausible estimate for global free trade) is more than offset by
even a small reduction (0.5%) in world prices of manufactures and other non-food goods. We should
expect such a price reduction, or greater, from increased global efficiency under free trade.

“The real problem for LDCs with respect to food trade is heavily concentrated in one country,
Bangladesh, with one-fifth of LDC population, and with a comparative advantage in manufactures
(mainly apparel). But Bangladesh would benefit from a global deal opening markets in manufactured
goods, especially in middle-income countries, and agricultural liberalisation will clearly be instrumental
in forging such a deal.

“The proper policy implication for the food trade issue is that special assistance may be warranted for
Bangladesh and a few other LDCs. The wrong conclusion would be that LDCs as a group should fear
losses from global free trade and, by implication, should mobilise to block its negotiation in the World
Trade Organisation.”

Apart from anything else the reason many LDCs are currently food-importing is not a reflection of a lack of
underlying comparative advantage, but a reflection of wider development problems including conflict.
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(3) The Uruguay round Agreement on Agriculture
Hoekman and Kosteki (2001) note that, “Relative to other sectors of the economy, as of the early 1990s,
agriculture in many industrialised countries was regulated, subsidised and insulated from market forces
to an exceptional degree. Production quotas, state purchasing and distribution, subsidies and
administered pricing often worked at cross purposes. In the EU support programmes were so effective
that they had to be complemented by production quotas and incentives to take land out of production.”

The very complexity of agricultural intervention policies in developed economies has made it more
difficult to agree mechanisms to control subsidies at the WTO. Clearly some types of policy are more
trade distorting and more damaging to developing countries than others. Measuring and comparing the
relevant subsidies that are to be limited in different countries is, therefore, difficult.

The Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture (AoA), reached in 1992, provided hard multilateral
commitments in agriculture for the first time. As well as agreements limiting trade barriers, and setting
rules on sanitary and phytosanitary measures, it also imposed controls on domestic support and export
subsidies for the first time.

During the Uruguay Round, negotiations broke down several times until the US eventually dropped its
demand that all distorting support should be eliminated within 10 years. During the present round,
President Bush has made a similar offer to eliminate all subsidies.

Instead the AoA categorised different subsidies into a series of coloured “boxes.” The most distorting
subsidies were placed in “the Amber box”. The most important example of this is “market price
support” – government agreements to buy up production at a given price, which pushes up production.
Members agreed to sum up their total spending on such programmes into a single figure known as “total
aggregate measurement of support” (AMS).
Developed countries agreed to reduce AMS by 20% compared to the base years of 1986-88 over six
years starting in 1995. Developing countries would cut by 13% over 10 years and Least-Developed
Countries do not need to make any cuts. The years ’86-’88 are chosen as the reference point because
subsides were very high in these years due to low food prices. Subsidies below a certain level (de
minimis) were not requited to be cut. In total, 28 WTO members were required by the agreement to
make cuts.

Other subsidies, which are distorting, but also involve elements which restrain production (like set aside
or milk quotas) were placed in a “blue box”, which did not need to be reduced.

Relatively less distorting subsidies (for example, subsidies decoupled from production, or rural
development outside farming) were placed in a green box, which did not need to be cut.

The AoA also dealt specifically with export subsidies. Taking averages for 1986-90 as the base level,
developed countries agreed to cut the value of export subsidies by 36% over the six years starting in
1995 (24% over 10 years for developing countries). Developed countries also agreed to reduce the
quantities of subsidised exports by 21% over the six years (14% over 10 years for developing countries).
Again, LDCs do not need to make any cuts.
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(4) The current pattern of subsidies
Looking at subsidies narrowly defined, high income countries account for more than 90% of domestic
subsidies and 95% of the export subsidies reported to the WTO. Unlike tariff barriers, which tend to be
even higher in developing countries than in developed economies, subsidies are essentially a rich
country phenomenon.

EU
US

5 largest
developing
countries

Trade
distorting
support

Number of
farmers

Spend per
farmer

$42bn
$21bn

16m

$3 bn

6m

$2693

628m

$94

$2331

Source: Oxfam

Looking more broadly at support through the OECD’s Producer Support Estimate (PSE) suggests that,
although the EU is by far the biggest spender in total, it does not have the most intense subsidies as a
share of output.
Iceland
New Zealand
Australia
Norway
Mexico
Switzerland
Canada
Turkey
Korea
United States
Japan
European Union
OECD

% Production value
67
3
5
64
14
68
21
25
63
16
56
32
29

OECD PSE Database 2005

$m Total Spend
230
262
1,453
2,885
5,528
5,620
6,015
12,257
23,310
42,669
47,435
133,785
279,845

The dominant trend in agricultural subsidies has been, broadly, to maintain the overall level of spending
on agriculture, but to shift spending within agriculture budgets to forms of subsidies that are seen as less
distorting. In fact producer support has barely declined since the mid 1980s. Measured in cash terms, it
has increased gradually. Measured as a share of the value of the final product, it has declined slightly.

In September 2006 the EC released figures showing that CAP spending jumped to a record €48.5 billion
in 2005, up 11.2% over the previous year. By contrast, non-agricultural expenditure fell very slightly in
2005 to €56.3 billion. Under the EU budget (2007-13), CAP spending will rise even as a share of the
increasing budget.
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Overall EU support continues at a high level…

OECD PSE database 2005

…Though EU market price support has been reduced

OECD PSE database 2005

(5) Multilateral disciplines on farm support - what is on offer?
There are three main ways in which domestic support might be further controlled.

a) Agreement on further cuts in market distorting support as currently defined;
b) Expansion and refinement of the definition of ‘market distorting support’;
c) The introduction of disciplines on green box and less market distorting support.
Current discussions in the Doha round have involved all three possibilities.
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(6) Do we need to expand the definition of market distorting support? Is a new way to negotiate
agriculture needed?
In the paper A round for free Oxfam argues that, “the 1994 Agreement of Agriculture has been a bad deal
from the outset. Rich countries rigged the original agreement with huge loopholes, then passed reforms
which, though in some cases a step in the right direction, will not stop dumping.”

Data notified to the WTO suggest that the ceilings on AMS agreed in the Uruguay Round have not really
‘bitten’. The black line in the graphs below represents the ceiling on AMS payments.

EU and US notified agricultural support to the WTO

EU

All figures in $m

US

Oxfam argues that similar weaknesses may be replicated in the Doha round. For example, they calculate
that if the EU’s proposal were implemented, it would allow the EU room even to expand its WTO
defined trade-distorting support by €28.8bn per year if compared to current levels.170

William Cline argues further that the fundamental definition of AMS is flawed as a tool to reduce
subsidies: “The amber-box AMS includes an artificial concept called price support, equal to output times
the difference between a target administered price and the average world price in 1986-88. This measure
does not represent taxpayer spending, and it overstates the base of subsidies. There is no payment to
farmers; instead, they benefit indirectly as tariffs and tariff-rate quotas boost the price to the target level.
When a country eliminates its administered price program but keeps overall protection unchanged by
leaving other tariffs in place, as Japan did for rice in 1998, the measured market-price support in the
AMS disappears, giving the illusion of subsidy reform with no real change in protection. This part of
the trade-distorting subsidy base should be excluded from all calculations and commitments. Against
this narrower and more properly measured base, neither the U.S. nor the EU proposal of October would
cut trade-distorting subsidies much at all from their actual levels of $16 billion and $28 billion
respectively (for 2001, the most recent year for which WTO data is available). The goal should be to cut
subsidies under this narrower definition by at least half.”

170 “A round for free”, Oxfam Briefing Paper (June 2005)
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Which box?

As well as fundamental criticisms of the AMS category, itis often not clear-cut into what box a particular
subsidy should be placed. Classification has been a controversial issue since the start of the AoA.
Within the EU particular policies may take different expressions on a national level and ultimately it is
up to the EC to decide under what label a subsidy will be notified to the WTO.

For example, investment aid was notified to the WTO in 2003 as a green box subsidy. According to that
notification, the EU spends €5bn a year on investment aid for farmers. This aid takes different forms in
different countries. In France and Germany it is largely used to subsidise interest rates for farmers.171
The WTO demands that this type of assistance is limited to structurally disadvantaged farms, but the
EU’s internal regulatory criteria make no mention of such structural disadvantage.
There are several reasons for assuming that this aid not only reduces current expenses but also increases
the farmer’s incentive for further investment, consequently boosting production. Curiously, a Swedish
review of the country’s domestic agricultural support (2006) classifies investment aid (which takes a
similar form to France’s and Germany’s) as an amber box support measure, since the aid does not fulfill
the structural disadvantage criteria, is not calculated based on historical levels nor can be seen as being
decoupled from production.172

The same study cites another example: some countries subsidise milk which is consumed by children (i.e.
milk used in public schools). This support is notified to the WTO as green based on “domestic food aid”
under § 4 in WTO’s Green box classification system. However, one explicit rationale behind the support is
to manage excessive milk production, which in turn increases demand. The study chooses to classify the
support as an Amber box subsidy. Despite this the EC has officially reported it as green.173
Even more significantly, the way the Sanitary and Phytosanitary Agreement (SPS) is paid out and
calculated varies among countries. Those countries that include planting restrictions e.g. on fruit and
vegetables, in their criteria for the SPS are currently in breach of a WTO dispute panel judgment that
found that the US cotton subsidies (very similar to some EU Green box subsidies) did not qualify as
Green box subsidies because of such restrictions174 The EU appears internally divided on how the SPS
should be notified to the WTO in regards to planting restrictions.
(7) Further decoupling?
As well as more clearly defining the categories and limits for support at the WTO, there are wider
questions about the gradual shift to decoupled subsidies in itself. One question is about the extent to
which decoupling has been undertaken and whether it should go further. Another question is about
whether decoupling is itself enough.

According to a US Department of Agriculture (USDA) report, a significant proportion of EU exports and
production will remain coupled to production after the reforms, even if member states opt for as much
optional decoupling as is possible.
Exports
Production

Minimum Decoupling
35
52

USDA: Deconstructing decoupling (2004)
171
172
173
174

Maximum Decoupling
43
72

In France, farmers in 2003 paid ?274m less in interest than they would have done without the assistance
Swedish Board of Agriculture, “Interna stod till jordbruket i ett WTO-perspektiv”, (October 2006)
Ibid.
“Green but not clean: why a comprehensive review of Green Box subsidies is necessary” Joint NGO Briefing Paper (November 2005)
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The OECD study of the issue suggests that there is still some distance to go.

Source: OECD

(8) Is decoupling enough or are controls on green box spending needed?
The process of decoupling is often presented as an important step taken in the direction of freeing up
trade for the benefit of the world’s poor. However, a key question in the debate around trade and
development is to what extent decoupled payments are nonetheless trade distorting.

The effect that decoupling has on production and export is controversial – particularly as the 2003 CAP
reforms are still in the process of being implemented and their exact impact is still hard to identify.
However, the OECD in particular has produced studies concluding that all support linked to the
agricultural sector also has a potential effect on production.175

The OECD is running an ongoing project attempting to quantify the impact of decoupling. At this stage
their work so far suggests that a sum of money spent on decoupled payments has between 7 – 18% of the
production-boosting effect that the same amount of money would have if it were spent on market price
support. This is a significant reduction vis-à-vis coupled subsidies. But applied to a budget of over
$130 bn it might still have significant negative effects.

In studies of decoupling, several different policy effects have been identified:

Risk effects: A farmer, like most other business-people, may be averse to taking risks. A predictable
level of payments and prices may significantly impact the farmer’s decision on production - both in the
terms of current and future prices and risks. There are two different kinds of risk effects: the wealth
effects and the insurance effects.

Insurance effects occur when a predetermined policy secures the farmer’s income irrespectively of what a
future market may look like. A guaranteed income of this type may serve as an incentive to allocate
resources towards agricultural production. Market price support is the most obvious policy that does this,
but also area based payments and historical entitlement payments can have similar effect. Further
investigation is needed as to whether the UK could encourage the development of individual and group
insurance schemes to cushion farmers against these risks.

Wealth effects take place when subsidies serve to accumulate wealth for the farmer, which in turn may
enhance the willingness of the farmer to invest more in agriculture and thus possibly increase production.
175 OECD’s findings are summarized in the “Decoupling – policy implications”, OECD (2005)
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Dynamic effects: Mainly because of the current system of area payments over recalculated areas and
historical entitlements, current levels of production may lead the farmer to adjust his current level of
production according to expectations of possible future payments (cpr. counter-cyclical payments in the
US). This is an effect that is unlikely to go away, since it is tied to the way the level of decoupled
support is calculated.

Several studies confirm that since decoupling was introduced in 2005 in the EU (and in 1996 in the US),
production has not gone down. According to forecasts by the FAO,176 the OECD, the universities of
Iowa and Missouri,177 and the EC itself,178 the production and export of cereals – the EU’s most exported
commodity – is likely to continue to increase even after the full implementation of current CAP reforms.
Likewise, according to the OECD, exports of wheat from the EU will only be around 5% lower with
reform than it would have been without it. The impact on coarse grains is even smaller. However, for
some products, such as beef, production is projected to fall.179 Notably, cereal farmers will receive more
than €14 bn in decoupled payments, which is a huge share of the total decoupled support.180

What changes might make decoupled support ‘cleaner’?

One dynamic effect is “updating”, which stems from farmers’ awareness of a possible change of
reference years on decoupled payments. If farmers fear their entitlement might be recalculated based on
updated data, they have an incentive to keep production high. This has been a notorious source of
objection among developing countries throughout the Doha talks, and there is discussion in the
agriculture negotiations about nailing down “fixed and unchanging” base periods.

The planting restrictions contained in some EU green box payments have been identified as a major
distorter of trade and production, as they steer production towards crops that are eligible for support
under WTO-rules (see above).

EU’s execution of its cross-compliance rules, whereby farmers are required to keep their land in good
agricultural condition, can make it more remunerative (depending on some other variables, such as
energy costs) for farmers to produce as opposed to just keep the land open (considering the costs of
preventing erosion and coverage by trees and shrubs etc.).

Possible effects can be magnified when two or more types of support are combined, which can open up
for a type of accumulation effect. Farmers, for example, whose support is changed to consist mainly of
decoupled, but area-based, payments have to decide whether it is more profitable to give up production
and bear the cost of maintaining the land in order to be eligible for the payment, or to continue
production to cover at least part of the costs of land maintenance. But if investment aids are available,
thus making production more remunerative, this option obviously becomes more attractive. At the same
time banks are more likely to finance investments .181

The World Bank has pointed out that, “the co-existence of coupled and decoupled programmes means
that incentives to overproduce remain.”182 This is the issue of partial decoupling which opens up for a
combination of decoupled payments and more trade-distorting measures. The beef sector is one
example of animal payments subject to partial decoupling (where member countries are allowed to keep
50 to 100% coupled to production) whereas cereal production is a well-know example from the arable
crops sector (where 25% can remained coupled).183
176 FAO, Trade Policy Technical Briefing Note No.5, ‘Domestic Support: Trade Related Issues and the Empirical Evidence’, , available at
ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/007/j5012e/j5012e00.pdf
177 Food and Agricultural Policy Research Institute ‘Analysis of the 2003 CAP Reform Agreement’, quoted in “Green but not clean” (2003)
178 EC Directorate-General for Agriculture (2003) ‘Reform of the Common Agricultural
Policy: a Long-term Perspective for Sustainable Agriculture. Impact Analysis’.
179 EC Directorate-General for Agriculture (2003) ‘Reform of the Common Agricultural
Policy: a Long-term Perspective for Sustainable Agriculture. Impact Analysis’, quoted in “Green but not clean”
180 Ibi, d181Ibi, d182 Quoted in Ibid, 183 Sw. Board of Agriculture (2006)
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One likely scenario of how partial decoupling can impact on production and trade under the EU subsidy
regime is as follows: Cereal farmers who stop production, or shift to livestock production receive only
75% of their previous payments and have to cover the costs of keeping the land in good condition. If
they continue production, however, they receive 100% of the payments, plus the income from marketing
their crops. The second option would obviously be attractive if the variable costs of production were
reasonably compensated by crop prices. This is particularly likely in France, Europe’s largest and
arguably most competitive cereal producer.184

It was precisely to address these various effects – particularly the issue of partial decoupling – that the
G-20 is seeking to reform the Green box to include additional, stricter criteria for such support to be
allowed under WTO-rules.185

The Harm that Subsidies Do

While most people agree that Western agricultural subsidies are harmful to poor countries, they fail to
realise that subsidies are harmful to Western countries themselves in the long-run. More generally,
subsidies are not a viable option for any country - no matter how rich or poor. In the long run, subsidies
create a lose-lose situation for all actors involved.
• People perceive the agricultural subsidy question as one of morality- they believe that subsidies are
benefiting the Western world, at the expense of poorer countries.

• In reality, it is in the West’s interest to remove agricultural subsidies. As Daniel T. Griswold, associate
director of the Centre for Trade Policy Studies at the Cato Institute, points out:

“The International Monetary Fund estimates that abolishing rich country farm subsidies and trade
barriers would raise annual global income by $100 billion. More than 90% of that gain would go to the
liberalizing rich countries themselves.”

• Also, agricultural subsidies punish Western consumers (in the form of both taxes and food prices) and
slowly makes producers dependent, encouraging them to engage themselves / persist in economicallyunviable activities.

• New Zealand’s liberalisation of agriculture shows the benefits of removing agricultural subsidies.

As Griswold explains, “Beginning in the 1980s, New Zealand began to phase out its farm subsidies and
trade barriers. Today, according to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, only
1% of farm income in New Zealand comes from government protection and subsidies, compared to 21%
in the United States and 35% in Western Europe… They are prospering. In fact, since 1990, farm output
in New Zealand as a share of GDP has actually increased, a development virtually unprecedented in an
advanced economy.”

While highly desirable, the removal of EU/US farming subsidies is not a complete solution to the
problems shared by many underdeveloped countries. Their economy suffers from a lot more than just
Western subsidies- to name a few, intra-African trade barriers, government monopolies, corruption, poor
access to technologies and low crop yields.

Far from saying that Western agricultural subsidies should not be ceased, all of this suggests that
governments should not meddle with industries (agriculture included)- be it in rich or
underdeveloped countries.
184 “Green but not clean”
185 Oxfam (2006)
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Policy conclusions

Developed world agricultural subsidies, whichever box they are in, help keep commodity prices
artificially high in the developed world and both artificially low and volatile elsewhere. This
reduces income in developing countries along with their producers’ incentives to invest in
sustainable and more efficient production. As well as perpetuating subsistence farming and
contributing substantially to poverty in developing countries, developed world agricultural subsidies
therefore contribute to the hunger and malnutrition of millions.

There remains a long way to go towards eliminating even the most clearly distorting farm subsidies.
The UK should press the EU to take up the US offer of an end to all market distorting support as
part of the Doha round. At the very least the UK should press for the EU to meet the G20’s request
for deeper reductions. The UK should also seek to hold the EC to its earlier offer to abolish all
subsidies on exports from the EU.
Additionally, the UK should press for a realistic and wider measure of trade distorting domestic
support to be used at the WTO and for tighter control over what belongs in which ‘box’. The WTO
should begin to discipline green box subsidies. Whilst supposedly less distorting, this still
contributes to the overall burden of agricultural support. Without multilateral controls on such
spending, it may be impossible to reduce total agricultural support and to provide the conditions for
commodity prices to converge globally.

As part of this initiative, the UK should push for full decoupling within the EU. Even in the event
that member states use the margin of flexibility that exists within the 2003 reform to decouple as
much production as possible, much will remain to be done.

In other areas, too, the UK needs to press the EU to go beyond the parameters of the 2003 reform
and to make commitments in 2008 that will result in further changes to the CAP, rather than simply
binding existing policies. In so doing, the UK will need to ensure that EU reform retains a level
playing field for all farmers within the EU, with all countries reducing subsidies not individual
member states.
The UK should push for an immediate end to certain CAP programmes such as tobacco subsidies,
which the EU currently spends just under a billion euros a year supporting.

Money saved from reductions in domestic farm support should be used to support aid for trade and
aid for inward investment. Cutting OECD agricultural subsidies by a seventh could pay for a
doubling of aid.
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(6) Economic migration and development
The theoretical debate

The debate about what role migration policy can and should play in development is complex. Several
different and conflicting effects are identifiable, and it may well be the case that greater or smaller migration
flows would have pros and cons for different groups of people within developing countries.

The central argument for economic migration is that allowing people in developing countries more
opportunity to migrate gives them access to more opportunities – jobs with higher wages. The key downside
is what happens for the people left behind in developing countries if many of the most skilled and
entrepreneurial people in their society leave (often described as “brain drain” in developed countries). It is
clear that if someone chooses to migrate, they must at least believe that such a move is good for them
personally. However, all the benefits of their living and working in their home country are lost to people in
their home country: the businesses they would have set up; the wages they would have earned and spent in
their home country.

There are several other “immediate” effects: their home country also loses the political input of emigrants arguably emigration reduces pressure for reform in their home country by removing people who are (a)
dissatisfied with the performance of the home country and (b) often among the most motivated and skilled in
their home society. The country to which they migrate also “captures” the subsidy of that person’s education
or training in their home country, which can be substantial. Critics note that poorer countries often lose
some of their brightest people to menial jobs abroad, arguing that this is simply a waste of resources.

However, there are multiple secondary effects. After emigration the same land, and (in the short term)
capital, is divided between fewer people, boosting productivity and income per head. An increase in
migration of skilled workers from developing countries will reduce competition for those left behind and
cause unemployment to fall and wages to rise. However, then again, less skilled workers or higher costs
may make the country less attractive to invest in, and may reduce FDI. Migration may in one sense act as a
“substitute” for other forms of openness (to trade, FDI etc).

Measuring the benefits of emigration: remittances

Migrants may well send home money earned overseas – described in international balance of payments
statistics as “remittances”. It is argued that this flow of money may compensate or more than compensate
for some of the positive externalities lost when people leave the country. For example, in theory a worker
abroad might be able to send back more in remittances (even after their costs of living) than they would have
earned in total at home.

Remittances of cash back home by citizens of developing countries working overseas totalled $167bn in
2005186 (up from $58bn in 1995). Another estimate put the amount close to $200 billion in 2006.187 A World
Bank report notes that this amount reflects only transfers through official channels: “Econometric analysis
and available household surveys suggest that unrecorded flows through informal channels may add 50% or
more to recorded flows. Including these unrecorded flows, the true size of remittances, is larger than foreign
direct investment flows and more than twice as large as official aid received by developing countries.
Remittances are the largest source of external financing in many developing countries.”188
In the literature on migration and development, a frequently made comparison is with aid flows, which
totalled $79bn in 2004 ($59bn in 1995).189 However, the key point of comparison is with the cost of the loss
of people – and it is very difficult to quantify the welfare effect of remittances versus the brain drain effect.

186 DFID 2006/1
187 World Bank, “Migration and Development Brief” Development Prospects Group, Migration and Remittances Team, 2006.
188 Ibid, 189 DFID 2006/1
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Global flows of international migrant remittances ($ billion)
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On the one hand, unlike aid, remittances are transferred direct to citizens, without passing through
government budgets (reducing the possibility of theft). Critics argue that, just as the most skilled tend to
migrate, remittances tend to go to the already well off groups in developing countries, limiting their
impact on poverty.190
Some World Bank economists estimate that only a third of the remittances from migrants go on
education, savings and business investment, and that the overall effect of remittances is a slight
stimulation of growth in these countries but little overall effect on poverty.

Adding further to the difficulty of making an assessment of the costs and benefits of migration is the
problem of exchange rate appreciation. In particular, countries with particularly high remittances as a
share of GDP (more than a quarter in Moldova, Haiti and Tonga) might find that their exchange rate is
higher than it would otherwise have been without remittances, leading to a loss of competitiveness (a
similar problem to the problem of aid inflows increasing the exchange rate – though without other
problems e.g. theft by government officials).

190 Economist (01/20/2007)
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A recent study by the National Institute of Economic and Social Research looks at the effects of an
increase in migration from low to high income countries within Europe, which can serve as a proxy for
other cases of low-to-high income migration.

They model an outflow of 200,000 people from Poland to other European countries. They note that in
Poland, “There is likely to be a decline in the unemployment rate during the first five years after the
emigration shock and productivity growth would increase over this period, as employment declines more
rapidly than the capital stock can adjust, so the capital–labour ratio rises markedly, albeit largely
temporarily… However, emigration has a permanent depressing impact on the average level of output
which is likely to settle around 3.5 points lower than its initial level.”191

Circular migration or one way ticket?

Another crucial distinction is between circular and permanent migration. Probably the most
unambiguous argument for increased migration from developing countries relates to the potential of
circular migration to transfer knowledge, skills and even political expectations into developing countries.

One way to encourage such knowledge transfer would be to make it easier for students from low income
countries to study in the UK. This could involve a range of policies from making it easier for such
students to travel to the UK, or even using part of the DFID budget to part-subsidise their courses at UK
universities.

In 1999 Tony Blair announced a target of attracting 75,000 more “international students” to UK
universities, a target which in April 2006 was extended to an “additional 100,000” by 2011. However,
these figures are for all non-UK students rather than being focused on developing countries, and the
Government’s priority has been to attract fee-paying foreign students in order, as Tony Blair put it, “to
stay ahead of our competitors”. The Government has also promised to review the visa system for
overseas students.

Recruitment of skilled personnel

Finally, there are also specific questions about developed country policies which seek specifically to
recruit staff with particular skills from developing countries (e.g. nurses, or more general policies like
the UK’s highly skilled migrant programme).
The UK now has a Code of Practice for the International Recruitment of International Healthcare
Professionals, which includes a list of countries from which there should be no active recruitment.

It is clear that for many poor countries, the share of their most skilled nationals residing in rich countries
is high. More than two-fifths of nationals of the Caribbean with a tertiary education live in OECD
countries, while the figure is more than a quarter for many African countries. A university educated
Jamaican is more than ten times more likely to work in an OECD country than someone from the same
country with only primary qualifications (83% rather than 8.3% work in OECD countries).

The increasing skill-focus of immigration policy in a number of leading industrialised countries is likely
to accentuate the brain drain effect. In the UK the number of people accepted under the Highly Skilled
Migrant Programme increased from 1,180 in 2002 (the year of its introduction) to 17,642 in 2005.

191 NIESR, “Migration in Europe”, October 27, 2006
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Percentage of population living in OECD-countries by education level

Source: CGB 2005

The implications such policies have for development are complex and poorly understood. A 2005 brief
from the Center for Global Development argues that:

“Although there will be occasions when the damage being done by selective recruitment (or “poaching”)
of talent is so damaging—not least the recruitment of doctors and nurses from countries experiencing
health crises—that curbs are justified, in general we recommend against going down this policy route,
for both normative and pragmatic reasons. Rather than removing emigration options for those lucky
enough to have them, it is generally better to look for ways to make sure that everyone shares in the
spoils when those options are exercised.

“This leads us to consider ways of compensating the society of “those remaining behind.” There are
numerous conceivable ways that such compensation could be paid. These mechanisms differ in the
degree to which the compensation is paid by the rich-country governments, rich-country employers, or
the emigrants themselves. The mechanisms also differ in the agency that enforces the compensation.
The options include: tying development aid to human capital recruitment; arranging for replacement of
rich-country personnel; sharing payroll and income tax revenues with poor-country providers of human
capital; U.S.-style continuing post-emigration tax obligations to countries of origin (the “Bhagwati tax”);
conditional education grants that are repayable on emigration; sharing the proceeds of visa fees or the
revenues of visa auctions. All of these mechanisms face practical difficulties. And almost all require the
cooperation of rich-country governments. But given the skill-biased trends and the development stakes,
the issue of compensation needs to be addressed.192

192 Devesh Kapur and John McHale, “The Global Migration of Talent: What
Does it Mean for Developing Countries?” Center for Global Development, October 2005.
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Everyone knows that countries need skills and talents in order to build institutions, develop markets and
innovate. And most people acknowledge that brain-drain is an enormous problem for developing
countries – a problem that is not compensated by remittances or aid. But it seems undesirable to
deliberately work against high-skilled migration. Rather, richer countries should attempt to develop a
sensible approach to recruitment of skilled workers, balancing it with measures to transfer skills and
education back to developing countries.

In addition, temporary working permits – like the guest workers programme in the USA – could be more
widely employed and incorporate incentives for eventual return to the home country. Financial
connections with the diaspora could also be pursued and developed further.

Policy conclusions

There is not a clear case for the dramatic increase in migration from developed countries to high
income countries called for by some development economists, and in developed countries there are
strong arguments against substantial increases in immigration.

However, the UK should promote skill and education transfer programmes. DFID, DFES and the
Home Office should together consider targeting of students from developing countries through the
adoption, for example, of conditional student loans and the reform of visa rules relating to students
from these countries.

We should also recognise the role of trade policy in migration. Further restricting economic
migration would hit at the symptoms rather than the causes. Important as it is to make migration
work for development, it cannot replace genuine reform in developing countries. If the EU raises
trade barriers, this reduces the opportunity for citizens of poorer countries to create wealth in their
own countries, so they will seek to move to richer countries. As a development economist once
noted, "if the West insists on putting up trade barriers, they face a choice. Either you accept our
goods and services or you have to accept our people legally or illegally."
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Appendix A – The Doha Round

WTO negotiations work on the basis that “nothing is agreed until everything is agreed”. The breakdown
in talks in June 2006, therefore, threatens those points of progress that have been seen so far.

(i) Key issues at Doha
Some achievements:

Duty Free, Quota Free access for LDCs. At Hong Kong developed country members agreed to offer
free access to all LDCs (although with the possibility of a carve-out of 3% of products).

Export subsidies ended by 2013. It has also been agreed in principle that all export subsidies should be
phased out after 2013. Rules on food aid, export credits, and state-trading enterprises were also under
discussion.
Outline of negotiations:

Agriculture – little progress on subsidies, none on tariffs. Agriculture has emerged as the key issue
of the Doha negotiations, despite its relatively small overall importance in the world economy, because
of its importance for developing countries.

On subsidies the EU has been proposing to cut trade distorting agricultural subsidies by 70%, including
reducing De Minimis spending by 90%.193 In return, it wants the US and Japan to make a 60% reduction.
Both the US and G-10 have asked the EU to make a 75% cut, while the US has proposed a 53% cut for
itself and Japan.194 In addition, the EU committed itself to the elimination of all export subsidies
assuming others do the same.
On tariffs, members have agreed to use some kind of banded formula as a basis for negotiations on
tariffs, but details remain unagreed (see below). The issue of tariffs was one of the central reasons for
the collapse of talks in June 2006. The EU refused to give ground on this point beyond a very limited
offer, below the levels of reduction being pushed for by the US and the G20 (see below). The crucial
area of tariff protection for “sensitive” products was not addressed.

Non agricultural market access (NAMA) – slow progress. The NAMA negotiations cover goods that
are not covered in agricultural talks, such as manufactured goods, fuels, fish, timber and minerals. The
main issues to be addressed are terms on tariffs applied to these goods as well as non-tariff barriers such
as “rules of origin” requirements. The EU and the US are keen to see further liberalisation in this area.
At the 2005 Hong Kong Ministerial meeting, members agreed to use the “Swiss formula” as a basis for
negotiations, which would reduce the highest tariffs in this area. However, the April 2006 deadline for
NAMA agreement was missed. Many NGOs, the G20 and the G90 have criticised the EU and the US
for their preoccupation with liberalisation in this area, and for lacking similar enthusiasm in addressing
areas such as agriculture.

“Singapore Issues” – halt in negotiations. These refer to regulatory issues affecting inward
investment, competition and government procurement. These are issues regarded as impinging upon
key aspects of national sovereignty – they were therefore shelved during the Cancun conference
(September 2003) after strong concerns from developing countries, especially the G90 grouping. The
only one of the four Singapore issues (named because they were proposed at the 1996 Singapore
ministerial meeting) which is still under active discussion is trade facilitation.

193 Overall trade-distorting support is defined as the sum of Amber box, ‘de minimis’ and Blue Box support
194 “Agriculture Negotiations at the WTO: Developments and setbacks since the Hong Kong Ministerial Conference”, ICTSD, Quarterly Intelligence
Report No. 14 (August 2006)
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Intellectual property – progress, but has soured the mood. An important issue in this area relates to the
IP implications of pharmaceutical trade. The Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
agreement originally prevented generic drugs being traded between developing countries. The US agreed in
2003 to change its position, allowing LDCs to buy generic drugs from developing countries.

The EU has been keen to extend geographical indication (GI) protections, which currently only apply to
wine and spirits, proposing an international register of GIs across all member states. This is unpopular
amongst some member states.

Services – slow progress. Services are of growing importance in world trade. Liberalisation of trade in
services is of particular interest to developing countries like India, as well as the EU and the US,
although little concrete progress has been made during the Doha round.

For example, competition in mobile telecoms services has led to these services being more affordable in
developing countries in recent years. A common complaint from farmers in LDCs is the lack of access
to capital to buy equipment (such as a tractor) to produce more food for their communities, to earn an
income and create jobs for local people. A farmer wanting a loan either has to go to a state-owned bank
which, due to lack of competition, charges exorbitant rates, or to a crony of a government official.
Liberalisation of financial services could provide better access to capital for local farmers and
entrepreneurs to create wealth in their local communities.

Different WTO measures of subsidies

Amber box subsidies are the most distorting subsidies – for example, government guaranteed
prices and measures to artificially boost prices.

Blue Box subsidies are also market distorting, but are tied to measures to reduce overproduction –
for example quotas on how much a farmer can produce.

Green box subsidies are supposed to be the least distorting measures – like spending on agricultural
research. Nonetheless some argue that many of the items currently included in the green box are
still market distorting.

(ii) Positions of major players at Doha
EU

Subsidies – The EU argues it has already made substantial progress in reforming and opening the EU
market through the recent CAP reforms. The EU offered to reduce trade distorting subsidies (a 70% cut
in overall trade distorting support) due to the CAP reforms agreed in Luxembourg in June 2003. Indeed,
the EU insists that it will only negotiate within the framework of the 2003 CAP reform. The Council of
Ministers’ Decision of 2003 states that: “The CAP reform is Europe’s important contribution to the DDA
and constitutes the limits for the EC’s negotiating brief in the WTO Round.
The EU’s offer still falls short of the G20 proposal (an 80% cut in overall trade distorting support).
Moreover, the total levels of producer support will remain more or less constant, despite the shift from “blue
box” to “green box” type subsidies, and is projected by the OECD to only fall from 57% to 56% (OECD
2004).195 The EU has been proposing to cut total trade distorting agricultural subsidies by 70%.196
195 OECD (2004)
196Overall trade-distorting support is defined as the sum of Amber box, ‘de minimis’ and Blue Box support
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In return, it wants the US and Japan to make a 60% reduction. For Amber box spending, the EU has
suggested a 70% cut for itself, a 60% cut for the US and Japan, and 50% for other countries. The US
has suggested a 83% cut for the EU, while the G-20 has called for the EU to undertake a 80% cut.197

In fact, the CAP budget is still expanding, going up to €57 billion in 2007. As Oxfam commented,
“Despite announcing cuts of 70% to trade-distorting payments, the EU would actually be able to
increase spending by $13bn.” Peter Mandelson’s spokesman has already made clear that nothing the
Trade Commissioner is proposing as part of the EU’s offer in world trade talks will reduce overall levels
of EU farm spending by “one cent.”

Ministers of Agriculture in France and Finland warned Mandelson in June 2006 that, “the [2003]
reform of the Common Agricultural Policy, or CAP, marks the limits” of the concessions he could
make.198 The EU has continued to call on the US to increase its commitments on Domestic Support
beyond the proposed 60% cut of its Amber Box trade distorting support. The EU had agreed to
eliminate substantially all export subsidies by 2010, but would only commit to eliminate all by 2013.
Faizel Ismail, Head of the South African Delegation to the WTO comments, “Peter Mandelson is
clearly working within some real political constraints within the EU. The EU member states are
finely balanced with the French having organized all the protectionists’ states in a group of 13 or 14.
These states have warned Mandelson on numerous occasions that any offers he makes have to
remain within the limits of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) reform.”199
The EU had offered to remove export subsidies by 2013, although this offer is effectively now
withdrawn. The EU wants the US to reduce the cap it has on farm subsidies.

Agricultural market access - In April 2006 the EU would move no further than a 39% average linear
cut. Later in the year the EU moved up its final offer to 46%; but crucially 8% of its tariffs would be
designated as “sensitive”, with further flexibilities needed for about 70% of its tariff lines. As the
Commission for Africa noted, if only 2% of agricultural tariff lines are designated as sensitive… three
quarters of global welfare gains will be lost.

A briefing note from the United States Trade Representative (USTR) looked at some examples of how
the designation of so many sensitive products would undermine the effect of the round: “The proposed
AVE of the tariff on chicken leg quarters into the EU is 53%. Under the EU proposal, if, as seems likely,
the EU selects this product as one of the 142 sensitive product tariff lines it has requested, it could
reduce the tariff by as little as 15% (to 45%). The size of the additional access to the EU market works
out to only 0.02 kg per capita. That is not even one chicken nugget per person per year.” It notes that,
“The proposed AVE for the tariff on rice into Japan is over 700%. Under the EU proposal, if Japan
selects this product as sensitive, it could reduce the tariff by as little as 20% (to over 550%). This is
equal to only 0.3% of total annual domestic consumption of rice in Japan.”
The US200 , Canada201 and the Cairns Group202 had separately analysed this proposal, in the weeks after
the 28th of October, finding that this would not produce new market access, whilst the 8% tariff on
sensitive goods would effectively block all exports of interest to developing countries in the EU market.
In June, Peter Mandelson stated that he was willing to move towards the G20 proposal of a 54% average
cut in the agricultural market access negotiations. There was no indication as to whether this meant any
change on the crucial issue of sensitive goods. Also, it is not clear whether EU Member States – such as
France – are willing to commit to such deep cuts as Mandelson has promised.

197 Ibid
198 EFE, France, Finland say no more European trade concessions, 26th June 2006.
199 http://www.wto.org/English/forums_e/public_forum_e/ismail_from_hong_kong_to_suspension.doc
200 USTR, Implications of EU Agriculture market Access Position, USTR website
201 Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade EC Proposal of October 28, 2005. Sensitive products: Preliminary Analyses of
an Obscure Proposal DFAIT website
202 Cairns Group, Comments on EC Proposal, Australian Mission, Geneva.
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Throughout negotiations, therefore, the EU was frequently accused of merely shifting more or less tradedistorting subsidies from the Amber and Blue boxes and “hiding” them in the Green box. The EU’s
alleged reshuffling of distorting farm money contributed to the sour mood during the Hong Kong
ministerial meeting and was a factor behind the break-down of the negotiations in July.
The EU, of course, has repeatedly refuted such charges stating that its cuts are deep and real, and that it
already has decoupled 90% of its direct farm payments.203 Together with the US and Japan it has
categorically opposed any significant reforms or amendments of the Green box criteria.204
NAMA and services – Wants to set maximum tariff of 15%, plus improved services trade access. United
position with the US in calling for “advanced developing countries” to open their markets in these areas.205

US

Subsidies – The US wants to see more convergence between the EU’s domestic support spending and
that of the US, moving from the current 3.4 (EU): 1 (US) to a more harmonised 2: 1. The US offered a
53% cut in overall trade distorting domestic support in its October 10th offer (which included a 60% cut
in its Amber Box support). The EU blamed the breakdown of the Doha talks on the US failure to
compromise on farm subsidies.

Agricultural market access - The US pushed up its market access ambitions on Agriculture beyond the
G20 position – demanding a 66% average tariff cut. The US criticises the EU for its “loophole” on
commitments to tariff reductions, arguing that Mandelson’s failure to clarify the position of “sensitive”
products within these reductions makes the overall proposed cut in tariffs meaningless.
NAMA and services – united position with the EU in calling for “advanced developing countries” to
open their markets in these areas.

G20

This group includes large, generally powerful developing countries, such as India, China, South Africa
and Brazil.
Agricultural market – G20 countries agree that agriculture is the central issue of the round, and want
greater market access with average tariff reductions of 54%.

Subsidies – The G20 has called for the EU to undertake a 80% cut for amber box spending.206 The G20
has proposed that blue box support should be restricted to 2.5% of agricultural production. Both the
Cairns Group and the G-20 are concerned that blue-box subsidies are heavily concentrated on a single
product or a narrow range of products – something that continues to hurt countries which depend heavily
on few agricultural products for their export. Therefore, the Cairns Group and the G-20 have pushed for
a “double trigger” approach that would make it more difficult to concentrate support on the production
of one commodity.207

There is concern over Green box subsidies in general, particularly the large shift in funding towards this
area that has occurred in the EU208. Also, they noted – as did several NGOs - that the decoupling reforms
of 2003 had neither changed the amount of money allocated to direct payments to EU farmers nor
affected the level of market price support.
203 Doha Round: EU offer in agriculture negotiations”, EC (28 October, 2005)
204 “Agriculture Negotiations at the WTO: Developments and setbacks since the Hong Kong Ministerial Conference”, ICTSD, Quarterly Intelligence
Report No. 14 (August 2006)
205 A recipe for disaster, Oxfam Briefing Paper (April 2006)
206 “Agriculture Negotiations at the WTO: Developments and setbacks since the Hong Kong Ministerial Conference”, ICTSD, Quarterly Intelligence
Report No. 14 (August 2006)
207 Ibid, 208 The EU is projected to report ?50 bn in Green box payments to the WTO in 2007
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NAMA and services – The “Nama 11” group210, which includes key G20 members, want a 25 point
difference between developed and developing countries upon the principle of Less Than Full
Reciprocity. India, Brazil and South Africa and several other countries have argued that liberalisation of
industrial tariffs should not be disproportionately burdensome for developing countries and should allow
for the retention of policy space for industrial development. India has led calls among some of these
states for an ambitious outcome on services, particularly in terms of facilitating the movement of people.
India also wants to facilitate increased outsourcing of services to developing countries.

The G20 claim that the developed countries’ preoccupation with opening up NAMA and services trade is
not consistent with the supposed “development” agenda of the Doha round, given that LDCs are
predominantly concerned with agriculture. Oxfam comments that, “Developing countries at the WTO
are being asked to sign up to a deal on NAMA that defies the lessons of history. In return for minimal
progress on agriculture, they are under pressure to dramatically and permanently open their industrial
markets to foreign competition.”211

G90

This group is composed of LDCs, generally fitting into the category of countries that are “small, weak
and vulnerable”, to use the words of Pascal Lamy. The G90 includes the ACP groups, together with
others such as Bolivia and Sri Lanka.
The G90 are not optimistic over the current direction of the round, given that agriculture is their main
concern. They want improved market access for their exports and a reduction in the distortions that
obstruct exports, such as farm support.
The G90 have concerns over certain fundamental development challenges. These include preference
erosion, commodity dependence and food security for net food importers.212

Many developing countries expressed concern over Green box subsidies in general and particularly the
large amount of money the EU has sheltered in its Green box.213 Also, they noted – as did several NGOs
- that the decoupling reforms of 2003 had neither changed the amount of money allocated to direct
payments to EU farmers nor had seemingly affected the level of market price support significantly.214 215

210 This group has formed itself into the NAMA 11 group that is a coalition of 10 developing countries which includes several G20 countries plus
Tunisia and Namibia.
211 “A recipe for disaster”, Oxfam Briefing Paper (April 2006)
212 WTO doc WT/L/579. (2nd August 2004)
213 The EU is projected to report ?50 bn in Green box payments to the WTO in 2007
214 “Green but not clean: why a comprehensive review of Green Box subsidies is necessary” Joint NGO Briefing Paper (November 2005)
215 Defra (2005)
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Appendix B – Reform of multilateral trade institutions

1) Should the UK propose reforms to make the WTO work more
efficiently? - How is it working at present?

Robert Lawrence, a Senior Fellow at the Institute for International Economics, sums up the role of the
WTO as a forum to achieve multilateral reductions in trade barriers, establish a trade system based on
the rule of law and promote economic development.216 To this end, each WTO round usually reduces
tariffs by about a third. Decision-making at the WTO is by consensus, meaning all countries in theory
have equal rights, and the power of veto.

Although this model has its attractions, Professor Dani Rodrik of Harvard University believes that the
“efficacy of WTO is being questioned” in the light of the problems at Doha.217 The nature of decisionmaking in the WTO risks making it a mere debating forum. Rapid expansion in membership has meant
that countries like Tonga, as WTO members, have as much say (in theory) in the emergence from
negotiations of a trade deal as countries with much bigger stakes in global trade. Even before Doha,
previous rounds of multilateral negotiations were ineffective in removing tariffs on agriculture, and
indeed this issue proved to be the major stumbling block at Doha.

Prof. Richard Morningstar, former US Ambassador to the EU, believes that the stalemate in Doha is
indicative of a new order in multilateral trade negotiations. He claims that to some extent power-based
bargaining is now over, with developing countries taking more assertive and unified negotiating stances
with the traditional powerbrokers.218 In this sense, the egalitarianism of the system has blossomed.

Still, many critics still point to the greater influence of the more powerful members. And the increase in
membership may also be causing the WTO to slow down. Prof. Razeen Sally at the LSE notes that each
successive round has taken longer to complete: 3 years for the Kennedy Round, 6 for the Tokyo Round,
8 for Uruguay.

If Doha cannot deliver, and bilateral and preferential deals continue to mushroom, the future of the WTO
and the multilateral system could be endangered. The WTO cannot adequately police large numbers of
preferential and bilateral agreements.

As with many of the post-World War II global institutions, the WTO is finding it difficult to adapt to
change. By adopting a more flexible approach to decision-making, it may be able to survive. This could
mean introducing a system of qualified majority voting, or maintaining the current system with the
possibility of an opt-out mechanism.
It is essential that LDCs are not forced into changes against their will as a result of being outvoted in
negotiations. David Hartridge, former WTO Director, suggests giving LDCs an opt-out from WTO
agreements, so as to prevent them being dragged into trade deals against their will in this manner.219

216 Robert Lawrence, speaking at Harvard International Relations Council, International Relations: New approaches in a complex world (21.12.05)
217 Prof. Dani Rodrik, speaking at Harvard International Relations Council, International Relations: New approaches in a complex world (21.12.05)
218 Richard Morningstar, speaking at Harvard International Relations Council, International Relations: New approaches in a complex world
(21.12.05)
219 International Herald Tribune (8.12.05)
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2) Should the UK create a fund or taskforce to help poorer countries put their
case fairly in trade negotiations and disputes at the WTO?

Poorer countries face a serious problem in trade negotiations in terms of their available expertise and
manpower. Next to the US and EU delegations, those of LDCs are often dwarfed, and representatives may
often be required to deal with matters on top of their trade portfolio (such as foreign direct investment etc.).
Lack of resources is also a problem for some countries in their original negotiations over accession to the
WTO, as Simon Evenett, Professor of International Trade and Economic Development at the University of St
Gallen, argues: “Most developing countries lack the capacity to engage effectively in these negotiations due to
the absence of trained personnel, not to mention institutional and financial constraints.”220 Even from the very
outset of WTO membership, therefore, LDCs may find themselves in a disadvantaged position as a result of la
ack of negotiating resources.
Around 30 developing country members have no permanent representation in Geneva. Providing support for
them is vital for their ability to negotiate fairly and integrate into the world trading process.

There is, therefore, a strong case for the UK to back funding for additional personnel, training,
representational and advisory resources for LDCs.

The WTO has set up the “Doha Development Agenda Global Trust Fund”. It started with a small budget of
CHF 30m in March 2002. In 2006 the WTO working group on aid for trade called for the setting up of a
permanent body within the WTO to monitor aid for trade and technical assistance needs, and conduct a
regular review.

However, overall levels of spending are low. Even within the relatively small budget for trade related
technical assistance, aid for help with WTO obligations and processes (shown in grey below) is tiny. In 2004
around $45m was spent on this, with about $9m of this going to help LDCs and other low income countries.
Trade-related spending on Technical Assistance ($m)
33111 – Trade mainstreaming in PRSPs/development plans
33112 – Technical barriers to trade (TBT)
33113 – Sanitary and phystosanitary measures (SPS)
33121 – Trade facilitation procedures
33122 – Customs valuation
33123 – Tariff reforms
33130 – Regional Trade Arrangements (RTAs)
33141 – Accession
33142 – Dispute settlement
33143 – Trade-related intellectual property rights (TRIPS)
33144 – Agriculture
33145 – Services
33146 – Tariff negotiations – non-agricultural market access
33147 – Rules
33148 – Training in trade negotiation techniques
33151 – Trade and environment
33152 – Trade and competition
33153 – Trade and investment
33154 – Transparency and government procurement
33181 – Trade education/training
TOTAL (does not sum from figs due to rounding)

Graph Appendix B from our Trade Working Paper on page 111 in Word Format
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The drawback is the concern that funding could give political leverage to the donor, thereby
undermining the objective of providing an “impartial” resource for LDCs to draw on. The challenge,
therefore, is to boost negotiating resources for LDCs whilst ensuring they can maintain independent
standpoints during those negotiations.
220 Simon Evenett and Carlos Primo Braga, WTO Accession – Lessons from Experience (06.06.05)
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One possibility would be to ensure that contributions to any fund come from as broad a range of sources
as possible. It would, therefore, be preferable that individual European states contribute directly, rather
than via the EU, thereby creating a separation between the negotiating authority and the donating
authority. If contributions take place on an annual basis over a fixed term, this will also help to break
down links between donation and negotiations.

In the case of a taskforce, which could, for instance, provide legal advice during trade disputes,
impartiality is also an important consideration. The impartiality of any taskforce could be aided by
making appointment to the body subject to the scrutiny of an independent panel of representatives from
LDCs.

3) Should the UK propose that countries acceding to the WTO set their
quotas and subsidies at levels equal to the average in existing
members in their income group so that they do not have to negotiate
new deals from scratch?

At present, applicants for WTO membership must negotiate with Working Parties composed of WTO
member states, and must negotiate a separate set of legally binding commitments with each member of
their Working Party. Any WTO member can join any Working Party, and all members of the body must
unanimously approve the acceding country’s application.

Negotiating a unique entry cost for each individual applicant means that Working Party countries could
seek to abuse the process in order to gain a commercial advantage over would-be rivals.

Evenett believes, “It seems paradoxical that an institution like the WTO, which describes itself as a
rules-based organization, doesn’t have a rule on what price you have to pay to join it.” The absence of
standardised rules, says Evenett, means the accession process is often characterised by “hearsay,
suspicion, and rumour.”

Accession appears to be taking longer to complete, and is also becoming increasingly demanding in
terms of the changes applicants will be expected to make prior to admission. New applicants may
therefore be subjected to tighter rules than existing WTO members: for instance the requirement on
Ecuador that it eliminated all subsidies before accession, and prohibition from reintroducing them.
China has had to accept product specific transitional safeguard provisions as part of its accession
package. Evenett concludes that, “the growing price of WTO accession, including forcing applicants to
agree to WTO+ and WTO- commitments, is creating a multi-tiered world trading system in which
recently-acceded countries have higher obligations and more limited ‘rights.’”221
In this respect, there appears to be a strong case for overhauling the WTO accession process in order to
promote 1) simplification and 2) consistency. Setting tariff and subsidy levels at an average level for
countries in similar income groups may be one possible avenue to achieve this.

However, using the criteria of income group alone is not a satisfactory basis for mandating appropriate
tariff or subsidy levels for the applicant. It takes no account of the specific character of the economy in
question (for example, levels of diversification, historic levels of state support, levels of dependency
upon specific commodities) which could vary drastically between different states that fall into the same
income group. If applicants are “locked in” to a pre-set regime, this could mean the benefits of
membership remain inconsistent for countries that join.

221 Simon Evenett and Carlos Primo Braga, WTO Accession – Lessons from Experience (06.06.05)
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An alternative course might be to establish a permanent commission within the WTO that deals with
enlargement of the organisation. This would hopefully minimise the potential for abuse of the process
by members of the Working Parties. As the section above argues, there is a strong case for establishing
monetary and technical assistance for LDCs that are part of the WTO – this provision could also be
extended to applicants, in order to help them make their case more effectively during accession
negotiations.

4) Should the UK push for the reform of WTO dispute resolution
procedures to make them less reliant on retaliatory tariffs?

The Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU) is the WTO’s system for resolution of disputes between
member states. Through the use of retaliatory tariffs, the member launching the complaint can levy
tariffs worth up to a certain value against the offending member state and apply them to any import they
choose. As the “teeth” of the organisation, it provides the WTO with a certain institutional legitimacy.
The strength of the system is that it is a mechanism open to use by all WTO members, no matter how big
or small, rich or poor. According to Oxfam, “the WTO dispute-settlement body offers developing
countries a forum in which to attack the worst excesses of EU and US policy. Successful rulings like
those against EU sugar subsidies and US cotton subsidies boost developing countries’ influence in the
negotiations, and show rich countries that there are limits to what they can get away with. Oxfam
research shows that there are a large number of potential cases that developing countries could take and
win against Europe and America.”222
Some more advanced developing countries have successfully used the system – Brazil in particular has
won several cases.

However, in reality this is not a regime that promotes a level playing field amongst WTO members. For
instance, the ongoing banana dispute between the EU and Ecuador has shown that retaliation by Ecuador
on EU exports would be unlikely to hurt the EU, but would do damage to Ecuador. 223 Large economies
can make much more powerful use of sanctions than smaller ones. Some countries may be more
vulnerable to sanctions (eg. export dependant countries like Australia), while some would be less
willing to pursue them (import dependant countries, such as Ecuador, above).
Prof. Steve Charnovitz of George Washington University Law School agrees, arguing that the
existence of the sanction tool encourages pressure from domestic protectionist influences.
Charnovitz believes that, “the lure of WTO sanctions has enticed numerous activists to the WTO to
try to add their issues for trade enforcement. This influx is harming the WTO by distracting
attention from the task of economic liberalisation.”224
The country launching the complaint suffers twice: once from the original infraction, and again when
retaliatory tariffs raise the domestic cost of targeted foreign goods.

Retaliatory tariffs are ineffective. The case of beef hormones between the US and the EU demonstrates
this: the EU was sanctioned for not allowing imports of US beef that had been produced using growth
hormones, but was unable to comply with the WTO ruling for political reasons – domestic lobbies would
simply not accept imports of this type of product. The EU, therefore, chose to accept the sanctions. The
same thing happened during the dispute over bananas, in which the US was also involved. WTO trade
sanctions have so far been ineffective in enforcing compliance with the WTO regime. It does not speak
well for the system’s legitimacy if the EU can choose not to comply because it can afford to.
Developing countries do not have this luxury.
222 A recipe for disaster, Oxfam Briefing Paper (April 2006)
223 The WTO panel dealing with the case concluded that Ecuadorian retaliation against the EU would be “ineffective” – that is, too costly for the
economy. See Bernard Hoekman and Michel Kostecki, The Political Economy of the World Trading System (2001), pg. 83
224 Steve Charnovitz, “Rethinking WTO Trade Sanctions”, The American Journal of International Law, No. 4 (October 2001)
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The WTO dispute resolution procedure, therefore, should be less reliant on retaliatory tariffs. Other
means of coercion and persuasion should be available to the complainant. Charnovitz suggests the
possibility of giving “direct effect” to WTO decisions in domestic courts. This would mean that national
judiciaries would force the offending government to comply with WTO judgements. It is not clear how
feasible this would be in reality, particularly as many WTO members do not have the requisite domestic
institutional practices.225

Marco Bronckers suggests the possibility of imposing monetary fines. This has been the tool for
enforcement in the context of the EU, and may be a better way of enforcing compliance, as it means
governments will have to pay the costs directly, as opposed to the punishment falling on citizens.226,
227However, the burden still falls on citizens since governments do not have independent means of
income. They simply collect taxes from their citizens.

A further possibility suggested by Charnovitz could be a withdrawal of the privileges of membership –
for instance, making a non-compliant country ineligible to invoke WTO dispute settlement, in effect
blunting that country’s enforcement capacity until such time as it comes into line with “club rules”.228
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Appendix C – LDC country classifications
Non-LDC ACP

Antigua and Barbuda
Bahamas, The
Barbados
Belize
Botswana
Cameroon
Congo, Rep. of the
Cook Islands
Cote d'Ivoire
Dominica
Dominican Republic
East Timor
Fiji
Gabon
Ghana
Grenada
Guyana
Jamaica
Kenya
Marshall Islands
Mauritius
Micronesia, Federated States of
Namibia
Nauru
Nigeria
Niue
Palau
Papua New Guinea
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Seychelles
Suriname
Swaziland
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Zimbabwe

ACP LDCs

Angola
Benin
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cape Verde
Central African Republic
Chad
Comoros
Dem. Rep. of the Congo
Djibouti
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Gambia
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Haiti
Kiribati
Lesotho
Liberia
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Mozambique
Niger
Rwanda
Samoa
Sao Tome and Principe
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Solomon Islands
Somalia
Sudan
Togo
Tuvalu
Uganda
United Republic of Tanzania
Timor Leste
Vanuatu
Zambia

Non-ACP LDC

Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Bhutan
Cambodia
Lao People's Dem. Rep.
Maldives
Myanmar
Nepal
Yemen

Cuba is an ACP member but receives GSP treatment; South Africa is in the ACP but has a bilateral FTA
with the EU (the TDCA)
***
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AGOA
AMS
AoA
ARVs
ASEAN
AVE
CAP
CEMAC
CET
COMESA
DFES
DFID
DFQF
DTI
DTIS
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EPZ
ESA
EU
FAO
FDI
FIRST
FTA
GATT
GDP
GI
GSP
IAAO
IMF
IP
ITC
JITAP
LDC
LSE
MFN
NGO
NAFTA
NAMA
NTB
ODI
OECD
REC
ROO
RTA
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African, Caribbean and Pacific countries
The US’ African Growth and Opportunity Act
Aggregate Measurement of Support
Agreement on Agriculture
Anti-Retroviral Drugs
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
Ad Valorem Equivalent
The EU’s Common Agricultural Policy
Communaute Economique et Monetaire de l'Afrique Centrale
Common External Tariff
Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
Department for Education and Skills
Department for International Development
Duty-Free, Quota-Free
Department for Trade and Industry
Diagnostic Trade Integration Study
Everything But Arms
European Commission
Economic Community Of West African States
European Free Trade Area
Economic Partnership Agreement
Export Processing Zone
East and Southern Africa
European Union
Federal Accounting Office
Foreign Direct Investment
Financial Sector Reform and Strengthening Initiative
Free Trade Agreements
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
Gross Domestic Product
Geographical Indication
Generalised System of Preferences
Integrated Approach to African Opportunities
International Monetary Fund
Intellectual Property
International Trade Centre
Joint Integrated Trade Assistance Programme
Less Developed Country
London School of Economics
Most Favoured Nation
Non-Governmental Organisation
North American Free Trade Agreement
Non-Agricultural Market Access
Non-Tariff Barrier
Overseas Development Institute
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
Regional Economic Community
Rules of Origin
Regional Trade Agreement
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Southern African Development Community
Special and Differential Treatment
Sanitary and Phytosanitary Agreement
Trade Integration Mechanism
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
United Nations Development Programme
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa
US Department of Agriculture
United States Trade Representative
West African Economic and Monetary Union
World Health Organisation
World Trade Organisation
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Corruption and Governance Working Paper
Introduction

Corruption is a double threat to the aid effort. It diverts funds intended for poverty reduction in
developing countries and it undermines support in donor countries for providing aid.

Those who are sceptical of the value of aid tend to exaggerate the scale of corruption. They often give
the impression that virtually all aid funds are embezzled and end up in Swiss bank accounts. They
assume that widespread graft renders hopeless any prospect of economic growth. They conclude that aid
should be curtailed until corruption has been eradicated.

Yet the prevalence of corruption varies between countries, within countries and over time. Corruption,
though damaging, is prevalent in Asia as well as in Africa but has not prevented some Asian countries
from growing successfully. Moreover, donors can take steps to protect aid funds from corruption.
On the other hand, some donor agencies, NGOs and aid enthusiasts play down corruption or ignore it
entirely. They do so for the best of reasons – fear that to highlight corruption will undermine the
willingness of taxpayers to continue funding aid programmes. Others are uncomfortable that for
westerners to raise the issue suggests we are claiming moral superiority over people in less developed
countries.
Yet it is surely intolerable that large sums of money intended to alleviate poverty, sickness and hunger
are siphoned off by powerful kleptocrats. Suppressing discussion of issues like this because the
electorate may reach the wrong conclusion is undemocratic and invariably backfires.

We strongly believe that corruption must not be used as an excuse for giving up on aid. But we are
equally strongly convinced that it is an issue that must be tackled robustly and openly. Indeed, sunlight is
the best disinfectant and the most effective steps to curb, prevent and ultimately eradicate this scourge
involve introducing greater transparency and openness:

• Transparency on how aid is allocated. Donors should publish details of aid allocations; recipients
should be required where possible to publish funds allocated to individual schools, clinics etc.;
reliable, timely and independent auditing of programmes involving aid should be required and
published and Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys used with the results publicised. Information is
the best way to empower local people, parliaments, civil society and media (strengthened by other
measures we propose) to hold governments to account.

• Openness in exposing abuses of aid. British officials, diplomats and ministers should reveal, not
conceal, any evidence they have of corruption or diversion of aid. Several witnesses from developing
countries emphasised how frank statements by donors can strengthen their hands in opposing corrupt
practices and politicians.

• Transparency in dealings involving British companies trading and investing in, or handling money
from, developing countries. British companies should publish firm codes of conduct which will make
it easier for employees to reject bribes. The Financial Services Authority should be able to expose the
beneficial owners of companies used to channel funds believed to originate from corrupt sources. To
reward companies who do rigorously refuse to engage in bribery, eligibility for World Bank
procurement tenders should depend on adopting transparent anti-corruption policies.
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The report was informed by interviews with and evidence from a number of people who are or have
been actively involved in Anti-Corruption Commissions and in campaigning in the media against
corruption. We would like to place on record our gratitude and admiration for the courage they show.1

This report accepts that for obvious reasons, corruption in developing countries will not be eliminated
overnight and even tackling that involving private British companies will be no easy matter.

The report is divided into three main sections:

First, Corruption. This outlines the nature and extent of corruption, its consequences and the British
Government’s current policy and practice. This section also focuses on how we can ensure financial
accountability and integrity in donor activities and funds.

Second, Good Governance. This acknowledges the limitations we have in influencing policy and
helping a country eradicate corruption. The best option is to support existing institutions within
countries, to strengthen their capacity and that of civil society and, above all, to ensure they have the
information with which to hold government departments to account.

The final section focuses on reducing corporate corruption involving foreign companies operating
within, or handling money from, the third world.

1 In particualr we interviews or heard evidence from John Githongo, Andrew Mwenda, Sir Edward Clay, Stan Rerri, Juliet Ume-Ezeoke and a number

of people who gave evidence off the record
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1 Corruption
1.1 The Extent and Nature of Corruption

By its nature, reliable figures about the extent of corruption are not readily available. Unfortunately the
absence of reliable figures has led to the unquestioned recycling of highly dubious numbers, largely for
their sensational value.

The two most frequently cited estimates relate to Africa (both are quoted by, for example, the African All
Party Parliamentary Group):

• “The African Union estimates that $148 billion leaves the continent annually because of corruption …
a quarter of the continent’s GDP.”2 The AAPPG admit that they cannot trace the alleged AU report
which they say was published in 2004. We, too, could find no such report. The first mention of this
story appeared, not in 2004, but on the BBC on 18th September 20023. This in turn may relate to a
speech reported in the New York Times on 14th June that year by President Obasanjo, who, “speaking
at the Organisation of African Unity in Ethiopia, estimated that Africa had lost $140 billion over the
years to looting”. It looks as if a report of a remark made at the African Union (or its precursor) has
been transformed into a report by the African Union. And the unsubstantiated claim that corruption
cost $140 billion over an unspecified number of years has been transmuted into an annual cost of $148
billion!
• “The Nigerian National Economic and Financial Crimes Commission reports that £220 billion was
stolen or misused by the country’s rulers between 1960 and 1999 … similar to the amount of aid given
to the entire continent over four decades.”4 The origin of this story was an article in the Daily
Telegraph (25th June 2005) based on remarks made by the Chairman of the Commission. However,
the Commission issued a clarification on 1st July 2005, not reported in the UK, that: the figure
mentioned [by the Chairman Mr Ribadu] was $400billion, which represents the total revenue from oil
and other exports that accrued to Nigeria between independence in 1960 and 1999, when the present
democratically elected government took office. According to Ribadu, “Nigeria earned around $400
billion in those four decades. But if you look around Nigeria today, you can see very little to show for
it.“5 That is a completely different thing from saying all that money was stolen. It was common
enough for British politicians to make similar rhetorical remarks like “the UK has had £x billion of oil
revenues since the 1970s but what have we to show for it?” That scarcely constitutes proof that the
UK suffered £x billion of corruption.

We have examined these much quoted figures in detail because they are often used to suggest that “all
aid is stolen”. Corruption is an extremely serious issue. But that is not a reason for using wholly
unsubstantiated figures.

We would welcome attempts to establish the true scale of corruption of different kinds in different
countries. Though difficult it should not be impossible. It was long assumed impossible to establish the
amount of fraud involved in the UK Social Security budget. In the absence of any serious estimates, wild
and unsubstantiated figures gained currency, much as has happened with respect to corruption and the
aid programme. However, it was eventually found possible to establish reasonably reliable measures of
social security fraud using sample surveys6. We welcome similar steps by the World Bank to measure
aspects of fraud using survey techniques.
2Africa All party Parliamentary Group (2006)‘The Other Side of the coin: The UK and Corruption on Africa’: HMSO
3 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/africa/2265387.stm[cited 12/05/07]
4 Africa All party Parliamentary Group (2006) ‘The Other Side of the coin: The UK and Corruption on Africa’: HMSO
5 www.efccnigeria.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=331&itemid=2[cited 12/02/07]
6 Benefit Reviews, now carried out triennially, were introduced by Rt. Hon. Peter Lilley MP in 1996.
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Table 1 shows the results of a survey of 32,000 enterprises. It is interesting that bribes required to get
things done are somewhat lower in Africa than in South Asia and substantially lower than in the Middle
East and North Africa – though the value of “gifts” expected to secure a government contract are
somewhat higher in Africa at 4% of the value of the contract.7
These percentages – though very damaging - are not remotely compatible with the claim mentioned
above that “a quarter of the continent’s GDP” is being stolen by corruption.

Recommendation: Britain should encourage the World Bank and other multilateral organisations
to carry out regular tracking surveys to measure different sorts of corruption in order to monitor
their prevalence and success in combating them.

Corruption ranges from grand larceny by heads of government at one extreme, to small scale graft.
Herman Kahn usefully distinguished between “graft which is paying people to do what they ought to do
anyway and corruption which is paying them to do what they ought not to do or paying themselves what
should be used for the benefit of others”.

Grand corruption captures the headlines. It is the most difficult kind of corruption to measure until
corrupt leaders have left power and their successors can get some idea of what has happened. Allegedly,
$5 billion was stolen by Abacha of Nigeria and Mobutu of Congo, $10 billion by Marcos of the
Philippines and $35 billion by Suharto of Indonesia. It is noteworthy that the biggest of these sums are in
Asia not Africa. Moreover, most amassed their fortunes during the Cold War when donors were more
concerned to buy allegiance than to uphold integrity.
Corruption persists but is now rarely on such a flagrant scale. We were told by John Githongo and others
that the worst corruption nowadays is in the security sector, the extractive industries and procurement.

There are few reliable estimates of the direct cost of corruption in procurement. A World Bank study in
Indonesia said: “In aggregate at least 20-30% of Government of Indonesia development funds are
diverted through informal payments to government staff and politicians”. A study showed that if the
average level of corruption in electricity and water in Latin America was reduced to the level of Costa
Rica, costs would fall by 23%. When competitive tendering was introduced for Federal contracts in
Nigeria, costs were cut by 40 to 50%.

It is important to recognise that it takes two to tango – large scale corruption almost always involves
developed countries as both the source and destination of the money.

Graft and nepotism may be purely domestic phenomena and are almost understandable, as poorly paid
officials try to supplement their pay, and jobless people put pressure on their tribesman or family
member to get on the payroll. But it is the poor who bear the cost - paying for a bloated bureaucracy and
informal charges for services that should be free.

Graft is widespread at lower levels within the bureaucracy of many developing countries. In Cameroon
the police routinely supplement their wages by handing out fines for fictitious offences. This led, in
2004, to the taxi drivers going on strike in protest that the police were not abiding to the generally
accepted rates8. In Nigeria it is reported that ‘the scourge of corruption is sweeping through the nation’s
educational institutions’9. In Cambodia, Transparency International reports that health workers request
‘informal payments’ at the point of delivery10.

7 www.enterprisesurveys.org/ExploreTopics/CompareAll.aspx?topic=corruption [cited 12/11/06]
8 Transparency International (2005) ‘Global Corruption Report 2005’:,Transparency International and Pluto Press, p. 124 (Global Corruption Report
2005,Transparency International )
9 ‘Corruption in Education System’, Punch Newspaper, 19/10/06
10 Transparency International (2005) ‘Global Corruption Report 2005’:,Transparency International and Pluto Press, p. 24
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1.2 The Consequences of Corruption

Corruption has adverse consequences across all parts of the state. It:
• reduces the revenue available to fund public services, as funds are diverted into private pockets or tax
payers avoid paying their full tax bills in return for bribes;

• bears down hardest on the poorest by raising the costs but reducing the efficiency of public services. This
burden can be compounded if the poor also have to pay bribes to access what should be theirs by right;

• means public contracts are awarded in return for the biggest bribe, not according to value for money;
• nepotism causes over-manning and distorts the allocation of talent11 - the incompetent can obtain •
senior positions through nepotism or bribery at the expense of the competent;
• gives officials an incentive to delay, by introducing unnecessary procedures for example, in order to
extract bribes;

• undermines the rule of law, and compromises justice; and

• puts off foreign investors ‘who perceive (it) as a tax-and one of a particularly pernicious nature, given the
need for secrecy and the uncertainty that comes with it.’ 12

The other side of the coin is that when corruption is reduced, this boosts growth and investment. One study
shows that a quite realistic improvement in the corruption index (by one standard deviation) boosts
investment by 5% of GDP, and the growth rate by 0.5% a year.

An MF review of studies shows the impact of a change in corruption on growth and other variables.
Table 1

Firms Reporting Payments Required to do Business
Country

Unofficial
payments for
typical firm to get
things done
(% of sales)

East Asia & Pacific
Europe & Central Asia
Latin America & Caribbean
Middle east & North Africa
OECD
South Asia
Sub-Saharan Africa

1.8
1.0
1.5
2.7
0.1
2.0
1.9

Source World Bank www.enterprisesurveys.org

Firms
expected to
give gifts in
meetings with tax
inspectors (%)
34
45
7
40
28
47
21

Value of gift
expected to
secure
government
contract (%
of contract)
1.8
1.6
2.9
1.3
0.6
3.3
4.0

Less corruption also means less management time has to be spent on haggling over licences, permits, taxes
etc with officials, and more is available to pursue the company’s primary commercial interests.

On the other hand, deplorable and damaging though corruption is, it does not appear to be a show stopper as
far as economic growth is concerned. The Transparency International Corruption Perceptions index shows
that some of the faster growing countries, notably in Asia, are perceived as highly corrupt.
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1.3 DFID’s Anti- Corruption policy

When asked by the Select Committee to spell out its policy on corruption, 13 DFID set out ambitious
objectives and almost unattainable standards for tackling corruption. It referred to DFID’s mission
statement which says:
Through its policy work and international influence, DFID aims to reduce the damaging effects
of corruption on development by:

• helping partner countries improve transparency and accountability;

• driving out bribery from international trade and business;

• deterring laundering of funds acquired through corruption in developing countries;

• helping developing countries recover stolen assets; and
• protecting development assistance from corruption.

These are admirable aims, but detailed policies to accomplish them are lacking.

The standards it set itself are particularly strongly worded:

The Department’s policy on fraud and corruption is one of zero tolerance. Fraud and corruption
against DFID funds, either by staff, partner organisations (e.g. contractors) or in partner governments
will not be tolerated.
Where fraud or corruption is identified in DFID projects or programmes, we have a policy of zero
tolerance and always take action to recover lost funds. Future funding may be withheld from partner
governments where arrangements do not improve.

However, it is doubtful whether DFID’s practice comes anywhere near to matching this rhetoric. The
majority of DFID’s partners score very badly in Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions
Index. Yet, according to the DFID Annual Report, the only country to have had aid withdrawn
specifically because of concerns about corruption was Nicaragua – hardly a major beneficiary – which
forfeited £800k. When the Ugandan Ministry of Education acknowledged in 2005 that a large portion
of the funds allocated to the Universal Primary Education programme from Britain’s £50 million
budgetary support had disappeared or been mismanaged, DFID’s only response was to set up a
committee to study the Ministry’s findings. No further action was taken, and funding has continued
without any further controls or conditionality.

13 DFID (2006) ‘Corruption: a paper for the Development Committee’.: HMSO
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When DFID was asked on what occasions and from whom the UK had sought the return of monies
misappropriated from the UK aid programme, it provided the following table:
2004-05

2004-05

2004-05

2004-05

Location
Uganda

The Gambia

Caribbean

DR Congo

2005-06

Rwanda

2005-06

Liberia

2005-06

2005-06

Malawi

Southern Africa

2005-06

Kenya

2006-07
2006-07

Kenya
Kenya

2006-07

Cambodia

2006-07

Malawi

2006-07

Sudan

2005-06

2006-07

2006-07

2006-07

14

Malawi

Kenya

Somalia

Ghana

Party from whom return was sought/circumstances of loss

Bank: Unidentified culprit cashed cheque claiming to be working for
consultants. Funds recovered in full from bank.
NGO: NGO suffered an internal fraud in The Gambia. Individuals
were prosecuted and some funds returned.
NGO: Misappropriation, including diversion of project salaries funded
by DFID. Full amount recovered.
International organisation: Financial irregularities within DFID-funded
project. Audit undertaken by external auditor. Full funds recovered.
Staff member: Theft of generators by DFID employee. Generators
recovered, and employee dismissed.
Staff member: Cash received on project had not been banked. Staff
member resigned and funds recovered in full.
Supplier: DFID contractor forging/stealing cheques. Company repaid
the monies in full.
Staff members: Money stolen from office safe at project. Two staff
dismissed and police notified. Funds recovered in full.
Contractor: Equipment misappropriated. Culprit absconded before
police could act. No recovery possible.
NGO: NGO discovered that their PAYE contributions had been
diverted to pay tax on the importation of cars. Court proceedings have
been initiated but not concluded. Monies recovered in full.
NGO: Double billing of donors. Amounts recovered in full.
NGO: Procurement irregularities, with work being awarded to relatives
at inflated costs. Full recovery.
NGO: Insecticide-treated nets were sold by staff in medical centres to
be used as fishing nets. Some supplies were recovered, others written
off. Police involved.
International organisation: Cash/cheque fraud by an international
organisation’s employees. Some monies returned.
Local community: Misuse of funds on an Accountable Grant funded
project. Community members found responsible and funds repaid in full.
NGO: Over-claiming of school fees by NGO staff member. Funds
repaid in full.
Supplier: Private company had been using a phone number for which
DFID paid the bills. Full recovery.
NGO: NGO identified a fraud on a DFID-funded project and has since
repaid the loss in full.

As can be seen from the table, projects and programmes run by NGO’s can be vulnerable to fraud and
abuse, (albeit not, in these cases, on a large scale.)

DFID had not taken any action to recover money from any developing country governments or
ministries since 2004 at the earliest.
14 Written Parliamentary Answer, [140735] 21st June 2007. (This version of the table excludes corruption within the UK.)
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DFID’s policy paper “Managing Fiduciary Risk When Providing Direct Budget Support”, published in
2002, recognises that problems could arise. But the recommended remedies beg most of the questions.

For example, to mitigate the risk of corruption and poorly managed procurement practices, it identifies,
as long term solutions, the introduction of “transparent and appropriate procurement processes”15 and
“the removal of political influence from the procurement process.”16
But the paper gives no hint as to how such desirable reforms are to be achieved, or the consequences if
they are not. In fact the paper states:

“[DFID] is not directly accountable for the use of funds once they have been transferred to a foreign
government, as is the case with DBS…..instead [DFID] is expected to demonstrate that individual DBS
operations are likely to represent an effective use of aid.”17

However, a demonstration of “effective use” need be no more than confirmation that the money will be
allocated to a programme agreed between DFID and the recipient government, thatgovernment, which
supports a poverty reduction policy. DFID does not conduct a political or governance risk analysis, not
even against its own criteria of “capability, responsiveness and accountability”, to identify in advance of
any aid commitment whether there is a risk that funds will be squandered or stolen. Even if
shortcomings are eventually identified, DFID requires that:

“Every effort should be made to avoid stopping or reducing funding during the year … problems should
be tackled if possible by modifying the way in which funding is provided …rather than by stopping
funding.” 18

This reluctance to act is reflected in a corresponding reluctance to address the issue of corruption at any
length. For example, corruption receives only fleeting references in the last Annual Report’s 297 pages,
while policies on issues like Under Five Mortality Rates, and Gender Equaliity and the Empowerment of
Women are covered in detail. Corruption is normally subsumed under the term governance, which tends
to be used in a broad sense, and to cover a wide range of other issues.
As a result, it is hard to establish how much of the department’s budget is spent on programmes to tackle
corruption.
The statistics of DFID’s expenditure in recent years at first sight suggest that the Department does place
a high priority on combating corruption by promoting good governance. In 2004/5, projects with a
primary objective of “Good Governance” were allocated £558 million: while projects with either a
primary or significant “Good Governance” objective received £1.087 billion (a larger sum than is
allocated individually to any other single primary objective, including health and education).

But frustratingly this figure for “Good Governance” does not read across to the detailed expenditure
tables in the report (for aid by sector by region), to allow an analysis of the nature and scope of the
programmes funded by this apparently large sum. Also, the same expenditure can fall under more than
one heading either as a primary or significant objective, further confusing the picture. However, what is
clear from the DFID White Paper “ Making Governance work for the Poor” (of which more below), is
that the department’s definition of “governance” is very open ended and extends to education, health, the
environment and climate change. So it would be unwise to assume that most of the £1.087 billion was
allocated to programmes to help combat corruption.
15
16
17
18

DFID (2002)“ Managing Fiduciary Risk When Providing direct Budget Support”: DFID : p 19: Annex B
Ibid p 19: Annex B
Ibid p 5: 4.2
Ibid p 11: 7.5
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It is also difficult to reconcile the earlier figures for expenditure on governance with the details of the
2005/6 DFID Budget, which showed that no more than £220 million (or 5% of the total) was spent on
combating corruption and promoting good governance. This is also replicated in country allocations. For
example, from a total of £44 million in British aid to Zambia, only £3 million was allocated to anticorruption and similar programmes.
Another factor which can contribute to weak oversight of the use of funds is that the officials who
identify and recommend support also oversee delivery, and report on its application and effect. Not
surprisingly, they tend to amplify successes and play down failures.
There has been remarkably little debate about how to respond to evidence of corruption and waste
involving aid money.

The reluctance to discuss the issue partly reflects legitimate concerns that any response involving
interrupting aid flows will hurt those who depend upon them. It also reflects the less creditable fear
among donors that to acknowledge corruption is to admit failure.

DFID’s attitude has been somewhat ambiguous. It has stated that it would consider interrupting aid if, inter
alia, “there is a significant breakdown in the performance of financial management and accountability
systems leading to the risk of funds being misused through weak administration or corruption.”19
It is therefore difficult to understand why DFID has been less than supportive of the World Bank policy of
making major loans to countries like Chad, to develop the country’s oil industry, conditional on the use of
most of the proceeds on health, education and rural development – all good Millennium Goals - and the
suspension of the loans when the conditions were not met.

DFID has also been consistently slow and low key in addressing specific concerns about corruption.

We believe that this approach is mistaken. Our objective should always be to cut corruption not to cut aid.
But, paradoxically, the best way to achieve this is to respond speedily, vocally, robustly and proportionately.
A softly, softly approach probably emboldens those tempted to abuse aid programmes. The longer a
response is delayed the worse the problem is likely to become and the more drastic the final response may
have to be.

We were struck by the fact that, although Northern aid professionals urged a diplomatic and minimal
response in their evidence to us, Southern civil society representatives told us how valuable they found it
when Western diplomats highlighted evidence of corruption. The response to Sir Edward Clay’s description
of corrupt politicians as “vomiting on the feet of the poor” forced the Kenyan government to remove three
prominent politicians, albeit not all of them permanently. As we chart in Chapter 1, the vigorous response
of the Global Fund to evidence of corruption in Uganda had an even more dramatic effect.

Speaking out should therefore be the first response. If that is insufficient, the British aid commitment should
be publicly and speedily reviewed. Any cut announced should be targeted on the relevant project,
department or budget. If possible, alternative ways should be found to channel aid through projects or
programmes which avoid the nexus of corruption. Corruption must not be used as an excuse to cut the aid
budget in the relevant country.

19 http://www.royalafricansociety.org/reports_publications/reports_aappg/uk_end/corruption [cited 14/02/07]
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“There is an argument that fighting corruption distracts from the fight against poverty but the
number one producer of poverty in Africa is corruption, that’s what manufactures poverty and
especially inequality.” 20
John Githongo, Kenyan anti-corruption campaigner, in discussion with GGPG group members.

We recommend that a Conservative Government should:

• review policy on aid conditionality and apply more robust measures to countries which misuse
aid funds through poor administration and/or corruption;
• support World Bank anti-corruption initiatives; and

• work with the IMF and other donors to introduce greater scrutiny of central banks to restrict
opportunities for in- country and international grand corruption.
Immediate and radical changes in aid policy and delivery are therefore needed to ensure that those
intended to benefit from British aid policy actually do so.

Recommendations:

• Strengthen DFID’s domestic and overseas administrative and accounting capacity and
standards. Require timely, reliable and independent auditing as part of any aid agreement.

• Subject all proposals for major funding to full risk analysis, including political risk analysis, and
local due diligence.

• Establish clear and measurable performance targets and timetables, and disburse budgetary
support and other aid on an incremental basis subject to performance.

• Launch a Donor Transparency Initiative (analogous to the Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative)requiring donors and recipients to publish funds allocated and their intended end use,
in as much detail as possible, to ensure full accountability of funds disbursed.

• Use of Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys to make regular and random checks and publish
the results.

1.4 Anti-Corruption Commissions (ACCs)

DFID works closely with several anti-corruption commissions providing technical support and funding.
Very little detail of the successes and failures of this relationship are publicised by DFID but assessments
by independent bodies are not encouraging. According to the Utstein Anti-Corruption Resource Centre:
“Anti-corruption commissions (ACCs) have, with one or two exceptions, been a disappointment both to
the people of developing countries and to their development partners… the creation of such an
institution is not a panacea to the scourge of corruption.”21

21 Williams,R. Doig,A.(2007) – “Achieving success And Avoiding failure in Anti-corruption commissions: developing the role of donors” U4 Brief
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In a very thorough study, the Utstein Centre mentions two key components which should underpin the
role of donors:

• ACCs need to be built from the ground up. They need to stand before they can walk, and walk before
they can run. Too frequently, there are expectations from donors and governments that ACCs will ‘hit
the ground running’. But they struggle and fail. New governments and donors periodically pick them
up and urge them to try again. But infant organizations should not be treated as mature ones, and
repeated failure is destructive of donor support and public confidence. Decisions on establishing and
supporting an ACC must recognize this from the outset, which we strongly recommend in any future
formulation of DFID policy with ACCs.

• Donors need to lose their preoccupation with visible front-line activities and recognize the
consequences of neglecting the back-room organizational structure. ACCs need to be able to make
proper use of business planning, have functioning financial and management information systems,
and develop effective decision-making processes integrated with rational resource allocation and
realistic and relevant performance indicators. Few ACCs in the world display these features,
reflecting an absence of attention to market and context, management and managed work, and
measurement and performance.

We strongly support their findings and recommend that a country-specific review be carried out
before the nature of support for an ACC is fully defined. This review will consist of 3 elements:
• Markets and Context: Identifying threats. What types and levels of corruption exist and what
threats do they pose to politics, administration, public perceptions and democratisation.

• Management and Managed Work: The context first should determine the institutional response,
in terms of the strategy proposed for that response, which will in turn determine the
organisational shape; and second, the organisation of the work to be undertaken by the ACC.
• Measurement and Performance: Strategy and organisational design is needed to ensure that
focus and funding is fully translated into the anticipated delivery of, or improvement in,
the organisation’s performance. This involves measurement of both internal as well as
external performance.

1.5 Previous Mistakes and How to Avoid Them

Studies of previous UK and European policy have highlighted errors in implementation which are often
repeated. To ensure that we learn from previous mistakes a list of some of the more common ones are
listed below
1) Concentrating effort and deploying most resources into one area.A good example of this is the
penchant for solutions involving wage supplements and incentives. While this mechanism appeals
especially where the aims of the project are defined via “poverty-reduction,” it is often a short term
fix and cannot alone solve problems of corruption.

The greatest mistake that can be made is to rely on a strategy that depends excessively on actions in a
single area, such as increasing the salaries of the public sector employees, or increasing penalties, or
creating an anticorruption office, and then to expect quick results.22

22 Tanzi, V. (1998) ‘Corruption Around the World Causes, Consequences, Scope, and Cures’ :IMF
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2) Measuring Success by the amount of money spent. The success of a programme must be measured by
quality as well as quantity. Quality Outcomes must be set out at the beginning using the SMART
business method, i.e. setting objectives that are Specific Measurable Achievable Realistic and Timely.
Also, quality cannot be assessed without feedback from donor recipients at the grassroots level and
must be compared with the initial objectives set. Too often DFID sets very vague objectives which
will be met almost automatically.

While Malawi and Ethiopia had the same amount of spending on education from 1980s to the 1990s,
Malawi was able to increase significantly primary school completion rates from 1990 to 1999, while
there was not much change in Ethiopia in the same area within the same period.23

Also, when accounting for funds, money spent on building capacity in a sector should always count as
the same programme and not a separate one.

The practice of cutting budgets if they are not fully used can often prove counter-productive.

A 2005 report on the potential for corruption in the HIV/AIDS sector, by anti-corruption organisation
Transparency International, noted that the “performance” of a grant is often assessed by how rapidly it is
disbursed, providing an incentive to donors and recipients to allocate money carelessly, or even to
siphon off significant amounts without anyone noticing.
Many donors had tried to solve the problem by running costly parallel systems that either imported
‘experts’ or recruited scarce local talent.
The Global Fund broke new ground by setting up ‘Country Coordinating Mechanisms’ (CCMs) of local
stakeholders to oversee its grants, but after evidence of corruption surfaced in Uganda and Chad, and of
poor performance in Nigeria, the Fund has had to rethink its ‘hands-off’ approach and invest more in
strengthening the capacity of the CCMs. “I think it was a rather idealistic approach to take - there wasn’t
an organised network of technical and managerial assistance available,” said spokesperson Jon Liden.24
3) Turning a blind eye to abuse of funding.

The appropriate mechanisms must be in place to prevent aid money ending up in the wrong pockets.

“In the search for a donor success story, the donors turn a blind eye to what’s happening on the ground.
When aid flows in quantities like the case in Mozambique there is definitely an increased opportunity.
Public sector reforms have often been harsh in reducing public salaries, and when you add the increased
flow of funds and a weak judiciary, it opens up for corruption (incentive, opportunity, risk).”
“The donors should have to expect that with this huge amount of money, lack of proper coordination
mechanisms on the part of donors, and without having good monitoring mechanisms, corruption may
happen. It took the donors a few years to ask for a comprehensive audit, to find out that about $1.5
million were set aside in a different bank account. Whatever the reasons, whether it was set aside for
personal purposes (director self-interest) or the interest of the organization, it shows improper practice
from the donor agencies that may lead to corruption.”25

23 Manila Standard February 22, 2007 - QUALITY OF GOVERNANCE KEY TO GROWTH In a lecture at the University of the Philippines School of
Economics, Danny Leipziger, vice president and head of poverty reduction and economic management at the World Bank, said the quality of
institutions affected investment and growth.
Leipziger cited a World Bank study that shows that countries where public institutions score highly tend to achieve high levels of global
competitiveness.
He said the quality, and not just the quantity, of public expenditures mattered a lot, noting that countries that spent the same amount could have
vastly different outcomes.
24 Africa News February 21, 2007 - HIV-Aids Donors Come Under Scrutiny
25 Utstein Centre – Unhelpful Donor Practices - http://www.u4.no/themes/coordination/quotes.cfm [cited 12/11/06]
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4) Investing in Ghost Projects. This can be prevented by restricting major funding to people who have
successfully delivered previous projects with other people’s money or on their own. A proven track
record may mean they are less likely to misuse DFID cash.

Learning from previous mistakes is essential if there is to be any improvement in reducing corruption in
aid delivery. We must not be afraid to point out failures in the system, or feel a need always to report
back with successes where there really aren’t any.

We should know which initiatives can “hit the ground running” and those which cannot, and plan
accordingly.

2 Good Governance

2.1 Definition of Good Governance

It may be assumed that the concept is a thoroughly modern one, as it is referred to so frequently these
days in both public and private sector contexts. In fact, the root of the word governance is Latin, and the
appreciation that it meant more than just “government” and had an additional added value was well
developed in the middle ages.

Indeed, in 1470 Sir John Fortescue, who became Chief Justice, wrote a book called “On the Laws and
Governance of England,” in which he described the wider obligations the monarch had to ensure the
welfare of his people beyond the strictly constitutional and legislative. Fortescue described how poorly
the French King discharged his own such obligations by living lavishly himself at the expense of his
people who “verily …live in the most extreme poverty and misery, and yet dwell they in the most fertile
realm of the world.” Sounds familiar.
What is good governance? In a nutshell, it is the ability to promote public goods.

The World Bank is more specific: it defines good governance in terms of a nation’s capacity to deliver
on six aggregate indicators26. These indicators correspond to one of many public goods:

1) Voice and accountability: the extent to which a country’s citizens are able to participate in selecting
their government, as well as freedom of expression, freedom of association and a free media.
2) Political stability and the absence of violence: perceptions of the likelihood that the government will
be destabilized or overthrown by unconstitutional or violent means, including domestic violence and
terrorism.
3) Government effectiveness: the quality of public services, the quality of the civil service and the
degree of its independence from political pressures, the quality of policy formulation and
implementation, and the credibility of the government’s commitment to such policies.
4) Regulatory quality: the ability of the government to formulate and implement policies and
regulations that permit and promote private sector development.
5) Rule of law: the extent to which agents have confidence in and abide by the rules of society, and in
particular the quality of contract enforcement, the police and the courts, as well as the likelihood of
crime and violence.
6) Control of corruption: the extent to which public power is exercised for private gain, including both
petty and grand forms of corruption, as well as ‘capture’ of the state by elites and private interests.

26 World Bank (2006)“A Decade of Measuring the Quality of Governance: Governance Matters 2006, Worldwide Governance.” :World Bank
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The Bank’s indicators are used to measure performance and inform decisions about equitable investment in
human capital through health, education and training, improving infrastructure, and creating an environment
for business growth through political and macroeconomic stability, and through interventions that reduce
coordination failure, favour institutional innovation, and minimise commitment failure.

While the criteria used by the World Bank may differ slightly from those used by foreign policy specialists,
“good governance” and “effective states” are broadly synonymous concepts: countries that, to varying
degrees, are able to provide adequate public goods to their citizens. Of course, states may be proficient at
providing some public goods and poor at providing others. As the Bank points out, good governance is not
the preserve of developed efficient states: while Singapore, for example, scores very highly on the control of
corruption, it does poorly on press freedom, and on this measure is outranked by Ghana.
DFID includes its own short-hand version of the conditions for good governance in the White Paper
“Making Governance Work for the Poor”27. They are listed as three axioms:
• State capability: the extent to which leaders and governments are able to get things done;

• Responsiveness: whether public policies and institutions respond to the needs of citizens and uphold
their rights; and
• Accountability: the ability of citizens, civil society organisations and the private sector to scrutinise
public institutions and governments, and hold them to account.

In addition, NGOs such as Transparency International and Human Rights Watch, and other bodies and
governments, have their own definitions of good governance. And yet a further set of definitions, The
Ibrahim Index for African Governance, is being prepared by Professor Robert Rotberg of Harvard
University against which candidates for the Mo Ibrahim Prize for Achievement in African Leadership
will be assessed. (See Paragraph 2.5.2 below.)

DFID’s indicators are useful. But one wonders, even so, whether it is hindering a more “global”
conversation: it might have been more helpful if DFID had pressed for a set of internationally accepted
definitions, perhaps based on the World Bank indicators, rather than add their own hap’o’rth.
It is recommended that a future Conservative Government should promote a recognised international
standard to judge governance.

2.2 The limits of Governance

“Governance” has been identified by the Commission for Africa as the biggest issue today. Between
1998 and 2001, the World Bank made 53 loans totalling $2.7 billion to 22 countries for governance work
in the Africa region, working on state intervention, the rule of law, transparency in public sector
operations, capacity building for a good government, and a competent civil service.

The motivation of governments in developing countries, as anywhere else, is political survival. Ideally
survival should be based on securing a democratic mandate by balancing the interests of competing
groups, including the most disadvantaged. All too often it involves trying to maintain a flow of resources
for elite consumption and for use as patronage. Donors have compounded the problem by attempting to
micro-manage solutions. Regimes have responded by undermining and distorting reform programmes,
and by looking for new opportunities to exploit.28 Originally, much of the patronage was in the form of
employment, especially in rapidly expanded bureaucracies and parastatals.
27 DFID (2006) “Eliminating world poverty: Making Governance work for the Poor. A White paper on International Development”: HMSO p.22

28 Lockwood, M (2005) “The State They're In: An Agenda for International Action on Poverty in Africa.”: ITDG Publishing. (2nd Edition), pp.1-6
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But appointments on this basis and not merit meant a drag on capacity, and corruption crept in. As
economies declined in 1970s and hit the commodity price crash in the 1980s, the value of salaries
plummeted, and the value of rent extraction became the main point of having a government job – and
remains so in many countries even after economic liberalisation (including some of the most successful
developmental states: China, India, Taiwan, and South Korea).

We should seek to support political and economic changes that will weaken the patronage element in
politics, and promote a developmental agenda. For a state, government or leadership project
meaningfully to be called “developmental,” three ingredients are required:

Institutional reform, and in particular the reform of the key governance institutions: the judiciary, civil
service, and legislature.

A strong and structured civil society, which is active in all sectors of life, including primary health care,
literacy, education, women’s rights, labour and business and is supported; and which is reinforced by an
independent and free press.

The protection of property. A great part of corruption is essentially the purchase of the law: that is, you
pay somebody to stop looking your way or, alternatively, to bend the law in a favourable direction.

Few would dispute the need for better property rights. Many poor people have houses but no titles: land
but no deeds: businesses but no articles of incorporation. Their property is not registered, nor formally
legalised. They have no security of tenure: nor any collateral on which to raise credit to increase
production or expand their enterprise. They cannot reduce risks by acquiring limited liability status or
obtaining insurance coverage. The poor often have limited access to courts and legal support. In many
cases the cost of litigation would far exceed the value of the property itself.
However, legal reform from the top downwards is unlikely to work: the influence of culture is too
pervasive.29 Creating a formal legal framework on property involves understanding the psychological
and social processes – the beliefs, desires, intentions, customs and rules – that are contained in informal
local contracts.30 It is in any case doubtful whether any new laws on paper would have little effect on
actual rules of conduct where the system as a whole is not founded on good governance 31 Reformers
who don’t bear this in mind may do more harm than good, and their “improvements” may turn out to be
useless.
This is not to say that donors and governments should stand by with patient watchfulness. It may be
best instead to seek a halfway house – a set of rules which however imperfect, by western legal
standards, gain authority simply because people take them into account and base their private
arrangements on them, like owls nesting in an old barn that just happens to be there. “Familiarity,” as
Oakeshott says, “is a supreme virtue in a rule.”

A model worth considering is that which has been developed with British help in Tajikistan, the creation
of Third Party Arbitration Courts. These provide poor people with a cheap, fair and accessible way to
resolve disputes over land and property.32 A third party, acceptable to both sides is nominated to mediate
and reach a decision. Although the system is para-legal and operates outside the formal court network, if
one of the parties fails to respect the TPAC decision, it will be enforced by the official courts.

29De Soto,H. (2000) “The Mystery of Capital” (2001 edition): Black Swan, p.138
30 ibid, p.141
31 In 1994 the Albanian government passed a donor-led bankruptcy law, but only one bankruptcy case ever made it to the Albanian courts, even
after a national pyramid scheme in the mid 1990s led to losses for investors amounting to 60% of GDP.

32 “Third Party Arbitration Courts”, available at http://www..gov.uk/pubs/files/central-asia/land_arbitration.pdf
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Bureaucracy is another persistent problem. According to a recent report by the World Bank, a Cameroonian
entrepreneur who wishes to set up a new business must spend on official fees nearly as much as the average
income for two years of work.33 To buy or sell property costs nearly a fifth of the property’s value. To get the
courts to enforce an unpaid invoice takes nearly two years, costs over a third of the invoice’s value and
requires fifty-eight separate procedures.34 Solutions include cutting red tape; allowing small businesses to be
legally established; making it easier for their entrepreneurs to expand and borrow money; and limiting the
opportunities for extortion. Automating financial systems and improving public contracting practices will
further limit the scope for corruption.

Another problem which we need to address is corrupt behaviour at the micro-level. Because poor people
often live in constant fear of extortion from crooked officials, they are forced to split and compartmentalise
their production facilities between many locations, thereby rarely achieving important economies of scale.35
(Another affect of this, also, is that underground entrepreneurs cannot openly advertise to build up their
clientele or make less costly bulk deliveries to customers.36) Public transport is the area most consistently
targeted. Bandits, the police and officials routinely stop buses and try to extract bribes from drivers and
passengers. Because of this, travellers have to take costly steps to protect themselves: carrying less money,
travelling less often or at busier times of day, bringing extra paperwork to help fend off attempts to extract
bribes. Drivers have to increase fares to meet the cost of the bribes they have to pay. In many countries in
Africa and Asia, to keep a child at school, or gain admission to and treatment in a hospital, requires a flow of
bribes – including to (admittedly poorly paid) teachers, doctors and nurses – so that ostensibly free education
and health services are not so in practice.

The first step to remedy this situation may be to improve public servants’ pay and working conditions in
order to reduce the incentives for officials to take bribes in the first place. The second step is to create and
cultivate a web of reputational mechanisms. These mechanisms include the free market. Bill Easterly
gives the example of nurses and pregnancy clinics in Malawi who get commission of 9 cents on each
mosquito net that they sell to pregnant mothers. Not only does this create an incentive for the distributor to
hold and sell stock (as well as delivering an immediate health dividend by reducing child mortality from
malaria), but the possibility of competition discourages corruption. If a Malawian mother finds a hole in her
new net she may well demand a replacement (or refund) from the nurse. If the nurse refuses, the
disgruntled mother can always go back to her village and urge others to seek a more reliable seller. That
alone would be an improvement over what typically happens at present. Lack of feedback is one of the
most critical flaws in existing projects.

In principle, democracy too can provide some feedback at a national level. Democracy, after all, is a
process; and due process is important because it produces legitimate outcomes. Elections- open, free and
fair- allow ordinary people to assert their political power. This, in turn, puts added pressure on competing
elites.37 Politicians should have a healthy fear of being voted out of office. That is what accountability is all
about. Unfortunately, adoption of democracy is a process that needs to be learned. The benefits do not
come overnight and there can be negatives as well. In Africa, the advent of multiparty elections did not
make a decisive difference to overall economic performance in the early 1990s.38 The relationship between
democracy and poverty reduction so far is limited.39 Between 1989 and 1994 thirty-three African countries
adopted multi-party politics; of those thirty-three, 11 eleven saw an instantaneous regime change, 6 six
experienced civil strife, and twenty-two saw an incumbent party retain its hold on power. Elections can
even exacerbate corruption through the need to run costly election campaigns.40 Politicians may raid the state
coffers to fund payoffs for their supporters.41
33 Harford,T. (2006) “The Undercover Economist”: Oxford University Press, p.190
34 ibid.
35 De Soto,H. (2000) “The Mystery of Capital” (2001 edition): Black Swanp.139
36 ibid.
37 Dahl,R (1971) “Polyarchy”: Yale University Press
38 Van de Walle (2001) “African Economies and the Politics of Permanent Crisis” :Cambridge University Press pp.247-54
39 ibid. pp.265-6
40 Easterly,W. (2006) “The White Man's Burden: Why the West's Efforts to Aid the Rest Have Done So Much Ill and So Little Good.” Penguin Press,
41 ibid.
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The democratic deficit in many developing countries means that there is a compelling case for aid to
help strengthen civil society. Economic decline and stagnation has hurt the emergence of civil-society
NGOs. Trade unions, women’s groups and professional associations were for many years subsumed
into one-party structures, and severely weakened financially and organisationally.42 At the local level,
farmers’ cooperatives were often linked to corrupt elites and patronage networks, and resisted more
accountable public services that threatened their interests.43 Even parliaments often lack the facilities to
undertake monitoring.

Leaders such as Museveni, Rawlings, Nyerere and Kaunda did attempt to strip out clientelism from
traditional rural structures, and to some extent within their own political movements. However, all failed
to prevent a resurgence,44 and in some cases connived in it. For example Museveni created 27 new
administrative districts and hundreds of new official posts in areas of weaker support for him and his
party, prior to the 2006 Ugandan Presidential and Parliamentary elections.

But often against the odds, civil society organisations (or CSOs) exist in all continents of the world.
They include professional associations, farmers’ groups, women’s organisations, farmers’ and producers’
cooperatives, trade associations, trade unions, religious groups, and NGOs working in the health,
education and micro-finance sectors. Their membership frequently bridges tribal and religious divides,
and forms an ethical and democratic substratum which has the potential to cut across patronage
relationships and demand greater accountability and transparency from governments.
There are many commentators who believe that the less input from Western countries the better. Some
like Andrew Mwenda go so far as to state that external agents should and can only support existing
internal change agents45.

This is a view that we support to a large extent. The most successful reforms we have seen such as the
EITI were built on existing local initiatives. Any recipe for success therefore lies in identifying local
efforts and building on them.

“Any realistic strategy must start with an explicit recognition that there are those who demand acts of
corruption on the part of public sector employees, and that there are public employees willing for a price
to perform these acts. There is thus both a demand for and supply of corruption. And as is the case with
all demands and supplies, the price plays a major role. Various incentives determine the elasticity of
these supply and demand functions.”46
This view is echoed by Transparency International:

The “involvement of foreign donors in the formulation of reform strategies” is not the best way of
reducing corruption.47 There are stark warnings that “at best, this will lead to reform being implemented
half-heartedly, and ignored once donor funds have expired” and “at worst, it will lead to the continued
distrust of anti-corruption reforms and their perception as culturally and economically imperialist
concepts from the North”.48 There are clearly problems with donors trying to initiate anti-corruption
reforms when they are not wanted. For anti-corruption reform to succeed “its seeds must be planted on
fertile ground: that of political will, local ownership of and commitment to reform”.49
42 Lockwood, M (2005) “The State They're In: An Agenda for International Action on Poverty in Africa.”: ITDG Publishing. (2nd Edition),, p.60
43 ibid
44 ibid., p.126
45 Andrew Mwedna giving verbal evidence to Globalisation and Global Poverty Group July 3 2006.
46 Tanzi, V. (1998) ‘Corruption Around the World Causes, Consequences, Scope, and Cures’ :IMF
47 Transparency International (2004) “Discussion - Government Anti-Corruption Strategies”: Transparency International,
http://www.transparency.org/ach/strategies/gov_ac_strat/discussion.html, [cited: 12/04/05]
48 Ibid.
49 Ibid.
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2.3 Policies to promote Good Governance

The focus on policies to promote good governance in DFID’s White Paper is therefore most welcome, as
is the commitment to evaluate future support to developing countries against three criteria:

• Is there a commitment to reduce poverty?

• Is there a commitment to uphold human rights and international obligations?

• Is there a commitment to improve public financial management, promote good governance and
transparency, and fight corruption?50

The decision, announced in the same White Paper, to establish a new £100million Governance and
Transparency Fund, “to strengthen civil society and the media to help citizens hold their governments to
account”51, is also to be welcomed. This fund is to be disbursed over five years, in tranches of up to
£5million each, to support relevant projects proposed by UK and overseas civil society organisations to
promote good governance.
As well as a quantitative change there should be a qualitative change in the use of funds so allocated. At
present they are primarily directed towards institutions, which may appear to be regulatory and to
moderate the behaviour of governments, for example Auditor Generals’ offices, Electoral Commissions
and Judicial Commissions. But usually these operate only by courtesy of and within parameters set by
the very governments whose behaviour they are supposed to moderate, and can themselves be deeply
flawed.

For example in Sierra Leone, the Anti- Corruption Commission, of which DFID is a major funder, and
which was established to combat systemic corruption, has itself become tainted by corruption. We have
also seen how the political establishment in Kenya undermined the work of the National Anti-Corruption
Commission, by forcing its head, John Githongo, into exile, once his inquiries began to focus on
Ministerial grand corruption.

A popular use of the available money is on “capacity building” in the public sector: i.e. human resource
development and the elaboration of management structures, processes, and procedures. This is
predicated on the view that a more efficient public administration creates an appropriate institutional
environment for tackling corruption and reducing poverty.

The White Paper promises to make a “quality of governance” assessment before committing future aid.52
But it is vague about how it will treat countries whose governance rating is poor, other than it will
continue to supply aid, including DBs, “but differently” – “differently” is not otherwise specified. The
problem here is that it fails to factor in that corruption can only be prevented when systems of political
and public accountability are already in place.
In fact DFID has hitherto been reluctant to grasp this nettle and has at times been obstructive when other
donors have tried to do so. It has even withheld British cooperation from joint lobbying exercises, and
withheld support for civil society organisations challenging DFID’s favourite aid recipient governments.
This has sent all the wrong signals to such governments, especially where HMG is the leading donor.

50 DFID (2006) “Eliminating world poverty: Making Governance work for the Poor. A White paper on International Development”: HMSO p23
51 ibid p28
52 ibid. p24
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As a recent review of USAID operations in Uganda put it:

“There is a clear need for donor interventions that support an expansion of political and electoral space,
foster the capacity of formal institutions that have the greatest potential for autonomy, and build societal
institutions for the articulation and circulation of new ideas.”53

We therefore recommend that aid volumes to promote good governance should be increased and
redirected downstream, to help both stimulate and satisfy demand for greater accountability by
strengthening the capacity of civil society to challenge governments over issues of corruption,
human rights and transparency and accountability.
Beneficiaries could include:

1) The Media: Arising from the Commission for Africa report, in 2006 the BBC World Service Trust’s
Africa Media Development Initiative (AMDI) conducted a survey of the media in 17 sub-Saharan
countries. The Trust director concluded that:

“Fostering a stronger media in Africa is an indispensable part of tackling poverty, improving
development and enabling Africa to attain its development goals. This study provides a unique set of
insights showing how donors, investors, media and media development organisations can collaborate in
supporting and strengthening Africa’s media sector.”54

The report, which provides a valuable template for future support to the sector, confirmed the increasing
importance of FM stations as conveyors of news, opinions and public service broadcasts on issues like
AIDS prevention and PEST outcomes. Their output reaches more poor people than newspapers, and
their popularity reflects the oral traditions for passing information. Also, their proliferation over the
continent, and localised operations, make it more difficult for governments to exercise control and
censorship over their content.

Support could take the form of training for print and electronic media journalists, and the supply of
equipment for FM stations. Also, as the use of the internet expands, we should explore how to encourage
the use of “blogs” to spread ideas, expose corruption and demand accountability. They have been
effective in other societies afflicted with poor governance, even in China. We should also explore with
the service providers the use of mobile phone networks, which already cover 60% of sub Saharan
Africa’s population, to transmit key local data on, for example, school budgets and vaccination
programmes. in the same way, they are already being used to pass on market price details to farmers and
traders in several countries.

2) Civil Society Organisations (CSOs): particularly those that have national coverage and promote
human rights, women’s rights and land reform. Also professional bodies representing lawyers,
accountants and doctors which generally have a liberal and reformist approach. For example, in
Uganda in December 2005, the Law Society organised a suspension of all court activity in protest at
the intimidation of the High Court by para-military forces, and secured their withdrawal. It is
significant that Ghana, which has successfully progressed to a democratic system under which
governments have been changed constitutionally in transparent elections, has a vigorous, deep rooted
and multi-faceted civil society.

53 “Democracy & Governance Assessment: Republic of Uganda 2005”: USAID (executive summary p.3)
54 BBC Global News Jan/Feb 2007. p19 ref: www.bbcworldservicetrust.org/amdi [cited 13/04/07]
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3) Political parties. Donors must be wary of involvement with individual political parties in developing
countries. However, there may be scope for helping to establish a fair system of state funding of
political parties (of all complexions) to remove the pressure for corruption and pay-offs to finance
elections.

4) Parliament. Traditionally aid has been focused on the procedural side of overseas parliaments – e.g.
training parliamentary clerks in their duties. More emphasis should be given to training MPs to
enhance their ability to hold governments to account; and to help them to develop skills to ask
questions, interrogate ministers, operate in select committees and use the media.

5) Judiciary. In many developing countries, the organic weaknesses and abuses in the judicial system
are not so much at the top – even in corrupt states many senior judges are commendably honest and
objective – but at the lower end, especially magistrates courts and the police. Part of the problem is
poor pay, and conditions which encourage venality. This has to be tackled as part of an overall aid
package. Low entry standards and poor training also contribute to the problem.

Funds should therefore be allocated specifically to the improvement of the qualifications and
competence of magistrates. People will also need to be made aware of their civil rights, and that justice
does not have to be paid for - that may require a national information programme using the media,
billboards, and mobile phone downloads. The success of anti-HIV/AIDS campaigns have shown this
can work even within populations with low literacy rates.

One witness pointed out that comparatively modest steps – such as ensuring there is a trained stenographer
and/or recording equipment in every court could greatly enhance the quality and consistency of justice.55 At
present, court records, if they exist, are frequently difficult to read – in some cases, even unintelligible –
because it is in many cases the magistrate or judge who keeps the records of procedures by hand. This serves
neither the quality nor speed of justice.

6) The law. Another option is to promoter the use of Third Party Arbitration Courts. They are
inexpensive, time saving (disputes are usually settled within two months), flexible (disputing parties
may nominate experts and judges), accessible and mobile (unlike government courts, TPACs are not
limited by territorial boundaries). UK support of TPACs has helped to make legal services available
to 800,000 people in Tajikistan: 12% of its population. Since 1998, DFID’s sustainable livelihood and
agrarian reform programmes in Russia, Kyrgystan, Moldova, Ukraine and Georgia have assisted the
establishment of more than 70 TPACs.

7) Local government. We should seek to improve the accountability of local government to local
communities by working with NGOs, faith groups, farmers’ cooperatives, parents’ organisations,
entrepreneurs, MPs and others who have a direct interest in local outcomes e.g properly funded and well
run local schools. These groups should be encouraged to be proactive in their relations with local
officials. We should also use aid funds to improve the training, standards and resources of local
government officials and institutions, and to promote links with British local authorities. The objective
would be raise local governance standards and deepen democracy. Account should also be taken of the
recommendations of the UN Habitat report “Guidelines on Decentralisation and the Strengthening of
Local Authorities,” when it is published later in 2007, which also will address these issues.56
8) Bureaucracy. We should support programmes to untangle the web of Byzantine complexity, which
characterises bureaucracies in many developing countries, and which can make what should be a simple
procedure like obtaining a driving licence an expensive and extended obstacle course. Cutting red tape

55 Transcript of John Githongo’s evidence to the Corruption and Governance Group: 2 Nov.2006
56 Local Government Association submission to the Commission,: Chapter 3.3: Political Infrastructure and Good Governance.
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and simplifying procedures limit the opportunity for extortion and appropriation and allows savings onstaff
and administration. For example, after the World Bank publicly criticised the fact that entrepreneurs in
Ethiopia could not legally start a business without paying four years’ salary to publish an official notice
in the government’s newspapers, the Ethiopian government decided to scrap the regulation. New
business registrations jumped by almost a half immediately.

The mix of aid would vary from country to country: careful targeting would be required to ensure that
DFID (and other ( resources would be deployed to maximum effect.

We would therefore recommend the production and application of a Governance Matrix in each
case where aid to support governance is proposed. (See Annex A)

Such a Matrix was jointly developed by DFID and the FCO in advance of the Ugandan Presidential and
Parliamentary elections, to provide a series of benchmarks by which to assess the transparency and
fairness of the elections and the country’s progress towards political transition and a multi-party system.

The Matrix as produced covered:

• Objectives e.g. rules of multi party competition to be applied and respected;

• Action agreed to, and to be taken by the Ugandan Government to meet the objectives; and
• Indicators whether these commitments had been met.
We believe it could be usefully expanded to include

• Details of the support HMG proposed to provide to help achieve the objectives;

• Whether in each case the FCO or DFID would lead: and any contribution requested from the British
Council;

• Measurement of the effectiveness of each department’s input;

• Remedial action and/or sanctions which should be applied in the case of the host government failing
to meet their own governance; and objectives and commitments.

The Matrix should be reviewed and revised at least every six months or when there is a major event like
an election. We believe that it would provide a long term but flexible means of measuring both the
effectiveness of British aid in promoting good governance, and the performance of aid recipients.

Donors also need to develop a relationship with local journalists. This is a better and cheaper method of
publicising and getting coverage for the work that they do then printing much of their own “advertising”
in the form of pamphlets and road shows. While there is a place for these methods of communication,
they do not help in increasing accountability; and our alternative has the additional advantage of giving
power to local journalists. People will look more to them as providers of information.
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2.4 The Wider Context

“Good Governance is… the single most important factor in eradicating poverty and promoting
development.”57

The African Union has recognised this by initiating a Convention on Preventing and Combating
Corruption and Related Offences, which came into effect in August 2006.The Convention aims to
provide for full transparency in public sector finances and procurement, the strengthening of civil
society,; and to create a new range of criminal offences to be passed into law in each signatory country,
including bribery, illicit enrichment, money laundering and concealment of assets, within a framework
of cross border enforcement. However, only fifteen African countries have, so far, ratified the
Convention – the minimum required to make it binding - thirty-seven others, including Nigeria and
Kenya, have yet to do so. It is therefore likely to be some time before the Convention acquires teeth.

2.4.1 Governance Initiatives

The New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) is already up and running. NEPAD was
conceived at an African Union conference in 2001. It was formalised in Durban in 2002 with a
declaration which committed participating African states to promote good political and corporate
governance, and probity in public life. To help achieve these objectives participating states – 25 by July
2006 - committed themselves to the establishment of an African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM).

The APRM is a voluntary process of “self assessment” under four headings –democracy and political
governance, economic governance and management, corporate governance, and socio-economic
development. It is overseen by a panel of eminent Africans with expertise in the relevant fields, who direct
the work of the APRM secretariat, which manages the Review procedures. (The detailed responsibilities of
panel members are supposed to be defined in an APRM Charter, but this has yet to be written.)

In the first stage, the country under review completes a questionnaire with its own assessment of its
compliance under each head, with international treaties and standards. This is submitted to the APRM
secretariat for evaluation, in the light of which the country concerned produces a Programme of Action
to implement the changes required to achieve compliance. The secretariat may accept the Programme as
submitted or decide that there are issues which require more in depth assessment.

The next stage of the process is a visit to the country by a review team whose remit is to:

“Carry out the widest possible range of consultations with the government, officials, political parties,
parliamentarians and representatives of civil society organisations (including the media, academia, trade
unions, business and professional bodies).”58
They will also follow up on any issues previously identified as requiring special attention.

The outcome is a final report based on the team’s findings and the issues identified by the secretariat,
which is discussed with the government of the assessed country, to ensure the report’s accuracy and to
agree a revised Programme of Action to rectify shortcomings.

The report is then submitted to a Forum of the heads of state of the APRM member countries for
consideration of, and agreement to, the action required to remedy and shortcomings. This is the point at
which “peer pressure” is meant to be applied if necessary. According to the document setting out the
principles of the APRM, adopted at the founding meeting in Durban:
57 Kofi Annan, when UN Secretary General
58 NEPAD/APRM/Panel 3 / Guidelines para .22
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“If the Government of the country in question shows a demonstrable will to rectify the identified
shortcomings, then it will be incumbent upon participating governments to provide what assistance they can,
as well as urge donor governments and agencies also to come to the assistance of the country reviewed.
However, if the necessary political will is not forthcoming from the Government, the participating states
should first do everything practicable to engage it in constructive dialogue, offering in the process technical
and other appropriate assistance. If dialogue proves unavailing, the participating Heads of State and
governments may wish to put the Government on notice of their collective intention to proceed with
appropriate measures by a given date. The interval should concentrate the mind of the Government and
provide a further opportunity for addressing the identified shortcomings under a process of constructive
dialogue. All considered, such measures should always be utilized as a last resort.”59
It is of course most welcome that some African countries have, through NEPAD and the APRM, taken
the initiative both to identify and to try to ameliorate the problems of poor political and economic
governance, corruption, poverty and social deprivation which so afflict much of the continent.

To date the APRM has promised more than it has managed to deliver. It is a ponderous process.
Although an initial review should be carried out within eighteen months of a country joining, since the
APRM’s inception in 2002, only three - Ghana, Kenya and Rwanda -of the 25 participating countries
have completed the process. The Mauritius assessment has not been completed, reportedly because of an
unresolved dispute between the Mauritian government and the APR secretariat, while the Ugandan
review, which was launched in 2004, is still at the desk research stage. So the likelihood of all 25
existing members, let alone any of the other 28 African Union members who may subsequently join,
being processed within a reasonable timescale, is pretty remote.

As for the application of “peer pressure” to achieve compliance, Africa’s track record is not encouraging.
The Zimbabwe government’s persistent abuse of its own population and breaches of human rights have
gone largely uncriticised by its neighbours and the Africa Union. And in the United Nations Council for
Human Rights, African countries continue to frustrate attempts to pass resolutions critical of the
Sudanese Government’s policies towards Darfur.
The APR panel and Forum were also noticeably silent when John Githongo, head of Kenya’s anti
corruption drive, was forced to flee the country for his life although the peer review of Kenya was under
way at the time. And subsequently there has been no comment on the reinstatement of two Kenyan
Ministers and three judges previously dismissed for corruption, following their clearance by courts.
It is easy to disparage this peer review process. But the fact that member governments display
considerable concern about its outcome suggests that it may have more impact than the cynics expected.
The key feature of the APRM is that it is African owned and operated. But it also invites donor
governments and agencies to help fix the problems the reviews identify.

We recommend that a Conservative Government should respond positively to requests for help in
tackling problems highlighted by the APRM. It should open an early dialogue with NEPAD to
agree how British aid resources could best be deployed to meet both APRM’s and our own
objectives to improve governance and tackle corruption. We should also encourage our EU and
other aid partners to respond similarly, and agree with them a coordinated programme of support
to establish priorities and avoid wasteful duplication.

We further recommend that the UK invite NEPAD to discuss how our inputs could help to speed
up the review process without reducing its impact.

59 Ibid Para.26
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2.4.1.1 The Mo Ibrahim Prize for Achievement in Africa Leadership

Dr. Mo Ibrahim, the founder of Celtel International, the mobile phone multinational, has offered a cash
prize of five million dollars, payable in tranches over ten years, followed by a pension for life to African
leaders who promote good governance while in office, and who willingly have relinquished power. Their
performance will be assessed against a governance index under preparation by Prof. Robert Rotberg.
The first winner(s) will be announced sometime in 2007.

One reason the prize was established is because Dr. Ibrahim recognises that African leaders enjoy both
material wellbeing and the exercise of power while in office; yet, unless they abuse that position to salt
away funds for the future, in most cases they will receive at best a derisory pension if they retire, at the
same time as losing any public role. So they face intense incentives to remain in office, as well as to
abuse office. He wants to give them the possibility of a decent retirement and the ability to continue to
make a mark once they have relinquished power.

It remains to be seen what impact this will have on the behaviour of political leaders currently in office.
But it is a constructive and imaginative initiative which gains immense authority from being established
by someone who is himself African. It will focus attention and stimulate debate on the issue of good
governance in Africa. A Conservative government should publicly welcome it, and explore with Dr.
Ibrahim the harmonisation of his Good Governance index with others in current use.

2.4.1.2 Africa Progress Panel

The Prime Minister announced the Panel’s formation in June 2006. It is chaired by Kofi Annan, and its
members include President Olusegun Obasanjo of Nigeria and Bob Geldof. The Panel is financed by the
Bill Gates Foundation. Its mandate is to monitor the progress on the implementation of pledges made by
participants at the Gleneagles G8 summit in 2005, to increase aid to Africa and cancel debts. An annual
report will be produced for submission to the UN, the G8 and the Africa Partnership Forum (formed
from members of NEPAD).
It is not clear, apart from naming and shaming those countries that have fallen down on their promises,
what leverage the Panel will be able to exert. Most observers agree that the Panel will serve a useful
purpose if it maintains a focus on Africa’s problems. We hope the panel will be vigorous in pressing
recalcitrant governments to live up to their promises.

2.4.1.3 Africa Monitor

African Monitor was established in 2006 by the former Archbishop of Capetown, Archbishop
Njongonkulu. According to its mission statement it is:
“An independent African body, which acts as a catalyst to monitor development funding,
commitments, delivery, and impact on the grassroots, and to bring strong additional African voices to
the development agenda.”60

The organisation is its early days, but has been well received both in Africa and outside. One of its
strengths would appear to be that it is not just targeting the donors for ever greater inputs, but is just
as concerned with the strengthening of African civil society, to monitor the use of aid and to ensure
that it achieves the desired outputs.

The Corruption & Governance sub-group shares the African Monitor’s view that aid should be focused on
outcomes rather than inputs. We therefore recommend that we should discuss with African Monitor
how we can best support their work without in any way compromising their independence and
African “ownership.”
60 http://www.africanmonitor.org/ [cited 23/11/06]
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3 Corporate Corruption and Governance
3.1 The British Background

Transparency International places Britain as the eleventh most effective country in tackling corruption,
up among the Nordic countries, which lead the field, and better than France, Germany and the USA.61
Britain is a supporter of the United Nations Convention against Corruption, and in 1989 ratified the
OECD Convention against Bribery. Since 1999, we have been a member of the Utstein Partnership of
leading donors committed to combat corruption through their aid programmes. Britain has backed the
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative since its inception in 2002. Its aim is to require disclosure
of the revenues of the extractive industries and facilitate monitoring of their use so that governments and
companies can be held to account.

Even before the announcement of the Government’s decision on security grounds to end investigations
into alleged bribery by BAE to secure a major arms deal with Saudi Arabia, and before the revelation
that BAE’s air traffic control system contract with Tanzania involved a$12 million payment into a Swiss
account, Britain’s track record in fighting corruption was unimpressive.

UK domestic legislation has not yet been amended to meet the requirements of the OECD Bribery
Convention on the bribery of foreign officials by UK nationals or UK companies based overseas. The
Government argue that the terms of the Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act of 2001 allow for this,
although not a single prosecution of a UK citizen for bribery has been brought under this legislation. The
OECD Secretary General Angel Gurria expressed concern about the UK’s failure fully to apply the terms
of the OECD Convention against Bribery in his opening speech to the OECD (Paris, January 2007), and
announced the matter would be the subject of a special report.62
The Secretary of State for International Development, Hilary Benn, originally opposed the World Bank’s
plan to fight corruption by applying greater conditionality to its loans to developing countries, and
withheld £50 million of British funds. Although these were subsequently released, DFID remains less
than fully supportive of World Bank efforts to ensure that aid is spent on development, rather than, “to
line the pockets and bank accounts of the corrupt and powerful”.63 Also, incongruously, in 2006 DFID
reduced its funding for the Nigerian Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (NEITI) despite the
progress the latter has made in a very difficult environment, improving transparency and accountability
in Nigeria’s oil and gas industries.64
According to the Confederation of British Industries, “British business is, by and large, fairly clean in
comparison with its competitors.”65 This is not a view shared by John Githongo, former Permanent
Secretary for Governance and Ethics in Kenya, who headed the country’s anti-corruption programme.
He told our group that grand corruption is particularly prevalent in the extractive and security industries,
which are sectors where British companies are prominent. He also highlighted the role of the City of
London in providing a safe haven for illicitly acquired funds. He said:

“It has an international aspect. London is a favourite place… not only as a destination for money, but
even more importantly as a place where the service sector, lawyers, accountants, bankers, are able to
hammer out together the architecture of the transactions and the corporate vehicles by which grand
corruption happens” 66

61 Transparency International: Corruption Perceptions Index 2006: http://www.transparency.org/surveys
62 OECD Sec Gen. Gurria’s speech to OECD meeting on bribery Paris, 16 Jan. 2007: http//www.oecd.org/
63 World Bank President Wolfowitz addressing WB Committee: Reuters report from Singapre 18 Sept. 2006
64 Transcript of Corruption and Governance Group meeting with Stan Rerri, Director NEITI, 19 Oct 2006
65Quoted in “Bribe Britannia” Economist article 23 Dec. 2006
66 Transcript of John Githongo evidence to Corruption and Governance Group: 2 Nov 2006 p.4
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In particular he emphasised the lack of resources deployed in investigating money laundering and the
ability to channel money via companies, in which beneficial interests can be concealed. The Government
has refused to require companies to declare their beneficial ownership on the grounds that this would be
legislatively impracticable and impossible to enforce, and would place an intolerable burden on
companies. We note that Hilary Benn side-stepped questions about why the Government will not
empower the financial authorities to reveal ownership in the event of evidence of laundering.
The longer this situation prevails, the greater the loss to the UK’s credibility as a leading opponent of
corruption, and to our ability to promote transparency and accountability abroad.

We recommend that a Conservative Government should urgently review the scope for greater
transparency in this area and should increase the resources deployed in investigating and
preventing the laundering of funds acquired in a corrupt manner.

3.2 New Corruption Act

Britain does not at present have a coherent body of anti corruption legislation. What exists is a “confused
mix of common law and statutes, principally those enacted in 1889, 1906, and1916;”67 and, more recently,
certain provisions of the 2001 Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act. A draft Bill submitted to Parliament
in 2003 was roundly criticised by an all-party committee of both Houses of Parliament, and withdrawn. New
consultations were begun by the Government in December 2005, but have so far produced no outcome.
However, in March 2006 the Africa All Party Parliamentary Group (AAPPG) published a report, “The
Other Side of the Coin” on corruption, which quoted an estimate that £85 billion is siphoned out of
Africa each year in illicit proceeds. According to the Group’s chairman, Hugh Bayley M.P.: “Much of
the money is banked in Britain or our overseas territories and dependencies, and sometimes British
citizens or companies are involved in corrupt deals. We want our Government to get tough on
corruption, bring a tough new anti-corruption Bill to Parliament and bring the culprits to court.” 68
The report’s key recommendations were:

• bring to Parliament before the end of 2006 a new anti-corruption Bill which addresses all the report’s
and other outstanding concerns on corruption and bribery;

• the bribery of foreign public officials to be designated as an offence in accordance with the terms of
the OECD and UN Conventions on Bribery and Corruption to which the UK is a signatory;
• foreign bid-rigging in competitive tendering to be designated an offence;

• a requirement for UK companies to take all such steps as are reasonably open to them to ensure that
their overseas subsidiary companies do not commit corruption offences;

• a requirement that those exercising public functions report the receipt of offers for bribes, and
reasonable suspicions of corruption offences;

• the extension and widening of the jurisdiction of the Serious Fraud Office to allow them to investigate
cases of suspected foreign bribery without first having to discover fraud;

• the mandatory disclosure by H.M. Customs and Excise and other Government departments of
information and evidence to support criminal proceedings for bribery and other corrupt offences;
67 Transparency International (UK) News Release: 24 May 2006: http://www.transparency.org.uk
68 Hugh Bayley M.P. AAPPG statement : 31 Mar 2006
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• the Government to implement fully the Third EU Money Laundering Directive as soon as possible
and well before the December 2007 deadline;
• ensure that Crown Dependencies and Overseas Territories enforce anti corruption and money
laundering conventions and controls as robustly as the UK;
• by the end of 2007, publish a list of those companies barred from public procurement because of
corruption convictions or overwhelming evidence of corruption in accordance with World Bank
integrity procedures;
• apply the strictest tests of financial reporting and accountability to direct budget support to Africa, and
freeze it where its integrity cannot be assured;
• prioritise support for anti-corruption programmes within Africa, including support for the media and
civil society; and
• increase resources and strengthen the capabilities in Whitehall to identify and combat bribery,
corruption and money laundering.

On 24 May 2006, Hugh Bayley attempted to introduce a Corruption Bill to Parliament incorporating the
above recommendations, under the 10 Minute Rule. The Bill failed. But in June, the Government
published a response to the report which accepted most of its recommendations, and listed measures
already taken or planned to combat corruption. However, many of the commitments were open-ended:
although the Government agreed that a new Corruption Act was needed, no timetable was offered for its
progress, just a pledge to introduce one “in due course”.69

There has however been progress in some areas. On 22 June it was announced that the Secretary of State
for International Development, Hilary Benn, would be the Government’s “champion”, to lead the fight
against international corruption, in cooperation with other Whitehall departments.70 His work would be
supported by an International Corruption Task Force, which would include members of the City of
London Police Economic Crime Division and the Metropolitan Police, who would actively investigate
international corruption and money laundering.

On 1 July 2006, the Export Credit Guarantee Department(ECGD) introduced new conditions for
exporters and investors applying for support, to help ensure that improper payments have not been made
to win contracts, or that the companies and their affiliates are not engaged in other corrupt activity or
money laundering. ECGD has the authority to audit the accuracy of company submissions, to terminate
any suspect contracts, to seek recompense from the exporter where the taxpayer has suffered loss, and to
refer cases to National Criminal Intelligence Service as necessary.71
But without the buttress of a new Corruption Act, which redefines the crimes and strengthens the
institutional framework for their detection and punishment, and the allocation of increased resources to
help achieve this, these measures can only have limited impact.

We therefore recommend that a Conservative Government should introduce to Parliament a new
Corruption Bill as a matter of priority, and that in drafting this Bill full account should be taken
of the AAPPG’s 2006 report “The Other Side of the Coin” and the recommendations it contains.

69 http:// www.royalafricansociety.org/rpeorts_publications/reports_aappg/uk_end/corruption Report 29 Aug 2006: p. 3 [cited 15/10/06]
70Press Release 22 June 2006: http://www..gov.uk/news/files/pressreleases/anticorruption-champion.asp .[cited 18/11/06]
71 House of Commons Library background paper on Bribery & Corruption: Ref 2006/1/67bt: 14 Nov. 2006: p.4
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To maximise the impact of such legislation and to close possible loopholes we recommend that a
Conservative Government should, inter alia:

• consider the reintroduction of regulations requiring companies to produce an Operating and
Financial Review, as part of quoted companies’ Directors’ Reports ( such regulations were
published by the present Government on 1 November 2005, only to be withdrawn weeks
later);72

• review and revise as necessary the compliance terms for company directors to ensure that any
obligations arising from a new Corruption Act are incorporated; and

• revisit the recommendations of the 2003 Higgs Report73 on the role and responsibilities of nonexecutive directors in the light of new legislation. Although launched with a great fanfare, they
have withered on the vine and have not been fully applied.

3.3 The Role of British Companies

Most British companies would dearly love to operate in environments where there is no pressure to
engage in bribery to obtain or facilitate business. It is an additional and capricious cost for at best an
uncertain and unenforceable benefit.

Of course, they are also generally resistant to increased regulation and are unlikely to welcome a new
Corruption Act, even where they have nothing to hide. A number of otherwise reputable companies will
find it especially difficult to accept that they should be held accountable for the behaviour of their
subsidiaries overseas.

Some companies also fear losing business to competitors who do face less rigorous laws, and resent the
idea of being penalised for making “facilitation payments” - often made indirectly and inexplicitly
through consultants, middle men and even lawyers to obtain a service or a permit, and which are part of
the warp and weft of business life in many countries both developing and developed.
We spoke to a number of leading businesses, however, which told us that it is, in their experience,
possible to do business successfully without engaging in bribery even in countries where it is the norm.

The written “Standards of Business Conduct”, produced by the British American Tobacco Company
(which members of the Corruption and Governance Group saw on a visit to the company), is a model of
its kind. It gives clear and unequivocal guidance on bribery and corruption, including “facilitation
payments”, entertainment and gifts, charitable contributions, contributions to political parties, and
whistle blowing (which is encouraged where employees suspect wrongdoing and offers protection to
them when concerns have been raised in good faith); and refers throughout to the need to respect and
apply relevant national and international conventions. It allows no grey areas.

Likewise, Sir Niall Fitzgerald explained that Unilever, of which he was Chairman, had an absolute ban
on employees’ involvement in bribery, corruption or facilitation payments.

It is crucial to have an absolute ban which makes it easier for employees to reject requests. Eventually,
those who normally require such payments come to accept that they will not be forthcoming from a
company with that policy. Studies show that in practice bribe payers do not receive speedier or
preferential service from, for example, customs clearance officials, than do non-bribe payers.
72 bid p.5
73 Higgs,K. (2003) “A Review of the Role and Effectiveness of Non-Executive Directors.” : DTI http://www.dti.gov.uk/cld/non_exec_review
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It may not be possible to take such a sanguine view of the ability to do business without engaging in
corruption in the security, procurement and large scale contracting business.

It is therefore vital to try to level the playing field in favour of honest and law abiding companies. In
principle, any company paying bribes to secure contracts can be disbarred from tendering for contracts
funded by the World Bank and other agencies. In practice, disbarment has not been invoked very often.
One of the most high profile corruption cases involved a Bank-funded project in Swaziland. The Bank
provided evidence for the prosecution but nonetheless failed to disbar the companies concerned until the
outcome of the trial. Disbarment from World Bank and other aid projects should not require the
standard of proof needed in a court of law.
Companies should therefore be encouraged to review their operations to ensure compliance and to take
any necessary remedial action. They should also make clear to all their staff in the UK and overseas the
standards of conduct expected of them. This should form part of the induction process on recruitment,
and berepeated to all on a regular basis. Staff should also be issued with a written version of the
standards of business and personal conduct which they are required to meet.

We recommend that in the first instance a Conservative Government should encourage companies
voluntarily to produce written standards of conduct for the guidance of their staff. Official
websites could provide models for downloading. But should large numbers of companies fail to
respond, then consideration should be given to making it a formal matter of compliance.

In a number of countries in Latin America, Transparency International has promoted integrity
pacts whereby, in order to be eligible to tender for major public projects, companies must put in
place visible procedures to minimise the scope for engaging in corruption. These involve a social
witness – a member of civil society – who monitors the integrity pact.74 We recommend that such
procedures ultimately should be required for any company to be eligible to tender for
procurement processes financed by the World Bank and other donors.

3.3.1 Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI)

“What’s going to happen in the extractive industries will determine the way anti-corruption issues
develop on the continent of Africa.”75

EITI was established in 2002. Its objective is “to improve governance in resource rich countries through
the full publication and verification of company payments and government revenues from oil, gas and
mining,”76 to help ensure that the proceeds of these industries contribute to sustainable development and
poverty reduction. To date, twenty-one countries have signed up to EITI and are in various stages of
implementation. Signatories include major oil producers in developing countries, such as Angola,
Nigeria, Kazakhstan (but not Sudan).
EITI is supported by a Multi Donor Trust Fund, to which Britain is a major contributor, and which
operates in accordance with World Bank Trust Fund Rules. DFID also provides EITI’s secretariat
(although this is to be moved to Oslo later this year), and in-country support to some signatories.

Progress towards the fulfilment of EITI’s objectives has been patchy. In Nigeria, EITI procedures have
been formalised as part of the federal government’s anti- corruption drive, which has allowed the
completion of the first audit of the country’s oil and gas industry and a strengthening of procurement
procedures. Legislation to set aside price confidentiality agreements with the oil companies, which will
be required to “publish what they pay” is also planned, but is being delayed by politicians and
74 www.transparency.org/news_room/in_focus/2006/procurement_americas [cited 14/04/07]
75 Transcript of John Githongo evidence to Corruption and Governance Group: 2 Nov 2006: p.3
76 http://www.eitransparency.org/section/abouteiti [cited 04/04/07]
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officials who have no interest in greater transparency. But even with the tighter controls, a significant
amount of the projected revenue remains unaccounted for – an estimated $230 million in 2002 alone.77
According to the Nigerian subsidiary of EITI (NEITI),78 some of the missing money has not been
misappropriated, but simply misplaced in the Central Bank because of poor housekeeping (which of
course makes it vulnerable to eventual theft).

An even greater challenge to the achievement of transparency and accountability is presented by the
scale of illegal bunkering which takes place in Nigeria. It is estimated that the equivalent of between
100,000 and 130,000 barrels of crude oil, worth approximately $3million, are stolen each day by tapping
into pipelines or diverting oil barges to load “pirate tankers” which sell the contraband oil cargo to
neighbouring countries. Many high ranking Nigerians are suspected of complicity in this trade, but the
EITI process does not touch their activities.

And although Angola now makes a public declaration of its oil and gas revenues since signing up to
EITI, there are strong suspicions that these are significantly understated. Furthermore the Angolan
Government has strongly resisted the scrapping of confidentiality agreements which prevent full price
disclosure. When BP in 2006 unilaterally declared the value of a signature bonus payment for a new
concession, they got a very frosty response from the Angolan government79 The IMF has also strongly
criticised the Angolan record on disclosure on both the full amount of the revenues and how they were
used. On 15 November 2006, the IMF Board “urged the authorities to tackle deep-rooted governance
and corruption issues in the extractive sectors and expressed serious concerns that progress on these
issues was stalled.”80

Those governments which, despite signing up to EITI, fall far short in their compliance with the
initiative’s terms and objectives are strongly encouraged to default by China, which is both
institutionally secretive and a major customer of African oil producers. At a UN discussion of
Millennium Development Goals in New York on 27 November 2006, the Chinese representative
publicly attacked the EITI as an example of Western donor conditionality, in which he was supported by
both the representative of the Islamic Development Bank and the UN moderator of the session who
called for “transparency, not conditionality.”81 (For a wider discussion of China’s role in Africa, see the
GGPG paper on China in Africa).

EITI is an excellent initiative, but it remains severely limited in scope. It has not attracted broad
financial or political support among donors – apart from Britain, which bears most of the financial
burden, only Germany, the Netherlands and Norway make any significant contribution to the Multi
Donor Support Fund. And because it is a voluntary process with no compulsory validation procedures, it
is very difficult to bring to book those member countries which have signed up for cosmetic reasons, but
which fail to apply the required levels of transparency and accountability and obstruct or intimidate
those member of their local EITI operations and other sectors of civil society who press for compliance.
For example, in 2006, the government of the Republic of Congo, an EITI signatory, arrested a member
of the local EITI Board for accusing them of mismanaging the country’s oil revenues.82 The head of
NEITI has also raised doubts whether the money which is available from DFID to support in-country
activities is being used in the most effective way. In Nigeria it is spent on road shows and leaflets which
seem more to do with showing DFID in a good light, than meeting NEITI’s real need, which is for
funding to recruit good quality staff.83
77 Article in the Baltimore Sun 17 Dec. 2006
78 Transcript of meeting with Stan Rerri, Director of NEITI by member of the Corruption and Governance Group: 19 Oct 2006
79 Transparency International interview with Graham Baxter VP Corporate Responsibility, BP July 2006: http://www. transparency.org [cited
12/04/07]
80 http://hrw.org/docs/2006/121/angola [cited 12/04/07]
81 EITI: Document Library: Inner City Press By Line: 27 Nov 2006
82 Ganesan,A. (2006) “Is 2007 the End for Voluntary Standards?” Originally published in: Business for Social Responsibility Weekly http://hrw.org/english/docs/2006/12/12/global14872.htm
83 Transcript of meeting with Stan Rerri, Director of NEITI by a member of the Corruption and Governance Group: 19 Oct 2006
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We recommend that a Conservative Government should:

• confirm continued financial and administrative support for EITI;

• actively seek to recruit additional donors to the Multi Donor Support Fund;

• consider with current EITI members how to strengthen validation procedures and, where
possible, make them enforceable in local and international law;

• review the scale and nature of support to EITI country organisations to ensure it reflects the
latter’s actual needs and objectives; and

• with other EITI supporters, encourage NEPAD to include EITI criteria in the APRM process.

3.4 The Kimberley Process Certification Scheme

The Kimberley Process was established in 2003, and is supported by over 50 diamond producing,
trading and processing countries as a voluntary certification scheme to eliminate the trade in illicit
diamonds that fund conflict, known as “blood diamonds”.

Although the scheme has achieved some success in reducing trafficking in blood diamonds, it is
estimated that the illegal trade still represents 15 to 20% of the total world trade in diamonds,84 and that
as well as local conflicts, the money the trade generates is also used to fund drug trafficking and
terrorism. According to a review in 2006 by a committee of KPCS members, this was attributed to weak
or inadequately enforced controls in producing countries, lack of inspection and testing of imports to
establish their origin and legitimacy, absence of trade statistics to help identify anomalies in the
international diamond trade, and the ease with which the proceeds of blood diamonds can be laundered
in some countries.85
Britain is a member of the Kimberley Process through its membership of the EU, which is currently in
the chair and which has produced an action plan to implement the Review’s recommendations.86
We recommend that a Conservative Government should:
• endorse the Review’s recommendations;

• consider how our aid programmes can support their implementation e.g by funding
governments to improve their verification processes, and local NGOs to promote transparency
and accountability; and

• ensure that the UK’s own procedures for diamond importing, trading and processing
procedures are fully compliant with the KPCS, and are supported by appropriate legislation at
home and in the dependent territories to prevent and punish money laundering of the proceeds
of “blood diamonds.”

84 http://www.globalwitness.org/pages/en/the_kimberley_process.html [cited 22/04/07]
85 (2006) Kimberley Process Working Group on Monitoring: 2006 Review: Recommendations; p.24-29
86EC Chairmanship of the Kimberely process (2007)”2007 Programme for Action for the Kimberley Process” http://www.kimberleyprocess.com/index2.php?option=com_content&do_pdf=1&id=15 [cited 15/05/07]
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3.5 Additional measures

Evidence heard by the Corruption and Governance Group and research carried out by their members has
produced a range of recommendations on additional measures, which could help promote corporate
governance and tackle corruption both at home and overseas. We recommend that a Conservative
Government should:
• in developing countries, encourage and help fund the establishment and programmes of Institutes
of Corporate Governance, to promote good governance, accountability, transparency and fair
employment practices among local and international companies operating in the country;

• assist countries to draft and introduce legislation to improve “the regulation, control and discipline
of financial institutions by the Central Bank”87; to improve transparency, accountability, and
confidence in the local banking environment, which can in itself promote economic growth; and to
help control money laundering, corruption and other financial irregularities;

• strengthen the capacity and technical resources of the British police, Customs and Excise and other
agencies to investigate both domestic corruption and money laundering cases and those on which
overseas governments seek their help;
• consider helping with both funds and expertise, local NGOs who wish to bring legal proceedings
against corrupt politicians and businessmen, for example;

• provide technical assistance to countries who wish to build up their own anti corruption agencies
and / or improve the integrity and performance of existing agencies, like Customs and Excise.

We submit the above for consideration by a Conservative Government.

87 Extract from the preamble to the Uganda Financial Institutions Act (2004). p.4
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations
Corruption and Governance
AAPPG
ACC
AMDI
APR
APRM
AU
BAE
CSO
DBS
DBA
DFID
EC
EITI
EU
FCO
GDP
GNI
IMF
KPCS
NATO
NEITI
NEPAD
NGO
OECD
SMART
TPAC
UNESCO
UN

Africa all party parliamentary group
anti-corruption commissions
Africa media development initiative
African peer review
African peer review mechanism
African Union
British Aerospace
civil society organisations
direct budgetary support
direct budgetary support
Department for International Development
European Commission
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
European Union
foreign and commonwealth office
gross domestic product
gross national income
international monetary fund
Kimberley Process Certification Scheme
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
Nigerian Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
new partnership for Africa’s development
non governmental organisation
organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Specific Measurable Achievable Realistic Time-based (targets)?
third party arbitration courts
United Nations’ Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
United Nations
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Globalisation and Global Poverty Policy Group:
Conflict and Fragile States Working Paper
Introduction

The British have always had an eminently practical and down-to-earth approach to solving problems,
particularly those that are wide-ranging and abstract in nature. None could be more so than the role that
the British Government can and should play in helping to reduce conflict around the world, and
particularly in Africa.

That conflict plays a central role in the creation and sustaining of poverty is obvious. It is almost banal
to point out that countries in conflict are also countries where poverty is at its most intense. As
Saferworld pointed out in their submission to us, 22 of the 34 countries furthest away from reaching the
Millennium Development Goals are in or emerging from conflict; violent conflict can reduce a country’s
growth rate by an average of 2%; it diverts money towards military expenditure and helps spread
infectious diseases; nine out of ten countries with the highest infant and child morality rates have
suffered conflict in recent years; and half of all countries that emerge from conflict return to conflict
within five years1. Paul Collier has estimated that the cost of conflict is three times a country’s GDP –
for a typical African state, then, some $30-60 billion.

The suffering caused by conflict is staggering. Since 1990, there have been 125 armed wars, killing 7
million people, 75% of whom were civilians2. In the Democratic Republic of the Congo alone, four
million people have been killed since 1998, the largest loss of life from war since World War Two. In
2001 there were almost 14 million internally displaced people in Africa3. According to the World Bank,
there are 46 “fragile States”, with 870 million people (14% of the world’s population) which cannot
deliver even basic core services4.

It is difficult to see how any one country can make an impact on a problem of such a scale. In particular,
when analysing conflict, one is constantly aware that many conflicts are seen through the prism of geopolitics. So while the world failed to act in Rwanda, and now fails to act in Sudan, it acted within days
in the Israeli-Lebanon conflict, even though the loss of life was a fraction of that in African conflict
states. Indeed, in a recent interview, former President Bill Clinton admitted that his failure to intervene
in Rwanda was one of his biggest mistakes: “we never even had a staff meeting on it”5. The fact
remains that many conflicts in Africa are simply not on the radar screen of the major nations of the
world, because they are strategically unimportant.

The second great difficulty in looking for solutions to conflict is that almost every aspect of conflict has
a wider development angle. War is three times more likely to happen in poor countries as it is in richer
countries, so therefore, by definition, good governance, aid, economic development, healthcare and other
matters all play a crucial role in helping to resolve conflict, or more importantly, preventing it from
happening in the first place. Professor Colin MacInnes and Dr Simon Rushton, from the Centre for
Health and International Relations, the Department of International Politics, University of Wales, in their
submission to us, for example, made a compelling case for the role of health in providing security in
fragile states. As they point out, “it is no coincidence that these countries which have the worst health
records...are overwhelmingly states which have current or recent experience of conflict and instability”.
As an example, they point out that HIV/Aids “disproportionately affects the military and security
services”. They make the case that both the FCO and the MoD should concentrate on health issues as
part of their security agenda. Other correspondents have mentioned the importance of education and
minimum incomes to help prevent children and young men becoming involved in conflict. However, we
do not concentrate on these aspects in this specific chapter.
1
2
3
4
5

SaferWorld submission to Global Poverty and Globalisation Group
DFID (2006) Conflict Consultation Paper DFID
DFID (2001) The Causes of Conflict in Sub Saharan Africa DFID
DFID [ http://www.dfid.gov.uk/mdg/aid-effectiveness/fragile-states.asp 05/05/07]
David Remnick The Wanderer The New Yorker, 18/09/06
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Finally, almost more than any issue related to the fight against global poverty, conflict resolution lends itself
to the grand scheme or global masterplan, a temptation which should be resisted. We take heed of the
former Deputy Legal Adviser to the FCO Anthony Aust’s warning to us, in his submission: “one should be
wary of fine-sounding pronouncements…a paper which sets out practical proposals may have more chance
of leading to something tangible… the room for manoeuvre is pretty limited.”

With that in mind, the group has tried to look at practical ways in which the UK Government could
implement or press for reforms that would have a real impact on conflict prevention.

The Role of International Organisations

Numerous international organisations have a role to play in conflict prevention and peacekeeping work.

Obviously, the United Nations is the most pre-eminent organisation involved in conflicts around the world.
Today, for example, it has almost 50,000 troops on peacekeeping duties in Africa alone6. Despite the fact
that it is inherently a political organisation, subject to all the compromises and hypocrisy of any structure
that seeks to represent “world opinion”, it nevertheless, in our view, still retains the moral authority and
capability to carry out important conflict prevention and peacekeeping work around the world.

At the UN World Summit in September 2005, the UN established the UN Peacebuilding Commission to
provide international assistance to countries emerging from conflict. The UN now has a “responsibility to
protect” and the Commission is the first institutional organisation within the UN that allows diplomatic,
security and development actors to come together to establish and monitor a coherent strategy. We agree
that this is a significant step forward to improve the coherence of the UN in international peacekeeping
efforts.

We believe that the British Government could make a significant contribution to the Commission in a
number of ways.

First, we believe that the British Government should identify prominent statesmen, politicians, military
officials and diplomats who could be appointed as special representatives of the Secretary General, to act as
mediators in conflict zones around the world.

Second, it has been brought to our attention that special representatives receive no formal training of any
kind. We believe that a small proportion of the aid budget could be used to finance a Peace Academy based
in the United Kingdom, and drawing on the expertise of the Defence Academy and other institutions which
already exist in the United Kingdom. The Peace Academy would train special representatives in the
techniques of conflict resolution and conflict prevention. (The Academy would have an additional purpose
which we outline in a later section of this paper.)

There is already much excellent work being done at the Kofi Annan Peacekeeping Centre in Ghana which
members of the GGPG visited. It would be important for a UK Peace Academy to work in conjunction with
this centre.

Third, we have already recommended in another context that a small group of world statesmen could be
used to monitor the pledges of the G8. We believe that a similar group, with global recognition and
credibility, could be used to mediate at the highest level in conflicts around the world.

The African Union is gradually building a role for itself in peacekeeping in Africa. It has established a Peace
and Security Council and an African Stand-by Force with a planned capacity of 15,000 by 20107. However,
it remains beset by problems, both of capacity and credibility. Few people we spoke to believe that the AU
has the resources to carry out major operations. Further, there is a huge credibility gap, given that the AU
may well deploy troops from African countries that have been responsible for instability and conflict in the
first place. Nevertheless, we believe that the AU remains the most promising institution for providing homegrown solutions to conflict in Africa, and that it therefore deserves Britain’s support.
6 Kolt and Shanahan (2005) African Capacity Building for Peace Operations: UN collaboration with the African Union and ECOWAS The Henry L
Stimson Centre
7 DFID [http://www.dfid.gov.uk/g8/bennstatement-dec06.asp 05/05/07]
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Saferworld, in their submission, argued that the process of mobilising funds and then reporting back for
individual operations slows down the African Union’s ability to respond to emergencies. Saferworld
supported the recommendation of the Commission for Africa that the UK Government, alongside other
donors, should agree to fund 50% of the African Union’s Peace Fund with unearmarked funds. We support
this proposal.

We also believe that the British Government has an important role to play in increasing the credibility of
the African Union. The British Prime Minister should seek to hold regular bilateral meetings with the head
of the African Union, and should seek to ensure that he is invited to the annual meeting of the G8.
We would also go further. Britain is already supporting the application of some major countries, such as
India, to join the UN Security Council. We believe that Britain should now support an application by the
African Union for a place on the Security Council.

The role of the European Union in conflict prevention is increasing. The European Security and Defence
Policy is now active in eight different countries, and the EU Common Foreign and Security Policy is
engaged in five other actions supporting EU Special Representatives giving policing and border monitoring
advice. The EU has agreed an Africa Strategy which includes funding the AU’s peace building work.

During meetings with both European Military Staff and NATO, we found a level of disagreement about the
future roles that each organisation should undertake in terms of conflict in Africa. It is our view that NATO
is and should remain the primary non-British institutional actor in the UK’s defence and security policy.
However, we also recognise that it was formed as a Cold War military alliance to defend its members
against attack. Yet in Africa it is all too often the ordinary people of a country that need defending, not the
sovereign states of Western Europe and North America. Indeed, the complexity of conflict in the
developing world means more is needed than simply military force.

We believe that a clear understanding and demarcation of conflict roles is essential in order to avoid
duplication and the confusion and waste that would result. NATO is not a civilian body. Therefore, there is
huge scope for many operations surrounding the non military side of conflict, civilian capacity building,
some forms of peacekeeping, election observation, etc to be carried out through personnel under the control
of the EU Military Staff. This body is controlled by the Chiefs of Defence of the individual member states
and is already active in the Congo. This kind of role particularly makes sense when dealing with conflicts
near to Europe or in areas where a country may have particularly strong ties.

The nature of conflict in Africa requires new approaches and technologies. Currently, only 1.3% of
European defence budget is spent on R&T8. The European Defence Agency is engaged in facilitating
military research and co-ordination among member states. We welcome the work of the EDA in raising the
proportion of defence spending for R&T.
There is a necessity for clear spheres of responsibility between these organisations. We would want to see
the UN remain pre-eminent, but the AU given a clear remit to sanction peacekeeping operations within
Africa. The EU and NATO should be seen as an implementation arm of the AU in this context.

Finally, we recognise the role of the G8. The British Government deserves praise in the way that it has
focused much of the work of the G8 in the implementation of the Commission for Africa’s
recommendations. We believe that an expanded G8 could do very important work in dealing with conflict.
When we asked one of our correspondents what their big idea for conflict prevention would be, they
replied: “for the US and China to get round the table to talk turkey”. We believe that an expanded G8 –
which currently does not include China - provides an ideal forum for this. While we have recognised the
important role of the UN, the fact remains that it is too large and unwieldy a body to make real progress.

Within the context of a discussion of the future role of the G8, we consider that the former Prime Minister
of Canada’s suggestion for a new forum, the L20, bringing together the leaders of the G8, and other
countries such as China and India, to discuss ways forward to prevent conflict, has a great deal of merit.
8 European Defence Agency (2006) An initial long term vision for European defence capability and capacity needs European Defence Agency
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One organisation that is never mentioned when discussing the role of international bodies in peacekeeping is
the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth, which includes 18 African nations, is, in the words of one
academic, “a mechanism ideally placed to unite British and African interests. We believe that the British
Government should place much more emphasis on the role the Commonwealth can play in dealing with
conflict situations.

Pre- and Post-Conflict Assistance and Intervention

Britain, and the international organisations we have discussed, have a range of tools available to them to help
prevent and resolve conflict. These include direct military intervention; sanctions; aid and development;
negotiation and mediation.

Military intervention can and does work. As Professor Paul Collier has pointed out, Britain’s “intervention
in Sierra Leone both to establish and guarantee [peace] was absolutely brilliant. In my view that is the
future…The external world has a legitimate role in saying that it is going to have peace for a sufficient time
to give the country a real chance of rebuilding the economy to a level at which peace is more likely to be
sustained.”9

Britain’s intervention in Sierra Leone, in coordination with the UN, represents the best single example of the
combination of hard and soft power in bringing violent conflict to an end in Africa in recent years. Not only
did Britain provide a military barrier to further conflict, it initiated important military reform through the
Sector Reform Programme, led by a senior British military advisor and civilian from the MoD. It is an
example we should learn from. There is a problem of legitimacy when one country intervenes in the
sovereign affairs of another, but Collier suggests that the new UN Peacebuilding Commission could regulate
such military guarantees.

There is no doubt that the time it takes for the UN to agree on a course of action, and then to raise the troops
needed from individual member states, prevents it acting quickly and decisively. For example, there is no
way it could have acted in time to prevent the genocide in Rwanda. The former Peruvian Ambassador to the
United Nations, Oswaldo de Rivero, in his book The Myth of Development, argues that the UN should
recruit a mercenary force financed by the G8 as “a sort of blue-helmeted Foreign Legion”, supported by the
navies and air forces of the great powers. In some senses, this is not as far fetched an idea as first appears.
The United States is using private military companies in Iraq, for example, to provide protection for civilian
contractors. However, we remain sceptical about the UN having a permanent military capability. Not only
would it be immensely difficult to achieve in terms of resources, it is also likely to be politically
unacceptable to many influential member states. As Anthony Aust put it explicitly, the idea is a “nonstarter”. Stefan Wolff, Professor of Political Science at the Department of European Studies at the
University of Bath, is also sceptical, and would prefer to see such military capability under the auspices of
NATO and/or the EU. Professor Wolff, like us, would rather see the UN continue to subcontract the use of
such forces to regional organisations.

An alternative to military action can be the use of sanctions. In recent years, the idea of automatic smart
sanctions has become fashionable. Professor Wolff is sceptical about these as well. Defining which side
was the military aggressor would be difficult, as would be the scope of smart sanctions. Sometimes, smart
sanctions might operate to the detriment of the UK economy (for example, if they were applied to China in
relation to Taiwan). Were the UK forced to make exceptions, as might seem likely on a case-by-case basis,
the principle of automatic smart sanctions would be undermined.

However, Professor Wolff does see a case for the more consistent and rapid use of sanctions where a
consensus can be rapidly achieved. Paul Collier takes the debate further, in looking to which elements
sanctions could be applied. As he points out, rebellions need financing. De Beers’ withdrawal from the
diamond market in Angola harmed UNITA. He suggests that the Kimberley Process stands as a model of
what can be done with sanctions. He also believes that technology developments could be used to apply
sanctions in a “smart” way. For example, many rebellions are financed by the ethnic group’s diaspora, who
could be targeted using technology and money laundering rules.
9 Professor Paul Collier, Evidence to House of Commons International Development Select Committee Thursday 27 April 2007
[http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200506/cmselect/cmintdev/923/6042701.htm 05/05/07]
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Nevertheless, we agree with the majority of our respondents, that the idea of smart sanctions is ineffective.
Rather, we would want the UK Government to focus on mechanisms to ensure that sanctions, when agreed,
are enforced effectively. We also believe that the UK should be ready to cut aid unilaterally and rapidly to
countries which have created a conflict situation.

Within any discussion of smart sanctions, it is necessary to address the issue of conflict resources.
Resource wealth can often lead to conflict and hinder good governance. Those that seize power in a
country, control it’s natural wealth. This resource wealth then gives them the funds to maintain power and
to extract wealth, and so a vicious cycle of conflict is perpetuated. This of course, is not always true. In
Botswana, Tanzania, South Africa and Namibia, the good stewardship of natural resources has benefited
these countries enormously.

However, the growth of India, and in particular of China, has put concern over the exploitation of resources
front of mind. China’s trade with Africa is set to reach $100 billion by the end of the decade. Indian trade
with Africa is far lower, but growing in significance all the time.

The Kimberley Process is widely regarded as being a successful method of dealing with this issue, in as
much as just 0.2% of the diamond trade can now be considered as “blood diamonds”10. In this context, we
believe that the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative needs further strengthening and should be
made mandatory. More countries need to participate. We agree with Christian Aid’s submission on this and
would like to see reporting incorporated into international financial standards.

The UK Government should also spearhead the move towards a global and legally binding definition of a
conflict resource, in order to ensure transparency in the use of resources during a conflict. Global Witness
have suggested one key UN reform which could further assist, namely a permanent UN expert panel to
monitor the effective implementation of embargoes and resource extraction. While this, of course, depends
on a consensus in the UN for a specific embargo, this seems a simple and effective step which could
increase the effectiveness of specific sanctions. Such a panel could have the power to recommend action to
the UN Security Council.
The specific area where the UK Government can make concrete progress is in its own aid and development
policies, and their impact on conflict. DFID is currently consulting on how it can enhance its conflict
prevention and resolution capabilities. It has issued a consultation document (September 2006) and hopes
to publish a preliminary assessment in November 2006. In addition, the House of Commons Select
Committee has also published an assessment of DFID’s conflict capabilities (October 2006).

DFID recognises that “flawed development can worsen conflict” by fuelling local tensions – as it did in
Rwanda - or by altering the balance of power. DFID has used conflict assessment methodology since 2001
– the Strategic Conflict Assessment Tools (SCAs) - but according to Saferworld, “there is little evidence of
their findings influencing core development decisions”.
The UK Government should look closely at how it finances development in post-conflict countries. This is
a crucial issue. Paul Collier estimates that some 40% of African military spending is financed by aid
money. It is not enough simply to provide humanitarian assistance. It must also look at early debt
cancellation, as it did in Afghanistan, and the rapid implementation of development programmes to begin
to remove some of the sources of conflict. Other development programmes, covering education,
demobilisation, reintegration, vaccination programmes and the like should all be seen as integral to conflict
prevention and resolution.

DFID has established the Global and Africa Conflict Prevention Pools (chaired by the Foreign and
International Development Secretaries respectively, and with a combined budget of around £140 million)
and in 2004 the Post-Conflict Reconstruction Unit, supported by a Cabinet sub-committee, in an attempt to
coordinate the work of the main Government departments with responsibilities in this area, namely DFID,
the FCO and the MoD. However, as one correspondent said to us, the PCRU exists “in a broom cupboard
in the Department”.
10 The Kimberly Process [http://www.kimberleyprocess.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=17&Itemid=2905/05/07]
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The role of conflict prevention and resolution needs to be given far greater prominence by DFID.
Professor Wolff favours a greater focus within DFID on providing assistance for security reforms.
Professor Wolff supports the idea that the UK should become directly involved in the training of officers
from African nations in conflict resolution, and should also seek to encourage such capacity at the
NATO and EU level.
To this end, we see a greater role for our proposed Peace Academy, beyond simply training special
representatives of the UN. Again, financed by a proportion of the aid budget, we believe a Peace
Academy based in the UK could play an important role in training African military officers and
Government officials, from individual nation states and from the African Union, in peacekeeping and
conflict resolution roles.

Within this context, it is worth discussing the “lead” roles of the FCO and DFID. Many have argued that
the FCO should be placed clearly as the lead department in dealing with all of Britain’s commitments
abroad. We disagree, and believe that there should be no prescriptive solution. Where Britain has a
clear strategic interest, the FCO should and will take the lead. Where Britain is engaged in conflict
resolution on a relatively altruistic basis, DFID and the PCRU should be in the lead.
We also think that DFID can improve its work with NGOs. One NGO we heard speak on the topic
lamented the fact that, in seeking funds for post-conflict work in the Balkans, they were asked by an
official “how are your short-term feasibles”. They argue that conflict support work should not be treated
as a business plan, and look for a more supportive, long term and less bureaucratic relationship with
DFID. We feel that DFID might benefit from a simple list of “approved NGOs” with whom to partner
on conflict work. It is vital that there is flexibility, so that NGOs are not tied to a specific programme of
work or outcomes as the situation on the ground changes.

Finally, we believe that DFID should do all it can to promote the implementation of UN Resolution 1325
on the role of women in peace processes, and the impact of armed conflict on women and girls.

Arms Control

In a speech on global poverty to Oxfam in Oxford, the Conservative Party leader David Cameron made
clear his commitment to the principle of an International Arms Trade Treaty, which he sees as a “key
objective” for the UN. Saferworld has described this commitment as a “welcome and positive step”.

While we agree that Britain should maintain its prominent role in helping to achieve an International
Arms Trade Treaty, we share the concerns expressed by Saferworld, that too many British weapons were
still reaching unstable and fragile states. We agree that legislation is required to close loopholes which
allow UK defence companies to sell to fragile states whether through brokering or via overseas
production. At present, controls are only exercised over long-range missiles and torture equipment, and
these controls must be extended. In addition, the UK should monitor more closely transport agents, and
set up a white/blacklist of such companies. We also support the work of the European Commission to
tackle the fragmented nature of EU procurement law by closing loopholes surrounding Article 296 of the
Amsterdam Treaty. This would create a more open and dynamic procurement process, allowing firms
from across the EU to bid for supply contracts.

In addition, we agree that more work is needed to check on the identity and nationality of end users. The
United States has end-use monitoring systems in place, such as the State Department’s Blue Lantern
scheme and the Defence Department’s Golden Sentry programme, which put in place early warning
systems that lead to detailed checks on arms exports. We would like to see similar programmes put in
place in the UK.

We also agree with Transparency International that all UK firms trading with Africa should sign up to a
code of conduct that forces them to counter bribery and to undertake due diligence before entering a
joint venture; provide transparency for all their transactions and to provide accessible and
comprehensive audits, a secure and accessible whistle-blowing system, and a monitoring programme by
senior management. The Export Credit Guarantee Department should require a company to have
established such a code of conduct before it issues licences for exports to developing countries,
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specifically a declaration that it will not engage in bribery.

We also believe that Britain should ratify the United Nations Convention Against Corruption without
delay. As the Cambridge academic Ian Taylor has pointed out, “the City of London has been a major
beneficiary of stolen money and other assets looted from Africa and other parts of the world by dictators
and their Western masters and agents”. So far, the UK Government has only signed up to non-binding
agreements. We find the failure to ratify the convention inexplicable.

Funding in Fragile and Failed States

Conflicts, complicated political emergencies, and failed or fragile states present different levels of
complexity in contexts which can be far from benign. These latter categories – which often become
what are termed “forgotten emergencies” – are often protracted, set in international or civil wars, and/or
marked by weak, nascent or unpalatable de facto or de jure forms of government, possibly
internationally unrecognised. In these settings the forms of engagement used for either developmental
or humanitarian aid are often unsuitable.

Wherever possible, aid in these environments should be well targeted, demonstrably cost-effective,
sustainable, and build local capacity.

There is no reason why aid in areas of complex emergency should not be evidence-based but it will
almost always be more expensive than aid in settled states; more international staff may be needed to
achieve and emphasise the necessary neutrality and impartiality, and provide protection for local people,
including staff; greater supervision and monitoring may be needed to achieve reliable delivery of
programmes and ensure that money is used appropriately; and given that the alternative to a failing state
may be absolute state collapse and potential conflict, a higher level of failure must be tolerated.

Funding in these situations will usually extend for some years. At present aid to fragile states and postconflict situations is funded through repeated short-term (3-12 months) segments, because it is
channelled through the DFID humanitarian budget. This hinders long-term planning and institution
building, and forces many agencies to structure project grants and behave as if they are in an acute
emergency.

DFID must develop more awareness of how to deal with ‘complex emergencies’ which recognise these
as distinct from both longer term development aid and short term humanitarian assistance.
In our aid chapter we noted that there is a tendency for humanitarian aid to be reallocated as new
emergencies arise. This is particularly problematic for ‘forgotten emergencies’, because these lack
media attention and so tend to be where funds are cut.

We propose that DFID’s emergency aid budget should be split into two. On part should be for conflicts,
complex political emergencies, failed or fragile states, and other long term forgotten emergencies11. The
second part should be for immediate humanitarian emergencies (e.g. the aftermath of the Asian
Tsunami).

Once allocated, funds should only be able to move from one to the other in exceptional circumstances.
For the forgotten emergencies budget DFID should budget on a rolling three year basis to allow forward
planning and institution building in these situations.

Responsibility to protect

For some time, a recognised gap in the international humanitarian system has been the protection of
people who are internally displaced (IDPs). UNHCR’s mandate extends only to refugees who have
crossed a national border.
11 Christian Aid suggest that about 50% of DFID’s humanitarian budget should be spent on chronic emergencies (Christian Aid: Submission to the
Globalisation and global poverty Group p.12).
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Recent proposals to place IDPs under the protection of the UNHCR are flawed. The UNHCR is not
used to dealing with such matters, and is unable to provide sufficient security for such individuals.
Other UN bodies must instead take responsibility for this duty.

The Conservative Party should welcome and undertake to uphold the commitment of the international
community at the UN Millennium Review Summit in 2005 to “take collective action [to protect
vulnerable populations] in a timely and decisive manner . . . should peaceful means be inadequate and
national authorities [be] manifestly failing to protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic
cleansing, and crimes against humanity”12.
The UN through the Security Council, in conjunction with the African Union and other regional bodies,
must adopt and enforce a more robust approach to protection.

12 Resolution adopted by the General Assembly, A/RES/60/1, para.139
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Summary

• The UN remains the prime international organisation for conflict resolution and peacekeeping.

• Britain should play a role in providing a training facility and headhunting service for special
representatives of the Secretary-General in their international mediation role. It should train them at a
UK Peace Academy – working closely with the Kofi Annan Peace Centre - which should also be used
to train personnel from developing countries.

• A group of prominent world statesmen should be established to mediate conflict on behalf of the UN.

• Britain should encourage a much greater role for the African Union, by providing unearmarked
funding and enhancing its status.

• The EU and NATO should work together with more clarity about their roles in conflict prevention and
peacekeeping in the developing world.

• The UN should not have its own military capacity.

• The G8 should be expanded, to ensure that it can provide a forum for major nations to discuss conflict
prevention.
• Britain should seek to enhance the role of the Commonwealth in conflict prevention and resolution.

• Automatic smart sanctions as a concept do not work. We should concentrate on the enforcement of
embargoes, the regulation of conflict resources, use of technology to prevent the transfer of funds, and
the cutting of aid.
• Britain should ensure that arms control extends to brokering and manufacture of arms abroad

• DFIDs emergency aid budget should be split into two streams, one for immediate humanitarian
emergencies, and the other for interventions in failed or failing states.

• The budget for interventions in failed or failing states must be given on a more long term footing than
is currently the case.

• The UN and African Union must take a more robust attitude to protecting internally displaced persons.
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations

AU
DFID
EC
EDA
FCO
G8
GDP
GGPG
GNI
IDP
L20
MOD
NATO
PCRU
SCA
UN
UNHCR

African Union
Department for International Development
European Commission
European Defence Agency
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Group of Eight
Gross Domestic Product
Globalisation and Global Poverty Group
Gross National Income
Internally Displaced People
20 Leaders’ Forum
Ministry of Defence
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
Post-Conflict Resolution Unit
Strategic Conflict Assessment
United Nations
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
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DFID is held in high regard by its peers and is seen as one of the more effective bilateral donors. For
instance, the Development Assistance Committee of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (DAC-OECD) Peer Review 20061 notes that “the UK is currently seen by many aid
practitioners and donors as one of the bilateral models for today’s evolving world of development cooperation.”
However, DFID faces significant challenges over the next few years. The DAC-OECD sums up their
view of the challenge as follows:

DFID “proposes to more than double its current level of aid in the next few years (0.7% target in 2013),
to deliver its aid better (aid effectiveness agenda, results monitoring) and to move into countries with
more complex and difficult environments for aid delivery (fragile states, conflict). At the same time, it
plans to do so with fewer staff (10% reduction in DFID staff over the next three years). It will be a
challenge for DFID to undertake all of these tasks while maintaining the quality and innovative character
of its aid”2. In other words, there is a real risk that with pressure on DFID to push through increasing
volumes of aid, there will be a reduction in aid quality.

The Globalisation and Global Poverty Group foresee an even greater challenge. Both main political
parties have committed to increase spending on international development to 0.7%. This is a significant
increase in both real and percentage terms, and will take place during years when other parts of UK
expenditure face sustained financial pressure. Taxpayers will see expenditure on international
development increase while domestic expenditure on health, education and social services becomes
tighter.

Meanwhile, as interventions have become more complex, a view is often expressed that it is not
possible, and therefore not necessary, to measure or demonstrate the effectiveness of development
spending. Instead, DFID and other agencies talk of the need to “tell the story” of aid to the taxpayer to
ensure their ongoing commitment. This group believes that there is a role for storytelling and anecdotes,
but that taxpayers in Britain and other donor nations need to see more tangible evidence of how their
money is being spent. A more sustainable approach is to address not the story but the fundamentals –
allocation, design, monitoring, evaluation, accountability – to ensure that DFID can demonstrate
tangibly and robustly how it has improved the lives and prospects of people in the developing world.
1 OECD DAC (2006) United Kingdom DAC Peer Review: Main Findings and Recommendations, OECD DAC
2 OECD DAC (2006) United Kingdom DAC Peer Review: Main Findings and Recommendation
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There is of course, an even greater imperative when we address this issue from the viewpoint of the
recipients of aid. Aid spent ineffectively translates into wasted opportunities, into lives lost or half-lived.
It is not enough to give aid hopefully. We must give it effectively. It is against this background that the
Globalisation and Global Poverty Group comes to consider how best to shape DFID to meet these
challenges successfully.

6.2 HOW DFID WORKS AT PRESENT

Since 1997 the Department for International Development (DFID) has taken over from the Overseas
Development Administration as the mechanism for distribution of the UK’s development budget. In this
transformation, the department was promoted from a functional wing of the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office to an independent, cabinet level ministry. We believe that this arrangement is the best possible
one in view of the current needs of UK aid distribution and we make no proposals to alter this
arrangement.

6.2.1Goals and Targets

Focus on Poverty Reduction

Since the implementation of the 2002 International Development Act, DFID’s objective has been defined
purely in terms of reduction of poverty. The Act states that the Secretary of State (in practice acting
through DFID) “may provide any person or body with development assistance if he is satisfied that the
provision of the assistance is likely to contribute to a reduction in poverty.”3

Given limited resources, it is therefore clear that DFID should be spending its resources in the manner
that will have the most impact in alleviating poverty. Strategic interests and foreign policy
considerations should not play a part in its deliberations. Further, unlike some other governments, the
UK does not ‘tie’ its aid; there is no requirement for recipient governments to purchase goods or services
from the UK.

In practice, because there is so much poverty in so many countries, there is scope for non-poverty related
factors to influence allocation (e.g. funds allocated to Iraq are disproportionate to its relative poverty
status). However, DFID is more effective than most bilateral donors in allocating funds to the poorest
countries.

Millennium Development Goals and Public Service Agreements

This focus on poverty reduction is reflected in the three year Public Service Agreement that DFID
concludes every few years with the Treasury. DFID’s overall aim is set out in the PSA in terms of
achievement of the Millennium Development Goals, as follows4:
AIM: Eliminate poverty in poorer countries in particular through achievement by 2015 of the
Millennium Development Goals:

MDG1:
MDG2:
MDG3:
MDG4:
MDG5:
MDG6:
MDG7:
MDG8:

Eradication of extreme poverty and hunger
Achievement of universal primary education
Promotion of gender equality and empowerment of women
Reduced child mortality
Improved maternal health
Combating HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Ensuring environmental sustainability
A global partnership for development

3 International Development Act 2002, The Stationery Office Limited
4 Department for International Development (2005) 2005 Autumn Performance Report, The Stationary Office
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The PSA then sets out objectives, at a slightly more specific level, though still very broad. These are
then used to derive targets and sub-targets.
The six PSA targets for 2005-08 are5:

TARGET 1: Progress towards the MDGs in 16 key countries in Africa (to be demonstrated by
progress against sub-targets relating to poverty, education, child mortality, HIV and partnership).

TARGET 2: Progress towards the MDGs in 9 key countries in Asia (to be demonstrated by
progress against sub-targets relating to poverty, education, child mortality, HIV/TB).

TARGET 3: Improved effectiveness of the multilateral system (to be demonstrated by sub-targets
relating to EC aid allocation, progress on HIPC, partnership working, effectiveness of UN agencies).

TARGET 4: Ensure that the EU secures significant reductions in EU and World Trade barriers
by 2008.
TARGET 5: By 2007/8, improved effectiveness of UK and international support for conflict
prevention.

TARGET 6: Ensure that the proportion of DFID’s bilateral programme going to low-income
countries as at least 90% and achieve a sustained increase in the index of DFID’s bilateral projects
evaluated as successful.
Although there is a strong MDG theme running through the PSA, not all of the targets or sub-targets are
explicitly linked to the MDGs.
Several of the targets are held jointly with other areas of the British Government. Subtargets of Target 3
are joint with the Treasury while Target 4 is joint with the DTI and Target 5 is joint with the Foreign
Office.

Each year, DFID reports to Parliament on its progress against the PSA targets and sub-targets in its
Departmental Report and Autumn Performance Report. A system of traffic lights (red, amber, green) is
used to indicate how confident DFID is about whether a particular target will be achieved.
The management board of DFID have collective responsibility for the achievement of the PSA targets.
The board consists of six members, including the Permanent Secretary, the Director General of Policy
and International, and the Director General of Country Offices. Each of the Directors draws up a
Director’s Delivery Plan. Below this, Country Offices are responsible for Country Assistance Plans to
deliver against the PSA in accordance with their Director’s Delivery Plan for their country.6

Although this is to a great extent a ‘top down’ approach, driven by the MDGs, DFID also emphasises
that “each country needs to decide its own economic and social priorities, and the best people to hold
governments to account are those who live in the country and are most affected by its decisions.”7

5 Department for International Development (2005) 2005 Autumn Performance Report, The Stationary Office
6 OECD DAC (2006) United Kingdom DAC Peer Review: Main Findings and Recommendations, OECD DACOECD

7 DFID White Paper (2006) Making Governance Work for the Poor , The Stationary Office
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6.2.2 Aid Allocation
Bilateral Aid Allocation

DFID’s aid allocation decisions have become more transparent in recent years. Following the
publication of the Strategic Review of Resource Allocation Priorities8 in January 2003, DFID created a
Resource Allocation Framework to guide the allocation of bilateral aid.

The model takes into account the extent of poverty (population size, per capita income) and the likely
effectiveness of aid in reducing poverty as measured by the country’s score on the World Bank’s Country
Policy and Institutional Assessment (CPIA). There is an adjustment for economic vulnerability (measured by
the Economic Vulnerability Index (EVI) of the European Development Fund) and for the effect of
diminishing returns (downwards adjustment for those closest to achievement of the MDGs). An additional
adjustment is made to take account of how much aid each country is likely to receive from other donors.9
One factor that is missing from the Resource Allocation Model is DFID’s performance in each
country. In proposing the Strategic Review of Resource Allocation Priorities, the authors proposed
that the model should give significant (20%) weight in the formula for DFID’s performance in each
country. However, this adjustment has been omitted, since there is insufficient data to measure
DFID’s performance. The authors “recommended that within 3 years DFID aims to collect DFID
performance information to use in the model”10.

It is important to note that the resource allocation framework is only a guide to how much funding
should be given to each particular country. As a recent OECD report noted, “there is in practice a
significant degree of flexibility at the country and regional level for aid to be reallocated between
countries, so that ex-post allocations may at least in the short-term differ significantly from ex-ante
plans.”11 The most significant adjustment to the mechanism is the exclusion of India from the
calculations, since it is felt that its relative size would skew the results.

Once allocated to countries, funds are disbursed to DFID Country Offices to support their Country
Assistance Plans which are produced every three years. Funding is also allocated on a three year basis, a
recent, and welcome, change. Authority for implementation of the Country Assistance Plans then rests
with the individual country offices. Local offices are also responsibility for monitoring, evaluation and
reporting, and for ensuring cohesion with national policy in the recipient country.

8 Nick Dyer et al (2003) Strategic Review of Resource Allocation Priorities, DFID Submission to Joint OECD/DAC Development Centre Experts’
Seminar on Aid Effectiveness and Selectivity: Integrating Multiple Objectives Into Aid Allocations,
[http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/62/56/2501637.pdf 05/05/07]
9 Nick Dyer et al (2003) Strategic Review of Resource Allocation Priorities, DFID Submission to Joint OECD/DAC Development Centre Experts’
Seminar on Aid Effectiveness and Selectivity: Integrating Multiple Objectives Into Aid Allocations,
[http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/62/56/2501637.pdf 05/05/07]
10 Nick Dyer et al (2003) Strategic Review of Resource Allocation Priorities, DFID Submission to Joint OECD/DAC Development Centre Experts’
Seminar on Aid Effectiveness and Selectivity: Integrating Multiple Objectives Into Aid Allocations,
[http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/62/56/2501637.pdf 05/05/07]
11 Stephen Jones et al (2005) Aid Allocation Criteria: Managing for Development Results and Difficult Partnerships, OECD DAC
[http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/32/60/34255668.pdf 05/05/07]
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Multilateral Aid Allocation

The Resource Allocation Model described above applies only to bilateral aid. DFID has no model to
provide a view on the preferred split between bilateral and multilateral aid. Similarly, there is no
Resource Allocation Model to indicate how funding should be allocated between multilateral agencies.

DFID prepares an Institutional Strategy Paper (ISP) for each major multilateral partner on a rolling
basis. A report by the National Audit Office (NAO) in December 200512 found that whilst ISPs were
improving, they vary in quality and content and do not provide a systematic framework for comparing
the institutions. In particular, “strategies are often limited in their analysis of how funding the
multilateral helps DFID achieve particular PSAs or MDGs”.

Following the recommendations of the Strategic Review of Resource Allocation Priorities ,13 DFID
developed the Multilateral Effectiveness Framework (known as the MEFF), to give a more systematic
view of the effectiveness of the various multilaterals it deals with. Introduced in 2004, the MEFF
assesses effectiveness not by looking at outcomes but by assessing the systems and process used by each
multilateral, together with its strategic outlook.

The MEFF looks at eight dimensions for each multilateral:
• Corporate governance;
• Corporate strategy;
• Resource management;
• Operational management;
• Quality assurance;
• Staff management;
• Monitoring evaluation and lesson learning;
• Reporting of results;

•
•
•
•

It assesses each of these systems with three perspectives in mind:
The focus on internal performance;
The focus on country-level results; and
The focus on partnerships.

The MEFF then applies a checklist and traffic light (red/amber/green) scoring system to score an
agency's effectiveness in each area. The MEFF is discussed further in section 6.5.4.

DFID also takes part in the Multilateral Organisations Performance Assessment Network (MOPAN).
This consists of a group of 8 bilateral donors, who work together to come up with an assessment of
particular multilaterals in country. As a recent report by MOPAN stated, “The MOPAN Survey is based
on the perceptions of the MOPAN country staff regarding the partnership behaviour of the MOs at
country level. It is not about actual results achieved on the ground and it is not an objective evaluation”14
The MOPAN study can be useful in finding out how multilateral institutions work ‘on the ground’. For
example, the following quote comes from their second review, “The World Bank is not seen as a major
player with NGOs or the private sector at country level.” This is an interesting finding given the Bank’s
policy initiatives concerning NGOs and their role in developing civil society organisations in recipient
countries, and in private sector development. However, MOPAN is primarily about giving DFID
headquarters a ‘feel’ for how multilaterals in the field are operated, and is not, as it admits, an evaluation
of results on the ground.
12 National Audit Office (2005) DFID: Engaging with Multilaterals, National Audit Office
13 Nick Dyer et al (2003) Strategic Review of Resource Allocation Priorities, DFID Submission to Joint OECD/DAC Development Centre Experts’
Seminar on Aid Effectiveness and Selectivity: Integrating Multiple Objectives Into Aid Allocations,
[http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/62/56/2501637.pdf 05/05/07] )
14 Dino Beti et al (2005) The Mopan Survey 2005, Perceptions of multilateral partnerships at a country level,
[www.sida.se/shared/jsp/download.jsp?f=MOPAN_2005_Synthesis_Report_final_version.pdf&a=18403 05/05/07]
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DFID’s Multilateral Finance and Policy Committee, which sits up to four times a year and is chaired by
two Directors on a rotating basis helps advise how to allocate funds to the different multilaterals .15 The
MFPC takes into account the ISPs, together with perspectives on institutional effectiveness provided by
MEFF and MOPAN.

Ultimately, the final decision on allocating resources lies with the DFID Management Board. This entity
consists of the Permanent Secretary to DFID and the three Director Generals, (see organisation chart
attached to the chapter for details), as well as two non-executive directors, who are not members of DFID16.

DFID’s engagement with others in the aid system is greater than many other donors. The DAC, in its
Peer Review of 200617, feels that this may reflect the fact that some of DFID’s PSA objectives relate to
encouraging greater effectiveness in the other multilateral and bilateral aid systems. Indeed, the NAO
found that DFID’s engagement with multilaterals appears to be driven at least as much by considerations
such as promoting partnership working and retaining influence as to considerations of current
effectiveness of aid. At a workshop with the NAO18, the reasons DFID staff gave for engaging with
multilaterals were:
UK influence over a larger proportion of aid, and greater reach and leverage over policies and other
donors.

Historical reasons which prevent withdrawal (as a founder member of some of the organisations DFID
feels a responsibility to participate):

• Harmonisation.

• Peer pressure and burden sharing.

• To counteract the negative actions of others.

• Institutions may have expertise which DFID lacks.
• To support global standard setting.

DFID’s increasing budget and falling headcount raises questions around the balance of bilateral versus
multilateral funding.

In engaging with multilaterals, DFID may also benefit from the presence at UK universities of some of
the leading academics in the international development field, many of whom work closely not only with
DFID but with multilateral agencies such as the World Bank.

6.2.3 Performance Monitoring

All projects worth over £100,000 (90% of bilateral DFID expenditure) are included in DFID’s Project
Information Marker system. Projects are given a PIM, which indicates the purpose of the project in
question, such as improving reproductive health services or achieving universal primary education.
DFID uses the PIM system to categorise its spending (e.g. reporting how spending corresponds to the
categories set out in the Public Service Agreement). A project can be given more than one marker and
these are often reported as “programmes contributing to multiple objectives”19.
15 DFID (2006) DFID Director’s Statement of Assurance to the Accounting Officer for Financial Year 2005/06 – Europe, Trade and IFIs Division
(ETID) [http://www.dfid.gov.uk/aboutdfid/audit-committee/papers/etid.pdf])
16 [http://www.dfid.gov.uk/aboutdfid/management-board/mbtors.asp 05/05/07]
17 OECD DAC (2006) United Kingdom DAC Peer Review: Main Findings and Recommendation
18 National Audit Office (2005) DFID: Engaging with Multilaterals, National Audit Office
19 E.g. DFID (2006) DFID Departmental Report 2006, DFID p 222
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It is interesting to note that, excluding Direct Budgetary Support, 60.1% of all spending in 2004/5 had
‘good governance’ or ‘human rights and empowerment’ as one of their PIM objectives. Including DBS,
this figure rose to 85.4% of spending with ‘good governance’ or ‘human rights and empowerment’ as
one of their PIM objectives.20 21
The performance of DFID’s bilateral projects is monitored through the Performance Reporting
Information System for Management (known as PRISM). All DFID projects worth over £1 million22
(70% of all bilateral projects in 2003) must be reviewed every two years23. Projects which are smaller
than this do not have to go through the same monitoring system. Project managers award their own
projects a score on a 1-5 scale as follows: (1) likely to be completely achieved (2) likely to be largely
achieved (3) likely to be partially achieved (4) only likely to be achieved to a very limited extend (5)
unlikely to be realised (x) too early to judge the extent of achievement.

These scores are used to derive the Value for Money (VfM) measure, which is, in simple terms, a selfassessment by DFID of whether it is on track to achieve what it said it would achieve at the outset of its
projects. There is no direct link between the VfM indicator and any assessment of how DFID’s portfolio
of projects will impact on poverty.24
The OECD-DAC Peer Review of 2001 found that “monitoring and evaluation of portfolio performance
had little ownership by DFID staff, resulting in low compliance rates”25. However, DFID management
has worked quite hard on increasing compliance since then.

6.2.4 Evaluation

DFID sets out the difference between monitoring and evaluation as follows:26

“Monitoring and Evaluation are often mentioned jointly under the acronym M&E. Although monitoring
and evaluation are complementary analytical function, they have clearly distinguishable characteristics
and vary in depth and purpose. Monitoring is a continuous internal process, conducted by managers, to
check on the progress of development interventions against pre-defined objectives and plans – ‘keeping
the ship on course’. In DFID, evaluations normally take place when a project or programme has
finished. The evaluation will answer specific questions related to the relevance, effectiveness, efficiency,
impact and sustainability of the completed development activity… Evaluations uncover wider lessons
that can be applied elsewhere.”
In the same publication, DFID sets out two main objectives for evaluations:

Lesson learning: to help development partners to learn from experience through discovering whether
particular development interventions have worked or not, and through understanding why they have
been relatively successful or unsuccessful in particular contexts; and

Accountability: to account for the use of resources to funders, such as the funding agencies themselves,
the parliaments and taxpayers who vote their funds and the beneficiaries in whose name the funds are
raised and used.
20 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006, National Office of Statistics
21 This does raise a question about the rigour of the performance monitoring system, since ‘human rights and empowerment’ and ‘good
governance’ are quite difficult to quantify, potentially easy to mark as being successful, and therefore could be systematically skewing the results
on DFID’s “Value for Money” indicator.
22 Poate and Barnett (2003) Measuring Value for Money: An independent review of DFID’s Value for Money (VFM) Indicator, Public Sector 20032006, DFID Evaluation Report EV645
23 Thomson and Sann (2006) PCF Synthesis Report An Analysis of Projects and Programmes in Prism 2000-2005, DFID Evaluation Report EV664
24 Thomson and Sann (2006) PCF Synthesis Report An Analysis of Projects and Programmes in Prism 2000-2005, DFID Evaluation Report EV664
25 Poate and Barnett (2003) Measuring Value for Money: An independent review of DFID’s Value for Money (VFM) Indicator, Public Sector 20032006, DFID Evaluation Report EV645

26 DFID (2005) Guidance on Evaluation and Review for DFID Staff, DFID Evaluation Department, DFID
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DFID’s evaluation function is located deep within the organisational structure, reporting into the
Director of the Finance and Corporate Performance Division, which reports to the Director General for
Corporate Performance and thence to the Permanent Secretary.27

28

Other departments also reporting into the Director of the Finance and Corporate Performance Division,
via the Deputy Directors are: the Accounts Group, the ARIES project, the Business Transformation Unit,
the Corporate Strategy Group, the Internal Audit Department, the Procurement Group, the Programme
Guidance Group, the Resource Management Group and the Statistical Reporting and Support Group29.
The Evaluation Department is described by DFID30 as undertaking ex-post evaluation of development
activities and provision or guidance on all aspects of performance measurement.

27 http://www.dfid.gov.uk/aboutdfid/organisation/corporateandknowledgedivision.asp as at 24/02/07
28 Following pressure from frontbench Conservative spokesman Andrew Mitchell, some proposals to strengthen the evaluation function of DFID
were proposed by Secretary of State Hilary Benn. However, the changes made do not redesign the evaluation wing of DFID and the broad thrust of
this analysis remains correct – in particular there is still not enough Parliamentary oversight and what is proposed is mostly evaluation of
evaluation; not improving direct oversight of individual DFID programmes and projects.
29 http://www.dfid.gov.uk/aboutdifid/organisation/corporateperformancedivision.asp as at 24/02/2007
30 http://www.dfid.gov.uk/aboutdifid/organisation/corporateperformancedivision.asp as at 24/02/2007
31DFID (2006) DFID Departmental Report 2006, DFID
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6.2.5 Staff Numbers

In March 2006, DFID had a total of 2752 staff, of whom 1820 were Home Civil Service and 932 were
appointed “in country”. Targeted reductions in headcount are shown below31.

6.3 IMPROVING EFFICIENCY: DFID’S CURRENT APPROACH

Against a background of notable change and improvement in internal processes in recent years, DFID
continues to work towards improving the efficiency of its development assistance. At the time of the
Gershon Review, which sought efficiency savings, DFID set out several areas of focus in its Efficiency
Technical Notes. These were updated in the Efficiency Technical Notes of December 200522, and provide
quite a clear overview of the ways in which DFID is seeking to improve its efficiency/effectiveness.

More Programmatic Aid (formerly more Direct Budget Support): The Gershon Efficiency Technical
Note33 had envisaged an increase in efficiency by channelling more aid through Direct Budget Support
(DBS), directly passed to recipient nation’s national or state budgets. The more recent technical note
(hereafter referred to as the Technical Note) does not refer to Direct Budget Support but to
Programmatic Support, which is defined as being delivered according to a set of behaviours which
follow the principles of harmonisation and alignment set out by the DAC and in the April 2005 Paris
Declaration. DFID notes that it is “less easy to arrive at a precise numerical figure for the increased
effectiveness of programmatic support, as by its very nature it aims at long-term, sustainable
development; attribution of success to particular behaviours or even donors is very difficult; and many
of the results are not easily quantified in terms of financial gains”. There is thus no attempt to support
the claim of increased effectiveness by comparing outcomes.
The Technical Note instead makes an heroic assumption (an unsupported estimate or guess) about the
increased effectiveness of Programmatic Aid over project aid. To back up this heroic assumption,
DFID’s Technical Note states that the key risk here, fiduciary risk, or the risk of diversion of funds for
purposes for which they were not intended, is mitigated through:
• DFID’s procedures;

• the IMF and World Banks indicators to monitor Public Expenditure Management systems in HIPCs; and
• another initiative to assess financial management, called the Public Expenditure and Financial
Accountability (PEFA) Performance Measurement Framework, which was developed by the IMF,
World Bank, DFID and others.

Members of the GGPG are not yet comfortable that these processes do provide sufficient risk mitigation.

32 Efficiency Technical Notes, Dept. of International Development [http://www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/efficiency-technical-note.pdf 05/05/07]
33 Efficiency Technical Notes, Dept. of International Development [http://www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/efficiency-technical-note.pdf 05/05/07]
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Savings on procurement: a saving of 1% per annum is envisaged.
Improvement in the performance of DFID’s bilateral portfolio: DFID anticipates an improvement in
the quality of the bilateral portfolio due to implementation of the Portfolio Quality Strategy. This
strategy essentially consists of:

• Better guidance and training for managers, predominantly through launch of the Blue Book, a
procedures manual introduced in 2005

• Getting managers and directors to focus more on improving quality

• Using the PRISM performance management system better: improving data collection and analysis of
project reviews.

We view the Portfolio Quality Strategy as effectively “doing the same, but better”.

In the Efficiency Technical Note, DFID assumes that an improvement in scoring on the PRISM and
Value for Money system can be translated into improved effectiveness in monetary terms (greater
outputs for the same inputs). DFID recognises that analysis of PRISM scores is a proxy for efficiency,
but we view it as a very poor proxy. This is firstly because there is no direct relationship between the
PRISM/VfM score and any poverty reduction outcome. Secondly, PRISM is a self-scoring mechanism
with no demonstrable verification against observed outcomes, being used in an environment where the
self-scorer is under pressure to show an improvement in results. In our view, this is an inevitable recipe
for “grade inflation”, and as such use of the PRISM scores as a proxy for effectiveness, and indeed Value
for Money, is highly compromised.
Increased poverty focus of EC Aid: One of DFID’s PSA sub-targets is to influence the EC to spend an
increased proportion of EC development funding on low income countries. DFID explains that there is a
high risk that this will not be achieved, since current Commission plans show a significant increase in
neighbourhood and pre-accession funding, which will be aimed at middle income countries.

Increased support for the International Development Association (IDA), part of the World Bank:
The IDA is usually recognised as one of the more efficient channels of aid34. The IDA funds are directed
solely at the poorest countries and the World Bank takes a strong results-based management approach.
The view of the IDA as effective is in line with the widely accepted conclusion reached by David Dollar
and Paul Collier in 1999, that aid is significantly more effective if allocated in a ‘poverty-efficient’ way,
to the poorest countries, provided that the policy environment is good enough.

Reduction of costs of administration and support services: In the face of a reducing administration
budget, DFID recognises a need to improve its administrative efficiency. DFID launched a programme
called Catalyst in January 2004, aimed at transforming DFID’s corporate support processes to free up
staff time. The four projects within Catalyst were QUEST (document/knowledge management and
collaborative working); CARIS (improvements to technological infrastructure); ARIES (consolidating
procurement, financial and statistical management systems); Human Resource transformation. DFID is
working on plans to consolidate the PRISM system into ARIES some time in 200735.

34 DFID Efficiency Technical Note Annex C: International Development Association (IDA): summary of evidence for increased effectiveness,
[http://www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/efficiency-annex-c.pdf 05/05/07]
35 OECD DAC (2006) United Kingdom DAC Peer Review: Main Findings and Recommendations, OECD DAC
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DFID’s Medium-Term Action Plan

DFID also has a Medium Term Action Plan on aid effectiveness, geared towards improving the
effectiveness of the international system. This is effectively a development of the harmonisation and
alignment agenda. However, it also includes a need to “improve monitoring and reporting on aid
effectiveness, ensure DFID has the skills to improve aid effectiveness, improve the aid effectiveness
evidence base and support cutting-edge policy on aid effectiveness”.

6.4 ENHANCING GOALS, TARGETS AND PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT
6.4.1PSA Targets

A key problem with the current system is the nature of the PSA targets, which are beyond DFID’s
control and therefore useless as management targets. For instance, within Public Service Agreement
Target 1(Progress towards the MDG’s in 16 key countries in Africa), the five key sub-targets are:
1. A reduction of 4 percentage points in the proportion of people living in poverty across the entire
region, against the 1999 baseline;

2. An increase in primary school enrolment by 18 percentage points and an increase in the ratio of girls
to boys enrolled in primary school by 5 percentage points, both against their year 2000 baseline;

3. A reduction in under-5 mortality rates for girls and boys by 8 per 1000 live births, against the year
2000 baseline; and an increase in proportion of births assisted by skilled birth attendants by 11
percentage points, against the year 2000 baseline;

4. A reduction in the proportion of 15-24 year old pregnant women with HIV; and

5. Enhanced partnership at the country and regional level, especially through the G8, to increase the
effectiveness of aid and ensure that international policies support African development.

The first of these is clearly beyond the control of DFID. For the next three, DFID may work on the
targets directly, but at a regional level it will be only one small influence alongside many others.
Numerous other donors will have influence on these targets, and the actions of the recipient country
governments and global economic conditions will to a great extent determine whether or not they are
achieved. The last of the five targets is in our view a good example of a soft target (discussed further
below), on which it is easy to claim success without necessarily improving the life chances of poor
people to any notable degree.

For all of these reasons, DFID clearly cannot be held to account by Ministers or Parliament for failure to
achieve the five Africa sub-targets in the PSA. It is interesting for Ministers, Parliament and the citizens
of the UK to know what progress is being made against these aspects of the MDGs, but to try to hold
DFID to account based on these targets appears pointless. The Targets set for DFID within its Public
Service Agreement may be, in management terminology, SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable,
Realistic and Time based). However, they are not within DFID’s control.
When targets are not within DFID’s power to achieve, then performance reports become an exercise in
marketing or spin, as DFID is forced to explain why targets have not been met or takes credit for
achievements that were not its own. For an example of the latter, two of DFID’s subtargets are:
a reduction in the proportion of people living in poverty of 5 percentage points in East Asia and the Pacific
a reduction in the proportion of people living in poverty of 8 percentage points in South Asia
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Whilst DFID’s 2006 Departmental Report shows green scores (on track to achieve target) for both of
these, it would be very hard to attribute these achievements to DFID rather than the impact of internal
economic reforms in these areas. The GGPG recommends that DFID does not set targets in its
Public Service Agreements that are beyond its control and instead develop a more honest set of
targets against which it can realistically be held accountable.

6.4.2 Tangible and Intangible Targets

It is useful to analyse achievements against the 2001-04 Public Service Agreement targets. A breakdown
of DFID’s traffic light analysis showed that 20 out of 25 sub-targets were met.
However, the picture is less clear when we look into the detail. Categorising the sub-targets36 as being
either OUTCOME related (e.g. achievement of a tangible result such as debt relief or a fall in poverty),
SPENDING related (e.g. relating to aid allocation percentages) or PROCESS related (relating to
activities or processes), the following result is obtained.

Targets related to
OUTCOMES
MET
NOT MET

Targets related to
SPENDING
MET
NOT MET

Targets related to
PROCESSES
MET
NOT MET

2) a)(ii)

1) b)

1) d)

2) a)

4) b) i)
5) c) i)

4) a) i)

5) a) i)
5) b)

1) a)

1) e)

2) b) iii)

1) f)

1) g)

6)

TOTAL: 5

TOTAL: 3

TOTAL: 3

1) c)

TOTAL: 1

2) b) i)
2) b) ii)
4) a) ii)
4) a) iii)
4) b) ii)
5) a) ii)
5) a) iii)
5) c) ii)

TOTAL: 12 TOTAL: 0

Clearly DFID hit 100% of its process related PSA targets, yet only 62.5% of its outcome related targets.
It is inevitably much easier to meet targets that are related to activities or processes than it is to
demonstrate tangible progress in terms of outcomes. Spending targets are also easier to hit, although we
concur with the opinion that a limited number of spending targets can help to ensure that resources are
focused on key priorities.

36 Examples of the three categories, outcomes, spending, processes are as follows:
Outcome: Sub-target 2)(a) Relief of unsustainable debt by 2004 for all heavily-indebted poor countries (HIPC) committed to poverty reduction,
building on the internationally agreed target that three quarters of eligible HIPCs reach decision point by the end of 2000. [Joint target with HM
Treasury]
Spending: Sub-target 1)(a) An increase in the proportion of DFID’s bilateral country specific development aid (excluding humanitarian assistance)
going to low-income countries from 71% in 1998/99 to 80% in 2002/03.
Process: Sub-target 4)(a)(ii) Development of basic monitoring and evaluation mechanisms and their integration into education sector strategies by
2004 in at least 8 or our top 10 recipients of bilateral education assistance.)
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In our view, PSAs should also avoid too many targets relating to intangible areas such as partnership
working and influencing, since these are soft, can divert activity from more results-focused areas and
can be easily scored highly without any clear benefit. In particular, we would also like DFID and other
donors to be wary of putting emphasis on partnership working as if it were an end in itself. DFID must
not lose sight of the fact that partnership working (whether with recipient governments, donors, NGOs
or multilaterals) is not an end in itself but a means to an end.

In conclusion, we are of the opinion that the MDGs should be viewed more as a vision statement or
picture of the better world we wish to achieve, rather than an agenda for managing performance. A
period review of global progress against the MDGs could be prepared, perhaps for review by Parliament,
but DFID should be held accountable through the PSA at a much more tangible level. In the view of the
Globalisation and Global Poverty Group, DFID Public Service Agreement targets should be in line
with the aspirations of the MDGs, but much more specific, results focused and within DFID’s control.

6.4.3 Quantitative Performance Measurement

We have been struck by a sense that the development community in general has become complacent about
measurement of performance, and our concerns are expressed eloquently in the following quotation37:
“The development community has talked about performance-based aid for 15 years, but until recently,
with few exceptions, it has not actually been implemented. Powerful incentives not to know the real
impact of their programs make donors disinclined to measure performance, and even when performance
is measured, disincentives to act on or communicate results can be strong. Most donor organizations
design, implement, and evaluate their own programs, so they have a strong incentive to conclude they
are successful (by focusing on how much money was spent and other inputs) in order to avoid facing
budget or staff cuts, professional embarrassment, or political costs to the agency as a whole.”

A 2003 DFID report found that, in a sample of 30 project reviews, only 50% of performance monitoring
indicators were based on quantitative measurements (e.g. rise in income levels, children sent to school,
rate of immunisation)38. While some projects and elements of projects are difficult to measure in
quantitative terms, this seems to be an extraordinarily low figure.

This observation is reinforced by a recent report from the National Audit Office on DFID’s work with
Non-Governmental and Civil Society Organisations39. This report found that in “almost half of the
projects we reviewed, the indicators established were not sufficiently robust for tracking progress against
objectives”40. Possibly even more striking was the finding that “the quality of measurement as evident
in project proposals is not strongly correlated with the amount of funding offered: limited ability to
demonstrate results did not preclude the award of large project grants.” This implies that DFID is not
taking the opportunity at the project design stage to ensure that projects are designed to produce
measurable results. This feels like the equivalent of keeping the departmental fingers crossed.
Failure to design projects with quantifiable, auditable results creates opportunities for inefficiency, waste and
corruption. Moreover, without some quantification of how effective a programme has been in reducing
poverty, it is hard to assess whether such a programme is worth continuing or repeating. Our subjective
reading of the Blue Book, an internal handbook for DFID managers, appears to put more emphasis on the
need for narrative explanation, rather than on promoting programme methodologies that will produce results
that demonstrate performance. Nevertheless, it is comforting to note that DFID does require its partners to
produce audited accounts and this would appear to provide a platform that can be built upon.

37 Innovations in Health and Development Finance: Lessons Learned and the Way Forward Report on Wilton Park Conference, WPS06/11
[http://www.wiltonpark.org.uk/documents/conferences/WPS06-11/pdfs/WPS06-11.pdf 05/05/07]
38 Poate and Barnett (2003) Measuring Value for Money: An independent review of DFID’s Value for Money (VFM) Indicator, Public Sector 20032006, DFID Evaluation Report EV645.
39 The National Audit Office (2006) DFID: Working with Non-Governmental and other Civil Society Organisations to promote development, The
National Audit Office
40 The National Audit Office (2006) DFID: Working with Non-Governmental and other Civil Society Organisations to promote development, The
National Audit Office
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The GGPG would like to see an extension of this, to ensure that DFID puts greater management
effort into ensuring that projects are designed in a way that produces measurable results that can
be audited, whether by DFID, NGO or CSO staff, or by privately contracted local organisations
such as accountancy firms.

6.4.4 The Value for Money Index

As explained earlier, the Value for Money indicator is a self-assessment of whether DFID’s project and
programme aims have been met. There is no explicit link to poverty reduction objectives, and currently
no external check on whether the selected project and programme objectives are likely to reduce poverty.
Taken to an extreme, an excellent Value for Money score could be obtained by setting objectives that
were easy to meet but had little or no impact on poverty reduction. It is therefore inappropriate, in our
view, to call this particular index the Value for Money index, as it potentially gives the taxpayer
misleading information about the value that is being obtained from international development spending.
We favour a remedy based on ensuring closer, explicit linkage between project/programme aims and the
extent to which fulfilling these aims will reduce poverty. There will be a continuing degree of
subjectivity required, but at least such subjective assessments will be explicit and open to scrutiny.
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6.4.5 Traffic light system: A Practical Approach to Evidence-Based
Management

It is our contention that DFID should strive to assess and demonstrate the effectiveness of its
interventions and that the quality of the evidence-base should have an impact on funding decisions.
Much of the money spent in development is in areas which, whist logical, have little or no evidence of
actual benefit. As we discuss elsewhere in this paper, evidence of benefit is currently often limited to
self-reported monitoring and evaluation of projects by DFID, NGOs and other local partners. In
addition, Section 6.7.4 of this paper, entitled ‘The Scientific Approach’, argues that a more systematic
and rigorous approach is needed.

We recommend that DFID adapt its management processes to embed an evidence-based approach. We
propose a traffic-light system, which we believe should be applicable to most project and programme
interventions, and which would work as follows:
Colour Code

Quality of
Evidence Base

Practical Approach to
Evidence Gathering

Green

There is clear evidence of
effectiveness and costeffectiveness of the
intervention, and this
evidence is relevant to
the local setting.

Green interventions should
be prioritized. Because the
evidence base is already
strong, only limited
monitoring is required
to review impact.

Amber

There is limited evidence
of effectiveness and costeffectiveness of the
intervention in the
context of the local
setting.

Red

The intervention has a
logical basis but no
evidence (or counterevidence) to support or
refute it.

Amber interventions
require a serious audit to
assess whether the
intervention has
had a positive impact
on the intended
beneficiaries in the
local setting

Priority will only be given
to red interventions if they
are designed to enable a
proper assessment (to
research-grade standards)
of the outcome of the
intervention.

Financial
Implication

Sufficient funding.
should be specifically
allocated within the
initial approval to
finance the required
audit.
Sufficient funding
should be specifically
allocated within the
initial approval to
ensure research-grade
assessment of the
intervention

For each project or programme, DFID staff would be obliged to allocate a colour code, red, amber or
green, citing the evidence base that they are drawing on to determine the colour code. This would draw
management’s attention to the need to ensure that ‘red’ interventions are well constructed, to enable a
rigorous assessment of impact. It might also have the welcome impact of focusing DFID staff on
interventions with demonstrable benefits.

Clearly, Poverty Reduction Budget Support would not be amenable for inclusion within the Traffic Light
Evidence-Base Framework. It is clearly not possible simultaneously to devolve decision-making to
locallevels, and to insist that all decisions are assessed against effectiveness benchmarks set by DFID.
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Local autonomy must be genuine. However, DFID should view the usage of an evidence based
approach as a positive factor when deciding whether to channel aid via PRBS, since it is likely to
indicate that the government in question displays a rigorous and objective attitude.

6.4.6 Complex Programmes and DBS

We fully understand that not all worthwhile programmes can be designed in a way that is open to
quantifiable measurement, but fear a tendency for aid practitioners to assume that complex projects and
programmes cannot be measured and to be too easily satisfied with qualitative assessment. In section
6.7.4 of this paper we discuss the scope for using a more scientific approach to project and programme
design. We would certainly encourage DFID to make full use of regional trials for complex programmes,
prior to national roll out.

In the staffing section below (section 6.9), we also touch on the need to ensure that complex
programmes are designed by individuals who possess a capacity for thinking not just in terms of linear
relationships but in terms of dynamic feedback loops within whole or interrelated systems. This is not a
trivial observation, as an estimated 80% of jobs are essentially linear in terms of complexity, and
individuals doing such jobs will not necessarily have developed a capacity for dynamic thinking. It is
worth noting that technical assistance to support DBS can at times be considerably more complex than
the issues faced by those working at senior levels in UK public administration, since it deals across the
multiple separate systems that make up government (tax system, health system, education system,
judicial system, local government systems etc).

We conclude, unsurprisingly, that there is no straightforward answer as to how DFID should improve
measurement of success for complex programmes and DBS. However, we would like to ensure that the
system mitigates against any potential complacency here and foresee a role for our proposed
Independent Evaluation Group – described in section 6.8.4 – in providing ongoing expert challenge.

6.4.7 Fiduciary Risk within DBS

It is normal practice for DFID to take the accounts of recipient countries, once checked by the partner
Government’s Auditor General, as fundamentally sound41. However, the Aid Sub-Group of the GGPG
found that 90% of all governments receiving DBS do not provide audited reports to minimum national
standards. Given the significant temptation for individuals within recipient governments to mis-use
funds, the GGPG notes the risks implied by such a stand-back approach.

This fiduciary risk is increased further when we take into consideration DFID’s commitment to
increasing DBS. As part of its increased commitment to developing country ownership of aid as well as
an efficiency saving measure, DFID proposes to increase the proportion of bilateral support channelled
in the form of Programmatic support (effectively DBS) from 39% in 2004/5 to 53% in 2007/8)42. This
target would appear to provide a clear incentive for DFID to make over-optimistic assessments of
partner government processes, or risk missing the target.

41 DFID (2005) Essential Guides to Rules and Tools, DFID
42 Efficiency Technical Notes, Dept. of International Development [http://www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/efficiency-technical-note.pdf 05/05/07]
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6.5 AID ALLOCATION

6.5.1Top Down Aid Allocation

DFID’s approach to aid allocation is a top-down system. The aid allocation decision is taken centrally,
based on a model that tries to take into account both need and the policy environment on the country.
The allocated money is then effectively ‘pushed’ down to country offices, which are tasked with finding
ways to spend the aid. To a great extent, country office staff are inevitably judged by how quickly they
spend that aid (disbursement rates). The top-down system obliges country offices to spend, the
mechanisms for maintaining quality are, as has been described, weak and the inevitable consequence is
likely to be a pressure to get the money spent even if it means a loss in quality.

Leaving accountability mechanisms aside for a moment, we are in any case doubtful that the top-down
mechanism for pushing aid through country offices leads to the greatest impact on poverty. Having
observed the value created through the enterprise of individuals in the free markets of the world, and
contrasting this with the slow growth of ‘dead-hand’, top down, centralised states, we are not convinced
that international development aid need necessarily be spent through a top-down mechanism. In section
6.5.5 we describe an alternative approach based on a ‘demand-led’ concept.

It is interesting to note signs that DFID is already having problems finding ways to spend its aid with the
top-down approach. Not only does this problem manifest in pressure to spend more aid through Direct
Budgetary Support41 and through the multilaterals42, but the difficulty is also felt in the country offices.In
recent years as aid volumes have expanded rapidly, a growing amount of aid has been retained
unallocated ex-ante to be disbursed in a flexible basis as different needs arise during the year.

6.5.2 Allocation between Different Aid Channels

We began with the expectation that DFID would be allocating aid according to the channels that are
most effective to achieve desired objectives. The different channels of aid would include bilateral project
aid, bilateral programme aid, budgetary support, the various multilaterals and CSOs. However, whilst
DFID may have a view on the effectiveness of different channels of aid, there has been no systematic
comparison made between such types. Such comparisons as do exist are usually heavily academic and
focus on processes rather than output and outcome indicators. While such comparisons do have a role to
play, we would argue that they are far from enough. It also seems fair to say that this lack of useful
performance data means that in many cases money is allocated first and justified after.

However, DFID has, in recent years, began to put in place ways to improve this lack of results based
judgement. We would continue down this route, and would recommend that DFID require more resultsfocused reporting of performance across all aid channels. This should provide more systematic data to
enable DFID to compare the effectiveness of the different channels. This comparison could then guide
allocation decisions.

This lack of clear results based funding allocations is shown particularly in the way funds are allocated
to the multilateral aid agencies.

43 OECD DAC (2006) United Kingdom DAC Peer Review: Main Findings and Recommendations, OECD DAC

44 National Audit Office (2005) DFID: Engaging with Multilaterals, National Audit Office
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6.5.3 Bilateral Aid Allocation
DFID’s Resource Allocation Model

The current system for allocating bilateral aid has become more explicit following the development of
the Resource Allocation Model. This is to be welcomed. DFID’s model for aid allocation draws heavily
on the results of the Collier/Dollar study of efficiency in aid allocation. Collier and Dollar found two
things which increased the effectiveness of aid:
• The poorer the recipient country, the more effective aid was in reducing poverty;

• The better governed the recipient country was, the more effective aid was in reducing poverty.

The Strategic Review of Resource Allocation Priorities also sought to include a 20% weighting for
performance of local DFID offices. This is almost a micro-economic element within a macro economic
allocation model. This recommendation was dropped from the final model and it is interesting that DFID has
found it hard to include a performance element, despite deeming it desirable to do so. This reflects again on
the lack of meaningful poverty-related performance data available.

Our view of DFID’s Resource Allocation Model is that, for a model operating in a top-down system, it is
probably well designed and as good as it needs to be. Elements may be added over time, as econometricians
determine new relationships, and it may be possible to include a performance related element, but
essentially, for the top-down, bilateral portion of DFID’s aid spend, this model seems fit-for-purpose.

6.5.4 Multilateral Aid Allocation and Effectiveness

A recent report from the National Audit Office found that “information on what multilaterals do with their
funding is frequently of limited use. Multilateral reports are often very general and not against pre-set
objectives, and it can be difficult to determine what outputs have been achieved by the funding. There is
even less information available on the outcomes of multilateral activity.”45 This makes it hard for outsiders
such as DFID to judge multilateral effectiveness.

The NAO report also found that “recent funding proposals give a sense of incremental movement from the
pre-existing situation rather than a more directly performance-oriented perspective”. It noted “DFID has
poverty reduction as its overriding objective and yet we see many funding decisions justified not on the basis
of the progress that funding offers in reducing poverty but for other reasons.”46
The NAO report lists nine possible reasons given in DFID funding proposals for multilateral organisations,
including “DFID should fund for burden sharing reasons” and “funding demonstrates UK support for the
institution and/or the focus of the institution’s work.”47

In an internal report DFID stated that with regard to multilaterals, “Effectiveness is only one of the criteria
for funding”48. Apart from aid effectiveness, DFID’s criteria for funding included:
• DFID’s vision regarding the appropriate role and size of the multilateral in the overall international
architecture;
• The multilateral’s relevance for poverty reduction, MDGs or humanitarian assistance;
• Any specific advantages or risks concerning its policy stance and instruments;
• Recent improved organisational effectiveness by that institution;
• DFID’s current strategy for financial support;

45
46
47
48

National Audit Office (2005) DFID: Engaging with Multilaterals, National Audit Office
National Audit Office (2005) DFID: Engaging with Multilaterals, National Audit Office
National Audit Office (2005) DFID: Engaging with Multilaterals, National Audit Office
Alison Scott (2005) DFID’s Assessment of multilateral organisational effectiveness: an overview of results,

[http://www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/meff-results.pdf 05/05/07]
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• The specific case for any new or additional financing, including new priorities, the opportunity
costs for DFID and the agency, burden sharing implications, fiduciary risks, and/or other
influencing or political issues49.

It would be easy to justify almost any funding decision from the various options above.
In a recent document on efficiency savings, DFID stated that increasing flows to multilateral agencies is
“particularly important in the context of growing volumes and numbers of aid programmes and in the
context of delivering significantly higher and less volatile aid flows needed to reach the MDGs.
Certainly, in a world of increasingly tight limits on administration costs (as is expected for the UK in the
next Spending Review), most bilaterals will have less and less capacity to manage large volumes of aid
effectively… if the shift to multilateralism implied by these arguments is to be achieved, it will be
important to start now in order to prevent the larger bilateral programmes growing their own
infrastructure which will then become entrenched.”50
As the above quotes show, rather than judging multilaterals on the basis on performance, DFID
sometimes justifies the funding of multilaterals a priori for two reasons:
• ‘aid architecture’ or similar arguments;

• a requirement to reduce DFID’s headcount, leading to the need to ‘do more with less (fewer staff)’.

As the NAO report quote earlier indicated, there is also a large sense of inertia in multilateral funding
decisions. In our view, it is not enough to justify continued financial support to multilaterals in the hope
of change at some future date. Studies of change management in the business world have shown that
businesses and staff need a clear reason to change51, normally some kind of threatened crisis or negative
consequence if change does not occur.

We have detected little awareness of previous (failed) attempts to reform the multilateral aid system.
Former Cote D’Ivoire Minister Tidjane Thiam52 remarked that in the aid system, “There is no transfer of
best practice, there is no learning curve. There are only endless recycled good intentions.”

We have noted before that aid spent ineffectively translates into ruined life chances. We find it morally
unacceptable to continue to fund multilaterals from a sense of obligation to ‘engage’ with them and in
the hope of influencing them in the future. We recommend that multilateral funding should no longer
be justified on the grounds of inertia or a priori reasoning, for example where multilateral X is
part of the ‘aid architecture’ or ‘DFID’s current financial strategy’.

The Multilateral Effectiveness Framework

We note that DFID has attempted to adjust its relationship with the multilaterals towards a more
performance based system in recent years. To date, the main change in dealing with multilaterals has
been the creation of the Multilateral Effectiveness Framework in 2003 to try to help it in assessing the
effectiveness of the development agencies it funded. This was a welcome step and an improvement on
what had gone before.

In its review of DFID’s engagement with multilaterals, the National Audit Office welcomed the
introduction of the MEFF and highlighted strengths in the use of a Balanced Scorecard approach and the
focus on the MEFF as a tool to support decision making.
49 Alison Scott (2005) DFID’s Assessment of multilateral organisational effectiveness: an overview of results,
[http://www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/meff-results.pdf 05/05/07]
50 DFID Efficiency Technical Note Annex C: International Development Association (IDA): summary of evidence for increased effectiveness,
[http://www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/efficiency-annex-c.pdf 05/05/07]
51 The Psychology of Change Management, The McKinsey Quarterly
52 Tidjane Thiam Public evidence session with the Globalisation and Global Poverty Group 3rd July.
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However, the NAO noted that “despite the title, the explicit limitation of the MEFF is that it does not address
effectiveness directly”. In addition, “the absence of any direct coverage of results means that organisations
which comply with the current management orthodoxy score well, regardless of their ability to get the job
done”53. The NAO notes that it can be too easy for an institution to score well, for instance just by having a
system or participating in an activity, since the MEFF does not tend to ask how effective the system or
activity is. The MEFF focuses on processes rather than performance.
For instance, a report on the results of the first MEFF assessment, carried out in February 2005, applauds the
European Union, giving it a total of 85% on its overall score, as opposed to the average of 78%54.
This was at a time when the European Union aid:

• Was poorly focused, with just 53%55 of total aid going to low income countries;

• Was delivered late, with around a fifth of all EC aid being over a year late56; and

• Was the subject of 21% of all investigations into fraud within the EU, while making up only 7% of the EU
budget57.

The NAO concluded that DFID should develop the MEFF to pay more attention to results and sharpen up
the construction of the questions within the MEFF to ensure that they “cover the necessary ground” better.
The NAO also advocates more systematic, direct input from country offices and external stakeholders (e.g.
recipient governments and NGOs) on the performance of multilaterals.

From the perspective of the GGPG, the MEFF, and any other tool that DFID may use to compare or evaluate
effectiveness of multilaterals, needs to be directed more firmly towards a comparison of performance and
results rather than activity undertaken or processes used.
We would like to see DFID, as a leading bilateral donor, take a significantly more robust line with
multilaterals, demand evidence of effectiveness and performance, and through this more assertive
stance create real impetus for change. Actions taken towards multilaterals may include reducing, capping
or even suspending aid when these organisations fail to meet requirements. Restoration of relationships
would be conditional on change in the organisation to improve performance.

6.5.5 A Demand-Led Fund

A more effective distribution of aid than the existing ‘top down’ model could be achieved through creation
of a demand-led or ‘pull’ system. In such a system, those with good projects ideas would seek funding from
DFID, which would apply a clear quality cut-off in deciding which projects to fund (including criteria
relating to effectiveness and accountability). We have investigated similar aid distribution systems and feel
that a demand-led fund would represent a significant improvement over existing systems with the potential
to deal with higher volumes of aid more effectively than the top-down approach. This system would not be
constrained by DFID’s ability to create projects, but would set the full range of stakeholders free to use their
ingenuity to design projects that best serve their communities’ needs.

To this end, we propose the creation of a Demand-Led Fund to allocate a protion of bilateral aid where
the circumstances are appropriate. The Globalisation and Global Poverty Group has been influenced in
this recommendation by the work of existing demand-led funds which is outlined in section 6.10.2.
53 National Audit Office (2005) DFID: Engaging with Multilaterals, National Audit Office
54 Alison Scott (2005) DFID’s Assessment of multilateral organisational effectiveness: an overview of results,
[http://www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/meff-results.pdf 05/05/07]
55 DFID (2006) Statistics on International Development 2006, National Office of Statistics
56 Arabella Fraser et al, (2004) Oxfam: Paying the Price; Why rich countries must invest now in the fight against poverty, Oxfam
57 Open Europe (2006) EU Aid: Is it effective? [http://www.openeurope.org.uk/research/euaid.doc 05/05/07]
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The Need for A Demand-Led Fund

In our view, the top-down approach has several important weaknesses which limit the potential to
improve the effectiveness of aid.

The first key problem is that, since projects are initiated by DFID, it falls to DFID staff to recognise a
problem and design a solution for it. This means that many potential projects that would do real good are
never even suggested. The pool of human talent from which the solutions are drawn is reduced. This
limits the scope to harness the ideas, energy and commitment of those who live and work closest to the
‘front line’ of poverty, those who have the most direct interest in making poverty history.
The second key problem is that under the current model, DFID is judged by the extent to which it seems
to spend money on worthwhile projects and programmes, yet is expected not only to fund, but to deliver
the results. It is difficult, if not impossible, for those who are so closely engaged in delivering solutions
to the front line to take a truly objective view of how effective their efforts are being.

We have studied the work of funding bodies which invite local (or national) organisations to submit
proposals needing finance. Notable exponents of this approach include the Global Fund to Fight AIDS,
Tuberculosis and Malaria, the GAVI Alliance, the US Millennium Challenge Account and the Gates
Foundation. Other organisations such as the Gates Foundation also use this approach, as do certain
“Challenge Funds”.

In these organisations, there is a clear separation of the ‘funding’ role from the ‘delivery’ role. This
enables the ‘funding’ body to hold the ‘delivering’ organisation to account in a rigorous way, and take
action when it does not perform. We are convinced that such an approach is one of the most effective
ways to improve aid effectiveness. DFID is currently operating somewhere between a financier and
operational delivery mechanism. Moving to a demand-led model, DFID would become the financier of
projects and programmes, but be very much at arms length from the delivery. DFID would not
commission projects (in the sense of getting involved in project design and feeling a sense of
responsibility for delivery), but would allocate money to projects and hold delivery organizations to
account in a robust way. Fund Staff would be held accountable for ensuring that money was allocated to
effective projects (which can impact on the MDGs), rather than being held accountable for achievement
of the MDGs themselves. An underlying premise here is that we will help those in poverty better by
providing the means for them to take ownership of their own futures, rather than trying to make their
decisions for them.

Access to the Fund would be available to any group with an interest in developing pro-poor projects in
developing countries. This may include national or local governments, CSOs, local and international
NGOs and the private sector. Bids would be submitted to a dedicated team of Fund Staff drawn from the
private sector, DFID and NGOs.

Given the very different ethos compared with DFID, Fund Staff would operate organisationally and
culturally at arms-length from the rest of DFID (culturally the difference is similar to that between
USAID and the Millennium Challenge Corporation). A team of “fund managers” would be assembled,
drawn from DFID, the aid community and the private sector. The majority of these would probably be
London or East Kilbride based, but some would also be regional. This team would require a different set
of skills to traditional DFID staff and so existing staff may require training, for example in performance
monitoring. Also we would expect these staff to take a more ‘hard headed’ approach to withdrawing
funding from projects that fail to meet performance criteria.

In order to maximise country ownership of aid, we intend for this fund to be as free from conditionalities
as possible. We would not seek to impose conditions on groups proposing projects, other than that they
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must directly contribute to MDGs and a minimum set of systemic conditions required for transparency.
These would include: periodic regular reporting; periodic independent audit (of financial reporting, key
processes and reporting of outcomes); and the existence of clear complaint and whistleblowing
procedures easily accessible to all stakeholders. Performance would then be assessed against objectives
set out in the initial programme proposal.

How the Demand-Led Fund would Work

DFID would draw up a list of eligible countries based on their capacity to absorb and make use of aid. A
target allocation would then be made to each of these countries. Where countries had Multilateral Trust
Funds, as proposed by the Aid Sub Group, we would propose establishment of a Demand-Led Fund
within the Multilateral Trust Fund, for funding and delivery of all projects in that country.
An initial explanation of the Fund and request for proposals would be issued to the aid community and
to potential stakeholders within eligible countries, together with guidelines regarding the information
and level of detail required within their proposals. The Fund’s criteria would also be made explicit. We
recognise that, initially, applications from more developed countries with better aid absorption capacity
could potentially be stronger than applications from less developed countries. To redress this issue, the
Fund would provide training (e.g. in the form of short seminars to potential applicants) on the
procedures involved, the required documentation and the selection criteria.

Proposals may be from any organisation that can demonstrate appropriate credentials and a track record
in delivery. These may include National Governments, Local Governments, CSOs, NGOs, and the
private sector. While proposals for one-off projects would be considered, we expect that most of the
funding would be on a multi-year basis.

The Fund managers would review and appraise project proposals and allocate funding to the best
projects. Their decision would be based on a set of criteria designed to ensure that the project would be
likely to succeed, but which would not impose unnecessary conditionalities. It is likely that these criteria
would include: ensuring that the project: is strongly pro-poor; helps towards the MDGs; includes good
project design, especially a clear statement of inputs and outputs/outcomes as well as tangible criteria for
monitoring and evaluation; has high-integrity third party audit/monitoring arrangements; and that the
organisations involved have sufficient track record and capability. While Fund criteria would expect new
projects to take account of existing successful projects, they would also put a premium on innovation.
The result of this would be the setting up of a Service Level Agreement with recipients containing their
commitment to produce progress reports, ensure regular audits etc.
Once funding is awarded, fund staff would stand back from the project management. All of the day to
day running would be in the hands of the implementing team. Instead, fund managers would receive
progress reports and independent audits defined in the Service Level Agreement and monitor informal
feedback from other sources (e.g. CSOs and core DFID staff in-country).

Where performance is found to be unacceptable, Fund Staff would take immediate action, putting the
programme into a clear “Performance Management Programme”, establishing a firm timetable for
remedial action required (to be undertaken by the recipient, not Fund Staff). Then if appropriate action
was not taken by recipient, Fund Staff would require funding to be reduced or withdrawn in a timely
manner. The recipient would need to understand from the outset that clear consequences would ensue if
the programme was not managed to acceptable standards. The Fund would follow through with a clear,
structured, rigorous response if a programme was not performing as promised in the proposal.

We recognise that some funds have been criticised for problems with the speed of aid delivery. We see
this as a managerial problem specific to those funds or to the start up period, rather than a problem
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inherent in a fund style approach. By using minimal criteria and a rapid evaluation process, we are
confident that a fund system could ensure that aid is delivered quickly to those projects most deserving
of it. However, we do acknowledge that the initial ‘start up’ phase of such funds is likely to generate a
huge inflow of project proposals, as the Gates Foundation found. Inevitably, this will be a challenging
transitional period. However, we see a high volume of proposals (as experienced by the Gates
Foundation) as an opportunity, not a threat – a demonstration of an untapped lake of ideas and creativity
and evidence of the truth of our view that this approach is a better way to engage the full scope of human
talent in solving Global Poverty.

Crucially, once a project is complete the project reports and documentation would be published, in line
with our views on openness in development aid. The assumption would be that all project documentation
should be published, although exceptions could be made if the project included a security element or if it
would endanger those taking part. This would produce a library of development successes and failures
that would greatly assist those designing new projects.

The Fund would initially allocate a portion of its budget to each country. Where insufficient high-quality
project bids were received, funds could be reallocated to other countries or regions. Whereas now,
country offices can come under pressure to fund potentially poor-quality projects in order to spend their
budgets, the new system would focus efforts on only the most high-quality and effective projects.

We expect that this Demand-Led Fund will prove highly effective and that its effectiveness will be more
transparent than traditional methods. If this is the case, we would expect that, over time, more and more
of DFID’s budget would be allocated via the Demand-Led Fund, with the potential to fund all or most of
DFID’s project aid, and potentially some programme aid, over time.

We recommend using our proposed Independent Evaluation Agency for Aid to assess the Fund’s
performance in initial years and to make recommendations on improving effectiveness and efficiency, as
well as making recommendations on expanding deployment.

6.6 HARMONISATION AND ALIGNMENT

There is now increasing emphasis within the global aid community on the need to improve the
effectiveness of aid. One of the key themes that has emerged in the aid effectiveness debate is that of
‘Harmonisation and Alignment’.

The UK Government, through DFID, was one of the many signatories to the Paris Declaration of April
2005, which promotes “Harmonisation, Alignment, Results”. The rationale for this initiative is the
recognition that recipients of aid waste considerable effort on meeting the reporting (and other)
requirements of the various aid donors, rather than focusing on administering the aid well. The Paris
Declaration aims to reduce this administrative burden by promoting “alignment: supporting plans and
processes developed and managed by the partner government; harmonisation: co-ordinating with other
donors as regards resources, best practice, expertise, objectives and requirements (reporting etc); and
predictability: increasing ownership and the predictability of aid flows”.

6.6.1 Specialisation: Geographic and/or Sector

The DAC Peer Review of 200158 recommended that DFID should specialise more, in terms of both
geography and sector. In the Peer Review of 200659, the DAC commented that DFID still has not
sufficiently recognised “the need to persist in prioritising DFID’s sector and country focus”.

58 OECD DAC (2001) United Kingdom Development Cooperation Review: Main Findings and Recommendations, OECD DAC
59 OECD DAC (2006) United Kingdom DAC Peer Review: Main Findings and Recommendations, OECD DAC
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We concur with the view of the DAC, that DFID should limit its involvement in administrating projects to
a smaller number of countries and sectors where DFID has demonstrable connection or expertise. This may
give a lead to other countries to specialise in a similar way, thus accelerating international progress towards
the “Harmonisation and Alignment” agenda described below. However, as described later in this paper, we
do not believe that reducing the number of countries in which DFID manages or administrates projects
should preclude DFID from financing aid projects in a larger number of countries.

It is interesting to note that, were DFID to focus on fewer countries, the Resource Allocation Model
could be quite easily adapted to this, although in its current form it does not take into account sector
specialisation.

Our colleagues in the Aid Sub-Group have proposed greater use of trust funds to improve harmonisation.
We welcome this but, in line with out proposals for improving effectivness of other modes of allocation
Aid, we recommend a performance based approach to trust funds.

The trust funds should therefore receive a limited amount of funding initially, to be increased once success
has been demonstrated, on a country-by-country basis. In the medium term, the trust funds, like any other
bilateral or multilateral programme, should only receive funding if they can demonstrate performance.

We recommend that DFID show leadership within the harmonization and alignment agenda,
demonstrating how this agenda can work in practice, rather than engaging with other donors in
endless discussion about the desirability of harmonisation. DFID should do this firstly by agreeing to
draw back from regions or sectors where other donors show comparative strengths and secondly by
pioneering the introduction of the trust fund mechanism where possible.

6.6.2 Harmonisation through Transfer of Power to Recipient Governments

At present, the harmonisation agenda, to a major extent co-ordinated by the OECD-DAC, under Richard
Manning, tries to get donors working together to ensure that the obligations that they place on recipient
governments are co-ordinated, thereby trying to minimise the transaction costs for the recipient. It would
clearly be preferable for donors to organise themselves in a way that does not add to the burden for
recipients. However, it is an extremely complex challenge to get multiple donors to co-ordinate their
objectives, approaches and monitoring systems. Herding cats might be simple in comparison.

At present, multiple donors attempt to design and implement solutions for governments for particular
administrative systems, such as financial control systems. The myriad donors and technical advisors
have different perspectives. Their solutions, for systems within the overall public administration system,
can often overlap, contradict and lead to significant inefficiency. However, the ‘actor’ within the system
who is structurally best placed to have an overview of the multiple systems within the overall public
administration system, the recipient government itself, seems often to become a passive recipient of the
technical assistance pushed by donors as a condition of their aid.

We would like to see the advocates of the Harmonisation and Alignment agenda consider another,
potentially simpler and more effective, approach to harmonisation. That is, to assist in a shift of power,
knowledge and control to recipient governments who will then be in a position to lead harmonisation
themselves by co-ordinating donors to help shape their own plans.

There may be a number of ways to do this, but one essential component is an advisory resource that
recipient governments can call on that is completely independent of donors that:

• understands both the conceptual and pragmatic issues related to public administration systems;

• has deep practical experience of public administration systems worldwide;
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• understands the pros and cons of alternative systems in different contexts; and

• most importantly, is motivated to work in the interests of the recipient government rather than the
donors.

There are many analogous situations in the private sector where an advisory resource has facilitated an
important shift in power from stronger to weaker parties60. The advisory resource we envisage is not a
small consulting firm with some experience of aid. Rather it is, both in technical and managerial terms,
the equivalent of a heavyweight investment bank with expertise and experience drawn from across the
world’s public administration profession. Supported by such a resource, the recipient governments
would be able to design and improve their own systems, and will be able to negotiate with donor
governments from a position of strength, not jumping to adapt systems to produce reports that tick
donors’ boxes, but designing systems that meet the needs of both donors and recipients – good
governance and effective administration.

We recommend that DFID encourage recipient countries to develop a resource that will allow
them to be far more precise about the terms on which they accept aid. We envisage that this resource
will be a powerful voice on behalf of donor governments and will assist donor organisations in achieving
their objectives.

6.6.3 Alignment of Donor Visits

Senior management at both government and project level is often a scarce resource in many recipient
countries. Recipients of aid often comment on the fact that too much of their time is spent in entertaining
donor delegations. There is a notable risk that recipients’ senior management time is taken up primarily
to satisfy donors’ need to feel listened to. We suggest that the OECD-DAC draw up and disseminate
“Best Practice” guidelines to counter this risk, by requesting recipients to establish a limited number of
dates in the year when they will be “Open” to receive, educate, meet with and entertain delegations.
These “Open Days” might also be structured so as to enable donors to meet each other and align their
own thinking. The OECD-DAC should request and publish information from recipients on the number
of workdays occupied in entertaining donor delegations, and should monitor this information with a
view to ensuring that donors have acceptable visibility without occupying excessive management time.

6.7 APPROACHES TO MEASURING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF AID
6.7.1Measuring Effectiveness: Theoretical Approach

Given that the MDGs focus on one overarching and unifying aim – the reduction of poverty – we initially
expected to find academics working on an approach for comparing the effectiveness of different
development interventions in terms of their impact on poverty reduction. We envisaged some kind of
unifying rate of return concept, equivalent to an Investment Rate of Return (IRR), looking at the total lives
improved, prolonged or lifted out of poverty by a given amount of development aid. This would effectively
be a multi-year cost-benefit analysis, where the cost would be expressed in dollars of aid money and the
benefit would be expressed in terms of years of life improved or prolonged. We might refer to this
theoretical construct as a Well Being Rate of Return or Poverty Reduction Rate of Return (P3R).

We expected that this approach might allow effectiveness of spending to be compared in some sort of
objective way between very different projects – health, education, infrastructure etc – to provide some
sort of quantitative objectivity to inform or drive allocation decisions.

60 For instance, legal advisors, financial advisors. A more specific recent example is the transfer of power over the last five years within the private
equity industry from acquirers to vendors/management, driven by the emergence of more professional vendors’ advisors..
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However, such a framework would require a significant number of philosophical and quantitative
assumptions to put comparative values on, say, a life saved through humanitarian aid versus a life
prolonged through HIV-Aids medication, particularly where such lives were economically unproductive. Perhaps because of the philosophical difficulties and number of assumptions that would be
required, we found no evidence of academics or practitioners working on the unifying pan-sectoral P3R
measure that we had imagined.

A multi-year cost-benefit concept had been employed by the World Bank for application in the health
sector. The Disability Adjusted Life Year (DALY) was first used by the World Bank in the 1993 World
Development Report “Investing in Health”. It measures the impact each intervention has on the life
expectancy and weights the extra years for quality of life measured by the likely degree is (dis)ability.

Although we could find no evidence of academics or practitioners using a non-monetary rate of return
measure, we did find that some were using the concept of Economic Rate of Return (ERR). The ERR is
not beset by the philosophical difficulties of our imagined Poverty Reduction Rate of Return, but its
usage is limited to circumstances where a monetary value can be attributed to each activity.

The most committed approach to the ERR concept appeared to be that of the Millennium Challenge
Corporation (MCC). This is perhaps not surprising, since the MCC’s objectives are specifically framed
in economic terms. The Millennium Challenge Act of 200361 states that “the MCC will provide
assistance in a manner that promotes economic growth and the elimination of poverty and strengthens
good governance, economic freedom and investments in people.”

The MCC describes the ERR as follows:
“..MCC’s metholodogy is best described as micro-economic growth analysis…. Briefly, it seeks to
measure the economic growth impact of proposals at the micro-economic level by measuring the
expected increases in either value-added or incomes of individual firms, individuals or sectors of
economic activity. Proposals from countries should include a cash-flow analysis that weights spending
on the program against future expected increases in valued added or incomes. The internal rate of return
should be calculated for these cash flows to summarize the economic impact. MCC refers to this internal
rate of return as the economic rate of return (ERR).”62
Since we favour objective decision making, based on rigorous cost-benefit analysis, we would favour
greater usage of the ERR where relevant for appraising DFID projects. We would also be interested in
and supportive of academics wishing to turn our Poverty Reduction Rate of Return concept into a
practical tool for comparing effectiveness of different projects.

61 Millennium Challenge Corporation, (2007) Guidelines for Economic and Beneficiary Analysis of a Compact Proposal, Millennium Challenge
Corporation, Millennium Challenge Corporation, [http://www.mcc.gov/countrytools/compact/fy07guidance/english/28guidelinesforeconandbeneanalysis.pdf 05/05/07]
62 Millennium Challenge Corporation, (2007) Guidelines for Economic and Beneficiary Analysis of a Compact Proposal, Millennium Challenge
Corporation, [http://www.mcc.gov/countrytools/compact/fy07guidance/english/28-guidelinesforeconandbeneanalysis.pdf 05/05/07]
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6.7.2 Measuring Effectiveness: Practical Approach - The IDA Model

As was described in section 6.3, the IDA is generally recognised as the most effective channel of aid, due
both to its clear focus on lower-income countries and to its results-based performance management system.

Given the limitations of the DFID performance management system, which is not based on observed
results or outcomes, we felt it would be interesting to look at the IDA model, since the indications are
that it represents current global “best practice” in results-based performance management.

A DFID paper on the effectiveness of IDA63 describes the IDA results-measurement system as
having two tiers:
Tier 1 looks at aggregate country outcomes, based on 14 indicators, aligned with the MDGs, and
priorities of IDA and recipient countries;

Tier 2 looks at IDA’s contribution to country outcomes. This includes a self-assessment of Country
Assistance Strategies and an assessment of the quality and outcomes of projects in the IDA portfolio.
This draws on data from the World Bank’s Operations Evaluation Department (OED) and its Quality
Assurance Group (QAG).

The OED is to quite a notable extent operated at arms length from the rest of the World Bank, reporting
directly into the Board, rather than to an executive director. It thus maintains a degree of independence,
which helps to maintain impartiality and objectivity. DFID notes that “the new results-based Country
Assistance Strategies that have emerged from the Results Based Management system establish clear
linkages between Bank projects and programmes and country-level outcomes. This is an innovation that
few, if any, other agencies use”.
Two features of the IDA approach seem particularly important in maintaining the integrity of the
performance management system:

a results-based performance management system, focused on observable, objective outcomes not
activity evaluation by an “arms-length” entity which will not be subject to pressure to inflate results.

6.7.3 Effectiveness and Allocation: The Copenhagen Consensus

Other academics have taken an innovative and pragmatic approach to the issue of the effectiveness of
aid and how it should be reflected in aid allocation. This approach is to run a consultation exercise with
leading experts, to find out how they would allocate $50 billion dollars to have the greatest impact in
reducing world poverty. The Copenhagen Consensus methodology produced a consensus list of
priorities that donors should focus on, including HIV/Aids, malaria, trade and malnutrition. This is not
an objective or mathematically driven approach, but is unashamedly subjective. The rationale is that
although we currently do not have the analytical tools to fully analyse impact on poverty reduction
objectively64, we should at least make our subjective judgements transparent, and utilise the best minds
available to inform our judgements.

We met with Bjorn Lomborg, the instigator of the Copenhagen Consensus, who proposed the following
approach for DFID, drawing on the Copenhagen Consensus methodology65:

• Have DFID compile an overview of the 15-20 areas/challenges where most UK development aid is spent;
63 DFID Efficiency Technical Note Annex C: International Development Association (IDA): summary of evidence for increased effectiveness,
[http://www.dfid.gov.uk/pubs/files/efficiency-annex-c.pdf 05/05/07]
64 Such as our possible Poverty Reduction Rate of Return
65 Bjorn Lomborg, Copenhagen Consensus Center, Improving the results of UK development aid, unpublished note to Globalisation and Global
Poverty Group
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• Have top, non-aligned experts within these areas meet in groups to prepare economic analysis of the
costs and benefits of implementing the most promising programmes, in the context of country
challenges. Categorise these programmes in cost-benefit terms on a scale of very good to very bad;
• Have a panel of economic experts (Nobel Laureate level) compile a list of priorities within the ‘very
good’ and ‘good’ programmes to serve as input to the final decisions of policy makers.

We agree with the view that cost-benefit considerations should be brought together at the highest level
within DFID and should inform allocation decisions. However, we note that these suggestions have the
flavour of a one-off exercise like the original Copenhagen Consensus exercise, with considerable
attention paid to the process of consulting experts. In our view, what is needed is a mechanism to
challenge DFID on a regular, ongoing basis, to demonstrate that it has fully and explicitly considered the
comparative cost-benefit aspects of its options and decisions. We consider that one role of the
proposed Independent Evaluation Group (discussed in section 6.8.4) would be to provide such a
high-level challenge, not as a one-off exercise, but annually.

6.7.4 The Scientific Approach

We feel that, wherever possible, new development ideas should be tried out empirically before being
adopted on a national or wider scale. Furthermore the costs and benefits of a new approach should if
possible be measured against what happens when an alternative or no intervention is made. At present, it
is regrettably quite rare for Aid agencies to attempt to measure the costs and benefits of new approaches
on a pilot scale

We met with Professor Stefan Dercon of Oxford University to hear about the scientific approach to
evaluation of international development projects. Professor Dercon is one of the leading economists engaged
in assessment of the “randomisation” method. Randomisation is a methodology commonly used in health
interventions and drugs trials. A drug is given to a randomly chosen half of the test sample, while a placebo
is given to the remainder of the sample. By comparing the outcomes for the two samples, an objective
judgement can be made as to the efficacy of the drug. Similarly, in some circumstances a randomisation
method can be used to test a new method of alleviating poverty. For instance, for a project that will involve
an intervention on a village level, the project can be initially tested on a random selection of villages, and a
comparison made with villages that had not received the intervention.

Professor Dercon explained that, whilst there is much discussion of evaluation and objective assessment,
the total number of developmental interventions that actually use a scientifically objective methodology
such as randomisation is almost negligible. In most cases, evaluation is only properly considered after an
intervention has been implemented. Professor Dercon argues that this is too late, and that evaluation
must be built in to the design of the project.

Given that health professionals are cognisant of the application of randomisation techniques in drug
trials, it is perhaps not surprising to find that the few projects that have used a randomised approach
seem to have centred on health interventions.

Outside of the health field, the best example of the impact that a randomised assessment can have is the
Progresa project in Mexico. Progresa simultaneously addresses Education, Health and Nutrition in poor
households. Supported by the International Food Policy Research Insititute and established in the late
1990s, Progresa was set up with both baseline data and a large control sample of villages which did not
receive the intervention. The three-pronged intervention involved education grants, some basic health
care measures including advice on prevention together with some cash transfers and nutrition
supplements. The randomisation method demonstrated convincingly that the programme had been
highly effective. It subsequently received more than $1 billion for roll out through Mexico. It is currently
being rolled out through neighbouring countries in Latin America.
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Possibly the leading global exponents of the randomisation approach are economists working with the
Boston based Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab. The Poverty Action Lab was set up by two MIT
professors, Abhjit Banerjee and Esther Duflo. The faculty now comprises academics from both Harvard and
MIT. The Lab is actively engaged in convincing the aid community of the benefits of the randomisation
methodology and runs courses to train development professionals in randomisation techniques, from the
design stage onwards.

There is strong reason to believe that, once the effectiveness of an intervention has been proven through
an objective evaluation such as randomisation, rational entities will act to duplicate the successful
projects in other locations, provided information about the trial is disseminated widely. This has been the
case for Progresa.

In the face of this compelling argument for randomisation, the failure of aid practitioners to embrace it may
therefore reflect the prevailing culture within most donor organisations, particularly the fact that donors feel
pressure to act and disburse rapidly rather than assess interventions objectively. It may also reflect lack of
training in scientific objective evaluation. Stefan Dercon notes that practitioners may also fear appearing
unfair to the control group that does not receive the intervention, as they may not receive help for some
years, while the effectiveness of the intervention is assessed. We acknowledge this fear, but agree with
Professors Paul Collier and Stefan Dercon when they argue that just as it would be inconceivable for a new
drug to be distributed widely without an objective test, so it should become the norm for development
interventions to be tested objectively before roll out.

Randomisation methodologies are not applicable for all types of programme or project. Moreover, a good
randomisation study is often expensive. However, we are convinced that DFID should be both more
enthusiastic and more systematic in its approach to scientific methodologies.

Other such methodologies may include ‘quasi-experiments’ where, for instance, the control group might be
constructed statistically. While less scientifically rigorous than a controlled study, such methods may prove
useful in circumstances where forming a control group may be difficult or the cost would be prohibitive.
Alternatively, it may be possible to construct a more generic control group, perhaps by monitoring the
impact of an intervention in one geographic region and comparing to another. For example where a large
ethnic or cultural group of people is geographically located on two sides of a national border, an intervention
might be made in one country and compared with the status quo over the border.
AusAID, the Australian international development agency, is now using an evaluation technique called
“contribution analysis” which is a systematic and rigorous approach to examine whether an activity is
contributing to an outcome.66 However, this method, though rigorous, is not quantitative in any way and is
inappropriate for considering program efficiency.
We would like to see DFID make more use of pilot studies before rolling out complex programmes or
projects. This could be done by first testing on a regional basis, e.g. within one local government area.

We recommend that DFID develop some clear distinctions between those interventions that require
scientific studies, and those where the methodology is judged to have been already objectively proven.
For a new project/programme, resources should be put in to proper design and evaluation. Where a proven
project/programme is being rolled out to a new geography, a more limited study might be appropriate. For
instance, having proven the Progresa project within Mexico, roll out to neighbouring countries with similar
cultures and institutions would require only limited further study. In contrast, applying a Progresa
methodology in Africa would require further evaluation in the very different circumstances of that continent.
66 Fiona Kotvojs (2006) Contribution Analysis – A New Approach to Evaluation in International Development, Paper presented to Australasian

Evaluation Society 2006 International Conference [http://www.aes.asn.au/conferences/2006/papers/022%20Fiona%20Kotvojs.pdf 05/05/07]
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The Traffic Lights proposal in Section 6.4.5 is a practical proposal to help embed this kind of approach into
DFID’s decision making.

The GGPG believes that DFID’s focus should be on demonstrating actual results, rather than
‘marketing’ DFID’s to the British people. This approach contrasts somewhat to the message conveyed in
the DAC Peer Review which notes that “Maintaining current high levels of public support for
development will be a special challenge. DFID will need to identify and communicate results and “tell
the story” to the British public and elected political representatives.” We believe that projects must be
designed ex-ante so that results tell their own story, whether good or bad. We note again that the ability
to demonstrate scientifically verifiable results will be important in ensuring that the British public,
currently perhaps at a “high water” in terms of enthusiasm for aid, continue to support increasing flows
of international aid.

6.8 MECHANISMS FOR EVALUATION AND LEARNING
6.8.1Evaluation in DFID

DFID recognises learning and accountability as the two key arguments for evaluation67. Without
objective evaluation of its effectiveness, a donor cannot be held to account and there is no potential for
objective learning.

At present, DFID’s performance measurement processes (including the Value for Money indicator) focus
on self-evaluation. Individual project or programme managers are expected both to design and manage
interventions and to review and report on their own results. Interventions are becoming more complex
and performance measurement and evaluation has become more qualitative/subjective and less
quantitative/objective. Meanwhile, as elsewhere in government, DFID managers are under pressure to
demonstrate results. Combining these elements, there is a significant risk that, without independent
challenge, the pressures within the system could to lead to a gap between results that would be seen
through the eyes of a project or programme manager and those same results when interpreted by a
disinterested party.

DFID tries to manage this risk by ensuring that evaluations are carried out by independent consultants. A
useful handbook provided to DFID managers68 sets out the details of the tendering process for
evaluations, and advises managers that, when dealing with the Evaluation Team, “You will need to be
sensitive about the fact that this is an independent evaluation and you should not be seen as trying to
influence the evaluators’ conclusions and recommendations.”69 This comment indicates that DFID
understands that there is scope for DFID managers to influence evaluations (although, of course, this
influence may be subtle and well intentioned). The fact that DFID is also the client for the evaluation,
and a key source of ongoing work for the consultants, is also likely to lead to softening of messages and
a reduced impact on learning and continuous improvement. Furthermore, even assuming that consultants
are able to deliver tough messages, there is no mechanism to hold management to account at a senior
enough level to ensure that appropriate managerial action is taken. Anecdotal evidence from consultants
indicates that evaluation reports are often produced but no action taken on recommendations. We would
contend, therefore, that DFID’s current evaluation function, buried, as it is, deep within the line
management of the organisation, does not ensure the degree of independence that is needed to
demonstrate to taxpayers and the recipient populations it is intended to help that their money is being
well spent or provide sufficient challenge to drive rapid improvement in performance.

67 DFID (2005) Guidance on Evaluation and Review for DFID Staff, DFID Evaluation Department, DFID
68 DFID (2005) Guidance on Evaluation and Review for DFID Staff, DFID Evaluation Department, DFID
69 DFID (2005) Guidance on Evaluation and Review for DFID Staff, DFID Evaluation Department, DFID
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A paper70 for the World Bank Operations Evaluation Department notes that “In-house evaluation has the
obvious advantage of inside expertise, savvy, and intimate operational knowledge of the programs being
evaluated. The other side of the coin is a natural tendency to overstate results, and, where accountability
is ambiguous or loose, even to provide a coat of respectability and whitewash to failed programs.” We
consider this phenomenon to be similar to ‘grade inflation’.

In our view, a greater degree of independence is required to ensure the integrity of the system. It is
important to note, at this stage, that in commenting about the integrity of the system we make no
comment at all about the integrity of the individuals operating within the system. A system without
sufficient inbuilt checks and balances is likely to lack integrity, even if staffed with individuals and
served by consultants who each individually have the highest integrity.

We would also argue that independent evaluation is even more important in international development
than in many other areas of public administration because the relationship between DFID’s actions and
the public is much more distant. UK taxpayers do not ‘consume’ DFID’s services, so cannot provide
direct feedback on their experience through the democratic process. It is therefore important for UK
taxpayers that an independent evaluation mechanism should exist to ensure that their money is being
well spent. This is particularly true in the current climate, given that all parties have committed to
increasing spending on international development, whilst other budgets are likely to experience pressure
on funding. Whilst DFID talks of “telling the story” of development effectiveness to the taxpayer, we
believe that a more credible and sustainable solution would be to ensure that truly objective evaluation
can demonstrate the effectiveness of development spending.

6.8.2 Evaluation by the NAO

The National Audit Office, which is widely respected for its independent and robust approach, has
produced several challenging and wide ranging reports on International Development over the past few
years71. These reports have covered important themes for DFID, touching on different aid channels,
modalities and sectors.72 The reports themselves differ in approach. Whilst the NAO’s 2003 report on the
water sector was a thorough and comprehensive look at a relatively focused topic, a later report on
engaging with multilaterals73 covers a very broad theme in less detail. As has been mentioned previously,
the multilaterals report found notable deficiencies in the way that DFID approaches working with
multilaterals, particularly in terms of failure to demand or ensure value for money.

Such a challenging, cross-cutting view could realistically only come from outside of DFID itself. In the
last five years the NAO has produced just over one report on an international development theme each
year. This frequency does not provide sufficient analysis to allow Parliament to hold DFID to account,
particularly given that international development is global in scope, relates to all aspects of both public
and private sector activity, and is delivered not only bilaterally but also multilaterally. Evaluation within
the sector is complex and technical. In short, the wide ranging and technical nature of DFID’s work
makes it impossible for a generalist organisation such as the NAO to hold it to account. We considered
whether it would be sensible to propose that a specialist international development section should be set
up within the NAO. But we have rejected this option on the grounds that this would unbalance the NAO
and distort its mandate in a way that the British taxpayer would find incomprehensible and unacceptable.

70 Schiavo-Campo ( 2005) Building Country Capacity for Monitoring and Evaluation in the Public Sector: Selected Lessons of International
Experience, ECD Working Paper Series No 13 , World Bank Operations and Evaluations Department
71 National Audit Office: (2003) Maximising impact in the water sector; (2003) Responding to Humanitarian Emergencies; (2004) Responding to
HIV/Aids, (2005) Engaging with Multilaterals; (2006) Working with NGOS and CSOs to promote development: All published by the National Audit
Office.
72 National Audit Office (2003) Maximising impact in the water sector, The National Audit Office
73 National Audit Office (2005) Engaging with Multilaterals, The National Audit Office
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6.8.3 Independent Evaluation: Structures used by Other Donors

The organisation chart in section 6.2.4 shows the location of DFID’s evaluation unit which is, as has
been mentioned previously, buried deep within the management structure. This is in contrast with a
number of leading donors, who have structured their organisations to ensure that the evaluation function
has a greater degree of independence.

Particularly well documented is the case of the World Bank74 , where an independent evaluation function
was established more than thirty years ago. The Operations Evaluation Department, headed by the
Director General for Operations (DGO), reported directly to the Board of the World Bank. The structure
has evolved slightly since then. The OED is now known as the Independent Evaluation Group (IEG) and
now reports into the Executive Board of the World Bank via CODE, the Committee of Development
Effectiveness. Another change is the creation of the Quality Assurance Group (QuAG), within the
Bank’s management structure. QuAG exists to promote quality within the Bank via performance
monitoring/reviews and to disseminate learning throughout the organisation
The following diagram shows this structure. The shaded boxes indicate the parts of the World Bank that
are involved in evaluation.

One interesting element of the World Bank approach is that the DGO, who heads up the IEG, cannot be
re-employed by the World Bank subsequent to holding the post of DGO. This reduces the potential for
him to be in any way influenced by thoughts of his own future prospects within the Bank.

To investigate the evaluation structures used by other bilaterals we met with key personnel from Danida,
the Danish international development agency, which is known to have taken an active interest in the
issue of organisation structures for evaluation75. In Danida, the evaluation function is removed from dayto-day management but reports into the same senior civil servant. The organisation structure is as shown
below, again with the evaluation function shaded.

74 World Bank Operations And Evaluations Department (2003)World Bank Operations Department, The First 30 Years,
[http://info.worldbank.org/etools/docs/voddocs/282/583/oed_thirty.pdf 05/05/07]
75 Hans Lundgren et al (2003) A Review of Evaluation in Danida, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, DANIDA Foreign Ministry, Denmark
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Danida has continued to review the level of independence of its evaluation function and has concluded
that its current structure is sufficiently objective, yet facilitates information sharing and learning. The
culture within Danida is very strong and evaluation is taken very seriously. To a great extent, the
integrity of the system is upheld by the personal integrity and strength of character of Danida’s
longstanding head of evaluation. However, without strong leadership a structure such as Danida’s could
lend itself to a somewhat cosy relationship between the evaluation function and line management. It
could also potentially dampen the evaluation department’s enthusiasm for conveying strong messages
that challenge high-level assumptions, for instance challenging the agency’s relationships with
multinational aid agencies. We have concluded that the structural relationship between Danida’s
evaluation function and management does not provide the level of challenge and accountability that we
would like to see for DFID.

The Australians have taken another approach towards the evaluation of international development
expenditure, by establishing AID/WATCH, an independent NGO along the lines of a consumer
watchdog. AID/WATCH describes itself as “a not for profit activist organisation monitoring and
campaigning on Australian overseas aid and trade policies and programs. We work to ensure aid-funding
reaches the right people, communities and their environments.” Our concern with this approach is that
whilst AID/WATCH can exert moral pressure through public opinion, it lacks real authority or teeth to
hold AusAID, the Australian aid agency, to account and will may not be able to exert sufficient moral
pressure to help drive up standards.

We also looked at the experience of the IMF, which established an independent evaluation office (IEO,
originally known as EVO) in 2000. The issue of independent evaluation arose in the IMF in about 1993,
then came to the fore again in 1995-6 following the Mexican crisis, when an independent expert review
proposed the need for independent evaluation. For a period, the IMF used a hybrid self-assessment with
very limited external review, but by 2000 the need for the IEO had been agreed. The IEO is independent
of the IMF management and staff and operates at arm’s length from the IMF’s Executive Board.
However, the Director of the IEO is appointed by the Board and his appointment can be terminated by
them. The role of the IEO is to bring objectivity to evaluation, enhance the learning culture, strengthen
external credibility and support the Executive Board’s governance and oversight responsibilities.

The IMF’s intention in designing the IEO is that it should complement but not replace the review and
evaluation work within the Fund. The IEO staff comprises a Director and approximately 12 other staff,
mostly recruited from outside the IMF. The IEO also engages consultants with particular expertise to
carry out evaluation projects.
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6.8.4 An Independent Evaluation Group for the UK

We are fully convinced of the need for an Independent Evaluation Group to ensure accountability, drive
up quality and value for money, drive improvement in methodologies and drive DFID to demonstrate
evidence that it is learning.
However, there are clearly a range of options as to how the IEG could be structured, organisationally. We
see essentially three viable structures:

1. Independent, consumer-watchdog style NGO, along the lines of Australian AID/WATCH

2. Independent Evaluation Group reporting in to the executive branch of government, along the lines of
Danida (either reporting to DFID’s Permanent Secretary or to the Secretary of State)
3. Structurally independent of DFID and reporting in to the legislative branch of government
(Parliament) via the International Development Select Committee. Similar to the NAO, but with a
more specialist, technical approach.

We reject the first option, on the grounds that it does not have the level of authority or teeth that we would
wish for. We have seriously considered the second option, which is somewhat close to the models of Danida,
the World Bank and the IMF. However, we observe that in the case of the World Bank and the IMF, in both
cases the independent evaluation function has been placed as far from line management as it is possible to
get, given the structures of each organisation. We are struck by the need for DFID to be challenged openly,
consistently and on an ongoing basis, to improve its effectiveness and value for money, and would like to
take a more robust approach in helping DFID to guard against institutional complacency. Taking all these
factors and others discussed above and throughout this paper, into account, our proposed option is Option 3.
We therefore recommend that an Independent Evaluation Group is established that will report to
Parliament via the International Development Select Committee.
This structure is represented with the diagram below. We would envisage that the Select Committee will
wish to call upon the Permanent Secretary, and at times the Secretary of State, to explain findings and report
on lessons learned and actions taken. This relationship is represented by the dotted line in the diagram.
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In addition to the structure described here, we would add an ombudsman (probably reporting to the
Secretary of State) whose role would be to receive and consider complaints as well as feedback from
whistleblowers. Such complaints and feedback could arise from any stakeholder or individual with visibility
of any project or programme with which DFID is involved, including from within DFID itself. Such a
conduit for feedback is essential for a high-integrity system. The need for such an ombudsman has been
noted by aid organisations that take a systemic perspective, such as Action Aid and the UK Aid Network

We have noted the announcement on May 9th 2007 by Hilary Benn of the establishment of the
Independent Advisory Committee for Development Impact (IACDI). The IACDI will determine and
approve the programme of evaluations to be carried out by DFID’s Evaluation Department, and suggest
additional work required. It will assess the resources being allocated to evaluation, and will determine
whether relevant evaluation standards are being applied by the Evaluation Department. Some major
evaluations will be chaired by a member of the IACDI. The Chair and six members of the Committee
will be appointed “under Nolan procedures”, and minutes of the IACDI will be published.

We welcome the fact that the Secretary of State has responded to the suggestion made by Andrew
Mitchell, the Shadow Secretary of State for International Development, at the Conservative Party
Conference, that DFID needs independent aid evaluation. However, the model that has been chosen
appears to retain the ‘independent’ evaluation very much within the Executive Branch and does not
create the ongoing systemic challenge that we were looking for to drive up standards. In reporting to the
Executive Branch of Government it is similar to the Danida model, Option 2 described above, but by
retaining all of the evalution function (apart from a the very much ‘part-time’ members of the IACDI)
deep within DFID’s organisation structure, it is arguably somewhat less objective than Danida’s
structure. In our view, with the proposed structure and no independent budget, the six members of the
IACDI, as an Advisory Committee, will not be able to hold DFID’s Evaluation Group to account at a
detailed level.
When compared with our preferred model, this structure places much greater onus on the technical
knowledge of the six individuals and on their inclination to devote the time necessary to hold DFID to
account at a detailed level. However, there is no reason why we should not applaud the May 9th
announcement as a first step, a prelude to a move towards our preferred, much more rigorous model.

6.8.5 Nature of the Proposed IEG

We propose that the IEG should play the key role in enabling Parliament, on behalf of the British people,
to hold DFID to account.

We envisage that each year the IEG should set out a work plan for its independent evaluations, to be
agreed by the Select Committee. The IEG would expect full co-operation from DFID in completing its
work plan, in the same way that the NAO expects full co-operation from the departments that it
investigates. We would envisage that the IEG itself would commission/work on only a small number
(10-15) of important evaluations with high-level significance, either in terms of learning or
accountability. The IEG’s work programme would only include evaluations of particular projects or
programmes where there were expected to be key lessons with wide implications. DFID itself would
continue to evaluate its own programmes and projects at an individual level, as a means of continuing to
learn and improve, and IEG would have access to all such evaluations.

The head of the IEG would be appointed by the Select Committee. He or she should be a highly
respected and independent minded expert with both academic and practical experience. Having been
head of the IEG, he or she would not be eligible to work for DFID subsequently. The staff of the IEG
would consist of similarly high calibre individuals. Our current view is that a staffing level of
approximately 15-20 would be sufficient and that, like the Independent Evaluation Office at the IMF, the
IEG staff would be able to commission external consultants to work on evaluation reports.
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6.8.6 International Impact of IEG

Given DFID’s role as one of the leading bilateral donors within the international system, it is likely that
there would be international interest in the establishment of the Independent Evaluation Group described
above. There may be wider implications for other donors, who may also see a need for greater
independence of their own evaluation functions.

We foresee an additional implication, as the IEG will be able to commission evaluation work with broad
international scope, since DFID works through and alongside all of the world’s multilateral and bilateral
aid agencies. Since it will be independent of DFID, the IEG will be able to ask more challenging
questions of multilaterals, CSOs and other bilaterals than DFID is able or inclined to presently, given
DFID’s need to retain close collaborative relationships with these other donors and agencies.

There could also be value in the Select Committee producing a short, annual, high-level summary of key
lessons and emerging themes for distribution to key participants in the development industry. This could
be distributed not only to donors, agencies and recipients but also, from one parliamentary body to
another, to donor and recipient parliaments.

6.8.7 A Learning System

We share the view, expressed by Clements and Moss that “development is a marathon, not a sprint”76.

We have been struck by how little is currently agreed about what kinds of aid interventions work, but we
are convinced by those who argue that a high proportion of aid interventions could in future be designed
to allow relatively scientific or objective assessment. This leads us to believe that DFID should not view
aid effectiveness as a one-time decision to be made here and now (e.g. medicine vs water, project vs
budgetary support), but should rather organise itself to become the most efficient learning system
possible, in order to design, test and learn from aid interventions over the coming years and adapt
allocation and delivery according to what is shown to work.

We envisage DFID as a global resource, a centre for excellence, sharing knowledge with others about
the nature of projects that have worked, and the risks to be avoided. Given the power of the internet, we
see no significant barriers to this in terms of cost.

We note that, in pursuing a model geared towards objective evaluation and continuous learning, DFID
will need to guard against imposing unnecessary administrative burdens upon the recipients of money. A
recent World Bank paper notes the existence of a “troublesome supply-driven dynamic at work”
whereby external technical assistance sometimes pushes complex new practices onto a reasonably
functioning system, and thus creates capacity constraints where none may have existed. In turn, these
‘capacity limitations’ are then used to justify the need for continuing assistance”. DFID will need to
guard against this, instead seeking to build up in-country capacity. Increased self-reliance should be a
key goal for recipients, and should form part of the assessment of a project’s success.

Indeed, DFID could also seek to encourage DBS recipients to shape their own processes to support
learning. There is a subtle but very important difference between “monitoring results” and “learning”. A
government that proactively seeks to use information and evaluation to learn is likely to make much
better progress than one that merely monitors results.

76 Clemens and Moss (2005) What’s Wrong with the Millennium Development Goals?, Centre for Global Development
77 Schiavo-Campo ( 2005) Building Country Capacity for Monitoring and Evaluation in the Public Sector: Selected Lessons of International
Experience, ECD Working Paper Series No 13 , World Bank Operations and Evaluations Department
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6.8.8 Openness

We would like to see a mind shift in DFID from “telling the story” to “revealing the story”, moving
away from any sense of spin to one of openness, which will facilitate high integrity observation, learning
and continuous improvement.

The Globalisation and Global Poverty Group issued a request under the Freedom of Information Act for
project documents on 15 projects/programmes. These were semi-randomly selected to give a
geographical spread and cover different years. DFID’s Openness Unit were able, 2 months later, to
produce some documents on 12 of these projects, but were unable to find all the documents requested,
and admitted that: “Originally we thought that the information could be accessed centrally, however this
was not the case and details of each project had to be obtained from individual overseas offices.”78 It
seems extraordinary that DFID does not keep a central record of key project/programme documentation.
We recommend that DFID urgently redress the failings in their management processes that have lead
to the situation where DFID does not have a central record of key project/programme documents.

DFID has made major strides towards increasing openness and accessibility in recent years, particularly
through development of a well-designed website and making a great deal of information available through
the website. However, it is still not possible for relevant organisations to gain visibility of projects and
programmes. For instance, it could be very useful for CSOs in a particular country to have visibility of the
design and objectives of DFID projects there, but they will not be able to see these unless DFID chooses to
publish documents on such projects or unless the CSO is prepared to undertake a Freedom of Information
request. We believe that there is a strong argument for DFID going further towards automatic disclosure of
projects/programmes, including documents approving project design (with clear statements of desired
outcomes and priorities), interim and concluding reports and project evaluations. Once projects and
programmes are transparent, there will be a wider range of stakeholders able to hold DFID to account, and
over time this will improve dissemination of learning and should drive up standards. We are supportive of
the intentions of the Global Transparency Initiative, a civil society movement established in 2005, aimed at
promoting greater openness at the International Financial Institutions. The GTI promotes nine principles79:
Principle 1: The right of access to information held by IFIs

Principle 2: Automatic disclosure by IFIs of a wide range of information on structures, finances, policies and
procedures, decision-making processes and country and project work.

Principle 3: Access to decision-making: IFIs should facilitate informed participation in decision-making,
particularly through dissemination of information in a timely manner.

Principle 4: The right to request information, subject to only a limited regime of exceptions, and systems
should facilitate quick, low cost information sharing.

Principle 5: Limited exceptions should be permitted only where serious harm might be caused and where
this harm outweighs public interest.

Principle 6: Appeals to an independent body if access to information is not granted.

Principle 7: Whistleblower protection for people who disclose concerns relating to wrongdoing, corruption
or other malpractice.

Principle 8: Promotion of freedom of information, building a culture of openness within international
financial institutions.
Principle 9: Regular review of policies and dissemination of best practice.

78 Letter from the Openness Unit to Peter Lilley’s staff dated 30 March 2007, reference F2007/016
79 Transparency Charter for International Financial Institutions: Claiming our Right to Know. [http://www.ifitransparency.org/doc/charter_en.pdf

05/05/07]
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The GTI state a belief that national Freedom of Information Acts are often sufficient to ensure that
interested parties can force disclosure by national bodies, of which DFID is one. However, as our
experience in seeking disclosure from DFID has shown, DFID’s systems are not set up or operated in a
way that facilitates access to information. We recommend that DFID adopt a culture of openness aligned
with the principles set out by the GTI. In practice we envisage that this would include comprehensive filing
of project and programme documents online, including initial project approval (including outcomes
expected), interim reports, conclusion reports and post-conclusion project/programme evaluation. We also
recommend that DFID exert pressure on international financial institutions and other multilaterals
to adopt principles similar to those set out by the Global Transparency Initiative. Similarly, DFID
should promote a culture of openness amongst other bilateral donors and aid recipients.

6.9 STAFF AND ADMINISTRATION

6.9.1Staff Numbers and False Economy

DFID is projecting an 11% decline in staff numbers from March 2005 to March 2008, during at period
when DFID’s budget is planned to rise by 32%. This means that DFID is projected to disburse £1.90m
per member of staff for 2007/8 compared with £1.28m per member of staff for 2004/5.
March 2005
Actuals

Total DFID Budget (£m)80 3,676
Staff 81
2,870
Spend/Staff (£m)
1.28

March 2006
March 2007
Estimate/Actual Plan/Target

4,219
2,752
1.53

4,920
2,679
1.84

March 2008
Plan/Target

4,859
2,560
1.90

This paper is primarily concerned with improving the effectiveness of aid, which we view as a moral
imperative. However, we are of the opinion that, unlike many parts of government, the international
development budget is not one where staff costs are a key driver of efficiency. This is primarily due to
the role played by consultants in this field, which means that with a rising budget, cutting staff numbers
results in more work being pushed to consultants, without necessarily reducing the total resources DFID
puts in to achieve a given poverty outcome. We are concerned that the imposition of targets to manage
headcount downwards is effectively a cosmetic exercise, driven by the political requirement to be seen
to manage overall governmental headcount downwards (e.g. meeting Gershon targets). We would argue
that given the rising budget and fungibility of administrative spend with consultancy fees, a more
sophisticated indicator of administrative cost should be developed and made transparent, with a well
designed measure of DFID’s combined spend on “staff plus consultants”.

6.9.2 Complexity and Systems Thinking

It is interesting to reflect on the changing nature of the work required of DFID project and programme
managers. As more emphasis is placed on large, complex programmes, the programme manager is
required to operate at a higher level of complexity. He or she is no longer operating with simple linear
systems (e.g. how to get books to classrooms), but instead is operating with complex systems where
there are multiple components and where an intervention can change behaviour within the system, which
can then “feed back” and change the dynamics of the system entirely.
As the work of Elliott Jaques82 has shown, relatively few individuals have the cognitive potential to
design and work effectively with complex systems at senior levels. In asking development professionals
to design, manage and monitor complex programmes, we are asking them to operate at a cognitive level

80 DFID (2006) DFID Departmental Report 2006
81 DFID (2006) DFID Departmental Report 2006, (Home Civil Service plus Staff Appointed in Country)
82 Jaques & Cason (1994) Human Capability: A Study of Individual Potential and its Application, Cason Hall & Co Publishers
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equivalent to that of a Chief Executive of an business, with an overview of how numerous related
functions and activities fit together and an ability to see how dynamic forces within and outside of
the system will interact over several years. If programme managers have insufficient ability to
handle dynamic complexity, then the likely result is a trial-and-error approach to project design.
Furthermore, the ineffectiveness of this trial-and-error approach will not be identified without
challenging independent evaluation.

DFID needs to explicitly recognise the serious and widespread implications of increasing complexity in
programmes and projects, in terms of staff competencies required, project design, learning, evaluation
and accountability.

6.10 INNOVATIVE AID MECHANISMS

6.10.1 The Millennium Challenge Corporation

Representatives from our Group met with leaders of the Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC),
which was set up by the United States as an alternative channel to USAID, with a more results-driven
ethos. The MCC has an explicit focus on economic development but with a firm and conditional
approach to recipient country governance. The MCC’s approach is to work on a pilot basis with nations
to ensure that governance requirements meet the MCC’s standards. Once conditions have been met, the
MCC provides large amounts of funding for a major programme or Compact oriented towards a defined
set of economic goals. Two of the MCC’s major Compacts are with Ghana and El Salvador. We noted
with interest the fact that both of these Compacts used only a small number of indicators to measure
progress, and that these targets were designed in a sophisticated, interrelated and balanced way to
prevent the distortion of underlying priorities that can arise when managers or governments manage
towards targets.

A recent conference,83 which was attended by members of the Globalisation and Global Poverty Group,
heard from El Salvador about their MCC Compact programme, which impacts on the lives of one third of
the population. Progress is judged against 18 indicators, and the results have to show above average
performance against a peer group as a condition of ongoing funding. The conference also heard from Ghana
about their MCC Compact, which impacts on 23 of the 138 districts in the country, and is an integrated
agriculture-based programme. There is a significant monitoring and evaluation element, also on 18
indicators and compared with a peer group. The MCC had been positively reviewed by the OECD-DAC in a
Peer Review84, with positive feedback on the results-oriented approach, but some concerns were expressed
about potential for the MCC to diverge from the OECD-DAC’s approach to harmonisation.

We were interested by the tough line that the MCC takes on conditionality, with its commitment to
suspend funding if recipients do not meet conditions agreed. To date this tough stance has only been
used with recipients still at the pilot phase (e.g. Yemen and the Gambia), and in the case of Yemen this
resulted in ongoing positive efforts from Yemen to work towards meeting the conditions needed for a
full Compact. There are, however, challenging issues surrounding conditionality in general, as follow
through requires great political will, an arms length structure such as that of the Global Fund (see below)
or at least, a phased approach to performance warnings and funding withdrawal. We would like to see
DFID develop a clear policy on conditionality, with a system of warnings to allow recipients in breach of
funding conditions to rectify breaches. This might be somewhat akin to procedures used in Employment
Law to address an employee’s underperformance, with a sequence of formal warnings and a clear
timetable to rectify breaches.

83 Innovations in Health and Development Finance: Lessons Learned and the Way Forward Report on Wilton Park Conference, WPS06/11
[http://www.wiltonpark.org.uk/documents/conferences/WPS06-11/pdfs/WPS06-11.pdf 05/05/07]
84 Verbally reported to the Conference by the Chairman of the OECD-DAC, report not yet published.
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We conclude that there may be much for DFID to learn from the results-based focus of the MCC, with its
sophisticated approach to targets and measurement. We also like the MCC’s focus on designing programmes
that drive up economic performance. It is interesting to note that senior managers within the MCC are as
likely to come from a business background as from an international development background. We would
like to see DFID learn from both of these approaches, and where possible integrate this type of hard headed
results-based and/or economic focused approach into its own project designs.

6.10.2 Demand-led Approach

Having begun to explore the potential for a demand-led, rather than top-down system for distribution of
aid, we were very interested to find that several organisations already had a demand-led model in place.
These are the ‘global funds’, most notably the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria
(hereafter, ‘the Global Fund’), and the GAVI Alliance (formerly known as the Global Alliance for
Vaccines and Immunisation).

We met with Professor Richard Feachem, the Executive Director of the Global Fund since it was
founded four years ago. The Global Fund is now one of the three largest financiers of global efforts to
fight AIDS. Between 2001 and 2004, the Global Fund received $4.6 billion of contribution from donor
nations and a further $0.2 billion from individuals and the private sector. A further $3.8 billion is
pledged for 2006-7, bringing the Global Fund’s 2001-7 contributions to $8.6 billion. In the 2001-7
period, a total of $1.1 billion will have been donated by France, $2.3 billion by the US and $0.6 billion
by the United Kingdom.
Professor Feachem explained the principles of the Global Fund as follows:

• First, the Global Fund acts as a funder of projects, but does not deliver them.

• Projects are delivered by governments (51%), non-governmental and community-based organisations
(24%), faith-based organisations (6%), private sector on a not-for-profit basis (5%), academic (4%),
communities (5%) and other (5%) organisations.

• Project leaders prepare project plans and approach the Global Fund for multi-year funding commitments.
The 300 staff of the Global Fund, all of whom are based in Geneva, review the plans, meet the project
leaders, negotiate changes where necessary and approve funding for acceptable projects.

• The Global Fund focuses on performance of projects. It will only approve projects that have been
designed with clear, tangible performance measures that can be verified by an independent third party.
Projects are held to account not from Geneva, but in-country, by third-party assessors, selected by the
Global Fund on the basis of competitive tender. Accountancy firms Pricewaterhouse Coopers and
KPMG act as third-party assessors in many countries, the United Nations Office for Project Services is
the third-part assessor in China and the World Bank won the tender in India. These respected on-theground institutions monitor the projects against their stated objectives and keep Geneva informed.

• Failure to perform against agreed targets leads to cessation of funding. The Global Fund takes a very
tough line on this. However, the Fund recognises that in some cases – for example with anti-retroviral
drugs withdrawl of funding is not an option as the virus would build up resistance to the drugs
potentially putting other members of the community in greater danger. The Fund would therefore seek
alternative distribution mechanisms in such circumstances.

• Professor Feachem described how each country has a Country Co-ordinating Mechanism, effectively a
co-ordinating committee made up of key stakeholders. These CCMs co-ordinate project applications,
and ensuring that projects are on-track.
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• The Global Fund is interested not in Governance, where the focus is on accountability within
governmental institutions, but on Performance. The Global Fund’s model allows it to engage with
people in countries with fragile or even corrupt regimes, since it does not necessarily need to deal with
government, but can deal with CSOs, NGOs or directly with communities.

The principles of the Global Fund mean that it is somewhat close to what we envisaged as a demand-led
model. Professor Feachem explained that before the fund had been set up there had been some concerns
about whether this type of system would favour richer countries, where there were likely to be more
organisations with the skills to put together good project plans. Professor Feachem framed this as a “test
of Adam Smith” the founder of free market economics. Given that there would be no allocation from
above, would the system lead to concentration of projects in richer countries? The result, in Professor
Feachem’s eyes, was proof that “Adam Smith is right”, as there was no such concentration. Instead,
projects are spread across the globe and appear to match quite closely with need.

Professor Feachem pointed us to a number of economists who have worked on comparisons of the
Global Fund model with traditional ‘top-down’ models. These include Steve Radlett at the Centre for
Global Development, and Chris Murray at Harvard.

All systems inevitably have downsides, so we then needed to explore the downsides of the Global Fund
model. The first that critics pointed us to was the potential for corruption, since corrupt organisations could
easily apply for funding for projects that were not real. Corruption is an ongoing risk in any system, but we
feel that the appointment of internationally respected third-party in-country assessors goes a long way
towards addressing this issue, particularly when combined with a requirement for rigorous performance
measures and a hard-line approach to non-delivery. We have some concerns with the role of the Country Coordinating Mechanism, and whether, by establishing a powerful body of unelected people, it may subvert
local democracy and open up wider opportunities for higher level corruption.

It is also important to ensure that the project funding approach does not lead to duplication of a country’s
health system. In principle, its clinics and hospitals should treat all diseases – there should not be a
parallel system for malaria or each separate disease. That would fail to build capacity in, or worse
undermine, a national health system.

6.11 RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE GLOBALISATION AND GLOBAL
POVERTY GROUP

The challenge facing DFID is to channel increasing volumes of aid much more effectively than in the
past, in order to better help the poor, and in a way that can be demonstrated to the British people. Against
this background, we have considered DFID, its systems and processes, and its interactions with other
participants in the aid community.
In addition to detailed recommendations above, we advocate the following systemic recommendations
which we believe will significantly improve DFID’s prospects of meeting this challenge:

6.11.1 Independent Evaluation Group

An Independent Evaluation Group should be established, reporting in to the International
Development Select Committee. This would replace/upgrade the IACDI introduced by Hilary Benn.
The IEG would, like the NAO, carry out a small number of high-level, significant evaluation
exercises each year, and would, over time, provide the key mechanism whereby DFID can be held to
account for ensuring value for money and improving the effectiveness of its aid. We envisage a
small, expert group of professionals. It is our contention that, given DFID’s important role within the
international aid architecture, this group will have significant scope to drive up not only DFID’s
effectiveness but also, indirectly, that of other donors that DFID works with, including multilaterals
and bilateral donors with which DFID works in partnership.
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6.11.2 A Demand-Led Fund

The UK should establish an arms-length, demand-led fund. The sum allocated might start modestly, but
with the capacity to build from a few hundred million to several billion in due course. The administrators
of the fund will act as funders of projects but will not deliver them. Projects will apply for funding and
will be approved based on the quality of the project proposed (impact on poverty, performance goals,
demonstration of appropriate safeguards regarding project management and accountability etc). DFID
will not manage/deliver projects financed by this fund. They may be delivered by any group that can
demonstrate to the Fund managers that they have the capacity to successfully implement the project.
This may include, CSOs, NGOs, not-for-profit community organisations, private sector companies or
governments. Monitoring, audit and evaluation contracts will be awarded to respected, independent
third parties in-country.

We envisage that this demand-led fund would act as a mechanism to fill gaps in the international aid
architecture in a flexible, responsive, non-prescriptive but results-oriented way. We recognise that in
running the fund as a transparent, arms-length funding mechanism there will be some visible, and
probably high-profile, instances of corruption or misuse of funds which will be highlighted by
stakeholders attached to the status quo. However, we believe that transparent ineffectiveness or
corruption, which can be acted upon by cessation of funding, is preferable to the covert tolerance of
misuse of funds and underperformance that inevitably exists within the current system. The demand-led
approach, with strict performance and evaluation requirements, together with a tough stance towards
corruption, is, in our view, likely to have a positive effect in reducing corruption over time.

We anticipate that after an initial period of 1-3 years this demand-led mechanism will be proven, and
will be able to demonstrate superior results to many other channels and modes of aid. We would
therefore expect that more funding will be allocated to this demand-led channel over time, with a
corresponding reduction in the proportion of aid money spent through other channels (though, with
rising aid budgets, this would not necessarily mean a decrease in absolute amounts).
We anticipate that this system will drive up standards, since it provides a clear incentive for projects to
demonstrate results, to apply scientific principles, to innovate and to learn. We believe that a demand-led
system, committed to poverty reduction and strongly oriented to evaluation and dissemination of
learning, constitutes an organic model for optimising allocation of aid over time.

6.11.3 Scientific Approach

A scientific approach should underpin project design wherever possible. If projects are designed without
a scientifically sound methodology, project designers will be required to give acceptable justification.
However, we do not seek to overburden the process. There would be a hierarchy for the robustness of
assessment required. A roll out in a new country of a project already proven elsewhere would not need
the same level of testing as a project based on a brand new approach. Our practical ‘Traffic Light’
approach, which could be used to translate this scientific ethos into a management process, is explained
in section 6.7.3.

A scientific approach would be expected not only in bilateral projects but in all other channels that DFID
funds for project aid (CSOs, NGOs, bilateral aid channelled through multilaterals); and we would
encourage governments receiving aid in the form of DBS to adopt a more scientific approach, trialling
and seeking clear evidence of success before committing large volumes of funding.
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6.11.4 Results Focus

There should be significantly more emphasis on demonstrating tangible results, in a way that will enable
DFID to be held to account by Parliament. The MDGs should be used as a vision, but PSA targets should
be much more tangible than they are at present, and targets should be within DFID’s control to achieve.
DFID should demand clear, tangible, evidence of performance from all channels to which it provides
funds (including CSOs, NGOs, multilaterals). Success must be demonstrated not by having processes in
place but in concrete terms (e.g. number of children supported to stay on at school, children saved from
malnutrition etc).

6.11.5 DFID as a Learning System

Over the next twenty years, there will be continuous change in the international aid system, partly due to
some of the global changes now underway (climate change, globalisation of trade, the rise of China etc)
and partly due to the use of more scientific methods of project design, which will bring greater clarity of
understanding about what works and does not work in alleviating poverty. To best accommodate these
changes, DFID must focus on becoming an efficient system that learns from experience and adapts
accordingly. Processes must be designed with feedback loops that will facilitate learning, and with
mechanisms for disseminating knowledge effectively.

We envisage DFID with a role as a research and development engine for the international community,
not engaged in theoretical R&D, but focused on innovative project design and on disseminating
knowledge about practical approaches that have been proven to work.

To support DFID’s role as an international learning resource, we would like to see DFID move towards
an open culture, along the lines recommended by the Global Transparency Initiative. The presumption
must be that all project design and monitoring documents are publicly available unless a specific need
for confidentiality is demonstrated.

6.11.6 Influence by Action, not Words

We believe that DFID should seek to influence other stakeholders in the development aid community not
by words but by actions. In particular, DFID should insist on tangible, results based evidence of
performance from multilaterals, CSOs and NGOs as a condition of funding.

6.11.7 Specialisation for Harmonisation

To the extent that DFID continues to engage in delivery of aid within a top-down framework (as
opposed to the hands-off Demand-Led Fund) DFID should focus on fewer countries and perhaps
specialise in fewer sectors. Not only is specialisation likely to lead to greater direct effectiveness, as
expertise grows, but a move to specialisation should give a lead to other donors, who should themselves
specialise in turn. DFID can continue to maintain arms length involvement in a full range of countries
via the Demand-Led Fund.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

CAP
CIPA
CSO
DAC-OECD
DALY
DBS
DFID
ERR
EvD
EVI
GTI
HIPC
IDA
IEG
ISP
IMF
IRR
ISP
MCC
MDG
MEFF
MFPC
MOPAN
NAO
NGO
ODA
OECD
OED
PEFA
PIM
PRISM
PRRR (P3R)
PSA
QAG
VFM
WB

Country Assistance Plan
Country Policy and Institutional Assessment (World Bank)
Civil Society Organisations
Development Assistance Committee of the OECD (viz)
The Disability Adjusted Life Year
Direct Budget Support
Department for International Development
Economic Rate of Return
Evaluation Department (DFID)
Economic Vulnerability Index
Global Transparency Initiative
Heavily Indebted Poorer Countries
International Development Association (World Bank)
Independent Evaluation Group
Institutional Strategy Paper
International Monetary Fund
Investment Rate of Return
Institutional Strategy Papers
Millennium Challenge Corporation
Millenium Development Goals
Multilateral Effectiveness Framework
Multilateral Finance and Policy Committee
Multilateral Organisations Performance Assessment Network
National Audit Office
Non Governmental Organisation
Overseas Development Administration
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
Operations Evaluation Department (World Bank)
Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability
Project Information Marker
Performance Reporting Information System for Management
Poverty Reduction Rate of Return
Public Service Agreement
Quality Assurance Group (World Bank)
Value for Money
World Bank
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INTRODUCTION

“Let China sleep, for when she awakes she will shake the world” – Napoleon Bonaparte

Africa is becoming an increasingly important part of China’s economic success story. China’s trade with
Africa has risen four-fold in the last four years, and China has recently overtaken Britain to become
Africa’s third most important trade partner. In December 2005, China’s Premier Wen announced that
China’s trade with Africa is set to increase to US$100 billion within five years, a ten-fold increase in less
than 10 years.
China’s growing trade relationship with Africa has been accompanied by growing political connections.
In 2006, both President Hu and Premier Wen visited several African states, having already hosted 15
Presidents from Africa in the last two years. January 2007 saw President Hu embark on another African
tour, taking in 10 countries. China regularly supports African countries in international organisations
such as the UN, and also provides soft loans, development aid, infrastructure assistance, and weapons.
Unsurprisingly, China dubbed 2006 as "China's Year of Africa," which it ended with a meeting in
December of the China-Africa Cooperation Forum in Beijing. This meeting brought together nearly
every African head of state, who together received US$5 billion in development loans1.

The expansion of Chinese interests in Africa has divided international opinion between those who view
China as a quasi-colonial resource grabber and those who see China as Africa’s benefactor, trading
partner and friend. This paper examines why China is taking such a strong interest in Africa, the nature
of its involvement, who benefits, the repercussions for Western policymakers, and the strategies for
engagement open to them.

Whilst Napoleon was famously prescient, it is today’s generation that feel the tremors of China’s
transformation from economic backwater to economic giant. How will China use its new power? And
what are the implications for Africa, and the West? China’s phenomenal growth rate, hunger for natural
resources, and global ambitions are re-shaping the world economy, whilst providing, all at once,
competition, challenges, risks, and opportunities for Africa. China sees Africa as a source of raw
materials, oil, untapped markets and political support in an America-centric world. The West cannot
afford to look on with a mixture of fear and fascination as China makes rapid advances into Africa. It
must better understand China’s Africa policy, and engage with China to ensure that Africa benefits from
China’s activities. Western policymakers and fundraisers have often neglected the impact of China – a
crucial determinant of Africa’s future. The West must now make up for lost time and engage with China
on Africa at every opportunity, and in every forum, so that the mistake of inviting President Hu to the
Gleneagles G8 Summit, but not inviting him to discuss Africa, is never repeated.

Chinese involvement in Africa is both an opportunity and a risk. The West has a political, economic and
moral obligation to ensure that China’s legacy in Africa is one of peace, progress and prosperity, and not
conflict, corruption and chaos. If we succeed, China can benefit Africa: as a trade and investment
partner, as a catalyst for infrastructure development, and as a cheerleader on the world stage. China can
also be a role model for economic growth, showing how globalisation can replace poverty with
prosperity. 30 years ago, China was poorer than Africa. Today, China is 5 times richer per head than
many African states. Between 1990 and 2001, 165 million Chinese were lifted out of poverty and above
the internationally agreed US$1-a-day poverty benchmark. Over the same period, absolute poverty
levels in Africa rose by 77 million2. Western adaptation to China’s presence in Africa is vital, as is
concerted high-level engagement with Beijing to ensure that China’s activities in Africa are
accompanied by respect for democracy, good governance, human rights and sustainable development. If
the West fails, China’s involvement in Africa may lead to no more than the ruthless extraction of natural
1 China to Double Aid to Africa Integrated Regional Information Networks 04/11/06
2 Wild and Mepham (2006) The new Sinosphere; China in Africa, IPPR London
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resources, worsening standards of governance, more corruption, more conflict, and less respect for
human rights. The West must be bold, ambitious and firm when engaging China to ensure that its legacy
is one of hope.
To formulate an effective engagement strategy, a clear exposition of what China is doing in Africa, and
why, is vital. That is the aim of this report.

Chapter 1 looks at the origins of Chinese involvement in Africa, placing China’s current activities in
their historical context, and provides an introduction to China and its wider foreign policy goals. It also
explores the wider motives and interests behind those policy goals.

Chapter 2 sets out the means by which China is gaining a foothold in Africa and achieving its foreign
policy goals.

Chapter 3 explores China’s principal areas of activity in greater detail: trade and investment, aid and
debt relief, the extraction of oil and raw materials, and China’s impact on African peace, security and
good governance with reference to arms sales.

Chapter 4 evaluates the impact of Chinese activities on Africa, and evaluates the extent to which Africa
has benefited.
Chapter 5 makes recommendations as to how the West, and Britain in particular, can – and should –
engage with China on Africa, via international institutions, such as the United Nations (UN) and World
Trade Organisation (WTO)

All references to “China” are to the People’s Republic of China – which excludes Taiwan (a.k.a.
Republic of China)

All authors and sources of reference have been credited so far as possible. We apologise in advance for
any omissions, which are entirely accidental.
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CHAPTER 1
SETTING THE SCENE: THE HISTORY & POLITICS OF THE
CHINA/AFRICA RELATIONSHIP
“In waking a tiger, use a long stick.” – Chairman Mao

1.1 – China: The Awaking Giant

China is the world’s fourth largest economy by value, the world’s second largest by volume of
goods/services produced, and the world’s most populous country with 1.3 billion people3 and a
workforce larger than the entire OECD4. It is the third largest recipient of foreign direct investment, and
the world’s largest producer of many manufactured goods, and the world’s second largest emitter of
greenhouse gases. China’s per capita GDP, $7,600 person per year puts it 109th out of 229 nations5,
rendering it a developing country, a fact that China stresses in its external relations. Whilst many
Chinese do live in poverty, China still boasts one of the world’s largest economies and untapped markets
– a paradox which confers on China power, prestige and ambition that surpasses any other developing
country.

China now stands at a crossroads in its long history. While America and Europe have experienced
steady growth and relative power in recent centuries, China’s greatest days are both in the past and in the
future. The present is a time of unprecedented change. For several millennia, China was the world’s
most advanced civilisation, enjoying political stability, technological innovation and regional influence.
However, in the 17th century, China declined. The hundred years following the Opium Wars are often
called the “Century of Shame,” characterised by political instability and foreign domination, culminating
in Japanese occupation during World War II. There remains, then, amongst the Chinese leadership a
need to recapture past glories, and, at the very least, a need for permanent vigilance to ensure that
Chinese sovereignty is never again threatened by foreign powers6. Rapid economic growth, a new
generation of Chinese leaders, and increasing pride in past achievements has created a new sense of
Chinese nationalism. Internationally, this nationalism manifests itself in a desire to be not just a regional
power, but a global one.

1.2 – From Bandung to Beijing: A Historical Sketch of China in Africa

China’s involvement in Africa has certainly accelerated in recent years, but this builds on a longer record
of engagement in Africa.

Chinese activity in Africa can be traced back to the Ming Dynasty, but modern Sino-Africa relations
began in the 1950s with friendship, solidarity and sympathy forged during Africa’s struggle for
independence. The 1955 Bandung Conference, a gathering of 29 newly independent African and Asian
states in Indonesia, and the establishment of the Afro-Asian People’s Solidarity Organisation (AAPSO),
were the first conduits for friendly relations between newly Communist China and Africa. AAPSO
proved ineffectual and became moribund, but not before Egypt became the first African state to
recognise the new People’s Republic of China in 1956, the same year in which China launched its first
aid programme in Africa.
Chinese involvement in Africa can be roughly divided into three phases.

3 CIA World Fact Book [https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/ch.html 05/05/07]
4 The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) is a group of 30 advanced economies including the G7 major industrialised
economies, but not Russia.
5 CIA World Fact Book [https://www.cia.gov/cia/publications/factbook/rankorder/2004rank.html 05/05/07]
6 Ferdinand, Peter. ‘Economic and Diplomatic Interactions Between the EU and China’ in Grant, Richard L. The European Union and China, (1995), p.32.
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1.2.1 – Phase 1: 1949-1970s

The first phase – from Communist China’s foundation in 1949 until the 1970s, and led by Mao Zedong
and Chou Enlai – was characterised by a strong emphasis on ideological unity. A significant aim was to
knit African countries and other developing states into a strong Third World alliance, led by China, to
counterbalance America and the Soviet Union. The most well known project from this era was the
construction of the Tanzania-Zambia railway (1967-1975), completed at a cost of US$600M, and aided
by 15,000 Chinese workers.

1.2.2 – Phase 2: 1970s-2000

As the 1970s drew to a close, China undertook a major shift in its domestic and foreign policy, which
also strongly impacted upon its Africa policy and the nature of its engagement. The 1980s saw much
greater economic cooperation, with ideology being sidelined. The 1990s saw a renewal of Deng’s
market reforms. During his visit to six African states in May 1996, President Jiang Zemin outlined a
“Five-Point Proposal” for developing a long-term and stable Sino-African relationship based on
comprehensive cooperation and interaction.

1.2.3 – Phase 3: 2000 and beyond

Jiang’s 1996 speech laid the foundations for China’s 21st century Africa policy. It strengthened and
consolidated Sino-African relations, and led to the creation of the Forum on China-Africa Co-operation
(FOCAC) with ministerial (and, later, Head of State level) meetings in Beijing in 2000, Addis Ababa in
2003, and most recently in Beijing in December 2006.

The Forum is now the principal mechanism for dialogue and co-operation between China and Africa,
and meets every three years. FOCAC provides the institutional framework for an increasingly strong
dialogue between China and Africa. Political dialogue has been matched by practical action: a large
number of bilateral agreements between China and most African countries have been signed, China has
established eleven trade and investment centres in Africa, and a China-Africa Chamber of Commerce
was opened in Beijing in 2005.

The central feature of the 2000 conference was economic co-operation and the consolidation of areas of
common interest, especially trade and commerce. The second conference, in 2003, adopted the Addis
Ababa Action Plan, which expanded this co-operation in a number of areas. China’s enthusiasm for
Africa was further consolidated in January 2006 by the publication of an important policy paper on
Africa, and then in December with a meeting of FOCAC which the Guardian called “the most lavish
party that China has thrown in more than 50 years…the unique spectacle of a nation hosting a
continent.”

The Guardian also noted that “The guest list for the opening banquet included almost every head of state
in Africa, representing a quarter of the votes in the UN, a sizeable chunk of the world's natural resources
and, combined with the hosts, a third of the planet's people.7” Wenran Jiang, a political scientist at the
University of Alberta, said the Forum signalled a shift in the global balance of power: "Which major
power could pull something off on this scale?...We are talking about an emerging world power that has
the mobilising power to gather 48 out of the 53 heads of state in Africa. I don't see any parallel in
history. The US never did this, nor did Russia. Symbolically this is a very, very big event.8"

1.3 – Into Africa: China’s 21st Century Africa Policy

Ten years ago, China’s influence in Africa was limited. Its aid programmes were insignificant, its
7 J. Watts The Savannah comes to Beijing as China hosts its new empire The Guardian 04/11/06
8 J. Watts The Savannah comes to Beijing as China hosts its new empire The Guardian 04/11/06
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investment activity haphazard, and its diplomats relatively unskilled. Moreover, many Chinese were
unsure about their country’s role as an international actor. In most international forums, China did little
more than defend core interests such as the “One China” policy aimed at ensuring Taiwan was not
recognised as an independent state. Recently, however, rapid economic growth, a more ambitious
generation of Chinese leaders, better scholarship in China on Africa, and a domestic population more
confident in China as a global actor have encouraged Beijing to take a more muscular approach to
foreign affairs. China’s motives in Africa are relatively clear. China’s industrialisation demands oil and
raw materials; its exporters need new markets; its diplomats require support in international
organisations; and China needs to counter the power of America, and even India and Japan, in an
increasingly competitive world.

In January 2006, China published a major policy document outlining its Africa strategy, entitled China’s
African Policy9. The Africa policy document is guided by the “five principles of peaceful co-existence”:
mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity; mutual non-aggression; non-interference in each
other’s internal affairs; equality and mutual benefit; and peaceful co-existence. It recognises that “ChinaAfrica friendship is embedded in the long history of interchange. Sharing similar historical experience,
China and Africa have all along sympathized with and supported each other in the struggle for national
liberation and forged a profound friendship” and that “Enhancing solidarity and cooperation with
African countries has always been an important component of China's independent foreign policy of
peace.” The document reaffirms and further develops the main features of China’s Africa policy since
President Jiang’s 1996 speech. Part IV outlines cooperation in the political field (and lists 6 initiatives);
the economic field (10 initiatives); education, science, culture, health, and social aspects (10 initiatives);
and peace and security (4 initiatives).

The document reiterates China’s strong focus on trade, investment and economic cooperation as the
basis for its engagement. This includes an emphasis on access to African commodities. Compared to
earlier statements, this policy paper broadens China’s ambition to deepen and intensify political
relations, stating in Part II that: “For over half a century, the two sides have enjoyed close political ties
and frequent exchange of high-level visits and people-to-people contacts. Our bilateral trade and
economic cooperation have grown rapidly; cooperation in other fields has yielded good results” There is
also a stronger emphasis on peace and security issues as a field where expanded cooperation should be
encouraged. This includes Chinese support for peacekeeping and peace-building, but also cooperation in
a number of non-traditional security areas such as terrorism, small arms and drug trafficking. The
Chinese policy paper also strongly emphasises cooperation in the multilateral system, calls for a
strengthening of the UN, and appeals to the international community to give more attention to Africa,
and to peace and development on the continent. Likewise, Chinese support for AU/NEPAD and African
regional organisations is highlighted. The document also reaffirms two fundamental principles of
Chinese foreign policy. One is the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of sovereign states.
The other is the “One China” principle: African countries must support China’s calls for re-unification
with Taiwan, and have no official relations with Taiwan in the meantime.

1.4 - China’s wider foreign policy strategy & its relationship with
developing nations

Globalisation has deeply affected Chinese foreign policy. Opening up its markets to international trade
has replaced poverty with prosperity for many of China’s citizens, and it has infused them with a greater
sense of national pride, self-confidence and curiosity about the world. A more prosperous, confident and
curious people have demanded a bolder, more confident foreign policy that safeguards China’s success.
The key overriding objectives of Chinese foreign policy remain to secure political stability and

9 China’ stated African Policy set out in their equivalent of a white paper is at [http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/zflt/eng/zt/zgdfzzcwj/t230479.htm
05/05/07]
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economic growth at home together with reunification with Taiwan. Other objectives are subordinate to
these. Four dimensions are particular relevant in understanding the evolving Chinese Africa policy.10

a) The Chinese economy is growing rapidly, and requires natural resources, especially oil, and access to
export markets. Energy security, in particular, has emerged as a basic parameter of Chinese foreign
policy.

b) China is resigned to the fact that America is the world’s only superpower, which it must contend with
and contain through the UN and other international organisations, and by using its resources to forge
stable relations with other countries, especially in Africa whose component nations represent one quarter
of the votes in the UN.

c) China has increasingly emphasised the need for a multi-polar world order where the UN has a
prominent role. This would also help to limit and constrain American power and to facilitate a better
system of inter-state cooperation. South-South cooperation has emerged as an important component in
achieving this.

d) China’s approach is firmly anchored in the principle of “non-interference” in the domestic affairs of
other countries.

1.5 – Stating The Obvious? Why China needs Africa

Chinese activity in Africa is driven by economic, political and geo-strategic needs. However, this is true
of all nations who have, or have had, any sort of involvement in Africa, from colonial Britain to
communist China. The current debate revolves around whether China is Africa’s benefactor or its
exploiter – or a complex mixture of the two. China needs Africa for a wide range of reasons, which are
summarised here. The methods China has used to achieve these goals are explored in Chapter 2.

1.5.1 – Energy, Oil & Raw Materials

China’s growing industries demand new energy, oil and natural resources. Rapid economic growth
coupled with dwindling domestic oil and mineral deposits have forced China to look abroad for
resources. In 2005, China became the world’s second-largest consumer of petroleum products, and its
imports of natural gas, copper, cobalt, and other key minerals are rising by as much as 20% annually.
Within the next 10 years, China’s domestic oil production will continue diminishing, and it will surpass
America as the largest global consumer of oil. At present, China possesses no significant strategic
petroleum reserve, and Beijing wants China to be less dependent on market-dictated pricing in case of a
global crisis or a deliberate American attempt to cut China’s energy supply lines.

China’s search for resources takes it to oil-rich African nations including Nigeria, Sudan, Angola and
Gabon. China already imports around 30% of its oil and gas from sub-Saharan Africa (America imports
c. 15%). 60% of Sudan’s oil is exported to China, which supplies 5% of China’s annual needs. Angola
and Nigeria each export 25% of their oil to China, and in 2006 Angola overtook Saudi Arabia as the
largest supplier of oil to China. Although Zimbabwe lacks oil, it has the world’s second-largest deposits
of platinum and deposits of more than 40 other minerals, including ferrochrome, uranium, gold, silver,
and copper, which explains China’s interest.

1.5.2 – New Markets for Chinese Goods

As the world’s most competitive manufacturers, Chinese businesses are constantly looking for new
markets for their products. Official Chinese figures11 show Sino-African trade rose by 35% between
10 Tjønneland, Brandtzæg, Kolås and Le Pere (2006) China in Africa, Chr Michelson Institute p.1
11 National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) [http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/ 05/05/07]

November 2004 and 2005. In fact, China may be too successful: in 2004, Chinese exports to Ethiopia
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made up over 93% of the two nations’ bilateral trade, and in the first half of 2005, Chinese imports from
Djibouti, Eritrea, and Somalia were negligible, an imbalance that could alienate these countries in the
long run. In an attempt to ease the trade deficit, in 2006 China scrapped tariffs on 190 commodities from
25 African nations. Moreover, competition is not as intense in Africa as it is in more developed Western
markets, providing even nascent Chinese industries with a ready market.

1.5.3 – International Allies & “One China”

China’s efforts to win friends across Africa are also aimed at safeguarding its interests in international
institutions, especially the UN, with the principal aim of countering American power. For example, in
return for oil, China has used its status as a Permanent Member of the UN Security Council to protect
Sudan over Darfur. By leveraging its seat, China has driven a further wedge between Sudan and the
West, a move that only bolsters Beijing’s importance to Khartoum.

Along with Latin America, Africa is the only region where a significant number of states – currently five
– still recognise Taiwan. China sees Taiwan as a renegade province, and is committed to re-unification.
China is determined to reduce Taiwan’s influence in Africa. In 2005, China lured Senegal, one of the
most important West African states, back to its camp. African leaders, anxious to safeguard Chinese
investment, constantly reaffirm their support for “One China”.

1.5.4 – Global Prestige & Domestic Legitimacy

China wants to project an image of itself as a confident, successful nation, with friends and allies across
the globe. When the PRC was founded in 1949, Mao stated “Ours will no longer be a nation subject to
insult and humiliation. We have stood up. Our revolution has won the sympathy and acclaim of the
people of all countries. We have friends all over the world .” Whilst the legitimacy of the Communist
Party is largely based on domestic factors and the power of State propaganda organs, it also depends on
projecting an image of China as a successful, global power to an increasingly inquisitive population.
With 53 of the UN’s 192 members, Africa and its support is vital to this goal. By showing that China is
successful abroad, the Communist Party can claim it deserves support at home.

12 First Plenary Session of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference – Set 1949
[http://www.isop.ucla.edu/eas/documents/mao490921.htm 05/05/07
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CHAPTER 2
CHINESE METHODOLOGY: HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE
PEOPLE IN AFRICA
It doesn't matter whether the cat is black or white, as long as it catches mice." – Deng Xiaoping

How does China do business, obtain resources, and ultimately build strong relationships with African
states? China’s 2006 Africa policy paper offers vital clues.

2.1 - Aid & Development Assistance, including infrastructure assistance

Chinese aid and economic support to Africa is rising rapidly. Usually, Chinese aid is given with few
strings, at the same time as international financial institutions, like the World Bank, increasingly link aid
to good governance and anti-corruption initiatives. Chinese aid to Africa has become more sophisticated.
While China once focused on financing prestige projects – sports stadiums, government buildings etc –
it has increasingly used aid to support infrastructure creation that then also helps Chinese companies. In
2002, China gave US$1.8 billion in development aid to its African allies. Beijing has since stopped
officially reporting its aid figures. However, the World Bank notes that in 2006, China directly funded
aid across Africa, including motorways in Nigeria, a telephone network in Ghana and an aluminium
smelter in Egypt. Western companies often struggle to compete when negotiating deals because the
Chinese can offer huge incentives to African nations. Chinese engineers are building dams, telecoms
equipment, football stadiums, roads, railways and power stations across the continent. In return for these
deeply discounted or gifted projects, they are winning rights to oil and other resources.
President Hu summed up the main tenets of China’s aid strategy in a 2005 speech13 to the UN HighLevel Meeting on Financing for Development:

1. China would eliminate tariffs on a variety of products from nearly forty low income countries, with
which it has diplomatic relations.

2. China would expand its aid programme to the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPCs), and write
off certain debts and loans.

3. China would provide US$10 billion in loans and preferential export buyers’ credit to developing
countries, to improve their infrastructure and promote cooperation between enterprises on both sides.

4. China would, in the next three years, increase its assistance to developing countries, African countries
in particular, providing them with anti-malaria drugs and other medicines, helping them to set up and
improve medical facilities, and to train medical staff.

5. China would train 30,000 personnel of various professions from developing countries.

Chinese aid has several distinctive features: it is usually:

• Bilateral – and not co-ordinated by, or channelled through, international organisations such as the
World Bank;
• Delivered as project assistance, especially infrastructure building
• Strongly tied to Chinese trade, investment and strategic interests;
• Provided in the form of commodities (e.g. building materials) and/or technical assistance (e.g.
tradesmen/doctors);
13 New York, September 14th 2005, Available online at: [http://www.chinaconsulatesf.org/eng/xw/t213095.htm 05/05/07]
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• Used in conjunction with export credit schemes linked to the purchase of Chinese goods and services;
and
• Provided with no or few political conditions attached (e.g. calls to improve human rights) - unlike
Western aid.

2.2. Debt Relief

China uses debt relief to assist African nations, effectively turning loans into grants. Since 2000, Beijing
has taken significant steps to cancel the debt of 31 African countries. In 2000, China wrote off US$1.2
billion in African debt. In 2003 it forgave another $750 million. Debt relief is a good PR tool for Beijing
because it not only garners popular support but also allows for two positive press events: providing the
loan, then cancelling the debt.

2.3. Cultural Outreach / Soft power

China’s outreach includes efforts to boost its soft power in Africa via the promotion of Chinese cultural
and language studies on the continent. In 2003, 1,793 African students studied in China, representing
one-third of total foreign students that year. Indeed, China plans to train some 10,000 Africans per year,
including the next generation of African leaders who once might have trained in the West. Beijing also
seeks to establish “Confucius Institutes” in Africa: programmes at leading local universities, funded by
Beijing, and devoted to China studies and Chinese language training. Already, in Asia, Confucius
Institutes have proved effective in encouraging graduate students to focus on China studies and,
ultimately, to study in China. Meanwhile, Chinese medical schools and physicians train African doctors
and provide medicine and equipment free of charge to African countries. Through these programs and
exchanges, China develops trust by investing in long-term relationships with African elites that formerly
might have been educated in Britain or America. Beijing is also working to encourage tourism in Africa,
partly in an effort to develop cultural ties. The government has approved 16 African countries as
outbound destinations for Chinese tourists, including Ethiopia, Kenya, and Zimbabwe. This pushed the
number of Africa’s Chinese tourists to 110,000 in 2005, a 100% increase on 2004.

2.4. Trade & Investment

Beijing has enacted policies to encourage greater Chinese investment in Africa. It has launched centres
for “investment and trade promotion,” providing business and consultation to Chinese enterprises in
Africa. Beijing has also created special funds and simplified procedures to promote Chinese investment.
As Chinese investment in Africa has grown, some 80,000 migrant workers from China have moved to
Africa, creating a new Chinese diaspora.

China uses summits and informal meetings to reach out to African business leaders. The first SinoAfrican business conference was held in Ethiopia in December 2003. It resulted in agreements on 20
projects with a total value of US$680 million. In August 2004, China held a China-Africa Youth Festival
in Beijing, and in 2006 Beijing hosted the third China-Africa Cooperation Forum.

2.5 Military co-operation & Arms Sales

Beijing increasingly views Africa as a centre for military cooperation and a market for China’s growing
arms industry. Today, Chinese firms rank among the top suppliers of conventional arms in Africa.
Between 1996 and 2003, Chinese arms sales to Africa were second only to Russia’s. In particular, China
has developed close military ties with Zimbabwe, Sudan, and Ethiopia, three of Africa’s most
strategically important states. In April 2005, Zimbabwe’s air force received six jet aircraft for “lowintensity” military operations. The year before, a Chinese radar system was installed at President Robert
Mugabe’s mansion in Harare. Most important, in June 2004, Zimbabwe reportedly purchased 12 jet
fighters and 100 military vehicles, worth an estimated $240 million. China has become the largest
supplier of arms to Sudan, according to a former Sudanese government minister.
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CHAPTER 3.
A NEW COLONIALISM? EXPLORING THE MAIN AREAS OF CHINESE
ACTIVITY IN AFRICA

“We have no eternal allies and we have no perpetual enemies.
Our interests are eternal and perpetual, and those interests it is our duty to follow."
– Lord Palmerston

China’s activity in Africa is limited to a few specific areas: trade, aid, oil, and arms sales. We look at
each in more detail.

3.1 Trade & Investment

It is important to make two important distinctions. First, Sino-African trade is both a positive and a
negative for Africa. In many respects, China and Africa’s growth is synergetic and symbiotic: Africa
supplies raw materials, and China exports manufactured goods needed in Africa. Alternatively, Chinese
and African goods, for example textiles, compete with each other, both in Africa and in global markets.

Second, Kaplinsky’s research14 suggests that China-Africa trade has both direct and indirect impacts for
Africa. The direct impacts are the obvious impacts: what are the levels of direct trade between the two?
How many Chinese firms are selling to Africa, and what is being exported? These are easy to measure
and monitor over time. Indirect impacts relate to China’s impact on global supply and demand for
certain goods, which affects the prices paid by African importers and received by African exporters.
These impacts are much harder to quantify.

3.1.1 – Direct Trade impact

All the major indicators reveal exponential growth in trade between China and Africa: in 2005, it was
worth US$40 billion. The annual growth rate since 1999 has been 35% and the projected trade figure for
2010 is US$100 billion. In 2006, China’s own economy grew by 10.7%, the fastest annual growth since
199515. In a short period of time, China has emerged from being a peripheral trading partner to become
Africa’s third largest. Virtually all African countries trade with China, but its main trading partners are
South Africa, followed by Angola and other oil exporting countries. Africa’s main exports to China are
raw materials, minerals and commodities; Africa’s main imports are manufactured goods.

In 2005, 10 % of Sub-Saharan exports went to China which has overtaken Japan as the leading importer
of African products in Asia. Oil is the dominant African export product. China is currently one of the
largest oil importers in the world. In the first half of 2006, 32 % of its oil imports came from Africa.
Angola is China’s biggest oil supplier with 18 %. Agricultural commodities for industrial use (timber,
cotton) or for consumer use (food products) are the other main export products. With the exception of
the oil exporters, all the African countries have a trade deficit with China. Chinese exports to Africa
consist mainly of manufactured and consumer goods, which are predominantly products which are
cheaper to produce in China than locally, such as plastics, household goods and textile products. Some
Chinese products are intermediate inputs for products that are assembled in Africa, which are then
exported for sale in third markets; or capital goods (machinery and equipment) for African
manufacturing sectors themselves. China-made exports also compete against Africa-made exports in
third markets, especially in the textile sector. This phenomenon is explored below.

14 Editors Wilde and Mepham (2006) The New Sinosphere: China In Africa – IPPR– p.London – p.13
15 All statistics on this page from the Chinese National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) [http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/ 05/05/07] or BBC
[http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/6297083.stm 05/05/7]
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Growth in trade has been matched by growth in Chinese investment in Africa. Over the last few years,
over 800 Chinese companies have invested nearly US$1.2 billion in 49 African countries, and 48
China-Africa joint ventures have been established. Chinese investment in Africa is dominated by the
four state-owned oil companies. They have all entered into the exploration and production of oil and gas
in all of the major producing countries in Africa. It began in Sudan in 1996 but has accelerated in recent
years. These companies have pursued an aggressive strategy, building strategic alliances with local stateowned companies, and often outbid competitors by providing record-breaking signature fees.

African investment in China is almost non-existent, perhaps unsurprisingly. The significant exception is
South Africa, where a number of companies have made significant investments. They have invested over
US$ 400 million in over 200 projects in China, significantly more than China has invested in South
Africa16

3.1.2 – Indirect Trade Impact

China and Africa both trade in a global, competitive market. Yet, China’s trade activity is so large and
diverse that it affects global prices in almost every sector, which then affects Africa. The indirect impact
of Chinese trade on Africa is harder to measure and analyse, and has both positive and negative
consequences in Africa.

On the plus side, China accounts for almost all the increase in the global consumption of major
commodities such as copper, tin and aluminium after 1998, driving up prices, to the benefit of African
commodity exporters. Similarly, China’s ability to produced manufactured goods cheaply has driven
down global prices, benefiting African nations that import cheap manufactured goods that they cannot
produce effectively at home. This has boosted the purchasing power of ordinary Africans, improved their
quality of life by some measure, and lowered inflation in African countries.

However, both phenomena have proved to be double edged swords. Rising commodity prices have hurt
African countries that are net commodity importers. Rising global oil prices have had a similarly
negative effect on African growth. Falling prices for manufactured goods have hurt African
manufacturers who find it hard to compete in the global market, especially with Chinese goods. Hardest
hit have been six nations that have become Africa’s largest exporters of textiles to America under the
Africa Growth & Opportunity Acts (AGOA) – Kenya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Swaziland, South Africa
and Mauritius. Lesotho is a case in point17. After AGOA was passed, its clothing exports to America rose
from $146M (2000) to US$462M in 2004, which accounted for 50% of GDP and 99% of all
merchandise exports. AGOA caused Kenya’s textile exports to rise from US$47M to US$296M over the
same period, with workers employed in export industries accounting for 20% of total manufacturing
employment. Growth in Chinese manufacturing output has hurt African exports. Changes to the MultiFibre Agreement in 2004, which lifted previously imposed high tariffs and quotas on Chinese textile
exports worldwide, meant China could sell as many items into major markets, especially America, as it
wanted to. Reduced controls on cheap Chinese textiles had a severe impact on African exports. In the
first full year after the quota’s removal, Africa’s overall AGOA clothing exports fell by 17%, whilst
Lesotho’s fell by 14% and Kenya’s by 3%. South Africa’s exports collapsed, falling by 50%. In Lesotho
the numbers employed in the clothing sector fell by nearly 30%, and in Kenya by nearly 10%. These
workers were mainly women, and the effect on their families was acute. For example, in South Africa
each textile worker supports on average four people. Rapid economic decline is a major factor in
increasing poverty, and the loss of GDP, exports and jobs had a negative effect on African poverty levels.

16 Shelton, Garth & Garth le Pere (2006), China, Africa and South Africa: A new nexus for South-South Cooperation? Midrand, Institute for Global
Dialogue – p.12
17 Kaplinsky - The New Sinosphere: China In Africa – IPPR (2006) – p.17 in Wilde and Mepham (eds) The New Sinosphere: China In Africa – IPPR
(2006)
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Africa both gains and loses from Chinese trade. Africa gains from two categories of product18: first,
products that Africa exports and China imports, such as oil and minerals, because prices are rising.
Nigeria, Sudan, Zambia, South Africa, Congo, Ghana and Gabon are the main beneficiaries. Second,
products that China exports, and Africa imports, such as basic consumer goods and textiles, are good for
Africa because global prices are falling. All African countries gain from falling prices, and the
availability of a wider choice of goods. However, Africa loses from two other categories of product:
first, products of the same type exported by both China and Africa. Chinese goods are usually much
more competitive when sold in third countries e.g. America. The primary sectors where this occurs are
clothing, textiles, furniture, shoes. The principal African economies affected are Kenya, Lesotho,
Madagascar, South Africa and Swaziland. The second category is products that both China and Africa
import such as oil, because rising Chinese demand leads to rising prices that Africans find hard to afford.

3.2 – Aid & Development Assistance

China is emerging as a significant aid donor to Africa. China has committed itself through FOCAC to
continue to provide “unconditional assistance within its capacity”. Ironically, China as a developing
country is itself a recipient of development aid (amounting to c. 0.1% of GDP in 2003). However,
China’s situation differs, of course, significantly from aid-dependent countries (where typically the
inflow of aid amounts to 20% of GDP). China is a global power and – in line with other regional powers
in the South such as Brazil, India and South Africa – it is also emerging as a significant aid donor.

Development aid has long been part of China’s Africa policy. China does not release official statistics in
this area, so proper comparison with traditional donor nations is difficult. Bräutigam estimates Chinese
aid between 1957 and 1989 as reaching US$4.9 billion19. This amounts to nearly half of total Chinese aid
in this period. The size of the current aid programme is not known, but the current annual figure may be
higher than US$1 billion and it is rising rapidly.20

Most Chinese aid is provided bilaterally, and is given to nearly all African countries except the five that
still recognize Taiwan. The aid programme is managed in Beijing by the Ministry of Commerce. The
China Export-Import Bank plays a critical role as an instrument in promoting bilateral trade and
investment between China and Africa. It provides export credits, loans to investments and construction
projects, loans from the Chinese government, and international guarantees.

Chinese assistance is channelled to a variety of sectors and areas. There is an emphasis on various
projects for the promotion of trade and investment, with a strong focus on the provision of physical
infrastructure (especially power, transport, telecommunications and water) and agriculture. A second
significant area is human resources, especially as related to science, health and education. Here again,
China has a long track record and has made a number of important new commitments through the
FOCAC process and the 2004-2006 Addis Ababa Action Plan. This includes scholarships for African
students in China and the secondment of Chinese health workers to hospitals and clinics in Africa.
Following the Addis Ababa Action Plan, China promised to train 10,000 African technicians over the
next three years through the Chinese-African Human Resources Development Fund. The section
covering social issues in the Chinese Africa policy paper also lists cooperation related to the
environment (climate change, water, biodiversity, and so on), disaster and humanitarian assistance
(emphasising the role of NGOs), and the media. Activities and projects funded here appear so far to be
limited.

18 Kaplinsky - The New Sinosphere: China In Africa – IPPR (2006) – p.19 in Wilde and Mepham (eds) The New Sinosphere: China In Africa – IPPR
(2006)
19 Bräutigam, Deborah (2003), “Close encounters: Chinese Business Networks as Industrial Catalysts in sub- Saharan Africa”, African Affairs – p.44
20 This estimate is derived from a paper by Grundel (2006) from DFID China
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China has cancelled a significant portion of the African debt to China. In 2003 it announced that it would
cancel almost US$ 1.3 billion owed by 31 African countries. The 2006 White Paper also states that
China will attempt to make further cancellations following discussions with African countries.

3.3 - Energy & oil

Energy security is an important goal of Chinese foreign policy. Accordingly, securing a stable, cheap
supply of oil is the most dominant, and controversial, dimension of China’s Africa policy.

Rapid economic growth in China over the last 25 years has resulted in an accelerating demand for oil.
Until 1993, China was a net exporter of oil and gas. Today, China is one of the world’s largest oil
importers: in 2005, c.48% of its crude oil came from abroad, a share which has grown rapidly over the
last decade. China has a growing impact on developments in the world oil markets, accounting for 35%
of the worldwide growth in demand for crude oil between 2001 and 200521.

Stagnant domestic oil production combined with continued economic expansion is set to increase
China’s dependency on imported oil in the coming decades. The International Energy Agency estimates
that more than 80% of Chinese oil consumption will be met by imports in 2030, which will increase the
country’s vulnerability to external supply disruptions. As China has emerged as a major importer of
crude oil, the Middle East has become central to its energy security, providing approximately 40% of
Chinese crude oil imports in 2005 and approximately 47% in the first half of 2006, according to the
Chinese General Administration of Customs.

However, given the Middle East’s political instability, and China’s perception that the region is US
dominated, China is trying to diversify its supply of crude oil. China’s leadership is concerned about the
country’s growing dependency on imported petroleum products, and sees a shortage of reliable and
affordable energy as one of the key challenges to economic growth in the 21st century. Whilst China has
courted Central Asia, Eastern Russia and Latin America as potential oil suppliers, it is Africa that has
emerged as an increasingly important oil source. In the first half of 2006, Angola alone supplied 18% of
oil imports to China. In total, African countries provided China with 32% of its crude imports. In 2005,
Africa supplied 17% of the world’s traded crude oil; it sits on top of 9.5% of global proven oil reserves;
and was home to 25% of the world’s new oil discoveries in the period 2000-05, according to BP’s
Statistical Survey. The most important African oil-producing nations are Nigeria, Algeria, Angola, Libya
and Sudan. Together, Libya and Nigeria hold 66% of total proven reserves on the continent. These five
countries’ reserves account for 90% of all the proven oil reserves in Africa, although this may change in
the coming decades as more exploration is undertaken. Just about every African country has launched
programmes for oil exploration and production. The renewed interest in oil exploration in Africa has
already produced some results. Proven reserves have grown by 37% in the last decade, against 14%
worldwide, increasing the importance of African crude oil for the world’s energy supply.
Africa has a number of features which make it attractive for Chinese oil companies22:
• Significant undeveloped resources: Nigeria, Algeria, Libya, Angola and Sudan have rapidly growing
oil and gas production, and low production to reserve ratios.

• Huge potential: Large swathes of Africa have not been explored and may contain significant quantities
of oil and gas. This makes Africa one of the most promising regions in the world for future oil
production.

• An alternative import source: China wants to reduce its dependency on Middle East oil.

21 British Petroleum (2006), BP Statistical Review of World Energy, June 2006
22 Tjøneland, Brandtzæg, Kolås and le–Pere (2006) China in Africa – p.29
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• Need for external competency: Many of the large oil-producing countries in the Middle East have
established national oil companies with a competency base that enables them to extract much of the oil
resources without assistance from the international oil companies. This is not the case in most parts of
Africa, where the competency and capital of Chinese oil companies is in great demand.
• Limited competition: Chinese oil companies face less competition when exploring for, and extracting,
oil in some African countries especially where most major western oil companies do not operate, such
as Sudan.
• The right type of oil: Western African oil is easier for Chinese refineries to process than sulphur-rich
crude from Venezuela and the Middle East.

Africa has emerged as the second most important supplier of crude oil to China after the Middle East,
and the continent features prominently in Chinese plans to secure access to energy in the coming
decades. China’s 2006 Africa policy paper states that China will “adopt more effective measures to
facilitate African commodities' access to the Chinese market," and will use “competent enterprises to
cooperate with African nations in various ways on the basis of the principle of mutual benefit and
common development, to develop and exploit rationally their resources.”

Chinese oil companies have two comparative advantages when competing for acreage in Africa. First, its
dealings with individual African countries can be integrated into a larger financial support programme,
which often blurs the costs and benefits of using these companies. Second, Chinese oil companies are
prepared to engage with regimes regardless of their international status and the human rights situation in
the country. China’s policy of non- interference in the internal affairs of countries in which Chinese oil
companies operate often empowers corrupt officials.

3.4 – Peacekeeping, Security & Arms trade

Peace and security has emerged as an increasingly important dimension of Sino-African relations.

3.4.1 – Peacekeeping

At both the 2003 FOCAC conference, and in the 2006 White paper, China committed itself to support
African efforts to promote peace and development and to assist the UN in its peacekeeping operations.

The strongest manifestation of this has been Chinese participation in UN peacekeeping operations in
Africa. In June 200623, China was providing 1310 peacekeepers to six UN operations in Africa, the
largest being in Liberia (600 troops and observers), Sudan (450), and Congo (220). Additionally, China
has a small delegation of military observers in Western Sahara, Ethiopia/Eritrea, and Côte d’Ivoire. As of
July 2006, China is the 12th largest contributor to UN peacekeeping missions, but significantly behind
the top four – India, Pakistan, Nepal and Bangladesh.

3.4.2 – Arms Sales

There are no reliable official statistics, and deliveries are clouded in secrecy. However, it is alleged that
China has exported arms worth US$1 billion to both sides in the Ethiopia/Eritrea conflict. China has also
supplied arms to Sudan, Congo, Liberia and Zimbabwe. It is reported that several of these supplies have
been in exchange for lucrative contracts (such as mining concessions in Congo and timber concessions
in Liberia).

23 UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations – [http://www.un.org/Depts/dpko/dpko 05/05/07]
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CHAPTER 4.
TAKING STOCK: IS AFRICA BENEFITING?

“It’s too early to tell”
– Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai, when asked in 1971 about the impact of the French Revolution

Undoubtedly, China will have a lasting impact on Africa’s development, direction and destiny. It is
creating new opportunities, but also new risks and challenges. Opinion is divided on whether, and how,
Africa benefits from Chinese involvement. Chinese activity in Africa has only been substantial in the last
decade, so we only have short term data. It does not tell us what China’s presence implies for African
development, in the long term. As Premier Zhou said, it is too early to tell. However, we do know that
Chinese engagement has the potential to transform Africa’s future. Therefore, Britain and the West must
engage with, and so influence, China, so that we can ensure that Africa’s future is peaceful and
prosperous.

At this stage, our data allows us to identify trends, and ask critical questions. This will help us to identify
possible threats and possible opportunities, and develop appropriate responses and strategies to engage
China. The main areas of Chinese activity in Africa are examined in turn.

4.1 – Economic Growth & Development

Chapter 3’s trade statistics show that Sino-African trade is booming. In 2005, it was worth US$40
billion, and is projected to reach US$100 billion by 2010. China is now Africa’s third largest trading
partner. On the back of high commodity prices, debt relief and a favourable world trade environment, the
IMF forecasts 5.9% growth in Sub-Saharan economies in 2007, up from 5.4%in 2006.24
China has boosted global demand for African oil and other natural resources. China’s own growth has
led to a global commodity boom, which will raise incomes and improve the terms of trade for many
African economies. However, this may further reinforce Africa’s status as a raw material exporter, and
hinder efforts to diversify away from traditional exports. This leaves Africa vulnerable to price shocks,
and reliant solely on exports for growth – a dangerous strategy. South Africa is a case in point. It exports
growing quantities of manufactured and industrial products to China, but its export of raw materials is
far greater. History shows that growth should not just be export-led growth.

China is a significant exporter of cheap consumer and manufactured goods to Africa. This benefits
African consumers who have greater choice and rising purchasing power. African states see inflation
fall, and African producers relying on imported inputs see production costs fall. However, local
producers may be undercut by cheaper Chinese imports, especially producers in labour-intensive sectors
such as textiles and clothing. However, some African countries have managed to attract Chinese textile
companies to the continent with the lure of greater export opportunities to the US market, which has
boosted local jobs. That said, the expiry of the 2005 Multi-Fibre Agreement – and increase in exports
direct from China to America – led to an immediate and significant drop in employment at Chinese
clothing and textile companies in Africa. The long term impact of the 2005 Agreement’s changes is yet
to be seen. As a concession, China has introduced voluntary export restraints on certain products, and in
respect of South Africa’s textile sector, has offered assistance in restructuring the industry. The long-term
impact of these measures is yet to be seen.

There is growing competition between Chinese and African producers in third markets, especially after
the 2005 Agreement expiration. This will undermine the competitiveness of African producers vis-à-vis
Chinese and other low-cost Asian producers. To assist African development, Western economies could
24 Antoine Lawson IMF’s Rato sees good African Growth, warns on debt, Reuters 09/01/07
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maintain other trade preference schemes granted to African countries, and provide other support to
African producers to facilitate adjustment to Chinese competition. Current trade figures provide no
conclusive evidence about the extent to which Chinese imports have displaced local production, and
their total impact on poverty. However, with the gradual liberalisation of global trade, it is becoming
clear that Africa will find it hard to compete with China in labour-intensive manufacturing sectors.
However, China’s decision voluntarily to impose export limits on its own goods may have an
ameliorating effect.

The role of Chinese companies in Africa – as opposed to the Chinese State – is also important. There is
significant and major Chinese investment in the oil sector and other extractive industries, but little
outside these sectors. There are, however, a substantial and growing number of Chinese companies
present providing goods and services, many of which are established using Chinese export credits and
tied aid which force African countries to purchase Chinese goods and services. Chinese companies may
have contributed to a reduction in costs and inflation, especially in the construction sector, where they,
reportedly, are often 20-25% cheaper than their competitors. On the other hand, there are also cases
where Chinese export credits have led to situations where Africa has been forced to pay more for goods
and services from China.

Chinese companies operating in Africa have been criticised. In relation to procurement, there is poor and
limited local outsourcing by the Chinese, with most inputs and materials imported from China.
Employment of local labour is also limited, with many Chinese immigrants arriving to work in Africa
rather than locals being hired. This contrasts, Broadman25 notes, with Indian companies that are more
deeply integrated into domestic markets and hire more local managers. One reason for this may be that
the Chinese are newcomers and have not yet integrated into the African business community to any
significant degree. Indian businesses, in contrast, can rely on a much longer tradition of ethnic ties to
Africa. Chinese companies also focus less on “corporate social responsibility” and the environmental
impact of their activity: Butler26 reports examples of illegal exploitation of natural resources in the
fishing industry and Chinese imports of African timber (for instance, from Tanzania, Mozambique and
Liberia). Such criticism may be valid, but there is variation between countries and between sectors in
relation to the use of both local inputs and local labour. Chinese companies have shown that they are
willing to adapt to local conditions and regulatory frameworks. Where they exist, Chinese companies
comply, but where they do not, Chinese firms tend to take advantage. For example, Chinese companies
have major investments and a strong presence in a country such as South Africa, which has strong
regulatory frameworks related to, amongst other things, labour conditions. The West’s challenge is to
ensure that China pursues sustainable exploitation of natural resources and, where no regulatory
framework exists, that it has due regard for corporate social responsibility.

4.2 – Poverty Reduction and Good Governance

The primary driver of China’s trade and investment policies is its search for oil, raw materials and new
markets, rather than altruism or ideological solidarity with African states. However, Chinese activity in
Africa has resulted in poverty reduction, directly and indirectly, intentionally and unintentionally. China
is a strong supporter of the Millennium Development Goals, it is a significant aid donor to Africa, and it
calls for increased aid effectiveness. China’s aid programme has also shifted – from an emphasis on
"solidarity” to “mutual benefit” and “partnership”.

China can be a key driver of growth and development in Africa. At present, we have seen the inputs:
massive trade activity, joint business ventures, debt cancellation, and direct aid. But we know little about
the impact of such ventures, or how the Chinese assess this. Chinese debt cancellations and zero-rating

25 Broadman, Harry G. with Gozde Isik, Sonie Plaza, Xiao Ye and Yutaka Yoshino (2006), Africa’s Silk Road - The World Bank - p.26
26 Butler, Tina (2005), “Growing Pains and Growing Alliances: China, Timber and Africa”- [http://news.mongabay.com/2005/0420x-tina_butler.html
05/05/07]
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of tariffs on products from the least developed African countries are significant, but it is too early to
measure the impact on growth. Debt cancellation is important, but this may simply encourage African
nations to take out more loans in the future. The West should encourage Africa to pursue organic
economic growth, rather than take out more loans to fund development.

China’s decision voluntarily to eliminate tariffs on 190 commodities from 25 African countries in 2006
was important and stimulated African exports to China. Again, it is too early to assess the impact – much
will depend on African countries capacity to make use of these opportunities.
The Chinese aid programme is also important. There is a strong Chinese emphasis on physical
infrastructure such as railways and roads, but also major housing projects. In many cases Chinese export
credits to African countries are conditional on African procurement of large portions of the required
goods and services from China. The low cost associated with massive use of Chinese managers and
skilled labour is a major comparative advantage for the Chinese companies. The Chinese emphasis on
infrastructure should be welcomed – it is an effective method of facilitating and accelerating growth and
poverty reduction. China should be encouraged to source materials and labour locally, so that more jobs
and businesses are created.
Two valid criticisms about Chinese aid are often made. First, the tying of aid reduces aid effectiveness
and undermines local growth, though Chinese tied aid, requiring purchase of goods/materials from
China, often reduces costs when infrastructure in Africa is being built. Second, China’s emphasis on
“non-interference” in recipients’ affairs constrains its ability to monitor, intervene, and impose
conditions in infrastructure construction and project planning, which can lead to chaos.

China’s aid also comprises a social development dimension. The emphasis is on technical assistance to
Africa and training programmes in China, particularly in health, with the secondment of medical teams
to a range of countries. Since China deployed its first medical team in 1964, 15,000 Chinese doctors
have been sent to 47 African countries, treating 180 million patients. In 2003, China deployed a total of
850 medical personnel in 35 teams to 34 countries. Chinese doctors normally spend two years in the
country, although African countries are expected to pay for the costs of the doctors and the support staff
(China does provide loans and grants). Over 10,000 agro-technicians have been sent from China to
work on some 200 agricultural projects, and around 15,000 African students have graduated from
Chinese universities on scholarships27. China has made a major commitment to providing training
opportunities and scholarship programmes in China. However, implementation is lagging significantly
behind Chinese promises made at the 2003 FOCAC conference.

The West’s strongest criticism of Chinese aid is its policy of “non-interference” and its implications for
good governance and democratisation. Many fear that China will undermine continuing efforts to
increase aid effectiveness and improve good governance. China hardly ever intervenes in domestic
affairs and aid is provided with no political strings attached. China explores business opportunities
irrespective of political conditions and the repressive nature of the governing regime. Some of Africa’s
authoritarian leaders have made deliberate efforts to “Turn East” in an effort to escape pressure for
democratic reform. Three examples are instructive. President Mugabe is reported to have secured
Chinese export credits and soft loans, possibly tied to the purchase of Chinese goods. China has also
emerged as a major arms supplier to the country, including the delivery of military aircraft. In Angola,
China has provided generous export credits, which has weakened efforts by the IMF and the Paris Club
to negotiate a common approach to Angola’s debt, which would have included greater demands for
transparency and accountability in the oil sector. However, China is not alone in striking bilateral deals
with Angola. Others include Brazil, India and Israel, and even Western powers such as Germany, Spain,
27 Sautman, Barry V. (2006), Friends and Interests: China’s Distinctive Links with Africa, Hong Kong: Center on China’s “Transitional Relations”, The
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology (Working Paper No 12) – p.22
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Portugal and America are seeking bilateral access to the lucrative Angolan market. China’s role in Sudan
has been the most controversial, where Beijing has used its Security Council seat to soften criticism of
the Sudanese government. However, China is not alone in supporting dictators. The West has often been
guilty of the same charge.

There is no evidence to suggest that Chinese engagement increases corruption and mismanagement.
Corruption is certainly higher in oil-exporting African countries than in others, and is often associated
with major infrastructure projects. China is active in both. However, there is no evidence to conclude
that Chinese companies are more or less corrupt than others. And of course, these countries and sectors
suffered corruption long before Chinese activity in Africa took off. That said, China has taken little
interest in combating corruption, and offered little support to strengthen institutional capacities and
regulatory frameworks in African countries. This contrasts sharply with Western donors, who almost
always tie aid with demands for reform.

However, there are tentative signs that China may be moving away from “non-interference” principally
for pragmatic reasons.

First, China wants political stability in Africa, at least in the countries it invests in because China needs
to protect its commercial interests. This has led to situations where Chinese authorities have intervened
and demanded government action: for example, in Angola, China reportedly demanded the resignation
of senior officials after reported misuse of the Chinese credit line.

Second, China often emphasises human resource development and strong institutions. This may lead
China to train not just individuals - civil servants, doctors etc – but also to ensure that government
institutions and processes are more transparent. Third, and significantly, in the 2006 Policy paper, China
committed itself to working with AU/NEPAD, African regional organisations, and the African Peer
Review Mechanism to improve good governance. This is to be welcomed, and the West should monitor
China’s commitment. Finally, China is a signatory to the Paris Declaration on aid effectiveness, which
could create additional and growing pressure on the Chinese to engage with other donor countries in
discussing the delivery of aid.

4.3 – The African and Western Response

Africa’s political response to rising Chinese activity has generally been positive. African leaders have
emphasised the importance of China for economic growth, as a supplier of development aid and
technical assistance, and as a political ally and friend. China’s emphasis on “non-interference” is also
welcomed. The large number of bilateral agreements between nearly all African states and China, as well
as the regular high-profile visits and meetings, are indications of the strong and growing bond between
China and Africa.

However, tensions do exist, revolving principally around trade. Some Africans resent growing Chinese
competition at home and abroad, limited use of local labour and materials, poor employment conditions,
and low wages; and feel uneasy about growing Chinese influence. Such resentment was most evident in
Zambia’s elections, in September 2006, where the main opposition candidate, Michael Sata, leader of the
Patriotic Front, campaigned on a strong anti-Beijing platform. The strength and nature of anti-Chinese
sentiment varies across countries and between different groups and sectors. In countries where trade
unions or business associations face stiff competition from China or Chinese interests, such as in the
textile sector, criticism is stronger. In countries with authoritarian regimes, such as Zimbabwe, Chinese
engagement is welcomed. In countries with strong public institutions and relatively good governance,
such as Botswana, Chinese engagement may offer new opportunities for accelerated development.

Western powers wonder what Chinese engagement means for their influence in Africa. Will African
governments “look East” – Mugabe’s policy28 – to China as an alternative source of funding and political
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support? Will good governance, democracy and human rights be undermined by China’s policy of “noninterference”?
Again, it is too early to tell. However, three trends are already evident.

First, countries with no or limited access to external development assistance – such as Zimbabwe and to
a lesser extent Sudan – often turn to China for economic aid and political support, especially at the UN.
China is usually willing to do business, but if business opportunities are limited so will be its
engagement.
Second, amongst countries benefiting from the global boom in oil and mineral prices, governance and
transparency are deteriorating.
Third, China usually delivers quickly on its promises – debt cancellations, trade preferences,
infrastructure projects. This may force Western donors to focus more on delivery if they are to rival
China as an alternative source of support and in building strong relations with African countries.

However, the West’s most important task is to encourage China to have a stronger interest in Africa’s
long-term sustainable development; and to build up the capacity of African states to provide better
governance, and to ensure that income from trade is used for development and poverty reduction.

4.4 – A Need For Engagement

For all its well-publicised activities in Africa, China’s engagement is still relatively limited in scope.
Beyond trade and investment, oil and mineral extraction, and securing African support in international
institutions, especially for “One China”– all of which undoubtedly benefit China, but whose benefits for
Africa are debatable – China does little else. At present, the relationship is strictly a business relationship
– China’s “non-interference” policy shows it does not want knowledge of, and has no desire to entangle
itself in, the domestic affairs of African states. It tolerates despotic governments, human rights abuses,
corruption and mismanagement of revenues. China feels this is a wise policy because it does not want its
own domestic record scrutinised. In fact, this acquiescence, some might say negligence, is detrimental to
Africa’s long term development. China should take a greater interest in the internal affairs of African
states, especially those it trades with. Sino-African relations must be about more than business: people as
well as profit, securing the future as well as exploiting the present. Africa has many lessons to learn from
China about economic growth, raising living standards and fighting poverty.
China can – and should – share those experiences, by engaging more in the African development
dialogue. Donating more aid, sending specialists such as doctors, and supporting the African Union and
NEPAD is a start, but engaging in a more active, two-way dialogue with Africa – especially in the
multilateral area – is vital. As the world’s most powerful emerging economy, and a potential superpower,
China can be a role model for African development, not just a distant trading partner. As a principal
stakeholder in Africa, by virtue at least of trade and investment interests, China has a moral, political and
economic duty to state explicitly how it will contribute to Africa’s long term development, reduction of
poverty, and increase in good governance. China must focus more on how its vision for increased SouthSouth cooperation will translate into better opportunities for Africa. China must engage with Africa, not
least because a stable, peaceful and prosperous continent is a more attractive business partner. Similarly,
China must also encourage Africa to take advantage of the new opportunities presented by Chinese
activity. The main mechanism for Sino-Africa engagement – FOCAC – has largely been driven by
China. Yet, China needs Africa as much as Africa needs China, so there is considerable scope for Africa

28 [Zimbabwe Report Discussed at the UN, 27 July BBC; http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/africa/4721189.stm 05/05/07]
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to articulate its aspirations, hopes and fears more powerfully. China should encourage regional powers
such as Nigeria and South Africa to take a more pro-active role in leading the continent, both in FOCAC
and in international organisations such as the UN.

So, China can – and should – be a force for good in Africa: as an investor and trading partner, as an
infrastructure builder, as a role model for economic growth, as a provider of cheaper goods, and as a
supporter of regional organisations. However, the darker side of Chinese engagement always threatens to
overshadow the potential for good: the selfish extraction of oil and minerals without regard for the
environment or the destination of the revenues; co-operation with authoritarian regimes and disregard
for human rights and good governance; the sale of arms to conflict zones; the fueling of corruption; and
above all, disregard for the long term development of a continent in need of a role model from the
developing world. The challenge for Britain, and the Conservatives in government, is to engage with
China to ensure that its activity in Africa benefits the continent and its people, now and in the future.

Britain, with its colonial links, and its unique position as a leading member of the EU, G8, UN and other
international organizations, is in a strong position to help China in Africa – and Africa with China.
Britain and the West must adapt to, and deal with, China’s presence in Africa – and engage with both
China and Africa to ensure that the continent’s future is secure. Moreover, Britain actively must lobby
China to place greater emphasis on sustainable growth, responsible extraction of oil and minerals,
human rights and better governance.

The challenge is great, there is much ground to cover, and the journey is fraught with difficulty, but
Chapter 5 suggests where and how.
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CHAPTER 5
THE ROAD AHEAD: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION &
ENGAGEMENT
"A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step" – Confucius

5.1 – An Ambitious Vision

Britain must build stronger relationships with both China and individual African countries, with the aim
of engaging in a dialogue that will secure Africa’s long term future: sustainable, peaceful and democratic
growth that benefits the African people and gives them the leadership and security they deserve. We can
do this by consistently lobbying China through a number of international bodies, and encouraging China
to support initiatives designed to build up Africa’s capacity to manage its own future. We can also
encourage African states to take steps to reform their governmental institutions, improve their resource
management mechanisms and establish more democratic societies, to ensure that a continent rich in
resources and ambition can fulfil its promise in the 21st century.

The aims of British policy should be bold, ambitious and constructive:
• Engage with China on Africa at every opportunity, in every appropriate forum;
• Strengthen the capacity of African governments to manage better their relationship with China, and
ensure that the long term interests of the African people are their priority;
• Encourage China to support African-led and international initiatives that promote democracy, better
governance and sustainable development in Africa;
• Encourage China actively to engage with Africa on issues of development, especially in multi-lateral
settings;
• Strengthen Britain’s relationship with China and African states, and encourage China to participate in
multilateral institutions; and
• Persuade China that a peaceful, stable and prosperous Africa is good for China’s self-interest.

5.2 – Sovereignty & Respect

Before exploring the various means by which Britain can engage China in dialogue on Africa, two
important points must be made about the tone of this dialogue, and the substance and context of China’s
likely responses.

Sovereignty is important to China, and multilateralism is an unfamiliar concept. The EU, for example, is
multilateral, both in philosophy and in substance. To a greater or lesser degree, EU Member States have
willingly yielded national sovereignty to EU institutions. China, on the hand, has much less experience
of, and therefore arguably less confidence and trust in, multilateralism. China has only been a UN
member since 1971 (when it took over Taiwan’s seat), and, compared to the EU, the UN impinges much
less on national sovereignty. The Asia-Pacific Economic Co-operation Forum (APEC), which China
joined in 1991, is similar. With no formal institutions, and only relatively informal annual summits,
APEC is not a supranational sovereignty-sapping body with integrationist tendencies.29 China’s
peripheral involvement in multilateralism is indicative of its commitment to Westphalian sovereignty.
Whilst China’s entry into the WTO in 2001 may be indicative of a movement towards greater
multilateralism, China still values sovereignty and national self-determination highly, especially in the
field of foreign affairs. This may make British/Western engagement on Africa more difficult, but all the
more necessary to ensure that any Chinese intransigence on African development is overcome.

29 Wang, Hongying. ‘Multilateralism in Chinese Foreign Policy: The Limits of Socialization?’ in Weixing Hu, et al (eds.), China’s International
Relations in the 21st Century: Dynamics of Paradigm Shifts (University Press of America, Lanham, 2000).
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Britain’s dialogue with China must be principled, energetic and bold – but it must also be measured,
respectful and not patronising The West rightly condemns China for tolerating authoritarian regimes
abroad and human rights abuses at home. A principled dialogue demands that these concerns are raised
with China. However, a tone that patronises, demonises, or demeans an economic superpower will not
yield positive results. A passionate, concerted, approach is needed. Britain is more than capable of that.

5.3 –Engagement & Dialogue: Where & How Can Britain do the Lobbying?

Britain is well placed to engage with China in a number of important international forums, which are
elucidated below.

5.3.1 – African Partnership Forum (APF)

The Forum is a grouping of key African governments including all 20 African members of the New
Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD) steering committee, the G8, the African Union, and
representatives from the IMF, OECD, UN, World Bank and WTO. It was established at the 2003 Evian
G8 Summit, and its objective is to secure and maintain international support for NEPAD. NEPAD is an
African Union-run economic development programme, adopted in 2001.NEPAD’s four primary
objectives are to eradicate poverty, promote sustainable growth and development, integrate Africa into
the world economy, and accelerate the empowerment of women. It is based on underlying principles of a
commitment to good governance, democracy, human rights and conflict resolution; and the recognition
that maintenance of these standards is fundamental to the creation of an environment conducive to
investment and long term economic growth.

China is not currently an APF member. Britain should lobby for China to be invited to join as soon as
possible. Currently, China’s FOCAC and the APF compete for Africa’s attention. There is no specialist
forum that currently brings together the West, China and Africa. Indeed, when President Hu was invited
to the Gleneagles G8 Summit where Africa was a priority, he was not invited to discuss Africa. This
must change. Inviting China to join the APF would encourage dialogue, as would pressing Beijing to
allow a Western presence at FOCAC summits. The alternative is to allow China to continue
strengthening its bilateral relations with individual African countries, and to neglect the development
agenda, which undermines NEPAD and does nothing to advance Africa’s development.

5.3.2 – European Union

The EU’s China policy is based on a Commission policy paper entitled A Mutual Partnership: Shared
Interests and Challenges in EU-China Relations, endorsed by the European Council in October 2003.
Relations with China have been pursued in three broad areas: political dialogue, including a specific
dialogue on human rights; economic and trade relations; and the EU/China Cooperation Programme.
Whilst the EU has lobbied China to improve its internal human rights record, it has focused less on
China’s impact on human rights in Africa. Britain should lobby for this to happen.

Britain should also lobby the EU to engage collectively with China on Africa. As one of China’s key
trading partners, the EU has much potential leverage. The EU also provides a good framework for
cooperation with China on African development. For example, China has expressed interest in working
with the EU to develop a malaria vaccine, and has suggested joint EU/China projects to fight HIV/AIDS
in Africa, building on China’s long record of medical aid to Africa. Britain should lobby for these
projects to be pursued.

5.3.3 – World Trade Organisation

China joined the WTO in 2001 after 15 years of entry negotiations, with support from the EU. As a
global trade body encompassing the world’s leading economies, and mindful of assisting developing
nations in Africa, WTO membership may gradually compel China to improve its regard for human
rights, and to re-assess its policy of “non-interference” used in Africa. China’s international reputation as
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an investor, and as a place to invest, may be placed in jeopardy if it does not.

China is a key member of the G20 bloc within the WTO: a grouping of developing nations that presses for
an end to subsidies from industrialized nations to their farmers, and reforms to help developing countries
operate in the global economy. G20 members include Brazil and South Africa, and account for 60% of the
world’s population and 70% of its farmers. Britain may choose to support the G20 if it encourages China
to rethink its Africa policy.

5.3.4 – United Nations

Britain and China are both Permanent Members of the UN Security Council, its most powerful body.
Britain should use all available opportunities to persuade China to support Africa’s development agenda,
and to its protection of authoritarian regimes such as Sudan and Zimbabwe by using its veto. Britain
should make concerted efforts to form a strong relationship with China’s UN delegation.

5.3.5 – G8 – Group of 8 Leading Industrialised Nations

The EU is always represented at G8 Summits by the European Commission President and the leader of
the Member State holding the European Council Presidency. The 2007 German G8 Presidency website30
offers a justification: “the requirement for the permanent representation of the EU in the G8 process is
based on its role as one of the most powerful economic areas in the world. An additional factor is the EU's
increased involvement in global security issues.” Surely this label also applies to China? Currently, China
is only invited to attend so-called "outreach" sessions at G8 summits, where non-member countries are
invited to an expanded dialogue on certain topics. Britain should lobby for greater Chinese involvement at
future G8 summits. The German G8 Presidency, like Britain’s in 2005, has named Africa as one its
priorities. Chinese input would be invaluable.

5.3.6 – G20 – Group of Industrialised Nations.

This comprises the Finance Ministers and central bank governors of the world’s largest economies – the
G8, the EU and others, including China. It also consists of representatives of the European Central Bank,
IMF and World Bank. It was formed as a new forum for cooperation and consultation on matters
pertaining to the international financial system. Shanghai will host the G20 summit in 2009. In the
meantime, Britain can use it as a forum to lobby for more Chinese involvement in Africa’s development
agenda.

5.4 – Africa helping itself

There are two important steps that Africa can take itself, with Western investment and assistance, which
will bolster good governance and sustainable development.

First, African nations can join the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) created in 2002. Its
aim is to increase transparency over payments that secure oil and mineral extraction rights. Companies
should publish how much they pay to governments to secure rights, and governments should disclose how
much they receive and how the revenue is used. Revenues from oil, gas and mining companies, in the
form of taxes, royalties, signature bonuses and other payments must be declared. EITI has issued a set of
reporting guidelines, a Statement of Principles, and six Criteria which represent the global minimum
standard for EITI implementation. Twenty-two countries implement EITI, of which fourteen are African.
China does not subscribe to EITI, and is unlikely to as it has not been classed as a “resource rich” nation,
but Britain should lobby China to join it as a “supporter” country. Supporter

30 This is stored at [http://64.233.183.104/search?q=cache:T_YW4U9Y-scJ:www.g-8.de/Webs/G8/EN/Background/History/geschichtlicherueberblick.html+the+requirement+for+the+permanent+representation+of+the+EU+in+the+G8+process+is+based+on+its+role+as+one+of+the+mo
st+powerful+economic+areas+in+the+world.+An+additional+factor+is+the+EU%27s+increased+involvement+in+global+security+issues&hl=en&ct=
clnk&cd=1 05/05/07]
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countries, like Britain, are those that have “an active policy on, and involvement with EITI
implementation”. More resource-rich African countries should join EITI to show their commitment to
good governance, sustainable development, and accountable resource management.

Second, Britain and the West can encourage African states to improve the quality of their natural
resource management and be open about how revenues are spent. Joining EITI is necessary, but not
sufficient. Africans must have the will to build up their state institutions, quality of governance, and
legislative and regulatory frameworks, to protect themselves from corruption, human rights abuses and
falling victim to exploitative foreign companies. Ultimately, Africa must take responsibility for
safeguarding its own natural resources and revenues.

To assist Africa, Britain could expand it network of embassies and consulates in China and across Africa,
employ more Africa and China specialists in the Foreign Office, DFID and DTI, and ensure that they
work together. Expanding Britain’s network of embassies in China was endorsed by the House of
Commons Foreign Affairs Select Committee in 2006.31

CONCLUSION

Chinese activity in Africa is more intense than ever before. Record levels of trade and investment,
development aid and infrastructure assistance are transforming many parts of the world’s poorest
continent for the better. However, there are concerns that China in Africa is merely engaging in the
ruthless exploitation of oil and natural resources, which does nothing to improve human rights, foster
good governance or encourage sustainable development. In the short term, the Africa-China relationship
is certainly weighted in China’s favour. With a rapidly growing economy, a new ambitious generation of
leaders, and growing confidence in its status as a global actor, China is now at a crossroads in its modern
history, as it looks to the future.

The challenge for Britain, and Conservatives in government, is to influence that future. Our challenge
and our duty is to engage with China to ensure that its activity in Africa benefits the continent and its
people, now and in the future. The focus should be on convincing China that human rights, good
governance, freedom, democracy, the environment, and sustainable development are all important facets
of being a responsible global actor. It is a great challenge, but not an insurmountable obstacle. The
popular image of China as an intransigent Communist monolith is not entirely true. Examples of China
changing its policies in response to Western pressures do exist: in 1998, China signed the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; and in 2001, it ratified the UN Covenant on Social, Economic
and Cultural Rights. More recently, Beijing has toned down its support for Sudan at the UN. So British
efforts can succeed if we begin a bold, ambitious and passionate dialogue with China.

Conservatives have already proved themselves to be a force for hope, optimism and change here in
Britain.

Our challenge in government will be to work with China to give Africa the stable, prosperous future that
it deserves.

31 House of Commons Foreign Affairs Select Committee (2006) East Asia: Seventh Report of Session 2005-6, The Stationary Office
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